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Preface 

This report is the third in a sequence of studies of the Portugese economy 

that have been vri tten over the L::st ci!;iltecn toonths by economists associated 

vith the Hass.achusetts Institute of Technology. 

It hM been prepared by a group of doctoral candidates of the Department of 

Economics. Like the previous report.~ it is concerned mainly vi th macroeconomic 

issues, through. it differs :::m:a·.;hat in ita policy sup,~estions. It represents a"l 

suvlL'lce over the earlier reports in its more detailed treatment of the issues 

D.nd in the development of an explic:i t ;malytic model which can be used to 

investigate alternative policy packages • 

Consistent with the earlier economic situation :md the infomntion then 

available, the first two reports took ua expansionary vlc·.r of policy rcquirct<cntn. 

They arguetl that the inflation which Portugal l!as been experiencing vas catcqed 

primarily by wage increases secured :!,_n the process of inco= redistribution 

rather tb.a::> by excessive rooc.etary gro11th or by e;o:cessive budget deficits, Given 

the decline in ·..rorld dcL~and and the slack in private inves trnent beccuse of domes tic 

uncertainty, the earlier reports reconmended a substuntial increase in govenL~nt 

£pending on real investment in order to maintain dometic income and e11<ployment and 

create more. productive capital. They also stressed t.'1e increasingly urgent need to 

res tore external cor;:peti tiveness, through better pr:!.ce-cost relations ·and producti vc 

investment, 

Throughout t:ost of 1975 the large. foreif;n cxchanr,e assets owned by Portugal 

made it fear;ible to stress ·short nm policy recom-,endationa which gave primary 

cmphMis to the t'laintcnancc of nflcrczate demand and et:ployment. Ho~J<?.ver, this pror,·rarn 

is 'no longer possible because th.:> substantial reduction in the price of eold and the 

continuance of large deficits have led to a rapid decline Jn foreign exchange assets 

~ithout corresponding improvcnento in the prospects for the r~'covery ·and sub,;equcnt 

•' 
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growth in exportn; 
· .. 

'!he present report differs fro:n its predecessors mainly in cnphasis, It 

recognizes explicitly that the defidt of the public sectorhas arisen prloarily 

from tr:msfer paynents rnther than employment or productivity-enhancing 

invnstmcnt. ~~ile the policy package recommends restraint in public .sector 

transfer payments, these must be ma:tntained in such high social priority a1·eaa D.S 

the food subsidy progra=. Nevertheless,_ the report .also notes that consumption 

st.sndanls, as they no-J prevail now, cannot be sustained. The redistribution of 

real income which hM been achieved over the lnst tw years L:ts been financed to 

a aubst:mtinl degree by the use of foreign exchange assets and by foreign borrowinr, 

but this connot contim:e in the future at the same rate as in the past, ~:he 

• 
redistribution has cooe about largely via a sow.mhat arbitrary process of wage 

iucreuses &'d cl1ru:ges in d~estic and fo:reizn prices. Increased use of the fiscal 

system can speed the rcadjl'St;r,ent fro"' the existing difficult situation and help 

~~ieve greater equity within e framework of increased stcbility. 

This report a tresses again the need to itrprove Portugal's international trade 

position. Both the export sector and do::-.~stie industry co;npcting with h1ports 

have been handicapped by l<n·ge increases in costs relative to prices. Restoration 

of coiOpetitiveness is thus one requirer:>ent for tmprovement in Portugal's external 

position. Vigorous una of government c<·edit policies to make funds av.1ilable to 

the trnded goods sector -private and public- will also contribute to the 

achievement of this goal. 

·The only aub8tainable policy packar;e for Portugal lien along the lines indicnted 

here: (1) Effective demand to be expanded through increased net exports and priv:1te 

and public invcsa1ent, thn latter espednlly in m:c'lll of social capital l·!ith a lo>J 
·,, 
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btport content .and a large employment effect. (2) The foreign trade balance to 

be illl'[lroved, although not by excluding imports of capital ::;oods essential to 

maintaining and CA~anding production in key sectors. (3) Tne public sector deficit 

to be reduced through increased taxes, reduced transfers and reduced p•~lL~lic 

consuoption with increases in public as well as pd.vate saving. 

'The effec,tive economic policy of the Portugese government over the last t;;o 

years has been one of patience. Doing nothing Has, in fn.ct, recognized lW an 

active alternative to a structured econor.dc program. Such inaction ~~M feasible 

only so long as external assets uere plentiful. That is no longer the cMe. If 

. ·. 
there is no policy change in the near future, it must be expected that, as foreign 

t:>~chan[:e assets and loans become less and less availnble, the country will eithe·, 

undcrg~ high inflntiou and disarray or be forced into a serious depresnion of 

economic activity. 

No doubt the policies ·vhich need to be imple£Jcnted place a major burden on 

!:he nuthoritics. With determination and external help these b).lrdens can be 

managed. Indeed, th£y provide the opportunity for long neglected investment iri 

social capital in the '.villages and the cities and for removal of badmardness 

nnd inefficiency in such major sectors as agriculture nnd fisheries. If these 

opportunties are properly addressed the economy· of Portugal in 1980 vi.ll be 

hcnlthier and more equitable and, thus, more effective in achieving the hopes of 

the revolution of April 25, 1971,. 

RSE/mB 

E, C<1ry Brown 
Rudiger Dornbnnch 
'Richard S. Eckaus 
Robcrt H •. Solo" 
Lance J. Tnylor 

Department of Econooics, H.l.T. 
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.~eduction and Summary 

In the spring of 19711 an observer might ldth good 

re~son. have.predicted a sev;ere downturn in the·Portuguese 

economy. Portugal had begun to undertake a political 

and social revolution just as a world economic crisis worsened 

her external position. With investment depressed by uncertainty 

about the domestic situation, exports cut by reduced demand 

abroad and difficultie~ at home, and the prices of imported raw 

materials soaring, a slump in Portugal was·inevitable. Yet the 

Portuguese economy has remained, in the phrase of an earlier 

MIT report, "surprisingly sound". Increased private and public 

·consumption has sustained demand, ·so that output has :fallen only 

modestJ.y and employment has fallen hardly at all. In these 

respects Portugal has done better than most countries in the 

last two and a half years. 

It would be a mistake, however, to 'conclude that 

Portugal has ~ucsess:fully weathered the stbrm. The favora6le 

short-run performance of the economy has been accomplished at 
. . . . . 

the cost of a steady worsening of Portugal's'long-run position. 

Low investment has meant a visibly deteriorating capital stock, 

while persistent balance of payments deficits have consumed a 

;large part of·the country's foreign exchange reserves. These 

problems would have become increasingly pressing simply through 

the passage of time; they have been magnified by the failure 

to restore the competitiveness of Portugal's export sector and 

the tendency of current spending to crowd out. investment in the 

government budget. 

·In this report we endeavour to provide an analysis 

of Portugal's current situation and of the alternatives remainin; 

open to the Portuguese government. We begin, in the first 

chapter·, ·with an analysis of the recel'l t past, then proceed to 

project and compare the effect of alternative policies in the 

near future. In order to carry out our analysis we have 

attempted wherever possible to place economic questions in a 

quantitative framework. We believe that this exercise is 

• . 
. . 

. . 
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valuable in itself, and we laope that Portuguese economists will 

in the future. extend and improve upon our admitteO.ly rough 

methods.;~ 
.• 

The principal focus of our report is on the sho~t run, 
! 

but short-term policy must always be conducted with long-run 

aims in viewo For this reason, we :[Jrovide in this introduction 

a brief overvie~;· of ·Portugal's longer run prospects, and of 

the relationship of economic policy in the ~ext year and a half 

to goals in the more distant future. 

·. 
Mediwn- and Lon~-Term Prospects 

Although many Portuguese industries now have exciess 

capacity, in.the not-too-distant future a large expansion in 

Portugal's productive capital will be necessary. The inflow 

of' refugees has increased population and labor force. To ho.use 

and employ the a~ditional population will require extensive 

investment, while the longer-run ·solution of balance o:f payments 

problems wtll require investment in the export sector and in 

import-competing industries. All .of this will require high 

rates of capital formation, perhaps on the order of 20 percent 

o:f gross domestic product~ By contrast, in 1975 investment is 

estimated to have been only about 10 percent of GDP. 

It would be unrealistic to expect all of this invest-•. 
ment to be financed out of domestic savings. For some time in 

the future, Portugal will need to 
\...e.\~ 

current account, borrowing to'Vpay 

I 

run a deficit in its external 

for investment goods. But 

domestic savings must cover a large part of the investment. It 

is one thin.g to borro,,. to pay for productive investment, which 

creates the ability to repay the loan. It is a different matter 

to borrow for consumption. If, over the next several years, 

Portugal pursues a policy o:f expanding investment and eA~orts 

rather than consumption - and if it can be seen by its creditore 

to be following such a policy - financing a balance of payments 

deficit will n.ot be difficult. If, on the other hand~ in~estmeni 

1s increased without a corresponding increase in saving, the 

burden of debt will grow rapidly and it will become increasingly 

difficult and expensive t.o borrow • 
. . -'. 
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·If Portugal can surnow<t its short-run economic diffi

culties, there is no reuson to be.p<>ssimistic about the long-run 

Other countries suffering from capi tal• shortage have recovered 

rapidly, and· Portugal shouJ.d be able to resume steady gr01-rth in 

a few years. 

obstacles. 

The Short-Run 

But first the country must deal with some short-ru. 

Portugal's short-run economic problem is, in brief, 

that measures to increase her ability. to earn foreign exchange 

.~ill take time. Even if a decision t~ invest in expqrt capacity 

is made in the next fe~r months, it would be unlikely that much. 

of the new capacity could be operating before 1978. Thus; for 

somethin~ like two years, Portugal must rely, essentially, on 

the current productive base. ~t the same time, if an effort is 

made to increase investment it will lead directly and indirectly 

to substantial increases in imports. This means that even with 

recovery in the world economy which increases the demand for 

Portugal's exports, the balance of payments deficit will remain 

·large. 
··' 

The problem is ho>~ to pay for the deficit. For the 

last two and a half years Portugal has been able to cope with 

an adverse balanc.e of payments fairly <;asily, initially by 

using reserves of forcd.gn exchange, more recently by borro;;ing 

with gold reserves as security. These favorable conditions will 

noj: last indefinitely. The task of short-run policy_ is to extenc 

them until medium and long-run measures, especially investment 

_:in export industries , can take e:ffe c t. If the external deficit 

can be reduced it will bring a double benefit: it will stretch 

Portugal's reserves further, and by making the country appear 

more credit-worthy it will make unsecured loans easier to obtain • 
.. 

There are tw·o main ~rays in which Portugal can improve 

its external position in the short run. First, many export 

industries still have unused capacity. Increased costs and 

.... . ; .. 

. , .· 
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organizational difficulties have left the volume of' exports "ell 

below what could be attained. If these problems can be overcome, 

a substantial increase in exports can be achieved quite quickly. 

Second, a large part of the import bill is directly or indirectly 

related to consumption cxpendituresn By curbing the growth of 

consumption Portugal can free foreign exchange for investment~ 

It may also be possible to shift some consumption from imports 

to domestic goods; but since the great bul.k of Portusal' s 

imports are capital goods or inputs to production, discouragement 

of non-essential imports can have only a limited roleo It must 

also always be kept in mind that in a very open economy like 

Portugal import·restrict~ons, Uilless accompanie~ by a restrict~on 

o:f domestic demand, are likely to be less effectiv0 than one 

might expect .. For a given level of demand, restrictio11s on 

some import~ cause offsetting increases in other_imports, cspe-

cially intermediate goods used as inputs in domestic production. 

The goals of a reasonable short-run policy, then, ~ust 

be .to expand exports and in,..,"".estment while restra~._ning consumption .. 

Achieving these goals will require some austerity on the part of · 

the governme.nt - economy in expenditures, higher taxes, less 

support to :firms in deficit. Austerity ~s never pleasant~ and 

it is tempting to delay act£on while the reserves last. But the 

consequences of allowing the situation to drift can be predicted, 

both from common sense and the experience of other countrj_es: 

At some pOint it will become prohibitively expensi~e to borrow 

.abroad, and the country 1-rouJ.d have to bring the current account 

into balance without being able to expand exports. The go_vern-

ment's only option would then be severe contraction of the 

economy to reduce imports .. There is no way of avoiding austerity; 

the choice ~s between a moderate program now and harsh measures 

latero 

. ' 
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CHAPTEH I: ECO\;m!IC DEVELOPHENTS IN POHTUG,\L SINCE 1973 
-~~~~~--~~~-

Ao OverviEn·r 

In this chapter we analyse, in aggregate terms, the 

changes in Portugal's economy since 1973. Any aggregation is, 

in some sense, a falsification, and we are well aware of the 

limitations of an analysis based on averages. But the changes 

in the Portuguese economic situation in the last few years have 

been so :far--reaching that most sectors are bound to have had 

certain basic experiences in conm1ono 

. In particular,. one will not go far ••-rong in analysing 

Portuguese macroeconomics if three overriding tactors are kept 

in mind: ( i) the world economic cr~sis, with increases in 

corrL'llodi ty prices fol.lowed by i:he recess ion in industrial coun-

tries; (ii} a very rapid rise in wages inside Portugal; ( iii) 

a drastic reduction in Portuguese domestic saving (partly as a 

result of the increase in wages and the accompanying redistribu-

tion of income). The counterparts of this fall in saving in the 

national income identity are reduced in-vestment and a balance of 

pa)~ents deficit. ·--;-. 

Iri the sections that follow we attempt to quantify 

t~ese factors and trace their impact on various aspects of the 

economyo We have not tried to give a complete account of all 

the forces at work. Instead we have been content to provide an 

analysis, quantitative wherever possible, of the most important 

aspects e>f recent d~v:elopmf'nts. The result is a sketch rather 
. . . . 

than a full portrait of ~ortugal's economy; 

it accurately represents the basic features. 
- .. · .. 

·. -· 

B. Income and Spending since 1973 

but we believe that 

The basic nwnbers on income and spending, 1973 to 1975, 

are presented in Table B-I. Real income and product were fairly 

stable over the period, ris:i.ng somewhat in 19'71> and falling 

modestly in 1975. (Many observers believe the actual decline in 

1975 was larger than Planning Department figures indicate, but we 

have not been able to improve upon the Planning Department esti-

mo.teso) This stability in the aggregate, however, masks a 

-,'-• 
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Subst.:.:t:ntial shi.ft in compositiono A sharp deter£oration of' the 

·external Ctlrrent accofu1t and a very lar~e fall in investment· 

l~·ere off'set by· in.c.:r:·eases in private and government con_surnption .• 

Perhaps the most important point to note is the decline 

in .sa.v:in.g;>;;_ By defini i:ion, 

Dcn:~estic Saving :::: Externa}.· Current Account + Investment .. 
= Private Saving + Government Current Surplu. 

'I'he ccou.nterpart of the deterioration in external current account 

and fall in investment was a re~uct~on in d6mostic saving from 

21.3 percent of GDP in 1973 to 4.7 percent in 1975. The fall in 

savings was about equally divided between reduced private saving, 

on the one handi and a shift·frorn ~substantial government surplu~ 

to a l.ar·ge deficit, on the other~ 

_Ther-e o.ppear to have been seveJ;·etl reasons for the decli:L 

Income was redistributed from groups with 

high propensities to .sa ... re to groups ,,~ith low saving; we est.imate 

tl1at the labor share in income ~ose from. 59~9~ in 1973 to 70QJ% 

;j __ n 1.97'5~, At the .same t:ixnE"~ ~ redUced profitability discouraged 

f'ir.m.s :f:ccm reta.i:n.ing pro:f:i.·ts :fC:r investmen.t ~ 

cou.ragcri acquis:Ltion of f'inancial as~ets ... 

'I'J\_BLE B- J: Income_~nd ~pe~di~ 

and inflation dis-

(millions of cantos of 1975) 
:- ~· - . --, 

Private Consumption 

" Governrr:'2:n. t Consumption 

Investment 

BalaliCc on Goods and Services 

Equals: Gross Doziiestic Product (GDP) 

Net Transfers from Abroad + Net In
terest PEtJ-'1"1lent.s ( :Crom abroad) 

Externa.l Current Acco_ttn.t 

Current. Governrn£n t Surplus 

Priv::ti.:0 Saving 

... 
. 1973 

- 285.4 

.48.J 

83.5 

377.8 

40.2 

+ 0.8 

ll. 3 

.. 73· 0 

Se:..:.-:£~.: Plo_n.n:ing Department Figures 

. -.; 

1974 

306.5 

56.0 

91. .3 

- 64.8 

,38 9. 0 

.)6,2 

28.6 

1..5 

. 61.2 

1975 

.315.9 

61!. 7 

.)8.2 

- ~;5.3 

.373-5 

211.1 

- 21.1 

- 21.7 

38.8 

l'"'··· 

J 



C. 1-ia«;e L>n'!__Price Develo!?.!ncnt Since 197:)_ 

The central factor in wage and price development in 

PortugL>l, 1973~1975, was the large increase in nominal compensa

tion of 1<orkers 1 which substantially exceeded \·rage increases in 

Portugal's trading partners. This increase in compensation had 

dif:ferential impacts on different secto1·s of the economy. In 

those parts of the economy producing traded goods, output prices 

have been determined by world prices rather than 6y domestic 

costs. Thus in this sector which is the one covered by the 

wholesale price index - there has been a reduciton of profi~ 

mar-gins and a redistribution of iiicom.e to the workers~ In those 

parts of the economy which are sheltered from the Horld market, 

such as services or retail trade, howeve~, increased labor costs 

have been passed on in higher priceso Consumer prices, w~ich are 

a weigl1ted average of prices in both sectors-1 have therefore. 

risen .less than compensation but more than \~tho-lesale prices .. 

Our major finding on wages and prices is that total 

compensation of workers has risen substantially faster than scale 

't'rage s ~ This confirms an impressionistic judgment that the wage 

increases indicated by official indexes are not large enough to 

explain the deterioration of Portugal's competitive position in 

world trade or the fall in profits of firms. 

vre may briefly summarize the developments under three 

headings: ,. 
(i) Comnensation of workers: Portuguese wages, even 

as meas~red by official wage indexes, have risen more rap~dly 

than wages in Portugal's trading partriers, but these indexes 

·understate the rise, because non-wage compensation has increased 

relative to wages. Y.'hen adjusted for changes in exchange rate, 

compensation of Portuguese workers has increased nea~ly 24% more 

than in her tradi11g partners since 1973, with the deterioration 

occurring mostly in 1974, as shown in Table C-I • 

. •:" 

'--, 
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. _T_A_D_L_f;: C-I;_.:::___..cP:_·ortu;;;ttesc and Fore? .. o:n l·Ta.o:es ( 1973 = _ _J~O) 

1973 1971< 1975 

(1) ·Wages of industrial and technical 
't'i"orkers, Lisbon 100.0 132.1 157.0 

(2) Total compensation o:f industria] __ 
workers 100.0 139.5 174.J 

(J) Hourly compensation in trading 
partners, escudo basis 100.0 ll7.J 141.0 

' , . ) \ L! (2)/(J) X lOO 100.0 u8.9 12).6 

Source: US International-Econornic Report of the President 
and Ninistry of Labor 

(i:i.) w'l-u;:l.zesa.le _ _E!:ices: Wholesal-e prices in Portugal have 

follo\·red prices in her trading partners fairly closely; vtj1.en. 

adjustment is made for exchange rate changes, as sho·h-"11. in Table 

C-II. 

'rAl3L8 C-II: lfuolcsale Prices (1973 = lOO) 

1973 .. 
(1) Foreign wholesale prices, escudo 

basis 100.0 122.3 

·· (2} Por.tugucse ·wholesale prices 100.0 125.2 

(J) (2)/(1) x. lOO 100.0 

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics 

1975 

1)8.2 

134.1 

97 0 0. 

(iii) Consumer ~rices: Both traded and non-traded gcods 

enter into consumption; based on 1973 data we would assign t:;:-aded 

goods a weight of 52%, non-traded goods a weight of ~8%. If the 

prices of non-traded goods increased in proportion to labor costs, 

wl1ile traded goods followed foreign wholesale prices, we obtain 

·a predicted increase in consun1er prices~ As Table _C-III shows~ 

this predicted increase cor~esponds fairly well with the actual 

rise in consumer prices exclu~ing housing; 

because of rent control. 

·-·- ·. l_. 

we exclude housing 

I 
I 
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'l'ABLE C-III: Explan<>t~_on of' Consunwr Prj_ces (1973 = lOO) . 

' •1973 1971! 1975 

(l) Fore.ign l<holesale prices, escudo 
basis 100.0 122.3 138.2 

(2) Compensation per '\-rorker·, all 
sectors 100.0 137.6 168.9 

(J) Predicted c.onsumer prices = 
.52x.(l) + .48 X (2) 100.0 129.6 152.9 

(4) Actual consumer prices excluding 
housing, Lisbon 100.0 129.2 155-5 

Source: Table C-II, Bank of Portugal Report, Ministry of Labor 

D. Balance of Payments Since 1973 

Before' 1974, Portugal's traditional deficit on goods and 

services account was normally balanced by emigrants' remittances. 

In the last t;;o years, however, the current account has been 

deeply in deficit, in spite of the decline in imports in 1975. 

Reserve loss was aggravated in 1975 and early 1976 by capital 

outflo~r. 

·We consider the balance of payments by its components: 

(i) Exports: Like other nations at a comparable level 

of·deveTopment, Portugal has suffered a loss of exports as a 

·result of". the :,i-orld recession. ·.. ... . But the decline in Portugal's 
. ~ '• · ...... 

exports has been exceptionally great. Reasons for this poor 

performance are the increase in labor costs discussed in the last 

section; disruption .of production schedules and personal contacts 

and the loss of protected markets in the former colonies, Dy 

comparing Portuguese experience with that of a reference group 

of nations not experiencing its special problems, and estimate 

of the importance of these problems can be derived, In Table 

D-I such an estimate is_presented. Line (1) shows the Portuguese 

share of industrial country imports. Line (2) shows the share 

of non-industrial European countries as a whole in industrial 

·country imports. Line (3) shows what Portugal's share would 

' 
. ·~ .· ·; . 
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have been if it had matched the average experience of this group. 

Finally; line (4) takes the ratio of Portugal's actual m~rkct 

share to this hypothetical share to get an index of the deteriora

tion in competitive position. 

TABLE D-I: Evidence of Market Shares (Pe~cent) 

': ft .. 1973 . 1.971! 1975 

(1) Portuguese share in industrial 
·country imports .}.8 .JJ .29 

(2) Share of non-industrial Europe 
in indus·trial country imports 4.16 J.70 }.69 

(J) Hypothetical Portuguese market 
share .}8 .J4 

·--:·. " 
.. 

(li) Competitive position: ' 
(1)/(J) X lOO ·J.oo.o ·99.0 

Source: IMF, Direction of Trade 

On the basis of this and similar calculations, we 

estime>.te that Portuguese exports to industrial countries '"ould 

have fallen 12-16 percent even if world demand had remained at 

197J.levels. 
: _;.:. ·. -.. 

'(ii) Imports: Imports have moved erratically since 

1973, rising sharply in 1974 and then falling even more sharply 

in 1975. One would ordinarily expect imports to be approximately 

proportional to real final demand, defined as the sum of private 

.consumption, government C<Onsumption, investment, and .exports. 

The t·luctuations in Portuguese imports, however, have ·tal<en place 

in the face of relatively stable final demand. 

policy. 

To some extent changes in imports were due to government 

In Hay 1975 a special surcharge was levied on about a 

third of imports, with the aim of discouraging consumption of 

imported goods and encouraging the use of domestically produced 

substitutes. But the principal source of fluctuations in imports 

does not appear to have been substitution between domestic and 

_foreign goods ~n consu.mption. The most important reason for 

. , ... •' ·~ .... ~- :·. . .. · ... · .. 

: ... ·. 

.,.._ ... ,. 
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changes in imports appears, instead, to have been a shift in the 

composition of final demand between 6ortsumption and investment. 

Calculations based on the 1970 input-output table show that in

vestment (particularly additions to inventories)and exports are 

import-intensive, while both private and public consumption have 

low import content. Thus the shift in composition of spEnding 

from investment to consumption tended to reduce imports at any 

given level of de1nand. Of particcilar importance was the role 

of stocks of imported goods, which were-built up during 1974 

but dram1. down in 1975. 

The effect of changes in composition is illustrated in 

Table D-II. The first line records changes in real final demand; 

the second changes in final demand .weighted by import content; 

the third actual changes in imports. 

TABLE D-II: Chan~es jn Final Demand and Imoorts (Percent) 

(1) Change in real final demand 

(2) Change in final demand, weighted 
by import content 

(J) Actual change in real imports 

. 
7'-i/73 

5o2 

6.5 -
9.2 

Source: Figures from GEDEI, Hinistry of Industry 
.and Technology. 

7 5171< 

9.0 

22.7' 

24.6 

It appears from these numbers that it is not unreasona-
~ . 

ble· to assign the principal role in import fluctuations to changes 

in the volume and composition of' final demand (although we would 

not <rant to p.lace too much >>eight on the calculation - it depends 

heavily on estimates of additions to inventory which are highl.y 

unreliable). The components of final demand are themselves, 

however, determined in part by government policy. Thi.s is 

especially true of inve~tment ~nventorieso There is reason to 

believe that the import surcharge was a major factor in the 

reduction in stocks of' imported goods in 1975, and that the 

surcharge did, therefore, have an important role in the fall in 

in imports that year. 

· ... _. ·.. •'' 
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(iii) Remittances: Emigrants' remittances fell sharply 

in real terms in both 1974 and 1975, after rapid growth in 

previous years. This fall can be attributed both to European 

recession and to political and social events in Portugal. 

of the relevant figures are presented in Table D-III. 

TABLE D-III: 

Total remittances 
(excluding those 
:from the former-

1970 

escudo zone) ·in 
billions of esc. 14.3 

Foreign unemploy-
ment (Heighted 
average) 

Emigration of 
workers 

Real remittances 
(deflated by CPI, 

· .1:970 escudos) per 
accumulated (since 

2.57 

110' 1±66 

Remittances 

.1971 1972 1973 1974 
: 

-._ .. 

18.8 22.4 26.5 26.8 

.. .. . 

2.96 2.95 2.80 J.28 

80.281 41;,187 64,180 2),866 

\ \ 
;1 . -. -·-- .. 

., 

.·· .. 

Some 

1975 

21.6 

4.88 

9,000 

- ~'- . 

., 
1960) worker 25.7 26.5 26.5 19.9 1J.8 

When ,.;e try to untangle the evidence on remittances, 

two facts stand out. First, the rate of emigration is affected 

by unemployment in destination countries, as attested both by 

Portugal'_:; experience and by that of. other countries. The • L 
lt1Jpac~.. 

of recession.s is aggravated by the "last hired, first fired" 

status ·of emigrant workerso On the other hand, before 1974 

remittances psr worker did not show any such depe11dence on 

··foreign economic. conditions o . ' 
In fact, real remittances per worker 

were remarkably constant. 

This and other evidence, while :far from conclusive, 

lead us to attribute the decline in emigration to the European 

recession, while attributing the decline in remittances per 

worker primarily to lack of confidence in Portugal~ However, 

... 

·.-····•,···- .. 
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some of this latter dcclir1e may be pcrmanert·t since emigrants 

have novr developed the haf~it of' putti21g thoir forei::.~n exchange 

earnings in f'orei.gn bank accou.t-.ts (or selling them to Portuguese 

tourists) rather than sending them home. 

Capital mobility in Portugal is 

limited by restrictions on the acquisition of foreign exchange, 

w·hich is made available only for ,imports an.d certain other tr8ns-

actions such as repayment of foreign ]_oan.s o Nonetheless, consid-

erable private ea pi tal ou'tf'lo1'l can take pia ce, through repayment 

of" loans and shifts in the ·timing of' commercial payments. 

·of: capital can, of' course, take place. f'reely. 

Inflovr. 

The capital account was in near balance in 1973. · It 

shifted to a surplus of 4.8 million cantos in 1974. This may 

have been because the deficit on current account and increased 

·currency l18ldings by households created a condition of monetary 

tightnesso In 1975, with art easing of rnpnetary cotiditions, the 

capital account moved to a deficit o.f 5.9 million cantos. Pro vi-

sional figures sho1..- a someh·hat accelerated outflow '5rl the first 

~uarter of 1976, of 2.4 million cantos, apparently largely due to 

repayment of credits from suppliers. (It should be noted that 

capital movement is calculated as a residual. To the extent th8t 

trade figures are distort?d by under- and over-invoicing, e,g .. as 

a means ot capital flight, the capital movement figures are 

biased). Reser~e losses by the Bank of Portugal have been larger 

than this.,, 5.1 million cantos, as a resLtlt of increased holding 

of foreign currency by financial i.n.stitutionso The accelerated 

·:reserve loss of the Bank o:f P'?rtugal seems to be largeJ.y caused 

by public expectations of devaluation. 

E. l'lonc~nd Credit Since 1973 

As Figure E-I indicates 1 monetary growth declined 

substantially after 197 J. l"Ieasured as a yearly average over 

the prece~ing yea~ 1 the growth rate of M2 declined frozn 28% in 

1975 to 19% in 1974 and 14% in ~975. Because of income redis-

. -~ '•- ~ ....• 

~ . ~. ' 

. ~ .. - ... ·.-.. 



tribution, and the inflow of !'efugees there may have been some 

up~ard shift in the demand for n•oney since April 25, 1974. If 

we take inflation in 1974 and 1975 to be largely the result of 

exogenous wage increases, we can judge the adequacy of monetary 

growth by the extent to-which it accomodated the increase in 

prices and renl income: 

l97V73 

Inflation ( GDP dei' la tor) 16% 

Real Growth - 3% 

Change in N2 

If there was, in fact, an upward shift in money demand 

monetary growth appears to have been fairly restrictive since 

1?73, authough easing considerably in late 1975 and the first 

quarter of 1976. This tightness is reflected in the velocity 

of M2 which, in contrast to an earlier declining trend, rose 

~lightly in 1974, in spite of the postulated ris~ in money deman 

G.DP 

]'.12 )( 

Velocity of N2 

~( Average ivl2 

"' 

30% 

L 
I "- ' , r.:; 

1970 1971 

177 198 

J)H 167 

1.25 f.l8 

over the yearo 

.EJGURS E-I 

!71J 

' 

1972 1973 1974 1975 

231 281 338 ,. 37/i 

206 264 J111 1±5 7 

1.12 1.07 1.08 1.05 

Rate of increase of N2 over 
same quarter in- previous yea .. 

/??~ 
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Before 1974 the princip~l source of o1onoy creation in 

Portugal Has the balance of payments surplus. In 1974 the incre2. 

in money demand, combined with thee shift o.f the balance of pay

ments into deficit and a sharp increase in the holdings of cur

rency relative to other categories of money, required offsetting 

expansionary action by the Bank of Portugal. This action took 

the form of a relaxation of reserve requirements and a policy 

of near--automatic rediscounting. Lacking the opportunity for 

open-market operations, the Bank of Portugal can increase the 

money supply only if bar~s are willing to submit loans for re

discount and if firms and households increase their demand for 

credit. The slow ~rowth of the·monev stock in 1974 and early 
~ . 

1975 can be explained by lags in the process of credit cr~ation, 

due, especially, to the lack of a tradition of borrowing by the 

banking system from the central bank. As rediscounting and the 

.central government deficit (which is almost entirely converted 

into high-powered_moeny) increased in 1975, the tight monetary 

situat~on evolved into one of relative easeo 

·A substantial part of the Bank of Portugal's credit '-ras 

passed on through the ba.nking system to support the current opera 

tions of de fac~£ ban.lcrupt firms. However, the Bank of Portugal'. 

liberal credit policy did not necessarily ensure that credit was 

universally in easy supply throughout Portugal. Given the un-

certain economic situation and administered interest rates, 

concern by the banks to minimize losses may have made credit . 
difficult to obtain by smaller firms and firms without political 

impact., in spite of the liberal rediscount policy. 

F. Government Current Account Since 1973 

We have already noted that about half of the decline in 

real savings from i973 to 1975 can be attributed to an increase 

in the government current deficit. (By "government" we mean the 

traditional public sector; the so-called productive public sectoJ 

of nationalized firms is counted here as part of the private 

sector.) The increased deficit was principally a result of in-. 

creased spending rather than lower revenue; government revenue 

us a percentage of GDP actually rose from 22.G p~rcent in 1973 

to 25.2 percent in 1975. 
·" 

.:l ,. -···. 
. . 
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The ·development of th.e public· sector c_urrent account, 

:l.n current prices is shmrn. :i.r1 Table. J:i'-I. The most rapidly gro>>-. 

ing major comportent was tran~fers (to households) and subsidies 

(to firms). Presumably governmerit efforts to redistribt1te incomL 

caused transfers to grow; much of the increase i.n subsidies was 

u result of government efforts to hold dovrn. the prices of consu::nc 

staples., 

TABLE F-I: Governmen-t Currer:t A~count, Current Prices. 

(million cantos) 

197J 1.9711 (% change} J.9'?5 (cl ,o changr 

Expenditure . 

:u . 'Kages) salaries 0') 6 26.7 ( + 1.8.1) 31..8 ( + 19.} ~-- 0 ' 
2) Transfers + 

subsidies l6.7 25.1 ( + 50.J) 116.7 ( + '86. :•. 

J) Interest on debt l.2 1.6 ( + JJ.J) J.O ( + 8"(.;· 
" l!) Other J.l;. J 2J.l ( . + 61.5) Jl!. 2 ( + 48 0 .1. . ' 

Total 54.8 76.5 ( + 39.6) 115.'? ( + 51.~ 

Reven~·ue --~. ·:·· 

.. 
··. ~ ' " .. 

5) Direct taxes + 
. ss pa:rme,nts 28.6 35.7 ( + 21t.8) In.o ( + llx.E 

6 )' Indirect taxes J0.5 J7.J (. + 22.J) 46.6 ( ... 24o~ 

7) Other 4.4 h.B ( + 9.1) 6.6 ( + 37·~ 

'rotal ~ 6:,3.5 77.8 ( + 22.5) 911-. 2 ( ... 21.] -.... 
Current Saving + 8o7 + 1.3 ~ 21.7 

Source: 1.973 and )_ 97 11, National Institute of Statistics 
1L975, our esti.mate 

In TabJ"e F-II we present the same figure deflated b)~ tt. 

public sector deflator. Since that deflator iS essentially the· 

w·age rate in government, \..rage and salary .grow-th is smallo (Al that: 

some Hage increases may be concealed in "other") The deflated 

:figures reveal even more clearly the crucial role of transfers 

and subsidies in producing the deficit. 
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'fABLE F--II: 

(million contos) 

( of h ) 
1o c. ange 19.75 (% chan_gc 

Expenditure 

1) Wages~ salaries 29.1t J0.5 ( + 3.7) 31.8 ( + 4 . 
0-

2) :r·ransf'ers + .. 
Subsidies 21.7 28.7 ( + )2.3)' lt6.7 ( + 62;7 

.J) Interest on debt 1.6 1.8 ( + 12.5) 1.2 ( - 33 c ;. •.. 
' 

.. 

lt) Other 18.6 26.1 ( + 110. 3) J/;.2 ( + JLC 

Total 71.3 87.4 { + 22.6) 113.9 ( + JO.; 

Revenue '.-·>.· "· . · ..... - --;~ 

5) 'Direct taxes + 
ss payments .'37 0 2 40.8 ( + 9~7) 41.1 ( + • Q (I 

'6) Indirect taxes 39.7 [1:2 <) 6 ( + 7~3) 46.6 ( + 9 l· . ' 
7} . Other 5~7 5·5 ( - J.5} .· 6.0 ( + 9.1 

·Total 
., .. _. 

82.6 88.9 ( + 7.6} 9J.7 ( 5.: (: + 

Curreid: Saving + ll.J + 1.5 - 20.2 

~~: Table F-I 
· .. - .. 

• 

. -- ·. -:. . .. -~. . ; . 
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CIL\PTETI II: PHO.JCCTI0:-.::3 AND POLICY A:.:ALYSIS 

In the last chapter v1e analyzed recent Portuguese 

economic everits in some detail; the purpose of that analysis 

was to provide a backg;;--ound for considex~ation ·of the pos.Sibili-

ties open to policy makers in the near future. We go on, in 

this chapter, to make quantitative estimates of the consequences 

of alternative policies for important economic variables over 

the next year and a half. 

Our~stimates are based on a simulation model •• o~ 

Portugal's economy; the model is described in Appendix I. 

Constructiori of such a model may seem,- at first glance, like an 

excessively ambitious project for an economy in which behaviotir 

is still changing in response to drastic changes in the economic 

and. social environment, and about which our information is in 

any case incomplete. We would be the first to agree that our 

projections; viewed solely as predictions of what 1-rill happen, 

are likely to be inaccurate. But ~onstructing a model has an 

additional function besides prediction. By explicitly ;..-ri ting 

down a complete model of the economy, •~e are able to "exploit 

the identities": that is, to improve our analysis of individual 

sectors by requiring that the basic equations of national income 

accounting be satisfied. We thus limit ourselves to making 

internally consistent estimates, a discipline 1-rhich is of enorrnoL 

value when our direct information is fragmentary. 
0 

In the next two sections we project the consequences 

ot ·two possible courses of action for Portugal through the 
' end of 1977. The first pr6jection is one ~n which 

are taken to stimulate exports, reduce imports, or 

no 
1
measures 

curb the 

gro,;th in consumption. We consider two variants of this policy, 

differing in their assumptions about investment. The second 

.projection assumes a mare forceful policy. It assumes that 

policy measures enable Portugal's export sector to recover part 

of its recent toss of world market shares, while reducing the' 

irnpqrt content of consumption~ These measures are.accompanied 

by a restrictiori of domestic demand~ Even this policy leaves 
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the external current account in deficit, but it produces a 

_substantial improvement. The remaining sections are concerned 

with providing guidelines for incomes, monetary, and fiscal 

policy to support the macroeconomic policies. 

Although producing these projections requires a large 

number of assumptions, we believe that our conclusions are, in 

qualitative terms, hot very sensitive to th~ particular rissump-

tions. This is true even if, as some believe, the figures we 

use for 1975 output are overstated. Our most important conclusior 

that the external current account deficit is likely to remain 

large, and indeed to worsen, unless the growth in consumption is 

curbed, depends on only two suppositions: (i) Investment must 

rise from 1975 levels even in order to maintain the current 

capital stock intact; (ii) In th~ absence ~f a major change 

in policy, neither public nor private savings can be expected 

to increase very much over the next year and a half. These 

seem to be reasonabl~ assumption~. But since the current account 

deficit is, by definition, equal to investment minus savings, 

these assumptions are enough to justify our pessimi~about the 

.balance of payments • 
. .. _ .. . : ' ·. ~ 

· ... · _ ... _ .. .. 
': . 
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Bo Economic Prospects in the Absence of' Najor Chan::cs in Policv 

We begin our analysis with a set of' "baseline" projec-

tions of macroeconomic varia~les in 1976 and 1977. The projcc-

tions are shown in Table B-l. In these projections it.is assumec 

that there is a moderate in·crease in investment over 1975 levels. 

This increase takes the form of an end to disinvestment in stock" 

private fixed investment is unchanged in 1976, and in 1977 fi.xed 

investment either remains constant (l977A in the Table) or rises 

modestly (l977B). 
~ 

Exports grm'f in 1977 in response to increased 

· world demand·. No strong measures are taken to increase exports 

-~r domestic savingo This exercise serves both as a possible ac-
' 

cotint of what would happen under such_a policy, and as basis of 

comparison for alternative policies. 
r-e 

• The results of the projections are, in brief, ·that somE· 

·growth in output can occur in 1976 and 1977, but only at the ex

pense of continuing large deficits on external current account. I 

1976 growth will occur chiefly via increased consumption; the 

sCurce of growth in the projection is increased government spend

ing in the form of transfer payments. In 1977 growing exports 

will provide a stimulus to demand, along with increased invest

ment in our alternative (l977B) projection. We assume that 

real government spending does not increase from 1976 to. 
1977. 

Our impression is that the projections of this section 

are optimistic in many respects since they imply that several 

important trends will cease even without a change in policy. In 

addition to our assumption of constant real government c~rrcnt 

spending from 1976 to 1977, our proj~ction implies that there is 

no further decline in the competitive position of Portugal's ex

port industries and no further decline in the rate of private 

saving. In addition we may also have projected too high a rate 

of growth _for real income, although slower growth will mean 

smal1er deficits in the balance of' payments - unless it comes at 

the expense of exports. The results of even this optimistic 

projection, indicate that, due to aggravated reserve loBs, a poli 

of this kind cannot be maintained. The external current account 

deteriorates in 1976 ~nd improves only slightly in 1977, even 

.,.-: 
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though exports are projected to increase substantially. Portugal 

balance of' payments remidns deeply in de,ficit because domestic 

savings do not grow enough to finance even a moderate growth in 

investment. This places the government in a dilemma: any effort 

to raise investment from its current inadequate level will be 

reflected in·a further worsening of the balance of payments. 

·The quantitative estimates in constant prices are 

presented in Table B-I; in Table B-II we present estimates in 

nominal terms under the assumption of' 25 percent wage inflation 

in each year. As mentioned above the column labelled 1977A 

assumes no change in investment from 1976 to 1977. The column 

labelled·l977B assumes a 10 percent increase in investment.· 
~-- .... 

. ---- --, -----~~ -:'·~- --- --·-··· -~ . . ---.-. -- . .. --. , .. "': ..... 

TABLE B-I: Proiected National Accounts 

Gross domestic product J90.J 

Net transfers from abroad 

Current account balance JO.J 

. ·_ .. 

. (.- '. ~' ·r . 

(millions of' cantos of 1975) 

4o8.o 

- 25.0 

.. 

., . 

·---~ 

.-·-.' 

25.0 

28.4 
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TABLE B-II: Proiected National Accourits 

., .... . . :.: 

. · .·.=· . -... ; ... ; . 

..... 

Private consumption 

Investment 

· Government consumption 

Exports of goods and 
. services 

Imports of goods and 
·. · services 

f"· 

Gross domestic product 

. Net transfers from 
abroad 

, . Current account 
balance 

(mi1lions of cantos of' each year) 

1976 l977A 1977B 

410.5 5J2.5 5J9. 11 

.65.8 82 .• 2 90.5 

80.9 101.1 101.1 

85.9 126.1 126.1 

155.0 2011.2 209.5 

Savin~, Investment, and the Current Account. The 

· ·· heart of our analysis is the relationship between savings, in-
.... 

. ' 

. ·• 

vestment, and the current account. The numbe:JS which emerge from 

our simulations are presented in Table B-III • 
• 

TABLE B-III: Sources and Uses of Saving 

.Sources of Domestic Saving 

Private Saving 

Government Saving 

Domestic Saving 

Uses of Domestic Saving 

Investment 

Current Account 

Public transfers and 
Interest paid abroad 

1976 

lf4.8 

- 23.3 

. 21.5. 

52.6 

- JO,J 

0.8 

~ " 

1977A 

lf6. 5-. 

- 19.7 

·26.8 

52.6 

- 25.0 

0.8 

1977B 

57.9 

.- 28,11 

0.8 
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The savings identity in Table B-III illustrates the 

·· dilemma we have already mentioned, in which investment is too 

low and the external curre"nt account unfavorable. Any gain in 

one must have as its counterpart a loss in the other, unless.· 

domestic savings can be increased. · 

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of these projections 

is that the substantial increase in exports ·which we forecast 

f'or 1977 does not produce a comparable improvement in the current 

. ·:r 
account • On examination, however, this is a very reasonable 

An increase in exports, unaccompanied by other policy 

... 

result. 

changes, tends to produce an offsetting increase in imports. 

" Production of export goods will require, directly or indirectly, 

ion~iderable quantities of imported inputs. Furthermore, in-

creased earnings in the export sector will lead to increased 

consUmption, much of it eventually spilling over into imports. 

We ca.lculate that when all such repercussions are taken into 

account, an increase in export earnings of 100 million dollars 

~ill cause imports to increase by 56 million dollars, so that 

the resulting improvement'in the current account is only 44 
million • 

. . The lesson to be learned from this is that the world 

economic recovery will not by itself solve Portugal's economic 

·.problems • A policy of waiting for increased demand in industrial 
• 

nations to stimulate exports will lead to unacceptably large 

balance of payments deficits. 

·.-... 

\ 

.. - . ~ 

·• 
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·c. A Sample Policv Packa~e 

It ~s apparent fro~ the results of th~ last section 

that in the absence of measures to reduce Portugal's bilarice of 

payments deficit the cumuiative deterioration of the reserve 

position in the next year and a half will be unacceptably large. 

In this section we outline a policy package designed to reduce 

the deficit in 1977• It does not aim at eliminating the deficit;. 

rather, as explained in the introduction to" this repo~t, the 

package is intended to buy time while medium-term policies of 

·reorganization. and investment expand Portugal's ability to earn 

foreign exchange. Thus the policy package is, in fact, fairly 

modest in its objective; yet to achieve this objective the 

Portuguese government will have to make major and possibly 

painful cha~ges in-policy. 

In attempting to reduce a balance of payments deficit, 

a governnlent can take measures of two kinds: direct measures eO 

stimulate exports and reduce imports, and measures designed to 

restrict domestic demand. Eith-er kind of policy, used by itself, 

has severe limitations. Direct measures produce offsetting 

tendencies which rob them of much of their effect - these 

tendencies are discussed at some length in Appendix I. Demand 

restriction, on the other hand, is costly in terms of output 

and employment. It is· therefore common for countries experiencin 

balance of payments difficul t"ies to combine direct measures on 
• 

exports and imports, frequently referred to as expendidure-switch

·ing measures,· with expenditure-reducing policy. 
/ ~-; 

The model described in Appendix I allows us ·to examine 

a policy package which follows this approach. In Table C-I w·e 

pres~nt a projection of what would happen if the government were 

to pursue what we· believe are realistic policies to curb ·the 

gro~<th of consumption and improve the current account. The 

assumptions used for t~e projectitin represent no unique set of 

measures but in general terms we assume that the following steps 

are taken: 

.... 
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.. 
(a) Measures are taken to restore the pre-1974 

competitive position of Portuguese exports. 've: assume that 

this improvement allows the recovery by 1977 of one-half of 

the loss in market share which has occurred since 1973 (as 

discussed in Chapter I). In addition, restrictions arc imposed 

on non-essential imports of consumer goods. We believe that 

these can reasonably be used to exclude imports with a value 

of 5 million contos {in 1976 priees) • 
• 

'l.'he estimated e:ffect of these policies is an increase 

o:f exports of about 8 percent over the baseline 1977 projection 

and a reduction of 4·percent in the import content of consumption 

(b) The current deficit of the public sector is 

reduce.d from 29.1 million.contos in 1976 to 12.3 in 1977. h'hen 

combined with the measures designed to improve the current ac

count, this program of fiscal restraint leaves aggregate demand 

virtually unchanged. As we have seen, a major ·part of the 

decline in domestic saving since .1973 has been due to the in-

· creasing current deficit of ·the government, especially because 

of the increased volume of subsidies and transfers. This 

suggests that economizing with respect to subsidies and increas

ing some indirect taxes would be a reason~~le way of reduci~g 

the government deficit. For the projections of Table C-I the 

rate of net indirect taxation was assumed to increase from 

~1032 to .1121. At the same time, it is assumed that the rate 

of direct taxation is increased from .14)7 to .1612. This could 

be accomplished in a variety of ways such as.i~creased income 

taxes, or higher social security contributions. 

We would urge and hope that something like our sample 

policy measures be adopted in the late summer of 1976, but we 

have.refrained from trying to predict their very short-run im

pact. The effect in late 1976 would come largely through the 

_capital account and increased exports as exporters s·old off exces:o 

stocks, effects difficult to quantify in advance • 

• .... ' 

.· ... 

. . ; .. ···;.': 
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The estimates for 1977 are summarized in Tables C-I 

·and C-II. In Table C-I we give the simulation results in real 

terms. In C-II the results are given in nominal terms u·nder 

the assumption o:f a 25 per·cent increase in wages in 19"76 and a 

25 percent increase in 1977. 

TABLE C- I: 1977 National Accounts Under Policv Pa clca.o:e 

(millions of cantos .of 1975) 

Private Consumption 

.Investment 

Government Consumption 

Exports 

. Imports 
.~ .. 

Gross Domestic Product 

. a) 
Net Transfers from Abroad 

CUrrent Account Balance 

:r;4. 6 

57-9 

61!. 7 

··.· .. ··_130.8 . 

413.7 

25.0 

- 18.5 
.... \· 

. ,.· 

a) Deflated by traded goods prices. 

TABLE C-II: 1977 National Accounts Under Policv Packa.o:e 

Private Consrimption 

Investment 

Government Consumption 

Exports 

Imports 

Gross Domestic Product 

Net Transfers from Abroad 

External Current Account 

(millions of cantos of 1977) 

101.9 

150.8 

225.9 

662.8 

43 .;1 

- 32.0 

- . 

' ! 
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These estimates are made using a relatively high invest

ment figure, though one well below pre-1974 levels. Comparison 

with our high-investment baseline projection (in Section B above) 

shows that the current account in constant prices is estimated 

to improve by some 9.9 million cantos, or about 435 million 

current dollars. The deflationary effects of higher import price~ 

and increased tax rates are roughly balanced by the expansionary 

effects of increased earnings in the export sector and s~itching 

of consumer demand to domestic goods 1 so tha-t the effect is to 
:~. 

leave real gross domestic product about the same. As noted above 

we chose the fiscal policy so as t? bring about this ~esult. 

The key element in our policy package is, necessarily, 

an increase in domestic saving: investment rises \ihile the 

current account deficit is reduced. For technical reasons .there 

is no <mambiguous definition of real saving when relative prices 

change: in Table C-III we present estimates of saving deflated 

by the implicit GDP def'la tor for 1976 and 1977 if our policy .,-ere 

adopted. (These figures are not consistent with those of Table 

C~I because of the different deflators used) • 
• 

TABLE C-III: Sources and Uses of' Savings 

• t· (millions of cantos of 1975) 

. Sources 

Sources of Domestic Saving: 

-Private Saving 

Public Saving 

·Domestic Saving 

Use's of Domestic Saving: 

Investment 

External Current Account 

Public Transfers and Interest 
from Abroad 

·.·. 

'· 

1976 

21..5 

' 

52.6 

- 30.3 

0.8 

' . 

1977 

39~9 

62.0 
- 21.3 

o.B 
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It can be seen, then 1 that the policy involves a large 

reduction in the government current deficit. This. appears to 

be needed to increase domestic savings. The only w·ay this 

necessity can be avoided is if private saving can be increased 

by policies such as increased ~eposit interest rates or force~ 

lending. We propose a tax increase rather than forced lending 

because it is simpler and more certain in its effect. Higher 

deposit interest rates would surely encourage private saving, 

·and depositors should be protected from inflat:Lon, but the in

crease in saving is too uncertain to serve as a main support 

o:f a policy. 

. . :· . . . ~ . · ... -- ;o .· 
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D. Prices and Incomes Policy '· 

. -::- .... 

We found in the last Chapter that between 1973 and 
• • 

1975, total compensation of industrial workers rose 23.6% fa~ter 

in Portugal than in her trading partners (while traded goods 

prices rose no faster· in Portugal than in her ·trading partners). 

We also ·found that after correcting Portugal 1 s decline in .exports 

for the effects of the world recession and the loss of the 

Afri.can colonies, there remains a 12.6% loss in competitive 

position, which is partially attributable.to a decline in export 

·supply resulting from the higher wage costs.· Reliable wage and 

trade data are not available for 1976, but an extrapolation of 

wage trends leads us to conclude that moderate effective depre-

··• ciation of the escudo which has taken place since 1975 has only 

appro~imately kept pace with P6rtuguese relative wage growth, 

so that Portugal's competitive position has not improved. 

If pblicy measures are taken by the government to' re-
. . 

.store Portugal's competitive position these measures will raise 

prices·in Portugal. It is crucial to the balance of paiments 

that. these price increases not be immediately and fully passed 

on in the form of higher labor costs, which would again erode 

·the r~stored competitive position~ .... 

Using data on the size distribution of wages,.we have 

performed a quarterly simulation of the effect on wages and 

~rices of a policy under which all workers earning less_ than 

.10 cantos a month receive percentage wage increases equal to 

the increase in the most recently reported consumer price. index. 

•· All workers earning more than 10 cantos a month receive an . 
. 

... 

absolute wage increase 

. by the first group. 

equal to the maximum 'of those received 

' . 

We have assumed that a steady increase ·of consumer 

prices .will be disturbed at the beginning of the fourth quarter 

of 1976 by an autonomous increase in the prices of imports, 

after which import prices increase at the world rate of 6% 

, .. 
.;:_ .. 

• ,, ... 
'·. • • '1. . . 

.. 
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a year. We also assume that wages are determined at the end of 

each quarter, using the percentage increase in the consumer price 

level prevailing at the end of the previous quarter (due to the 

inevitable lag in the collection of the consumer price index of 

the Bureau of Statistics), and that the consumer price level is 
' simultaneously determined as a weighted average of wage level 

(.75) and the import price level (.25). 

The results for the levels of average wages and prices 

through the end of 1977, are given below, indexed by 1975 = 100. 
(percentage changes 

parentheses). 

. ~ ' .? 

. · 

.. 

.. 

from the preceding quarter are shown in 

. 

. .. ,··· 
~ . _. ~. 

Average wage level 
(incomes policy 

taking-effect 76IV) 

l.J22 
(5-7%) 

.· .. . . 

_,;,;. 1oJ9J 
(5.4%) 

'. 1.5J2 
(10.0%) .. 

1.6J7 
(6;9%) 

1.713 
(4.6%) ,. 

.. -· ·1. 767 
(J.2%) 

' ·• .. ···.· 

. ' 
. 

. . 
_ .. ~-. -~ ... . .. . .. 

,;, 

' · .. . 

:· . 

·~ ··-

.. ~· 

Consumer price 
_level 

1.J22 
(5.7%) 

1.464 
(10.7%) 

1.576 
(7.6%) 

... 
1.660 

(5.4%) 

.. 

.•· 

1.722 
. (J.8%) 

'i.769 
(2.7%) 

. 

.•. 

.· .. : ..... ·- .:--''!; 
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E. Honey and Credit 1976/1977 

Recent events: The recent behavior of the money stock provides 

a. useful backgrow1d for discussi'ng monetary· policy in the year 

ahead. The March 1976 money supply figures show an increase in 

H2 o:t: 11.2% over JWle 1975 (from J5l..O to J9J.O million contos). 

If real income had not changed behreen June 1975 and Harch 1976, 

and we use Lisbon consumer prices as our measures _of inflation, 

then velocity had risen by about· 5% by March: 

Increase in H2, June 75/Harch 76 

Increase in Lisbon CPI 

June 75 velocity 

~arch 76 velocity 

.H. 2% 

16.8% 

1.06 

1.11 

. According to more recent, but not entirely reliable 

data, 1>12 was virtually constant from Harch to May. In order 

f'or this data to be consistent with the income projection's of 

section C 6f this chapter, velocity must now be much above.its 

level of June 1975. If we guess that M2 had risen slightly by 

June 1976 to, say, 400 million cantos, and we use the nominal "GDl 

figure of section C (487.9) then velocity was above 1.20, 

The best explanation for such a shift in money demand 

would be expectation of devaluation and increased inflation. Of 

course, an alternative explanation is that the projections of 

section C owrestimate either inflation or real growth. 

mation about. industrial production and expenditure convince us 

that real growth since mid-year 1975 cannot be much below the 

·projected amount. Published price indices do indicate that 

inflation is somewhat less than the 25% figure used in section C. 

but is at least in the neighborhood of 20%. We conclude, then, 

that velocity has increased, ·but no·t by as much as our income 

projections combined with Hay monetary data would indicate. 

Honetary Policv: 

in an environment 

}!onetary policy in 1976 and _1977 

of uncertainty about future (l) 

. ' 

... . 

must operate 

investment 
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demand (2) money demand ( J) growth of' nominal income. The 

Bank of' Portugal's present policy is to grant all requests for 

rediscount at a fixed rate. In effect, this is a policy of' 

pegging the loan rate and allowing the money supply to be 

determined endogenously by household demand for real balances 

and firm demand for loans. _In the current economic environment, 

continuation of such a policy is more appropriate' than attemptin: 

to forecast and then achieve a fixed target for th~ money stock. 

The principal risk of' relying on·a target. f'orthe monec 
' stock is that, if inflation from wage settlements is higher than 

anticipated or if' money demand increases, then the resulting 

monetary tightn~ss is likely to have a considerable impact on 

the already depressed level of investment. By allowing the mone: 

stock to be endogenous one runs the opposite risk that_a large 

rise in income due to a strong recoyery of' investment will be 

accomodated with adverse effects on the balance of' payments and 

the rate of' inflation. This second risk appears to be more 

acceptable since the recovery of' investment while worsening 

the balance cf.-payments - is a .major economi-c goal. In any eve! 

the Bank should be prepared to "lean against the wind" if signs 
. ... ~ 

of' a boom in output and investment materialize. If, instead, 

investment demand falls even further, the Bank may not be able 

to "lean against the wind'' in the opposite direction. The only 

means of' easing credit in the face of falling loan demand is a 

reduction of the loan rate. It is ·unlikely that a further 

decline in the loan rate (from its current negative level in 

real ~erms) would have much impact on investment·. 

The Honey Supply: There is no reason to expect a r~duction in 

the recent variability of the money multiplier. The currency/ 

/money ratio fell sharply in the first. quarter of 1976 and 

remains far above its pre-197q level. The excess reserve holdin: 

of commercial banks will be a somewhat smaller source of un

certainty, especially since reserve ,requirements were strictly 

enforced after_December 1975. If' the money supply continues to 
-· ... -

\ 

__ -_ .. 
. .. · . 

. ' .. ·. 

-l 
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be determined endogenously,the initability of the multiplier 

is of' little importance for monetary policy. Even with a target 

money stock, deposit surveys, available with a short lag, are 

likely to be more reliable indicators than forecasts of .the 

multiplier. 

Projections for 1976 and 1977: In table E-I we give some plausil 

. projections for base and :1-!2 targ:ts through 1977. Even more thaY 

the income figures of the preceding sections, these are not 

intended to be predictions. Rather they are intended to be 

reasonable illustrations of' the future relationship among income 

money, and base creation. 

In the near future velocity will not be independent of 

·the economic policy the government chooses. In table E-I 

Projection l is associated with the "no change" policy. Veloci t:, 

remains at its current, relatively high level. Projection 2 

assumes the alternative.policy is adopted. The rate of inflatior 

associated with this projection is slightly higher, but the· 

·.accompanying policy measures are assumed, nonetheless, to increa; 

the demand for money. Velocity falls 

from June 1976 to June 1977 (probably 

by J% in each half-year 
' 

not quite offsetting its 

rise since last year). For each projection nominal income grows 

at the rate suggested in section c. In both projections the 

balance of: payments deficit effectively offsets the public sectoo· 

def:icit as a source of: high.:..power.ed money. Two boundary paths 

t:o~ the multiplier are given so that the possible range of credic 

creation by the Bank of Portugal can be inferred. At the extreme 

end of the range, the level of rediscounting (and other central 

bank credit) must increase by about 58~b"from June J.976 to June 

1977• This would be a large change but smaller in relative 

terms than the average annual growth ~ince 1974. : Note 

that these projections do not take into account a program of. 

forced lending. The required rediscounting by the _Bank of 

Portugal would rise to the extent that such a program finances 

the government cash deficit • 

.... ,-. 
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TADLE E-I 

l'HOJI·:<:TION l 

.(except whore notCd, numbers 
· are milliona ot con to a) 

l'llO.Jl·:CTl"ON :.! 

June'7G ·ooccmbcr 76 June 77 Occcmbor 76 June 77 

Change in Nomin"l GDP (from June .. 76) H. J% 16.6" 

N2 ,00 ~57.2 

15.2% 

526.7 

11l,J% 

~ 70. 9. 565•J 

Sources of Change-' in Daso othor 
than Rediscount (frorn June 76) t 

O.O.P. Deficit i. - 21.2 . - 21i,J ; - 19.2 . - 18. q 
' Pll~lic Sector Ca~h Do~icit 29.8 24.9 29.8 

Treasury Oortd Salo ;t,_Q .'li - ~ .o - J .o -
5.6 . - 2. '1 ·-. 7.6 -

. 
Multiplior (A) .J.2 J.G t,. 0 J.6 

00.30 .. 124.6 . 127.0 .. 1J1.7 lJO.O 

. Change in Da9e f'ro_m June 76 . 2 .lt ·7.1 6.2 .. 
Clumgc in 11edit:Jcount - J.2 9·5 ' - 1. Jl 

Multiplier (D) J,2 J.2 J.2 J,2 

Ouso 124,6 H2.9 164.6 1117.2 

Chun.!!.O in llnse :from Juno 76 18. J . t1o. o 22,6 

Chattgc in Rediscount. · .. ' 
. 12.7 .... 112. '• .· . · ............. " ... ' --- ...... l5. 9·-. : 

~: (1) M2 figure for June 1976 is the. guess moationod in tho toxt, 

( 2) DOP Projcction_!'or l976=i~ £irat scmc~tcr figure adjustod tor infl~tion. Projcctio~ II 
a-ssumes 2 million conto.!J improvement in cD.pitnl a.ccount'!' 

(J) 

(li) 

Public sector dofie'it !'iguro for 1976 i.e: total ctu•rcnt dc:fieit plu:t inve_stmcnt leas no-t 
Cl't•di t ndvn11c1•d tlu·onl:.h Jun~l JO,- 1976. f11 1977 p;overntrtCJlt invo:::Jtmcnt. incr·Hnscs ot !.10IIIti 

rul.o aH pl'lVllt.u .i.nvtJnlmonL Hull r~ni i.t<.:!"!cl.l.· l1..1 n!.I:JUt~tetl ,cquul .i.u.botll hulv,,J of yt.;(\l"• 

'front:~ury .Uond flnlu compo.rotj to ~-9 llli_llion contoe: in iirat tHllllOstcr 197-G, 

17.8 

).0 

J.2 

11. 0 

I'll. J 

16.7 

19.· 9 

J.2 

176·7 

!)2,1 

55 .• J 
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·.F. Government Sector 
·. ":;· .. 

Our model treats the expenditure and revenue sides 

of the public sector in different ways. The levels of the 

main spending items are exogenous, while tax revenues are 

determined by income and consumption, given the rates of direct 

and indirect taxes (net of subsidies). This implies (see 

Appendix I) that government savings are an increasing function 

of grOSS domestic product and (private) COllSQ~ption. 

The figures used in the 1976 simulations were obtained· 

in two ways: we attempted to estimate directly the values of 

. public consumption (G) and transfer payments (T) ·and we used 

the direct (t) and (net) indirect (k) tax rates implied by our 

1975 .estimate of the public sector current account. Public 

investment was included in total investment; and was also 

estimated directly. 

Public consumption (G) was assumed equal to the 1975 
figure, in real terms. We were not able to produce a more 

· reliable estimate of this item. This procedure can be justified 
'. 

by noting that the major component of G is salaries and the 

deflator for G is, therefore, ess.entially the index of government 

employees compensation. Public consumption should therefore not 

change substantially' in real terms,, in the absence of major 

·hirings (or firings) of government employees •. Note that our 

·,·figure closely resemble$ the Planning Department estimate: we. 

used 6q.7 million cantos, versus 65.9 of the Planning Department 

(this figure is their 82.q in current prices deflated by our 

25% price increase). 
.. ·· ... 

. -~ ·;.·. 

Government transfer' payments. (T) were estimated directl 

Transfers from Social Security (direct information) 

Plus: 

Aid to Refugees ().5 from Central Government, 
4 from "Fundo do Desemprego" ) 

Other 

Equals: 

Using a 25% rate of inflation we arrive at the 

in the simulation. 

OGE, 

.J9.6 

.J6.o 

and 
7·5 
'6,0 

49.5 
figure used 
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The figure for public investment, which is included 

in total investment (I), is the Planning Department estimate 

adjusted downward by 15%. The Planning Department figure was 

based on figures for the public sector investment plan, and the 

adjustment comes from Ministry of Finance estimates that no more 

'than 85% of planned investments will actually take place. 

The remaining (minor) spending items were also obtaine<: 

directly. Interest on public de~t is )o5 million (OGE figure), 

of' which J.J is internal and .2 external payments; the estimate 

of transfers to foreigners is the Planning Department's. 

An important aspect of' our policy package is the reduc-

tion of' the public sector current account deficit. In order to 

analyse what growth in revenue would automatically be produced 

by economic· expansion, we made tax revenues endogenous. Given. 

the structural changes that prevent econometric estimates of tax 

revenue functions, we de.cided to use simple tax rates, based. on 

the .figures we obtained for 1975. .The major inconvenience is. 

that this procedure cannot take into account any tax changes 

that occurred in 1976, namely the transactions tax rate change, 

the surcharge on imports that did not cover all 1975 and the 

recent changes in several direct taxes. We hope that the in

creases in subsidies in 1976 tend to compensate for the indirect 

tax increases and think that the other changes will not substan

tially alter the picture. ·, 

The direct tax rate we used is the ratio of 1975 direct 

taxes plus SS contributions plus "other revenue".to GDP at factor 

cost. "Other revenue" is mostly transfers of households to the 

government and public sector's property income. These reduce 
. . . 

private.disposable income out of' a given GDP (at factor cost) 

and so were included in direct taxes. 

The net indirect tax ratio was also obtained as a ratic 

of two 1975 figures: indirect taxes proper minus subsidies to 

consumption. We used consumption as the implicit tax base as 

most indirect taxes are levied on consumption goods. This may 

not be entirely correct because some indirect taxes (e.g. custo~ 

dutie.s) and subsidies are levied on intermediate goods; however, 
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our model has a fixed-coefficient technology in the background 

that can be justified by the short horizon it cove~s. This 

procedure should therefore,not cause any major errors. 

'J'he basic 1976 simulation produces a public sector 

current deficit of 23.3 million contos, i~ 1975 piices. We can 

check thi~ figure indirectly using independent budget_estimates 

of the Central Government and Social Security system, as follows: 

Central Government (CGE) 

Current spending (1976 prices) 

Minus: 

Current revenue (1976 prices) 

Equals current deficit 

Social Security deficit 

_2l.J 

11.0 

' .. Assuming that "Fundos e Servi<;os Aut6nomos 11 ·and local 

governments have a balanced budget we have a current deficit 

(1976 prices) of )2.), or 25.9 dn 1975 prices. We believe ihe 

2.6 million contos difference we obtain this way is well within 

any reasonable confidence interval around the results of our 

model. Note that as shown in Section B, our basic simulation 

involves some growth in 1976. This will imply an increase of 

tax revenues, as accounted for by our model, which may not have 

been considered in the government budget estimates. Since our 

main ~pending figures are exogenous, a higher GDP than previously 

thought \<ill mean. a lower current deficit. \-le emphasize, however 

that given the nature of our calculations the difference above 

seems small enough for us to consider our projected deficit 

reasonable. 

The assumptions underlying both 1977 baseline simula

tions are identical. We assumed no real growth over 1976 in 

all categories of government spending, and no change in direct 

or (net) indirect tax rates. Note that the former assumption 

already assumes some deliberate action:· indeed the recent trend 

of increased ~overnment spending on transfers and subsidies must 

be halted in· 977, or the current deficit will be above our 

baseline figt.:res. Due to th:l"s fac.t perhaps· we should call our 

baseline figu!·es somewhat optimistic • 

• 
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The two dif'f'erent current deficits -l-re arr.ived at are 

simply the result of' the e.ndogenei ty of government revenue. 

Since both 1977A and 1977B simulations have the same levels of' 

_spending, higher income and consumption in the latter mean a 

lower current deficit. 

. · .. 

;.·.·· 

.. ; 

. . ·. · ... 

Current spending 

Minus: 

··Current revenue 

· ... 

Equals current deficit 

. . 

.. ;!.:.. .. 
'. 

(1975 million contos) 

1977A 

108.q 

88.7 

19-7 

1977B 

·108.q 

90.1 
18.J 

In prices of' 1977, the deficit figures become J0.8 and 28.6 

<.·million contos. Note that a low·er current deficit is perfectly 

compatible "'ith a higher level of investment, even if part or 

-·.:. 

all of it is public: higher investment leads to higher income 

·and consumption_, thus higher tax revenue, which is current 

·.revenue, while spending for capital formation is of course 

. ·spending on capital. account. 
.. ·· ...... •· 

. ' 
... \ 

There is no way, at this point, t6 perform any check . 

. on the 1.977 figures. We believe it is worth emphasizing that 

these "no change" in fiscal policy simulations do involve some 

spending restraint: if the trend of increased spending of the 

last two years is continued the current deficit will be much 

higher and so will presumably be the external current account 

deficit. Note also that"some direct taxes are collected on 

·incomes whose nominal growth is sluggish - rents, for example. 

Many firms will presumably be allowed.to deduct part of' their 

losses from their taxable earnings, so that {axes on profits 

cannot be expected to increase substantially even if the profits 

picture improves substantially. This means that some tax rate 

·adjustments may have to take place just to keep the overall 

direct tax rate constant • '. 
. 

The basic aspects of the policy package are described 

in section C above~ They are: a) No real increase in spending; 

.: ~-· 

.. ; .. ·- . . ... 
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therefore maintaining the 1977 baseline hypothesis; 

in nei indirect tax rate by a~proximately 1~. 
achieve this goal are increases in ind~.rect taxes, or ·economiza~:- ·: .

tion in subsidies, allowing :j..nflat·ion to.reduce the effective:-/(:/. 

rate of subsidiza tion; c) Raising direct taxes, from approxi;n~t:'~> 
ly 14.4% of GDP to about 16.1%. This could be. achievea by raising; 

direct taxes or contributio~s to SS. The latter, in parti~ul~r,:· 

· appears eminently reasonable since SS benefits have increased 

·.· 

. ·-' 
very substantially without a'ily mat\'hing growth of SS .revenue. 

Our sample policy package simulation produces· a very 

substantial reduction in the'public sector current deficit: 

from 2J.J million cantos in 1976 ~in 1975 prices) to·about 6.6 
. .. ' . ' --

million. Even in current prices of each year, 'the: reduction is 

dramatic: from 29.1 to 12.J million. It may appear this is too 

large a reduction, and that realism prevents us from believing 

it can be achieved". Note, however, that with our polic:y_ package 

:We will still have a substantial. external current ·deficit,. even 

with restored competitive position - and without increased 

·domestic saving we cannot reduce the external deficit • 
. . . 

·_ ;·. ·_ .. 

.. _ .. -· 
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~endix I: A. Hacroeconomic Hoclel of Portu.o:al 

In order to produce the forecasts and policy evaluations 

. o:f Chapter II:, we developed a· mathematical model of the Portu

guese economy. We impJ.emented this model on· the Bank of Portugal! s 

computer in order to be able to simulate the consequences of a 

variety of different ~olicy combinations. In this appendix we 

give an exposition of the model, together with parameter vaiues 

and some results of simulations. This exposition is intended 

to serve two-purposes. In the first place, others may wish to 

see how \-re arrived at our proj-ections ·and ''hat the effect of 

changes in assumptions would be. Beyond this, however, we 

believe that our model is worth presenting in its o·wn right. 

Although it is at best a rough approximation to the real economy, 

our model does make explicit a number of' the aspects of the 

Portuguese economy which are now only implicit in discussions 

of' policy. 

Structure of the Model 

The.riio·del works :in· terms of' five aggregates: 

·· consumption,· 'investment; ·government consumption, .exports and 

.impor-ts~ Of' t·hese, investment, government consumption, and 

·exports are treated as autonomous •. Private -consumption is a 

function of'disposable income. Imports are a linear func.tion 

of' the other aggregates. Thus the model is in effect an open 

Keyne&ian system in which output, consumption, 'and imports are 

jointiy determined given the level of' autonomous spending. 

In one major respect, however, our model differs from 

the standard Keynesian model in that it does not assume a single 

:price level. The production price of' each category of final 

demand is composed of wages, profits (determined as a markup on 

wages), and the cost of imported intermediate goods. (All 

imports are treated as if they were intermediate· goods.) 

price of' consumption goods differs from the production price by 

indirect taxes less subsidies. The ef'f'ect is to allow changes 

in the relative prices of different categories of demand whenever 

.. 
• "1i 

·.' ·. ·:r· ' · .~ .. . .i . 
· .. , 

., • .. 
. ••. . j, . ..-.:-. 
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subsidy rates, tax rates, or the price of imported goods relative 

to wages change. 

Another special :fea-ture of the model is that the govern-

ment current deficit is determined inside the model. The govern-

ment decides on the levels of government consumption and transfer:_ 

but it decides on rates of subsidy, direct taxation, and indirect 

taxation. The effect is to make the government deficit a aecieas-

ing function of gross domestic product, and consumption. In our-

model the tendency of domestic saving to indrease with output 

is more a matter of increas~d tax revenue than of increased 
··.· 

private saving. 

Variables and Parameters 
·!; .• 

Our model has lJ equations, determining the same number 

of endoienous variables. To create a projection one must spicify 

the vilues of 6 exogenous variables. In addition, there are 7 

parameters whose values we have estimated from historical data • 

. We list below the variables and 'pacr.ameters of' the model: 

Endogenous variables: \ ..... . ,. -~- .·. 
."-. 

. . : .::~ 

c = 

H = 

PCONS = 

PINV = 
_PGOV = 

PXPORT = 

PMPORT = 

YD = 

GDPFC = 

GDPHP --
GDEF = 
Il = 
BFM = 

private consumption 

·volume of imports 

,-.::··· 

. ... · 

price of consumer goods, relative to wage level 

. - . 

price of' investment goods, relative to wage level 

price of government consumption, relative to wage level 

price of export goods, relative to wage level 

Price of imported goods, relative to wage level 

Disposable income o_f private sector 

Gross _domestic product at factor cost 

Gross domestic product at market prices 

Government deficit on current account 

.External current account balance in escudos 

External current account balance in foreign money 

· .. · . 

• 
. :-

-: :: .. · ... ;' 

: :· ..... .--. ·-· .. 
•.. 
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. .... . •.· 

Exo~cnous vari~blcs: 

I = 

X = 
G = 
T = 

R = 

E = 

Level of investment 

Exports 

., __ : .· 

Government consumption 

Government transfer payment 

Net private transfers from abroad 

. ' 
-·;.;.., 

.. -~~ . 

t· 
•. 

Exchange rate, ·escudos per unit of foreign money 

Parameters (and assumed values): 

-m = c .250 Import content of consumption 

m. = J.. 
Imrort content of investment -= .450 

m = g Import content of government consumption '=' .Q68 

m = 
X 

Import content of exports "' .)25 .... 
s = Private savings rate . ::: . .12 

t = Rate of direct taxation - ~H:i7 

k = Rate of indirect taxa~ion.net of subsidies~ .1032 

.. The Import content figures are based on the 1970 

input-outpuf table, normalized so as to match the actual 

·- f'igure :for total· imports in 1975. 

..... 

........ :··-~· Taxation rates are based on 

The assumed savings rate is somewhat higher 

average 1975 rates. 

than the 1975 rate; 

we fnund it necessary to assume a slightly higher rate to 

produce output and balance of payments results consistent ,;ith 

available data for the first half of 1976. One reason for a 

. rise in the sa·vings rate ·may be a falling-off in the demand for 

consumer durables £ollowing a stock ~djustment in recent rears 

as a result of increased income of workers. 

The Equations 

In'order to reduce the number of S)~bols in the model 

we have performed a normalization, so 

indirect taxes are initially equal to 

that all prices net of 

oneo This includes the 

exchange rate. One consequence of the normalization is that 

.. .. 

.. :·' · .. : 

.. 

-. ,; 

·• . -~-. 

· .. 

.. ·.; 

•.. ; 
.. : 

. ···-
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import content coefficients initially are in value terms: that .. 
is, m. represents the number of contos of imports prodticed by 

1 

one canto of investment expepditure, and similarly for other 

parameters. The system of equations is far less complicated 

than it may seem to be. Because of a simplified structure in 

lihich prices depend only on costs, not on demand, most linkages 

between_variables are one-way. I.e.~ PCONS affects C, but not 

vice versa.· This means that only b•o variables - GDPFC and C 

must be determined simultaneously. 

we· n_ow present the equations, grouped by major sub-

sectionso . : '1:<. . . ~-. : 

· Prices: 

... 

(1) 

(2) 

(J) 

(4) 

(5) 

PCONS = 
PINV = 

PGOV = 

PXPORT = 

PN.PORT = 

Income: 

(6) GDPFC = 

. ~. 

(1- m+ m l>! Pl'IPORT) / (1 -k) 
c c 

1 

1 

E 

E 

m 
g 

.. ···. 

+ m 
g 

PMPORT 

~ P.HPORT 

.. , 
' 

. -·:-·-.--·. . --:r 

-·:·-- ,. __ . ---; t . . 
' 

.... 
~--

; · .. 

' . , .. ; .. 

-... 

.--.. _-. 

· .. ~. ·. 

(1 m ):o<C + (1 
c m.)~I + (1- m )~G + PXPORT ~ 

ll( (1 - m ) )O(X 
.X 

J.. g 

.•o 

.. (7) .GDPN.P = PCONS ll( C + PINV ll( I + PGOV * G + PXPORT ~ X -

- PMPORT ll( H 

(1 - t) :o< GDPFC + T + R -. (8) YD 

:(9) GDEF = PGOV :1( G + T - k )0( PC.ONS :1( C ,... t ll( GDPFC 

Demand: · ..... 

(10) PCONS ~ C = (1 - s)*YD 

(11) H = m 
c ll( C + m. * I + m J>! G + mx :1( X 

1 g_ 

External Balance: 

(12) B = PXPORT ll( (X + R) 

(1J) BFH = B/E 

: ' 

. ·• 

PHPORT ~ M 

•• 

·- ··-.. · 

. -.. . ~-

.. 

-· .-. 
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How the Ho del works 
., . 

The c.hicf advantage of a model of this kind is that 

it allOW'S one to take account of the indirect as well as the 

direct effects of a policy action. To illustrate why this may 

be important, ;re give verbal accounts of the consequences of 

.two possible policy actions: the application of import restric-

tions, and a program of increased public investment. 

Suppose the government of Portug~l were to prohibit 

the import of certain non-essential imports. The initial effect 

would be to divert demand to domestically produced goods. ln

directly, however, the effect would be to increase bthe~ imports. 

Production of domestic goods requires imported inputs. Further-

more, increased domestic production means higher private income, 

which will cause increased spending on consumption, further 

increasing imports. The end effect of import restrictions, then, 

if not accompanied by restriction of domestic demand, is to 

create partially offsetting increases in other imports. 

taken. 

Now suppose a program·of public investment were under

Init~ally both emplO)~ent and imports would increase; 

due to direct labor and material requirements. Again, h01vever, 

the increase in private incomes would lead to higher consumption, 

f'urther increasing both employment and imports. Thus the worl;:ini 

·of the whole economic system acts t.o magnify both. the favorable 

·and ·unfavorable effects of increased investment. 

Among the most useful aspects of a mode·l like ours is 

that it allows us to compute the size of the direct and indirect 

effects of policy. In the table below we show the effect .of a 

change of 5 million cantos in a number of variables on gross 

domestic product and the external current account • 

. 

• 

' .. 

--· 
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. 
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Appendix Table -I 

. _,. 6 . 
' .. 

; ;- .. 

Effects of a 5 million cantos Chan~e in 

·Exogenous Variables 

, .. 

.<. 

Change in External 
-, Current Account 

. ,\ ... _. 
0 

_·,· 
. , . .. 

2.0 
. -· ·~' -~ 

<; 

·:.·
.. .- _J_ 

.·:-.; 

J. 2 

+ 2. 2 
; 

+ J. 0 

+ 2.4 

a) Import restrictions applied to 5 million contos of 

consumer good imports. 

.. ~ . 

·.The "ntlll:bers in the table reveat two important features 

of Portugal's economy. First, the indirect repercussions of in-

creases in demand (the so-called "multiplier" effects) are fairly 

·small. The total changes in gross domestic product shown·in the 

first column of the table are not much larger than the impact 

' ·· change in demand. On the other hand - and this is crucially 

important to remember - the final effect of policy changes on 

. the. trade balance is often very different ·from the direct effect. 

In particular, :factors tending to .improve the balance· of paymen tE 

such as increases in exports or restrictions on imports, produce 

strong offsetting tendencies which rob them of much of their 

-effect. F6r this reason policies which aim at ·improving the 

balanc_e of payments without .attempting to curb domestic demand 

are likely to have disappointing results. 

-.·. ' . ; 

. _:; . ~---· 

·' 
·_,_ 
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APPENDIX II: Proiections of the External Current Account 

f'or 1_976 and 1977· 

In this appendix WL give estimates of' Portugal's 

external current account, disaggregate·d into a f'ew major. cate

gories, under.the assumption that no strong policy action is 

taken to improve th~ balance •. These are our estimates, in 1975 

prices (billions of escudos); we give actual 1975 figures·as 

a point of' reference. 

·Exports 

Merchandise 

Tourism 

Other Services 
{excl.. interest) 

Total Exports (X) 

·Imports 

Merchandise 

Tourism 

Other Services 
(excl. interest) 

Total Imports (M) 

Remittances 

Received 

Sent 

Net Remittances (R) 

Net 

Interest Pav

ments Abroad 

1975 

73-5 

90.6 
s.8·. 

22.0 

118.4 

Public Transfers 

To A.Z.E. .8 

Current Account 
Balance 

Billions 1975 esc. 

'Millions current $ 
·(assuming 6% U.S. 
inflation) 

,-. 

-21.4 

8J7~ 

• • • I ' ' 

··1976 
... -.. 

. 68.7 

102.6 

4.0 
17.4 

12-i.o 

. - . ~ 

26.0 
l..O. 

o.o 

. . ..... . 
-J0.3 . . 

-··c.. 

1977A 

55-5 
12.8 

12.5 

108.3 
. 4.0 .. 

18.4 

lJO .7 

26.0 

l..O 

o.o 

-25.0 

1099. 

· .. -: 

1977B 

55-5 
12.8 

·12. 5 

111 •. 2 

·4.0 
. 18.9 

1J4.1 

26.0 

l..O 

o.o 

. -28.4 

1248. 

. .. -~-~~-

---
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D~rivation of the Projections 
. ; .. . . 

The. projections we:r:e .arrived at in three stages: 
.. ·. 

(i) · Projections of exports of goods and services and of 

remittances· were made, attempting to tal<e account o:f political 

stabilization in Portugal, world economic recovery, and the end 

of special relations with :former colonies. 
__ ,. __ .4;J-,_ 

(ii) These estimates of exports and remittances were 

substituted, along with the other exogenous variables, into our 

macroeconomic model to derive a projection, along with the other 

endogenous variables, of total imports. As explained in Appendix 

I, under our model imports (H) simultaneously satisfy two 

equations: .. 
l.) The 'external current account equation (12) B =X .+ R - H 

where the balance B in turn must satisfy the savings-investment 

. identity 

.B ~ sYD + GDEF - I, and 

. 2). The import-c~ntent equation. (11) . - -~ . 
. ' 

;_\,· 
·• ~~ 

·.M .. = m xC + m. xi + m xG +. mxxX 
c 1 g . ' 

{iii) The composition of the import total was then estimated, 

again based on ~pecial domestic factors and the end of special 

colonial ties. 

Exports 

We have found it necessary, in projecting exports of 

goods and services, to make a distinction between exports .to 

the traditional ·escudo zone (A.Z.E.) and exports to the rest 

of the world. Former coionies inflate the export total for 1975 

in three ways: through state-related transfers, through transfer 

and "tourism" associated with retornados, and through protected 

goods and services exports which will not continue. Thus we 

produced estimates of exports to the A.Z.E. by assuming that in 

:. .. 
,;, ... . -~ .. .. - .· 
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'1976 state-related transfers and tourism 

from that area cease; while merchandise exports fall to their 

first quarter 1976 level and other service exports (largely 

transporiation and insurance) maintain their 1975 ratio to 

merchandise. For 1977 A.Z.E. exports of merchandise and "other 

services" are treated the same way asexports to the rest of 

the world, described below. 

!EPorts to former escudo zone (billions i>f escudos of 197~ 

1975 1.976 1977 

Merchandise !Jo.J. L9 2.1 

·Tourism 2.6 ti:: ' ' 

:• .. 
State 3-3 -

·Other services (excl .• interest) 1.1 0.5 0.6 ---
11.2 2.4 2.6 

.· .... 
· · · . For exports to the rest of the world in i terns other 

than tourism, the dominant factor is the world recovery. We 

·: :·'.:assume that this recovery causes a growth· of 7% in merchandise 

and other services in 1976, followed by 10% in 1977. Tourism 

is a special case; two factors currently discou~aging tourists 

... are the political situation and the scarcity of hotel rooms 

.. :. 

.. 

due ~o the presence of retornados. We assume that in 1976 

.tourism from non-escudo area countries remains at its· 1975 level, 

but that in 1977 it returns to 1974 real level. 

!Eports to foreigners (billions of escudos of 1975) 

'· 

Merchandise 

Tourism 

Other services (excl. interest) 10.1 

62.4 

1976 197'7 

48.6 53.4 

6.9 12.8 

10.8 11.9 

66.) 78.1 

Adding these two tables and·placing "State" under 

"Other services" produces the overall table for·exports. 

:- ·. ·-.· --~ . . .. ·· .. 

' . 
,· 
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Remittances 
. . ·.: .·_.·. • 

·' ' . 

. -:· 

Remittances fro~'
0

\he former esctl.do zone are assumed 

to fall (from a 1975 level of J.7) to zero in 1976 and 1977• 

Remittances from the rest of the world are assumed to recover 

to 26.0 billion 1975 escudos (almost halfway between the 1974 

level of 30.9 and the 1975 level oi 21.6) in 1976 and 1977. 

The recovery is attributed to expected recoveries both of the 

economies of the host countries and of confidence in Portuguese 

political stability. It is not expected to b~ a full recovery 

because of the small number of recent" emigrants, and because 

emigrants have now learned how to put their foreign exchange 

earnings in foreign bar>Jc accounts (or to sell them to Portuguese 

tourists) rather than· sending them home. 

. - . -.· .. -. 

Interest Pav·ments Abroad 

. -... ~ 

. 'f· . 

Net private interest payments abroad in 1975 wer<> only. J 

.billion escudos. Setting them equal to zero in 1976 and 1977 

is reasonable, and avoids any possible confusion of GNP and GDP, 

since the two are then equal • 

. 
Imports 

OUr total import figures are derived from the macro

economic model. To allocate the total, we asswned that service 

imports of the state from the former- escudo zone cease, that 

·tourism is reducedby the current government measures to 4 billior 

1975 escudos, and that merchandise and remaining service imports 

remain in 1975 proportions to each. other • 
. · -· . - - - . 

Imports (billions of escudos of 1975) 
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It may seem surprising, at first, that we predict a 

large increase in mercl1andise imports in 1976, even though ~e 

expect only a moderate increase in GDP. The reason is that the 

demand for importables last year was partially met by drawing 

·down stocks. These stocks are now reported to be very low; 

hence an increase in imports seems inevitable. 
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Appendix III: Pro ioction of' the External Current Account undc;r 

Sample Policy Pack·a~c 
,:": 

In Section C of Chapter II we presented estimates of 

the eff'ects of a sample poli~y package which-combined measures 

to stimulate exports and reduce imports with demand restriction. 

The demand restriction via tax and subsidy changes is described 

in the section. In this Appendix we describe the estimation of' 

policy ef'fects on the external current account and its tompon~nt~ 

iri 1977. 

Exports: In Chapter II of our report we estimated that 

Portugal has suffered a loss of export market share due to 

domestic causes of from 12 to 16 percent. For the sample policy 

package we assu1ne that exchange rate adjustment and other poli

cies allow Portuguese export industries to recover half of a 14 
percent loss iri market share. This. would. increase the baseline 

estimate of exports of 80.7 million contos ~o 87.3 million contos 

Imports: Portugal's imports are primarily interm~diate 

·-and capital goods not produced at home, the demand for which 

wpuld be little affected by price increases in the short run. 

, ,._,_Where policies that raise import prices could .. be effective is 

.. 
on consumer good imports. We have no good estimate of price 

effects on such imports, but in any case under the assumed 

policy this is not a problem. It is assumed that those goods 

which would be affected by import price increases are in any case 

placed under quantitative restrictions, and that these restric

tions remain binding. Specifically, we assume that imports 

with a value in 1976 of 5 million contos are excluded by restric-

· tions. It is further assumed that all of these are consumer good~ 

We then_revise the import content coefficient of 

consumpt:Lon as follows. In our baseline projection for 1976, 

consumption expenditure net of indirect taxes generates 

imports of .250 x 375.3 = 93.8. We divide the imports into 5 

million cantos of. non-essential direct imports and 88.8 million 

cantos of other direct and indirect imports. Similarly we 

divide consumption into 5 million non-essential direct imports 

. 

. .. ···. 
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and 370.3 million other consumption. The import content of the 

part of consumption not subject to restriction is thus 88.8/J?O.J 

= .240. We use this as the overall import content of consumption 
. -: .· .. 

figure in the policy projection • 

. .: . 

. 

. Current Account: We assumed that, regardless of any 

exchange rate change, remittances remain constant in foreign 

currency (an optimistic assumption for the balance of payments). 

As described in Appendix II for the baseline case, the estimates 
. 

of exports, remittances and other exogenous .variables for the 

1977 policy package case are substituted into our macroeconomic 

m~del (with the modified import-content of consumption coefficient 

to derive projected imports. The total figures for exports and 

·imports are then disaggregated under the assumption that the 

components·respond equiproportionately to the policy measures, 

as indicated below. Our 1977B baseline projection is also 

indicated, in current dollars, for purposes of comparison. 

Current Accotmt Policy Projectio~for 1977 

. --.:; .-

Exports 

Herchandise 

.Tourism 

Other services 

.Total exports 

Imports 

Merchandise 

Tourism 

Other services 

Total imports 

Remittancesa) 

Received 

Sent 

Net 

Current Account 
Balance 

a) .Implicitly deflated 

.. -~------.··· 

-1975 escudos 

. ·~ 

•' 60.6 

13.8 

. 13. 5 

87.3 

. . 

'108.5 

. .3. 9 

..J!J.L!! 
··130. 8 

.. _ .. 
26.0 

1.0 

25.0 

l?. 5. 

by traded goods 

·current $ 
(assuming 6% 

US inflation) 

2.638 

607 

594 

3,839 

'. ~. 
4,775 

171 

. 810 

5,757 

1,143 

1!4 

1,099 

814 

prices· 

Baseline 
projections 
current s· 

2,1!40 

563 

550 

3.550 

4;890 

176 

831 

5,897 

111113 

44 

1,099 

-1,249 
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INDUSTRIAL AND TRADE POLICY IN PORTUGAL 

Bela Balassa 

The purpose of this paper is to make recommendations for industrial 

and trade policy in Portugal, with a view to stimulating economic growth and 

development while maintaining balance-of-pa)rment equilibrium. The paper 

will take as its point of departure the situation existing at the time of 

the publication of the programme of the new1y-elected government in August 1976, 

which marks the end of the ·two-year period of transition that followed the 

Revolution of April 1974. 

The paper will examine the role of the manufacturing sector in the 

process of economic growth in Portugal and consider alternative strategies 

as regards the trade orientation of this sector. Next, recommendations 

will be offered on policies concerning public, private, and foreign firms, 

the volume and the allocation of investment, as well as the promotion of 

exports. The paper will further.deal with the implications of Portuguese 

membership in the European Common Market and examine the interrelationships 

of short.- term and long-term policies. 

The. Role of Manufacturing in the Growth Process 

Productivity levels in Portuguese agriculture are among the lowest 

in Western Europe. Productivity could be increased by introducing modern 

methods of cultivation, expanding the production of fruits and vegetables, 

and transferring marginal land to forestry. A variety of measures have 

been suggested to. pursue these objectives. They include modifying relative 

prices, improving extension services, providing credit and marketing 

facilities, increasing the area under irrigation, and settling agricultural 

property and tenure conditions. 

- ----~-------· ·-·--···--- .. _ ... ----·-- -----~-------~----- -----------------------------. 
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/ 

~The implementation of these measures is highly desirable as 

they would bring productivity improvements in agriculture, contribute 

f. 
to increased exports, and permit reducing food imports./ Notwithstanding 

i 
!: 

potential improvements, agriculture can hardly become a major s.ource 

.of economic grot"th and f.oreign exchange receipts, hoHever, largely because 

poor soil conditions limit the possibilities of increasing output. 

It can be expected, therefore, that the share of agriculture in 

the gross domestic product Hill continue to decline in Portugal. The 

combined share of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries in GDP fell from 

22 percent in 1963 to 15 percent in 1973, the last year before the 

Revolution, Hhile the share of manufacturing increased from 30 percent 

to 36 percent. Also, in line Hith its poor resource endoHment, Portugal 

has a loHer share of agriculture, and a higher share of manufacturing than 

it Hould be expected for a country at its per capita income level ($1410 in 

1973) )J 

These conclusions are supported by information on the ~omposition 

of exports. BetHeen 1963 and 1973, the share of agriculture and processed 

food (including fish processing) in merchandise exports fell from 26.2 to 

18.9 percent and that of forestry products declined from 18.9 to 14.9 p.ercent, 

Hhereas the share of manufactured goods increased from 54.9 to 66.2 percent. 

Among the principal agricultural exports, the possibilities for 

increasing the exports Of Hine are circumscribed by marketing arrangements 

in the EEC as Hell as by the relatively high domestic production costs of 

Jj The relevant shares, 17 percent for agriculture, forestry and fishing 
and 30 percent for manufacturing, have been estimated from relationships 
derived for small countries in Hollis B. Chenery and Moises Syrquin, 
Patterns of Development, 1950-1970 London, Oxford University Press, 
197 5' p. 205. 
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.vin ordinaire. In turn, the prospects for the exports of canned tomato 

have· been adversely affected by the partial loss of the U.K. market following 

·British entry in the EEC and by the emergence of ne<~ competitors. Thus, 

despite its potential for increased ·exports of fruits and vegetables, 

agriculture's contribution to foreign exchange receipts is bound to be limited. 

The possibilities are more favorable for expanding the exports of 

fishery and forestry products. This <Tould ho<~ever require considerable. 

investments in new equipment (principally ships) and in reforestation, in 

the two sectors, respectively .. Also, expansion is constrained by fishing 

limitations and foreign competition in the first case, and by the availability of 

suitable land in the second. 

Gross receipts from tourism reached $0.5 billion in 1973, compared 

tp merchandise exports of $1.8 billion. The subsequent decline in tourist 

receipts <~ill be reversed with the stabilization of political conditions, and 

tourism can be expected again to become a major source of foreign exchange in 

Portugal. At the same time, prospective contribution of tourism to the balance 

of payments and to economic growth should not be exaggerated. To begin ~lith, 

foreign exchange expenditures in the form of equipment and tourist spending 

on imported goods should be deducted from gross receipts. Furthermore, the 

introduction of minimum <~age legislation has increased costs to a considerable 

extent, thereby red<tcing the competitiveness of Portuguese tourism. Finally, 

tourism is largely limited to a few regions and the potentially adverse social 

repercussions favor reliance on quality rather than on mass tourism. 

Emigrants'. remittances surp~ssed $1.0 billion in 1973, equalling 

three-fifth of the value of merchandise exports. Remittances declined in 
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subsequent years, in part because of the decrease in the number of emigrants 

during the world recession and in part because of the fall in remittances 

per emigrant· .due to unsettled conditions in Portugal. With political 

stability, remittances per head can be expected to regain their earlier level. 

If the number of emigrants, too, were to return to earlier levels, by 1977 

emigrants' remittances would again surpass $1.0 billion. This would compare 

to an expected doubling of imports and it is much below the earlier trend. 

Nor can it be assumed that the earlier trend could even-

tually be re-established. France, the largest receipient of Portuguese 

emigrants, does not presently admit new foreign workers and, for political 

as well·as for social reasons, it plans reducing reliance on them even after 

economic conditions improve. Germany, the second most important country of 

emigration for Portugal, also wishes to reduce its dependence on foreign 

workers and will increasingly shift to importing goods, in particular parts, 

components, and accessories, rather than 1o1orkers. Thus, it is doubtful that 

earlier levels of emigration can be reached for some time to come. 

The Trade Orientation of the Manufacturing Sector 

These considerations point to the need for Portugal to increasingly 

rely on the manufacturing sector in order to ensure rapid economic growth. 

Manufacturing is also called upon to importantly contribute to balance-of-

payments equilibrium, and, directly and indirectly, it is a major source of 

potential employment. 

For Portuguese industry to fulfill this role, it would 'have to 

become increasingly export-oriented as the possibilities for import substitution 

are limited by the size of the domestic market. The market for manufactured 

goods, measured as production plus imports minus exports, in Portugal is only 
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one-third of that of Belgium and Sweden, and two-thirds of that of Denmark and 

Norway. At the same time, these countries have reached high levels of manu-

facturing production and consumption in the framework of an open economy, by 

maintaining tariffs at lot" levels and eschewing the use of quantitative import 

restrictions. ·Conversely, import substitution behind high protective barriers 

eventually became an obstacle to continuing industrial grm?th in Argentina and 

Chile, and, among socialist countries, in Hungary and Czechoslovakia.l/ As 

noted below, Hungary has subsequently reformed its system of economic 

decision-making in large· part to increase its export orientation. 

In the European area, particular interest attaches to the 

experience of Norway that had relied largely on the exports of primary 

commodities and simply-processed goods until the early postwar period. The 

adoption of outward-looking policies has subsequently led to the rapid 

expansion of industrial output and exports, and the exports of manufactured 

. 2/ 
goods have become the major source of economic grovlth.- In turn, in the 

Far East, Korea has maintained rates of economic growth exceeding 10 percent 

. 3/ a year, based largely on the expans1on of manufactured exports,- although 

its larger population (35 million) provides a greater potential market than 

for Portugal (9 million). 

ll Bela Balassa, "Growth Strategies in Semi-Industrial Countries", ({ua:r>terly 
Journal of Economics, February, 1970, pp. 24-47. 

~/ Bela Balassa, "Accounting for Economic Growth: 
Discussion Paper No. 16, World Bank Development 

The Case of Norway" 
Research Center, June 1976. 

·11 Larry E. Westphal and Kwang Suk Kim, "Industrial Policy and Development 
in Korea", study prepared in the framework of the Development Strategies 
in Semi-Industrial Countries research project, directed by Bela Balassa 
and sponsored by the World Bank, February 1974, eh. 4. 
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Access to the markets of the EEC and EFTA augments Portugal's 

possibilities for increasing the exports of manufactured goods. At the same 

·time, exploiting this potential would require improvements in the international 

competitiveness of Portuguese industry. Such improvements are also necessary 

in order to confront foreign competition in domestic markets that would 

intensify following reductions in tariffs, scheduled to lead to the free 

entry of manufactured goods from EEC and EFTA countries by 1985. 

In fact, apart from their favorable effects on exports, improve-

ments in the competitiveness of Portuguese industry would petThit efficient 

import substitution in the framework of an open economy. By contrast, import 

substitution behind protective barriers would have adverse consequences for 

the Portuguese economy by drawing resources into high-cost industries, failing 

to provide inducement for improvements in technology, and limiting the 

application of large-scale production methods. 

It follows that industrial policies in Portugal would have to 

aim at improving the international competitiveness of the manufacturing sector. 

This is not an easy task since, despite advances made in recent years, much 

of Portuguese industry lags behind European standards. Firms tend to be small, 

they often operate with outdated equipment, and are in their large majority 

oriented towards the domestic market. 

To support the structural transformation necessary to make 

Portuguese industry internationally competitive, the government would have to 

adopt appropriate policies with regard to the public sector, the private sector, 

and foreign investments. It .would also have to provide incentives that 

contribute. to increased investment, channel investment into industries where 

it is socially profitable, and ensure the best use of resources. These policy 

requirements will be examined in the following. 
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Policies towards the Public·sector 

Following the nationalizations undertaken in the wake of the 

Revolution, 9 percent of Portuguese manufacturing output is produced in 

publicly-o\;ned firms. With the subsequent nationalization of banks and 

insurance companies, the state has acquired a controlling interest in firms 

producing another 2 percent of output, and it holds shares in firms accounting 

for 5 percent of output, in the manufacturing sector. Also, there is 

practically total government ownership in electricity, gas, water, railways, 

and, with the exception of foreign-owned enterprises, banking and insurance. 

The nationalized industries in manufacturing include beer, tobacco, 

pulp and paper, cement, steel, and non-ferrous metals. By contrast, there 

are practically no nationalized firms in industries producing textiles and 

clothing·, leather, leather products, and footwear; metal products; and 

electrical and nonelectrical machinery. The nationalized sector 

would extend further, however, vtith investments undertaken and planned, 

especially in firms to be established in the Sines complex. 

Before considering the proposed establishment of new public 

firms, questions relating to existing public enterprises need to be dealt 

with. Particular interest attaches to the process of. decision-making in public 

firms and to the objectives of these firms. 

According to Decree~Law No. 270-76, promulgated on April 8, 1976, 

"there exists an organic relationship between public enterprises and the State 

that manifests itself in the fact that the Government designates and removes 

the members of the firm's administrative organs and orients its activity 

according to the national plan,.Just as it creates the firm and decides on 

its liquidation" (Para. 4). The Decree-Law decries "excessive intervention 
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by the Ministry or Ministries concerned in the management of public enterprises 

/whic~/ destroys initiative and responsibilities of its managers which, on 

the contrary, 1-10uld need to be encouraged" (Para. 7). It is added that "a 

better solution appears to be if the supervising Ministry and the interested 

Ministries participate in defining the general orientation, and authorizing 

or approving acts of major importance, in the life of the firm " (Ibid) . 

In particular, while firms would prepare the first version of 

their production and investment plans, the final determination of these 

plans would take place in the frame~-JOrk of the national plan. The government 

would also determine guidelines for price and wage setting by public enterprises 

(Article 13), the aim being that prices generally cover costs and provide 

adequate levels of self-financing and the remuneration of invested capital 

(Article 21). 

These regulations seem to cons:lder public enterprises as 

monopolies that can set their pTices Without regard to domestic and foreign 

competition. In fact, following the nationalizaU.ons, the government 

established sector-wide public firms in maritime transport, the production and 

distribution of energy, petroleum, paper and pulp, and cement, and plans 

to do so in road transport and the production of beer. 

Apart from the case when economies of scale so dictate, the 

desirability of establishing monopoly positions is questionable, however. 

For one thing, this would generally increase the administrative bureacracy; 

for another, it would not permit competition within the sector. 

The decentralization of decision-making in the public sector has 

been undertaken with favorable effects in Italy (IRI) and Spain (INI). Among 

the socialist countries, the Soviet Union and ·several other East European 
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countries repeatedly centralized and decentralized decision-making, the general 

tendency being in the direction of decentralization. This is the most apparent 

in Hungary that has come .to place increased reliance on market forces while 

maintaining social o;mership in industry. 

The Hungarian experience also has relevance for Portugal in 

regard to the objectives of public enterprises. According to the Decree-Law, 

these objectives would not be. limited to profitability but would also include 

political and social considerations, such as employment and income distribution 

(Para. 8). It would be preferable, however, ·to pursue political and social 

objectives through general economic policies rather than using public enter-

prises for this purpose. One may then avoid that inefficient operations be 

rationalized on the basis of noneconomic objectives and that excess employment 

or lower productivity be accepted in the public sector. 

Such considerations, together with the need to directly link 

responsibilities and performance, have led the government to decentralize 

decision-making on the firm level in Hungary. Hungarian firms essentially 

determine their product composition t,rhile, tvith few exceptions, producer 

prices are set on.the market. Producers compete with each other and with 

1/ imports in domestic marketsJ and with foreign firms in export markets.-

The principal motivation for the Hungarian economic reform has 

been the importance of foreign trade and the increased sophisticati.on of the 

economy. A country with few natural resources and limited domestic market, 

such as Hungary and Portugal, has to rely to a considerable extent on foreign 

trade. At the same time,_ decisions .on the composition of trade cannot be 

Jj Bela Balassa, "The Economic Reform in Hungary", Eaonomiaa, February 1970, 
pp. 1-22. 
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made centrally. Rather, the firm has to take responsibility for adjusting 

to the ever-changing conditions of world markets and it should benefit from, 

and bear the burden of, its decisions. The increased sophistication of the 

economy, too, calls for the decentralization of decision-making 1chich is 

conducive to the acquisition of nelv techniques. 

The above considerations point tci the need for decision making 

on the firm level· to respond to profit incentives. This conclusion is however 

subject to the condition that prices are not distorted, so that profitability 

on the firm level (financial profitability) reflects profitability on the 

national economy level (economic profitability). This condition is not 

presently fulfilled in Portugal as prices are distorted by protection, price 

control, and limitations on competition. In order to remedy the situation, 

steps would need to be taken to rationalize the system of incentives, to take. 

appropriate organizational measures, and to introduce thorough economic 

evaluation of new investment projects. 

The question of rationalizing the system of incentives 1o1ill be 

taken up subsequently. At this point, reference is made to the need for 

liberalizing price control. Apart from distorting price relationships in the 

economy, the control of prices practically excludes self-financing by public 

as well as by private firms and necessitates considerable government subsidies. 

Apart from price control, the existing system of import tariffs 

is an important source of distortions. As long as such distortions exist, 

temporary measures of intervention may be 1carranted on a case-by-case basis. 

This may involve subsidizing (taxing) a particular activity that has a 

higher (lower) economic profitability than indicated by calculations made 
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at existing prices. ·Such actions would take the place of the indiscriminate 

subsidization of public firms that provides no inducement for cost reductions. 

At the same time, one should avoid creating a large bureacracy 

·for the purpose of central interventions. As indicated by the example of 

Eastern European countries and that of developing countries> such as Egypt, 

the administrative bureacracy tends to perpetuate itself and becomes an obstacle 

to progress. And \<lhile the managers of pub1ic enterprises need to go through 

a learning process, responsibility for decisions cannot be divided bet«~een 

the firm and the government administration. Last but not least, establishing 

a top-heavy ministerial structure «~ould drain off managerial resources that 

«~ould other«~ise be available to firms. 

Correspondingly, it «~ould appear desirable to separate the 

regulatory and the supervisory functions of the government. The latter function 

may be entrusted to a board of directors, on which the government, consumers, 

«~orkers, and the managers.themselves may be represented. This board «~ould 

make the principal investment decisions and «~ould hire as «~ell as dismiss 

managers. 

The government vill have to decide, ho«~ever, on major·investment 

projects that entail the establishment of ne«~ plants and firms. Such decisions 

«~ould need to be based on calculations of economic profitability that involve 

making estimates at ~<~orld market prices. This is because Portugal needs to 

exploit its comparative advantage as indicated by domestic cost and «~orld 

market price conditions. 

Economic. project evaluation is of particular importance in regard 

to the Sines industrial complex: Thi.s complex «~as conceived prior to the 

Revolution and it may have given eA~ression to a desire for grandiose projects 
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one often finds in totalitarian regimes. Projects of this sort often tend. 

to develop a life of their own, with purely technical considerations dominat-

ing the economic ones. Also, with scarce decision-making capacity, there may 

be a tendency to concentrate on a few large projects for which technical plans 

exist, rather than develop new ones which would however be more desirable from 

the point of view of the national economy. 

At the same time, the loss of markets in Portugal's former colonies 

as well as the quadr~pling of oil prices have adversely affected the economic 

profitability of the Sines complex since the original plans had been prepared, 

And while decisions taken to build the refinery and the first stage of the 

port serving the refinery are not reversible, as they are being implemented, 

all other decisions could be reconsidered and subsequent phases of the complex 

be subjected to rigorous economic analysis. 

Delays experienced in the.construction of the refinery provide an· 

opportunity for such a review 0hile this is made necessary by the danger of a 

serious misallocation of Portugal's resources. For one thing, investing in 

highly capital-intensive industries would limit the creation of employment 

opportunities in ~he national economy. Thus, the creation of a new job in 

the Sines complex reportedly involves a capital expenditure of $150 - 200,000 

while capital requirements per Horker are only a fraction of this figure in 

labor-intensive manufacturing industries such as textiles and machinery. For 

example, capital requirements per worker are $20 - 30,000 in an integrated 

textile mill, $4 - 5,000 in clothing manufacturing, and $8 - 10,000 in 

electrical engineering. 

FOr another thing, the demands of the Sines complex for 

skilled and technical manpower reduce its availability to other industries 
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which utilize relatively more unskilled labor that is in surplus in Portugal. 

In fact, shortage of skilled workers and technicians has been experienced in 

the construction of the Sines refinerv. 

The large size of the Sines complex in relation to available 

investment resources gives special urgency to an economic evaluation of planned 

investments)_! At the same time, the availability of suppliers' credits should 

be considered in terms of the burden of interest costs and repayment charges 

on the·availabilities of funds and foreign exchange in subsequent years. 

Among individual projects, the first stage of the port serving the 

refinery is nearing completion at a cost reportedly exceeding the original 

estimate several times a·nir the· desirabfli1:y of the· second stage would need 

to be reviewed. There would also be need to reconsider the decisions made for 

building a new railway line between Lisbon and Sines while proceeding '"ith the 

construction of the general cargo port as these are to a large extent 

substitutes. At the same time a review of major projects that are users of 

transportation services would further reduce the need for these investments. 

The proposed petrochemical, fertilizer, and steel plants 

could fully utilize their capacity only if a substantial part of their output 

was exported. It is highly doubtful, however, that Portugal would be inter-

nationally competitive in exporting these products. Apart from their large 

capital r;quirement s, the cost of the principal inputs does not i~vor 

Portugal. 

In particular, the petrochemical and fertilizer industries conform 

to the resource endowment of the Middle Eastern oil producing countries rather 

than that of Portugal. The.advantages of these countries derive from the 

capital-intensive .nature of the industries in question as well as from 

)j Investment in the Sines complex, if implemented in full, may reach. as much 
as one-third of total 1'nvestment · P t 1 · h f 1n . or uga ln t e next ew years. 
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utilizing as basic material either natural gas that has no alternative uses or 

petroleum that could not be sold in the framework of OPEC. At the same time 

with the investments planned in the Middle East and elsewhere, one can expect 

an oversupply to develop within a few years. 

In turn, domestic demand for steel in Portugal can be supplied from 

existing r··· .•.nts for some time to come. And, any rate, questions relating to 

the use of '''omestic ores of high phosphorous content and the choice of technology 

would have to be resolved before decision is taken on nev..r investments. On the 

basis of existing information, it does not appear that Portugal could export steel 

at competitive prices. 

These considerations underlie the need for a thorough economic 

evaluation of proposed investment projects at Sines. Such an evaluation would 

have to include a study of foreign demand and supply prospects, 1~ith emphasis 

on possible price developments, in the world market. An economic evaluation 

of projects is called for also in regard to other proposed public investments 

which too, have very high capital requirements. 

The Private Sector 

As noted earlier, the share of nationalized enterprises and of 

firms where the state has a controlling interest is 11 percent in the output 

of the manufacturing sector in Portugal. Hhile strictly comparable data are 

not available, from existing information it would appear that this share is 
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lower than in Italy and the United Kingdom and it may be comparable to that 

in Austria and France. Thus, in absolute as well as in relative terms, 

private enterprise continues i:o play a substantial role in Portuguese industry. 

The dominance of private firms is even greater in regard to the 

exports of manufactured goods, where their share reaches 93 percent. This 

is explained by the fact that the major e:x-porting industries, such as food 

processing, textiles and clothing, wood and cork products, and electrical and 

noneletrical machinery~are largely in private hands. At the same time, these 

are the industries where Portugal has the best possibilities for increasing 

exports in the future and the increased export-s, in turn, vould contribute 

1/ to higher employment.-

This conclusion follows since Portugal has to find a middle ground 

between the highly capital intensive and technologically advanced industries 

of the developed European countries and the unskilled-labor intensive 

industries of the countries of the Lome Convention and of North Africa which 

can export manufactured goods duty free to the European Common Market. Despite 

recent increases in wages and social charges, labor costs in Portugal are 

substantially below costs in the developed European countries while exceeding 

2/ labor costs in Africa by a considerable margin.- At the same time, capital 

is relatively scarce in Portugal. 

'--
Jj In this connection note that private firms provide about 94 percent of 

employment in the manufacturing sector. 

11 In 1975, industrial wages in Portugal were about. one-third of wages in 
Germany and two-fifths of wages in France 
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It follows that capital-intensive products, such as petrochemicals, 

fertilizers,· steel, and cement, offer ·few opportunities to export to the EEC 

countries whereas traditional labor-intensive exports of textiles, clothing, 

and processed foods would need to be upgraded. But the best possibilities 

appear to lie in industries producing machinery and equipment, '"here skilled 

and semiskilled ·Portuguese workers can utilize modern techniques. Some of 

these industries, such as machine tools, may produce final goods for the .European 

market; others may engage in subcontracting. Portugal could thus benefit from 

the tendency of shifting from the importation of labor to that of parts, 

components, and accessories by the more developed European countries. 

For the private sector to fulfill its role in creating exports 

and employment, several conditions would need to be fulfilled. These include 

limiting government intervention· in the private sector 4 reeulatj_nQ" 

labor relations, providing inducements for the restructuring and reconversion 

of industry, and encouraging private investments. They will be conside.red 

in turn. 

In application of the August 1976 programme, it would be 

necessary to limit the- powers- of intervention of the government 

in the private sector under Decree-Law No. 422/76, promulgated on May 29, 1976. 

The conditions stated in the Decree-Law that may lead to state intervention, 

in particular '.'management negligence 11 and "failure of management to meet social 

responsibilities towards workers, the state, social well-being and local 

authoritie;s", are very broad and create uncertainty for private enterprise, 
.. 
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Governmerit intervention in the case of firms that are in a 

difficult financial situation. also create uncertainty. More generally, 

the role of the Ministry of Industry should be defined in a way that 

it regulates the conditions under which private industry operates rather 

than interventing directly in other than exceptional circuJr.stances. 

The functions of the Institute for State Participation (IPE) 

would also need to be circumscribed. In cases Hhere the state is a minority 

shareholder, IPE cannot aspire to determine the firm's policies l·lithout creating 

1/ conflicts that Hould have undesirable effects for the Portuguese economy.-· 

In fact, efficiency in the public sector Hould be served by the sale of small 

participations -- and of small public enterprises Hhich have come into 

state ownership through the nationalization of banks and insurance companies. 

Such participations and ownership represent a burden for the state apparatus, 

leading to the groHth of bureacracy, l<ithout commensurate benefits. 

The unsettled nature of labor relations provides another source 

of uncertainty for private firms, which impedes their operations and makes it 

especially difficult to.accept and to fulfill export orders. To reduce this 

uncertainty, it I<Ould be necessary to circumscribe the role of Horkers' 

It has been reported that through the appointment of the representatives 
to the Boards of the companies in which IPE has minority participation, 
IPE plans to exercise fairly.close supervision of the companies' activities. 
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conunissions and to introduce compulsory arbitration ;lith a view to avoid 

strikes. These measures would further be strengthened if illegal strikers 

and absentee workers \"ere to lose certain privileges they enjoy in the form 

of seniority rights and fringe benefits. 

The introduction of the proposed rules should not be considered 

to represent a loss of the rights the workers have acquired with the Revolution, 

but rather as measures necessary to normalize the situation. In particular, 

Portuguese firms can hardly compete in the European Common Market if they are 

subject to considerable uncertainty and to a more onerous regime as far as 

labor relations are concerned than their counterparts in the EEC member countries . 

. Similar considerations call for re-establishing the possibility 

of firms dismissing workers under certain conditions. Precluding this 

eventuality, '"hi le done with the best of intentions, has been detrimental to 

the national economy and to the I<'Orkers themselves. For one thing, it has 

led to absenteeism and a decline in productivity; for another, it has made it 

practically impossible for firms to hire new 11orkers. In this connection, it 

should be recognized that sales on both domestic and foreign markets vary over 

time and continually maintaining a labor force necessary for peak periods 

11ould be very costly to the firm. 

The conditions for dismissing '"orkers should be strictly defined, 

however. "Dismissal could be done for cause (absenteeism, serious infractions 

.on Hark rules) or if economic conditions affecting the firm change. At the 

same time, unemployed 11orkers should receive compensation from a fund 

established from the contributions of employers, with the state creating 

opportunities· for retraining 11orkers whose jobs have become obsolete in the 
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process of structural change. 

The last point leads to the question of structural transformation 

of Portuguese industry. ·At present, one observes a certain duality in the 

industrial structure, with larger, more efficient· firms producing for exports 

and smaller ones for the domestic market. In fact, the majority of Portuguese 

firms are too small for efficient operations, with three-fourths of the 

firms employing 10 persons or less and only 3 percent having more than 

lOO employees. The situation is especially unfavorable in the textiles, 

clothing, and footwear industry that has nearly 10,000 firms and has been 

. . 1/ 
subject to recurrent cr1ses.-

Apart from inefficiencies in production due to small size, Portugal 

has relatively few enterprises which have the capacity to undertake large 

investments, to break ·into e:>,:port markets, and to carry out research. By 

contrast, in small European countries, such as the Netherlands, Sweden, and 

Switzerland, a substantial part of industrial activity is concentrated in 

a few firms which are comparable in size to those in the larger European 

countries)./ 

It should further be recalled that, .following entry in the 

Common Market, industrial policy in France has focused on encouraging concentra-

tion by the use of fiscal and credit measures. This policy has contributed to the 

establishment of "European-size" companies, which could compete with their 

Jj Portuguese National Institute of Statistics, Industrial ·census, 1972. 

Jj Among the three-hundred largest European firms, 25 are located in Sweden 
14 in Switzerland, and 12 in the Netherlands. There are no Portuguese 
firms on the list while Spain is represented by 11 entries (Fortune, 
August, 1976, pp. 231-42), · . 
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German counterparts. Portugal, whose firms are considerably smaller than 

French enterprises were prior to. the establishment of the EEC, is in even 

greater need to promote industrial concentration and can learn from the 

French example as to the application of appropriate measures to further this 

goal. 

Portugal may also benefit from the experience of Spain and Greece 

as regards industrial concentration. In Spain, tax and credit measures have 

been used to encourage concentration over the last decade. In Greece, 

industrial concentration has been an important policy objective since 

negotiations started on entry into the EEC and tax measures have been 

employed to pursue this objective. 

It has been objected that :industrial concentration would be 

contrary to the spirit of the Portuguese Revolution as it would lead to the 

establishment of monopolistic positions in individual industries. This will 

hardly be the case, however; rather, freer trade with the Common Market and 

EFTA countries would weaken monopolistic positions in Portugal since Portuguese 

firms would have to compete with EEC firms in domestic as well as in foreign 

markets. At the same time, industrial concentration is necessary to ensure 

the competitiveness of Portuguese industry; otherwise, the export possibilities. 

offered by European integration could not be utilized and domestic firms 

might not be able to withstand the competition of foreign companies and 

their subsidiaries in the home market. 

This is not to say that small and medium sized firms do not have 

a role to play in Portugal. While such firms could not survive in industries 

where the exploitation of economies of scale requires large plant size, they 

-- -----~---·--·- -.. - -·--·---·--------· ... --·--·----.---... --~-------·-.. ·-~" .--- '- ... ··r,--·. 
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can produce various commodities requiring precision work and supply parts, 

components, and accessories to domestic as well as to foreign firms. This, 

in turn, necessitates modifying the policies followed by the 

Institute for the Support of Small and Medium Size Industrial Enterprises, 

which presently provides assistance to all small and medium size.firms that 

are in financial difficulties, irrespective of their possibilities for 

efficient operations. 

In order to fulfill its role of expanding exports and employment, 

private industry would further require funds for new investment, \,Thile 

private investment has declined greatly in recent years and there is little 

indication of a pick-up in investment activity, the demand for investment 

funds will re-emerge once conditions are stabilized. In this connection, the 

financing of investment from the firm's own resources and from outside sources 

need to be considered. 

Investible funds generated internally fell greatly in 1974 and 

1975 as a result of the combined effects of rapid increases in wages, decline 

in productivit~ and price control. According to statistics published by the 

Departmento Central de Planemiento, wholesale prices increased 28.3 percent 

in 1974 and 13.6 percent in 1975 while industrial wages rose 39.5 percent and 

25.0 percent respectively.!/ At the same time, industrial labor productivity 

stagnated in 1974 and decreased by 4. percent -in 1975}:./ 

!/ Situa~ao Ecanomica Portuguesa, May 1976, pp. 63, 70 

11 Industrial production fell by 5 percent between 1974 and 1975 while employ
ment declined by 1 percent (Banco de Portugal, Relatorio do Conselho de 
Administraaao, Gerencia de Z9?5, Vol. 1, 1976, pp. 64-65. 
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With depreciation allowances based on historical values, under 

the rapid inflation experienced in recent years even firms showing profits 

in their accounts may suffer from decapitalization in the sense that their 

funds generated internally are not sufficient to replace capital. Yet, 

prudent management requires the.use of a mixture of internally and externally 

generated funds in financing investments. 

Given the need to create new employment in the private sector 

and to increase the competitiveness of private firms through modernization, 

it would be necessary. for the goven1ment to take measures in order to 

ensure the internal generation of investment funds. This will require liberal-

izing price control as done recently by the Labor Government in the United 
• 

Kingdom. The Labor Government has also introduced "inflation accounting" for 

depreciation in order to avoid decapitalization and to stimulate investment. 

In Portugal's case, investment may be stimulated more directly by appropriate 

1/ tax measures.-

One would also have to ensure that loan funds are available for 

private enterprise. Apart from increasing the total volume of investment 

in Portugal, a question to which we will return below, measures would have to 

be taken to avoid that the demand for investment funds by the public sector 

pre-empts the necessary financing of private investment. This danger exists 

in view of the large demand for funds on the part of public firms to invest 

in capital-intensive industries which create relatively few employment 

For·a comparison of these alternatives, see George E. Lent, "Adjustment 
of Taxable Profit>. for Inflation", International Monetary Fund, Staff Papers, 
November, 1975, pp. 641-79. 

.·.·-. 
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opportunities and have less favorable balance-of-payments effects than· 

investment in export-oriented private firms. 

It would further be necessary to improve the operation of the 

financial institutions in Portugal. In particular, there is need to increase 

the availability of medium-term and long-term credit and to .ensure speedier 

decision on requests for such loans. Finally, the export credit system 

would need to be extended and its administration improved. 

Foreign Direct Investment 

Given the large inflow of refugees from the former Portuguese 

colonies, the limited absorption of labor in agriculture, and the reduced 

possibilities for emigration to the more developed European countries, domestic 

capital formation in Portugal can hardly suffice to employ the country's 

labor force. Apart from contributing to increased employment, foreign invest

ment is also necessary to fully utilize Portugal's export po.tential through 

its apport of technical and managerial knowhow as well as marketing expertise. 

Finally, subcontracting arrangements may be advantageously made by firms with 

full or partial foreign o•~ership. 

The example of Ireland is instructive in this regard. After 

a long period of slow and im;ard-oriented industrial grot;th, accompanied by 

the emigration of the.w8rking-age. population and by an absolute decline of 

the total population, Ireland adopted an outward-looking policy and granted 

considerable incentives to foreign direct investment. This policy has led 

to a substantial inflow of foreign capital, contributing to rapid industrial 

growth and considerable increases in employment. The emigration of the working

age population has declined as a ·result, and since 1961 the Irish population· has 

been increasing.again. 
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By providing inducements to foreign investment, Ireland has 

been able to utilize the opportunities provided first by special trading 

arrangements with Britain, subsequently by the Anglo-Irish Free Trade Area, 

and more recently by membership in the European Common Market. Portugal 

could well learn from the experience of Ireland in exploiting the possibili

ties offered by.integration in Western Europe. It should also learn, however, 

from the mistakes of the Irish who may have given ove~ly generous incentives 

to foreign capital and have employed certain measures which, on balance, favor 

capital-intensive industries. 

On the whole, there appears no reason for granting more favorable 

treatment for foreign than for domestic investment. RoNever, Portugal needs 

to provide adequate guarantees for foreign direct investment. An important 

step was taken in this direction by the promulgation of the Foreign Investment 

Code (Decree-Law No. 239/76, April 6, 1976). Nevertheless, the Code would need 

· further clarification and elaboration in order to make investment in Portugal 

sufficiently attractive. 

To begin with, in view of rapid. inflation and reliance on fixed 

exchange rates in Portugal, the limitations imposed on the transfer of profits 

should apply in terms of foreign currency rather than in escudos. Also, the 

conditions for suspending transfers should be narrowly circumscribed and limited 

to the repatriation of capital, thus guaranteeing the free transfer of profits 

and royalties. The same privilege should be extended to the servicing of loans 

contracted abroad that is not covered by the Decree-LaN. 

In turn, following the example of Mexico, it would be desirable 

to limit the amount that could be accounted for among production costs, and 
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transferred abroad, in :the form of royalties, management fees, and the like. 

In this way, it can be avoided that foreign companies circumvent the limit

ations on .the transfer of profits and avoid paying taxes in Portugal by 

overstating royalties and other fees. 

In vie1• of complaints ·received from foreign investors, the 

provisions of Article 28 on technological transfer would also need to be 

reviewed. In particular'· the clauses barring the use of foreign languages 

in contracts or agreements, and more importantly, the-determination of prices 

by .the transferer of technology, appear overly restrictive as far as 

relationships between foreign companies and their Portuguese subsidiaries are 

concerned. 

Finally, attracting foreign capital to Portugal would make it 

necessary to provide guarantees both as regards labor relations and the 

settling of disputes with the government. Regarding the former, the recommenda

tions made above in connection with private firms could be usefully complemented 

by including in the decree on the implementation of the Foreign Investment 

Code a clause that figured in an earlier version,but was deleted from the 

final version, of the Code. According to this clause, "The Control of 

production by workers' commissions or by any other organization of workers 

could not interfere with the exercise of the functions of responsible management 

organs 11
• 

Finally, giving the Portuguese courts the final say in the 

settlement of disputes with the government may not provide sufficient guarantees 

to foreign investors. Rather, following the example of other countries, the 

arbitration of disputes could be left. to international fora, such as the 

International Court in The Hague; or the International Centre for Settlement 
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of Inv~stment Disputes.associated with the World Bank. 

Macroeconomic Policies 

We have seen that increases in the volume of investment are 

necessary in Portugal in order to provide productive employnlent for the labor 

force and ensure rapid increases in national income. The choice is 

essentially between present and future consumption when, given the high 

productivity of capital ~n the presence of unemployment, foregoing consumption 

today will bring high returns in the future. 

A similar situation existed in Western Germany following the 

immediate postwar period when the alternatives were the redistribution of 

income favoring increased consumption by the poor and incentives to investment 

-leading to increased capital formation. The choice was made for the latter, 

with favorable long-term effects for the national economy and for all social 

classes in Germany. Thus, the incomes of workers, and of low-income recipients 

in general, are substantially higher today than would have been the case if 

a policy favoring consumption had been adopted three decades ago. 

For similar reasons, a decision to adopt policies aiming at 

increased investment and reduced consumption has been taken recently by the 

Labor Government in the United Kingdom. This decision is intended to redress 

a situation characterized by overconsumption, financed by reduced savings and 

by drawi?g on foreign exchange reserves. 

In Portugal, too, there has been overconsumption in recent years, 

with total consumption (private and public) accounting for 101.8 percent of 

aggregate expenditure in 1975 as compared to 88.2 percent in 1968-73 (Table 1). 

The counterpart of increased consumption has been a decrease in domestic fixed 

,. 
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investment (5.3 percentage points), decumulation of stocks (2.9 percentage 

points), and deteriorati.on in the balance of payments (5.4 percentage points). 

In relative terms, public consumption has risen the most, with 

increases .of 16.2 percent in 1974 and 15.3 percent in 1975 as compared to 

6.8 percent in the period 1968-73. In turn, following an increase of 

7.4 percent in 1974, the grot·1th of private consumption slowed down in 1975, 

although still showing an increase of 3.1 percent in contrast with an 

absolute decline in GNP. The brunt of this decline was borne by gross fi~ed 

investment that fell by two-fifths bebveen 1974 and 1975. At the same time, 

domestic production declined more (-9.0 percent) than aggregate e~penditure 

(-3.5 percent), indicating the increased deter.ioration of the balance of 

payments (Table 2). 

The rapid growth of public consumption is also apparent in the 

rising deficit of the government budget. Starting with an equilibrium in 

earlier years, the budget deficit was 11.2 billion escudos' in 1974, 32.4 

billion escudos in 1975, and it may approach 50 billion escudos in 1976, 

compared with earlier estimates· of 35 billion. 

The continued growth of public and private consumption at rates 

e~perienced over the past two years is unsustainable. Fixed capital and 

stocks have to be replaced and augmented; nor can consumption be financed 

from foreign loans or by drawing on the country's foreign exchange reserves. 

Correspondingly, there is need for simultaneous improvements in the savings

consumption balance, the balance of payments, and the government budget. 

Such improvements may be effected by reducing the growth of consumption and 

by increasing production. 

-~- ----·--· ------- -----------------~-- ------------·---------------·---- -·---. 
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As regards consumption, the first priority is to economize on 

public expenditure. This will require a careful review of priorities in the 

framework of a general budgetcry.exercise pertaining to public investment 

as well as consumption; At the same time, in financing' public expenditure, 

increased reliance should be based on taxation as against money creation, 

In this connection, note that in the past year the redistribution from 

private to public expenditure was financed largely by money creation. 

The share of private consumption in aggregate expenditure would also 

need to be reduced. In particular, increases. in industrial real l<ages of 

6.8·percent in 1974 and 4.6 percent in 197sl/ in the face of stagnating and 

declining productivity, respectively, would have to give place to increased 

productivity together with a temporary retardation and even decline of real 

wages. 

The described changes are further necessary in order to strengthe;,_ 

the competitive position of Portuguese industry, which is a preconditon to raising 

output and improving the balance of payments through increased exports. At 

the same time, higher output and exports would reduce the need for cutting 

back consumption and would increase employment. Thus, there is a trade-off 

between higher wages for those presently employed and higher employment. 

Relative Prices and Economic Incentives 

Apart from reducing the budgetary deficit, actions would need to 

be taken to limit increases in wages in nominal terms. This could be 

accomplished through compulsory arbitration on wage settlements and through 

the activities of the wage and prices commission, the establishment of which 

1/ Situacao Eaonomiaa Por>tugueaa, May 1976, p. 64 
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was announced in September 1976. 

Pursuing the t~<in goals of increasing investment and exports would 

further require changes in the system of incentives. On the one hand, .there 

is need to increase the demand for, and the supply of, investment funds; on 

the other, exporting would have to be made more profitable than heretofore. 

The measures that may be taken to accomplish these objectives will be 

considered in·the followi?g· 

As noted earlier, the liberalization of price control and the 

introduction of tax benefits for new investment would be necessary to increase 

private. investment from internally-generated funds. In turn, while improvements 

in the financial system would permit the more efficient channeling of funds 

to investment, domestic savings would have to increase in order to provide 

eKternally-generated funds for the private sector. In this connection, it 

has been suggested that savings are presently discouraged. by negative real 

interest rates and this could be remedied by indexing savings or increasing 

nominal rates. 

Indexing savings has the disadvantage that it contributes to 

inflationary psychology while Portugal would need a decrease in the rate 

of inflation. In turn, although increases in nominal interest rates have 

been effective in mobilizing savings in countries such as Korea)/ it is 

questionable that substantially higher interest rates provide the appropriate 

measures at the present juncture in Portugal. For one thing, similar to the 

situation in the United Kingdom, the decline in real interest rates does not 

1/ Gilbert T. Brown, Korean Pricing Policies and Economic Development in 
the 1960s, Baltimore, Johns. Hopkins University Press,' 1977. 
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seem to have appreciably affected domestic savings, possibly because savers 

wish to provide for their retirement. For another, under present circumstances, 

increases in interest rates would have adverse effects on investment. 

Correspondingly, one may welcome the decision taken in August 1976 

to rely on forced savings to restrain consumption. But, such a measure is 

necessarily temporary and, eventually, real interest rates would have to be 

raised. This may be accomplished by lowering the rate of inflation, with 

nominal rates maintained at present levels. However, if inflationary pressures 

continue, increases. in nominal rates could not be foregone. 

As a more immediate measure, it would be desirable to pay higher 

interest rates on the foreign exchange balances of domestic residents. This 

would represent. extending present regulations for emigrants to other 

recipien~of foreign exchange, and it would tend to reduce incentives to invest 

abroad the proceeds of current transactions and turn the operation of leads 

and lags on the payments for such transactions in Portugal's favor. 

As regards the profitability of exports, note should be taken of 

the decline in the competitive position of Portuguese industries res-

ulting from the fact that wage costs in Portugal increased substantially rnnre 

than abroadj without commensurate changes in the exchange rate. Calculations 

made by the MIT Economic Team indicate that, adjusted for changes in exchange rates, 

w:age costs in Portuguese manufacturing rose by about 74 percent between 1973 

and 1975 as against average increases of 41 percent for its major trading 

partners. 

Wage costs have been calculated by adjust:lng an index of wages by.an 
index of labor productivity; the results for Portugal's trading partners 
have been derived by weighting with Portuguese. exports to them. 
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.Increased wage costs, together with unsettled labor conditions, 

have contributed to a decline in Portugal's export share. Between 1973 and 1975, 

Portugal's share in the markets of the developed countries fell by 13 to 16 

. . 1/ 
percent, depending on the method of calculation employed.-- This is the 

more serious,since one would have expected the transfer of at least some of the 

lost export sales in the former Portuguese colonies to developed markets. 

The 20 percent surcharge on imported inputs that have no domestic 

substitutes also increased the cost of export industries using these inputs. 

In turn, the 30 percent surcharge on luxury products, and the additional protective 

measures announced in August 1976, have benefited import substituting industries 

vis-a-vis exports. The measures in question include the extension of the 

system of import surcharges, the introduction of an advance import deposit 

scheme, the revision of the conditions of sale of consumer durables which 

are largely imported, price, credit and tax measures favoring imports, 

discriminatory government purchase regulations and quantitative import 

restrictions·. 

Among these measures, quantitative import restrictions, provide 

an immediate means of reducing Portugal's balance-of-payments deficit. But 

·at the same time, they are bound to have unfavorable repercussions for the 

national economy. This is because quantitative restrictions encourage the 

domestis production of nonessential products at high costs; they give rise 

to excess profits. for the recipients of import licenses; provide inducement 

for smuggling and bribery; and limit the availability of nonessential goods 

]) Krugman, "Market Shares and Exports", HIT Economic Team, Working Paper 
No. 17, Lisbon, July. 1976. 

. }' 
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of current consumption for foreign tourists. 

The unfavorable repercussions of quantitative restrictions call 

for their early replacement by tax measures. Commodity taxes affect eq.ually 

imports and domestic: production, and the proceeds of these taxes would accrue 

to the government budget. At the .same time, higher taxes 011 luxury products 

would limit imports and improve the distribution of incomes. 

The discrimination against exports resulting from the introduction 

of protective measures has not been alleviated by the export credit measures 

announced in September 1976. Rather than favoring exports over import 

substitution, improvements in credit facilities are necessary to_eliminate 

a particular source of disability vis-a-vis other countries. 

At the same time, the protection of import-substituting industries 

and discrimination against export activities are bound to have unfavorable 

long-term effects in Portugal. For one thing, they postpone the time when 

import-substituting industries· may become internationally competitive and 

contribute to the further development of high-cost industries. For another, 

they retard the development of export activities which should become the 

prime mover of industrial development for_ exploiting Portugal's comparative 

advantage. 

Nor can_ the measures taken in favor of import substitution be 

counterbalanced by outr'g_ht subs<d<es to t i ~ ~ ~ expor s, s nee such subsidies are 

proscribed by EEC and EFTA regulations. Rather, the exchange rate would have 

to be used as the principal instrument of export promotion. The use of this 

instrument would also permit efficient import substitution as it would replace 

a variety of protective measures whose incidence on particular products vary 

and is not even known with any confidence. 

·--,------~------- ---- . --- ---~-
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The use of the exchange rate as a policy instrument presupposes 

the application of monetary and fiscal policies to ensure that changes in 

exchange rates do not lead to an overall inflation. Exchange rate changes, 

monetary, and fiscal policies thus form a package designed to re-establish 

equilibrium in the savings-consumption balance, the balance of payments, and 

the government budget. 

Nevertheless, as long as tariffs are applied, exports are discrim~ 

inated against in favor of production for protected .domestic markets. In 

order to lessen the extent of this discrimination and to permit exporters 

to enter new markets, it would be desirable to employ measures of export 

promotion which are a·dmissible under agreements ~Jith EEC and EFTA. Apart 

from improving the existing system of export credit, it tcould be desirable 

to institute an export insurance scheme and to employ promotional measures. 

Promotional measures may take the form of do.uble tax deductions on 

expenditures related to exports by firms, the government financing of trade 

fairs, and the establishment of a network of commercial attaches. Export 

promotion is of particular importance in order to utilize the opportunities 

available in EEC and EFTA markets, to enter netc markets, e.g. in the Middle 

East, and to re<j.i.rect exports that had been oriented towards the former colonies. 

It has been objected that the private sector would not be able 

to make use of the opportunities provided by improvement>in the profitability 

of exports. These objections are hardly warranten, however. To begin with, 

the existence of substantial underutilization of capacity would permit immediate 

increases in exports once they become profitable. Also, private industry showed 

considerable dynamism in exploiting the possibilities offered in EEC and EFTA 

markets during the decade proceeding the Revolution, when exports grew at an 
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average annual rate of 18.8 percent. Note finally that much of the increase 

occurred in ne·~;o.r lines of production, in particular machinery and equipment, 

whose share in total exports rose from 3 percent in 1963 to 13 percent in 1973. 

It may be expected, therefore, that privat·e industry will make use of 

profitable export possibilities, provided that the conditions described earlier 

are fulfilled. 

Membership in the European Common Market 

Portugal '.s recent trade agreement \<rith the European Common Market 

represents improvements from the Portuguese point of view in several respects. 

For one thing, it has allowed Portugal to delay the elimination of tariffs 

by transferring a number of "new" products from the 1980 to the 1985 list 

and adding a number of "old" products to the list. For another, EEC tariffs 

have been reduced on Portuguese agricultural and fisheries products and 

eliminated on manufactured products. 

Hm.;ever, the concessions made on the major Portuguese exports 

subject to quantitative restrictiomin the EEC have been relatively minor. 

Thus,. barriers remain on exports of 1-1ine and other agricultural products, 

processed fish, wood and cork products, and textiles. Moreover, Portugal's 

possibilities to export tomato paste and textiles to Britain have deteriorated 

as a result of British entry into the Common Market. 

Nor can it be expected that important concessions could be obtained 

in the frame1-1ork of future trade.agreements l-lith the EEC. This is because on 

sensitive products advantages are given to the member countries, and the 

objections of a single member country may jeopardize the granting of concessions. 

At the same time, the list of sensitive products includes many of Portugal's 
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major exports and there is a danger that the Common Market would impose new 

barriers on imports vlhich appear to threaten an EEC industry. 

These considerations point to the desirability of Portugal becoming 

a full member of the Common Market. Full membership provides additional 

benefits in the form of financial support from the agricultural and regional 

funds and from the European Investment Bank. Such support can assume 

considerable importance, given the fact that Portuguese agriculture exhibits 

levels of productivity much below those in the other Corrunon Harket countries 

and that per capita incomes in Portugal are lower than in the poorest regions 

in the original EEC countries. Also, in 1973, per capita incomes in Portugal 

($1410) were lo1;er than in Ireland ($2150) that qualifies in its entirety for 

regional aid and in Greece ($1870) that is negotiating full membership. These 

differences have increased further since. 

Support received from the agricultural and regional funds and 

from the European Investment Fund would contribute to the structural trans-

formation of Portuguese agriculture and industry. Hembership in the Common 

Harket thus appears to be a precondition for the full utilization of the 

possibilities the markets of the EEC countries provide for Portuguese exports. 

Correspondingly, the recent initiatives on the part of the new 

Prime Hinister, Hr. Mario Soares, for applying for full membership in the 

EEC are welcome. At the same time, one should be aemre of the difficulties 

of negotiations. These are likely to be time-consuming and require the full 

attention of Portuguese authorities in order to obtain the best possible terms 

from the Common Harket authorities. 

The Interrelationship of Short-term and Long-term Policies 

Horeover, entry into the European Common Harket will not have.the desired 

effects , if adequate measures are not taken to improve the competitive 

position of· Portuguese industry. While the August 1976 Progranune proposes some 
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measures aimed at improving the conditions under which private industry operates, 

in concentrating on short-term objectives it does not focus on the need to 

strengthen competitiveness. In fact, as noted above, the newly-introduced protective 

measures will have the opposite effect. At the same time, they.will make the 

task of the Portuguese negotiators with the Common Market more difficult. 

More generally, short-term and long-term policies are interrelated, 

and measures taken to pursue short-term policy targets would need to be geared 

to long-term objective.s. This would require ensuring a high volume of 

investment, its efficient allocation among industries. and creating the .conditions 
' 

for productivity improvements in public as well as in private firms. 
• 

The need for greater domestic investment calls for providing 

appropriate incentives to firms while restraining the growth of public and 

private consumption. Improvements in labor conditions, liberalizing price 

control, increasing the profitability of exports, and tax incentives would 

provide inducements to invest. In turn, restraining consumption would 

necessitate establishing priorities and ceilings in the government budget and 

limiting wage increases. Improvements in labor conditions, together with 

guarantees to foreign investors would also be necessary to ·encourage direct 

foreign investment. 

There is further need to ensure that the allocation of investment 

funds correspon~·to Portugal's comparative advantage. This would involve 

avoiding that public investments pre-empt the available investment funds; 

subjecting investments in the public sector to rigorous cost-benefit analysis; 

providing adequate incentives. to export activities; and reducing the protection 

of import substituting industries. 

. ·.-r•-
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In order to ,ensure the long-run expansion of the Portuguese 

economy in the European frameHork, these measures would need to be c.omplemented 

by actions aimed ai: improving productivity. They include decentralizing 

decision-making in the public. sector, ameliorating the conditions under which 

the private sector operates, and encouraging industrial concentration. 

It has been objected that, while pursuing long-term objectives, the 

proposed measures would h<;<ve unfavorable short-term effects by contributing to 

inflation and reduc.ing employment in Portugal. However, while liberalizing 

price control would have inflationary repercussions, reducing the budgetary 

deficit and restrainiC~g wage increases would favorably affect the principal 

factors contributing to inflation over the past two years. Als~attaining 

improvements in the balance of payn1ents through the more flexible use of 

the exchange rate instrument instead of import restrictions may have 

deflationary rather than inflationary effects. This conclusion follows 

because increased exports would permit utilizing excess capacity and price 

increases resulting from high protection could be avoided. 

Using excess capacity in export industries would further contribute 

to increases in employment. Also, revising investment priorities in line with 

Portugal's comparative advantage would make an important contribution to 

employment, since the capital cost of creating a new job in labor-intensive 

industri~s, including textiles, machinery and electronics, is only a small 

fraction of that in the proposed capital intensive industries, such·as 

petrochemicals, fertilizers, and steel. 
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Table 1 

The Structure of Domestic Expenditure in ·Portugal 

Current Prices 

I 1968-73 1974 

Total consumption (private and public) ! . 

88,2 97,2 

Private Consumption 74,5 82,7 

Public Consumption 13,7 14,5 

Gross fixed capital formation 18,8 19,3 

Variation of stocks (0) (2,3) 

Exportation of Goods and Services 24,1 25,2 

Importation of Goods and Services -31,1 -44,0 

Domestic Expenditure 100,_0 100,0 . 

1.975 

101,8 

84,5. 

17,3 

13,5 

( -2. 9) 

19,0 

-31,4 

100,0 

Source: Depart amen to Central de Planej amen to, . Si·tuacao Ecommica Po1'fuguesa, 
May, 1976 



Table 2 

Gro~1th Rates ·of Domestic Expenditure and Output 

1970 prices 

1968-73 1974 1975 
. 

-
Consumer expenditures on goods & services 6,0 7,4 3' 1 

Government current expenditures on goods & services 6,8 16,2 15,3 

Gross fixed capital formation 13,2 -2,8 -38,6 

Variatiori of stocks N.A. 
-. 

N.A. N.A. 
-

Exports of goods and services 8,7 -11,8 -20,8 

Imports of goods and services 9,7 9,3 -21,,6 

Domestic expenditure 6,6 3,9 -3,5 I 
' 

Domestic supply 7,3 5,2 -9,0 

. 

Source: See Table 1 

_______ , __ ..,. ·-·-----~-- ____ .,, .. ~-~-" --~~-~ ----.,.,-- ,, 
I, 
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Industrial planning and ·the use of external 

assist.ance i.n Portugal 

Section I SUI'JfllARY -------
The first section of the report deals with the strategic 
options open to Portugal, since the questions of industrial 
policy on which we were asked to comment depend on the 
basic strategy chosen. Although Portugal haa survived 
the recession fairly well, the present position is serious. 
The symptoms ar~ heavy uriemployment, inflation and a big 
foreign exch~nge deficit, but the basic problems are to be 
found in severe problems of economic structure, es~ecially 
the multitude of inefficient small-scale producers in both 
agriculture and industry, an archaic administrative system 
and the lack o( underst~nding of socio-econo~ic problems, 
On these v1ere superimposed the shocks of not merely the 
·world recession and price rises of oil and other primary 
proctucts but. also': political instability and the return of 
thousands of Portuguese. who had settled in Africa. 

To cope with this situation there are two main options. 
One would be to.se6k economic int6gration with Western Europe, 
the other a more autarchic and planned strategy. The first· 
raises a question ~bout ·the ability of Portuguese producers 
to survive the. full force of competition from the current 

. members of EEC. 'rhe otLer poses problems of v1here external 
support would come [rom and Hhat capacity the .administration 
had to meet heavy ~dditional demands. Some middle way seems 
indicated, that would increase the government's room to 
manoeuvre. The options being considered by the central 
planning office are not framed in this wa~, however. 

Section II 

The develapment strategy determines the planning framework, 
The open strategy implies "indicative" planning, much 
initiative being left to th2 private sector· the autarchic . . . ' aoe t1ght and detalled controls, partly designed to correct 
regional imbalances. The intermediate development strategy 
suggested would require a planning framework between these 
two extremes. Perspective planning is suggested together with 
an emergency_plan to cope ~ith pressing short-term prbblems 
and a medium~term development plan, which should not be rushed. 

Industrial planning depends in turn on the planning framework. 
There is at present some unce1·tainty as to exactly how t!Jc 
Ministry of Industry and Technology wo•tld participate in 
c.ent1:al planning, and whether• its staff is lare;e enough for 
it to make a big enough contribution. 

'DS/DMT: l Oct.76 
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SECTION III 

· This section deals with t\vO related issues: the present and 
potential. role of project evaluation techniques in planning, 
and the use of foreign aid func!s. 

It is noted that current project evaluation techniques are in 
need of considerable refinement, although it is emphasised that 
no amount of sophistication in techniques can substitute for an 
indw.strial, and an economic strategy from which priorities -
and hence \,·eights and co-efficients - can only be derived . 

. These same difficulties appea~ed when the utilisation of 
foreign aid fu~ds was considered. This large quantity of 
resources,. largely from EFTA and EEC so.1 rces, \vas in the absence 
of any compr..;hensive strategy being allocated in \vays which 
gave grounds for concern. The donors' insistence on the appli
cation of strict commercial criteria, along· v~ith the demand that 

·output markets for projects be virtually assured, has led to a · 
number of undesirable consequences. These· include: the th\varting 
of the Go\,ernment's intention to give special assistance to 
smaller scale projects; a disturbing emphasis on capital 
intensive infrastructural projects; a largely undetermined 
foreign exchange effect; an ambiguous effect on net domestic 
investment since the. funds \vere not being made available to 
smaller scale investors \·Jho appeared to be just the groups whose 
investment plans were being thwarted by a lack of funds. Th_e 

.total effect was probably to do little to amelioxate the chronic 
·problems of the balance of payments and of domestic investment 
levels, but rather to v1orsen the long term foreign exchange 
problem; to reduce Portugal's ability to plan its economic 
activity; and to increase its dependence on future capital flmvs 
from abroad. 

Our conclusions are: that there is an urgent need for a more 
flexible utilisation of these foreign funds; that the Government 

should establish a set of priorities which can guide the utilisation 
of these funds; and that the consequences of the "open economy" 
alternative, to which the current donor criteria are moving the 
economy, should be very carefully assessed in the light of their 
probable social, political and economic consequences. 
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Some Long-Run Goals of Tax Reform in Portugal 

* by E. Cary Brown, assisted by Luis H.C.P. Beleza 

·Introduction 

Tax structures can have a major impact on the distributional fairness 

of an eco~omic system; on the efficiency with which· resoUrces are used, 

by consumer, business, and governmental units; on the stability of the 

economy through expansion or contraction of aggregate demand, and on the 

foreign exchange balance. 

,. 
As Portugal regains economic headway, more tax reforms will be needed 

to aid the process. · They should be undertaken in the context of an agreed 

balance in these goals for tax reform following debate and discussion. 

Short-run tax reforms can then be fitted into a long-term program. Other-

wise, improvisation in the short-run, necessary as it may be for immediate 

policy purposes, leads over time to a jerry-built structure that meets 

no goals. 

The following remarks, based as they are on an earlier report to 

OECD, should be regarded as a contribution to this suggested discussion 

and debate. The present structure will first be viewed broadly. Some 

proposals for reform follow. 

II. The present Portuguese tax structure 

The present Portuguese tax structure may be characterized in the 

following way: 

* The authors are, respectively, Professor of Economics and Head of the 
Economics Department, Massachusetts .Institute of Technology, and candidate 
for the Ph.D. in Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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A. Impersonality of the structure 

If one classifies the tax structure roughly into the following 

categories for recent years, one finds the following. 

1975 1976 

Direct taxes on incomes and profits 16% 17% 

Social Security taxes 35 31 

Estate and Gift taxes 3 2 

Indirect taxes 46 50 

100 lOO 

Thus, about half of the taxes. imposed in 1976 are in the form of indirect 

taxes: taxes on transactionS, on customs, stamp taxes, excise taxes 

on fuel, on automobiles, on tobacco. Indeed, if Social Security taxes 

are excluded, as they are for some purposes, indirect taxes represent twice 

as large a proportion of the total as do direct. 

Whatever useful purposes may be served by indirect taxes in the way 

of reducing the demand for particular products, they are certainly not 

personal, because they apply the same rate of tax to a transaction regard

less of the personal characteristics of the purchaser. 

Even in the area of direct taxation, there are large elements of 

impersonalit:y. The separate schedular taxes on different types of income 

rents of land, agricult~ral, industrial, professional, labor, and port

folio income- are imposed at different rates and exemptions. Even 

the complementary tax, the most nearly personal of the income taxes, 
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does not fully backstop the schedular taxes.l/ Moreover, it represents 

only about 6 percent of the direct taxes including Social Security or, 

perhaps, one-fifth excluding it.l/ 

B. Weight of direct taxation on capital and labor income 

Direct taxes (excluding Social Security taxes) seem not only low 

with respect to indirect taxes, but low with respect to income, that 

is, low in effective rates. For example, taxes that may arbitrarily be 

classified as direct taxes on property incomes have represented something 

over 8~ percent of property incomes in the last two years.l/ Taxes on 
! 

4/ labor income on this basis would run a bit over 3 percent.-

The number of taxpayers also seems to be low. · bf some 2 million 

employees, some 575 thousand paid a professional tax in 1974, of which 149 

thousand paid a complementary tax. Part of the reason for this is the 

questionable tax exemption of civil servants, and the understandable omis-

· sion of nearly 800 thousand employees with incomes below the minimum ex-

emption. Excluding these people still indicates that half of potential 

taxpayers are not reporting income tax. 

l/r~ does not adjust.for the different schedular tax rates, has 
schedule for dividends from bearer shares, raises taxes on high 
but fails to lower taxes on low incomes,· 

a separate 
incomes 

l/Comparison is made difficult by the fact that complementary taxes in 
1975 included only late collections on income up to 1973, and in 1976 
two years collections are reported. This may be an understatement because 
the full,effect of the postrevolutionary tax changes have not yet been 
felt. 

l 1rncludes Industrial, Predial, Cap,itais,. and Other, divided by estimated 
property income of l02.6 and 95.1 million cantos, for 1974 and 1975, 
respectively. 

!!./The combined professional·and complementary tax on labor income was 
3.3% of labor income in 1974 and 1975. 
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The corresponding figures for income reported for 1974 are 49 million 

cantos under the professional tax and 33 million contos under the complementary. 

In other words, the professional tax, for whatever reasons, includes but 

25 percent of the labor force and 43.5 percent of lab or income; the 

complementary tax has a still smaller coverage. 

C. Incentive exemptions 

The Portuguese tax structure has a large number of tax reduction 

devices designed usually for incentive purposes, but also for equity 

purposes. The conventional wisdom favors the use of explicit. subsidies 

as a more efficient way of providing added incentives than through deductions, 

tax forgiveness, or tax postponement. Moreover, subsidies must pass 

budget revie'" in the context of an expenditure rather than a tax program. 

Multiplicity of tax devices creates problems in tax administration and 

compliance as well. 

D. Automatic response of taxes 

Substantial. lags in the assessment and collection of some income 

and profits taxes makes them less responsive to changes in income than 

would be desirable from the point of view of automatic stabilization. 

Especially in a period of inflation, effective tax rates decrease as income 

taxes are postponed. Differential postponement creates inequities between 

taxpayers by making differential reduction in the real tax burden. 

Discriminatory tr·eatment of taxes on labor or capital may be systematic 

if labor income is withheld currently, and taxes on capital income can 

be postponed. 
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Surprisingly, the transactions tax has substantially more sensitivity 

to changes in economic activity than do the income taxes. This result 

is a consequence of the structure of the transactions tax - a multiple 

bracket tax at the wholesale level, much like the old British Purchase 

.Tax, on more discretionary forms of consumption rather than necessities. 

Its coverage, for example, appears to be slightly more than one third 

of consumer expenditure, a very limited portion of consumption. Its 

greater sensitivity is also the result of its current collection, as 

1/ 
contrasted with that of the income taxes.- Even then, however, its 

income.elasticity seems only to be around unitary. 

E. Distributional equity of the tax system 

Because such heavy reliance is placed on indirect taxes, it'would 

seem almost certain that the Portuguese tax structure would be found to 

be regressive. We have seen studies which showed rather remarkable pro-

gression on more or less conventional assumptions. 

1/The transactions tax base in its various .brackets may be estimated from 
collection data for the period 1971-74 as follows. 

Tax rate in bracket Estimated tax base % change 
{million contos) 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1971-2 1972-3 1973-4 

7% 47.6 56.3 69.0 86.2 18.2% 22.6% 24.9% 
12 !!_/ 2.6 3.7 5.3 6.0 42.3 43.2 37.7 

15 1.3 
20 E_/ 1.3 1.5 1.9 2.1 15.4 26.7 153.9 

25 1.1 
Total 51.5 61.5 76.2 96.8 19.4% 23.9% 27.0% 

Consumer expend. 146.0 166.0 207.4 268.9 13.7% 24.9% 29.7% 
National income 165.8 189.4 242.1 296.5 14.2 27.8 22 .• 5 

a/ - Changed to 15 percent in 1974. 

b/ - Changed to 25 percent in 1974. 
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This result is surprising, but if true should not be used as an argument 

for retaining the present structure. This progressiveness relies heavily 

on impersonal taxes; thus bet~;veen similarly situated persons, substantial 

differences might arise because of differences in the form in Hhich income 

was earned-, or in their patterns of spending. Furthermore, some seeming 

progression arises at the lower end of the income scale through failure 

to include in income and tax nonmarket consumption, such as home grmvn 

produce and the like. The tax burden in the United States exhibits the 

same characteristics over a briefer income span. 

If the tax structure turns out to be progressive by conventional criteria, 

then, it comes about through Hays that are unfortunate from the point of 

vi eH of both vertical and horizontal equity. Tax reform could still 

substantially improve interpersonal equity. A thorough-going and consistent 

income tax 1<auld have the advantage of providing a distribution of income 

after tax that Has generally acceptable. It Hould minimize the need 

for direct market interference, with all its inefficiencies, to secure 

a reasonable distribution of income. 

Ill. Reform of :the Portuguese tax system 

·A. General program 

1. Since the prese.nt government places heavy emphasis on respect 

for the individual and on fairness in ecOnomic and social policy, a major 

\ 
thrust of tax reform should be tm.mrds simplifying and personalizing the 

personal tax structure. The income tax reform should take the form of 

a broad, unitary income tax, supplemented by a co-ordinate business 

'··-· - ·'- -··----------···-- ._ .... _ --~-·- -------·--- -- .. 
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income tax. It '"ould also involve ultimately eliminating the schedular 

and complementary tax. Besides improving the equity of the tax structure 

and simplifying it, substantial enhancement of the automatic response of. 

the income tax could be made, particularly if withholding of tax and current 

tax payment is pressed forward. In the early experience with a global 

income tax, we would certainly not recommend its use in offsetting short

run changes in aggregate demand through variations in examptions or rates~ 

Changes such as this are difficult to understand and may reduce compliance. 

2. The tax on business income should be co-ordinated with the personal 

income tax. There could also be added a differential tax on large business, 

or on dividends if retention of earnings seems desirable. Accelerated 

depreciation could also be permitted as a means of encouraging productive 

investment.in the event business investment was lagging below .target levels. 

It would also be desirable to eliminate many of the more narrow incentive 

devices and the conversion of those that seem justifiable into controllable 

expenditure subsidies. 

3. Indirect taxes will have a role to play in furthering stahiliza

tion or sUmptuary policies. If income taxes are not to be used in stabiliza

tion policy, some other taxes must fill the breach or too heavy a burden 

is placed on monetary policy. Hanipulation of excise and transactions 

tax rates cyclically might ind~ce shifting of demand from high to low 

periods. Taxes on durable goods, both producers and consumers, would be 

most likely to induce demand shifting. Another type of policy might 

be toward reduction in consumption of commodities with externalit·ies, 

--·----------- ------------~---c··-~·--····--·-~·-· - ---.. -~ -------~-~-
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like tobacco or liquor, or where balance of payments considerations 

dictated, such as on fuel, gasoline, or on commodities with high import 

1/ 
content.- Still, a number of the indirect taxes should be repealed 

and the excises that remain should be .consolidated into the transactions 

tax. 

4. It would be hazardous for Portugal to plunge into full-scale 

taxation of net worth, either annually or at death. In time, after develop-

ment of a satisfactory income tax, this administratively difficult tax 

may be added to a well-functioning income tax; 

B. Specific program 

1. Personal income tax 

a. A unitary personal income tax Hill permit systematic 

allowance for different characteristics that social and economic policy 

find desirable. In contrast to the present system, schedular income 

will be aggregated into global income for all taxpayers, not just those 

subject to the complementary tax. Such a step will require many administra-

tive reforms such as centralizing the collection of income· information, 

extension of Hithholding taxes, use. of information returns, introduction 

of data processing and taxpayer identification. Hence, the full implementa-

' 
tion of a unitary income will take some time to achiev.e . 

.!/For example, the import content of edible oils is 47 percent,. tobacco 
.40 percent, textiles other than cotton 42 percent, inedible oils and fats 
51 percent, paints, varnishes, and lacquers 40 percent, oil and coal 
products 69 percent, and nonferrous metals, basic 48· percent. 
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b. The definition of income would be the one followed in 

most countries - one tbat more or less conforms to the Haig-Simon notion 

of income equalling consumption plus net worth. Besides the conventional 

inclusion of nel; factor income for current services, capital- gains and 

losses should be fully included in global income subject to tax, as 

discussed later. 

c. Deductions from gross income (before the subtraction of 

family allmvances that yield taxable income) raise a variety of issues. · 

In the interests of securing a simple, viable tax structure, deductions 

should be minimized.: First, business costs of earning income would 

clearly be subtracted from gross income. Portfolio income would.be net 

of all financial costs. Interest payments on mortages should be offset 

against rental income received or rental income imputed to the owner-

occupier in Portugal. Interest on consumer loans may or may not be de-

1/ 
ducted.- Second_, contributions to worth~vhile charitable, religious, 

and educational activities do not reduce income under ordinary definitions. 

Rather these deductions are permitted in order to encourage giving to worthy 

causes. An alternative, \vhich we favor, is not to allow these amounts 

to be deducted from income, but have the government subsidize these 

contributions (actually the organizations) at, say, 25 percent of the amounts 

contributed. In this way, the government subsidy would be independent 

liThe treatment lis controversial in the literature. Because the value 
of consumption is independent of its financing, some would exclude it. 
Others would choose to differentiate between the financial abilities 
of different taxpayers. 

- ... ----····--.--, .. . . 

. . . . . 
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of the personal marginal tax rate and the same for everyone. Third, 

medical and other 11 casualty" kinds of expense - accid,ents, fires, thefts 

could properly be deducted under most definitions of taxable income. 

Nevertheless, because of our interest in keeping the tax simple, we 

would not recommend this expense at this time. In time, as the tax 

becomes perfected, this step could be taken to improve equity. It would 

also help to improve information on income of the medical profession, 

since taxpayers would be required to submit medical bills. 

d. The size and structure of personal and family allm-rances 

under such a unitary tax must be decided by such considerations as the 

desired ·level of taxation of single and married persons, the incentives 

for family formation and growth, the relative costs of support for various 

family members in the desired tax differential betwee,n family units at 

various income levels, the need for revenue, .and other factors. Various 

countries have made differing arrangements based on different perception 

and needs. In any event, the individual allm;ance will have to be much 

lower than the present complementary tax allowance of 60 contos. In 

our own thinking we· have considered an allowance to a family of four, 

\-.Jithout making a recorrunendation as to how it would break down between 

family members, of 60 cantos - roughly half of per family (of four) 

national income. 

e. The rate structure that would apply to taxable income should 

be as simple as feasible and still get the desired distributional effects. 

The tax rates should not be so high as to discourage reporting income 
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properly or receiving income in a taxable form, or to discourage work 

and savings efforts. Nothing is gained if high nominal rates are in-

effective, or if they result in a lowering of saving or personal effort 

that Portugal will sorely need in the future. The present 80 percent 

top rate of the complementary tax is undoubtedly too high and of limited 

revenue productivity. A reduction in the 80 percent top rate to 60 percent 

in 1974 would have reduced the total income tax yield by about 2.4 percent 

(the complementary tax yield itself by 19 percent). 

While upper tax rates should not be too high, the beginning rates 

should not be too low or the amount to be collected makes compliance and 

administrative costs ludicrously expensive. A modest number of brackets, 

perhaps six}/ from say 10 to 60 percent would be a helpful start. 

Simplicity should always be sought to improve compliance of a new tax. 

f. The full taxation of capital gains and losses needs further 

elaboration. Statements we are making here are necessarily cryptic and 

dogmatic 'and are discussed further in Annex A of this paper. 

Capital gains and lo;;ses are not taxed under Portuguese income taxes 

at the present time despite the strong case of equity and efficiency 

that can be made for them. As a matter of principle, capital gains and 

·losses are included in the most generally accepted definitions of income; 

it appears unfair to tax someone with labor income and not tax someone 

with an equal app~ciation in the value of an asset. Full taxation of 

l/In contrast, the complementary tax had 26 brackets until.reduced to 12 
brackets in August 1976. 
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capital gains and losses would ease, in a variety of ways, the adminis

tration of the income tax. When artificial lines are drawn between types 

of income and this action has tax consequences, -the income earner attempts 

to convert income into the kind that is taxed at lower rates. Moreover, 

full taxation neutralizes the bias tmmrd investing in assets that appre

ciate rather than yield current income. 

The complication with full taxation of capital gains and losses is 

that they must be taxed when the gain or loss is realized (in a closed 

transaction) ra.ther than when they accrue. Thus, income may be bunched, 

pushed up in a higher bracket than ~;ould have been the case had the income. 

been earned evenly throughout the year. Furthermore, the realization 

of gains is postponed because of increasingly severe tax consequences 

and portfolios may become frozen or locked in. The recommended procedures 

for these two problems is to have a simple averaging procedure for capital 

gains and losses which would avoid bunching, and to treat gains on assets 

as if they were realized.at death. This latter procedure is especially 

important to reduce portfolio immobility: instead of being able to pass 

on assets at death ~;ithout a tax, a tax would then be imposed, reducing 

the differential in tax between not selling the asset and holding it. 

If inflationary pressures are present, it may become necessary to 

make an adjustment by a price index of the cash basis of the asset before 

determining the amount of gain realized on the asset. To make such adjust

ments is not simple but may be necessary in order to secure proper taxa-. 

tion of capital gains and losses. When weighed against the substantial 

benefits in equity and po~tfolio neutrality, such costs as are involved 

are fully justified. They ~;ould be an important step toward a comprehensive, 

progressive income tax. 

. -- . .,..,- -·~-~-----,- ... -. 
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g. An ·illustrative structure may now be spelled out on the 

following set of assumptions. 

1) Replace all present taxes on income - industrial, professional, 

capital, complementary, rental, and agricultural income- by the comprehensive, 

unitary income tax. In 197.6 these taxes were expected to yield 19 million 

cantos. 

2) The average tax rate on all taxable income should be about 

20.percent. Thus, taxable income should equal or exceed 95 million cantos 

(19 million cantos of revenue, replacing the other income taxes, divided 

by 20 percent) . 

3) Estimates, which we hope are not too rash, indicate that 

an average exemption level per family unit of 60 cantos, approximately 

equal to half of •national product per family unit in 197 5, would yield 

a tax base of, perhaps, 150 million cantos taxable income. · The figure 

is based primarily on United Kingdom distributions for 1959, because they 

had an income distribution that looks something like the present Portuguese 

one. The figure may be high when compared with United States historic 

relationship, but even substantial reduction would leave a seemingly 

ample base. 

4) A better idea of the distribution of the burden of a simple 

tax structure such as this can be gained from the following estimates 

of the distribution of taxable income.!/ 

1/ . 
-Annex B, prepared by Luis Beleza, presents this structure in the usual 
form for Portuguese taxation, as well as two other Structures. 
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Percent of total Percent of total taxable income 
taxable income distributed by tax rate brackets of 
distributed by 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 
size of taxable 0-50 50-100 100-200 200-400 400-800 800 & over Total 

income cantos contos cantos contos contos cantos 

0-50 cantos 12.2% 12.2% 
50-100 11 16.8 8.4% 25.2 

100-200 11 10.2 10.2 10.2% 30.5 
200-400 11 2.6 2.6 5.1 5.1% 15.3 
400-800 11 • 7 . 7 1.3 2.6 2.6% 7.9 

BOO and o~er· 11 .4 .4 • 7 1.5 3.0 3.0% 8.9 

Total 42.9% 22.3% 17.3% 9. 2% 5.6% 3.0% 100.0% 

Size of Tax yield as percent of total Percent of· Percent of 
•taxable income taxable income tax yield taxable income 

and tax rate by size of by size of 
brackets by tax rate by size of taxable income taxable income 

(in cantos) brackets taxable income. 

0-50 4.3% 1. 2% 5.2% 12.2% 
50:..100 4.5 4.2 18.3 25.2 

100-200 5.2 6.0 26.2 30.5 
200-400 3.7 4.4 19.2 15.3 
400-800 2.8 2.9 12.7 7.9 

800 & over 1.8 4.2 18.3 8.9 

Total 22.3% 22.9% 99.6% 100.0% 

A considerable amount of redistribution is evident from a simple . \ 

structure such as this. The lower taxable income classes pay a much smaller 

proportion of the tax than the higher; and were the comparison made with 

income before exemptions, it would be considerably more dramatic. Other 

tax structures ar·e shmm _in Annex B. 

----~--·-··---~- -- ... -.-- -----~---
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2. Business income taxation 

Our major concerns in the reform of business income taxation is 

that it become a rational and co-ordinated part of the personal income 

tax. In that way profits will not escape from full taxation, yet business 

income will be personalized. If for reasons of social or economic policy 

it was believed desirable to have some form of impersonal taxation of 

business or corporations alone, either by differentially taxing business 

units by size, or imposing a tax on dividends to encourage saving, it 

can be accommodated by treating it as the first tax layer before the 

co-ordinated tax. The personalized part of the business tax would be 

levied on the inc·ome remaining after such taxes. One reason that we urge 

the reform of business taxes is that the so-called double taxation of 

dividends becomes an argument for undertaxatiC?n of corporate income, 

for exemption, special provisions, lessened taxation of capital gains 

and losses, and similar tax reducing or distorting provisions. 

a. The proposal 

While there are many, many ways of co-ordinating business and personal 

income, we recommend a frontal assault on the problem. The tax· on business 

income would be imposed at the highest bracket rate under the personal 

income tax, 60 percent in our suggestion above. From business net iricome, 

before tax, would. be deducted partnership ,.lithdrawals or dividends paid 

and income allocated to the owners. of the business, stockholders or 

partners, on the basis of the partnership agreement or corporate charter. 

By subjecting all business income to the highest personal tax rate, 

there can be no avoidance through changing the form of the business, 
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layering businesses with multiple holding companies, or by retaining 

income in the business. By deducting retained income that is allocated 

to stockholders, this method does not force distribution of dividends. 

These allocated amounts Hould, in turn, be included in the personal 

income tax of the stockholder, and would. be used to increase the basis 

of his stock in determining future gains or losses when the security was 

sold. 

b. The major problems 

1) The procedure proposed involves· some complicated 

computations in complex financial situations. But if corporations Can 

determine own~rship shares in the ·corporation, they ea~ also determine 

the share in income to be allocated to various parties. 

2) The imposition of the tax at the top bracket rate 

may have a discouraging effect on business saving and investment in plant 

and equipffient and inventories. Since this kind of investment can raise 

labor productivity, it is surely socially desirable. This problem may 

be heightened by inflation when the conventional definition of income 

includes inventory profits (under the first-in-first-out convention) 

and understates current depreciation through use of his.toric cost. 

3) A proper adjustment for inflation is extraordinarily 

difficult. This problem combined with that of encouraging investment rather 

than consumption suggests a somewhat extreme proposal to solve both -

permit the deduction of productive investment in the year of purchase. 

This provides a temp.orary exemption of earnings when used to make productive 

investment, which later will be brought into income. 
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This proposal is similar to the British system of 100 percent write 

off in the first year of machinery and equipment. Similarly, income tax 

exemptions have been offered Portuguese business firms when particular 

investments '"ere- undertaken. Finally, the United States has had extensive 

experience with five-year write offs for a variety of purposes. 

4) There are many problems. that would have to be worked 

through in this proposal. To mention only three: Taxation of capital 

gains and losses would be necessary to regain the accelerated written 

off values upon sale; structures may have more stimulation than ~ecessary 

through their write offs because of the large interest deductions they 

typically receive and their long economic life; and transitional revenue 

losses may be large if the new method is placed on top of the old one. 

None of these problems are intractable. They simply require the care

ful working through of certain options and the choosing between them. The 

gains in a more systematic tax structure with the potential for tax 

avoidance cut down sharply should be adequate .reward for this attempt. 

3. Indirect taxation 

The present heavy emphasis on indirect taxation cannot be reversed 

until a satisfactory income-tax structure has been developed. Once that 

movement is started, gradual dismantlement of some of the indirect taxes 

can be undertaken, on the basis of their interference with efficient re

source use, their inequity, their haphazard basis. Rather than analyzing 

these prospects, we would like to consider whether or not there is a role 

for any indirect taxes. For this purpose, one can look at the transactions 

tax, the largest single revenue source (other than Social Security taxes) 

at the present time. 

I 
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a. Transactions tax 

The transactions tax is a four-bracket single stage ><holesale sales 

tax along the line of the British purchase tax. It covers slightly over 

one-third of personal consumption, exempting necessities, such as food, 

fuel, medicines, rents, and educational materials. The four brackets 

are at rates of 10, 20, 30, and 40 percent, ,,lith the bottom bracket 

providing the vast bulk of the revenue. The higher rates apply to durable 
I 

goods or more sumptuary conunodit'ies. 

Such distributional $tud.ies as we have seen place the transactions 

tax to be essentially a proportional tax. This may mean that it is 

mildly regressive if there were a way of including and taxing commodities 

produced at home. Moreover, the notion of progression with substantially 

different taste means that substantial dissimilarities in taxes at particular 

income levels are being masked. Nevertheless, it does not appear to be 

the poorest tax; it could become the vehicle for playing the role that 

we have said can be played by indirect taxes. Ttese taxes can discourage 

spending and an income tax cannot. If there are areas where it is desirable 

to reduce spending, .these taxes can be aimed at them. Areas that \Ve have 

spoken of are in stabilization activities for the economy or balance o.f 

payments, in sumptuary consumption- tobacco, liquor, je,.·iels, and when Such 

taxes can become a substitute for pricing, as in road use. It wotild be 

expected, therefore, that indirect taxes would continue in some way in the system, playi 

\ 
a reduced role as the income tax expanded. 

b. Value added taxes 

An obvious question to ask, then, is should the transactions tax 

be replaced by a value added tax (VAT)? And the next question is what 
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would be gained by such a shift? He see no reason for such a shift 

and several costs that 1·/Duld be incurred. 

VAT is applied through the whole productive process on the value 

added at each stage; the transactions tax applies only at the ~>holesale 

level. VAT. would bring in retailers as it moved to~>ard consumers, and 

back to manufacturers and primary producers like farmers (although exemp

tions can be made in this direction). The number of taxpayers 1vould be 

increased enormously; the. thought of adding retailers and farmers chills 

the heart of the bravest of tax administrators. 

VAT proponents believe such expansion in coverage will yield informa

tion that is not presently available. It must be emphasized, ho~>ever, 

that the only information provided by VAT are purchases and sales. No 

general and satisfactory income tax can be provided information by VAT 

that it does not already have. 

VAT improves coverage of commodity taxes by inclusion of services. It 

should be clear, however, that the Portuguese Government could include 

services in· the pres~nt tra~sactions tax if it so deSired. 

VAT represented a genuine improvement in some of the .European tax 

systems when it ~>as first introduced. Especially as a substitute for 

turnover taxes,. it sho\.;red a clear margin of superiority. But when sub

stituted for more sati.sfactory sales taxes, the benefit is not clear. In 

the United Kingdom, they gave up their Purchase Tax for VAT as one of the 

prices for entering the Common Harket. Since the Portuguese tax is very 

close to the U.K. Purchase Tax, much could be learned by studying their 

experience. 

He conclude, until .further evidence; that VAT is not an obvious 

substitute for the present transactions tax . 

. ~ ·---- .. 
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Ill. Conclusion 

Tax reform should be high on the agenda of economic policy in 

Portugal. Provided that a reasonably satisfactory structure can be 

secured, a number of economic and social problems could be eased. There could 

be a structure from which stabilizing adjustments, both of the balance of 

payments and aggregate activity, could be made. There could be an income 

tax, broadly based and equitable, that could reduce pressure for ad hoc 

income adjustments and general social unrest; that .provided more prompt 

and larger response to changes in income. There could be a business tax 

structure that taxed income at least as highly· as under the personal income 

tax, yet maintained incentives for productive investment. There could be 

a tax structure Hith a great revenue potential to meet the grm·ling social 

needs of 'the Portuguese economy. 

' .•. , 
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Annex A 

Capital gains and losses 

Some of the questions that were touched on in the text are elaborated 

further in this Annex. 

1. The limitation of the inclusion of capital gains in income 

to.realization through a completed transaction raises two issues of 

serious magnitude. 

a. Postponement of recognition of a gain (or loss) until 

a market transaction takes place means that_ income accruing over several 

taxable periods is lumped in the taxable period in which the gain is 

realized. Under a progressive tax system, these gains may be taxed at 

a much higher rate than that which would have applied had they been 

taxed as accrued. There are several steps that can be taken to rectify 

this inequity: (1) provide a general system of averaging taxable income; 

(2) provide a particular averaging system by dividing the gain (or loss) 

by the length of the holding period, including each year's theoretical 

gain in the income of that year, and sum up the added tax in each year 

as the tax on the gain; or (3) provide a particular averaging system by 

dividing the gain (or loss) by the length of the holding period, include 

.that amount in income of the current 'year, determine the added tax that 

results, and multiply by the number of years in the holding period. 

These are merely alternative ways of trying to ascertain the appropriate 

marginal tax rate to apply to the gain or loss. General averaging would 
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be a difficult leap to make initially; particular averaging in the current 

year would seem the ·easiest but not the theoretically most correct. 

b. The postponement of the tax on capital gains until they 

are realized means that a tax is impos8d on a transaction w·ith resulting 

inefficiencies in portfolio decisions. People are locked into holding 

assets they no longer wish to hold. A tax on accrual 'wuld not have this 

disadvantage·; a tax on realization becomes a tax on a sale. The loCk-in 

effect is worst 1f, as in the United States, capital gains are not taxed 

when an appreciated asset is given as a gift (the. tax is then postponed), 

or exempt at death wh~n.included in bequests. If there·were a revaluation 

of assets and inclUsion of gains in income at least once a generation, 

the lock-in effect does not get seriously large. It ·is strongly recommended 

that such a practice be fJllowed with the taxation of capital gains. 

Valuation is necessary at the time both of the gift or the bequest under 

an estate or gift tax, so that no serious administrative burden is placed 

on the tax authorities lvi.th this rule rather than the present one in the 

·United States, 

\ 
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* Annex B 

·--·----·-·-·--·-·------.--

The estimates of the yield of a tax on personal income as described 

in the text were obtained as follows: 

* 

1) Income distribution- It was assumed that the income 

distribution prevailing in the U.K. in 1959 was a.reasonable approxima

tion for Portugal's income distribution in 197 5 . .!/ The shares by 

income bracket as a proportion of average (per family) national 

income were obtained from the .British shares, after adjusting for , 

average family size. The ratio· of personal to national income was 

obtained by assuming the former to be a proportion of labour's 

share in national income equal to the one prevailing in Britain 

in 1959. 

2) Tax base - An exemption of 60 cantos per family (approxi-

mately half the average family income in 1975) was assumed for all 

income. brackets. The shares in total taxable income of the brackets 

reported in Tables A-1, A-2 and A-3 were then obtained by simple 

interpolation, assuming a uniform distribution of income on both 

sides of the mean of each bracket. 

3) Tax rates - Tables A-1, A-2 and A-3 show an estimate of 

the average tax rates with three hypotheses for marginal tax rates. 

A-1 is the basic hypothesis; A-2 shows a more progressive tax; and 

Table A-3 has higher rates for the two upper brackets. Note that 

Prepared by Luis C.P.R. Beleza. 

]j The source for the income distribution in Britain was: Martin Schnitzer, 
Sweden, West "Income Distribution: A Comparative Study of the U.S.A., 

Germany, East Germany, U.K. and Japan", N.Y., 1974. 
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A-2 results in a somewhat lower overall average rate, while A-3 changes 

it·very little. The basic hypothesis would yield 22.2 percent of 152.8 

million contos, or 34 million; A-2 yields 28 million and A-3, 35 million. 

These may be compared· with the total of direct plus property taxes in 

1975 (approximately 16 million contos). 
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TABLE A-1 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Taxable income % of total Marginal Average for upper Average for (2) X (5) 
bracket taxable income tax rate limit of bracket middle of bracket 
(cantos) 

0-50 12.2 10 10 10 1.2 

50-100 25.2 20 15 13.3 3.4 

100~200 30.5 30 22.5 20 6.1 

200-400 15.3 40 31.3 28.3 4.3 

400-800 7.9 50 40.6 37.5 3. 

800- 8.9 60 ·so,3(*) 47.1(**) 4.2 
22.2 

(*) For 1600 cantos 

(**) For 1200 contos 

Sources ~ See text. 

' 
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TABLE A-2 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Taxable income % of total Marginal Average for upper Average for (2) x (5) 
bracket taxable income tax rate limit 6f bracket middle of bracket 
(cantos) 

• 

,·--·-·--.....- ---- ------ -------- -- -,.-_-··· - -· - ""c •• -- • .,. --- -----. --· • 
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TABLE A-3 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Taxable income 
bracket 
(contos) 

% of total MarginaT Average for upper 
taxable income tax rate limit of bracket 

0-50 12.2 10 10 

50-100 25.2 20 15 

100-200 30.5 30 22.5 

200-400 15.3 40 31.3 

400-800 7.9 55 43.1 

800- 8.9 75 59.1 

(*) For 1600 contos 

.(**) For 1200 contos 

Sources·- See text. 

\ 

(5) 

Average for 
middle of bracket 

10 

13.3 

20 

28.3 

39.2 

53.8 

(6) 

(2) X (5) 

1.2 

3.4 

6.1 

4.3 

3.1 

4.8 
22.9 
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TAXES (except local administration) 
-millions of current cantos-

1973 1974(a) 

INDIRECT 14.9 23.4 

1) Transacfions 6.4 8.2 

2) Fuel 4.8 

3) Tobacco 1.3 15.2 (1. 7) 

4) Vehicles .8 

5) Other 1.6 

CUSTOMS 6.3 8.9 

6) Import duties 6.3 8.9 

7) Surcharge 

STAMP 3.9 4.1 

8) Stamp tax 3.9 4.1 

DIRECT 11.0 14.0 

9) Industrial 2.9 4.0 

10) Professional 2.1 3.0 

11) Rental 1.5 1.7 

12) Capital 1.6 1.6 

13) Complementary 2.0 2.4 

14) Other .9 1.3 

PROPERTY 2.9 3.1 

. 15) Transfer tax (Sisa) 2.1 2.2 

16) Gift and death .8 .9 

S.OCIAL SECURITY + 20.4 22.5 
UNEMPLOYMENT FUND 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Not strictly comparable with 1973.and 1975-76 

Provisional 
nd Forecast (2 budget revision) 

1975(b) 

29.3 

10.4 

9.5 

2.6 

2.7 

4.1 

5.5 

3.9 

1.6 

4.9 

4.9 

13.3 

3.7 

4.0 

1.7 

2.1 

1.3 

.5 

2.4 

1.5 

.9 

30.2 

1976(c) 

41.0 

14.9 

L.i.9. 

4.6 

4.0 

3. 6 . 

6.5 

3.1 

3.4 

7.5 

7.5 

19.0 

3.5 

5.5 

1.9 

2.6 

5.1 

.4 

2.0 

1.3 

.7 

34.4 
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Annex C 

Illustrations of business income tax proposal 

Consider a corporation that has a· net income of 4 million escudos, equally 

owned by shareholders with a personal· marginal tax ·rate of 0, 20 percent, 

40 percent, and 60 percent. Assume also that they all sell their securities 

with a gain equal to the. net increase in book value. 

Case I: All income declared and paid as dividends 

Corporation net income 

Less income declared as 
dividends 

Corporate taxable income 

Personal taxable income 

Total personal tax 

5,000,000 

5,000,000 

0 

5,000,000 

1,500,000 

Price of shares does not increase· on assumptions· of no increase in 

retained income; ·therefore, no capital gain arises .. 

Case II: All income retained 

Sub Case A: All income allocated to shareholders 

Co_rporation ne.t income 

Less income allocated to 
shareholders 

Corporate taxable income 

Personal taxable income 

Total personal tax 

5,000,000 

5,ooo;ooo 

0 

5, 000,000 . 

1,500,000 
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Share prices increase by 5,000,000·under our assumption; "cost" 

basis of shares increased by income allocated to shareholders, but not 

received as dividends, by 5,000, 000; sale of shares results in ·no capital 

gain. 

Sub Case B: No income allocated to shareholders 

Corporation net income 

Less income paid or 
allocated 

Corporate taxable income 

Corporate tax at 60% 

Personal taxable income 

5,000,000 

0 

5,000,000 

3,000,000 

0 

(Total personal and corporate taxes on income are twice 

as high as in the two preceding cases.) 

Under our assumptions retained income of 2, 000,000 would increase 

share prices by that amount. Each shareholder would realize a capital 

gain of 500,000, and total personal taxes under our assumptions would 

be 600,000. The total taxes, personal and corporate, on this income 

would be 3,600,000, as against 1,500,000, a prohibitive price to pay. 

Even if all the shareholders had a personal tax rate of 60 percent and 

would have. owed personal taxes of 3, 000,000 in the first two cases, the 

additional taxes on capital gains would have amounted .. to 1·,200,000, or 

84 percent of net income. 

-,,...-·--·- -·~· ---~--- ....... ._. ,..." 
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Case III: Combined with impersonal tax on corporations equal to 10 percent 

on income in excess of 500,000 escudos 

Corporation net income 

Impersonal corporation 
tax (10% of 4.5 
million) 

Corporate net income after 
impersonal- tax corresponds 
to corporate net income in 
Cases I and II above. 

5,000,000 

45,000 

4,955,000 
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.MONEY AND CREDIT IN PORTUGAL' -·-· - \," 
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I.. Introduction 

Since the revolution monetary poliqy in Portugal has been aimed 

at accommodating exogenous shifts in real economic activ.i ty. · Because 

the accommodation has been relatively successful, aggregate monetary' 

policy has not significantly affected the outcome of recent developments 

in. the Portuguese economy. 

In the medium term future monetary policy should continue in its 

passive role by allowing the growth of the money stock 

recovery of income -- led, one hopes, by a recovery of 

the context of a comprehensive macroeconomic program. 

to support a 
and exports 

investment"-- in 

.At the same 

time, policies designed to increase the availability of credit and to 

improve the __ efficiency of its allocation can have a positive effect 

on the recovery of investment~ 

·t.t)rn this first section of our paper we provide a short outline of 

Portugal's current macroeconomic prospects and our view of monetary 

policy in the near future, l)The second section offers an inter

pretation of monetary events since the revoluti~n.S)In the third 

section we discuss problems·of monetary targets and of interest rates 

. and saving. Finally,. we discuss the allocation of credit and suggest 

a number of measures which could be taken to increase the supply 

of loans going to the private sector •. 

ll) ~tugal' s Current f,1acroeconomic Si tua~. The general outline 

of Portug&l's ~acroeconomic problems will be presented in other 

papers at this conference, As a background to discussing monetary 

- - .... "r-~: ""·- ·.-

~ .. -~;~/. 
- .• -~--,I,, ----: ,-,-... ., -· , .. ·- :----- -r--· ·-. -- .. 
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. 'policy we simply summarize the situation.as we understand it. 

Real GDP fell by about 3% in 1975. A fall in investment and a 

deterioration of the qurrent account· w.ere offset in large measure by 

a rise in both private and government consumption. Although 

employment has been virtually constant, unemployment is now ln 

the neighborhood of 15% because .of the large inflow of population~ 

The fall in gross fixed investment has been dramatica from 47 million 

contos in 1973 to 28 million contos (in 1973 prices) .in 1975. The 

balance of payments deficit in. the first half of 1976 amounted to 
. . .. 1 

about 21 million contos, A continuing loss of reserves at this 

rate would exhaust Portugal's gold by early 1978. ·The loss of 

reserves due to the decliae in the price of gold and the balance 

of payments deficit has beena · 

1973 1974 1975 1976(first half) 

End of P~riod 4620 6060 )800 ~ 2760 
Reserves . 

. BOP Deficit +330 ...;650 -990 -740 . 

( milliorn of $US) 

--~------

In the very short run Portugal must begin to correct its balance 

of payments deficit and in the medium term bring about not only a 

recovery of investment but an expansion-sufficient to absorb the 

eniarged labor force. Without an economic progr2.m that recognizes 

the macroeconomic interaction these two objectives will not be attained, 

Any increase in real investment, even with a corresponding reduction 

in real consumption Will worsen the balance of payments. :3 The balance 

(footnotes are on following page) 
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Footnotes from page 21 
' ._·, 

1This is the reserve loss of the Bank of Portugal adjusted for 
the increase of foreign exchange holdings of commercial banks. 

2These are rough figures estimated .by taking gold at market 
value plus foreign exchange minus the increase in foreign 

.indebtedness (not including non-collateralized loans such as 
the IMF oil facility). All values in escudos were converted 
at end of period exchange rates. 

)Because the import content of investment is so hight .45 compared 
to .25 for consumption (1970 input-output table normalized on 
1973 imports), · 
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vof payments must be met in part by exchange rate adjustment. 

Devaluation should not be expected to brign the current account into 

balance in the next few years, but it will slow the loss of reserves--_ 

and contribute to a recovery of investment and employment by f t-s '/"-'..Cu 

' ,fi-'1 2.<'-l offering an incentive to expansion in export and import competing LAl 

""'' industries. '--, 

. The Role of Money and Credit Policy Credit policy c~uld 

(
conceivably be targeted to help correct Portugal's balance of payments 

deficit. Even in a country with capital controls, a general restrict~ 

of credit would slow the loss of reserves through'.the capital account. 1 

However, most of the effect would only be temporary since the primary 

impact of restriction would be a once-and-for-all shift in the source 

of trade credit. A credit contraction would also directly reduce 

imports by forcing firms to economize on intermediate goods and to 

curtail:_investment plans. An improvement in the balance of payments 

which comes at the expense of output and investment would be disastrous, 

howeve!f in terms of Portugal's over-all macroeconomic situation. 

Portugal is an economy with high unemployment and approimately zero 

net private.ifxed investment, The external current account deficit 

~ is a serious short run problem. But devaluation and not manetary 

policy is the proper instrument to reduce thedeficit, 

Instead of using a credit restriction to correct the external 

deficet, credit policy must,be desi~ned to support the recovery of 

investment and expecially to support the expansion of traded goods 

P!Oduction. Using the Lisbon CPI as a def'lator, the real supply of 

1capi tal outflows amounted to 8. 67 million contos in the first 
half of 19?6. 'rhis large number represents to a great extent a 
a shift from foreign 'to domestic t~nde credit. 
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c'redi t to .the private -(includes nationalized firms) sector was 12, .5% 

lower in Mafch .1976 than in December 1973. ·.This drop in c:r-edi t occurred · ! 

in spite of'wh~t seems to have been a very liberal credit policyt 
. . . . . . 

@the Bank'of-Portugal offers virtually automatic rediscounting, 

-Q'9 on their own admission, commercial b·anks stand willing to supply 

loans to any takers, and «£). the real interest rate is certainly 

negative, If wi(accept these appearances as an accurate picture, 

of credit availabili t~ .there is simply a failure of investment 

.~deman~ and Portugal'is in a situation in which the Bank of Portugal 

to ; 

is reduced "pushir:tg on a string," In such a context the recovery 

of investment will depend in a general way on domestic stability and 

on the adoption of an economic program which restores confidence and 

I 
takes a.way the penalty of an over,-valued exchange rate, 

monetary policy would be simply to support the recovery 

This passive policy can be improved upon, however. 

Th!! role of 

when it occurs, 

Although 

investment demand is depressed1 .there are also significant problems 

on the supply-of-cred'it side, Banks appear to be reluctant to take 

. on additional risk and there are a nu_mber of administrative and 

arbitrary legal impediments .which have the effect of keeping credit 

tight. ·These problems and some proposed remedies are discussed in the 

last section of this paper, 

' 
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Recent Monetary History_.· '.,_ :-·, 

. ' 
Since April 19?4.~ variations _in,tM money._supply l')ave _been, t·.' · 

characterized by two principal· events. • -1). At .the. start of the revolution 

:!;here was a significant change. in the ,money .supply process .. in _Portugal. 

This change. resulted in a period -of monetary tightness. which _lasted-~ 

untilthe down-turn in output in 19?5. >· 2) Since mid-19?5 there has 

l;>een a puzzling decline in the real, money:supply. ·.;Before. discussing 

each of ,these .. events we make .the -following digression• 

A Note on Methodology, In an economy with fixed interest rates 

andrativned credit, one cart •. only indirectly discover whether monetary 

conditions are easy or tight by looking at the excess reserves of 

.banks or the historical relationship between money and income, The 

changes which have taken place in Portugal since 1974 have made these 

normal methods of inference unreliable, In Appendix I we present 

some econometric evidence on the demand for money, ·we have almost 

completely disregarded this information in interpreting the events of 

the recent past, Equations estimated on past data al:'ei very poor 

predictors of events in 1974 and 1975. One would expect the re

distribution of income and nationalization of firms and banks to 

have changed·the aggregate demand for money function. Furthermore, 

the annual variations in income, prices, _and interest rates before 

1974 were almost neglible compared to changes since then. 

In what follows we have assumed, first, that the changes in output 

since the revolution were !1£1 caused by monetary events but came 

instead from social and political dislocations and the changes in 

world economic activity. Second we have assumed that after the 

, I 
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revolution the principal source of inflation was not monetary 

expansion but structurally determined wage increases •. These assump

tions, together with guesses about the demand for money, allow us to 

i judge .the adequacy of money creation by comparing it to the growth 

of nominal income, Of course, all we can conclu<;le from this approach 

is whether monetary policy contributed to or helped · dampen 

exogenous (by assumption) changes in income and prices, 

the ' 

We have always used Mz as the relevant aggregate for interpreting 

monetary events. In Portugal the substitutability between various 

forms of money is high since interest is offered on all deposits, 

deposits are available in gradually increasing maturities, and little 

household business is transacted by personal check. The demand for 

Mz since 1974 has been much more stable than for M1, primarily because 

of the enormous increase in holdings of currency. This relative 

stability of Mz simply reflects the fact that substitution into cash 

came from both time and demand deposits. 

The Shift in the Money Suppl:£ Process. Prior to April 1974 the 

money stock in Portugal was determined by the balance of payments, 

The Bank of Portugal did not conduct open market operationJ and the 

supply of central bank credit was rationed: Central bank lending was 

maintained at low levels,·and was virtually constant (in nominal 

terms) for long periods of time, For instance, from 1970 to 1973, 

wi-th a money· multiplier in the vicinity of ·4, 0 ~ the money stock rose 

from 155.7 to 301.3 million cantos while central bank credit to banks 

changed from 10.1 million contos in December 1970 to 11,2 in December 

1973. 

1The stock of privately heli!l government debt amounted to only 
2.1 million contos in 1973. 

... . -.- r - . 



, .. During the 1960's this policy resulted ·in·an average· growth of 

the money· stock of about 12% per year consistent with a rate of infla

tion (GDP deflator) that riever exceeded 5% and real output growth of 

7%. By 1973, however, the acceleration· in world inflation was 

directly transmitted to Portugal through this passive money supply 

policy. By the fourth quarter of i973 the. money stock was growing 

at a rate of 27% and inflation (of the Lisbon CPI) was also .about 27%: 

In the first quarter of 1974, however, the balance of payments·moved 

into deficit, with a reserve loss by the Bank of Portugal of 4,5 

million contos, In the same quarter inflation of the Lisbon CPI 

reached its peak (a 10% quarterly change), Because bank excess 

reserves fell to historical lows (4% compared to, for instance, 30% 

7. 

a year earlier) the nominal money supply increased slightly in spite 

of the decline in high-powered money, If we use industrial production 

as a proxy, income was still growing in 1974-I. It seems clear then 

that just prior to the revolutio.t]:, monetary conditions were extremely' 

tight. 

After April 1974, in order to offset the effect of declining 

international reserves on the money supply, the Bank of Portugal 

abandoned the enforcement of reserve requirements and rapidly increased 

its lending to the banking system. These actions also helped offset 

a decline in the money multiplier due to a precipitous rise in the 

·currency/money ratio. By the end of 197~· credit to the banking system 

·amounted to 41.3 million cantos and the rea.l money supply had begun 

to increase. 

·- -~::··~-·· *~-~,.~ 
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It seems .likely that the shift in the process of money creation 

was responsible for monetary tightness throughout 1974 •. As shown 

in figure 1, money creation did not keep pace with inflation until the 

end of the year.· Industrial production (and pr<Csumably income) fell 

after the revolution but remained higher than in the corresponding 

quarters of 1973 .. 

What happened to the demand for money at a given level of income 

is difficult to ascertain but there are two reaaons for believing 

that it rose, First, and probably most important, the market for all 

other financial instruments disappeared after the revolvtion, This 

lack of alternative assets must have increased the demand for money, 

B. 

.At the same time, 'immediately after the revolution certain non-financial 

alternatives to money, i. e ·' the physical capital of firms, became 

very unattractive. The high rate of inflation may have partially 

offset these effects by encouraging a switch out of money and into 

consumer durables, Recall, however, that the rate of inflation was 

actually falling after the revolution compared to the last quarter of 

1973 and first quarter of 1974. In order to have created a decline in 

money demand in 1974, inflationary expectations. must have built up 

with a lag which assigned relatively low weights to the very recent 

past. 

<A second reason for supposing that money demand rose in 1974 

was the redistribution of income from relatively wealthy owners of 

firms to workers., One would expect the fermer group to have a greater_ 

sophistication and wider range of pN;sible assets and therefore to 

have a lower income elasticity of demand for money. Unfortunatel~r 9 

have no econometric evidence on money demand by incomt? classes 

- ~_:_ . ._., -:--- - ·r. ;r""·· 
'j'; 
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Figure ls Real.Money Supply, Real Credit and Industrial Production 

Bank credit/CP! 
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withina single country1 this explanation for·rising money demand is 

simply_. conjecture. ···; · .,-.. ~ ., ,, y .:: '< ;,n,). 
-~ ·: 

In sum, ·since the money stock did not.grow.as.fast as.nominal 

income, and the demand for money probably rose at any given level of 

9. 

• income, we conclude that money was.tight through most of 1974. By 

19(:,5, however, the growth of t.he money supply was adequate s. it matched 

the rate of inflation while real income. was failing. (The fall in 

real income was primarily __ d1Je to the decline in economic activity in 

the EEC and u.s.) 

The Recent Decline in the Real Money Supply, From mid 1975 to 

March 1976 the seasonally adjustedl money supply grew by only about 

10%. Using any reasonable deflator the real money supply has fallen. 

(The Lis on CPI, for example, rose by 17% over the .same period. ) 

On the asset side of the banking system seasonally adjusted crdeit 

to the private sector increased by only 10.7% from June 1975 to 

March 1976. Furthermore, the June figures show less than one 

per cent growth in the nominal money stock since March. This 

recent decline in the real money supply has occurred despite the 

fact that industrial proC.'lction reached its trough in late summer 

of 1975 and by March 1976 had risen above its level of a year 

earlier and waG 3% higher than J~~--19? 5, 2 

. . 1~~he seasonal adjustment was made •,<ith a simple moving average. 
< :The un.adjusted figures Bhow a slightly larger increase of 11%, 

2·rne faLL also occurred while PODulation was increasing rapidly 
because of the influx of refug;fjes~~ -If the lnc.ome elasticity of pe~ 
capita money demand is greater than 1, 0 the decl:i.ne ·in per cc--.:pl ta :tnc:o:ne 
(since aggrega,te income \~aB· f.·Jtable or· increasing : mo~ ~lc\{l,y than , 

· population) will ou.twe igh ~the effect of a ~-a;§er ptJ)?;.k~:t:Lcn and. catu~e 
monev df::rnancl to fallc Th1s effect was p:rotao!.y neg_,j.lglole? however. ... .. . . . 
If we use the follmnng f1gurero u · 

June 1975 population = 8.4 
March 1976 popu1.ation·"-' 8,7 
Constant real f~ggr-egate income 

. ; 

Income elasticity of per capita. ~•one;;/' dem8xld '" 1, 2 
tho :f~.11. in mone~,r demand ls a·bout O(J 5%" · ._. . ·'-,:' \,.,_': 

., 
-r·-· 
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Did· the money supply decline because money demand fell or was it 

because the supply of credit became tighter? We have no clear answer 

to this question, At best we can only say that the recognizablevaria

tions in factors affecting money demand are rot sufficient to explain 

the fall. The most attractive explanation for a decline in money 

demand is that the expected rate of inflation has risen, · As a: 

consequence the expected return on money has fallen relative to that 

on other.assets, The rate of inflation has not risen apprecia"bly 

:since late 1973, .but it is conceivable that after a long period of 

relatively sta"ble prlces e~pectations of inflation have been very slow 

to change, Increased expectations of devaluation would also raise 

. the relative rate of return on real assets, If we use 7% as the 

decline in.the real money supply (at constant income) and 25% as the 

. -~ -----------

expected devaluation (and corresponding increase in next year's price 

leve.l), the implied elasticity of money demand with respect to its 

rate of return is 0.28, This is a plausible number in terms of U,S. 

experience where there are alternative financial assets but rather 

I: high if one expects the ahift to. occur between money and real assets, 

If money demand did fall, an obvious question is what other 

assets were acquired in its place. The trad.e figures show no 

increase in consumer· durable impo:!:"ts {relative to, say, a :y"e.ar 

earlier). We have no data which would allow us to detect a shift 

· into other real assets such as housin,~; and real estate. 

-- ·--:;'"' ....... - - ...... , - --~. ' ----. :~ 
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It is also possible that an increase in credit tightness could 

have caused or.contributed to the decline in the money stock. There 

.are no· overt indications that the supply of credit has tighte1;1ed . 
. .. ·--~ .. 

'The Bank of Portugal has kept its accommodating re-discount policy 

and the effective re-discount rate has been lowered over the last 

year (largely, bu'.; not entirely because of preferential rates 

to a.rtumber of sectors). Nevertheless, in section.IV we argue 

that credit is :tighter than·appear.ances suggest. It. is also 

possible that the supply of credit has become tighter since last year 

even if there is no easily observable evidence, 

One final observation is that in the U.S. economists are 

puzzled by a rise in velocity during the 1976 recovery while interest 

rates have been relatively stable, In both countries we may be 

ovserving some cyclical patter.in velocity whcih is independent of 

the degree of monetary tightness or interest rates. Since income 

has rise1i steadily in the past in Portugal, there are no previous 

"recoveries" which allow us to explore this hypothesis further. 
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lii. Monetary Policy ru1d Interest Rates 
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c MonetaryTargets. _ In the .near future Portuguese lnonli!'tary_ policy 
: .. '-..----.-.·- ",_, . - .. ·. - ·_ ~ . 

···cannot"-usef
1
ul,ly··rely- on targets either for base creation'o:t. M2~-- A· 

target for ba~e creation makes little sense because of ~the'•~ecent . 
. ' . . 

:instabili ty:.of ~the money multiplier • ·• . Part oL that instability has been 
-~ . ::"·• ' --~-

due•·to changes· in bank reserves,··. Now that 1reserve requirements are 
•' V'~. 

again enfo'rced .one can expect a more stable demand for ·excess. reserves, 

. The other cause. of· instability· in the multiplier -_- :the:·currericy/money 

ratio _.;. show~,-~~ Signs· of settling down. ··From March· 1974 to'"' ': ,. 
' . . . 

December 1'97S currency outside bariks rose from 16,7% oFM2' to 28. 5%./ 

Apparently the ··peak was· reached in. December since the· ratio' declined 

to 25.6% in March 1976, .Income. redistribution. may- have permanently 

raised. the demand for cash; ·.but there. is no way of lmowing where the 

·.· ratio will stabilize,· -A fall· half-way back to the 1973 currency-money 

ratio would imply .a change .in the multiplier from its I•1arch level of 

}.2 to ).6> Even collecting partial surveys from ba'lks with a lag 

will provide more useful· information about. M2 than k.'1owing precisely 

and,without delay what.high powered money·is~ 
_·;:. 

A target for the money stock itself is 0.seful when one is uncer-

tain about the behavicr c.f aggregate demand, In an economy with 

few alternatives to money, the money deman.d schedule will be relatively 

inelastic with respect to the interest rate, As long as households 

and firms are on their demand for money schedules, the economy will 

be near its nominal income goal~·· (Even_ with interest rates 

administratively fixed# for a giv8n M2 target the degree of credit 

~-ill rise or fall with inco~e in a stab3.lizing way.) 

... ,--, .. ~-,.- , ..... . "• ., -, 
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However, a target for Mz in Portugal over the next year 

appears to be unrealistic for two reasonsa (1) The recent variations 

in the money stack suggest that the demand for money has been 

unstable (at least with respect to variables we can quantify 

with some accuracy), There are likely to be large errors.in·c 

forecasting the money demand associated with any level of income. 

(2) Without open market operations increasing the money supply 

requires a willingness to borrow by firmsland by banks to"lend. 

With depressed investment demand and institutional problems on 

the supply-of-credit side, the Bank of Portugal may not be able 

to achieve desirable targets for money growth. Under these cir

cumstances the appropriate policy is to take steps along the lines 

described in section IV to increase the availability of crerli t and . ___ ..... 

to continue the policy of automactically re~discounting at given 

·interest rat~s. In the futute monetary targets will become 

important as discussed below. 

Cr_edit Limits. If we take a time horizon longer than the next 

year· and assume that investment and. income recover, then money/credit 

targets will become important to control inflation. Since we believe 

such targets only make sense some time in the futurE~, there 1.s 

little that is specific that we can say about them. Rather we 

discuss here the context in which they should operate, 

The relatively mild decline in output in Portugal occurred 

because priva:t:e and government consumption rates rose to offset· 

the deflationary effects of the drop in investment a'1_d deficit of 

the current account. To produc~; non-inflationary growth in the future 

.. 
1

-::.·v"'J'' \·11' t'1 · J...~. ,,_.c, . j OIH.~n-marltet op·erat1.ons the non.,.banking ::~ectors o·r the 
6conorny must incr:~ase their ne-t borroY•'in.g. Ope:n-markc~t operc~:tions would 
allov(.= for an exhange of ass-ets with households which mc..y be mo:r·e 
effective than v;ai.ti.ng for firrns -to respond to lowE,r camm.ercia1 loan 
rates. 
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when investment begins to recover, private and/or government saving 

will need to rise, One. can characterize the appropriate policy pre- · 
. . . . - . . . 

. scription as an.· easy monetary policy along with fiscal restraint.·· 

From the point-of-view of controlling inflation, this also_amounts 

to .a policy of- setting a limit to the total ( i. e, , to private .and 

government sectors) credit issued to the economy by the consolidated 

banking system, including the :Sank of Portugal. If aggregate demand 

has recovered sufficientlyand the economy.is operating near·its 

potential output, the growthof total credit.should be designed to. 

accommodate·some structural·inflation1 and a feasible target for real 

income growth, If such a ceiling is .imposed it must be understood 

that unless the government deficit-is reduced, credlt to private firn<s · 

wlll become .tightel' and investment will fall as a consequence. One 
• 

must guard against the possibility that! (1) the governi1Jent maintains 
' 

its rate of spending (net)1 (2) the nationalized flrms use their 

poll tical power to maintain their borrowing! and (3) private firms 

bear the entire burden of the credit limit, ·To prevent government 

.commmption frorn crowding out investment, if a credit limit is 

imposed it should include a requirement that the real supply of credit 

to the private sector not be reduced, In addition, the appropriate 

benchmat'k for measuring an adequate real supply of credit is a pre-

revolution year in wh1ch investment and capacity •.rtilization v.rere 

A .reasonable minimum for the gro·wth. of credit to the ·private 

sector should allow for· ( 1) recovery of investment to 1973 level<~, 

... 
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(2) a feasible growth rate for investment, (3) the expected 

structurally determined increase in wages. Ideally, one would like 

to set guidelines for the division of credit between private and 

nationalized firms,(since both are treated as "private"sector for 

statistical purposes). No accounting is kept within the banking 

syGtem which differentiates loans to the two types of firins, but 

the Bank of Portugal has begun to request such information. 

Interest Rates and Saving Schemes. A recovery of investment and 

income which does not worsen the current accou.-1t implies an· increa!'le in 

·national saving. The macro-economic plan suggested in ".'llhe Portuguese 

_ Economyt Recent Experience and Future Prospects" calls for part of the 

saving to come from a reduction in the government deficit in conjunction 
- -

with other policies assumed to maintain aggregate demand, Mandatory 

· savings deposits and higher interest rates on voluntary deposits have been. 

·.proposed' as instruments to encourage higher personal saving as well, 

'tie are doubtful of their effectiveness for the reasons given below, 

Before we discuss these proposals, it is worth emphasizing the 

m13.croeconomic context in which_ they would operate, 

The Portuguese economy is operating below capacity, It is 

V precisely the low rates of goverr:ment a11d personal saving wl·Ech have 

kept income and employment from falling further, When a recovery of 

investment· and. income occurs, it will tend to create an increase in. 

national saving1 Governme_nt tax revenues are positively correlated 

with income; profits and hence corporate saving1 will recover with. 

income! and households will save part o:f e"ery addition to their 

disposable income, There are two Gimple points we wish to ma.Jce: 

1 t.·• · , · - ·• . · , -.., ,.. ., ... , 1 .,.,., u· s .-tr11..1.e. no I :t.gures a...re avaJ:. ..... a .. u.e. ;_or .l o!' .... _uga....~..~ · n ....... t:: ~ 1. " 

Corporate saving is roughly three times the size of personal' saving~ 

' '<' •• 

; 



(1) An increase in saving, by itself •. does not create a recovery of 

investmentathe line of causation. runs in the· opposite direction in 

a Keynesian-underemployment economy, (2) Schemes to encourage saving 

should concentrate on the peaks rather than. troughs. If there is 

excessive aggregate demand pressure when investment recovers then 

higher interest rates are obviously an appropriate policy. Even then 

the response to a significant change in deposit rates or a program of 

forced deposits will be quantitatively uncertain. 

The principal obstacle to raising deposit rates in the short-run 

future is that either investment must be subsidized directly or 

the banldng system must keep loan rates low and absorb the loss 

created by the deposit-loan rate differential. The subsidy or 

banking system loss represents a decline in government saving which 

may be as great as the rise in personal saving.. .Suppose, for· instance, 

that the rate on deposits of more.than one year's maturity were 
. . - . l 

raised ta.roughly match the rate of inflation (say, from 10% tc'25%). 

A rough guess is that the stock of these deposits will be around 

80 million cantos by December 1976. Tnis implies a reduction in 

government saving of at least 12 million c ontos ( 80 x (. 25 - . 10)). 

Priva.te saving in nominal terms is in the neighberhood of _50 to 60 

million contos.;(personal saving is less, of course). From a 

base of less than 50million cantos it seems highly unlikely that 

the·increase in personal saving in response to the higher deposit 

rate would be as great as .the loss of govnrnment saving.· 

A second problem with J;J,gher interest rates is that· they transfer 

·income to the relatively weal thy. O;w solutl!on to this problem is 

to limit the amount of high interec:t depcsi ts available to every 

indiv-idual or household., r.rhis;· to.-). t-ends to vitiate the efft:ct of 

. .'. 
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bigher interest rates, since .the wealthy account for a relatively 

large share of saving, If their participation is limited they can. · 
' 

exchange existing deposits for high interest deposits without any 

incentive at the margin to increase saving. 

All alternative to higher deposit rates is a program of mandatory 

deposits taken·out ofwages, If such a program is·successful it 

amounts to nothing mor.e than a tax on personal. income.· Relatively 

wealthy households will avoid the tax altogether since they can 

replace voluntary saving with mandatory deposits or borrow against 

the mandatory deposits to maintain their consumption. Forced savings 

can be effective only because the many families at the lower end 
,.· 

of the income distribution have small stocks of voluntary saving and 

face· highly imperfect capital markets which prevent them from · 

borrowing. 

The really important question about a forced saving program is 

political, not economic,' A program which is effective is equivalent 

to raising taxes, If the program is proposed because higher taxes 

are politically impossible, one needs to ask why a system of mandatl)ry 

deposits out of wage income-- which cannot be evaded-- should· be 

any more feasible, 

-h~~- .,''""'"·'··~·- .. --~~n-~ .. -· -
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IV. The Supply of Credit 

The Banking System and Risk Aversion. The primary deterrent 

to private investment is the tremendous uncertainty that 

entrepreneurs face about the future course of the Portuguese 

economy. At the same time; the supply of capital has fallen 

since retained earnings are probably negative, foreign capital 

inflows.have ceased, and no market for securities exists. Under 

these conditions the nationalized banks must finance a larger 

part of new investment than i~ the past. Unfortunately, they 

may not be prepared to do so. 

The decrease in the real supply of credit observed after 

1974 has been mainly due to the reduction in medium and long 

term credit granted. Clearly this is not .just the result of 

a decline in demand for this type of credit. We reviewed the 

interest rates charged in the first half of 1975 and in the 

first half of 1976 (see table 1). Between these two periods 

the rediscount rate fell (although interest ceilings rose by 

about .25 per cent). However, the average interest rate charged 

on loans rose by .48 per cent in the case of commercial banks 

and 1.01 per cent in the case of Caixa Geral de Depositos. 

Further evidence of restriction in the supply of credit, 

affecting mostly funds for investment, can be obtained from 

the comparison of the behavior Df different types of credit 

institutions. Caixa Geral de Depositos, the bank with the 

largest increase in deposits (mostly more than one y~ar time 

deposits) is also the bank showing the greatest contraction. 

in credits granted: a drop of more than 40 per cent. It also 

shows the highest increase in the .. average loan rate. 
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As a consequence of this behavior, the increase in deposits 

with Caixa Geral de Depositos has resulted mainly in its 

accumulating excess reserves. CGD's deposits with the Bank of'· 

Portugal are now.higher than those of all the other banks put 

together, while it represents a little less than one third of 

the banking system. At the same time, commercial banks and 

Banco de Fomento have been increasingly re sorting to rediscount. 

Since CGD is by far the main source· of medium. and long term funds 

and rediscunt is mostly confined to the short run, thisbehavior 

·has resulted in the reductJ.on of medium and long term credit 

granted. 

Uncertainty as to what the goals of credit.institutions 

are, together with a traditionally conservative and risk averse 

behavior, must be the reasons for the present situation. 

The banks are not profit maximizers and, being nationalized, 

concern about liquidity or·the danger of their going bankrupt 

should have been replaced by strictly monetary policy goals. 

Strong criticism of their losses and''liquidity problems» (in 

the press and even from within the Bank of Portugal) have 

recently made them more risk than ever. There are several good 

examples of this. One is the traditional but now reinforced 

preference of commercial banks for short-term bill discounting· 

despite the willingness of the Bank of Portugal to rediscount 

medium term credit. 

lli~other illustration is provided by the persistence of 

extremely strict collateral requirements, as opposed to project 

appraisal criteria, mainly on the part of CGD (this is probably 

one important reason for the restriction of its credit). 

But the best example of all must be the new rule followed 

by commercial banks of granting medium and long term credit 
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through renewing short term discounts, but collecting on them 

the. higher medium term _loan rates. In. a country with a · 

nationalized banking system and a tremendous need to increase 

investment, it.is obviously absurd that the borrower should be 

made to bear the:·burden of both the higher cost and the uncer-

tainty -of renewal. of the credit. 

The presence system, with its. absence of well def·ined 

goals, puts very little pressure on individual administrators 

to expand their portfolio of socially advantageous or even 

profitable loans. Desincentive for taking on additional risk 

is much more powerful, ·as the prospective embarrassment of a 

failed project may be much more important to an administrator 

than a marginal improvement in ba'hk profits. 

Generally speaking, non-nationalized firms will suffer 

disproportionately under such a system. Nationalized firms 

will have access to political power which can force banks into 

making loans they would not grant to purely private firms. 

·(Although it is certainly ~i true that nationalized firms 

have had unrestricted access to credit.) 

· There· is a gene.ral point to be made here: It is dangerous 

to assume that the intended easy credit policy reflected in 

:J;he Bank of Portugal's rediscount policy is successfully 

transmitted through. the other banks. just because they are 

State-owned. Credit policy has to be based more on facts than 

intentions and must take into account .the actual, not the 

hoped--'for, response of banks. Indeed, even the intentions of 

the Bank of Portugal for credit policy may.not always be clear 

to banks. The Bank of Portugal its~lf shows a coris.iderable 

degree of risk aversion reflected, for example, in the fact 

that rediscount of medium term credit is also restricted to 
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successive and uncertain renewals. of short term rediscounts. 

Proposals for Credit Reform. Lecturing the banks on their 

new responsibilities will not be enough to bring about real 

changes, especially if, as now happens, the lectures require 

them to attain contradictory goals. More specific steps must· 

be taken: 

(l) Banking legislation requires profound changes·. As it 

exists, it still concerns a privately owried banking system, 

with a private, "neutral" central bank (a "bank of issue" to 

be more precise). This is what justifies its ~lmost excl~sive, 

concern with liquidity, the absence of auditing powers for 

the central bank, and the existence of rules limiting the amount 

of medium and long term credit that commercial banks can grant. 

( 2 ~ An important step would be to increase the availability 

of credit other than bill discounting-- overdraft.facilities 

for example. This will need to be accompanied by a change in 

Bank of Portugal policy since commercial banks can only borrow 

by rediscounting bills. 

(3) The administrative efficiency of the rediscount 

mechanism can also be improved. While a set of preferential 

rates exists there may be long delays between the date the 

bank grants a loan and the date it learns the applicable 

rediscount rate. Clearly the higher the bank's uncertainty 

about the spread between the loan rate and its cost of cap.i tal, 

the less the incentive it has to make the loan. 

(4) The rules specifying the operations eligible for 

preferential rates are not easy to follow and, for the system 

to work, they must be fully understood by most of the banks' 

officials atid the public. The rules should be simplified and 

publicized better. 
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(5) In general, however, we question whether the preferential 

rate system itself should be continued. Given the current behavior 

of the banks and the state of investment demand, ·the small 

interest differentials are not likely to be very effective. 

In addition, the.program's existence compounds the banking 

system's administrative problems and detracts from its ability 

to i~crease the total supply of credit. Especially if there is 

a devaluation, most of .the preferential sectors (exports, 

agriculture, and other importing competing industries) will 

receive a larger share of credit simply because they will have 

a larger number of profitable projects •. 

(6) A final remedy is that the Bank of Portugal itself 

grant credit directly to non-banking firms. This may, in fact, 

be a more effective approach to increasing credit to preferred 

areas. A corollary to this proposal is that the consolidation 

of the baru,ing system be increased with more control going to 

the Bank of Portugal. At present the banks operate in a·no-man's 

land between a ~ompetitive, profit directed system and a truly 

nationalized system. This is ~n untenable position. Since it 

is politically unlikely that the banks return to being profit 

maximizing competitors, the system must move to more central 

control. 
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-CREDITS GRANT.ED AND INTEREST RATES 

By matu:d ty of loans ' 

(billions of escudos) 

lst quarter 1975· lst quarter 1976. 

AJtJ£-¥Rftof Avr.Eue Amouifttof ·ere 1 Avi~~ge 

Bank of Portugal average 
rediscount rate (1st sem.) (6.56) (5.13) 

Commercial banks: 
JJeSS than 1 year 151.19 7.46 166 .• 26 7.99 
1 to 2 years 6.79 9.59 4.92 '1o. 36 
2 to 7 years 3.57 10.72 2.47 10.98 
More than 7 years .02 11.31 .07 9.30 

Total . 161.56 7.62 173.73 8.10 
Average rate .paid on 
deposits (5.74) (5.85) 

Caixa Geral de DeEositos: 
Less than 1 year 4.23 7.69 1.59 8.59 
1 to 2 years .67 9.93 .44 9 .9'7 
2 to .7 years .14 7.84 .71 10.15 
More than 7 years 3.04 8.68 1.94 9.31 

Total 8.09 8.24 4.68 9.25 
Average rate paid on 

.deposits (5.02) (5.24) 

Banco de Fomento: 
Medium-term 1.47 • • 1.82 .. 
Long-term • 04 .04 

Total 1. 51 . 1.86 

Total banking system: 
Short-term 155 .. 4.2 .. 167.85 . . 
Medium-term 12.64 . . 10.36 . . 
-Long-term 3.10 . . .2. 05 

Total 171.16 .. 180.26 . . 
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CREDIT AND DEPOSITS OUTSTANDING 

(billions of escudos) 

· Commercial Banks 

Total credit 

Business &.individuals 

Public sector 

Total deposits 

Business & individuals 

Public sector 

Caixa Geral de Depositos 

Total credit 

Business & individuals 

Public sector 

Total deposits 

Business & individuals 

Public sector 

Banco de Foment~ 

Total credit 

Total deposits 

.. 

March 1975 March 1976 

236.6 
225.4 
11.2 

211.6 

209.0 
2.6 

78.3 
61.3 
17.0. 
80.3 
55.5 
24.8 

17.6 
9.4 

250.9 
238.5 
12.4 

223.3 
220.1 

3.2 

92.6 
70.1 

22.5 
99.7 
67.8 

31.9 

23.7 
9.7 

Change· 

+14.3 

+11.7 

+19.4 

+ 6.1 
+ • 3 

24. 
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Appendix I1 Estimation of Money Demand Equations 

--This is a brief -report--on -attempts to estimate a money demand 

equation for the Portuguese economy. We began with low expectations 

· -- that econometrics would produce very useful results for interpreting 

post-revolution monetary events and, indeed, our expectations were 

confirmed.1 

There are two reasons why econometrics.does not work well. 

The first is that there is little variation in the explanatory 

variables over a fairly short sample period (20 annual observations 
i!

from 1954 to 1973), and relatively large variation in the same 

variables during the period we wish to predict. Income grew 

smoothly, the rate of inflation was :Low and _fairly stable, and ~ 

deposit and loan rates were constant for a period of 11 years. 

The estimated equations have high R2 •s but tell us little except 

·that there was a strong relationship between money and- income .. 

The rate of return variables often have the correct sign but were 

never significant. 

The second econometic problem occurs because the underlying 

model of money demand may have changed. Econometrics requires 

a series of observations on a model whose parameters are assumed 

lrt is notoriously easy to "prove" with econometrics t.hat any 
given model fits the data poorly. Perhaps someone without our 
dim expectations would have persisted longer _and achieved better 
results. We should point out that our approach follows that of 

- -cl\"iaxwell Fry (see"Portuguese Monetary Problems, #3") _and our best 
equation is quite close to his. His rate of return variables are 
not statistically significant but they are more significant than 
ours,_-.. :~~· ·: · . : . ~--1--t. 

• 
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to be constant. Income redistribution and the disappearance 
> 

of other financial markets may have changed both the income 

and rate of return coefficients in the nioney demand equation. 

The model we used takes real per capita mo!'ley demand to 

be a function of income :and various rates of retUrn a 

where 
M = M 
p -· GnP deflator 
N = Population 
y = Nominal GDP 
i = a vector of rates of return. 

The rates of return we tried were {1) thedeposit rate (DR), 

(2) the commercial loan rate, {3) the government bond yield, and 

{4) as a proxy for the expected rate of inflation, the rate of change 

of the wholesaleprice·index {the rate of change of consumer prices 

· was also tried but is not in the final equation). lagged one period. 

This variable is (I) below. Use of the c.ommercial loan rate may 

seem to confuse the.money supply and demand functions. Since we 

·have no short term interest rate series, ·the commercial loan rate 

was used to represent the cost of holding money to firms. 

The coefficient of the commercial loan rate came closer to 

being significant than any other rate of return variable, but its 

coefficient and sign were highly unstable as the form of the 

equation and sample period varied. The government bond yield most 

often had the wrong sign and was insignifcant. Our best equation 

was (standard errors in parentheses)a 

{1 ) log(P.1~1N>t= -~.1+5 + 1,29 log(l)t + 0.01,.,11 ,log{P~N>t-l 
(.459) (.072) P·N (.Ov77J . • 1. 

+ Q, ~~6.5.1. DRt - 0. 000599 It 
l. ~) . (.0030) 

= 1.55 S,E, • 0,024 p = 0.526 2 R = • 9978 D-\'l 



.. 
• • • This equation was estimated with the Cochrane-Orcutt technique 

to correct for auto-correlation (!'p" is rho, above). 

A-3 

The interest and inflation rates were recorded as percentages 

so that the coefficient of DR implies that a percentage·point 

change in the deposit rate will increase real per capita money 

demanO. by 0.651%. ·A one percentage point change in the expected 

rate of inflation changes real pert.capi ta money demand by 0, 06%. · 

The sum. of the. coefficients· of ,.the income terms ( 1. 30) is the 

long run elasticiy of the demand for money with respect to incom·e_. 

In table I-1 we use equation (1) to forecast money demand 

in the years after 1973. The 1974 prediction'is very accurate 

but in -1975 money demand is under-predicted by ·: 6.% and in 

1976 over~predicted by 8%. 

Table I-ls Predicted Money Demand 

1974 

1975 

1976 

. Values 

1974 

1975 

1976 

* _"This is 

Actual Predicted % eDror 
-~M2 - "' Ivl2 

314 )17 +1.0 

357 ))8 -5.6 

400 4)) +8.) 

of explanatory variablesJ 

Real GDP GDP Lagged Deposit 
(1970 prices) Deflator Inflation Rate 

Rate 

182.3 1,87 ).8 6.125 

175 .. 7 2,12 11.1 6.175 

183.7 2,60 15.2* . 6.175 

the CPI, not wholesale price increase. 

Population 

8. 56. 

8.78 

9. 01 
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·SHORT TERM ECONOJ.IIC PROBLEHS :IN .PORTUGAL 

- The most urgent problems 

In Section l''!l>'try to survey what •I cunderstand as the most " ., ··· 

pressing short term economic di££iculties in the Portuguese 

economy. :They need not all become .. a.c.u.te_,but do anyhow exist, .... ". 

a serious risks. -£or things going \H'ong in· the present £irst . ,_ 

stage o£ post-revolution development •. ·Ccertainly I may be 

mistalcen as to my evaluation and I .. may have le£t out other 

serious problems presented in this £irst section are then 

the basis.£or the discussion o£ pol'icy aims and measures 

in Section II. Here I may be still .. m.ore mistaken with 

regard to the relevance as '~ell as to political possibilities. 

Hay main intention in presenting th.e .. se .. v..ery preliminary 

thoughts and considerations at this ... earl:y: stage o:f my· 

consulting job, is to bring some order into my :first 

impressions after the intervie,;s with some few strategic 

persons during-my three days' in Lisboa (20-22 of' June). 

Ny hpe is that I'll get reactions from Portuguese experts, 

putting me right, correcting misu-nderstandings and giving 

me new ideas. It is also important to find out ho'~ and 

lihere some statistical and economic research \iould be 

needed and fruitful. 

·1) The employment problem - there is an apparent ~ for 

rapidly increasing open unemployment. 

On the demand side there is first a long run trend of rapidly 

rising productivity in agriculture and industry that is not 

compensated for by a sufficient rise .in total real demand, 

neither for exports nor from the home market. This. trend is 

noli aggravated by short term restriction effects !"rom very 

stronc increctses of v:ace _costn.. The primary effect of thes_e 

might be the dismissing of marginal ·\;orlcers in a numter o:f 

:firms l<ith vulnerable financial conditions. There l<ill in 
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the first phase not be time for pisitive effects of 

increased real purchasing po,ver :from increase wag·e pavments., 

There is the risk that price inflation Hill neutralize most 

o:f' the real demand effects (see ·be-lo,v) o There mi:::;ht also be 
I 

a nee;ative effect on private investments from the shock ·Of big 

Hagc increases, because of stringent financial conditions at 

various points of the economy. The unemployment problem 

may also be ae;grayated f'rom the supply .side. Net emigration 

may become lo••er, people returning from the colonies, at the 

same time as hidden unemployment becomes mobilized, appearing 

as open unemployment due to hogh expectations as to the 

Government Is ability to create ne1< jobs. 

2) Inflation may be accelerating and getting out of control. 

Already before April 25th 197h 9 price .inflation 1-~as very rapid 

and tendi:ne; to accelerate. It seems mainly to have had the 

character of a demand pull inflation - caused by surplus 

purLJ:lasing po1~~er arising ,from emigrants 1 remittances and 

Government budget deficits. \'/ages seem to have been lagging 

behind during che··later years, .as real Hages have been rising 

less than prociuctivity. This must have implied a substantial· 

profit inflation. The recent acceleration of inflation 

(during 1973 and the beginning of 1974) has, as in other 

countries, been caused by t):le. rising prices of rm; material, 

food and oil. 

On top of this in:flation.now comes a ,;age-push spiral. The 

baclq;-roun," must be not. only the lagging 11age development men

' • ''·"··· n•tioned above but also· the distorted Hage structure in 

Portugal - 11i th an unusual large dispersion bet1veen lm< and 

.. -h:J._gh wage rates. Large groups of employees have. )lad bel011-

~subsistance earnings. The increased minimum wages as well as 

spontaneous tradec.union::actions to raise ·wages mean a general 

upHard push o:f 1;age costs (order of size of 30 per cent per 

year?) 1d th transmission effects over the vhole •·r~g·e structure 

(in spite of a temporaty·stop for wages and salaries above 

7000 esc.) The danger is that Hithin half a year the big 

,;age increase in Nay and June •·rill appear as frustrations as ., 
prices might be rising at a rate of 30··h0 per cent (?).There 

-·".,.will then be needs for nelf Haves of big wace incr9ase and 

ther<3 Hill be a serious risk for a run-m<ay war;e-price 

in:flation spiral •. Expectations of rapid inflation and 
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anticipation of' a follo•vine depreciation of the Escudo. may 

start· a wave of' speculation, aldo impying risk f'or capital 

f'light. 

J) The balance of pavments will be. disturbed by the internal 

disequilibrium, 

Imports·will tend to rise more rapidly than exports, at the 

same time as the Portuguese terms of' trade have become 

·unf'avourable. This tendency is aggravated by the recessions 

in various •export countries partly due· to .the rather restrictive 

policies being carried out in these. countries in order to 

fight inflation, It is f'rom this point of view a trar;edy ,. 
that the Portuguese revolution did·not. come two years 

earlier '"hen there vas expansion and,·:·the· ·beginning of boom c':•:::' • .,,,.,,. 

conditions. in most of' the OI<;CD area. : 

A considerable deterioration of the balance of' trade need 

not be taken very seriously over one or two years' time 

(especially if gold is revaluel:l). ·But things might become 

uneasy rather quickly• \vhen a country's exchange reserves 

- hoHever big they are start melting consistently, it is 

generally surprising how quickly they disappear (in Sveden 

the exchange reserves in 1946 .were about equal to the value 

of' imports but in one year 1 s time they had dwindled auay 

thanks to bad economic .policy). 

Imports may tend to rise very rapidly because of' rising 

demand and costs inside Portugal, Emigrants' remittances play 

a large role in the balance of payments and they might start 

declining, perhaps partly due to the inflation and the lo'" 

interest rates in Portugal, The tourist incomes might be 

sensitive to the rapidly increasing living costs in Portue;al 

as "'ell as to the risks of labour conflicts. Capital 

movement mith also become a negative item. especially if 

capital flights should come abouf on a considerable scale, 

If the exchange reserves start declinine; at a serious rate, 

the confidence· problem w·ill appear serious and it mie;ht become 

difficult to control development. 

4) The financial structure m·ay ·be sensitive to the dishn·b
ances. 

Inflation and concomitant speculation may have created a bie; 

expansion of short term loans implying an unstable credit 

situation, The previous '"ild speculation in shares is an 

indicator. 
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·This may <.1.:lso refer to the financing of' building· and 

i~ .ventorie s as perhaps also to private speculative buying 

of houses and durable goods,' The extremely low costs for 

borro,ting from the bank (bi{:~ negative real rates at the 

rurming incflation)' must have created an unstable· financial 

structure that might easily get disturbed by credit 

restrictions ru1d be followed by a financial crisis with 

negative effects on employment and trade. 

5) Risks for disguilibrium between savings and investments 

may become acute, There is first and apparent possibility 

that the Government budc;et '"ill show a big and rising deficit, 

because of' rapidly increasing '"age and salary payments, higher 

subsidies and social contributions, ne-o;v claims on Gove:nnent 

activities of' many kinds, It takes longer.time to get incomes 

form tax increases needed.. The financing of' big budget deficits 

will imply delicate policy problems, Partial financing in 

the .Danlc of Portu,sal (and in the banking system) ~rill be 

necessary in order to create·the additional money supply that 

corresponds to unavoidable inflation, But the danger of' 

central Lank financing of' budg-et def'J.cits on a large scale 

has been demonstrated repeatedly, 

Dehind these problems of financing are the eternal issues of' 

savings - investment relations, A considerable decline of 

1.:;ross savings in the public· sector (including social security 

f'unds)may imply a general decline of' the already relatively 

low total savings·ratio of the Portuguese economy, If' gross 

investment (as ratio of' GNP) is to be kept up or increased· 

(as needed for develo"ptilent), the deficient savings resources 

may be supplied by higher profits or by borrowing abroad. The 

first alternative ·may-·be· in .conflict with the Government 1 s 

income distribution aims, The second possibility is only a 

partial short term solution. 

6) Production and productivity guestions arise both in the 

short and the longer run, Underlying the employment problems 

as well as the development'of' investments and exports is of' 

course the q~estion how production now will develop in 

various sectors·of' the Portuguese economy, 
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There are risks that profitability and markets at·home anct 

abrortd w·ill. seem so lHlCArtain that investment plans are _post

poned and production initiatives reduced. The financial pros-. 

pects and credit availability mic;ht. also seem unsecure and 

tend to ,;ork in the same direction, 

The dual type of the Portu(',Uese economy Hill complicate this 

issue. Good profitability in the larger corporations with 

relatively high productivity and advanced technology r:oes to

r:ether Hith lm> or no profits and very limited expansion possi-
' hili ties in the over,>helminr; majority of small, J.ow productivity · 

firms j_n industry R.rid trade.- General monetary anti ·fiscRl 

stimulation to the economy at large:"<ill··imply bir: surplus .... "' • 

profits in ·the limited· sectors with big corporations,Fhile.sta

•gnation tendencies mi,<e;ht prevail in other branches of trade 

and industry, 

There is a dif':fic.ul t ·dilemma here. One of' the main policy ~~.ims 

of the Government is to raise reaL purchasing pm;er of the .. poor 

substantially, To· the extent this policy. is successful ( m1d is 

not neutralized by price inflation), the consequence will be 

increased demand for consumption, This stimulous is of course 

welcome but the policy Hill be successful only if.production 

is expanding rapidly enough (and not imports). Does there 

exist capacity reserves in industry- f'.or_ a quick response to 

increased demand? Low supply elasticity Hould mean more infla

tion and enlarged imports. It is also important that neH 

investment is stimulated by the ·growing demand in order to create 

capacity for meeting de.omnd expansion during the folloHinc: 

years, There is otherHise a danger that there will be a consi

derable shift of resources from investment to private (and 

public) consumption that may imply a damnening of .the rrrm>th 

EQ.!_E?.. 

7) A very strategic question refers to confidence: confidence 

in the future of the Portu(',Uese economy, in the policies of' the 

Government, in the activities of trade unions, financial ins-

tittition~, bi~-and small enterpiises a.s.o. There are tn:-:lnv sad 

examples ho"'.v- just a lack of confidence .wi-thin strater"':"ic t':TOllrJS 

becam_€ the clrj_vinc force of the breakdo\rn of all c;ood i!1tentior1s 

thnt 1.rere -!"lreclomihant at the ber:inni_ng of a ne1v era. 
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There are always so many possibilities' of niisunderstanding 

,:i_ntentiorts,- of misinterpreting decisions and actions, of 

suspecting'' evil collusions etc., The risk of polarization 

within the class structure in Portugal must be great, making 

f'ertile working ground for agitators on both wings. Already 

,the ominous vrord sabotaf(e is heard in lisboa, implying that ... 

big industry and high finance by.means of obstruction as to 

investment and employment try to create a political situation 

that may enforce a return to "law'and order" approaching the 

old political pattern. liill this polarization .of views be a 

great danger when the enthusiasm·· of the first few months 

af'ter the revolution has gone?· 

IL: The policy issues 

In Section I are presented the essential short term economi·c

-political problems as I envisage them. Perhaps I have 

misunderstood some and omitted others. Anyhow I use the above 

of' the .problems in order to discuss the policy questions as 

they appear to me. 

First there are questions about the policy aims and the 

priorities. As I understand· the situation the·creation and 

keeping up of high employment is the number one target. The 

appearance of' open unemployment on a·cons:!,_derable scale would 

be a catastrophy. The question is how much unemployment can 

'be tolerated (in a. year of world recession). 

From this point of view any type of' very.restrictive policies 

that would be ef'f'ec.tive against the inflation cannot be 

accepted. · Strong anti-inf~ationary monetary and fiscal policies 

have abvays created quite a lot of shor-time unemployment; 

that is a universal experience. 

Accepting inflation as unavoidable does not mean accepting 

wild or accelarating rise of prices and wages. Such a develop

ment might "in the end" mean a financial crisis and more 

unemployment la:ter on. Inflation thus must be under control. 

But a considerable amount of one-time inflation has the. 

function of' solving problems: rectif'y:i,ng the •rage structure and 

keeping up total real demand. 

' ' 

I 

I 
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.Certain aims as to a changed 'vav.e ·structure and improVed incorrie 

distril:nition should be presented as a basis for accepting a cer

tain degree of inflation. The trouble is that all important 

\farr,e and j_ncome distribution problems cannot be solved at one 

stroke. Look at-the egalitarian ambitions of socialist SHeden. 

The aims a:re approached very slo1flY. over _the decades; and the 

SHe des can afford thanks .. to ·hi,o;h GNP per capita n.ui te a loss of 

incentives (if not too abrupt). Portugal would need more of 

incentives in its present stage of development and should there

fore tolerate considerable Hage differentiation het'.<een skilled 

and unskilled labour. But the,long term aims- after successful 

attainment of higher levels of per capita income - could of 

course be quite ambitiouS. 

The main effort to im11rove income distribution shonld aim at 

elev8.ting the standard of the very .poor on the country side and 

in the cities. Differentiated minimum levels of Hage payments 

is ari important means. 1Vith present inflation ,.~oin,:, on, there 

should be introduced cost of living.index clauses for adjusting 

the levels more continuously. Long lags in ad}bstment mn.y mean 

long lags and create dangerous frustrations. 

After the primary l<a,o;e rises over the Hhole field that are no1-1 

going on, more general index clauses ( 1d th threshold limits) 

should perha11s be introduced in order to avoid-neH disorderly 

wage offensives at a later stage when prices have risen so 

much that the real standards have been reduced again. I knm< 

the risks of' general indexation· of' an economy. But durinr~ a 

limited period with a declared "one-time infla t.io!_!'' the 

irritations should be minimized. 

Improving and giving real guarantee to the lmfer income groups 

should be the main aims of income policy. 

rable tre1nsition time tolerance sho11ld be 

Duri.n.n- a con·side-
. 0 . 

income groups. Incentives are needed.. G-overnment civil servants 

·also in higher brackets should be treated Hell in order to 

increase· quality o:f 1-~ork. ]Jut of course a lot cotild. be 

accomplisl:ed by more proe-ressive direct income taxes. 

There arealvays delicate problems Hhen coming to prices and 

profits. As stressed ahove tY,.e key auestion is to keep un and 
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improve employment possibilities. Periods of' unemployment are 

most devastatin::; .iust to lm<. paid vorkers,, .Hho :are first dismis-' 

sed when profits are squeezed •. Theref'ore·suf':ficiently high 

avera~Se profitability of' industry and trade should be tolera-

ted and p;eneral real demand kept expanding. I am not a 

believer in extended periods of nrice control. After the first 

short price-stop period is passed - it is perhaps possible to 

select some key Commodities (and housing) for interi.sive ";)rice 

control. But the risk for distortions are \<ell kno\<!'1. Um<anted 

income and vea.lth effects :from hiF,h profits should be. corrected 

by taxation measures '(easy to say, Slif'ficult to accomT?.:li:-.h). 

Cert·ain rules f'or a _restrair.ed dividend. policy of the bic 

corporatiqns coutd be introduced 'durinp:- a transition TJeriod. 

There: are. ce-rt8.inly more measures nP-ectedto· create :favqnra.hle 

conditions for expanding employment. Hill it not be necessary 

to improve the knm<ledr;-e about cur":ent employment trenCI.s ·by 

in trod ne in~:-: an ~?-...T:...:S':~!E.!!.~:..~:-.£...-VS"f:_~::! ,,ri th re~ard to co;:,in.e ~h.r:tn/·:es 

_of employment? Each firm { 1vi th for ·instance r.1ore than 10 

emnloyed) sllo.uld ~t month in advartc~ i~1f'orm er:yryJo-.;_~,..'!-~f!_t 2..._n;~_T"1c~r 

about planned lay-o:ffs ( 3 months \<hen mm;-e than lOO men are 

involved). 

As rryentioned abov~ vulnerable f'inanci0.l -oos:i.tions and nn.'31'1.tis

_f'actory nrofi t?.bi.J_i t:r m2_~r 'f\r_evail j_n J 0rse sector~ o:f rr'.0r::l.iu:-:1-

-sized and small firms. Inf'la tion may make life more ct.iff.icul t 

for them as they are relatively labour intensive and nre 

se-verely hit by the big ,.,age increases of' lo1v 1vaP,'e ,r.;ronns_. :Tn 

squeezing small improductive firms out.of' existence o:f forcing 

them to become more effective - as a "!'lf!.tT_lral res,lt nf' the 

higher '"Et-se s. But in the short run, employment is more 

important than productivity and structural change. ~Chereforc 

the present policy !1111St ~'"':"J.ard ae;2..inst _,..,..enerrtl Pm:nlo;nnP.n.t 

f'ailures·in these sectors. The workers laid off 1-roul.d ·-T"'rohahJ~t 

in the short run not find enonr;h .i ohs 

corporations or in the public sector. 
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nm.r T presume that a lot of buildinr; ·activity, road buildine;, 

infra-str,icture work· can be created. Publi'c services can also 

be expanded in various fields. But at· the same time I r,uess · 

that there is a .lot ofllilrecessary and unproduci;ive employment 

within the public sector that has to be eliminated in the 

future. As.said above in Section I a rapid expansion of the 

pUblic sector !!.~ meets serious financial_ r>rohlems wi-th ree-ard 

to the rising budget deficit. The balancing of the whole 

economy should imply tha-t publiC_ sector financinr: Or 11i:r:her 

taxes does.not have strong nevative effects on the expansion 

incentives'of the private sector. 

Extended loans to firms .in f'inancia.l trouble. 1vill be necessary. 

The financial unsecuri ty coming· from prevailinc; short term 

banlc credit 1-Till have to be corrected by extending lonc;er term 

loans. I understand that such measures are introduced. f.\uch 

of !'el ect_:iv_e credit policv can be applied .in this conn.ection, 

in order to favour productive activities accordine; to certain 

criteria. I have never .seen that such attempts with selective 

credit policy have; been·effective. Anyhow, I presume that a 

lot of credit rationi~ from the side of the banks is unavoid

able , as· long as borrow-inf:. is so ~xtremely cheap 11i th . the com

bination of' lo1-r interest rates and hieh inflation ex_-pect8tions. 

Nominal interest ~ates 

not be ·brought up to present 1'/est-European levels? Index-loans 

(amortizations and interest payments tied to price-index 

m·,mbers) should be considered as a possibility in order to 

dampen the demand for loans as well as the inflation;cry profits, 

And of course also in order to compensate lenders and savers 

for inflation losses• It mi:"ht also be arc:uecl that such 

indexatiml would be needed especially for stimulating the 

emigrants' remittances. These are of course complicated 

prohlems 1:vith many ar-~1ments for and ar:;ainst to be consie!er0rl. 

By the '"ay: is it not important .that also the ·partue~u_cse ~7~-~-~~ 

index statistics (as well as ernploym~nt statistics) are impro-. 

ved, if and uhen inf'J.ation devcl.o~ment must be -folJoHed r.l t1seJ-;,.. 

and price-index clauses may· be usP.d .in a considerable de,c:ree? 

.'\s stressed above J2.Tivatc investments may turn out too lou 
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because of financial difficulties,. uncertainty or lack of con-

fidence in the future. Credit <>-vailabili ty, e.xpandinp: markets 

and expected profi tabili t;' ·are necessary conditions for increa-

sing investments in the private sector. I know too little 

about present capital market conditions to have any vielis but 

activation of these markets mit~ht a.lso be important. There 

are many more or l~ss efficient w·ays to _sf:.~:~-~}a_!_~.!'..:i_v.'1.~.£ 

investments: by means of investment funds, tax rebcttes, 

subsidies on investment costs, state ·r~1Jarantees of' various 

kinds, .joint ventures (Government-private) in nelv anrl ris.ky 

d_eve lonmen.t s. 

namely that they· create an artificial loiverinr~· of' capital costs; 

resul ti;n{!,' in too ea pi t0..l intensive 

natural :for the Portugu-ese economy· 

proj~cts. 

to sea·:rch 

·o;..·ou 1d 1"'e m orB 

f'o:r re 18. t. :t .... ~e 1~ ... 

labour-inte!lsive development - as there is underemplo:.•men,t 

and rising expected potential labour r~sou.rces. 

the sul:lsidies Sb.o1.'!.ld pe_rl-!n-ps rather ::r:-elate to labour ~o::::ts 

than to capi·tal costs, and this might be- especially needed for 

m,~_::;t_~'-!..:r:-_e_~_ for attaj_ninP: state"d 8.ims. Too often economic nolicy 

is carried out piece-meal, one measure at a tj._me for ~1eetinp:

an emerp·ency, an_d nolJodv c8n see a co!!sistency o:f the oo_l:lc:.r 

measures that does not exist. Confidence could ;oerhaps be 

created by presenting such a set of po~icies, a consistent plan. 

of using policy instrumel?-ts ·for attaining the strate,~ic aims 

of high employment, restrainin,:; inflation, imDro~rinc-:- -~_;"1_c0rne 

' 
distribution and resource allocation, and minimizing· the 

disturbance of' the balance of p~yments. The time hori?:on of' 

this set of policy measures must necessarily be short - up to 

the Col!l-in,:7: elections. 0ut eventual ,r:;~·ood S11Ccess •:.ritl., {·.l1p sh_nr·l~. 

term po·licv in the :":'iven T'esnects ~~~<?_;,~ . .:15! mean the cre8 ti_on of' 

some conf'idence also in tJ1.e lonr;er run, imnlyin.:~ that t.h."e ·l.tnP.s 

of de>velonment successfnlly started, '"ill later be f'ollmne0 

up by a post-el~ctio11 Clovernmerit. !"rom t1-·d.s point of v:T.e":·.r ~r 

' - I 
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THE PROBLJ~t.!S OF ECONOHIC POLICY IN PORTUGAL 

INTRODUCTION I 
There are very serious economic problems ald difficulties in 

. I 
Portugal. They are both of short term emelgency nature but·-----

;~;:u~:::t::::o:::e:;~:=m~o the unbahnc~d~ structure of the'"•· ~-" 

I Before coming to the serious problems let m
1

e express a general 

confidence in the positive development posstLbilities of the 

Portuguese economy. In the prevailing·gene~al mess or chaos 
. I 

in the Western •wrld Portugal stands- out· rejlatively Hel.l. 

Look at such countries as Italy, Denmark, Ehgland, u.s.A. 
with deep recessions, stagnations, rapidly tising 

unemployment, decline in real wages, inflation, exchange crisis. 
I Against this background the economic develoJ?ment in Portugal 

since 1973 is surprisingly good: o11ly a moclerate rise in 
I 

unemployment, no stagnation but' some grolJth\of' production, 

considerable increase in real wages, no exchange crisis -
I 

but of' course a serious inflat1.on. · Also looking at the longer 

·term development there are certainly great-Jossibilities of' 

.improving the-economic and social structure \and creating 

rapid growth. Just the very low· production J:!er capita in 
I agriculture, industry' and trade must mean v::eat opportunities 

for change and growth. 

Ho••ever, this optimistic outlook on the development in 
I 

Portugal so far after the revolution - compa!red vith recession 

and crisis in othe-r l?estern countries - and bn the longer run 

development possibilities should not be takeh as a proof that 
I there is no danger. On the contrary there are r;reat rislcs 

that things uill turn uorse quickly if the Ghvernment's 
I 

economic policies are not being changed and fmproved radi9al-

ly. I am dealing here only ;dth the short term problems. 

I 
I 
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1, Short Survey of the risks 

The main dangers in Portuguese eonomic development are -as 

I understand the following, 

1) There is a risk for rapidlyincreasin~; unemployment, 

There are signs of declinim;activity in-several sectors 

(as buildinc- and constructi<>ns·" industrial investment, 

textile production), At tm;;same. time the supply of 

'-rorker s looking for jobs i•s increasing (from demobiliza

tion, decline of emigratiCn:'l;, people returning from 

Africa), It is very possi'tfe: that unemployment may 

increase to 7'){, or more thrur200,000 in the beginning 

of 1975. 

2) Investment is tending t_o de;1J.ne. Profits in the private 

sector have probably been SljUeezed considerably because 

of rapidly rising costs for '"ages and· rmv materials, 

lo,;er or no rise of' produci.lfVity,. :failing export markets 

and price control measures~ 

3) The deficiency o"F savin~s ~.and will be a strategic 

problem, All the three mah: sources of savings seem to 

··T;r 

be drying up, Hou.sehold sarings are. being re.duced as a 

result.of the boom in·'priv£ite.consumption; the reduction 

in the real value of emigrm;t.s' remi t·tances must be an 

important cause of' a decli.w .. in household savings, A 

squeeze in company prof'itsmay·imply a big reduction 

in the total supply of sav5'1.:gs, It is likely that 

savings resources inside t'W• country to some extent are 

drained by capital flight ;ji3road - nobody knot<s the 

extent of this. Lastly t~· savings ~upplied from the 

public sector: including pt!llillic funds seem to be under 

heavy pressure due to a r~ng deficit of the sonsolida

ted publj_c budget. The oti!:y,· compensation for a rising 

deficiency of savine;s woulilcome from outside (foreie;n) 

savings supplies, i,e, bonowing abroad and consuming 

a part of existing exchan&ereserves, 
1'he balance of pavments df:E·Icit is 13:-rge and e;roHin{~. 

there is much too bie; ri,.,~of imports especially of 

consumption goods during .'{~;74. Export development will 



be weak during the deep world rece~sion during 197.5 and 

part of' 1976. The uncertainty as tq the supply of' 

·emigrants 1 remi.ttances makes the balance of' payment 

situation vulnerable. A transfer of' foreign exchange 

funds held by companies f'rom Portuguese to foreign banks 

need not be regarded as capita:).,_,:t;;li,gh!;; it may result 

f'rom the f'act that Portugal is no longer regarded as a 

"tax and stable· exchange heaven". If' during 1975 and 

1976 the present good exchange reserves are ·consumed to 

a large extent, there may latf!:r,_app_ear a conf';.dence 

crisis, accelerating flight of' capital, speculation 

against the escudo, devaluation, and extra inflation. 

5) The financial and credit systern is_ g_ut of' equilibrium _ 

and unstable, The hoarding of' bank notes, the freezing 

of' old credits . in the. comercial· banks, the closing of' 

the stock exchange, the need f'or .the Bank of' Portugal . 
to enter and stipply credits to the business sector on 

a large scale plus a big deficit in. the Government 

budget, all these tendencies are signs of' disequilibrium 

of' the financial system and mean severe claims on 

monetary policy. The results of' such disequilibrium may 

be undesirable do1mward pressure on ... business activity 

and investment, still more unemployment as well as risl< 

f'or extra inflation f'rom increa:;;ing liquidity, 

6) Inflation has reached a much too high 'rate in Port1.1gal. 

There is a hope that the big acceleration of' the price 

rise during 197h is of' a one- time nature connected 1<1 th 

the general boost of' 1-rages. ·I am afraid that there is a 

lot of' dynamite inside the Portuguese 1-rage system with 

its very uneven wage relations, containing in the 

longer run unacceptably big wage and salary differentials. 

There must be great risks f'or new wage and price 

explosions coming f'rom ,;age-wage-price-spirals. A. weak· 

and passive Government policy can therefore easily create 

favourable conditions f'or a continued strong wage-price 

inflation. 

The danger spots mentioned above may.- .. without adequate 

economic policy-imply increasing pressure on the Portuguese 

economy. Such pre·ssure may take the f'orm of' rising unemployment, 
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accelerating inf'lation, rising def'icit of' savings in relation 

to needed investment, increasing strains in· the"f'inancial 

system, dwindling exchange reserves - ending eventually in an 

exchange crisis with devaluations, Observe that I only 

'sp.eak of' risks f'or a serious deterior!.'-tion·of' the. ec.onomic 

situation in l'ortugal, Such risks need not material_ize if' a 

progressive economic policy comes about and the general 

socio-political atmosphere is responsive. 

These dangers ref'er to short-t&rm problems during.l975 and 

1976, But the risk f'or serious crisis within this period 

must also be consideTed with regard to the inadequate or 

lagging economic structure of' the whole Portuguese economy, 

Probl~ms of' stabf1ization p'Oiicy are :fl.lrthermore.aggra:Vated 

by the existing lack of' confidence between the Government 

and the business communities, This means that ·short term 

stabilization policies may become inef'f'ective when the 

structure of' both the public and the private sectors of' the 

economy are badly adapted to positive responses, 

2, Some Background Conditions f'or Economic Policy 

It is certainly important to pay attention to the great 

structural problems of' the Portuguese eco::1omy even-when only 

considering short term stabilizationpolicies, But it is 

very dif'f'icult f'or an outsider to unders_tand how this should 

be done, I can only declare that I am aware of' the ·danger of' 

transferring experiences from f'or instance Swedish policy 

·results to Portugal, 

Sweden is in most respects a relatively homogeneous economy: 

solidaric wage and·salary policy during many decades has 

created a minimum of' wage dif'f'erentials, productivity 

dif'f'erences between plants inside the same branch and between 

branches are quite limited, mobility of' labour and capital is 

-high, there are hardly any backward regions, the business 

community is rather well geared to the aims and methods of' 

a Socialist Government· (more than 40 years old) and responds 

in the main positively and cooperatively, Unoer all these 

conditions the ef'f'ecti~eness of' (f'or instance) an expansive 

policy on employment,_ production and f'oreign.trade can be 

estimated quantitatively, 
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So many of these conditions are not well satisfied j_n Portnc>:al. 

Wage _and. salary differential~ are trein~ndous in Portur:,al com

pared with Sw-eden._ An eveninr;-out process is made extremely 

difficult· due to the trade union structure with ntJmerous 

unions. formed according to skilJ s and !)lace of_ employment 

-implying resistance and frictions (reminding of the British 

·system) • The big dispersion in. 1<age ·costs corresponds to 

similar 'large differences. in productivity behrecn ple>n ts, 

. regions, branches. The backward re.~ions in agriculture, 

trade, small industry seem to expla-in the avera,ge lm> per ca

pita income and productivity of labour in Portugal. This 

means that there is a lot of concealed unemployment in 

lmv-productivity· firms within trade· andL-industry. 

Conservative .pol:i.cies of protection durine; the old ree;ime help 

to explain the dualistic structure of the economy and of the 

industry - with a very r,-reat number of very small and medium

-sized plants at the side of a fe1v larger companies (and 

plants) with modern technique and management. These larger 

modern companies are "sheltered" by the long tail.of unpro-

ductive firms. In this way these companies tend to receive 

surnlus ·nrofits. _ A ·high yie.ld on o'm capital seems to have 

created a _cJ.8.im on hir:;h profitability from the side of the 

big companie_s. (This was. one of my points in the study by 

the lforld Bank-Honetary Fund team of 1961~.) 

The dualism in Portue;al' s private. sector. has thus several 

dimensions. Combined Hith this there seem to exist rather 

old-fashioned .attitudes from the side_of the business commn

ni ty as· to modern policy approaches by GoYernment and trade 

unions. The new claims for radical. cha~ges in Gove;rnment 

policies therefore tend to meet suspicion and re~istanca 

from the side of the private sector. There is thus a serious 

confidence nroblem. 

Of course this is not only due to the backward and dualistic 

nature of the private sector. Also 'the nublic sector contcd.ns 

a lot of clash.es het~,!eBn th~ old a~nrl t}:.e new·.. 1'he hnrean-

. era tic and inflexible nature of the .Government apparatus i;~ 

well knm-m.- The level of education of the lmver strata o:f the 

bureaucracies will imply great difficulties when no1< the n<;ecls 

for implementation of new policies appear. The inertia Hill 
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be big, the slownessin handling of applications~ licenses 

and so on is documented. This inertia must stand in sharp 

contrast tl") the am-oitions o:f il.e,·r people in Government nnd 

administration, having fresh radical ideas about needed chan

ges in policy and in the economic and social system. T)1e 

many ne" ideas and their manifestations in nol:i,cies and regu

lations must run the risk of bad implementation in _practice. 

This is a serj_ous problem as peonle- are impatient and expect 

'"onders from the Government in a short time. 

The big structural problems of the Portu~tese economy can only 

be solved in the longer run. No immediate solution's are 

possible. Hy job only refers to the short run stabilization 

questions. But of course short run solutions should be such 

that they at least do not prevent a much needed process of 

structural chan,<>;e and reorganization of the economy.- Rather 
' , -

these changes and processes-should support each other; This 

means for instance that stimuli given to the private sector 

or expansion of the-public sector should be such that also 

lon,<C-term aims "ill be satisfied. It should be added that 

lo" productivity and unbalanced structure of the economy is 

not only a hindrance to_efficient stabilization policy. This 

situation must also mean that there_ is a bi,o; reserve of 

useful nro,iects - public, social and private - needed for long 

term economic -:o:rm;th that can be called upon for expansiona,ry 

policies. And the _existing lm; ayerage productivity a•t the 

same time should imply great opportunities for,gain.in 

efficiency and productivity. _From this optimisti_c point of 

view· the scarce factor to be mobilized is !!lan~em'?nt talent 

inside_ both the public and the private sectors. 

1H th these "ords" I have just liked to- sho" that I_ am aware 

of the tremendous problems of implementation of- good policy_ 

ideas into the Portu~ese economy. As pie hired above the 

short term policy problems ar'e-very great-because of alol the 

danger spots and risks that I have tried to point ou-t. There• 

fore I am very humble as to the relevance of the type of po-

licy recommendations that I am presentinr,-. They are necessa-

rily of a "S"edish type", partly referring to an economy 

functioning- more frictionless that the Portuc;uese economy and 

"ith less of hie: structural issues involved. 1-!y recommendations 

must be read ac-ainst this backt:ronnd and b-. tctken as suc-gestions 

in "hat directions results may_ be attained. 
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J •. Some St,.tistical ""cl Hethodolopical 'Problems 
'·' 

One of the major difficulties in assessing the current· 

situation and judging the recent trends refers to the general 

lack of reliable statistics. It_is indeed surprising that so 

very little of basic improvement in-economic.statistics has 

occurred since 1964. I remember how well .. a"t.,rare a.dministra-

tors and economists were already ten ·years ago of hm; slm·r 

and how poor the current statistical time series wer!". There 

is today still the same absence of such very important 

current statistics as: a reliable ·industrial production index;·

employment index for the main branches of activity, unemploy

ment statistics;, current statistics o.f"·i]'lvestment plans andc. --•''"'' 

profits, sales turnover in retail trade, etc. The price 

indices are not very reliable and published with too long 

time lags. The national accounts have many deficiencies and 

are presented with long time lags. 

The statistical basis for policy decisions is therefore abf!.~!:-:_-__ _ 

mally weak. There are apparent risks of-complete misinter

pretations of current trends, for instance as to development 

of investments, production, employment, and productivity. 

Certainly the struch1re of the Portuguese economy - especially 

with regard to the great number of small plants and retail 

shops -·implies great problems :for the col-lection and production 

of reliable statistics (it is necessary to rely on sm"ll 

samples). Anyhow my urgent advice is that the revolution is 

made to comprise also Portuguese economic statistics. There 

is plenty of potential supply of economists and statisticians, 

training is needed as we.ll as ideas and experts from abroad. 

The intelligent use of inadequat-e statistics and unreliable 

indicators is an art in the ministries in Lisboa. Hunches and 

guesses are made l-rith admirable courae;e. The restrictions on 

the various "guestimates" are determined by demands of a 

logical system of-simple interrelations. 

guesses must be systematic and logical. 

Estimates and 

The catalop;ue of dancer points in the· first part of this 

report had mainly a qualitative significance. i-lr,_rdly any 

quantitative pre6isions were tried. As a background to (;1-, 8 

following account of policy changes, it is desirable to 

present the kind of pictura of the current trends that I have 
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rec0:ivnd rlurinr: i-ntervie1vs anO :from statistical indicato~s. 

:r like to stress thc '.:'.!'~..!_;:t_i_E_:t;ies about the situation of the 

Pori:n.r_·n·ese econom·y b~r :~ivinr; alternati.ves tltat have been 

cliscnssed. 

'I'l-Jcre is considerable uncertainty about the· general develop

ment of production, productivity, and employment 1973-74, 

For GNP in real terms I found estimates from 4.5% growth 

1973-74 to guesses on zero growth, The·normal trend during 

the last decade was around 7% per year, Taking account of 

the shortening of the working time and st·oppap:es during 1974 

and allm<ing for some slowine,- down of productivity growth a 

maximal e:rowth rate of 4.5% is imaginable.,· The corresponding 

rate of increase for the volume of industrial production· 

,.,ould be around 6% (to be compared with a 9%. trend), 

Jnd~in:>: from other indicators and· from vie><s and feelings of 

Dcople in contact with economic lif'e I doubt that production 

volume in Portugal has been expanding·so much as these f'igures 

imply in a 11'estern world of deepenine,- recession, There is a 

general view that construction is declining ( especia2.ly of 

dwcllin"'s). ancJ.. investments in the private sector have been 

tending. to fall due to postponement ·of investment plans, 

.'.':xports are weakening and production in. the textile· and clo

thinr;- branche.s is being reO.uccd. 

From the demand side these tendencies have been counteracted 

by rapidly increasing demand for private consumption, The 

rea·l wage sum may have increased as much as 5% - .in· great 

contrast to the negative developments in most OECD countries 

during 1974. According to current guestimates the ><age sum 

should have increased by some 30-4_<.?;!, ·1973-74, say 35)b, and the 

cost of living index by' 27. 5]S, On.the other hand incomes from 

independent, employers inagriculture, trade, industry has 

increased less than wac;es or even declined and the holds for 

emigrants' remittances; It should be observed that a. large 

share of the increase in real disposable income 1973-74, en

larged by a decline in the household savinr:s rat .. e, was used 

for demandin,o: imnort<>.d r:oods, According to available statis

tics the volume of·imported consumption goods has increased by 

about 15'(, 1973-74 ( f'or durable consumption ~;oods import volume 
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rose by three times). This means that the demand for inter

nally produced consumption c;oods under these assumptions 

should have increased perhaps by less than 3%. 

It seems as if employment has kept up fairly well, ·al thout':h 

some evidence is presented·of a probable: decline of around., ...... 

2$ in the private sector (since the end of lastyear ). Of 

course guesses as to productivity changes should be conform 

with estimates of production an.d employment trends. There 

are apparently strone- pressures from the trade union side to 

keep up employmeht even if production and markets are sap;c;ing 

and profit margins are squeezed. ··To- the· -extent this is true-

productivity growth would be tinder pressure. ; -1 

These 'gangster statistics" presented above certainly give 

very little basis for judging .the factual production and 

employment changes during 1974. If my own guess of GNP growth 

1973-74 is 2-3'!1> that figure is just put up as a challenge. 

Apparently th·e Portuguese econorny· has been .seriously brouc;ht -

,out of balnnce during 1974. We can ·find indicator of' this. in 

the labour market, in the market for goods and services (the 

rapid rise ·of prices), in the balan.-,e of payme.nts, and on the 

credit and financial markets. 

Let me try to preserit a kind of general. statistical criterium 

for the disturbance of the balance bet"·een savings and 

investments. If we take the estimated differences between 

savings and o·utlays on investments (called "financial savings") 

'of the main sectors ·of the economy, the sum of these differences 

is identical 'dth the def-icit of the current balance of 

payments. According to very, very approximate statistical 

information and guesses the balances may look as follm;s: 

Current balance of payments 

Government consolidated deficit 

It follows that the consolidated 

"private sector" should have a 

total decrease in its surplus of: 

(Millinrd Escudos) 

1973 1974 Difference 

10 -15 -25 

-4 -15 -11 

-14 

-25 
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·There is a general p,-uess that househol=..d:::. _.::.:s.::;a:_v._i_n_.~-~ have decli-

ned considerably. The p,-rea ter its share of the· 11~ milliard 

in the calculation example the less is the squeeze of financial 

savinr:s of the business sector (in a .\iide sense). Even if. 

household savinl':s had fallen to zero il;l,l9'/l! it seems that the

re is still a deterioratj.on in the financial savings of the 

business sector, implying needs of.larger credits to keep up 

activity. 

This type of exercise is a challenge to systematic thinking 

even though the statistical est~.mates might be far from the 

·truth. The main implication of this '"ay of putting the 

balance problems is that the deficiency. of savinr;s in l974 

is a mirror imE'.ge of the balance of payments deficit. All 

the OECD countries (exce'Pt.1Ve3t Germany and U.S.A.) have the 

same type of 'Problem. The increase of oil prices and the 

deterioration of the terms of trade have implied a drain of 

purchasinc; po"er going to the oil (and ra"' material) countries, 

correspondinl'," in average to some 3% of GNP. As in PortuP,"al 

there \<ill be a corresponding decline in financial savini,:s 

insirle the countries, implying larger Government budget defi

cits a,.;,d/or reductions in f.inan~ial sa~inF,S in the private 

sector. But these disturbances in the'balance of vayments and 

in the Government budget are no reasons for reducing general 

activ;.ty. The aim shouldbe {but in several countries is not) 

to keep up activity - production, ii).vestment and employment -

by means of the credit mechanism: borrm,ing from abroad (the 

"recyclinG" issue) and financing the increased Government and 

business sector deficits·by expanded loans. 

These considerations clearly apply to Portugal. The deterio

ration of Portue;8.l 1 s terms of trade 1973-74 of. the order of 

size of 10-15')/, of course impiy a general decline in producti-

vity from the point of vie>f of the \<hole economy. It has to 

be paid in the future by means of more export volume in rela

tion to imports. But not no\<! Acti'vity.can be maintained 

by 

by 

borroHing from abroad (indirectly surplus oil money). and 

reducd.n:::- the exchanee reserves. Internally the correspon-

dingo" savinc;s def'ici ts in Government and business sectors 

should be covered hy lonns. Ohserve that e<nch credit expansion 

need not be inflationn.ry. The credit expansion is just an 

express1.on for the increased savin~s deficits that necessarily 
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follow· from the primary balance of payments disturbance. 

From this point of vie1; I find the present rate of credit 

expansion in Portue;al surprisine;ly loH; On top of the 

credit nceds.arising out of increasin~ neeative financial 

savinc;s in the private sector (pa:rtly.correspondinr: to the 

squeeze of profit mar,o;ins) there must be an increased· credit 

demand clue to the big rise in 11al':e and raw material costs, 

the general rise of prices for goods in stocks. In a coun-

-!ory like S1<eden Hi th a third of the inflation rate . of Por

tugal bank credits have been rising at the rate of about 

20')1, per year 1973-7/J.. For the. Portu,c~uese -commercial banks 

including ·-the rapidly risine: discounts ·O·f· the Bank of Portur:al

there is a total rate of credit expansion Harch-.October 1971~ 

of less than 15% (annual rate). I realize that there are 

other supplies of credits-'- also.for the large companies 

.from abroad althoue;h apparently a dim:inishing source·of supply. 

It.is a .gr13at problem to watch the vulnerabJ.e financial struc

ture of the Portu,o:uese economy. Too restrictive credit pol·icy 

may create a financial crisis and reduce investments and pro

duction at the weak p0ints of the economy. Ho11ever, there is. 

a dilemma b.'9re. The big financial. needs. of the Government 

and the private sector may if "fully" satisfied create !3.2_ 

much liquidity that the internal inflation is stimulated. 

Apparently the acceleration of the price rise during 1972-73 

was made possible by large injections of money and credit 

into the system. 

4. Needs of Improved Gov'>rnment Policy 

lfuat really matters is the current trends and the expected 

results during 1975. The following forces·work ·in the direc

tion of" increasin::':' veakness of production and emplo~:·ment i~. 

Portugal: 

1) Dee. periing recession and increasinG unemployment in most . . 

OJ~CD countries having nC::gative .effects on Demand for 

~~-!_". from PortuRal. 
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2) ]=nvestmcnts in the private sector sho1·1inf-:; _increasing 

1veakne ss. This '"ill depend on a e-enernl ·squeeze of pro-

fj_ t mare;ins ag{';rava tin~ the difficulties in f'inancine-

j_nvestments and also makin,",' expectations of nrofitability 

pessimistic. The confidence factor -· mentioned above -

could be a,.,.,n,ravating. To this must· be. ·added the ho:!'.den'

cies of slm-rer gro,-rth of stagnation reducing or elimina

ting needs of' ellJ~arr;ing capacity. --It is evident that 

these tendencies Hill var<_r a lot for ct:ifferent branches 

of activity. 

3) Construction of' houses is already in a d~ep recession. 

The demand for houses and f'J.Rts has declined so much that 

some construction. 1-rork has been interrupted. Under ,e:iven 

conditions - 1-rithout .change of polj_cy - this depression 

in house construction 1¥ill continue. 

4) There may als·o apnear a slac~ening of ·con.sumry_!_!on demand, 

partly as a reaction to the boost in real wa~es and con

sumpt-ion during 1971~. Real Hages will probably rj_se 

much less (or not at all) to 1975, independe!'lt employers' 

earnings may b~ s(]_ue·e_ze~, and emierants 1 remittances may 

stagnate and decline in real terms because of continued 

inflation. 

1-/hat happens to· the pybl_ic~tor is de,endent on the econo-

-mic policies carried out during 1975 (see belo;;). The con

clusion from this survey of automatic tendencies on the 

demand side - at unchan~ed economic policy - is a continued 

deepening of the recessj __ on in Portugal during 1975, 

. 5) This tcmdency can be enforced by financial dif:J;:icul ties 

due to profit squeeze and 'insufficient credit su"'ply, 

effecting neg3.tively not only investments but also the 

current level of activity a.nd employment. 

6) From th:i.s 1-10uld follm< a declining supply of jobs and 

risin:o; uncmnJo-.,imen.t. ________ , ___ .,.. __________ _ As mentj_oned above contin1.1ed rlemo-

hilization_, the re-Lu]_:"'n of' emirr,rctnts ~from A:frica and Euro-

pe 9 declini?"l:'-"-: ra·te of' ernigr~-..... tion, all this moy me<1.n rapi-

dly increasinr·: demand for. emplOyment .. These t0ndencies -

i:f not counteractcrl - col-lld imply s rise of tl.,_e llP.ein::>.l.oy-
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men t rate above lO~s during 1975. 

7) Portucal cannot avoid the modern malaise of 11estern 

capi t8.list countries of stagtlatiori, the 

combip.a tion of hi,o;h or risin,c;· unemployment 1<i th ranirt 
' 

in:t;_la ti.2.1}• The impact i'rom the inflation in other 

countries is unavoidable vith the· escurto beinr: leapt 

sf'S.hle in relation to an avera[':e of OECJ!_ currencies; a 

de.yaluation 'vould mean incr_e.asin,?,' inflationary pressure. 

1Hth at least 10% rise· in international prices 1974-75 

i.t is then easy to imae;ine continued rise of cost of 

living in Portu.:;al of 15-20%. The pressure for <::ompen

sa tion from the side of \-lat:";G earners will be strong- and· 

this tendenc:r may be stren,7thened because of the needs 

to raise the lo1·rest ranzes on the wage .scale. much more. 

There ·is a. r:i.sk for a· strong wage-1<age spiral dur:i.ng 

1975. 

When look:i.ng at these seven types of dancers for a ser:i.ous 

deter:i.orat:i.on in the economic situat:i.on :i.t must be kept in 

mind that the dangers are closely :i.nterrelated. For instance 

lm< investments mean more unemployment and slower gro1vth 

and so-. on. 

But it :i.s :i.n spite of th:i.s necessary to make pr:i.or:i.tj.es 

between the aims. X Pnt hi-~h emnlovment and lo"':-r unernulovment 
. ·----

as number one of the a:i.ms •. That means of course also that 

econom:i.c activ:i. ty both :i.n the publ:i.c and the pr:i.vate ~'actors 

should be kept up and st:i.mulated, .This impl:i.es that suff:i.

cient :i.nflation and def:i.cits of the balance of paym.ents must 

be allo1<ed', 1vi th "· deep 1<orJ d recession around Portuc:;al, 

probably lasting over the 11hole of 1975 and part of 1976, a· 

considerable loss- of ex-change. re serves and -borroHing from 

abroad must follo1< 1<hen Portno;al aims atkeepinr; np activity 

and thus not ta!cinc; :full.part in the 1<orld recession, But 

the hope is that a stronc: recovery o:f. the 1<orld business cycle 

during 1976 Hill then begin to ease the strains ofthe 

Portuc;ue se balanc.e · of payments. 

I h:-tve littJe confidence thPlt .very -restrictive monet.8.ry an_d 

fiscal policies 1<ill be e:ftective in holding back inflation. 
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The necessary condi.tion for dampening inflation is that 

war-:e costs are ~tabilized with the help .of at l·east one year 

col lee ti ve a,<:;reements, Because of unavoidable inflation 

(see Section 3), some cost of. living i~dex clause has to be 

included in the a,<;reements, The main pu:r;p<;>se- is· to attain 

some long run stability in the labour market, 

There .will be limited room for a further increase in. real 

wages during 1975. Under given conditions Gl-TP cannot be expec

ted to rise along· its trend line and an increasinr, share of 

the GNP grm·rth should be used for investment and expansion 

of the public sector, The important aim must. be to avert an 

internal '-race-price spiral by introducing some form of 

declared price-i-ncome __ policy. 

The aims should include a protection and some rise in the 

standard (real '-rap:es) of the lowest groups and a tolerable 

reduction of the standard of the .higher .income <;roups, The . . . '•• -

s·etting of the income policy should include a. one-t;me adiust-

ment of price-nosit;ons that have come badly out of balance 

because of price control measures and subsidies, The Govern

ment budget :i.s loaded w·i th an intolerablv lari>:e amount of 
. ·"' 

sub~idi~ paid out for keeping down prices of public and 

pr:i.vate goods. and services, ·On top of this I imagine that a 

.number of.prices are kept too lov with regard to increased 

costs, (Hovever the views as to the effectiveness of existing 

price controls differ,) The main aim is t.o. restore -the 

viabilitv o:f the price-cost system '-rithout causing a cumulative 

price-wa:e:e spiral, Such a one-time adjustment of prices (and 

index-re,::u.la ted ,.mges) sho.uld be · follo,·red by re la ti ve :;tabili ty 

(l-rithout new subsidies), Price control of standard goods and 

close supervision of g"eneral price development '-rill be necessary, 

All this must have the character of a social contr_::;_ct - Hhere 

trade unions and employers understand and accept the aims of 

the Government, 

From the priority of the employment and development aims :follul<S 

that both credit and fiscal nol:!,cies must be sufficiently 

ex-pansive. .In the previous section: I h2ve tried to explain 

hou the distl'.rbed balances for savings and investments mav 

lead to receRsion if sufficient credit expansion does not 

come about, I :fear that the present crec1.:i.t policy is too 
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· restrictive. A great number of' :firms .. are in financing diffi

culties. Because of' the profit squeeze and risin .. o: costs and 

_prices they need more ~enerous credit support. At the same 

time severe restrictions on consu'11ption loans must be conti-

nued. The exprtnsive credit policy mus~. be s_elect:tve. Accor-

ding to my•.<vo!.ew· ·savino:s and the f'lcm;c-·o·f• emic:ran t s' re'lli. t tnnc.e s.> o. ,. 

should be stimulated by higher interest rates (up to the 

international level) and alSo by index l<?ans. 

In the previous section I have discussed -the d1.lemm:< o:f an•· . __ _, _______ . __ _ 
expansive monet8.ry and credit policy. For the time being 

there is a:cco,rding to my vie" more ri!'k.that a too restrictive,. 

too slo1-rly ·por1cin:o:- credj_t ap-paratus te_!i.ds to crea·te empl-o-y-· 

ment problems ccnd investments postponement. nut later on ,_,. 

too generouB ·monetary policy may imply· too m11ch J.j_n,nidi ty f'Ht 

into the system and consequent in:f1ationary demand pressure. 

It is easy but not helpful to advise on a balanced moaetary 

policy, _f'indine; the right position bet"een these danr>:ers. I 

can only appeal to the skillf'ul " Fingerspitzgef'uhl" _of' the 

Bank of' Portugal management group. 

Their w-ork would, however, be made easier if' the deficit o:f the 

consolidated Government budget is !·0pt under control. That 

means a_better coordination of fiscal and monetary nolicies. 

As is stressed belm<· full employment policy must partly rely 

on a bip; expansion of' expenditures :for public works. Increa-

sed expenditures of' this kind should therefore be connen~ated 

:for by a radical cutting down of all kinds of' subsidiAs_ pe.id 

out by the Government - as suggested above - and also by some 

increased taxes (see. bclm·r). 

The expansive credit policy should also be supported by a _o;i=i

f'icant stimulous to nriv8te savim,-s both from households and 

f'irms. Because of' existing expectatj~ons and fearf_; as to conti

nued rapid infla t:j.on some kind of index deposits (and loane;) 

should be introduced. This measure should be especially 

adapted to the emigrants' remittances; it is a moral as \·lell 

as an ecrinomic issue to create o:ood-alternatives for the 

placement of ·such Ravin,~s. Certainly_ there ar0 many ·com-rl i'-· 

cations ·1·1ith indexation of deposit-s·, l·oans, and also 1-ra,n:-e::-~.-

Limits must be set. Tl1ere are alHays dan:':ers that C'covernment 
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introduction of indexation is iriterpreted as a.mi~trust in the 

effectiveness of its mm anti-inflationary policy. According 

to my vie« it need not be so, if indexation is a part of' a 

general program of· stabiliza tion measures - a. paclG"t,c-:e deal 

of the type I am su~c::estinr_;. In fact indexa-tion may support 

a stabil:i.?:ation policy b}r :L~.creaSinp; savinr;s and eliminating 

needs of' extra risk premiums in· 1VaF:e barp;-aininr; •. ~fith 

indexation it will also be easier to shift to a lower rate 

of inflation. 

The sur;e:ested price and income policy contains measures for 

re-establishing ::~~~_!?}-~--.P_!'of'i t_~_cins_. 'fhi·s should 0..lso 

mean a hit~her level of' private savincs and less need of' P.X":'""!~n.-. 

si ve crecli t policy. This type of' generoE<i ty· to the business 

sector could - in the packap:e deal - lJe combined w·i th 

It 1-rould. he an 

economist's dream to have 21. radical rise of the tax rat0 

combined 1·rith exemption fOJ:"' spurious profits arisin~ :from 

m:tscalcula tion due to .the inf'la tj_on (on. stocl:s 2.nd la,c:,r::in.c 

depreciations). A rise of. pro.:fi t taxes could perhaps more 

easily be combined with special allo,.;ances for ne:!....._i:':':Y_est

!"_~_!1.!~·-(e.g. along the lines of the Swedish investment fund 

system), se> that the stimulous to .profit,_ savings is combin<"d 

with a stimulous to investment. 

The direct expansionary policies by the· Government.><ill 

mainly refer to building activity, Buildinr>: "ctj_vity should 

be expanded and supported by the Government. Crash pror;Tams 

for increasing building of dwellings, hospital, roads, 

schools, etc. are needed to keep up activity. There are 

tremendous needs of these things in Portugal and there are 

resources available in labour and materials. But certainlv the

re are restrj_ctions in this field for attaining ouick results 

(lack of initiative, plans ••• ) • 

Therefore the public sector cannot alone solve the emplovmont 

and development Problems. The positive response of the private 

sector is very much needed. And here·I come to the key 

c one e p t : f.E!.'!ci0,E!ll!' g • 
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In S'>eden ·the socialist Government in times of ,o;reat econo

·mic problems seeks ·eag-erly cooperation and advice from leadine: 

business men "ho till shm> responsibility and understanding. 

It should be the same in Portu(';al. 1_'his country has ce.rtainly 

a e-reat deficiency of leadership and manap;ement talent and 

the!'e is therefore a r>:reat ne<ed to. mobilize all such resonrces. 

Certainly there are different political views of what the 

economic and ·social system ili: ----POY.tue:al should be; ho1v much 
. --~--------------·----------·-·----------
socialization, ho1-v mnch Government interference and re,'_:,'..J.lation 

of private business there oucht to be. But these are mostly 

lonG,- run issues. NoH it is necessary. to make the presently 

exist-ing Portuguese economy ,.,ork as e:ff'iciently as possible 

during the coming '3-4 years. The Portug·uese Government is 

so stronF, that it need not be and cannot afford to be 

negative and suspicious to1·rarQ.s lea(iin(~7 business men in the 

private sector. An or~anizati.on for mutual advice and coope--

ration should be ~stablished. 

Hy conclusion in that the big private sector of the Portu

gue&e economy in industry and trade should thus be given a 

reassurance.of confidence by the Government in the form of a 

declaration of short term plans for opera t.ing the economy. 

A package of' stabilization measures along the lines suggested 

here could be a basis for this. Private initiative must be 

mobilized and sfimulated for production, investment and 

export activities under conditions clarified by the Govern-

ment. Th.e rules of t'cle g:o.m_<:: f'or private enterprises must 

be given.and I presume that these rules in the main will be 

the same as before the revohttion.· Such a declaration of' 

aims and plans does of course not and should not exclude.new 

deals as to Government plannin!; Hi th new boards and public 

authorities for dealing with urgent problems. I can imagine 

the needs of an Tnvestment Conncil for coordinatine; big 

public and private investments as well as a State Holding 

Comp8.ny :for t:::tkin,~ over a limited number of sta tegic private. 

production. The spirit of this Government expansion shonld 

be positive and cooperative in relations to the business 

community. 
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As a ~.:':2::'3'1: of retnrn to more normal conditiorui\};he' stock 

e.xchanp;e could be reopened but of course only "'-S a small 

part of' the "t-rhole packae~e prot~rtm. The reasons and aims for 

suc'h a pack::tp:e pror-;oram ,.,i th, its many ne'" measnres should be 

well Clarified to the -public. The new deal, ... flhOl_lld, be. esta-

biished in ,o:ood understandine; both·with the trade unions ,, -· ,._,, .. 
and the business sector. 

,,. 

i 
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MACROECONOHIC POLICY IN THE SHORT. RUN 

1. _The Current Level o£ Economic Activity 

Every economist who. visits Portugal comments on the ina-. 

dequacy o£·the··statistics. It is--almost-·illlpossible to know· .. 

with any preci·sion what is happeni-ng ... cu-r.rently. Annual 

data are not ·very use£ul in the present ... situation, because 

it is important to trace the evolut.ion .. of': economic events 

since April. Not many .quarterly or monthly statistics exist, 

and those that do exist are available only with a long lag ... 

There£ore·~ we can give only a very impressionistic survey of···

the current· state of af£airs,. relying" -on .scattered statisti .. cs .. 

and general impre3sions. 

The data £or the last months of 1974 show a decrease irr· 

economic activity as compared with spring. For example, 

employment (excluding agriculture-and general government) was 

0.7% lower in October than in April, and at about the same 

·level as in October 1973. This is to· be·compared with an 

increase o£ I% a year between 1970 and 1973. Employment in 

construction was 4% lower in October than in April. Hanu

£acturing employment showed very little change. 

Registered unemployment was 69,660 in December 1974, 

compared with 36, 049 in December 1973 and 38, SOS in April 

1974. The December·£igure may be too high £or comparison 

with previous years, because beginning in October there was 

a special incentive £or unemployed workers to register. 

We are told that the coverage of this series is probably 

about 3S% o£ all those employed. In that case, the true 

number of unemployed workers may be 200,000, or almost 

7% of the Iabor· £orce. That is a very substantial 

unemployment rate, especially since it applies mostly to 

nonagricultural workers. 
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The unemployment figure may :l.nclude some· effects from 

demobilization and perhaps some returned emigrants, But 

those factors would not affect the statistics for vacant 

jobs: 

1974 1973 

April 23,708 14,254 

December· 5,174 2o,544 

The coverage of these data is unknown, but there has 

evidently been a substantial decrease in the demand forlabor 

since April. 

Seasonal·Iy' adjusted consumption of' electricity fell 

from April to June, rose sharpl~· agairi' in' October and then 

fell 3% in November. ·This figure includes household con

sumption and is affected by the weather and the use of 

consumer durables, V~ry partial figures for the consum

tion ofelectricity by industry suggest a definite reduction 

at the end of the year compared with the beginning, 

As. for indicators of construction activity: the· consump-

. tion of cement fell by lo% between Apri'l and September, then 

rose slightly in October an~ sharply in November (maybe for 

extra-economic reasons), The figures for building permits 

are available only until the third quarter, The number 

11as lmier in each quarter of 1974 than in. the corresponding 

quarter of 1973. In total, the number of building permits 

issued fell 2% between the third quarter of 1973 and the 

third quarter of 1974; but housing was down 4% and construc

tion for manuf'acturing industry 1vas do1m by one-third. 

Unfortunately., the only ·other way to judge what is 

happe_ning to investment is from imports of machinery, and 

these are (a) in current·prices·and (b) subject to consi

derable timing errors. Moreover, the figures themselves 

are very irregular, 

It is generally agreed, however, that total investment 

fell by about 4.5)b in real terms between 1973 and 1974; and 

private investment more than that, but these are annual 

data, and underestimate the fall within 1974. 

Unfortunately the survey data-.on the degree of utili

zation of industrial.capacity are not available for 1974, and 

1-re are told not to trust the industrial production index. 



To sum up, the data suggest a mi1d but definite recession 

of economic activity, probab1y concentrated in construction 

and perhaps in investment genera11y. Most observers think 

that these few series underestimate the degree of recession. 

We can conc1ude at a minimum that the Portuguese economy 

starts 1975 ldth a margin of unemp1oyed 1abor and excess 

productive capacity. 

(The exi:stence of this margin of exce_§s c:;tpacity dces not 

prevent Portuga1 from suffering an inf1ation of prices. The 

same is true in most countries o:f the wor1d.- However the 

Portuguese inf1ation is in ~·ome respects--different, as we wi11 

mention 1ater. The p:o:-ice indexes in PortugaL appear to be 

espec:l.'l-11y bad, but ·the genera11y accept.ed···order o:f magnitude 

is. that consumer prices in Lisbon have risen by about 

3a:/> in a year.) 

11. The Under1ying Factors 

To ·.:.nderstand the course of events. and design an 

appropriate economic po1icy one must take into account two 

sets o:f factors: first, those matters of genera1 economic 

princip1e that are common to a11 Europe and North America 

today, and second, those factors lihich are specia1 to 

Portuga1 after the_ 25th of Apri1. 

A. Genera1 Princip1es 

These are we11 understood by_ Portuguese. c:conomists, 

but we repeat them here :for emphasis • It is a fundamenta1 

. ru1e o:f economics that incomes from production are 

generated by expenditures on goods and services, so that 

the expenditure side and the nationa1. income side must 

ba1ance. Thus the two fo11owing tota1s are the same: 
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Private Consumption + Household· incomes after tax (including dividends 
and pu!:>lic assis
tance) 

Public Consumption + + Undistributed Company Profits after tax 

Private Investment + = 

Public Investment + + Taxes 

Exports-Imports 

It is usual: to transform this relation·into the so-called 

Savings-

Investment Balance: 

Household Saving (i.e., Household Income plus transfers f'rom abroad-

Consumption) 

+ Business Savings {Undistributed profits) -: Private Investment 

Government Saving (Tax revenue - Public consumption) - Public Investment. 

= Exports +Transfers from.abroad -'imports 

= Balance of' payments surplus on current account, 

1ihen there is a change in any item in the Saving-Investment 
' Balance there must be offsetting changes in one or more other items, ! 

because the balance is always preserved, 

From this point of' vie,f, one basic f'act of' life for Portugal 

{as for other oil - and f'ood - importing countries) is its trans

formation f'rom a country with a current-account surplus to a 

country \d th a current-account deficit. The swing from 1973 ·to 

1974 is v3ry large, f'rom a current-account surplus of 6 billion 

escudos to a deficit of' ~ome 13 billion escudos, or 19 billion 

escudos of difference, 

. t 
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Huch, though not all, of this S\<i.ng in the current is 

beyond Portugal's control in the short run, All countries 

that are net importers of oil, ·food and other raw materials 

have had this experience, The import bi·ll of the first t!n·ee 

quarters of' 1974 was 22 billion escudos higher than in the 

same period of 1973, Over half of this increase occurred in 

the four categories of meat and vegetable products, mineral 

products (including oil) and plastics and ·res·ins, There was a 

further large increase in. the category of metals and metal 

products, In some of' these categories there may have been an 

increase in the real volume of imports 9 but most of the 

increase must represent the rise in wor1.d·prices, 

Exports almost stagnated bet,~een 1973 and 1974 9 and may 

have fallen in real tenns. Some of' this loss of exports may 

have occurred because Portug-uese prices rose faster than 

prices abroad, especially after the very rapid rise in Hac;es 

in spring o:f 1974. But the >-ridespread and severe recession 

tn Portugal's main export markets (ICEC countries and the USA). 

must surely have been the predominant drag on exports, The 

slo1~do'm in remittances :from emigrant w·o.rkers probably 01·1es 

something to uncertainty about condi.t':i.ons in Portugal, but 

there too the recession in the host countries is undoubtedly 

an important :factor, 

Thus the deterioration of' the current account is pr1.marily 

an event beyond Portugal's control, However the Portuguese 

economy must adapt to this change, It is very important to 

realize that this is more than an event in the .balance of 

payments; tt affects the rest of the economy inevitabJ.y 

through the Saving-Investment Balance, One can see hoH this 

has happened by comparing the estimated figures for 1973 and 

1974. 

"'"'·" 
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Household Saving (residual ;_ tem) 

' Business Saving -(including depreciation) 

~ Private Investment 

Public Sector Saving (including depreciation) 

~ Public Investment 

Current Account Surplus 

1973 1974 

(109 escudos) 

28.3 25.8 

22.6 24.7 

45.2 50.6 

10.5 -0.7 

10.1 11.9 

6.1 -12.7 

The table shows ho>• the swing of' 1).8 billion escudos in 

. the current external .balance """' absorbed in 1974. There 

"t,.ras an :i.ncrc9-_se ·in public a.rid private investment o:f 7 • 2 

billion. (These f'igm.'es are all in current prices. The 

increase in inv_eStm~nt in money terms was not eriough to main

tain investment in real terms. Real investment is. estimated 

to have ~ by 4 1/2% between 19"(3 and 1974.) The saving 

o:f households. and businesses was almost· unchanged: -house

holds reduced their saving by 2.5 b:lllion and businesses 

increased their saving by.2.1 billion escudos. 
. ~-

the reduction in the .current. account balance 

.by ·a corresponding reduction in the saving of' 

sector in the amount of' 11.2 billion escudos. 

The rest of' 

was absorv;ed; · 
. -:l 1: J 

the· pubLic 

The public sector's contribution to the absorption of' the 

change .in the current accotmt balance w·as ·thus ··13 ·billion 

escudos (11.2 reduction in public saving + 1,8· increase in 

public•sector investment). If' the government budget had 

not gone into deficit, economic forces \Yould have c·aused- the 

priyate sector's saving-investment balance to change instead, 

It is- very unlikely tha·t private investment .,-ould have been 

higher under the circumstances. (To af':fect tlie saving.-invest-

~ent balance, an extra investment .,-ould have to be financed 

in the capital ·markot, or the banking system.)· The normal 

... expectation is that a recession would·have 'Jeen created large 

enough to.reduce private saving '!:>y the required amount. 
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Such a recession would also reduce imports and (perhaps) in

cre.ase exports, and thus improve the external balance, One 

can say, therefore, that the w·illingness of the public sector 

to maintain aggregate demand for goods and services by goinr; 

into def'i.cit protected the economy from a very severe recession, 

Since the deterioration of' the external balance was caused 

largely by forces outside Portugal's control, the only avail

able choice was bet,~een a public deficit and recession. 

'£he choice that '"as taken was undoubtedly the correct one. 

B. Special Factors in Portugal 

1. Monetary Policy 

On the average, over the decade from 1964 to 

1973> the Bank of' Portugal has essentially monetized 

the increase in Portugal 1 s.f'oreign exchange reserves. 

In the three years 1970-1973, the balance of' payments 

of' the escudo area had a surplus of' about 27 billion 

escudos; the emission of the Bank of' Portugal increa

sed by 26 billion escudos, During those years, the 

rate of' inflation was about 12% annually, 

:,, .• ~·'"'In i974;' \iith' th~·ba:{:.C'n:-ee'· of' :payments in deficit,. 

the Bank of Portugal quite correctly avoided a reduc

tion in the money supply, which could only have led 

to a deep recession. 

On the other hand, it appears that .monetary 

policy in Portugal was extremely tight in 1974, and this 

may have contributed to the weakness of' private 

investment, especially building. The basic figures 

are set out in the Table, (some of' them are crude 

estimates made by us.) 



First 6 months :Third Q_uarter. Fourth Quarter ~ 

Change inliabilities (billions of escudos} 

phange in money stock 

(H2) 

1973 19.0 16.1 29.2 64.3 

1974 5.5 12.0 (20.0) 37.5 

Change in residual 

1973 0.3 2.1 . 0.2 2.6 

1974 1.7 -4.0 (o) -2.3 

Change in assets 

Domestic Credit 
Expansion 

1973 16.0 14.5 28.0 58.5 

1974. 15.8 9.0 (29.0) 54.0 
I 
i 

Change in foreign assets 

1973 3.3 3.7 1.4 8.11 

1974 -8.6 -0.5 (-9.0) -18.0 

... -; 
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In this table, .. the figures for the fourth quarter of 

1974 (and therefore for the year as a lvhole) are guesswork, 

but we have tried to be on the high side. The important 

fact that stands out in this table is that the total 

increase in the money supply i.n 1974 is likely to have 

been only about 38 bi:llion escudos of about 12 1/2'/o, in 

a year in l>hich the GNP at current market prices probably 

increased by about 21+%. This can only be described as an 

extraordinarily tight monetary policy. 

The counterpart of this slow expansion of the money 

supply, given the fall in reserves, is the relatively slow 

expansion of credit extended domestically to the private 

and public sectors by the banlcing system as a 11hole, \ve 

estimate that net .credit expansion in 1974 will be about 

the same as in 1973, or perhaps slightly lower, although 

the financial needs of the economy increased much more 

rapidly in 19711 than in 1973, 

Naturally, with this tight monetary policy, interest 

rates are higher. The formal :l.nterest rates undoubtedly 

understate the . true increase • 1>hich can show· itself in 

requirements that borrowers absorb certain fees and costs, 

or keep compensating balances, In any case, credit con

ditions are certainly perceived as very tight and very 

difficult, (There are important questions about the 

quality o:f prospective borrom'>rs, which will be touched 

on later.) There appears to be room for a considerably 

more expansionary monetary policy • and this l<ill be 

discussed later on, 

One important side issue needs to be discussed. There 

appears to have been a drain of cash from the banking 

system into private hoards, beginning at about the time of 

the revolution, Some of this undoubtedly reflected a loss 

of confidence in the safety of bank deposits, but there 

1vere other causes as ''ell, 

The importance of this increase in private hoards is 

its potential :for creating a sudden and unexpected increase 

in the demand·. :for goods and services if the owners should 

suddenly decide to dishoard, (This would amount to a rise 
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in the velocity of' circulation of money,) The f'inancial 

authorities are cor;rectly worried about this possibility, 

which could conceivably happen so suddenly that it could 

not be properly of'fset, 

The serim.1sness of' the problem depends both on the 

size of the ·hoards and the motives for holdj_ng them (be

cause the likelihood of sudden dishoarding must be related 

to the motives). It is, of' course, impossible to measure 

the volume o:f hoarding directly. It has to be estimated 

indirectly from the behavior of the components of' the 

money supply. Some estimates of the volume of' hoarding, 

based primarily on the normal composition of the money 

supply (currency, sight deposits, time deposits), ran as 

high as 17 billion escudos. This approach assumes that 

the main motive :for hoarding is fear for the safety of' bank 

deposits. Another possibility is that the increase in 

currency in circulation results from redistribution of 

income, especially to the extent that it favours lo••-income 

persons Hho have not acquired the habit of' using bank 

deposits. That hypothesis is very difficult to test 

in the absence of statistics on income distribution. lo/e 

have made a first attempt in the follmiing -.ray. The table 

sho•<s the aggregate w·age bill in billions of escudos for 

the years 1970-1973, and a crude guess for,l971+. It also 

gives the note circulation :for each ye~r (average o:f end 

of.year and end of preceding year), and the ratio to the 

wage bill. 

Year: 1970 1971 1972 197:3 1974 

Wage bill 68.2 (137) 

Note circulation 27.1 30.2 33.3 36.4 51.7 

Ratio .399 .390 1373 .344 (.377) 

The proportion of the note circulation to the wage bill 

f'ell from 1970 to 1973 and then rose in 1974. (The 1974 

wage bill is not merely a "gangster statistic" but a 

"Hafia statistic"! ) One can estimate the amount of 
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hoarding by assuming a ·"normal" ratio for 1971i, and there:.: 

fore a "normal" note circulation for 1974. The difference 

from the actual note circulat:ion could be an est:imate of 

the volume of cash hoard:ing. If the "normal" rat:io for 

1974 w·ere the same as that for 1973, then the volume of 

hoarding :is less than 5 b:ill:ion escudos. If the "normal" 

ration for 1974 ·cere as low as .315 (as much l01ier than 

1973 as 1973 were lo1;er than 1972), then the volume of 

hoarding could be 8 1/2 b:ill:ion escudos, 

This is a much smaller estimate than the others that 

have been made. Also, :if the increase in note circulation 

is related to the size of the '"age b:ill, sudden dishoard:ing 

is very t.mlikely 9 though it may occur gradually as more· 

people come to use the bank:ing system.. The whole question 

of the volume. of hoarding should be further invest:igated by 

Portuguese economists, None of the estimates made so far 

seems reliable, (Some observers detect the beginn:ing of 

a reflux of banknotes already.) 

Under present conditions 9 the existence of hoarding is 

not so dangerous as to interfere ~rith the conduct of a 

flexible monetary policy. ~:Ven in the future 9 a return of 

confidence in the banking system 1WUld probably co:irtc:ide 

Hith a revival of economic activity generally 9 and thus 

1>'i th increased credit needs. In any case 9 since information 

about developments :in the monetary system is available 

relatively quiclGy, the Bank of' Portugal could offset even 

a fairly sudden return of cash to the banking system. 

2. ~1oney 1vages 

The second special factor to be discussed :is the rap:id 

rise in nominal wages in the spring of 1974·, The increase 

in the minimum 1mge is estimated to have affected 4l<{o of 

the workers (I do not lmow if this applies to the whole 

labor force or only the covered part of it.) and to have 

brought about a 28% increase in the average wage in 

nominal terms. There '"as presumably a further rise in the 

average 1>'age as other 1vage rates adjusted to the increase 

in the minimum. 
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1{e agree entirely 1d th the desirability of income 

redistribution in Portugal. ·tiowever, so large and sudden 

an increase in '"age 1;ould have destroyed many firms if 

prices. had been rigidly controlled. In fact, prices have 

risen rapidly, but some increase in the real \iage remains. 

There are different estimates of the size of the increase 

in real vages since April 0 mainly because of the unrel·ia

bility of the price index, but the consensus is that the 

real 1vage rose 5-10)/, from September 1973 to September 

1974, perhaps faster in the six months beb•een April and 

September or October. 

One o:f the by-products of this desirable rise in real 

uages has been a decrease in the profitability of many 

enterpri-ses, including some substancial ones. No doubt 

the profitability o:f many firms has been squeezed further 

by the recession in eeonomic activity. The ,;eal'...ness of 

export markets, priee controls, and the tightness of 

credit. The problem hero is not only the difficulty of 

reviving private investment under the circum-stances, but 

in some cases even the survival of the firms themselves. 

Nany.firms, including substancial ones, are said to 

b.e borro;·:ing from banks in order to pay 11ages and meet 

other current costs. The banks in turn tend to renew 

such loans 1·thEin they mature, because a .,i thdra.val of 

credit might drive many such firms into bankruptcy. But 

the banks are aware of the poor quality of many of their 

borrm-rers, and of new applicants for credit. An easing 

of' the reserve position of' the banks, unaccompanied by 

any other policy measures, might leave the banks unwilling 

to acquire highly risky assets.· 

This is not an argument against credit expansion, which 

is certainly necessary. It suggests however that a more 

expansionary monetary policy will need to be accompanied 

by a policy uith respect to the structure of the financial 

system, and with respect to the profitability of private 

business, subject alw·ays to the requirements of social 

justice. 

. :! 
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III. Economic P<ilicy 

A. '.rhe Budget 

1. The external deficit on current account will probably 

be even larger in 1975 than in 1974. Some forecasts run 

to 25 billion escudos (but this cannot be compared directly 

with the earlier table, because the statistical def'ird tions 

are difJ'erent), The main reasons for this worsening of' the 

current account are a possible stagnation of emigrants' 

remittances, and continuing economic ''eakness in Europe and 

No_rth America. It is too early to !mm; whether Portuc;al 1 s 

rapid inflation Hill be refleci:ed in some loss of interna

tional competitiveness. The development of' 1-~orld food and 

oil prices is uncertain, but an improvement in 1<heat prices, 

for instance, is unlikely to occur before the end of the 

year 9 if at all., The main direct action to be taken here 

is to limit imports of luxury consumption ·goods as has 

been done--a bit too late--,fith automobiles. 

I:f the current exter-nal account w·orsens, other figures 

in the Saving-Investment balance must change. Household 

saving will probably be reduced, especially if emigrants' 

remittances are approximately constant in current prices, 

or even if they sho1or a small rise. Any reduction in 

business saving will probably be offset by a reduction in 

private investment, So once again• the government budget 

'"ill have to be the main compensating factor, .and a larger 

def'ici t '"ill have to be accepted, This ',rill not be a good 

year for a tax i!:£.F~, but tax reform will still be in 

order. Despite the necessary deficit, there-is every reason 

to malce special efforts to eliminate '-lastef'ul expenditures, 

especially miscellaneous subsidies,- The·autonomous funds 

have to be brought under control and judged strictly on 

their merits. 

2. The most ef:f.'icient use of the budget deficit is the 

finance of productive public investments, especially those 

that are labor-intensive and use domestic materials. A 

large public housing program, in rural as well as urban 

areas, is ideal, Although it does not contribute directly 

to industrial productivity, it depends mostly on local· labor 
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(including sel:f-help) and locally-,produced materials 0 and it 

will relieve the depressed construction industry. Horeover, 

it is one of' the best \iays in which an increase in the real. 

income of the poorest part of' the population can bo achieved 

in current ci.rcumstanceso 

A related opportuni.ty •wuld be the construction of' 

medi.cal dispensaries in the villages, to be staffed. uith 

para-medical personnel. Portugal has a very small number 

of doctors per head of population and those are probably 

concentrated i.n the cities. 

It i.s an i.nteresting question ''hether thes·e construction 

·programs could :find some imtovative \fay of using the morale 

and organizational skill of the armed services. 

Another use:ful oppo:ctunity for public investment •-rould 

be the improvement of' publ:t.c transportati.on, again in 

rural as \-TOll as urban areas. 'l'his is especially important 

since it is desirable to be as strict as poss·ible on the 

use of private automobiles and the consumpt:lon of g-asoline. 

If thoro is spare capacity above export orders, the domestic 

shipbuilding industry could perhaps be used to improve the 

ferry service across the Tejo, and also f'or the moderni

zation of the :fishing fleet. 

Hevr industrial f'acil:l ties should also be built, after· 

careful pla1)11.ing and evaluation, J:t :is possible that some 

industrial expansion could be financed abroad. 

It is very important that agriculture not be neglected 

in a country that still imports a ·large part of' its food. 

Irrie;a t:i.on, a:fforosta tion. and drainage vor!c:s arc a possible 

example, even though some past attempts appear to have boon 

badly planned, The fishing industry deserves mention again, 

especially as :foreign investment might be available. 

J, In the longer run, small variations in the rate of' 

public investment might be used for short-run economic 

stabilization purposes. This would require e.nough advanced 

planning so that moderate acceJ.eration and docelerr,tion of 

public vrorks could be achieved ,;1 thout loss of efficiency, 

Although the question has not been explored in detail, it 

appears possibl<~ that small variation in the rates of excise 

tax might also be used for short run econ01nic stabj_liza tion 
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purposes as in Great Britain. The desirable ef'f'ect of' these 

innovations would be to remove part of' the.burden of' shorterm 

economic policy from monetary policy. 

B, Honey and Credit 

Monetary policy should be easier in 1975 than it \1as in 

1974, \1hen it \1aS in fact quite restrictive. This will be 

necessary, in any case, to help finance the government's 

budget deficit. But it is also desirable to all01<1 selective 

increases in the availability of credit to private industry, 

This raises some structural questions which will be discussed 

later. It is certain that the increase in the money supply 

and in the volume of.credit extended to the economy will 

have to .exceed last year 1 s. It w·ould be desirable if' the 

appropriate experts in the Hinistry of' Finance and the Bank 

of' Portugal could a1•rive at some agreed projections f'or GNP 

in 1975 and then set some approximate targets for the 

expansion of the money supply and its counterpart in the 

expansion of domestic credit. Provided other appropriate 

policies are pursued, it would be desirable that monetary 

policy compensates some11hat in 1975 for the tightness of 1974. 

That means that monetary policy should be more than merely 

accommodating in 1975, again provided that appropriate 

policies are pursued outside the monetary sphere, 

c. The Role o:f Private B:Uterprise 

There appears to be unanimous agreement among all 

observers of the Portuguese economy that the prime need of' 

the private sector is an immediate, clear, and convincing 

clarif'ication.of' the "rules of' the game" to be observed in 

the future. It would be presumptuous of' outsiders to suggest 

\·;hat those rules of' the game should be, If', as appears 

likely, a considerable part of' industrial activity in 

Portugal 1dll continue to be conducted by private enterprise, 

if' only because the necessary managerial capacity could not 
"'- ..... 

other1<1ise be found, then that must be stated authoritatively 

and unambiguously. Otherwise, in a climate of' t,;reat 

uncertainty, one cannot hope f'or a revival of' private 
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investment and the startine-up of: ne,., projects in the 

private sector. Stacnating productivj:ty inevitably means 

a stagnating standard of living, t:or Portugal as t:or every 

country • 

. Apart t:rom this clarification of: the rules ot: the game, 

reasonable prot:itability will have to be restored in the 

private sector if it is to be preserved at all. This is 

not incompatible \vi th a continued improvement in the dis

tribution of: income and, more important, in the distribution 

ot: consumption. l.fithout it, even an expansionary monetary 

and t:iscal policy ;vill not lead to a revival of private 

economic activity. Bankers are aware of: the fact that 

many ot: their borro;yers cannot repay credits because they 

are squeez.ed t:or liquidity. But even if reserves ;yere 

made available to the banks, they ;yould not t:ind many 

sound borro\vers at the present time. 

If reserves are not made available, and perhaps even if 

they are, there may be bankruptcies in the private sector, 

with calls for nationalization to keep the enterprises 

going. This sort of: "socialism by banl-.:ruptcy" is the worst 

kind of socialism, because it leaves the public sector ;vith 

the least et:ficient and least profitable firms. 

The correct vray to combine a profitable private sector 

with a socially desirable distribution of income and consump

tion is through a progressive tax system combined \vith 

strong incentives t:or firms to invest. 

Along ;dth a clarification of the rules of the game and 

a restoration of profitability should come a clear statement 

of social priorities for sectoral development. :&'veryone 

should lrn.ow. \Vhich sectors the government proposes to develop, 

and financial institutions have to be organized and developed 

to direct credit tm·rard those sectors, \Vhether they are in 

public of in private hands. 

D. Financial Structures 

The picture that emerges is of: a financial system based 

primarily on short-term credit that is in a precarious situa

tion, and underdeveloped mechanisms for the extension of 

medium-term and long-term credit for industry. 

I 
I 
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An institutional structure for.-medium-term credit is 

needed that can be responsive to social priorities--for 

·example, export industries, building, and desirable 

domestic manufacturing. Because the present financial 

system has its own troubles, 11hich it will take some 

time to unHind, the possibility exis-ts of' directing new 

credit expansion into a structure built on top of' the 

existing one. 

All that it is possible -to do here is to describe some 

of' the alternatives open, Hare specialized knm<ledge will 

be necessary to choose among them, 

1. The first need is for the development of 

institutions 11hich ,,.ill have the expertise for evaluating 

investment projects, encouraging new ones,and checking up 

on those projects that are financed, There capacities 

could be found in existing institutions--the Caixa Geral, 

the Banco de F_omento• or the commercial banks. (The 

Sociedad Finan:zaria remains a Inystery.) It is possible that 

the organizationally efficient solution 1;ould be to set up 

ne11 divisions in s·ome of these institutions, They are 

needed because, it is said, the B,F, is small and the e.G. 

relatively rigid and slow. A ne11 division could be more 

aggressive and flexible. 

One important need might best be met by an entirely ne>; 

organization, namely the provision of export credits, It is 

said _that there are some Portug·uese enterprises uith the 

possibility of doing a larger export business, except that 

they are unable to get the necessary medium-term credits in 

the present monetary and institutional situation. This 

suggests the possibility of' a ne1< :i.nsti tut1on specialized 

to the financing of f'oreign trade, a sort of' J~xport-Import 

Bank. It is possible that such an organization might be 

able to obtain some of its :i.nit:l.al finance from abroad, 

2. Hhatever the institutional structure, there:l.s a 

question o:f the sources of' finance, 

The commercial banks might like the privilege of' refinan

cing medium-term paper l<ith the Banlc of Portugal. That 

,.,ould have the effect of' putting the central bank in the role 
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of lender of last resort to industry at medium term, which 

is probably not an appropriate role for it to play. Another 

possibility tvould be to permit the commercial banks to 

accept deposits of a term lon~er than one year, so that 

they could match increased medium-term assets tvi th medium

-term liabilities. Along tv.ith this alternative goes the 

possibility of opening up commercial banlcing to new firms. 

The Caixa Geral and the Banco do Fomento already accept 

loneer-term deposits and could extend their lending acti

vities if they searched out deposits more aggressively. It 

may be that both the CG and BF have too f'm>~ agencies to 

provide all the finance that one would like to have for the 

purpose of making medium-term credit more available. Those· 

institutions could have the privilege of' rediscounting 

some medium term paper t·ri th the central bank. This should 

.. be more acceptable to the Banco do Portugal than the 

extension of a similar·privilege to the commercial banks. 

Another possibility that has been suggested is to have 

the state assume part o:f the risk of medium-term loans by 

a guarantee of' principaJ. and/or interest. This seems 

undesirable as a routine practice• because it t¥ould probably 

lead to some relaxation of the standards f'or granting credit. 

3. Reopening the stoclc market seems to have very lo'>' 

priority. It has not in the past served as a source of net>~ 

equity capital :for many industrial (as opposed to :financial) 

companies. Instead it has mainly been a vehicle for 

speculation, especially since the market in a country the 

size of Portugal is necessarily thin and vulnerable to 

rigging. 

There are two problems connected td th keeping the stock 

market closed. One is the fact that some emigrants have 

invested their relatively small savings in shares of' mutual 

funds, and these shares are not-r illiquid. This cannot be a 

quantitatively large problem• and it should be possible to 

find a solution to it. 

The. other problem is the inability of expanding indus

trial :firms to raise equity capital in the absence of a 

capital market. As already mentioned, the stock market 

appears not to have performed this :function in the past. 

Once the economic situation settles down, the Government 
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.. could perhaps take steps to find "out whether many firms 

would in fact issue shares if the stock market w·ere 

functioning. Until that happens, one cannot kno11 if the 

problem is at all serious. In any case, 11henever the stock 

market reopens, it should be ,;ith rules and regulations for 

the issue ru<d trading of shares that are too obvious to 

need spelling- out l1ere. 

4. On general matters of public finance and .the provi

sion of vehicles for saving, it is suggested that the 

Government consider two ·options, One is the issue of' 

index bonds in limited amounts per person per year. 'rhese 

would be intended for use by small savers who can at 

present find no outlet :for saving that is not vulnerable to 

the high rate of inflation. 

The second option is the issue by the Government of 

short-term ( 3-month or 6-monti<) Treasury bills, These 

might be more attractive than larger-term bonds in an 

inflationary period, Tl'le bills could be sold at auction• 

provided the market for them were broad enough so that the 

bidding 1vere genuinely competitive. The practice could be 

follo>red of alloving small purchases· to be entered and 

automatically filled at the averae;e price• whatever it 

turns out to be, It should be realized 9 hovever, that if 

expectations of inflation vere such that the bills turned 

out· to carry a very high rate of interest, the impact on 

time deposits carrying a substantially low·er rate of 

interest might be very great, 

E. \{AGE RATES AND INFLATION 

In spite of the fact that the Portuguese economy is clearly 

not suffering from excess demand pressure 9 but rather the 

reverse, it has succeeded'in inflating even faster than the 

other countries ,,.i th which it trades. Consumer prices ,,.ere 

about 25-JO';t higher in September-October 197h than a year 

earlier• havine; risen about b>ice as fast as in OECD as a 

lvhole. The causes are obvious. Part of the inflation in 

Portugal is a reflectj_cn of the rise in vorld prices of 

food 9 oil and raw materials, put as in other OECD countries, 
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The reot is a consequence of the large wage increase after 

the April revolution, The statistical material is simply 

not good enough to separate these two effects. 

lvages have risen faster than prices, as there has been 

an increase in real wages, which was a very desirable out

come after the stagnation of' the preceding three years, and 

in view of' the very unequal. distribution of income in 

Portugal, It is only too bad that the same change in real 

wages could not have come about w·ith a smaller increase 

in nominal wages and prices. 

The fact that the rise in real ''ages 11as quite sharp, 

and coincided "ri th a recession (and therefore belm·l

-average productivity gain) means that many firms are not 

. only illiquid l)ut unprofitable, 

One of' the biggest problems fac:ing economic policy 

in Portugal is the likelihood that 1974 will be repeated 

in 1975, If the workers believed that an increase of 

JO'J{, in the nominal wage '"ould bring a JCYJb increase in the 

real '·rage, they realize by no"' that they ''ere mistaken, 

If' the Portuguese economy were completely socialized it 

could not generate a JO'fb increase in the real consumable 

:income of' all w·orkers in one year, let alone a year :in 

,;hich the terms of trade moved adversely, If thereis to be 

a viable private sector--as a matter of' necessity--then 

too rapid an increase in the real '~age creates even more 

trouble. If there is another massive nominal wage increase 

in 1975, then,in Portugal as every,;h.ere else, the price 

level will rise too, If the result is an increase in the 

real ,.rage substantially faster than the gro,;th of' producti

vity, therewill be a further squeeze on profits, and a 

continued recession (and loss of international competi

tiveness) .rhich 1'ill make the economy even less capable 

of' supporting higher reaJ_ 1'rage s. 

Pe.rhaps this outcome cannot be avoided, ·One way or 

another, every country in 1iestern Europe and North America 

has had the same ·problem9 and none has been able to escape, 

One could hope for the f'ollow·ing scenario in Portugal, 

Whatever the eventual structure of the trade union 

movement, it·Hould be best to have a sort of centralized 

•. ·: 



:I1ational wa~e bar~afn in which the government would 

participate as well as the unions and employers. ·The 

government is an important participant because part of a 

viable bargain will have. to come from the government. 

Portugal could perhaps offer its workers a package 

consisting of 

(a) a modest increase in the real wage, conditioned 

by what the economy is actually capable of producing; 

(b) some kind of protection against inflation, in the 
' ' 

form of periodic adjustments. Here a difficult point 

must be made. It must be remembered that the part o:f 

inflation that comes :from increases in the .re'al price 

of imports (as 1vith food, oil and raw materials) 

cannot be offset. That is exactly equivalent to a tax 

paid by the Portuguese economy to the foreign producers 

·of those things, and there is no 1{ay to keep it from 

falling on the Portuguese people; 

(c) a monetary and fiscal policy, of' the type already 

outlined, calculated to reduce the amount o:f 

unemployment; 

' (d) a substantial program of public investment in 

\~orking-class housing, urban and rural, the improvement 

of streets and municipal services in the villages and 

urban slums, the creation of medical dispensaries and. so 

on. This is one of the :forms in which workers should be 

urged to accept improvement in their standard of living; 

(e) real and visj.ble social justice in the form of an 

. effectively acLa:i.nistered progressive tax system that leads 

to'genu:i.ne redistribution of personal consumption, and 

provides sharp incentives to direct business profits 

into productive investments; 

(f) an improved, but realistic, social security system. 

If 9 as seems likely, it turns out that the best possible 
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tiage bargain is clearly inflationary, the Government 

might consider a scheme of :forced saving from Hage 

incomes, The main purpose of such·a scheme would be 

to limit the increase in consumption, some of t<hich 

tmuld be very likely to flov into imports, as Hell as 

to preserve the volume of productive investment, If 

any scheme of forced saving is adopted, if should be 

subject to the follo;.dng considerations, First, it 

should be equitably applied across all social and income 

gaups, and particularly to luxury consumption, 

Second, the forced savings should be palced in a form 

protected against inflation. Third, it must be kept in 

mind that the object of the scheme is to funnel resources 

into productive investment and away from importso:f 

consumption goods, not to reduce total demand. It 

is not a deflationary measure, but a way of limiting 

the bad effects of ,.,age inflation, 

I•'• Balance of Payments and the Rate of Exchange 

There has not been time to do a careful study of 

the Portuguese balance of payments itself. The main 

immediate question has to do tvith the exchange rate, tvhich 

is currently being supported by the Banco do Portugal, Only 

a :fe;,. tentative observations can be made, since there has 

been no detailed study, 

Firstly, it appears to be a la~: of nature that every 

country believes its own imports and exports to be insensitive 

to changes in their prices, This is generally false. In 

the case of Portugal• ho~<ever, there may be some truth in 

this belief' on the import side. It is in the national 

interest to maintain the level of' imports of cereals, other 

basic f'oods, oil, capital goods, and intermediate products, 

A substantial devaluation of' the escudo vlould shaH itself' 

rapidly in domestic prices. 

Second, a sharp fall in the external_ value of the 

escudo might have an important adverse effect on the floti 

o:f em:tgrants' remittances, Since there is already much 

fear and uncertainty about the saf'ety of' savingsin Portuc;al, 

a sharp devrd.uat:ton uould probably induce many emigrants 
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to hold their savings in other currencies, 

On the other hand, and this is the third point, if' Portugal 

continues to inflate domestically at a faster rate than other 

OECD countries, an eventual devaluation of the escudo becomes 

simply.inevitable and is hardly worth· discussing, 

Fourth, one vrould not ~•ish to see the Banco do Portugal 

dissipate its :foreign exchange reserves endlessly in 

maintaining any particular parity :for the escudo, 

Fifth, a danger that must be meticulously avoided is 

that of spending :foreign exchange on luxury consumtion 

imports, even perhaps those goods that are now being bought 

by the highest paid ~wrkers. 

From these :fe,. obervations, the :follm<ing tentative 

conclusions can be dra,m. 

First, it is to be hoped that Portugal's friends in the 

OECD and other international organ:tza:tions 'dll permit the 

Government a certain amount of' flexibility in this. period 

of' ·change and uncertainty. In Portugal's circumstances, 

high. di:f:ferential excise taxes on luxury consumtion goods 

(such as electro-domestics and automobiles) oug·ht not to be 

regarded by the international community as discrhninatory 

against :tmports. It is to be hoped that, after consultation, 

this policy option '<ill be available to the Portuguese 

government. 

Second, an even neater alternative 'iould be the imposition 

(~>'ithout warning!) of a selective surtax on imports. It is 

to be hoped that international bodies and other governments 

would be glad to see Portugal take advantage of this device, 

'l'hird, if that turns out to be the case, then one object 

of policy might be to attempt .to approximate the effect of a 

system of' multiple exchange rates, 
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Fourth, although a major devaluation of' the escudo is 

probably best avoided (or postponed) right no.<, there might 

be advantage in letting the escudo f'loa t dmm"ard a f'e"' 

percent• slo11ly ·enough not to alarm emigrants, but f'ar 

enough to save some foreign exchange. 

Fif'th, if' the dif'f'erentially higher rate of' inflation 

continues into 1976, "'e will have to plan f'or a serious 

devaluation, because it will in any case become inevitable. 

I 
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Re~orm o~ the Tax Structure 

I. Introduction 

The ~ollowing discussion o~ tax re~orm in Portugal is 

~ocussed primarily on long-run goals. 

ultimate goals are highly conditioned by 
Short-run steps toward 

matters o~ ~easibility 

and o~ short-run economic and social devel'opments about whigh 

an outside group can have little expertise or prescience. 

Tax systems, like all economic policies, are designed to 

meet various basic economic criteria: namely, (1) to aid in 

the achievement o~ a proper or ~air distribution o~ income, 

(2) to assist in the e~~icient use o~ resources by consumers, 

business, and the government, and (3) to aid in achieving 

stability in a growing economy - iri production, employment, 

prices, and external economic relations. 

Initially, our general impressions of' the Portuguese tax 

system are given an~ then more detailed long-run considerations 

are presented. None o~ these remarks are particularly novel or 

new. Discussions with various people in the Ministry o~ Finance 

indicate an impressive awareness of' the need f'or alternatives 

to the present and di~f'iculties of' tax re~orm. Nevertheless 

there may be so~e utility in indicating the areas .in which we 

believe most progress can and should be made. 

II. General impression o~ the Portuguese tax system 

In looking at the tax system ~or the ~irst time, one is 

struck by a number of' things. 

A. Impersonal taxation 

The tax system relies heavily on taxes that make little 

or no distinction between taxpayers on the basis of' social or 

economic characteristics. 



1. In~irect taxes on transactions, sales 4 purchases, use 9 

and the like, are expected to yield nearly twice as much revenue 

in 1975 as direct taxes - 29 billion escudos as against 18 billion. 

By their.nature these taxes cannot make personal distinctionsin 

.the rate of tax to apply ~o a taxable transaction, whereas, in 

principle, ~irect taxes can. 

2. Even in the area of direct taxati.ori, the Portur,;uese · 

system tends to be impersonal. 

a. The separate schedular taxes on different types of 

income - rents of land, agricultural, industrial, professional 

and labor, and portfolio income - are imposed at different rates 

and have different exemptions, as if each lvere the sole tax in 

the system. 

b~ The- complementary tax, the roost 11early personal of' all 

the income taxes, treats individual income units in a sommvhat 

consistent lvay in the taxable range over which it operates. But 

it does not adjust for the· different schedular tax rates, ·has a 

.separate schedule of its m;n to deal vlith dividends on bearer 

shares, and, while raising rates of tax on high incomes above the 

schedular- amount, does lower taxes on lower incomes through tax 

refunds or credits. 

The complementary tax represents only one-sixth of the 

total of 18 billion escudos in direct taxes estimated to be 

collected in 1975. Perhaps 60 percent of the complementary tax 

may be called personal. Thus, only about 10 percent of total 

direct taxes may be characterized as genuinely personal. 

B. Height of direct taxation on income from labor and capital 

Excluding Social Security taxes and contributions, direct 

taxes are not ortly·low relative to indirect taxes but also low 

·relative to income. Although capi t"al is perhaps taxed somewhat 

·.more heavily than labor in some absolute sense 0 given the size of , ' 

income of family units one Hould exp·ect it to be much higher than 

i it is, No very precise statement can be' made on·this point on 

the basis of' existing data• nor ·on the fuzzy line between direct 

and: indirect taxes, . but the ·follo,;ing rough numbers (excluding 

Social Security taxes) are suggestive. 



1. Taxes that may be arbitrarily classified as direct 

taxes on property income might re'present in 1975 as much as 

11 percent or as little as 7 percent of property income. Taxes 

on labor income, using the same basis of comparison, might run 

as low as 3 percent or as high as 6 percent, depending on.the 

concept of labor income and the ~!location of taxes between 

labor and property income. 

2. While capital income may seem somewhat' lightly taxed, 

the entire income tax seems to be a relatively light one. Of 

possibly 2 million people in the labor force potentially eligible 

to pay the professional tax, only some 360 thousand did so in 

1972, and of that number only some 106 thousand :filed complemen

tary tax returns in that year. 

Of 78 billion escudos in labor income that could 

potentially come into the income tax base in 19'72, about 30 billion 

is reported under the professional tax and 18 billion under the 

complementary tax. 

In other ';ords, about ].$ percent of the people and 38 

percent of labor income appear in the professional tax base; about 

5 percent and 23 percent, respectively, in the complementary 

tax base. 

c. Exemption for incentive and other '~easons 

There is a beHildering variety of' tax reduction devices 

created usually for ·incentive purposes, but also,. in some cases, 

f'or equity purposes. The schemes of variable rates, exemptions, 

deductions, tax postponement,,and the like make for added complexity 

and are virtually multiple tax schemes. The conventional ,;isdom 

-does not generally favour narrm·r incentive devices by means of the 

tax system, because the more efficient procedure is usually 

through an expenditure subsidy, and because their multiplicity may 

heighten tax administration and complic,nce costs, Better control, 

more precise aim, can usually be achieved through budgeted 

expenditure programs rather than through deviations from general 

tax rules. 
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·n. The determination and administration of taxes 

There are serious administrative and compliance.Heaknesses 

··"that have been pointed out to us by present civil servants and 

remarked upon by many other consultants, some of 1fhom have been 

brought to Portugal expressly for purposes of improving tax 

administration. It is not our purpose, nor within the area of 

our competence, to make suggestions in any systematic ,;ay ab_out 

improvements in tax ad;ninistration. Ciur suggestions in this area 

·are aimed more at achieving certain desirable economic objectives~ 

1. There are substantial lags in the assessment and 

oollection of some taxes \<hich makes them less responsive to 

current changes in income than would be desirable. For example, 

in a period of inflation, statutory tax rates decline if assessment 

.and payment is postponed. This creates equity issues as between 

different taxpayers if thereare variable degrees of tax postpone

ment on different kinds of income. I<'or example, if labor income 

~rere taxed currently through some method of ,,.ithholding taxes and 

taxes on capital could be postponed, the nominal tax rates \<OUld 

not mirror the actual effective t,ax rate. Horeover, it means that 

the deflationary effects of tax collections is blunted or reduced. 

There are a number of reasons why taxes may not be 

responsive to current income. 'l'he tax base may be estimated or 

reconstructed; for example, the capital tax on the rent of owner

-occupied real property and in periods of inflation may not be 

kept up to date'. A h>.x on income may require partial payments to 

be made currently 1>'ith a prompt settling up at the end o:f the year, 

or it may permit taxpayers to make returns and payments after the 

year is over, 

For Hhatever reasons, a visitor cannot help being 

surprised that the transactions tax seemed to respond more promptly 

to income changes than have the various income taxes, indicating 

in another Hay. hm; important it is to· move to1vard more current 

assessment and collection of income taxes. Ordinarily sales taxes 

are much less sensitive to income changes than are income taxes. 

!/ A careful study of the se~sitivity of various taxes to income 

changes ,;ould be useful in highlighting lfhere changes are most 

necessary. 

'"\'"~"'··· 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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2, One hears cont:l.nuing ref'erences to the large amount 

of tax avoidance that may be present in Portugal. Serious equity 

and distributional issues are raised by tax avoidance, Steps can 

be taken not only through technical administrative improvements, 

but also through drastic simplification ( and unification) of the 

income tax structure, 

E. Hanipu.lating the tax structure in order to manipulate 
total demand 

Not surprisingly, the global tax structure has not been 

used to offset short-run changes in aggregate demand, He would 

certainly not recommend that the disposable_ income of consumers 

be manipulated through changes in gen~ taxes, such as through 

manipulating rates or exemptions under the income tax, Such changes 

are confusing, especially if Portugal moves toward a unified 

income tax. l\'e believe it to be far more important to extend the 

understanding of and compliance 'd th such a tax structure by 

keeping (certainly) family and personal allmiances constant and 

(probably) rates as lvell. 

The tax system's contribution to economic stabilization 

can be made 9 in the visj_ble future, in two· lvays, First, while 

keeping a given income tax structure intact, there should be 

continuing efforts to increase the sensitivj_ty of collections to 

current income, This tvill automatically damp the Sldng·s in income 

generatedby some initial shift in total demand, It makes the 

economy less sensitive to such shifts by reducing the income or 

emplo~nent multiplier. 

];/ The transaction tax may have a classification of purchases that 
gives it a high income elasticity, If one estimates the taxes col
lected in the various brackets (7%, 12%, and 209b) in 1971-73 and 
estimates the tax base for each braclcet, one finds the following! 

Tax Bracket 

776 
12% 

'' 2Q<)o 
Total 

Estimated Tax Base 
1971 1972 1973 

(~~Billion) 
47.6 56.3 69.0 
2,6 3.7 5.3 
1.3 1.5 ~.9 

51.5 61.5 76.2 

1971-2 1972-J 

18 0 Z)& 
42.3 
1-..2.0. 
19.4'% 

22. 671, 
43.2 
26.7 
23. 9':b 

These percentage changes can be compared with the 1971-2 change in 
total consumer -expenditures of 11,8•;£, and the 1972-J change in 
national income of about 177'o. 
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· Second,. in. terms of discretionary policy,· it may be 

··--possible to manipulate excise· of. transact·ions tax rates so as· to 

.stabilize demand - increasing the tax rates \Vhen there is excess 

demand in order to induce consume:rs and business firms to 

. ·postpone demand to a later period.· lfhen demand becomes deficient, 

.these tax rates could return to previous levels of even be 

lowered still further. If consumers and business could count 

on this happening,. it would pay them to shift their purchases, 

to the extent they can, from periods of high demand to periods 

of.lov demand. 

The obvious candidates for such shifts would be taxes 

on. durable gooqs, both consumer and producers'~ It 1-1ould 

obviously not be fruitful or desirable to try to manipulate the 

demand for necessities that are currently consumed,: like food 

and, perhaps, clothing. But there are still several cautions 

that must be added. (1) The amount of demand that can be 

shifted must be significant enough to. mai<:e some contribution 

to stabilization. (2) This tvould be unlikely if the commodity 

were entirely imported. Such manipulation would then not reduce 

(or increase) demand for domestic resources except through its 

effect on foreign incomes and then on the demand :for Portuguese 

expor~s. It vrould act primarily in adjusting the balance of 

trade. (3) Unless governmental procedures can be modified, 

the discus.sion and enactment of such a tax change, or the 

expectation of such a change, will induce precisely the opposite 

kind. of behavior than that desired. If consuJners expe.ct taxes 

to rise they 1dll rush in to buy before the tax and. price 

goes up. The :recent experience 1-~ith the increase in the 

automobile. excise tax is informative on this point. Adoption 

of the British system of initiating an· excise tax change at· the 

beginning of the day of the Budget Hessage is desirable if it 

turns out that manipulating these tax.rates has .a pay-off 

in stabilization policy. 
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I I I. Specific recommendations on the tax structure 

Since the present government'places heavy emphasis on the 

individual and on fairness in social and economic policy, the

ultimate goal of' tax re:form should be to1.;ard simplifying and 

personalizing the tax system. This will require the movement 

toward a broader, unitary personal income tax, suppJ.emented by a 

coordinate business income tax. To the coordinated business 

income tax may be added a differential tax on large-scale 

business and on dividend distributions i.:f economic policy dictates 

the need f'or encouraging the retention of business income. The 

productive use of business savings should be encouraged by 

accelerated depreciation. Substantial simplification will be 

achieved through unifying the income tax system, but further 

steps should also be taken through reductions or elimination of 

the various special incentive tax provisions and the conversion 

o:f such as appear to be justified into expenditure subsidies that 

are more controllable. The relative emphasis on indirect taxes 

should be reduced excep-~ as they further other economic objectives, 

such as stabilization, especially where they may have serious 

distorting effects and inefficiencies. 

A. Personal income tax 

A unitary personal income tax ,.;ill permit systematic 

allo1;ance for different characteristics o:f an income unit as 

dictated by custom and economic and social policies. Such a 

step will mean aggrecating schedular income into global income, 

and \>ill require many administrative reforms, such as centralizing· 

the collection o:f income information, extension o:f withholding 

taxes or information returns, and introduction of data processing 

and taxpayer identification. 

1. The precise nature of the structure of allowances 

and tax rates needs to be worked out only after careful and 

systematic consideration of the present taxes on various kinds o:f 

incomes and family units. Clearly the £:.:_l_lo1>'ances for the taxpayer 

and his famj_ly under such a un1.t.iry income tax 1dll have to be 

much low·er than under the present complementary tax. In determina-

ting their amount, consideration uill need to be give to the 
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family relationships within the unit, the relative taxation of' 

single and married people, the. kinds of incentives created f'or 

family formation and grm<th, the relative costs of support, the 

desirable dif"ferential beh;een various family tmits as income 

changes, the relationship to the system of family "allm·rances, 

the need for revenue, and such considerations, Various countries 

have made different arrangements based on differing perceptions 

and needs. 

The particular rate structure to apply to taxable 

income should be n.s simple as possible and still provide the 

distributional effects desired. Tax rates should not be so 

high as to encourage avoidance, or discourage l<ork and saving 

e:ff'orts 9 especially in the early days of a unitary tax, when 

taxpayer cooperat:Lon is vital, Very high marginal rates 

{of 84 percent, for example) may be ineffective_. If' they 

encourage tax avoidance and are not paid, they do.not provide 

the desired redistribution of' income and· result in inefficient 

tax avoidance activity of' the {non) taxpayer, Horeover, more 

realistic rates may result in little revenue loss 9 oreven 

revenue: gain if' tax avoidance is reduced. For example, 

reducing the top rate of' the complementary tax f'rom 80 percent 

to 60 percent w·ould appear to reduce the yield of' all the taxes 

on income by 1 percent (about 10 percent of' the complementary 

tax on persons). ?:,/ 

On the other hand, marginal tax rates on taxabie 

income should start at a high enougb. 'level to make rewarding the 

detailed a~~inistrative processing needed to determine taxable 

income. Naximum marginal tax rates in 1971+, :including Social 

Security premiums, are 74. percent for Norway, 78 percent for 

S;{eden, 64 percent :for Denmark 9 75 percent f'or the U,K, • 71 

percent for Netherlands, and 49 percent for France. See Central 

Bureau of' Statistics, Oslo, Current Tax.Data, 1974, no. 70, 1974. 
The establishment of' a modest number of tax bracl<:ets would 

seem called for in the initial stages of the.unitary tax to 

which •wuld be applied marginal tax rates of' • say 10 percent 
. . 3i 

to 60 percent, -

?:,/ The complementary tax has 26 tax brackets, a number that can 
surely be sharply reduced, 
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Again it should be emphasized that simplicity promotes 
' understanding of and compliance 'd th the ne'l>r tax, 

l"inally, the matter of deduction for income before 

granting family allo"ances must also be considered. In the 

interest of maintaining or achieving a simple, viable tax 

structure, deductions should be minimized, Clearly, the business 

costs of earn:i.ng income must be offset against the gross income 

that is earned. Secondly, financial costs of earning income on, 

for example • portfol:l.os should be subtracted from gross portfolio 

income. In this sense, the "net" portfolio is the :focus -

interest costs should be offset against interest receipts. 

Interest payments on mortgages should obviously be offset against 

the rental income received, when rented to third parties, or 

,;hen imputed to the o·;-mer-occupier as in Portugal. ~/ The proper 

treatment of interest on borrowing for consumption is still a 

controversial issue in the tax literature. On ti1.e one hand, there 

is opposition to the deduction of interest on installment l·oans. 

used to purchase durable goods (hire-purchase), or on unsecured 

personal loans used f'or current consumption. Since the ultimate 

measure of income is the amount of' consumption plus savings 

carried out·in a particular period of time, and since the measure 

of' the value of consumption is independent of the method of 

financing it, some economists ,.rould not permit the deduction of 

interest on personal loans unless the corresponding income from 

the asset financed is included in income. On the other hand, 

another group 1dshes to distinguish beh>'een the :financial abilities 

of taxpayers. They see no difference in tax con.:;equence between the 

sale of bonds to finance consumption and new borrmd.ng, and would 

allo•·! interest on such debt to be used to reduce taxable income in 

the same· w·ay as the loss in interest receipts did. Since authorities 

_2/The present professional tax -amrts at a 1;1> ave~ tax rate that 
rises in 20 brackets to 2CYjb(t This hides the marginal rate that at 
the begiP..ning of' each bracket :i.s apparently 1001; as administered 
(it ;wuld be more than lOO?; if' administrccti ve adjustment >·:ere not 
made). One could approximate this distribution of· tax burden •dth 
many fewer tax bracl<ets - say, ;>. or 3. l''or example, the aYorage. 
tax at 75 contos is lci,, at 125 contos 3~6, at 200 contos ~';0, at 450 
cont.os 10~~. and 20;; at 900 contos. A simple system of lO'}G on the 
:first 400 contos of taxable j_n.come and 25~~ on the balance "tiOUld re
sult in the follmving, lcespect:i.ve, average tax rates: 3~S, 6';£. 7 l/2~;, 
9'% and 171',• 

~/There mig·ht be a need for the carry-over of interest expense to 
of:fset ar:;ain.st income of another year when curJ.•ent income j_s not 
largo enough to ab~orb it. 
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differ on this cissue, either method appears to be justifiable in 

terms of the equity notions or economic policies relevant to 

Portugal. 

The second major potential category of deductions is 

for contributions to "desirable" or worth'<hile causes of a 

charitable, religious, or educationa.l character. Our view is 

that contributions to these organizations and worthy cause.s, 

noble as the purpose underlying them may bH, should have SUpport 

from the government independent of the marginal.tax rate (or the 

income) of the donor. 1ihere these amounts are permitted as 

deductions from income, the government's supporting contribution 

to the individual gift depends on the marginal tax rate of the 

taxpayer - up to 8/f percent for those with high incomes, and down 

to zero for tho fJe <Ti thou t taxable income. A f'airer scheme vould 

be to provide a grant of some 25 percent, say, to the vorthvhile 

organizations that are assisted by individual contributions, 

regardless of the relevant tax rate of the donor,· 

The third major area· of deductions
1
might be for 

' . 
medical or other "casualty" types of' expenses. Any definition 

of income necessarily permits the deduction of expenditures 

for Hllich no flovr of utilities is received. Uhere 'm are not 

dealing vith hypochondriacs whose ~:;-:reatest pleasure is medical 

attention, we are dealing ·vri th an outlay, particularly if 

abnormal in· amount, that should be subtracted in arriving at 

income(/ It is an easy step to broaden this notion froin abnormal 

medical outlays to casualty losses - the uninsured house that 

burns do1•n, the uninsured car that is ,;reeked, the uninsured paint 

ing that is stolen. In tl.{e heavy emphasis we give to 

simplicity, we do not recommend the deduction of these outlays, 

though justifiable in terms of defini tion>J of income. In tin!'e, 

perhaps, as the unitary income tax is developed and flourisher;, 

more precise adjustments to the proper definition ot' income 

can be made. One thing, however, should be noted. If it vrere 

believed desirable to perm:l.t the deduction of' (abnormal) medical 

expense, and if, at the same time, the deduction would encourage 

people. to ask for receipts for medicaJ. care, and if that helped 

to administer a t;ax· on that part of' the medical profession 

paid largely by currency, a double benefit might be gained. 
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2. One major item in the de~inition o~ income is that o~ 

capital ga~ and losses. lvhile these gains and losses are 

not generally taxed at the present time under the various 

income taxes, there seem to be strong equity and e~~iciency 

grounds on ><hich to base a case ~or their taxation, 

a, In terms o~ the most generally accepted de~inition 

o~ income, no distinction is drawn bet.-:een income currently 

received and income that arises through appreciation in the 

value o~ assets. Indeed 9 the de~ini tion most '<idely used is 

the ~lo,-:· o~ consumption in a particular period o~ time 

plus the change in net ''orth. The Portuguese concept o~ 

income seems based on the British notionwhich in turn 

v:as developed in the 19th century. The British themselves 

have moved avtay ~rom it in recent years, 

A ~urther, and extremely important, reason ~or 

including capital gains and losses in taxable income is 

the easing, in so many respects, o~ the adminj_stration o~ 

the income tax. \-/hen an arti~icial distinction is drawn 

beh-:een types o~ income and one is taxed at a lower rate 

( or ~reed o~ tax ), the natural response o~ the taxpayer 

is to convert· as much ordinary income into a :form o~ 

capital gains or to .press ~or legislation rede~ining ~orms 

o~ income as capital gains (income ~rom timber grmdng 

in the United States). These are endless gam·es that 

require much litigation, regulatory amendments, ·and 

legislation. Eminent authorities have cited the di~~erential 

treatment of capital gains as the most complicating single 

~actor in United States tax la,;, Portugal should avoid 

such a detour in its . steps t(n;ard a modern income tax, i~ 

it possibly can. 

Economic ef~iciency is also served by the proper 

taxation o~ capital gains and losses, by making the tax 

more.neutral as betveen currently received income and 

income earned through asset appreciation, 
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b. These are matters of' principle, however, and hold 

true, strictly speaking, only under a system in whi.ch 

capital gai.ns are taxed as they accrue, ei.ther by annual 

valuation or imputation of' income. 1-li thout serious 

exception, countries have included capital gains in income 

only \{hen an objecti.ve market valuation has been established 

by a completed transaction, that ·is to say the gain has 

been realized, Nevertheless, property, estate, and 

\;eal th taxes require valuation without a rnarlcet transact ton 

either.annually or at death, and imputations of' income 

must be made f'or property taxes assessed like the British 

rating system of' the Portuguese contribution predial. 

The history of' these taxes, hoHever, does not give one 

confidence in a prompt, current, and reasonably accurate 

imputation of income or valuation of' assets. 

c. If' inclusion of' capital gains in income is limited 

to a realization through a completed transaction, two 

issues of' serious magnitude are raised. 

(1) Postponement of' recognizing a gain (or loss) 

until a market transaction takes place means that income 

ac~ruing over several taxable periods is.lumped into the 

taxable period j.n lfhich the gain is realized. Under a 

progressive tax system, these gains may be taxed at a 

much higher rate than that vrhich \Wuld have applied had 

they been taxed as they accrued. There are several steps 

that can be taken to rec.tif'y this inequity: (a) provide 

a general sYStem of' averaging taxable income; (b) provide 

a particular averaging system by dividing the_gain (or loss) 

by the length of' the holding period, includine- each year's 

theoretical gain in the income o:f that year, and sum up the 

added tax in each year as the tax on the gain; or (c) 

provide a particular averaging system by dividing the gain 

·(or loss) by the length of' the holding period, include 

that amount in income o:f the current year, determine 

the additional tax that results, and multiply by the number 

of' years,in the holding period, These are merely alternat:i,ve 
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ways of trying to ascertain the appropriate marginal tax 

rate to apply to the gain or loss, General income averaging 

is a luxury .a new income tax system can ill afford until the 

structure is more firmly established, Averaging of the 

specific capital gain is most easily done by reference to 

the current taxable year. 1fuile in principle, the 

spreading back of the gain over previous years is the 

more correct, it would mean substantially more record 

maintenance. 

(2) The postponement of' the tax on capital gains 

until they are realized means that a tax is imposed on 

a transaction \>'ith resulting inefficiencies in portfolio 

decisions. People are locked into holding assets they 

· no longer wish to hold. A tax on accrual would not 

have this disadvantage; a tax on real:i.zation becomes a 

tax on a.sale, The lock-in effect is worst if', as in 

the United Stated, capital gains are not taxed when an 

appreciative asset is given as a gift (the tax is then 

postponed), or exempt at death \fhen included in bequests, 

If there '"ere a revaluation of assets and inclusion 

of gains in income at J.east once. a generation, the 

lock-in effect does not get seriously large. It is 

strongly recommended that such a practice be followed 

with the taxation of capital gains, Valuation is 

. necessary at the time both of the gift of the bequest 

under an estate of gift tax, so that no serious 

administrative burden is placed on the tax authorities with 

this rule rather than the present one in the United 

States, 
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d. The taxation o:f capital gains is re.lativeiy simply 

applied to money or nominal values in a period o:f reasonable 

prices stability, lvhen price changes are large, there is serious 

need :for the avoidance.o:f the inclusion o:f inflationary gains 

in income, even though one might not \vant to go the :full 

distance and redefine taxable income in real terms. Especially 

in the case o:f capital gains, one must exclude gains that are 

purely :fictitious in the sense that they represent inflationary 

not real gains. To make tax a9justments :for inflation is not 

simple. But, when weighed against the benefits in equity and 

portfolio neutrality o:f :fully taxing capital gains, they are a 

cost that can be justified,· Horeover, such adjustments will 

reduce the lock-in e:f:fect that would other•Yise impede sale 

o:f securities. 

There seems only one thing that can be done here: 

the cost basis of the asset :for the computation of gain or loss 

must be adjusted by a price index, so that a taxable gain arises 

only if the asset rises more in price than the general price 

level. In principle, the costs o:f all income earning assets 

should be adjusted in this way: the cost of a bond that is now 

redeemed or a security that is noli sold should both be adjusted 

upward for the change in price l.evel over the holding period. 

In practice it may be enough, initially, to eliminate inflationary 

gains without also recognizing inflationary losses arising from 

holding an asset fixed in money terms. There will be problems 

in developing a reasonable price index for such an adjustment, 

The adjustment \vill be necessarily crude. Yet crudity may be 

better than no adjustment at all. 

In sum, the :full taxation of capital gains are an 

important matter o:f equity in a movement to\vard a comprehensive 

progressive personalized income tax, It is doubt:ful i:f this 

chanee can be fairly and sensibly brought about ;d thout a 

specific averaging system :for the capital gains and without an 

adjustment for fictitious inflationary gains. 

To give a mores concrete illustration o:f what we 

have in mind, the :follol<ing specific personal tax structure is 

given as an example. It is based on the following set of 

assumptions. 
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1. Replace all presnet taxes on income - the indus

trial, professional, capital, complementary, rents, and agricul-
. ' 

tural inconie - by the unitary income tax. A yield of about 16 

billion escudos in 1975. 

2. The average tax rate on all taxable income should 

be no more than 20 percent. Thus, taxable income should equal 

or exceed 80 billion escudos (16 billion escudos in revenue 

divided by 20 percent). 

J. A taxable income of 80 billion would be generated 

by a gross domestic product of' 360 billion escudos by an ~erage 

exemption level per capita equal approxinlately to half the per 

capita product. This relationship is based on a long-established 

one in the United States and may be questionably applied to 

Portugal. In some v1ays the income tax base in Portugal \/ill be 

much larger 9 if the proposed program is enacted (full inclusion. 

of capital gains, full inclusion of corporate income, no deduction 
' 

for personal expenses), in other ways it 'dll be smaller ( a 

larger selfemployed population). For 1975, this average per 

capita exemption is placed at 16 contos. 

4. The tax brackets, w·ith the marginal tax rate, are 

as follows: 

.r:raxable income Narginal Guessed Contribution 
in oontos tax rate portion of to effective 

taxable tax rate 
income (2)x(3) 

(l) (2) (J) (4) 

0 to 50 lo% 42% 4.2% 
50 to lOO 20 35 7.0 

lOO to 200 JO 11 3.3 
' 

200 to 400 40 7 2.8 

1100 to 800 50 J 1.5 

Over 800 60 2 1.2 

lOO"), 2o.o% 



.J3. Business income taxation 

Four aspects of business income taxation that we take 

up belm;-: (1) coordination \fith the persona.l income tax; (2) re

duction of the adverse effects of high tax rates on productive 

investment; (J) differential taxation among business units; 

{4) discrimination against dividend distributions. 

1. _9oordinat=!,on 1-li th the personal income tax 

The literature on the coordination of busines·s

-income taxation ''i th the personal income tax is immense, and 

discusses the many alternative ,;ays of moving toward such a goal 

and the many difficulties. Heview of this litera tu re '"ould 

not be particularly helpful here. Instead, we state out 

recommendation that a frontal assault be made on the many problems 

by personalizing the business income tax to the highest degree. 

\lhile the method proposed is some,;hat. novel, it appears to be 

no more difficult than any measure that tries to deal reasonably 

precisely w·i th the awl<1.;ard problem of retained business income 

under a· personal inccme tax. 

a, 'I'he tax on business income w·ould be applied at the 

highest bracket rate under the personal income tax, say, 60 

percent under the scheme discussed abovee From business net 

income would be subtracted dividends paid or partnership 

withdram'l.ls plus any remaining part of business net income 

(rete,ined earning:s) allocated to the 01mers of the firm, the 

allocation to be made on the basis of o1mership, that is all 

ow-ners '"ould receive their aliquot portion of a total amount of 

retained and distributed income. 

(1) By placing the tax at the maximum personal 

tax bracket, there is no way of avoiding the personal tax by 

retain:i.ng income. Follmved through systemma tically, no indi

vidual owner, no matter ho,; many company layers he inserts 

through multiple holding companies, could escape the maximum 

rate, except by allocating income that would be taxed at the 

proper personal rate to him. 

(2) By permitting the deduction of allocated 

retained income, this proposal does not force dividend 
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distributions in order to secure lot;er personal tax rates, Any 

income that can be allocated.to owners and taxed properly at the 

personal level, whether distributed or retained, would be removed 

from the business income tax, All firms be treated in the same 

uay, regardless of form of mmershlp, 'l'he individual proprietor 

would be exempt from the business-income tax because this entire 

income whether retained in the business or t;i thdratvn, would be 

subject to the personal income tax (as it is at present in the 

compJ_ementary tax). Partnerships would have to allocate their 

retained earnings to the partners to escape the business income 

tax, but they have been required to make such allocations in the 

United states since 1913 under the personal income tax, Joint 

stock companies, )_iJce partnerships, would have to make these 

allocations to shareholders. Here again, the procedure of 

allocating corporate income to shareholders has been follotved 

in the United States for many years, whereby·small closely held 

corporations under certain restrictions may be treated as 

partnershipB for tax purposesco 

250,000 small corporations (of 

In 1970 1 for example, some 

a total number of' 1.7 million 

corporations) filed in this ..ray. The proposed procedure would 

avoid the problem of' the professional income earner incorporating 

It vlould avoid the problem of' bearer 

shares, althouG·h t·le understand they are to be deaJ_t ":i.th in 

another wayo There are so many adv:intagas to taclcli.ng tho 

problem o:f tax avoidance through retained business income in the 

way suggested above that careful attention should be give to its 

implementation and its administrative problems. 

B. h'hat, then, vrould these problems be? 

(1) 'l'he allocation of dividends or partnership 

'>'ithdrawals poses no problems, other than bearer shares, If there 

vere not an identifiable dividend recipient for "hich an information 

return would be turned over to the tax authorities to checlc for 

its inclusion in his personal, income, no deduction ><culd be 

allo•ved and the tax on the dividend >-Tottld be at the maximum rate, 

(2) The allocation of retained income would be 

as straightfort<ard as are distributions, 'l'he corporation and 

partnership law· would permit action by the board of directors to 
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allocate some global amount of income to all participating 

shareholders. These shareholders or partners would receive an 

information return stating the amount of income allocated to them 

on the basis of their share in the equity of the business. These 

information returns would be combined with those on dividends 

to detennine total taxable income from business, 

(3) If more dividends were paid than net income 

earned, a loss would be allocated to the shareholders that would 

be deductible in computing current income, 2/provided it was out 

of aggregate company earnings since its initiation, In this 

way, the treatment l<ouJ.d be the same as :for bond interest, 

(4) The retained income allocated to the 
' 

shareholder would increase (or decrease, i:f negative) the cost 

basis of the oHnership of the business and reduce (or increase) 

future taxation of capital gains, In other l·rords, the taxpayer 

would be prepaying the :future capital gains tax, 

(5) There may be complicated computations in 

arriving-at the amounts to allocate in complex :financial 

structures, suc;h as "i th preferred stock (sometimes participating), 

with various classes of shares, Hith revenue bonds Hhen interest 

payments fluctuate lvith income, If management can dete1~ine to 

l·rhom to pay dividends in such complicated corporate structures, 

they can also ascertain to Hhom net income should be allocated 

after its total amount has been determined. 

(6) A major criticism of this scheme is the 

treatment of tax audit adjustments in the business firm's records, 

For example, if all the net income, either retained or distributed, 

Here allocated to,the oHners, would not the later audit and 

finding of a large business income :in a particular year require 

readjustment of all the shareholders' personal tax for the year 

in question? In principle, the tax authorities should go back 

and readjust the earlier records, In fact, a not unreasonable 

way of dealing ,;1 th the problem 'is to permit the inclusion and 

allocation of the amount in the current, rather than the past, year, 

'2/ There almost surely vould be_ a need for the carry forward of 
losses when they exceeded current income, 
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l·lhil.e this might mean a windfall. gain or loss to a shareholder 

who had purchased shares in the intervening period, there is not 

much difference between this situation and one in 1vhich the new 

shareholder shares in any unforseen reduction or increase in 

assets believed to be properJ~Y valued at the time of his 

purchase, Alternatively, a new purchaser could arrange 1;ith the 

seller to be.reimbursed for any additional. taxes imposed on income 

reported before he mmed shares, 

c. Finally, if information returns are not believed 

to assure compliance under the personal. income tax, one could 

attach a ,,,:tthhol.ding tax to the dividends, withdrawals, interest, 

and allocated income, In the United States, informatj~on returns 

are'required for dividends and interest above a small. amount, and 

almost complete reporting is secured 1d thout ,.;i thhol.ding, llith 

adequate, centralized data processing, the. simpler method of 

information returns ,,-oul.d be recommended as a start, Hm·rever, 

this would mean that 1d thhol.ding on l.abor income 1{0Uld not be 

matched by 1vi thhol.ding on portfolio income. 

2, Reduction of adverse effects on productive investment 

By placing the tax on business income at the top 

personal rate, and by having a highly progressive personal tax, 

there may be a reduction in the ability of firms to save and make 

productive investment in plant and equipment and in inventories. 

This kind of investment, 1;hich can raise the productivity of 

labor and living standards, is surely socially desirable and 

should not be discouraged, 

a, If no serious inflation were to be expected, many 

optional tax devices are possible, either by accelerating depre

ciation (shortening the length of the depreciation period), .by 

initial allotvances, or by investment·' tax credits (or investment 

all.o1<ances in British terminology), The appealing idea 'wuld be 

to aim at exempting that portion. of income the business firm 

chooses to invest, rather than pay out as dividends for mmers 

to consume or save. 

b, If there is a serious inflation, h01vever, the 

·definition of' business income· becomes of even greater importance, 
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Under c·.onventional accounting the depreciation of .assets proceeds 

on the basis of historical cost and inventories are typically 

costed in under the first-in-first-out (FIFO) convention. 

Under both of these accounting procedures, appreciation in the 

replacement costs of plant, equipment, and inventories, is. not 

recognized in·determining_costs, Uner national income accounting, 

:for.example, there is an attempt to remove these inventory 

profits form business income and, "hen possible, to similarly 

adjust the depreciation accounts, ._6_/ 

The steps necessary to malce appropriate adjustment 

in inventories and depreciable assets are difficult and complex. 

Hhile th<.rre are standard accounting procedures for inventories, 

such as l:ast-in-fj_rst-ou·t (LIFO), they can be easily used on·ly 

where the items in the be'ginning and ending inventory are 

reasonably identical, Othefi<ise application of the method necessa

rily involves index number procedures for the firm that may be 

costly, For depreciable assets, an·· index number must be 

developed, and serious attention l1ou1d have to be given to its 

construction and application - on a firm by firm basis, for an 

industry, for a particular type of asset, and so on, 

Because of this special kind of difficulty posed 

by inflation, it is recommended that the problem be short-cut 

by vlriting off the productive investment in the year of' purchase, 

The-re is then a temporary exemption of earnings when used to make 

productive investment -_achieving the first goal - and the 

method - all01-ring a full recovery· at current prices (charging 

replacement cost against income) eliminates the need for complex 

adjustments of' these costs in later years by index numbers, 

vlhile the proposaJ. may seem to be rather extreme, 

it is similar to procedures that other countries have been 

:follm-ling. It is, for example, similar to the income tax 

exemptions offered Portuguese busine~s firms r:1aking particular 

investments. Note, ho11ever, that under our proposal the failure 

to continue investing in subsequent years ,,,ould increase the 

tax base and 1-1tpe out the initial exemption, 

§/of course, accelerated depreciation on an historic cost basis 
tends to offset this accounting deficiency and must also enter 
into the adjustment. 
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Jo!oreciver, the proposal ,,.ould apply to all productive investments, 

not just·those in solected industries or areas, The British, in 

recent years, have permitted lOO percent of the cost of machinery 

and equipment to be written off in the first year, and-structures 

are given an initial allm,.ance of 40 percent, Going back many 

years, extensive five-year ''rite-off's \<fere permitted in the 

United States and other countries for particular types of 

investment - defense facilities, railroads, depressed areas, 

pollution control, and the like. Finally, it is not very 

different :from the allo\<led deductions of all purchases from other 

firms :from sales of the particular :firm under value added taxes 

used throughout Europe. 

c. 1ihile this proposal has the virtue of achieving. 

certain ends reasonably, there are a host o:f technical problems 

that must be l<orlced through or decided upon. This is not the 

time nor place to try to deal 1;ith them, If the general proposal 

seems sufficiently attractive or interesting to pursue further, 

additional study can be made, Nevertheless, there are certain 

problem areas that should be indicated, 

(1) There are transitional problems of revenue 

losses in moving :from one system to another. Deductible capital 

costs 1>ould be higher in the transitional years that they .would 

be under either a continuation of normal depreciation and 

inventory methods or under the proposed procedures applied :from 

the beginning of the taw· system. There are several \<lays o:f 

dealing ,,.ith this cost bulge if it is of sufficient importance to 

varrant action, 

(2) Full taxation of capital gains and losses 

on these assets is essential, other1·lise there 1>ould be an active 

trading in assets to get tax deductions. If gains are taxed fully, 

the seller o:f the asset will restore to income what the buyer will 

remove and there will be no serious problem, Taxation of gains 

will also permit the extension of this treatment to second-hand 

facilities, often used by the smaller :firms. 

(3) Extending the proposed treatment to structures 

may cause sorne difficulty. In the United States, ·the use of 

accelerated depreciation for structures resulted in what were 
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termed •,tax shelters - an exemption from tax for long periods 

of time through deductible interest on mortgac-es combined 1>'ith 
' 

rapid depreciation, Put in still another way, one-year depre-

ciation ·,,ill provide a tax benefit measured in present value 

terms of a much greater relative amount for 50-year assets 

(structure) than for 15-year assets (machinery), The earlier 

focus ,,.as on the ability to invest, not the desire, It w·ould 

be an open policy question 1<hether the special stimulation of 

structures "'as desired. On the one hand, more residential 

structures are surely needed in Portugal. On the other, they 

might not be in the right place or of the right kind, 

3, Effects on dividends 

The attempt here has been to propose a method 

of coordinating personal and business income taxes in such a 

11ay as to be reasonably neutral bet,.,een retained earnings and 

only dividends, In other. ''ords, earnings. need not be paid out, 

allocated, in order to escape the business tax, In the 

preceding section the business income. tax was distorted in favor 

of the retention of earningsand their productive investment. 

1vheth.er or not the proposed system :favors dividend payments 

more than the present system is difficult to say·, given the 

special treatment of dividends on bearer shares and the multi-

plicity of present taxes. It 1-1ould not be the purpose o:f the 

proposal to encourage dividends at the present time. A detailed 

comparison of the t-re::1tment at the present time and under the 

proposed structure \WUld be necessary to form a judg;,nent about it, 

.l·!ere heavier pressure for business- income retention desired, a 

special tax on dividends could be imposed (e,g,, at a 10 percent 

rate), .or a similar ef"fect could be achieved by a withholding 

tax that the dividend recipient could credit against personal 

income tax at a lo,;er rate than that at Hhich withheld (e,g,, a 

30 percent l·rithholding tax credited to the dividend recipient 

at a 20 percent rate). 

4. Differentiation between firms 

The main thrust of the previous proposals 

was to treat business units as means of determining what taxable 

income persons had. This procedure focuses on the individual 
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and leaves no room for dir<crimination among busj_ness units 

themsel ves·e~ It is very easy to argue that monopoly gains should 

be taxed more heavily than competitive gains; that small business 

suffers as compared with bic businesr;; that some industries can 

be taxed more heavily than others; and on and on. The problem 

ahvays comes in reasonably implementing these suggestions - in 

measuring monopoly gains, or size, or ability. If' such differen

tiation is believed to be necessary, it can be achieved by having 

an impersonal tax on business incom·e as such, :for example, a 

10 percent tax on business income above 500 contos, escudos, or 

some such amount. It should believed and deducted before applying 

-the personalized business income taxes discussed above. 

This long and rather complex proposal may be illustrated 

as a ,.,ay o:f cleaning up some of the ambiguities. 

Consider a corporation has a net income of' 4 million 

escudos 9 equally o;-med by sha:reholders ;-;i th a. personal marginal 

tax rate of 0, 20 percent, 40 percent, and 60 percent. Assume 

also that they all sell their securities '"i tll a gain equal to the 

net. increase in book value. 

Case I: See income declared and paid as dividends 

Corporation net income 

Less income declared as 

dividends 

Corporate taxable income 

Personal taxable income 

Total personal tax 

5,000,000 

5,000,000 

0 

5,ooo,ooo 
1,500,000 

Price of' shares does not· increase on assumptions of' no increase 

·in retained income; therefore, no capital gain arises. 
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Sub Case /l: All inconH-) allocated to shareholders 

Corporat.ion net income 

I~ess income allocated to 
shareholders 

Corporate taxable income 

Persona.l taxable :Lncome 

TotaJ. persOnal tax 

s,ooo,ooo 

s,ooo,ooo 

0 

s,ooo,ooo 
1,500,000 

Share prices increase by 5,000,000 under our assumption; 

"cost 11 bas-is of' shares increased by income allocated to share-

holders, but not received as dividends, by s,ooo,ooo; sale of 

sh8.res results in no capital gain$ 

Sub Case B: No in?ome allocated to shareholders 

Corporation nt.t income 

Less income paid or 
allocated 

Corporate taxable income 

Corporate ta:< at 60')!, 

Personal taxable income 

s,ooo,ooo 

0 

s,ooo,ooo 
J,ooo,ooo 

0 

(Total personal and ·cm-:-porate taxes on income are t.-ice 

as in the two preced~ng_ cases$) 

Under our assumptions, retained income of 2,000,000 

·t-~ou.ld increase share prices by that amount., Each shareholder 

\·Tould realize a ca.pi tal gf~.:Ln of' 500; 000 9 and total personal taxes 

under ou.r assumptions 1.JouJ_d be 600 :r 000 ~ 

The total taxes~ personal and ear_porate, on this income would be 

J.6oo,oc;o, as against 1 9 500,000 9 a prohibitive price to pay. Even 

if all the shareholders had a personal tax rate of 60 percent 

and vould have oved personal taxes of 3,000,000 in the first h<o 

cases so. the add:i. tiona.l ta~:r.ce on en pi tal gains ·Hould have amounted 

_to l,zoo,ooo, or 84 percent of net. income. 
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·case .III: Combined 1<:!:_!h :impersonal tax on corporations egual to 

10 percent on income in excess of 500,000 escudos 

Corporation net income 

Impersonal corporation 
tax (10% of 4.5 million) 

Corporate net income after 
impersonal tax corresponds 
to corporate net income in 
Cases I and II above. 

5,ooo,ooo 

45,000 

455,000 

c. Tncome tax administration and compliance 

The follovling suggestions are of' a general kind to 

indicate the contribution that economics and statistics can make 

to improved tax administration. 

1. There should be a Tax Extensi<>> Service precisely . 

·like an Agricultural Dxtension Service. If' a unified, simplified 

tax structure is adopted, the opportunity should be seized to 

explain it to the small businessman, the farmer, the laborer, 

the professional, the homeo11ner, Compliance is so much concerned 

'dth the attitude of taxpayers, "hether they think the system is 

:fair, is being enforced evenhandedly, is not being escaped by 

those able to pay. This particular structure would close a 

number of escapes :from :full taxation, would be fairer, and credit 

should be taken by the Government for it, 

In addition to this gmwral kind of' explanation, the 

Tax Extension Service should give local talks, classes, explanations, 

regarding the kinds of records to keep, the notion of' income, the 

·kinds of' expense deductions, the Hay to make out returns. These 

could be grouped by professional categories dealing Hith similar 

tax problems, 

Finally,. the Tax F~xtension Service should be available 

to deal ,.;ith specific taxpayer problems. The kind of advice one 

can get in the United States over the telephone from the Internal 

Revenue Service is a very usefu.l Hay of' giving taxpayers advice 

economically. 

Obviously 9 people w·ould have to be trained for this 

service some part of' it could be a travelling road shoH. But 
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• l3ut compliance f'undarrwntal~y stems from· belief .in the system and 

understanding the system. Nassive educat'ional programs Hould 

be vital, 

2. The Tax Service should develop detailed studies 

of the revenue and expense structure of industries classifiedby 

important economic variables - rural-urban, regiona:L, size of 

revenue, type of activity, capital use, and others of this kind. 

One can also determine the variance in many items of income and 

expense and develop standards by Hhich tax returns are selected 

for audit, 

The United States in 191;9 adopted an Audit 

Control Program, a sampling procedure for auditing, selecting at 

random tax returns for complete audit •·ri thout reference to the 

degree of suspicion attached to the return. These procedures 

have been reported in various places and could be consulted. 1/ 
The importance of the program vas that it provided information 

on the natur·e and extent of errors in making tax returns, the 

types of income most commonly mj.sre.ported,. the areas 1-lhere 

auditing vTOu1d have a large payoff and Hhere fur-ther informative 

e:f:fort ,.,rould aid c·omplia:nce o 

3, These tvo steps provide important information 

to taxpayers and administrators. They are a useful backdrop for 

all the ne.cessary steps o':r improvement· in accountin~g practices 9 

ahd data processing and gathering, as "ell as all the lega.l -and 

administrative steps that can improve the tax laws operations& 

D, Indirect Taxat~on 

The present heav-_,r emphasis on indirect taxation cannot 

be reversed until a satisfactory income-tax structure has been 

developed, As that structure gains strene-th, ·it \;ould be desirable 

to dismantle some of the indirect taxes that are not notable in 

their contribution to equity taxation or to economic ef'f"ic:i.ency. 

1. The sisa, or transfer tax on real property, Hhile 

classified as a direct tax 9 seems more of an indirect one .. If its 

z/National Tax 
the re:fere.nce::i 

.Jornal, June 191+9 and }larch 1952, for example, and 
therein., 

J 
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purpose is to discourage speculation, it twuld seem n1uch more 

efficient to pick up speculative gains under a broadened personal 

income tax. The transfer tax may reduce speculation, but it does 

so inefficiently by reducing virtually all transfers of property 

to more efficient ••ses. 

The salo e estampa, or stamp tax, in the absence of a 

more clear-cut explanation of purpose (foreign exchan[;e control, 

inf'orm2,tion on payments, etc.) • should be next in line :for 

reduction or e.lirninationo T'he typeS of' transactions covered seem 

arbitrary to an outside observer, and the best it srnaclcs of' 

partial turnover taxation, 

2 e 'l'he excise taxes on particular commodities 9 such as 

sugar. gasoline, tobacco, liquor, sale and licensing of' autos, can 

be justified to the extent that they relate to macroeconomic 

problems, balance of payments, sumptuary consumption, or 

reasonable pricing of road use, 

3. The transactions tax is the largest indirect levy. 

It is a four brac)cet single-stage l>'holesaJ.c sales tax along the 

pattern of the old British purchase tax, Exempt commodities are 

necessitie.si such as food, fuel, meclicines 9 rents, and educational 

materials; the 7 percent rate covers the vast bulk of' the taxed 

commod:Lt:i.os; the 15 percent rate (raised from 12 perccmt in Au:;ust 

1974) applies to commodities like sweets, confections, soft drinks 

and most t·rines, and more modest jewelry; the 25 percent rate 

(raised from 15 percent in August 1.9'7/f) applies to a large group 

of consumer durables - household appliances (other than stov8s) 9 

cameras, televisions, radios, expensive furniture and personal 

?are, expensive jevrelry and f'urso 

a. The structure. o:f the tax is such that very little 

revenue is secured from the tt-.ro top brackets. Our estimated :for 

·1972 are that about 600 cantos ·.-rould have been lost (at 1975 rates) 

if these t14o brackets <rere eliminated, These brackets may, of 

course, malce a contribution far beyond revenue, 1ve have already 

referred to the possible usefulness of counter cyclica.l 

manipula t:ion o:f taxes on consumer duretbles. Hul tiple brackets 

may aldo play an equity role, by taxing commodities that are 

consumed only by the high :income groups. Casual observation 

indicates, hoHever, that Portugal seems like other countries in its 
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consumption desires. There are nci clear-cut high and lo'; income· 

consumer goods, The taxation of commoditi.es rather than persons 

seems a very crude way of measuring taxable capacity. 

b, The capitalized -revenue yield in 1972 indicates 

a tax base of 61.5 billion escudos (see note !_/ ,p.II-5). This 

base is 37 percent of estimated total consumer expBnditure in that 

year of 166 billion escudos. 

I:f this tax base were revalued from ,;)lolesale 

to retail prices, and other consum0r commodities added that are 

taxed under other spec:i.al taxes - such as .tobacco, beer, liquor, 

and car purchases .., the .. percentage coverage becomes rather high 

for such a narrow based single -stage sales tax(J 

c. The d:i.stributional effects o:f this tax, by size 

of income or other socia.l characteristics, requires C'3.r0ful budget 

studies. In the abs0nc0 of them, a guess would be that they ar0 

probably somellhat ·regressive {represent a smaller percentage of 

high iricorue budgets than lm·;), but not alarmingly so, The bulk 

o:f the tax (90 percent) comes from the 7 percent rat0. 

4. The transactions tax, then, might linger on for some 

time Hithout substantial cause for removal, and the natural 

question arises: should it be replaced by a value added tax 

(VAT)? Another question: also arises: ,;hat "ould be gained by 

such a shift? He can det0ct no serious reason :for such a shif't, 

and a good many costs. 

1ihat d9es VAT have that the present transactions tax 

does not have? 

ae VAT is applied, in principle, throuehout the 

;;holo productive process; the transactions·tax only at the· 

,{hole sale level'" Thercfo~e, VAT \.rould move· toliards .consumers· 

and bring in :f:~_otailers, and back to primary producers through 

manu:fac turers, and then farmers. This -.rould expand the number 

o:f taxpayers very substantially as compared ;;ith tl1e present 

systemo The thought of brint~ing :in retailers and :farmers strikes 

:fear in· the heart of' the bravest Portuguese tax administrator. 

,, 
.. :Jl 
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Leaving them out, VAT only has the "advantage" of' bring-ing 

rnanu.f'acturers into the system, Such a move ,;ill improve the 

tax system if' manufacturers can yield information that is not 

no" being secured, or if' a better valuation of' the 11holesale 

level results, No improvement in the tax levied at the Hholesale 

level seems evident from sendine; the tax backward through the 

productive process. ~ioreover, by earlier tax collection ·in the 

production process 9 VAT ><ould increase the financial costs of' 

production as compared uith the present system. 

The :former point must be emphasized with all force. If' 

an income tax is to be generally and satisfactorily applied, it 

mtist contain at least as much information as a value added tax, 

since the latter only contains sales to others and purchases 

from other firms. There is no information that a value added 

tax reporting syst0m can give to a properly f'tmctioning income 

tax that it does not already have. 

b. A second area of' improvement in shifting to VAT can 

come from the inclusion of' services. There is no magic in this 

·inclusion" :[f· the Portuguese Government vishes to include 

services in the present transactions tax, they can be added as 

easily as under VAT. 

c. Tiec·ause a value added tax can represent a vast 

improvement over the kind of' turnover taxation that many Common 

Narket countries had before it vas adopted, it does not mean that 

it necessarily represents an improvement over any kind of sales 

tax Bystemo Tt clearly does not, lie urge a careful study of the 

problems of shifting from the purchase tax to the VAT in the U.K. 

This shift ,.,as made in order to harmonize the tax with other 

EEC countries~ not in order to improve the British purchase tax. 

Since the Portuguese transactions tax is very close to tl1o BPT, 

much could be learned about the change. It would be surprising 

to learn that it made much difference in indirect taxation in 

J the Uc:Eo 

d. There are complications with multipto rates u..nder VAT, 

but Portugal has these complications no\Y., Simplification of' the 

rate structure has already been recommended, but there is nothing 

to preclude simplify:i.nc: under the present structure or having 

multiple rates under V/1..T., Incleed 9 most countries ,;ith VAT have 
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mor·e ·than one bracket, 

One \dt has suggested that the transactions 

tax be renamed value added tax, understood· to mean value 

added to the wholesale level, and measured at one rather 

than many stages of the production process! 

e. The general conclusion is that the transactions 

could be retained for some time. It is essentially the 

same VAT; and can stand until some improved method of 

taxing income is developed, 

E. Death and net worth taxation 

There has not been enough time to take a serious 

look at the present death and gift tax structure nor at net 

worth taxation, The recent proposals and -discussion in-the 

U,I\:, provid<; a thorough revie\.; of the estate and gift tax 

that should be particularly relevant for Portugal. 

Net worth taxation, if it is to be done properly, 

is much farther do\·.'11 the line. The vaJ.uation problem has 

never been satisfactorily solved in any country where total 

or partial Health i·s annually assessed~~ Since so much of 

Portuguese ><ealth has no ready marl<et price, it Hould be a 

full-scale administrative task to attempt to keep the values 

up to date annually. For the pre'sent a much improved and 

progressive income tax, which eff'ic'iently taxed capital gains, 

combined w-ith.serious death and gift tax should make a big 

step forward distributionally when fully implemented. 
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Social Security 

The prime questions in the social security area are: (1) 

hol< much of the country's scarce resources to allocate to 

government transfer programs and (2) hol< to divide this 

amount among the different potential recipients. It is 
I . 

. very important that cash transfers go to the poor people 
I . 

of the country, Nevertheless there is a major danger of 
' embarking on transfer programs \<hich end up costing 

considerably more than expected. This can happen because 

of inadequate lmo\<ledge of the short run costs or becaus.e 

of inadequate attention to the long run determinants .of 
' ' 

the costs of a system l<hich starts small, In some cases 

the long run may not be very long and burdens can begin to 

mount rapidly. The report spell~ out some details of this 

perspective. 

Cash transfers from the government l<ill play a major 

role in social policy in any country concerned l<ith helping 

its poor people. ·The first question that arises is ho\f 

much of the country's scarce resources to devote to aiding 

the poor in this \fay, This is clearly beyond the proper 

attention of this examination, although the discussions 

in Chapter I on the need of resources for investment should 

help to develop an informed judgement on this critical 

question of evaluating alternative uses of the same resources, 

lathin the limits of the resources \fhich it is decided to 

make available, there are important decisions that have to 

be made on their allocation and administration. The current 

intention of the Hinistry of Social Affairs to reorganize 

and unify the management of the various social security 

programs is excellent and should lead both to a more rational 

system and to cost savings, 

Within the budget limitations of the funds available 

for transfer programs, there are .tl<o basic questions which 

must be faced: 
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(1) which types of benefits are important or unimportant for 
/ 

achieving social ends? (2) which individuals, of those 

·potentially eligible for benefi ts 9 should be recipients 

and how should the, level of benefits vary with the economic 

position of the recipient? 

Taking up the first question, at present there is a 

large number of different types of benefits. It is clear that 

some of these benefits, like pensions, go to groups which, 

on average, have much greater need than the recipients of 
• I 

other benefits. Given the pressing need of the poorest 

segments of the population and the limits to which the 

transfer programs are subject, it is important to keep to 

a l)linimum the benefits being given in programs that do not 

go predominantly to the poorest segments of the population. 

Thus each of the other·current programs should be 

scrutinized to judge whether it is as important as making 

more funds available for pensions. This is possible since 

for most other benefits, unlike wage related pensions, 

workers probably do not feel such a strong entitlement to 

benefits as a result of past tax contribution,~>. For example, 

one needs to ask: is it more important to provide pensions 

for those that have none at all· or should existing pensions 

be increased? Is fr more important to increase pensions to 

the elderly of childrens 

average, are 

allowances, recognizing that the 

probably much poorer than parents elderly, on 

of children? Is it better to increase pensions or provide 

payments for marriages and funerals? Benefits that do not 

pass the test of comparison with pension needs should be 

eliminated if possible. They should be kept with their 

benefit levels frozen if elimination is not possible. This 

will not save administrative costs, but the ongoing inflation 

will severely decrease the real costs of any programs that 

do not have benefits increased over time. 

In evaluating government transfer programs it is vital 

to focus on the relative needs of different classes of 

potential benefit recipients, rather than considering merely 

''hether they are poor. For example, the ·vast majority of the 

population earn the minimwn \ofage or less. Any program aimed 
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particularly at. those people earning more than the minimum 

1<age 1<ould help people who are better off than the vast 

majority of their countrymen and therefore would be a mistake, 

Hithin the context of evaluating indiv:i.dual programs, it 

is curious that the statistics on beneficiaries shm< a vey 

different sex mix of recipients of old 

to recipients of disability benefits. 

age pensions relative' 
1 Since age is more 

easily certifiable than disability, this is suggestive that 

the disability program should be scrutinized to ensure that 

it HOrks in practice in the same 1<ay that .it is designed, 

Turning to the second issue identified above, a major 

goal is to lessen, in some fashion, the payments within a 

program going to those recipients 1<ho do not have relatively 

large need, There are t1<0 basic Hays of approaching the 

limitation of benefits. One is for each benefit program to 

identify an income level above Hhiqh benefits are decreases, 

perhaps until they are reduced to zero. While there are 

sophisticated approaches to this ·problem 1vhich might be 

taken, for administrative reasons the only practical approach 

is.simply to select an income level and give no benefits to 

those Hith higher income, This simple approach has t11o 

difficulties, First it may be difficult to set the income 

level l<hich cuts off benefits at a lm• enough level to save 

substantial amounts· of expenditure on the program. Ho1,•ever 9 

inflation and a fixed cutoff level ,,.ould, over time, steadily 

increase the effect of the cutoff level, Secondly the method of 

decreasing benefits by one escudo for each additional escudo of 

income (until benefits are eliminated) is simply a lOO')b marginal 

tax income, \1i th several different programs each ·of Hhich has 

a cutoff this pattern of lOO')b marginal tax rates, together 

1<ith the income tax structure, 1·1ould be a pattern of effective 

tax rates Hhich is unlikely to be very rational. It also 

may have some relatively important disincentive effects.· 

1 . 
- In 1973, 36% of old age pensions Hent to Homen lvhile 46% of 

disability pension.s Hent to Homen, 

were 31'% and 48%, 

In 1972 the percentages 
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The alternative approach to limiting benefits for the 

less needy in ord~r to finance them for the more needy is 

to build the decrease in benefits into the income tax 

·structure, 1vi th a cha.'lge to a unified income tax as discussed 

in Chapter II 9 the various cash benefits from social security 

should be subject to income tax. Treating them as income is 

the simplest 1;ay of making the benefit pattern and income 

tax into a unified package, This has the effect of giving 

smaller after-tax benefits· to those with higher incomes and 

so higher marginal income tax rates, It is possible to also 

have additional adjustments (like vanishing exemtions ! f'or 
. . I 

age or children) if' simply including benefits in taxable income 

is not considered a sufficiently rapid decline of benefits 

with income. At present pensions are included in.the 

complementary tax but family allov;ances are not, No benefits· 

are subject to the professional tax. Depending on how long it 

will take.to switch over to a unified income tax, it may be 

useful to consider some changes in this current tax treatment 

for the short run, 

The discussion thus far has considered the static 

aspects of the pattern of benefits - that is, the division 

of available social security funds runong different programs 

and different recipients, In addition, it is important to 

consider dynamic aspects of the· design of benefit program 

that is, the determinants of the changes over time in the 

·costs of' different transfer programs, There are h;o separate 

dynamic questions to consider - the dynamics of benefit pro

gram and the dynamics of the population, 

The general development of the benefit programs is to 

move in the direction of' making benefits are available to 

one group also available to other groups who do not differ 

greatly f'~om the first group, Benefit programs have the 

! A vanishing exemption allo,;s a deduction from taxable income 

of' some nUI!lber of escudos. The.size of the deduction gets 

smaller the higher the income level of the taxpayer. 
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effect of generating· expectations that result in pressures 

to w·iden eligibility and to increase benefit levels 

.wherever they are belmv the levels. in similar programs, 

For example there is an inherent instability in the 

current pension structure. It provides a minimum pension 

of one-half the minimum w~ge for those dependent worl~ers 

covered by social security • as much lower m_inimum pension 

for rural ,,.orkers, and no pension for many other workers, 

Increase in any of the existing pensions ''ill create 

pressures for increases in other existing pensions and 

liill affect pension levels l>hen programs are expanded to 

include additional workers, Thus there may well be two 

reasons for caution in increasing the minimum pension for 

dependent l>orkers .covered by social security - (1) they may. 

not be the pension recipients with greatest need, and (2) 

increased pensions for them will tend to create pressure to 

increase pensions for those receiving smaller pensions, some 

of' whom may not be as needy, 

The second dynamic element is the steady aging of' the 

Portuguese population, Thus any pension program fixed in 

relative terms will be an increasing burden on the working 

population, In the 1960 census S'f, of the population lvas 

over 65 years of' age, In the 1970 census over 9 l/2% of 

the population was over 65 years old, Between the two 

censuses this fraction increased by more than 2o%, The 

bulk of' this change is not due to birth rates since the 

fraction of' the population over 65 in the population over 

15 has risen by a similar percentage, There are three 

factors affecting the trend since 1970 and the future trend 

in these numbers. First the large emigration in the recerit 
l past has been concentrated among young l>orkers, Therefore 

those older workers who will become pension recipients in 

the near future form a disproportionately large fraction 

of' the current working population, That is, the working 

population under 65 has a very high average age, Second, 

lvhile the magnitude of emigration in the future is uncertain, 

depending. in large part on the policies of' other countries, 

1. For the period 1960-1973 the percentage of regular 

emigrants under 30 was 64% 9 under 35, 76% and under 45, 

921i>. Clandestine emigration· is probably at least as young. 
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it is clear that there •<iH c.ontinue to be sizeable emigration 

and that this 11ill continue to be concentrated among the 
1 young. - The third element w·orks more slo11ly but >vill also 

be significant in the not too distant future - the decline 

in birth rate, This in turn is the result o.f' two influences, 

Portugal like much of the rest of the world is experiencing 

a decline in fertility rates (and simultaneously a rise 

in :female labor force participation rates). In additiqn, 

ho11ever, past emigration o:f young Homen has also decreased 

the population. of ••omen o:f child bearing age ,,.ho 

are experiencing these lmver fer·~ili ty rates per 

in turn 
2 womenQ -

Piartially offsetting these three factors contributing 

to the aging of the population is the sharp increase in 

female labor force participation rates, an increase over 

50% at most ages from 1960 to 1970. J-lmvever, labor force 

participation by those over 65 has declined sharply and will 

decline even more ,.,i th the spread of pension benefits. Net, 

these changes are not important enough to offset the effects 

of emigration, 1Vhich among adults, is also concentrated 

in the' ages >Vhich have the highest labor force participation 

rates.
1 

From 1960 to 1970 the ratio o:f the aged population 

to the labor force has risen by nearly 2o%, even adjusting 

for the growth in the military, 

The population changes described have the important 

implication that any program maintaining a steady relation-

ship between pensions and >Vages >-lill impose a steadily in

creasing burden on the working population, This makes the 

level of pensions relative to wages an even more critical 

variable for the future of the economy. To illuminate 

the way population changes affect the expenditure level 

1, The large emigration of the early seventies of course 

significantly affects the current costs of a pension plan 

relative to what would have been estimated using the 

1970 census. 

2, The number of 0-4 year olds in 1970 w·as only 88'){, of 

the number in 1960. In the early 1980's this group will 

begin to enter the labor force, 
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of a pension program (ignoring administrative costs), l?e 

can consider the equation which necessarily links costs 

to benefits: 

I 

( t~'Ces needed to finance pensions) = 
total •~ages 

(average pension) 
average 1vage 

X (number of nension recinients) 
number of workers 

Since so many pension beneficiaries receive the minimum 

pension, the average pension is very nearly determined by the 

minimum pensiono In addition the large number of 1<orkers 

receiving the minimum wage· and the tendency of many ~rages 

in many occupations to move together means that the minimim 

1>age. is a major factor in determining the average wage. 

Freezing the ratio of minimum pension to minimum ••age 

implies that the ratio of average pension to average '>'age 

'>'ill not vary too much in the short run. Therefore the tax 

burden of financing the pension program will move approximately 

proportionally lvith the ratio of pension recipients to 

1Vorkers. 

Already in 1970 there 1Vas more than one aged person (i,e, 

over 65) for each four workers, This ratio has·, no doubt, 

risen si.gnificantly since then, With average 1Vages in the 
1 

entire economy less than 20% higher than the minimum wage, 

a unif6rm. minimum pension of half the minimum ,;age '>'Ould 

put an enormous· burden on an economy •·rhidh planned to pro-

· vide other social benefits and to maintain investment for 
2 future gro1<th and development,-

1. Probably, it is about 15% higher. 

2. Since children's benefits are, rightly, so much .less 

thari dependent 1Vorker pensions, the declining birth rate 

1vill not generate savings of a comparable magnitude to 

offset t.he problem of the aging economy. 
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I have made a crude projection of' the age structure 

of' the population f'or 1980 based on the 1970 census and the 

1980 projection of' the Institute Nacional de Estatistica 2 
lihich was based on an estimated 1970 population, No doubt 

there exists a more sophistj,cated, properly developed 
' 

projection based on both the 1970 census and the recorded 

emig·ration o:f the early seventies, Since ·the trend of' the 

age distribution is so important, I w-anted to include an 

estimate, even if' crude, as a reminder of' both the 

importance of' the problem and the importance of having up 

to date projections. 

Assuming an average of' 60,000 emigrants per year over 

the seventies, ~ the fraction of the population over 15 

years of' age l<hich is at l.east 65 years -old w·ill be 

approximately 15')1, in 1.980, an increase of 9% over the ratio 

in 1970, Since. the nwnerator of this fraction reflects the 

pension needing population and the denominator the ''orking 

age population, this increase reflects the continued rise 

in the burden that any relative pension plan 1Vill place on 

the economy. 

Turning to political influence associated \d.th social 

security benefits, the pegglng of benefits to the min1.mwn 

1~age, 1-rhether by lm< or by custom, generates additional 

pressures on the determination of this critical variable 

f'or the economy, The desirability of this additional 

pressure should be carefully scrutinized, This question 

arises quite apart from the question of whether one 

necessarily 1;ants to change benefit levels and minimum 

wages at the same time. These considerations are applicable 

to childrens benefits, should they become pegged, as •~ell 

as to pensionso 

J, Estudo 45, Projec<;;oes da populac;ao residents no 

continente e ilhas adjacentes, Oliveira Harques. 

4. Higher emigration liill increase this :fraction. 

Emigration 1;as much higher in the early seventies, but will 

probably be less l].igh on average in the mid and late seventies. 
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Preface 

The report on "Analysis and Projection. of Hacroeconomic 

Conditions in Portugal" presented here l<as prepared in 

December, 1975 by Professors Rudiger Dornbusch, Richard Eckaus 

and Lance Taylor of the Hassachusetts Institute of Technology, 

within the framew·ork of an OECD-sponsored mission, organized 

at the request of the Banco de Portugal. 

The report contains several valuable contributions to 

the analysis of the Portuguese economy and to the definition 

of broad guidelines for policy-making thr?ughout 1976. Among 

such contributions,··a special mention should be made of their

analysis of the development of the Portuguese economy in 1975. 

One of the more important results is the estimate w·hich lvas 

made of the decline of the Portuguese GNP in 1975. The 

magnitude of the decline which was widely discussed in 

Portuguese economic circles last December was a fall of 10 

or even 15 per cent. By applying tests of consistency to 

the rough estimates of several national accounting aggregates 

then available, the authors of the report concluded that the 

decline had been much smaller. Their mvn estimate, on the 

basis of the scanty statistical material for 1975 l>hich then 

existed, was a reduction in GNP of only 2.8 per cent. It is 

interesting to note that this res~lt virtually coincides 

with the more recent· estimates calculated by the Planning 

Department. 
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In the report, it is clearly stressed that the decline 

in output in 1975 was not so marked as could be expected,' 

almost exclusively because of the increase irr private 

consumption and Govermnent expenditures. The grmvth of 

both 'types of expenditure was supported by the mobilization 

of exchange reserves and the expansion of central bank 

credit. 

The second part of the ,report presents projections of 

t~e major macroeconomic variables in order to provide guid~-

lines for Portuguese economic policy in 1976. The authors 

state that, although there is, "a dangerous potentiality 

for further declines in output, and,income, more unemployment 

and inflation, there is also the potentiality for strong 

~ecovery. 11 Ho1vever and this 

aspe~ts of their contribution -

is one of the more important 

they advise that such re-

covery should be based on a rapid expansion of investment 

and not, as in the past tivo years, on increases of consumption, 

both public and private. 

The projections sho>V1l in the report imply that in order 

to start the gro1-rth of production and to reduce unemployment 

high deficits of the Government budget and of the balance 

of payments wili be necessary. Those deficits should hmvever 

be of an entirely different nature from those expe1~ienced 

in 1975. According to the proposals made they would be a 
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price l<orth paying for the recovery of production, the 

reduction of unemployment and the building of additional 

productive capacity through a sharp increase in investment. 

The estimates for 1975 and projections for 1976 pres

ented here suffer from the scarcity and inaccuracy of the 

data '>'hich were available at the time lvhen they were pre-

pared. Some of them could be improved by using more up-to-

~date and reliable basic statistical material and by taking 

into account recent d-evelopments in the Government's economic 

and financial policies. Nonetheless the 0riginal projections 

prepared in December are maintained in the report for hvo 

reasons: in the first place revision of basic data 1<ould 

not substantially change the recommendations made and the 

general guidelines proposed; secondly, in spite of improve-

ments in data quality and availablity since last Decemberi 

the statistical information still does not provide an adequate 

basis for final and completely satisfactory estimates. 

Among the projections in which revisions would be 

justified special mention should be made of those regarding 

public finance and the balance of.payments. The projections 

in the area of public finance do not correspond entirely 

to the figures resulting from the budget of the Central 

Government for 1976, announced last December, and from other 

.financial estimates concerning the autonomous funds, the 

social security system and the local authorities. 
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As regards the balance of payments, the estimates on 

imports and exports in 1975 used in the report diverge 

somewhat from the most recent official estimates which show 

a deficit of the balance on goods and services account which 

is smaller than previously envisaged. As a consequence the 

projections for 1976 show a higher balance of payments 

deficit than that which would be obtained if more recent 

statistical data had been used. 

In spite of the probable margins of error, the strategy 

recommended in the report seems entirely valid and feasible 

in economic terms, provided there is the capacity and political. 

willingness to implement it. The recommendations on economic 

policy measures suggested in the report with respect to 

monetary and fiscal policy, although only partial and in some 

cases in need of further elaboration, deserve the.greatest 

attention. 

The authors point out in the report that the Portuguese 

economy was not in such bad condition at the end of 1975 as 

is sometimes assumed. However, theystress that: 11To avoid 

sliding with accelerating rapidity toward a much worse 

situation, there must be a start in cutting the steps upward 

toward a better position, while Portugal still has the re-. 

sources with which to do so. 11 

There is, therefore, the greatest urgency in attempting 

to establish viable economic policies. These must contain 
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t)l.e growth of increases in consumption within the limits 

provided by realistic guidelines which will stimulate the 

rapid increase of domestic savings, of investment and of 

exports. It is also necessary to correct desequilibria in 

the financial situation of public and private enterprises 

and·in the capital markets. The decisions required are 

extremely complex and difficult. Hol-ve'Yer, one· cannot avoid 

a correct assessment of the economic, social and political 

consequences which '"ill .inevitably emerge if these decisions 

are evaded or postponed. 

J. Silva Lopes 



1. Introduction 

) There seems to be virtually unanimous opinion in Portugal that 

there was a catastrophic decline in economic activity in the last 

half of 1974 and during 1975. Appraisals include phrases like "verge 

of chaos", and "brink of disaster". In the face of such gloom, it 

may be regarded as unwarranted optimism to maintain that, although 

the situation is quite tenuous, at the beginning of 1976 the 

Portuguese economy is surprisingly sound. While there is a dangerous 

potentiality for further real declines in output and income, more 

unemployment and inflation, there is also the potentiality for strong 

recovery. The. diagnosis of economic conditions in Portugal at the 

outset of 1976 will be detailed below as will alternative short term 

projections for the future. It should be emphasized that the optimism 

expressed is conditional, at best. The problems ·are profound and 

righting them will be a difficult operation. However, it is possible 

in 1976 to reduce the further economic traumas which will have to be 

suffered by Portugal and to place the economy on a stable footing in 

the medium run. 

Enormous economic and social changes have occurred in Portugal 

since April 25, 1974. Important parts of the system of production 

and finance have been nationalized and reorganized. The participation 

of labor in decision-making has increased as has labor's share of the 

national product via large, though somewhat uneven, increases in wages. 

Price inflation, though beginning to accelerate even before April, 

1974, has become an important fact of everyday life. And all of this 

has been accompanied by surging processes of political change. 

; 



Besides the adjustments within Portugal, there have also been 

international changes. so profound as to provoke talk of a "new 

international order". Any economic diagnosis and prescription for 

Portugal must take these international developments into account. 

The Portuguese revolution coincided with an almost worldwide de

pression which had a particularly strong impact on Portugal's major 

. trading partners. That and the independence of its former African 

colonies contributed to a sharp reduction in Portugal's exports. 

The depression in Western Europe, by increasing unemployment and 

reducing the incomes of emigrant workers, also reduced the flow of 

remittances. In prev'-ous years these were large enough to convert 

an unfavorable import-export trade deficit to a current account 

surplus in the Portuguese balance of payments. 

Increases in.oil and other fuel and commodity prices caused the 

same sharp deterioration in the Portuguese terms of trade that 

afflicted other Western European countries which are large importers 

of primary products and exporters of manufactures. The relative 

openness of the Portuguese economy made this a substantial loss of 

real income. These international changes have also been important 

contributors to internal inflation in Portugal, as in the rest of 

the world. 

Although the depressions in the Western Europe and the western 

hemisphere countries have a variety of sources, they may be viewed 

in part as a response to the balance of payments pressures created by 

the unfavorable change in their international terms of trade. The 

economies have been depressed, creating unemployment and reductions 

I 
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in consumption and investment, in order to reduce imports and pass 

on international price increases to domestic prices. 

To an outside observer reading only the national statistical 

t.ables and not a word about social revolution, the record of the 

last year and a half in Portugal would not appear so different from 

that of the rest of Europe, with some puzzling discrepancies. While 

the economy is depressed, personal consumption has increased and, as 

noted, labor' s share of the national income has also. But the major 

trends of reduced production and investment, balance of payments 

deficits and inflation would all look quite familiar and even in 

some respects less serious for Portugal than'in some of the other 

countries of Western Europe. 

The appearance of some statistical similarities in the develop-

' i 

I 
ments in 1974 and 1975 in the Portuguese economy and those of some 

other European nations is both suggestive and potentially misleading. 

Thus, it is essential to have a clear diagnosis of the sources of the 

current difficulties of the Portuguese economy before attempting to 

make policy prescriptions. If the problem is really "chaos" and dis-

ruption of the organization of production and management in enterprises, 

then, in effect, there are "supply bottlenecks" which' must somehow be 

overcome before a reasonable semblance of prosperity can be restored 

and the conditions for future gr011th created. If the problems are 

partly the result of· loss of foreign markets due to international 

concern over the ability of Portuguese suppliers to meet delivery 

schedules because of labor unrest, then again there is a kind of 

supply bottleneck ~Vhich has its origins in the economic and political 



uncertainties within the country. On the other hand, suppose that 

the problems mainly originate abroad in losses of export markets and 

emigrant remitt.ances due to foreign recessions. Then the remedies 

must be essentially of the aggregate demand stimulation type, with 

special conc·ern for the direction of new investment to create new 

sources of foreign exchange earnings. And, if the problems have 

multiple ·sources of these and other types, then an appropriate mixed 

strategy must be developed. 

It would be difficult to trace causes and effects and assign rela

tive weights to the various influences in the best of circumstances, 

with timely and reasonably comprehensive and reliable data and a 

backlog of studies of export and import. elasticities and productivity 

and capacity utilization and so on. There is no point in repeating 

the customary complaints about the inadequacies of Portuguese economic 

statistics, though they surely contribute to the high degree of uncer

tainty which is associated with any diagnosis and risk connected ~<ith 

any projection. These qualifications should be kept in mind in reading 

this report. 

The first task undertaken is an evaluation of the real overall 

development of the Portuguese economy in 1975 and an assessment of the 

underlying factors. The next task is the projection of what appears 

to be a reasonable set of macroeconomic goals for 1976 and detailing 

of their implications for policy. In both the assessment of 1975 and 

the projection for 1976, special attention is paid to monetary policy 

and international financial issues~ It should be emphasized that the 

1976 projection is not a forecast of what will happen. To a much 
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greater degree than is customary, ·the economic events of 1976 will 

depend on the political decisions which are made early in the year. 

While the Portuguese economy is not.in such bad condition at the end 

of 1975, it is on a steep and slippery slope and cannot possibly 

remain long in its present circumstances. To avoid sliding with 

accelerating rapidity toward a much I<Orse situation, there must be 

a start in cutting the steps upward toward a better position, while 

Portugal still has the resources with which to do so. 

2. ~1acroeconomic Conditions in 1975 

For a country recently experiencing thorough social reform, a 

sea change in its foreign trade position and six revolutionary govern

ments in the past nineteen months, Portugal enjoys unexpectedly good 

economic health. While real output clearly dropped in 1975, the 

decline was not precipitous; the best estimate is a three percent 

decrease in gross domestic product (GDP). By comparison with other 

OECD countries, the Portuguese experience does not appear to be much 

worse than average; in fact the economy's performance has been quite 

robust when the political uncertainties of 1975 are taken into account. 

By comparison, GDP decline in 1975 for the United States was about 

three percent.; in West Germany it was close to four percent and in 

Italy almost four-and-one-half percent. 

Estimates. of Aggregate Real Income in 1975 

To provide a basis· for analyzing the current economic situation, 

a crude set of estimates for.the national· income accounts in 1975 has 

been prepared, As explained in the Appendix, the technique for 



TABLE 1 

National AccoUnts for 1975 (Millions of contos of 1974)* 

Less 
Consumption Investment Government Exports Imports Total 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing 66.9 6.4 -13.6 59.7 

Manufacturing 100.4 32.1 15.3 36.4 -79.4 104.8 

Construction 11.6 11.6 

Services 105.5 30.7 16.5 -13.1 139.6 
i 
I Indirect' taxes less I· ~ 

subsidies 31.3 31.3 

Public transfers 

Totals 304.1 43.7 46.0 59.3 -105.1 347.0 

* A conto is 1000 escudos. 
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TABLE 2 

.National Accounts for 1974 (Millions of cantos of 1974) 

Less 
ConsumEtion Investment Government E~orts. Imports Total 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing 62.0 2.0 8.3 - 16.5 55.8 

~lanufacturing 101.8 51.6 15.3 49.2 - 96.8 121.1 

Construction 19.3 19.3 

Services 97.3 30.7 23.6 - 20.2 131.4 

Indirect taxes less 
subsidies 31.3 31.3 4L 

Public transfers 11.2 - 13.1 - 1. 9 

Totals 292.4 72.9 46.0 92.3 -146.6 357.0 

:,·~r 



TABLE 3 

National Accounts for· 1973 (Millions of contos of 1973) 

Less 
ConsumJ2tion Investment Government Exports Imports Total 

Agriculture,. forestry, 
fishing 42.7 1.3 6.4 - 9.3 41.1 

Manufacturing 65.4 39.0 12.7 38.4 - 63.9 91.6 

Construction 16.3 16.3 

Services 71.8 25.5. 22.3 - 10.5 109.1 

Indirect taxes less 
subsidies 26.9 26.9 ~. 

Public Transfers 9.1 - 11.0 - 1.9 

Total 206.8 56.6 38.2 76.2 - 94.7 283.1 
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con?tructing the accounts.was to gather informed assessments of 

current trends in sectoral outputs and aggregate demand patterns, 

and exploit the identities of the accounting system to force these 

disparate numbers into a coherent pattern. The exercise would have 

been impossible without collaboration of economists in the Bank of 

Portugal and. Ministry of Finance, who provided many insights into 
!! I the Portuguese economy. 

Table 1 .presents estimates for 1975, and Tables 2 and 3 present 

national income statistics for 1973 and 1974 on the same disaggregated 

basis. Associated with Tables 1 and 2 are the·percentage changes from 

1974 to 1975 in the sources and uses of national output, as shown in 

Table 4. As just indicated, estimates of many of these percentages 

along with the levels of economic aggregates in l974·provided.the basis 

for the first step in making the 1975 estimates. 

TABLE 4 

Percentage Changes in Important Economic Aggregates, 1975/1974 

Levels of value added Aggregate demand by trEe 

Agriculture + 7. 0% Consumption + 4.0% 

Manufacturing -13.5% Investment -40.0% 

Construction -40.0% Exports -35.7% 

Services + 6.2% Imports -27.6% 

Gross Domestic Product - 2.8% Trade deficit -13.8% 

The picture which emerges from these numbers is that of an economy 

whose overall level of activity was maintained by buoyant consumer 

.!f The many people who provided information are of course not respon
sible for the use made of it. Also, the estimation methods have 
been set out in detail in the Appendix, so that people who take 
exception to our projections can determine the consequences of 
their own revisions for the overall set of numbers. 

--------- ~------···------------------- ------------ -------,----------
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demand. Because of income redistribution under the Revolution, 

personal consumption rose from 73% of national product in 1973 to 

82% in 1974, and continued to increase in real terms in 1975. On the 

other hand, investment in fixed capital (and possibly in inventories) 

declined sharply; and with it activity in construction and industries 
. I 

manufacturing building products. Exports have stagnated, from loss 

of markets both in the former colonies and in the recession-plagued 

Common Market. But due to lagging activity in manufacturing, which 

uses many imported intermediate inputs, imports declined as well, and 

the deficit on trade account actually fell from something like 54 

million cantos in 1974 to 51 million in 1975 (in cur:rent prices of 

each year). 

The'upshot of all these movements was an estimated decrease in 

real gross domestic product between 1974 and 1975 of 2.8%, a signifi-

cant output loss but less alarming than some other estimates have made 

it. Changes in sectoral production levels, the decline in manufacturing 

especially, agree quantitatively with independent assessments as of late 

·1975. There is scattered evidence that the slowdown in economic acti-
Y 

vity may have worsened in the latter part of last year. 

Price and Wage Changes in 1975 

A good guess at the increase in a generalized price index such as 

the GDP deflator might be 20%. Such a magnitude is consistent with the 

outmoded Lisbon consumer price index, scattered information on increases 

~ For example, electricity production in the third quarter was 18% 
below its 1974 level, and showed an apparently more-than-seasonal 
decrease in relation to the second quarter. Capacity ·utilization 
in both consumer and non-consumer goods manufacturing seems to have 
fallen since March, 1975, according to preliminary results of the 
Inquerito de Conjuntura. 

I 
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in labor and import costs, and money velocity considerations. 

Depreciation of the escudo has been modest--if indeed it has occurred 

at all with respect to major trading partners. 

Wages also increased substantially during the year. The accom-

panying tabl.e presents the available price and wage index data. While 

skepticism with respect to the numbers is warranted, the relatively 

larger increase in wages than prices which is shown does appear to be 

valid. 

1973/ I 
II 
III 
IV 

1974/I 
II 
III 
IV 

1975/I 
II 

TABLE 5 

Indices of Recent Wage and Price Levels in Portugal* 

(1970 = 

Average Wholesale Prices 
of Domestic Production 

118 
119 
122 
131 

148 
152 
154 
160 

162 
164 

lOO) 

Wages in Industry and 
Transportation (Lisbon) 

128.77 
134.35 
140.17 
144.33 

154.26 
177.25 
194.33 
198.58 

204.31 
n.a. 

* Sources: National Institute of Statistics, Monthly Statistical 
Bulletin, Bank of Portugal. 

The Government Sector in 1975 

Turning to fiscal issues, it is estimated that the cash deficit 

of the consolidated government sector ran to something like 33 million 

3/ On the cost side, the shares of imports, wages, and payments to other 
factors are about 20%, 50% and 30?6 respectively. Nominal increases of 
13% in import costs (world price increases plus the. tariff surcharge) 
and 40% in wages together with no change in nominal payments to 
"capital" give a cost inflation estimate of 23%. Some of this has 
no doubt been contained by price controls. 



cont.os in 1975, even with an abnormally low public investment expen-
4/ 

diture of 13 million contos. A deficit of such magnitude was 

inevitable last year, even though it was without precedent in 

Portugal. The fundamental rationale for the observed increase in 

government expenditure with respect to tax receipts is nothing other 

than the economy's shift into a current account deficit position in 

its balance of payments. 

In the past, Portugal was able to run current account surpluses, 

making it possible for the government e-ccounts to be in balance witfi-

out having a major depressing effect on the economy. However, in .the 

new circumstances of redpced exports and remittances and higher import 

prices, there is a chronic current account de.ficit. Such an excess of 

foreign exchange payments over receipts diverts purchasing power abroad 

and cuts back effective demand within the country. The loss in demand 

can be offset in various ways, but an excess of government spending 

over revenues is by far the most effective on a large scale. Had there 

not been a government deficit in 1975; the private sector would have had 

to adjust to the trade deficit by cutting investment and consumption 

with consequent reductions in imports. There were substantial, though 

undesired, .reductions in investment. Ho1;ever, Portuguese authorities 

wisely supported personal consumption by not following "balanced budget" 

policies. As will be seen below, there will have to be a similar will-

ingness to engage in deficit finance to maintain aggregate demand in 

1976. 

Y Details on·the 1975 consolidated government accounts appear in 
Table 13 below. 
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Money and Finance in 1975 

The changing balance of payments situation also led to fundamental 

modifications in the money supply process in Portugal. Putting the 

matter briefly, the source of domestic money creation is no longer a 

balance of payments surplus and has become domestic credit creation 

instead. Table 6 gives the details in the form of quarterly data on 
i 

the principal monetary aggregates. The last two lines show the in-

creasing divergence between the monetary base and the net external 

assets of the Bank of Portugal, with international reserves falling 

while the monetary base (reserves plus domestic credit) increases. 

The decline in the Bank of Portugal's net foreign assets is the. 

financial counterpart of the current account deficit, the real causes 

of which have already been discussed. One important point to note is 

· that the quarterly loss in reserves has stayed roughly constant in 

nominal terms since mid-1974. With an inflation rate of 20%, the real 

deficit is actually declining .. This is another piece of evidence sup-

porting the conjecture that the recession in Portugal is deepening 

real demand for foreign resources is dropping off as the level of 

economic activity declines. 

The monetary data in Table 6 show a rising stock of currency in 

the hands of the public throughout 1974 and 1975. The stock of cur-

rency has been rising absolutely and relative to both M1 arid M2. 

Previous commentators have noted as two important explanations the 

redistribution of income toward labor and the preference for currency 

that arises because of the nationalization of banks and political 

0 
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TABLE 6: MONETARY DATA (MILLIONS OF CONTOS) 

1973 1974 1975 

I II III IV I II III IV I II III Nov. Dec. 

CURRENCY. 
~-

35 36 39 38 39 -- ·-- 51 --- 59_ . 70 __ ]6 _ __ 85 
p 

.1 00 - 103p- ul 
M1 = Currency + Demand Deposits 126 131 141 166 156 158 162 183 177 186 204* 209* 226* 

M2 = M1 + Time Deposits 244 256 272 301 301 307 320 342 342 351 362* 366* 386* 

FOREIGN ASSETS, net 72 73 76 78 73 69 69 63 58 55 45* 39* 37* 

of which: Bank of Portugal 67 67 70 72 68 . 65 63 56 51 48 3l 33p 32p 

MONETARY BASE 62 65 69 71 68 72 81 95 89 95 lllp 116p 130p 

'-

* Estimate. p p . . 1 rov1s1ona . 

NOTE: The figures for currency are obtained from the numbers of currency and coin outstanding less bank 

vault cash. For November, 1975, bank vault cash is assumed equal to 3 billion escudos; for 

December, 1975, it is assumed equal to 4·.7 billion escudos. The estimates of M1 and M2 figures for 

September, 1975 are obtained from a sample of eight banks and the Caixa Geral de Depositos, and those 

for November and December, 1975, from a sample of four banks and the CGD. Net foreign assets include 

gold valued at the "official'" price. 

. 
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events that appear to render bank deposits more vulnerable to state 

control and supervision. \Vhile this rising trend for currency con

tinued through November, 1975, there is some evidence that since that 

time some stabilization of the behavior of currency has taken effect. 

The large increase in the currency to money ratio since 1973 

should be of no concern to policy makers. The argument that the large 

stock of currency outstanding could lead to sudden and uncontrollable 

dishoardirtg or to a reflow into the banking system resulting in a credit 

explosion is of little substance. First, dishoarding can as much be 

financed by deposits as it can by currency so that there is no pre

sumption that the stock of currency is a measure of likely changes in 

the velocity of circulation· (the ratio of money to income). Second, a 

reflow of currency into the banking system, if it took place, would 

make the banks more liquid. Whether.it would lead to a credit explo

sion is entirely a matter of credit demand and monetary policy. As a 

matter of monetary policy it is very easy to offset increased b.ank 

liquidity by reduced discounts or increased reserve requirements so 

that from this perspective also there is no need for concern. Perhaps, 

even more importantly, the current investment climate is assuredly not 

one where a credit explosion is to be feared. 

The next.9uestion concerns the growth rate of monetary aggregates 

M1 and M2 .in 1975 and the issue whether monetary growth was sufficient 

or perhaps even excessive. Table 6 shows that monetary growth from the 

third quarter of 1974 to the third quarter of 1975 was 26% for M
1 

and 13% for M2 . The increase in M
1 

relative to M2 reflects primarily 

the fast growth of currency that accounts for about SO% of M
1 

and only 
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about 28% of M
2

. Using end of year monetary estimates, the growth 

rate of monetary aggregates for the fourth quarter of 1975 relative 

to. the fourth quarter of 1974 is 23% for M
1 

and 13% again for ~12" 

It is safe, therefore, to infer that monetary growth during 

·1975 was of the order of 25%; certainly not falling short of 20% and 

certainly not in excess of 30%. This contrasts with a· growth of M1 
:. 

in the preceding year of only 10%. The adequacy of this monetary 

growth has to be judged relative to the essentially exogeneous in-

creases in wages and prices. Given a rate of price increase of 

around 20%, the monetary growth was about adequate to finance a con-

stant level of real income with allowance for some decline in velocity. 

In fact there is a presumption that velocity should have declined 

because of the effect of income redistribution on money demand. If 

this additional factor is taken into account, then monetary gr01vth 

in the 1974/75 period was, if anything, rather modest and the monetary 

situati?n was tight. 

To judge the extent of the tightness, it is necessary to form a 

judgment about the effect of income redistribution on money demand. 

A rough, and rough indeed, idea of the magnitudes involved was ob-

tained by first dividing money holders into two groups that, 

respectively, will be identified with earners of ·labor incomes and 

the earners of income from capital and other sources. ·The recipients 

of labor income will increase their money demand by an amount equal to 

their income elasticity of demand for· money times initial money hold-

ings times the percentage change in their incomes. Similarly, the 

recipients of other types of income will reduce their money demand by 
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·TABLE 7 

MONEY MULTIPLIERS, 1973-75 

1973 1974 1975 

I II III IV. I II III IV I II III Nov . Dec. 

Currency/Base .56 .ss .57 .53 . 57 .71 .73 . 74 . 85_ .89 .90 .89 .86 

M
1 

I Base 2. 03 2. 01 2.04 2. 33 . 2.29 2.19 2.00 1.92 1. 99 1. 96 1.84 1.80 1. 74 

M
2 

I Base 3.94 3. 94 . 3.94 4.24 4.43 4.26 3.95 3.60 . 3.84 3.69 3.26 3 .. 16 2.97 

..,.__ 
~' 
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their income elasticity times initial money holdings times the per-

"c(mtage change in their income. Total demand for money will increase 

because the income elasticity of money demand is significantly higher 

for low income groups as compared to high income groups. 

The magnitude of the increase in money demand will depend on 

three factors: (i) the difference in income elasticities, (ii) the 

initial distribution of money holdings, and (iii) the magnitude of the 
' • 

income redistribution. To obtain an estimate of this increase in de-

mand for money, the following assumptions are made: (i} labor' s share 

in income has risen as a consequence of the redistribution of income, 

fro"m 45% to 65% of income; (ii) initially, wage earners held 6096 of the 

stock of M1 ; (iii) finally, labor has an income elasticity of demand 

for money unity as compared to 0.5 'for recipients of other incomes. 

These assumptions yield an increase in total money demand of 24%. An 

alternative and very conservative estimate would assume an initial 

income distribution and" money holding distribution for each group of 

SO% and income elasticities of unity and 0.5 respectively. This leads 

to "an increase in money demand of 7.5%. If, in addition, it is recog-

nized that the refugee inflow raised population and, therefore, money 

demand by 3% to 4%, it is safe to assume that these factors in combin-

ation contributed to an increase in money demand of at least 10% and 

perhaps as much as 25% over the period since the second quarter of 1974. 

Although the exact number is obviously quite uncertain, it is neverthe-

less safe to conclude that a significant increase in money demand 

resulted from these sources. 

While the income redistribution served to increase money demand 

a:t each level of income, an opposing force derives from the effect of 
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inflationary expectations. The anticipation of inflation at the level 

experienced in the past year would cause substitution from money to 

real assets such as consumer durables. Households will attempt .to 

evade. the depreciation of the purchasing power of their wealth by 

holding real assets. The empirical magnitude of this factor is hard 

to assess. It is not unreasonable, however, to assume that the doubling 

of the· inflation rat;e in 1974/75 as compared to the 1970/73 period 

should have contributed to a reduction in money demand by 10 to 20% at 

each level of income. 

On balance, therefore, we would expect some reduction in velocity 

perhaps of the order of 5-10%. This is, in fact, borne out in a rough 

manner by Table 8 which shows money, income and velocity figures for · 

the 1979-75 period. 

The implication of the preceding analysis is that monetary policy 

was about right and perhaps even somewhat tight ·considering the low 

money growth in 1974. The analysis lends ~upport to the view that the 

estimate for 1975 of a nominal income growth of about 16% (20% inflation 

and a 3% decline in real activity) is a reasonable approximation of 

events. If the inflation has been significantly higher, that would imply 

an unreasonably high number for velocity. Conversely, .if there has been 

a significantly larger decline in real activity, that would imply too 

much of a fall in velocity relative to what can be rationalized from 

the effects of income redistribution. 

Supply Constraints 

Although this diagnosis of the factors determining the economic 

conditions of 1975 has, so far,· stressed influences on the demand side, 
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TABLE 8 
~-_. 

Money, Income and.Velocity, 1970c75 

c 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Income (GDP) · 179 200 233 283 357 421 

Ml 93 .105 . 122 166 183 226 

Velocity (Income) (M1) 1. 92 1. 90 1. 91 1. 70 1. 95 1.86 

~0 
a 

M . 156 189 235 301 342 386 
.. 

2 

Velocity (Income) (M ) 1.15 1. 06 .99 ·., . 94 1. 04 1. 09 
2 -~"f 

-'---~--- ----------
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"supply constraints" arising from labor unrest and management diffi-

cul ties were also significant. Unfortunately, the evidence on these 

matters consists largely o.f anecdotes and newspaper stories which owe 

at least some of their wide acceptance to repetition. It is also 

possible that. the labor and management problems of relatively large 

enterprises in the Lisbon region have colored the entire outlook. 

There is no adequate quantitative information about the degree and 

sources of 'disorganization in productive establishments. The new 

legal constraints on release of workers l'iOuld make it difficult to 

use labor productivity data for this purpose in any case. Since 

demand and production have certainly fallen, while virtually a full 

complement of workers have been retained, as a· matter of arithmetic, 

productivity has fallen. 

A brief but· rather wide-ranging discussion with public and pri-

vate management officials gave the impression that the stories of 

disruption in production may have been exaggerated. There have cer-

tainly been labor unrest, an increase in absenteeism, a reduction in 

the effectiveness of supervision at the shop level and a slowdown in 

work speeds in some cases. Other situations were mentioned in which 

there was no decline in pro,ductivity. Where slowdowns have been 

observed, those were related to reduced backlogs so that workers were 

only extending .the visible work load over a longer period. It was 

felt that an increase in orders would be accompanied by increases in 

productivity. Interestingly, there were general reports of recent 

reductions in worker militancy 1;hich had interfered with production. 

It is difficult to draw general lessons from fragmentary and 

anecdotal evidence. However, the conclusions which appear warranted 



from all the information available are: (i) Productivity has fallen, 

but at least. part of the decrease .is due to lack of demand and the 

inability ·of management, both private and public, to discharge workers. 

(ii) Labor i~ more active than under the ancien regime, both in wage 

demands and in pressing a variety of pent-up grievances. Because this 

is a novelty in Portugal it would, in itself,. tend to create a climate 
! 

of labor militancy in which the appearance is less than the reality, 
I 

which might be no more difficult than in most other Western European 
I 

countries. (iii) There have been substantial wage increases but these 

have been uneven_in their spread and, therefore, inequitable to those 

groups which have been left behind in the inflationary process. 

Prospects for 1976 

The economic situation·in 1976 will be affected strongly by the 

rate of recovery from recession of those economies which have been the 

major markets for Portugal's exports. Even more importantly, the econ-

omic situation over the next year will depend crucially on internal 

events: the outcome of farm production as affected by weather and 

agri-cultural reorganization and the effectiveness of government domestic 

policies to stimulate economic activity. In particular, government 

decisions with respect to the size and detail of its budget, especially 

the public investment program, and the effectiveness with which budgetary 
! 

allocations are translated into concrete programs, will have a great:: 

effect on the economy. 

Aggregate Real Developments 

Jn such circumstances, economic forecasts are unusually risky . 

. Because of this, two alternative projections are made, based on different 
:- .. _ ... -.- . 
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assumptions with respect to export trends and agricultural production. 

In making the-projections for 1976, the procedure has been to pas-

tulate a plausible set of goals for the economy and then develop their 

implications for overall growth and the role of the government, using 

the alternative assumptions about exports and agriculture. The inten-

tion is to b~ as explicit as possible in describing the calculations 

in order to aid others who may want to rephrase the projections in 
I 

terms of alternative social goals. The conditional nature of the pro-

jections should be emphasized since both may seeill somewhat optimistic, 

though in different respects. They are not forecasts of what will 

happen, but rather indications of what can happen if external and in-

ternal developments and policies take the forms specified. 

A major
1
difference in the two projections is in the assumptions 

which they embody with respect to domestic agricultural output in 1976 
i 

and in export performance. ·The first projection may be regarded as 

somewhat pessimistic on both counts, though by no means outside the 

rearm of what can realistically be expected. Agricultural production 
' 

in 1976 in the first projection is assumed to return to the levels 

achieved in 1974. This is due mainly to the exceptionally favorable 

nature of the harvests of the major crops in 1975, but also in order to 

reflect to some extent the disruptions in agricultural activity in some 

parts of the country during the planting seasons for the 1976 crops. 

Exports in the first projection are assumed to grow in 1976 above their 

1975 levels, but by only three percent, which would still leave them 

well below their 1974 levels. On the other hand, the first projection 

is optimistic with-respect to the domestic investment targets which 



could be achieved and with respect to the success of domestic policies 

·in modulating the growth of imports and consumption. 

In the second projection, agricultural output in 1976 is assumed 

to be less than that of 1975 by only two percent; this is still over 

4.5 percent above the agricultural output of 1974 and reflects an 

annual growth rate of above two and a quarter percent. Exports are 

assumed to g~ow much more rapidly than in th·3 first projection, at a 

rate of 15 pJrcent, which if continued and augmented somewhat, would 

i 
mean a recovery to 1974 levels by 1977. Investment in the second pro-

j ection is less buoyant than in the first, assuming only that the real 

levels of 1974 will be reached but not exceeded. 

Both projections reflect optimism w.ith respect to the willingness 

of the government to utilize its gold reserves directly, or indirectly 

via borrowing, to cover the trade deficit. Thus it is ·assumed that the 

expansion of
1
the economy will not be constrained in order to reduce 

substantially the trade deficit which should be expected to accompany 

that expansion. The projections are also optimistic with respect to 

the willingness of the government to incur an historically unprecedented 

. cash deficit on its own accounts. It should be emphasized, however, 

that the objective of this government deficit is not to finance imme-

diate additional increments in consumption, but to generate new invest-

ment. This would create capacity and improve productivity in order to 

regain export markets and increase domestic income. The differences in 

the two· projections is that the first is somewhat more pessimistic than 

the second with respect to events which are, .in large respect, exogenous 

to domestic economic policy, i.e., agricultural production, as dependent 

. -~· ··.- . 
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on weather conditions, and exports. But the second projection is 

more pessimistic with respect to the levels of investment which can 

be attained by domestic economic policy. 

The first step in making the 1976 forecasts was to convert the 

1975 real GDP estimates of Table 1 from 1974 to 1975 prices. Im-

pressionistic reading of the Lisbon cost-of-living index plus last 

section's considerations regarding the observed mo11ey velocity suggest 

that the 1975 over.all inflation rate for goods utilized domestically 

must have been about 20%. If import and export "border prices" in-

creased by 10%, estimates are obtained for 1975 national output 

aggregates in 1975 prices as sho1~1 in Table 9. 

TABLE 9 

Aggregate Demand Levels in 1975 in 1975 Prices (Millions of Cantos) 

Consumption 
Investment 
Government 
Exports 
Less imports 

GDP 

364.9 
52.4 
55.2 
65.2 

-116.7 
421.0 

In detail, the assumptions for the first projection are; (i) 

Real consumption will continue to increase in the aggregate. Per 

capita consumption will not be permitted to fall in spite of the 
'· 

economic difficulties which Portugal faces, but will rise slightly 

as a result of continued adherence to an incomes policy and push for 

distributional equity. Taking population growth into account, the 

projected rate of gr01>ith for consumption was set at 3%. It was esti-

mated that 22% of consumption expenditures would go to agriculture and 

33% to manufactures. (ii) Real investment will regain its long-term 

...- ' . ·---.----- ........ . 
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growth path by increasing to a level equal to two year's growth at 3% 

from the 1974· level.· This represents an increase in investment demand 

of 77% over 1975 and is the most optimistic of the assumptions embodied 

in the projection. (iii) Because of some disruption in land reform and 

depletion of capital, agricultural output falls back to its 1974 level. 

in real terms, (iv) Government consumption rises 8. 7% in real terms, 

' to 60 million contos, a number frequently ci':ed in discussions. (v) Ag-

ricultural elports remain at their 1975 level in real terms, while 

manufactured and service exports rise 3%. (vi) Manufactured imports are 

estimated by assuming that the direct-and:..indirect import content of 

manufactures for consumption, government and export demands is 4 Q?o, and 

is 50% for investment goods. Service imports are held down to a level 

just sufficient to offset service exports. (vii) Indirect taxes (in-

eluding 4.5 million paid to local authorities) are assumed to be 40 

million contos, an increase of 6.5% over 1975. 

These assumptions lead to the real national produc·t estimates 

shown in level terms in Table 10 and in growth rate form in Table ll. 

The latter shows that 5.6% real GDP growth is projected for 1976, if the 

rather ambitious targets regarding consumption and investment increases 

are in fact met. The trade gap (imports less exports) increases from 

51.5 to 84.0 million contos, a jump of almost 65%. With remittances 

remaining at their 197 5 1 evel of 23.6 mill ion contos, the 1976 current 

account deficit is projected to be 60.4 million contos, an increase of 

32. 5 mill ion over 1975. As discussed below, the government cash deficit 

consistent with the GDP forecast of Table 10 amounts to 43 million contos. 

If in addition, inflation continues at fifteen or twenty percent per year, 

all the foregoing estimates in terms of 1975 prices will have to be 

rescaled accordingly. 

- .. -.. '. 



'The major uncertainties associated with this projection are 

whether the aggregate conswnption increase can be held to the asswned 

value of three percent by wage and incomes policy, and whether invest-

ment will return to its historical share of about 20% in GDP, from 

12.6'6 in 1975. In both cases, government intervention may be neces-

sary -- to restrain the wage bargain and generate investment. 
I , 

·This first projection,' as noted, is based in part on a rather 

pessimistic tiew regarding exports. As will be seen below, more export 
I 
I 

growth could substantially reduce the foreign trade and/or government 

deficit, and policy should probably be directed very· heavily toward 

export stimutation. In Projection II it is assumed that expansion of 

the economies of Portugal's major trading partners, plus effective 

domestic policy, do succeed in achieving a higher level of exports. 
' 

The detailed differences in the·bases for the second projection 

as compared to the first are: (i) Real investment will reach but not 

exceed the levels of 1974. (ii)' Agricultural output falls by only two' 

percent in 1976 as compared to 1975. (iii) Agricultural exports remain 

at their 1975 levels but industrial and service exports each increase 

by fifteen percent. (iv) Manufacturing and service imports remain 

virtually unchanged from the levels of Projection I. (v) Some small 

gains are made in international transfers. 

·The national product figures for Projection II generated by these 

asswnptions are shown in Table 12 and, in summary form, with ~ssociated 

growth rates from 1975 levels in Table 13. The real rate of growth 

implied in Projection II is even higher than that for Projection I and 

is the result of the assumed higher ·agricultural production ;md export 



TABLE 10 

Projection I: National Accounts for 19i6 (Millions of contos of 1975) 
.. -· ·-----·-

Less 
Consumption Investment Government Exports Imports Total --

Agriculture, forestry 82.7 2.5 6.4 - 24.6 67.0 
fishing 

Manufacturing 12.4. 0 65.7 20.0 41.2 -107.0 143.9 

Construction 24.6 24.6. ~ 

Services 129.1 ' 40.0 18.7 - 18.7 169.1 fV 
• 

Indirect taxes less 40.0 40.0 
subsidies 

Public transfers 

Totals 375.8 92.8 60.0 66.3 -150.3 444.6 

' 
i 



TABLE 11 

i 

Aggregate Demand Levels Estimated for 1975 Compared With 

Projection I for 1976 and Implied Growth Rates in 1975 Prices 

(Millions of Contos) 

Growth Rates 
1975 1976 (percent) 

Consumption 364.9- 375.8 3.0 

Investment 52.4 92.8 77.1 

Govermnent 55.2. 60.0 8.7 

Exports 65.2 66.3 1.7 

Less Imports -116.7 -150.3 28.8 

Gross Domestic 421.0 444.6 5.6 
Product 

__________ •.,.: _____ . -· --------------------------------------- _______ _, ____ .. --- ···- ----------- ----
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achievements offset to only a limited degree by the lower investment 

projections. There is also a smaller trade deficit than in the first 

projection, 70 million cantos as compared to 84 million, due to the 

higher level of exports and lower level of imports, ·the latter a 

result of the lower level of investment assumed. As will be noted 

below, the government deficit implied in Projection II is lower than 

1n Projection I, also because of the lower level of domestic investment. 

Projections I and II embody relatively optimistic assumptions, 

although with respect to somewhat different components of national 

demand and output. It should be emphasized again, however, that the 

optimism is conditional:· skillful and forceful government action would 

be required within the framework of foreign and domestic constraints 

which shape the projections. 

To help set guidelines for monetary and fiscal policy, it is 

useful to derive the consolidated cash deficits of the government sector 

which are implied by each of the projections. For each one it ·is done in 

two steps, first the income and product accounts are swnmarized in terms 

of a statement of sources and uses of saving. In national accounting 

terms, the standard savings-investment balance takes the following form: 

Sources 

Private saving 

+ 

Government current surplus 
(Taxes + Other revenue -
transfers - govermnent 
consumption) 

= 

Uses 

Total investment 

+ 

Current account surplus 
(Exports + Emigrants' 
remittances - Imports) 

This accounting separates saving, from private and public entities, 

respectively. It shows that. saving can be used to accumulate assets 

··~. 
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TABLE 12 

Projection II: National Accounts for 1976 (Millions of contos of 1975) 

Less 
Consumption Investment Government Exports Imports_ Total 

Agriculture, forestry, 82.7 1.5 7.0 - 20.3 70.9 
fishing 

Manufacturing 124.0 61.9 20.0 46.0 -107.0 144.9 

Construction 23.1 23.1 

Services 129.1 40.0 20.8 - 18.2 171.7 
(_)) 

Indirect taxes less 40.0 40.0 --
subsidies 

Public transfers 3.8 - 2.2 1.6 

Totals 375.8 86.5 60.0 77.6 - 147.7 452.2 

·r 



TABLE 13 

Aggregate Demand Levels Estimat.ed for 1975 Compared With 

Projection.II for 1976 and Implied Growth Rates in 1975 Prices 

(Millions of Contos) 

Growth Rates 
1975 1976 (percent) 

Consumption 364 0 9 375 0 8 . 3o0. 

Investment 52o4 86o5 65ol 

Government 5502 60o0 8o7 

Exports 65o2 77 o6 19o0 

Less Imports -ll6o7 -14707 2606 

Gross·oomestic 421.0 452o2 7o4 



either domestically, through physical investment, or abroad, through a 

current account surplus, For complete accounting, emigrants' remit-

tances must be included as a source of foreign exchange, and transfer 

payments as a use of government resources. The cash deficit of the 

consolidated public sector is gi":en by the negative of "government 

current surplus" plus government direct investment expenditure. 
i 

Table 14 contains the estimates of the savings-investment flows 

for 1973, 1974, 1975 and for 1976, according to the two projections. 

Private saving is derived as .a residual for 1973-75, and government 
5/ 

current surplus as the residual in 1976.- The major point to be noted 

is the steady swing of the current account deeper into deficit in recent 

years. To repeat a point already made, adverse shifts in the terms of 

trade, lagging exports and the strong import dependence of its produc-

tion structure have made it impossible for Portugal to cover its visible 

trade deficit by remittance flows from its workers "exported" to the 

Common Market and the New World. Because Projection II assumes higher 

exports, it embodies a lower current deficit than Projection I, but in 

both projections the trade deficit for 1976 is much larger than in pre-

vious years. 

To maintain output steady, the decrease in purchases within 

·Portugal which a negative trade balance entails has to be offset in 

some way, principally by increases in investment or government deficit 

spending. In 1975, both private and government saving declined sharply 

~Private savings is estimated ~t 11.1% of GDP in 1976, or 5.8% net of 
emigrant remittances.· Both shares are about one-half percent higher 
than the corresponding values in 1975, but well below their pre
Revolutionary 1973 levels of 28% and 15% respectively. The decline 
in overall savings effort reflects income redistribution since the 
Revolution, and in fact helps offset some of the deflationary impact 
of foreign saving flowing into Portugal via the balance of payments 
deficit. 



to offset the trade deficit. Had investment demand remained high, 

more saving within the country, and a correspondingly higher level 

of overall economic activity, would have been possible. 

Since both the 1976 projections assume a recuperation of invest

ment relative to the trade deficit, domestic saving must increase. 

Much of the increment will come from private saving, if national output 

does grow as pl'Oj ected. But to maintain aggregate demand, government 

expenditures· will have to stay high as well. In Projection I, there is 

no anticipated decline in the government deficit. Projection II does 

embody a reduced government deficit. In both projections the deficit 

is neither more nor less than the domestic counterpoise to a large 

foreign exchange gap. 

As sho•~ in Table 14, the current expenditure deficit of the gov

ernment sector in 1974 was 4 .1 mill ion contos, representing a swing of 

ll, 7 million from the surplus in 1973. The current deficit in 1975 was 

estimat-ed at 20 million contos. Together with public investment expen

ditures of 13 million, this gives the estimated 33 million conto cash 

deficit mentioned in the preceding section. The details of the govern

ment accounts estimated for 1975 appear in Table 15. 

From Table 14, the current expenditure deficit of the government 

in ·1976, according to Projection I, is 17.6 million contos. When 25 

million contos of investment expenditure are added to this, the cash 

deficit becomes 42.6 million contos, or 9.6% of GDP. Details of the 

consolidated government budget associated with Projection I are sho•~ 

in Table 16. 



TABLE 14 

Savings-Investment Balances, 1973-76 

(Millions of contos of each year) 

(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
Projection I Projection II 

1973 . 1974 1975 1976* 1976* 

Private saving 57.5 50.9 44.5 50.0 50.0 

Government saving . 7.6 - 4.1 -20.0 -17.6 -10.0 

Total investment 56.6 72.9 52.4 92.8 86.5 

Current account surplus 8.5 -26.1 -27.9 -60.4 -46.5 

Exports less imports· -18.5 -54.3 -51.5 -84.0 -70.1 

Remittances 27.0 28.2 23.6 23.6 23.6 

Totals 65.1 46.8 24.5 32.4 40.0 

* 1976 estimates are expressed in millions of contos of 1975. 



TABLE 15 

'Government Receipts and Expendi tuno:s, 1975 

(Millions of contos of 1975) 

ReceiEts ExEend i turcs 

Direct taxes: 45.0 Transfers 57.7 

Social Security 
! 

25 .. 0 Social Security 30.0 

Other central gov' t. 16.5 Other 27.7 

Other local gov't. 3.5 Government consumption 55.2 <,~, 

Government investment 13.0 
Indirect taxes 37.6 

Central gov't. 33.5 
" 

Local gov't. 
I 

4.1 

~liscellaneous revenues 10.3 

Cash deficit 33.0 
;~ 

Total receipts 125.9 Total expenditures 125.9 

Although Portugal has traditionally been a country in which the 

government has not run a deficit, this situation probably changed per-

manently in 1975. The cash deficit for that year estimated here amounts 

to 7.8% of GDP. By the standards of most countries, particularly when 

they are in recession, this is not astotmding. But when one considers 

that the deficit in 1974 the year of the Revolution -- was only 1.1% 

of GDP, the change looms large. Few countries have managed almost one 

year of revolutionary government with essentially a balanced budget! 



TABLE 16 

Projection I: 'Government Receipts and Expenditures, 1976 

(Millions of contos of 1975) 

~R~e~c~e~i~p~t~s~~----------------------~------~E~~x~p~e~n~d~~-t~'='r~e~s ________________ __ 

DireCt taxes 46. 5' Transfers 53.1 

Social Security 25. o' Social Security 30.0 

i 
Other central government ·1s.o Other 23.1 

Other local government 3.5 Government consumption 60.0 

Government investment 25.0 
Indirect taxes 40. 0' 

Central government 35.5 

Local government 4.5 

Miscellaneous revenues 9.0 

I Cash deficit 42.6. 

Total receipts 138.1 Total expenditures 138.1 

Table 17 contains the goverru~ent. budget implied by Projection II. 

In this table, government investment is maintained at the same level as 

shown in Table 16 for Projection I but transfers are reduced to reflect 

the smaller government deficit of '35. 0 contos or 7. 8 percent of GDP . 

. ~.' 
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TABLE 17 

Projection II: Gover1~ent Receipts and Expenditures, 1976 

(Millions of cantos of 1975) 

Receipts Expenditures 

Direct taxes 46.5 Transfers 45.5 

Social Security .25,0 Social Security 28.0 

Other central government 18.0 Other 17.5 

Other local government 3.5 .Government consumption· 60.0 

·Government investment 25.0 
Indirect taxes 40;0 

Central government 35. 5 

Local government 4.5 

Miscellaneous revenues 9. 0 

Cash deficit 35.0 

Total receipts 130.5 Total expenditures 130.5 

As a final exercise with the accounts, a potential means of financing 

the estimated trade deficit of 84 million contos in Projection I is 

indicated in Table 18. 

TABLE 18 

Projection I: Financing the 1976 Trade Deficit (Millions of 1975 contos) 

Trade deficit (imports less exports) 

less emigrant remittances 

less suppliers' credits for capital goods 

imports (one-half of such imports) 

84.0 

-23.6 
60.4 

-16.4 
44.0 



3~. 

The projected 44 mill:ion canto balance of payments deficit should . ' ' . 

be adjusted for capita] movements, but it is assumed that short-term 

liabilities of 5 million in 1976 will be more or less offset by a 

capital inflow of similar· magnitude, for example, emigrant remittances 

in foreign currency as has occurred regularly for some years. 

Note that the balance of payments deficit, in principle to be 

financed by loss of 1gold reserves and/or foreign borrowing, and the 

government cash deficit are approximately equal,. leaving the money base 

unchanged. Since the money supply will have to expand in 1976 to ratify 

inflation and keep up with real output growth, some problems of money 

creation become apparent. 

TABLE 19 

Projection II: Financing the 1976 Trade Deficit (Millions of 1975 cantos) 

Trade deficit (imports less exports 

less emigrant remittances 

less suppliers' credits for capital goods 

imports (one half of such imports) 

70.1 

23.6 
46.5 

-15.5 
31.0 

Again the projected deficit must be adjusted for capital movements, 

and it is assumed that short-term liabilities of S million in 1976 will 

be offset of capital inflows of a similar size. Notice that in Pro-

j ection II the cash deficit of the government is greater than the 

reserve loss by 4.0 cantos. In this event' the problem of expanding the 

money supply would be somewhat reduced. 



Balance of Payments Policy 

The economy is a seamless web, .and actions aimed at influencing 

one part of it ultimately impinge on the rest. Nonetheless, it is 

useful to start policy analysis at some point of extreme tension, such 

as the balance of payments in Portugal's case. As just mentioned, if 

investment recovers and there is healthy. growth in real output, the 

current accounc deficit might rise to about 60 million cantos as in 

Projection,!, or 46.5 million cantos in Projection II. If suppliers' 

credits. for a substantial fraction of capital goods imports (33 million 

cantos in.total in Projection I, and 31 million cantos in Projection II) 

, are obtained, the balance of payments deficit might be around 40 million 

cantos in Projection I or 30 million cantos in. Projection II. Such 

deficits would be financed by some combination of gold sales and foreign 

debt. In a small country, deficits of such magnitude cannot persist 

indefinitely and steps must be taken to· eliminate them. But in the 

short run the trade gap is unvaoidable, and estimates discussed below 

indicate that if worse comes to worse, it could in principle be financed 

by lorig-term _borrowing on gold or outright sales for perhaps two years. 

The essential problem is that of the relative competitive power 

in international trade of Portugal's industries. Increases in wages 

and import costs in Portugal have been substantial and as economists of 

all persuasions have recognized, including socialist economists from 

Marx on down through Sraffa and Kalecki, money cost increases. inevitably 

get passed along in prices. With costs and prices rising more rapidly 

for the moment at home than abroad, Portuguese exports are losing com

petitiveness and so that new policies are called for. There are various 
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alternative mechanisms to be considered ranging from increasing the 

subsidies to firms now being given through the banking system to ex-

change rate adjustments. In choosing among alternatives, the potential 

advantages must be considered of providing explicit market signals to 
6/ 

the segment of the economy mostly remaining under private control.-

The improtance of foreign exchange earnings to medium term develop

ment in Portugal suggests that particular attention should be given to 

V 
export-stimulation policies. Possibilities include: (i) Generous use 

6/ A little-noted aspect of the now-subsided 1975 wave of nationaliza
tions is that it largely affected sectors responding to derived 
demands, i.e., industries producing intermediate goods but not final 
products were nationalized. The sectors such as consumer goods and 
exports which actually give rise to intermediate demand were largely 
left in private hands. Paradoxically, in a h'ighly socialized economy 
(a conservative estimate would put 50% of economic activity under some 
sort of state control) the government must still resort to incentives 
to the private sector to generate demand for the industries it manages. 
Further, since the leading export sectors--textiles and metallurgical 
industries--are in highly competitive world markets, the issue of 
price incentives becomes more crucial still. For the medium term, 
key sectors in the Portuguese economy are likely to remain capitalist. 
The government has little choice but to. play the price-dominated cap
italist game with their owners. 

7 I The importance of export growth can be grasped by considering a 1976 
projection which has exports of manufactures and services returning 
fully to their 1974 levels, instead of growing at 3% as in Projection I 
(Table 10). In 1975 prices such an optimistic export forecast would 
imply a value for total exports of 87.12 million cantos, an increase of 
20.82 million relative to the projection for 1976 laid out in Table 10. 
If, in fact, commercial policies, a devaluation and the world recovery 
were to raise exports to such a significant extent, what adjustments 
would be required? One alternative is to leave consumption and invest
ment targets unchanged and let the improved export position be reflected 
in income growth. Since exports have a 40% import content, the improve
ment in the current account would equal 12.5 (=20.82 times .6) and so 
would the increase in GDP relative to the projections-in Table 10. To 
maintain consumption constant, a reduction in transfers in the amount of 
12.5 million cantos would be called for. Accordingly such an export 
performance would imply an equal improvement in the balance of payments 
and the government budget. An alternative adjustment that implies 
larger reserve savings would involve a compensating reduction in invest
ment spending so as to hold income constant. Such a policy would imply 
a reduction of investment equal to 25 million cantos and an improvement 
in the current account of 25 million cantos. The improvement in the 
current account is large in this instance because investment spending 
with an ~mport content of 50% would be used to adjust for the current 
account J_mprovement. 



of tax drawbacks in favor of export industries -- a po.licy followed 

with success by South Korea and Brazil; (ii) Establislunent of sub-rosa 

export quotas for major firms, another policy followed by those coun

tries; (iii) Protection of exporters against exchange risk via the Bank 

of Portugal selling them foreign currency futures at discount; (iv) Not 

permitting export industries to be so heavily penalized by wage in" 

creases. In t;1e particular case of tourism, Portugal still appears to 

be price-competitive, but a special exchange rate might bolster the 

confidence of travel ers made apprehensive by recent political events. 

On the import side, the first thing to recognize is that over 

one-half of Portugal 1 s .imports are· intermediate goods, required to 

maintain production. Another fifth or so are investment goods, which 

also should not be cut back. Among the remaining imports, the case 

for high tariffs or quantitative restrictions against cars, consumer 

durables, their components and their fuels is clearcut. The quantita

tive restrictions cut more cleanly, can be rescinded easily in response 

to manufacturers 1 sales of Portuguese-made components to branches 

abroad, and are perhaps to be preferred. In. any case, the share of 

imports affected by such measures will be small, say five or ten per

cent of the total. This is not an argument against restricting luxury 

imports, but only an observation that their reduction will not conjure 

away the balance of payments problem. 

Some reductions are also possible in imports of agricultural and 

food products, especially maize for animal feeding. The value of maize 



imports was substantial 1n 1975, in part because ·of high world prices 

which are now falling. However, maize is alsb a luxury good, since 

it is ultimately used to satisfy a taste for grain-fed beef which is 

apparently gr01<ing in Portugal as in the rest of Western Europe. 

Scant social harm will result from cutting imports by postponing for 

some little time the country's acquisition of an unsalubrious taste 

for cholesterol and protein. Restricting meat demand by letting 

prtces for choice cuts go up while maintaining prices for lower quality 
' 

beef might be the appropriate policy device. 

There is no case at all for reducing staple food imports. Even 

if agriculture performs. badly next year, the volui:le of staple pur-

chases abroad will not be great, and there is some chance of obtaining 

special terms from suppliers like the U.S. or France. Any restriction 

in staple supplies will lead to sharp price .increases either in legal 

or parallel markets because consumers almost al11ays bid up prices for 

scarce basic foods as they attempt. to avoid doing without. Import 

restriction would save little foreign exchange, rekindle inflation, and 

penalize the poor who would be forced out of staple food markets by 

price increases much more rapidly than affluent segments of the popula-

tion. 

In the medium term, in order to reduce bal?-nce of payments problems, 

investment;should be directed toward export creating and import-sub-

stituting industries. Possible new exports might be ascertained by 

close study of the trade patterns of Spain,. Greece at Portugal's per 

capita income level and with roughly analogous resource endowments. 

···.-



Choice of import substitution alternatives should be made on the 

basis of relative costs and benefits. In such projects, measuring 

.returns in terms of foreign exchange benefits net of associated foreign 

exchange costs for intermediate·inputs and capital goods is often 

convenient. Pushing exports rather than import substitutes may be 

less risky from the point of view of society at large, since if a new 

export industry cknnot compete effectively in foreign markets it is 

likely to fail. Inefficient import substitution industries can 

always be kept alive by high enough tariffs and an enterprise· once 

in operation usually comprises enough vested interests, ranging from· 

p.etty merchants selling to the lowest paid employees up to the board 

of direcfors and local provincial authorities, to call protection forth. 

Finally, if it chooses, Portugal should be able to borrow easily 

becu.use it has a relatively small amount of foreign debt. With poli

tical stability, the country will become a more attractive credit risk, 

either for bankers or direct investors. Regardless of what attitudes 

the· government may finally adopt to~<ard foreign borr01dng, steps taken 

now to establish contactswill create rapport with lenders should 

Portuguese authorities choose to utilize their services. 

·Fiscal Policy 

It has already been noted that barring unforeseen revisions dolm

ward of food and fuel prices and an extremely rapid European recovery, 

which would stimulate both Portuguese exports of goods and services 

and emigrant remittances, the country will face a large payments 

deficit next year. Further, it has been argued that, since the pay

ments deficit is equivalent to a substantial loss of purchasing power 



within Portugal, the government should run a deficit to create enough 

demand to maintain a high level of economic activity. The operational 

questions are how the deficit should be implemented fiscally and the· 

sectors of the economy it should benefit. 

The ·rough calculations fQr Projection I in terms of 1975 prices 

. indicate that_ expenditures of the consolidated public sector would run 

to abOut 138 miiliori cantos next year. This will be covered by 46.5 

million in direct taxes, including receipts of the·social security 

system, 40 million in indirect taxes, 9 million in other revenues, 

including government bookkeeping transactions via contas de ordem, and 

a 43 million canto cash deficit. Actual expenditures in 1976 have been 

projected in terms of 1975 prices. If, in fact, only about 80% of 

budgeted expenditure is actually made in Portugal (as we have been told), 

then targeted expenditures, net of social security payments, should be 

revised ·up to 135 million cantos. With a 20% inflation in 1976, the 

target becomes 162 million. 

The government budget implied bYProjection II has only a 35 million 

canto deficit in 1975 prices which would be correspondingly higher if 

·inflation is taken into account. 

In both Projections the choice of the policy instrument by govern

ment for expansion of the economy is of great importance. Money should 

be spent sensibly in all ways possible. For example, an obviou·s area of 

interest is civil construction. A vastly increased program of civil 

works will stimulate a lagging sector, create demand for products of 

state-owned industries and add very little to the balance of payments 

deficit. The program might take the form of public works (e.g., 



acce1eration of construction of the Lisbon subway and the irrigation 

proj.ect), investments directed to saving foreign exchange, e.g., 

renovating the Protuguese fishing fleet, or an attempt to re-establish 

private housing demand. For housing purchasers, an increase in the 

terms of mortgages they can obtain or a reduction in down payment 

requirements would probably do more to stimulate demand that feasible 

adjustments in interest rates. 

If the' government deficit is generated through stimulation of 

consumption directly via food subsidies or indirectly through wage 

increases ,to public employees, the effect on the balance of payments 

deficit would be larger. Moveover, no new capacity to produce goods 

and services would be created. 

·As pointed out above, the deficit actually required to maintain 

aggregate. demand will depend crucially on what happens to exports. 

Export prospects in turn depend on the rate of recovery in Portugal's 

major markets. ·Even if the European recovery is rapid, the improvement 

in the current account is likely to be most significant in the second 

half of 1976,. and some increase in taxes might then become appropriate. 

Plans made now for this contingency could include stipulation of the 

.foreign trade signals that could trigger a tax increase. In order to 

improve the Portuguese trade position in the medium term, modernization· 

of existing export industries and investment in new ones will be re

quired. 

A realistic appraisal of the country's export prospects is an 

immediate priority area of government activity. This will necessarily 

bring government functionaries into areas of the economy about which 



they are relatively uninformed and where they can learn the myriad 

details of industrial operation only from people who have. long exper-

ience in production, marketing and finance. To put the matter 

bluntly, the,direction of government expenditure in Portugal will 

require information and expertise which must be acquired as rapidly 

as possible. 

I 
I 

Wage and Price Policy· 

Most of:the points which are relevant to wage and price inter-

ventions have already been made, and are simply summarized here. 

1. The two key policy issues for 1976 are wise management of 

government deficit spending and establislunent of some sort 

of control over the wage escalation. In the short and even 

medium term there are all kinds of maneuvers ranging from 

crawling peg devaluation to bond indexization which can be 

used to blunt the impact of inflation. But in the long run, 

Portugal's economic position will become intolerable if its 

inflation continues to accelerate, or even establishes a 

trend rate far in excess of that of its trading partners. 

When inflation is well-established,· monetary policy is 

virtually useless as an instrument of control, as experience 

in countless Latin American ·stabilization attempts has shown. 

Monetary restriction invariably acts first on real output, 

creating unemployment and harming the poor, while prices 

continue to surge upward. In these conditions, the only way 

that the inflation rate can be stabilized is to cut back 

money wage increases to a steady rate of growth, since import 



costs must rise domestically in the medium run as the local 

currency is·devalued to retain trade competitiveness and 

recipients of most non-wage incomes, including the govern-

ment, sooner or later find ways to retain their real earnings 

intact. 

Under such circumstances, a politically acceptable structure 

:of payments all growing around the trend rate of inflation 

. :must be established. In 1976, those wage increases of 1975 

which departed most drastically from the average will have 

to be dissipated by price increases,. and undoubtedly some 

other segments of the labor force ~<ill have to be compensated · · 

for real income losses. Under these circumstances, establish-

ment of a tr0r1~ inflation may be impossible, but.it 

is a goal which must always be.kept in mind. 

2. Specific recommendations·about wage control require political 

as well as economic judgments. Hol,ever, it may be noted that 

in some.cases government spending on things like housing 

projects for workers, local medical and recreational facili-

ties and so·on can be substituted for money wage increases. 

Since such spending will not be "inflationary" in the usual 

sense of creating excess aggregate demand, it should be 

utilized whenever possible. Similarly, emphasis on fringe 

benefits such as institutionalization of grievance procedures 

and better pensions may reduce the inflationary impact of 

1976 wage settlements. 

i 

I 



.3. The potential role of price controls in regulating inflation 

in the Portuguese economy remains obscure, as it does most 

places. Rent controls have apparently been effective, and if 

they are continued some means must be found to replace housing 

construction activity undertaken by prospective landlords in 

the past. With strictly controlled rents, such small cap-
I . 

italist investors will simply disappear, perhaps to be re-

placed by real estate operators who speculate on future 

inflation and building depreciation. Other controlled 'prices, 

for example those of transport services, will probably have 

to be released sooner or later. The role of.price control, 

if it can actually be applied, should probably be to moderate 

price fluctuations· for staple foods and other necessities, 

and to permit reasonable price increases to keep government-

controlled industries sol vent. Widespread, active inter-

vention would tax the capacity of.the·bureaucracy and divert 

it from efforts to increase economic productivity in the 

medium run. 

4. Finally, one should not forget that there are surely groups 

in Portugal, perhaps politically important ones, whose real 

incomes are going down because of inflation. While it was 

impossible to find enough data about the personal distribu-

tion of income to make any assessment of this problem, but 

its political and ethical importance means that it should 

not long be ignored. 
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So. 

Financial Policies 

Financial policy in 1976 should be deployed to support the real 

economic targets already laid out. Specifically, monetary control 

should not be used to fight inflation, a task better left t~ wage 

a1}~ inc(),]'les poJicy. ,, Rath<"[• th<: objective .<?f th~ mone);ary al!thorities '· 

should be to create enough money to support the expansion in nominal 

income. Assuming that wage increases can be contained, an increase 
. ·-' 

in prices"a't the rate of 15 to· 2o%· combined with real growth of 5 to 

7% will im~ly a growth in nominal income in .. the range .of, say,,20 to4 

27%. Accdrdingly, if money demand remains unchanged relative to 

income, a corresponding growth in M1 , currency and demand deposits, 
";:J,' 

of the order of magnitude of 25% is called for·. 

Monetary growth at this rate may be difficult to achieve, strange 

as ·it may seem,· though tRe problem would be somewhat less in the events 

depicted by P:roj ection II than in the case of Projection I. The ordinary 

~~- iiJ 
·source of money creation is in the government budget deficits. However, 

in Projection I these are. matched by a roughly equal balance of payments 

deficit. 'Accordingly, the net contribution of the budget to money base 
.,~ 

creati1cin in this case (~ould"te·n.ilf~ligibie. In Projection II, the bal·-

ance of payments deficit is 'somewhat smaller. But in both cases most 

of the growth in the base will have to derive from domestic credit 

creation in the form of retirement of public debt, to the extent that 

this can be· significant, and primarily from increased discounting of 

commercial bank claims. If there is no significant change in the 

behavior·of currency, the required increase in commercial bank liabil-

ities to the central bank will have. to be of the order of 25 mill ion 

• 



contQs, representing a dramatic change in the money supply process. 

The commercial banking system in turn will have to support the money 

expansion by credit expansion, both to the private sector and nation-

alized industries. The planned increase in investment spending there-

fore finds its c~unterpart on the financial side in bank credit and 

money expansion. 

i 
The fact that monetary expansion will increasingly derive from 

domestic credit expansion is already shown in Table 6. That table 

shows that since March, 1974, the source of domestic money creation 

has no longer been monetization of reserve gaiJ1S but rather domestic 

credit creation to finance budget deficits and credit to the domestic 

private sector and nationalized industries. The ·world oil price 

increase, the world recession, the redistribution of income and the 

proposed expansionary programs will all be reflected in continued 

reserve losses on the part of the central bank. While historically 

of little precedent, this is to be viewed .as perfectly normal for a 

country in Portugal's position. 

A question arises whether Portugal will be able to provide the 

external. finance for an expansionary macroeconomic policy of the kind 

proposed above via a balance of payments deficit and continued reserve 

losses. For that purpose it is important to recognize that the reserve 

item in Table 6 is primarily now made up of gold valued at $40 an ounce. 

In spite of the recent decline, the actual market price of gold is much 

higher. Therefore, the book value of the· gold reserves seriously under-

states the resources .actually available. While it is unquestionably 

true that the gold reserves are somewhat ·illiquid because.substantial 
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sales would cause the world price to decline, it can be safely assumed 

that the reserves are amply sufficient to finance the large balance of 

payments deficits associated with expansionary programs envisaged in 

either Projection I or Projection II. Ii ·is this particular fact that 

strongly supports an expansionary policy in 1976 and a disregard for 
8/ 

external financing constraints. 

The external financing of the trade deficit has relied to a large 

extent on remittances. It would appear that a policy of the Bank of 

Portugal which consists of offering exchange rate guarantees on future 

remittances would prove very fruitful in restoring the confidence neces-

sary to encourage remittances. While such a policy may lead to some 

capital losses, there is no doubt that it will exert a major effect in 

terms of confidence and may well prove a source of net foreign exchange 

savings. 

The continuing high rates of inflation make it desirable to make 

available to savers some form of financial asset that enjoys protection 

against the depreciation of purchasin~g power. Here it would seem appro" 

priate to create some form. of indexed time deposit, again on a personal-

ized quota basis, that alloi;s an amount of escudos to be held with the 

benefit of an interest rate at least equal to the actual rate of inflation. 

Since this savings vehicle is primarily designed for the protection of 

lower income groups, the personal allowance need only be small and perhaps 

equal to three month income. lie note that indexation of saving deposits is 

another of the policies that can be traded off for red.uced wage bargains 

and ·thus becomes a pot·entially important part of the macroeconomic policy 

package. 

§_I The adjustment of the escudo exchange rate and the composition of the 
foreign exchange and gold reserve portfolio held by Portugal are 
important issues \vhich require a separate study. 
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In the medium term, the economic prospects of Portugal depend 

to a significant extent on her ability to expand the export sector, 

and in particular those sectors where her mix of wage costs and skill 

levels compares favorably with thosp of major competitors such as the 

light manufactures industries. Therefore, considerable attention 

should be given to the financial facilities that can be created for 
I . 

these industries, 1 in particular the credit terms for investment in 

plant and equipment and the export credit terms that these firms can 

offer. It would appear useful to create an institution, perhaps 

within the central bank, that is charged specifically ~;ith the finan-

cial concerns of the export sector. 

From a longer term perspective, it becomes important to reshape 

the financial structure and institutions of Portugal to match the 

changes in ownership and property structure. Among the questions 

to be addressed are the relationships between the central bank and 

the nationalized banking sect
1
or. From a viewpoint of monetary policy, 

the maximum integration is desirable. The efficiency of credit allo-

cation on the contrary may call for a maximum of decentralization and 

discretion at the. individual bank level. Since the objectives of 

· monetary policy can reasonably ~;ell be implemented by reserve require-

ments and discounting, it would seem that a fair amount of decentral-

ization will prove desirable. ~lore important is the question of the 

creation of broader financial markets for debt and equity.instruments. 

A satisfactory saving performance is enhanced by the availability of 

attractive saving vehicles. The case for some indexed saving deposits 

has already been noted. The· financing .of government deficits by debt 

creation in turn has the side benefit of making monetary policy via 

·open market operations more feasible. 
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Appendix 

In this appendix, the methods used to develop. the preceding quanti-

tative assessments of the current Portuguese economic situation aie 

sketched briefly. The main reason for going into some detail-here about 

the calculations· is to lay·bare the assumptions, heroic and otherwise, 
i 

which had to be made in our attempt to force Portugal's inadequate stat-

istics into a national accounting balance sheet. Particularly when others 

with better knowledge of Portugal may be in a position to improve on the 

guesses made, candor is a virtue. Knowledgable persons can easily use 

the techniques, which essentially rely on shameless exploitation of 

national accounting identities, to come up with more reliable assessments 

of 1975 and 1976. 

The real descriptions of the economy are essentially contained in 

Tables 1, 2, 3, 9 and 10, giving sets of national accounts for 1973 through 

1976. The accounts for· the first two of these years are in principle "knmm". 

The estimates appearing in fhe October, 1975, HIF report on Portugal were 
' 

relied upon but these refer 'only to aggregate GDP and similar concepts. 

However, a good deal of what is going on in the Portuguese economy at 

present has-differential sectoral impacts, e.g., investment demand is low, 

which hits the C<mstruction industry especially hard; agricultural output 

in 1975 was high, and so on. Therefore, some-disaggregation to specific 

sectors seemed worthwhile . 

. Basically, the numbers in Tables 2 and 3 were inferred ·by using the 

national accounts estimates of value added at factor cost in each sector 

as exact reference points. These are given in the far right-hand column 
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headed "Total" in the Tables. Reading to the left, tabulated data on 

· imports and exports permitted the breakdown of fore.ign trade_ by sectors, 

on a series of assumptions regarding the relationship between the customs 
'}} 

categories and our aggregation scheme. Government consumption expenditure 

was assumed to be divided one-third into manufactured products and two-

thirds into services, which are typical shares in most countries, and the 

major part of investment expenditure not going directly into value added 

in constructio~ was assumed to· be directed toward manufacturing industry. 

Given these estimates, sectoral consumption levels in the far left-hand 

column were derived as residuals, as indeed is the aggregate consumption 

estimate in the official accounts. All indirect taxes were·assumed in the 

final analysis to enter into consumption expenditure, a not unreasonable 
10/ 

first-order approximation.- To obtain the Table 1 estimates of the 

economic situation ........ --
.J..H • .!..::11.,)' the following assumptions were made :<bout the 

economic situation in that year vis-a-vis 1974: 

1. Total consumption rose in 4% in real terms, to account for popula-
' 

tion increase plus some apparent·improvement in real living 

standards; 22% of consumption expenditure went to agriculture, 

and 33% to manufactures. 

'}}The most important assumptions were that 75% of "food" imports were 
agricultural products, while 25% of such exports come directly from 
Portuguese agriculture. 

10/ The shares of the· d.ifferent sectors in total consumption show reassuring 
stability in the two years: 

Shares in Total Consumption. 

Sectors 

Agriculture 
Manufactures 
Services 
Indirect taxes 

1973 

0.2065 
0.3162 
0.3472 
0.1301 

1974 

0.2120 
0.3482 
0.3328 
0.1070 



2. Investment demand fell off by 40~,, t;,ith investment in agriculture 

going to zero, co_nstruction demand falling by 40%, and the rest 

of the decrease affecting manufacturing. Capital goods imports 

appear to have fallen by 30-35"; in 1975, which is consistent with 

the 37% decrease in investment' demand for manufactures. 

3_. _ Indus_trial imforts fell by 18% overa_ll, while agricultural and 

manufactured exports fell by 23'; and 26'; respectively. Exports 

and imports of services (mainly tourism) fell by 30'; and 35"& 

respectively. 

4. Agricultural output in a good crop year increased by 7'; over 1974. 

5. Government consumption expenditure and indirect tax receipts stayed 

constant in real terms. 

Using these assumptions, and the accounting identities lihich must hold 

down columns and across rows in our Tables, a preliminary assessment of the 

economic situation in 1975 was derived. 
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.. EVALUATING THC CO~>T.'l AIID m:NEFITS OF 
FOREIGN 'Dim::CT INnSTf.IENT 

SOME GENERP.!c NrtrES 

John H. Dunning 

I 

Studies undertaken on the consequences and policy implications 

of the <.tcti vi ties of foreign OHned companies in host countries usu11lly 

fall into two cater;ories. There are, first, those which attempt to 

empirically evaluate the effects of inHard direct investment and/or suggest 

policies ~<hich should be putsued in the light of such effects. These are 

'because then' type studies; to be successful they require 

(i) a clearly defined set of criteria by which the foreie;n contribution 

•.• • of foreign investment (f.d.i.) is to be Dppraised. 

(ii) pn~cisely identified assumptions about ~<hat. would hav<~ ha·opened 

to the resources deployecl: by foreir;n investors in the absence of 

i".d.i. and 

(iii)comnrehensive data on th~activities of foreign affiliates e.g. employment 

their capital outlays sales, value added, b.c;.lance of payments transactions, . . •' 

purchases from local firms, research rind development expenditure pr.ofi ts, 

and so on; and also about the transactions of their parent companies, :which 

affect their contribution to the local economy. ·studies of this kind may be 

ma.cro or micro-oriented: they may attempt to exa"line a broad rat:ge of issues 

. ' 
or limit themselves to particular effects e.g. the transfer of technology, ex:norts 

.. -1-. 
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employment etc. Illustrative of this type of study are those of Steuer,. 

(1973) Heddmmy. (1968) and Streeten nnd Lall (1973) • 

. The second group of studies concern themselves less with appraising 

the"effectsof f.d.i. as with providing a framework or tool-kit to assist 

those who may wish to do so. Attempts are made to theorise about the 

possible effects of direct investment and other economic variables, and 

suggest possible courses of policy which might be pursued if and when such 

rel~tionships are· estnblished. Such studies are essentially of an 'if ••• then' 

type; inter alia they seek to identify those conditions under which f.d.i. . . 

is most ·likely to contribu:e to the goals of host countries. Research by 

Bos (1974) typifies this kind of approach though often the first group of 

stud:les present their own models. 

A hybrid of the two approaches begins with the second, and then tries 

to marry up the theory with known facts in comparable situations. For example, 

a study on the impact of f.d.i. on ec:ployment in \vest Germany :nay be used 

• _ wi !hin a particular theoretical frvroe>!Ork to suggest the likely effects of 

f.d.i. on eroployment in the U.K. In our current context, we may hypothesise 

certain similarities that exis~ betl<een the structure of the Port)lguese and 

Greek economies, and sugge~t that some of the known consequences of f.d.i. 

'-
in-Greece may guide Portucuese policy towards its own foreign affiliates. 

\ 
Similarly data on the effects of f.d.i. in the recent past may be adapted 

and applied to assist current policy. The limit.••tions of this appr~ach 
"lil .,.,..~ ' :~ -~ 

are \-Jell knO'-'In and .need no elabora.tionG 

!oaj.nly because there are few data on the role of f .d.i. in the Portuguese 

economy, ou~ paper must' be of the- seconi kind: He shall summarise in the 

following pages attem~ts so far made to evaluate the costs and benefits of 

• 
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f.d.i. and to formulate a po:;;itive r-olicy toHards it. In doinG, so we 

shall constantly bear in mind thut t>10 of the questions uppermost in the 

minds of policy makera viz. "To what extent and under what circumstances 

c11n f .d.i. advnnce a country's Helfare" and "Holi can policy best be framed 

to acco!l)plish this objective". As far as possible, hov1ever, He ,;hall.rele.te 

·our analysis to the economic situation, in PortuGal - particularly in the 

context of its development planning1 ;. and, !IS an .4ppendix to the paper, 

~1e sh11ll present come preliminary results of an analysis of the impact 

of f.d.i. on output employment and the balance of payments in.Greece • 

. ! 
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1 ·A final draft of this paper will do this more explicitly 

·. 
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II 

\le start by briefly discussing Gome important method0loijical, 

questions. I,Jhy. single out f .d.i. for. special attention'? \•.'hnt is 

uriique about it'? How does it differ frorr, domestic. investment? \'!hat, in 

fact r.or:Jprises the subject un,:er discussion? 

There are at least three possible intcrpretation"s of the term 

forei~n investment. The first is sirr;oly the net increases in a country's 

capital_stock_ financed from external sources- independently of its form. 

This is the tr;;ditional intery,>retation of the.term. For most of the 19th 

·century, inward investment comr:rised foreign borrowings or net addditional 

to the equity eR pi tal of domestic corporr.tions financed hy foreign :i,ndividuP.ls 

or institutions. The transactions were cond.ucted ·at Rrc.' s length between 

inde:;Jendent b.orrowers and lenders i.e. there was a chang-e in the ownership 

of capital, but not thl"t of the locus of-decision takine;, except in so far 

as this might be influenced by an individual shareholder. In the main, finance 

• was obtained either from the international capital market, or through foreign -- . 
"bro'{ers and finance houses. The chief lenders were individuals and financial 

institutions from Europe; the'chief borrowers were public or private 

institutions from the rest Of the world~ Occasionally, menagement_and 

technology accompanied the finAnce capital; usually, 'however, the factors. 
'-

.·of ~reduction moved independently of each other (Nurksa 1954). 

Thoue;h portfolio investment has certain specific effects, notably on 

the balance of payments, capital formation end domestic monetary policy, 

of the recipient country it is not these .which currently give the most 

concern although the germs of the main concerns-are contained in it. 

-4- ·, 
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How far, for example does the import of foreign capital create an economic 

dependence of the borrowing on the lending country? To whnt extent may 

capital imports be tied to the import of goods. Are some domestic firms 

better able to "obtain foreign capital, or obtain it on better terms than 

others, due e.g. to their size, bargaining power or political leverage? 

What of the effects of capital imports on the distribution of income between 

capital anr! labour? How far is the concentration of economic power aided and 

abetted by foreign investment? 

The second interpretation of .foreign investment is investment supplied 

by foreign individuals or companies. over which they continue to exercise a 

de jure control in the importing country. Here, there is no transfer of 

ownership; only over the location of the use of such capit,.l. More than this; 

first. the capital may be used to acquire control over the use of indigenous 

resources e.g. of labour, and materials, or as a lever,.ge to obtain lo·cal capital 

etc. Second, the capital is usually accompanied by other inputs, l~rgely intangible 

assets of technoloe;y and entrepreneurship, which, when combined with the capital, .... .. 
and local resources effectively changes the productive capacity of the host 

country. This is the fundamental economic difference between direct and 

portfolio investment. The former implies a change in the production function: 

but no change in o>rnership o:t'-the user; the latter implies no change in the· 

production fun?tion, but a change in the ownership of .the user. 
'. 

AI). essential feature of f.d.i. is that it s~1itches (in the ca~e of a take-

oyer) or directs (in the case of a green-field investment) tne locus .of decision 

taking from inside to outside the recipient country.~/hether,and how far, decisions 

~delegated to the·foreign affiliate or taken by the investing company, varies 

between companies according to some fairly well defined criteria, including the 

strategy of the parent company towards its foreign operations; but de iure 

-5-
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at least, the po>~er to· contr'61 resource allocation rests with the parent 

compapy. This mic:ht not. matter if· the r;oals of the parent enterprise .were 

the snme as those of the host country, or even that of its domestic firms; 

but although·f.d.i. may benefit both parties, there-is an inevitable 

conflict of interest over the distribution of these benefits. 

The technology and the control aspects of f. d. i. then combine to 

distinguish it from portfolio investment, and hence add to the distinction 

between domestic nr.d foreign investment. The extent of the· difference and the 

particular uniqueness of f.d.i. will vary between firms (according to 

management goals. and strater;ies); behreen industries (accorciing to type of 

products produced and the technolor;ies involved); to GovernMent polides, both 

in home and host countries; and to type of investul'ent, e.g. whether it is· 

primarily import substituting or export generating in char<ecter. It is the 

.technolor;y and control· endo>rments of foreign firms which make them such a 

powerful influence on economic development; it is precisely .because they make 

• 
. available resources not available iocally (or make them available more 

cheaply) that they are welcomed by host nations; 'but at the same time, for 

good or bad, they·also transfer or create new consumption patterns which 

affect working conditions, and industrial relations, introduce new marketing 

techniques, and in so doin.:_ impinge on a nation's cultural fabric. \'/hen a 

ne.tion imports f.d.i., it may be importing a way of life. This is a very 

•' 
different stete of affairs from that \·:hich existed in the 19th century. 

·Indeed, foreign inverotrrent · ner se r:1ay be a very ·~t:lperf~ct mea~ure 'of '" · 

the involvement in the extent to >Jhich foreign firms control the use of local 

resources. For·· this is what one is really .talking about. ~lh10re a. foreign firm 
' ~ . ' ' .~ . .. 

obtains most of its human and material resources fr(m the country in which it 
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makes an equity inventment, the foreir:n investment/totnl resource usaee 

or output generated ratio will be lo~<, and, in consequence, the foreign 

inve:>tment an underestimate of the true involvement of the foreign company. 

On the other hnnd, the total output of n foreign affiliate may overstate 

its use of local resources as a large proportion of its input may have been 

' 1 imported. Perhaps the best measure of activity by foreir;n firms is vnlue 

.added by the foreign affiliate (= gross output less purch~ses from other firms = 

wage bill plus the return on capital invested). r:et output ••ill however, include 

the profits accruing to the parent comrany in return for the foreign investment 

made lvhich is lost to the host country. Hhat one should (,e seeking to explain is th 

the totnl locnl vnlue added renernted by f.d.i. 

One difficulty arises when one switches from foreign investment to some 

'measure of the activity of foreign firms' and th>•.t is the definition of a foreign 

firr.1. In the case of 1oo;; subsidiaries or branch plants thi.s is easy enough; the 

only problem arises when one tries to define a multinational enterprise (l~m;). 

Some 1<1ri ters (including ourselves) adopt a threshold definition of the !'.NE, and 

include all firms which engage in f.d.i. under its umbrella. The degree to 

which a foreign firm is multinational then can be discussed in terms of e.g. 

' 
the number of countries in which it has a capital stake, the proportion of its 

assets or sales accounted for by its foreign affiliate, or the extent to which 

its foreign activities are ibtegrated with its domestic activities. In the case 

1 It is questionable the extent to ,;hich imports ouc;ht to be included. In 
one sense it may be that it is the decision of the for.eign company which 
decrees this rather than the use of domes~ic resources. 
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of affiliates in which there is some local equity particip1>tion, most 

authorities accept that it is reasonable to, assume th . .,t control rests 

with the majm·i ty shareholder,and that. firms which have a 51% stake or 

more of foreign capital should be treated·as foreign, The main problem 

arises with minority shareholdings which are either large in value or 

represent an important block of equity capital, This is why statisticians 

often take 25% or even 10,1{ as the cutoff point in definiP.g a· firrr, with 

foreit:n direct ,investments. ·Once ar,ain, it is unre>Tardinr; to. try to obtain 

a precise definition of a firm undertaking foreign investment either for 

t:echnoloe;y or control nurposes. Certainly there are many examples of firms 

with minority shareholdings wielding a great deal of influence over t~eir 

affiliates, and others in which there is a 10o% involvement ;~here the parent 

COr.lpany treats its affiliates as autonomous units. 

To recanitulate; there is a spectrum of the extent of foreign participation . . . 

in resource creation or usar,e in a ~.,rticular country, which ranges from an arms 

-· .• . length supply of financial capital, through direct investr.1ent, involving varying 

degrees of technology transfer and control, to a full integrationc of local 

resources with those of other countries. controlled by the foreign firm to meet 

some global strategy. There 'are no hard and ·fast lines between the points 

of the spectrum; it is up to the authorities, in .the light of their particular 

' 

requi~ements to decide which particular form of f.d.i. or which particular 

foreign affilia.tes are worthy of attention. For our purposes, >~e ?hRll be 

~ . ,.!. ,j. . ~ 
1r 'concerned with the act:i:vi ties of for•oi"!fl .mrnr!r. HNEs. in hgst. C01,!ntries, in·,_ 

~1hich there is" direct investrcent st;:oke, sufficient to nl]oH such firms to 

exercise some influence on the 1•ay in >~hich these activities affect the use of 
•C '• •,g 

local resources. This is o~r working definit:':i.on of the subject under discussi'&n. 

-8-
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III 

In Pttem•,tinr, to measure and evnluate the contribution of f.d.i. 

to host countries, three conside,·able me::hodological points arise which 

are not always f,iven the attention they warrant. The first is to identify 

the criteria by which one should assess the contribution of f.d.i. This 

may seem obvious, but all too rarely does it appear explicitly in policy 

stntements about f .d.i. Clearly the criteria - in the sense· of whnt comprises 

a country's welfure - l·Jill vary between countries; in the same country over 

time; and beb1een different groups in any country. vlithout a clear .identification 

of criteria, one can never be sure that ~1hen differences arise about 'the costs 

and benefits of f.d.i. one is not using different yardsticks to appraise it. 

Certainly the same effects of foreign owned companies may give rise to 

different policies in the US, Taiwan, Hexico.and Canada, simply because the 

criteria by which one judges f.d.i. differs. \ofhat is good for the UK is 

certc:inly not necessarily good for Portugal, what was good for Portugal i.n 
• 
1950 r.eed not necessarily be good for Portugal in. 1976. This would suggest . . 
that·empirical studies should recognise that coun~rv-sDecific factors are 

' 
as important in evaluating f.d.i. as the characteristics of f.d.i •. itself-

or the behaviour of particular foreien affiliates. Among these one might 

mention, the stage of economic development, cultural_ values, size, resource 

and technological capacity, administrative efficiency, political ideology, 

international involvement (including the extent of f. d.i. )· economic expertise 

etc; all of these both absolutely and relative to the investing country (this 

suggests inter alia that attitudes towards-f.d.i. may w1ry according to the 
)I< ~ • ._ 

\ .. ' 
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11·"-tionnlity of the foreign investor). Only now are these factors be in[> 

explicitly incorporated in models desi~ned to formulate general principles 

to>mrds f. d. i. Certainly, the pattern of regulnting action by some less 

developed countries as set out in Table 1 sugces':s that country specific 

· varir~bles are ns importe:.nt in deterr.tining these as the ch~rocteristics 

of f.d.i. itself. 

Attempts to formul,te general criteria for c;augine: the effects of 
,,.._ 

f.d.i. abound in the literature. Professor J. Behrrnan has identified 

four goals - econonic (which relate to the type and ,qumt:i ty of products 

supplied): eguity (which concerns the distribution of income and assets);· 

soverei~nty which refers to the right to control ones own destiny; and 

particinP•tion (which suggests the need of people to be involved in the 

decision taking process). Not al~<ays may all. of these go':ls be simultaneously 

achieved, and eachmust. be set within the context of the broade.st goal of all -

viz •. achievinc, '\.certain "way of life". Thus the volume of certain goods might 
' 

be increased, but only at the cost of more pollution, a change in culture of (say) 

· •· •eating habits, and some loss of control over decision taking. On the other hand, 

.... 

too r. igid an insistence on national sovereignty, rnieht rob a country of some 
' ' 

of the main benefits of being part of the international division of labour. 

It is no;r being increasinely recognised that the cost/benefit equation of f.d.i • 
.... 

is a very complex thing indeed. But prior to any. assessment,. a country must 

try and identify its goals, translate these into operational terms, and decide 

upon its priorities. Ideally, policies should wait until the traile-offs between 

the achievement of mutually exclusive goals are known. But if there is one thing 

which co~ntries, pa.:ticularl:~~ deve:)_oping countries (ldcs) have learnt in 

their experiences With f.d.i. is that in the initial'policy forming stages they 

-10-
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t;rossly underestimated the. pervading influence of such investment and its 

wider implicntions. !~ore than providing 'resources, it injected new ideas, 

and new ways of approaching old problems; it introduced r1ew values and new 

perceptions on the role of human beings and machines in the production 

process; far from just marketing new products, it introduced new consumption 

patterns, and influenced the values people placed ~>n both goods and pursuits. 

\-!hile sometimes adding to a country's resource capabilities, .it sometimes 

locked the country in to a pattern of economic interdependence, the acivantar;e of 

>lhich >las only later q':lestioned. Foreign investment transmits a ;1ay of life 

from the investing country - to the home country and strengthens the economic 

order of which it is part, an order which mny not necessr,rily be in the 

best interests of the host country. To argue ad hominen i.e. against the 

conduit of f.d.i. viz. the ~~. though understandable is not always helpful; 

the beast is only a creature of its environment. But a better appreciation 

of the goals of host countries; and_ the way in which foreign companies may 

impinee on these goals. through the technoloey (includinr: the technology of 

"choice) they transmit and control they exercise is. badly needed. 

' ~~e second major methodological issue v1hich is pm·ticularly troublesome 

to re'"earch v1orkers, and which policy makers are too often apt to ignore, is _,. 

the problerr of evaluating t-he effects of f.d.i. ~of those effects which 

would have occurred if the resources used by the investing companies had been 

differently deployed. To illustrate, the effect on UK exports which directly 

resulted fro~ the presence of US affiliates in_ the UK is the actual-exports 

of such affiliates (plus the exports of other companies generated by their 

activities) 1 what v1e ~ight term the r:ross·effects, minus the exports which 

would have occurred had not those affiliAtes been present in the UK. Frequently 

it is implicitly assumed that the opportunity cost of f.d.i. is zero; i.e. 

in the above case, exports in the absence of US affiliates would have been zero. 

But rarely is this the correct 11altern,.,tiveposition"; if US firr.Js hadn't 

-11-
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investe.d in the UK, UK companies m~y ~<ell huvc invested more, if not in the 

same sector in a different one., although admittedly it may have taken a 

change in Gov<1r~ment policy to bring this about. And it m.~y mnke a >~orld ·of 

differer:c·e which 'al tcrn.,ti ve .r;osi tion' one chooses. To· take two ex<Omples, 

the effect of US f.d.i. over the period 1957/64 on the US balance of payments, 

. in terms of the time it took for the initial outflo11 of Cl''fi tal to be recouped 

(in the form of both profits, interest and royalties ·~nd ndditioml exrorts), 

varied· from never to 8 years, according to \·Ihcther one assumed that f.d.i. 

1 act as to .or substitutes for ca,,i tal forrwtion in the host country. U!ufbauer 

and Adler (19EP)J. Or again, the. effect on employment in the US of th" foreie;n 

activities of. US ~<NEs over the 1960s varied from a· net addition of 600,000 

jobs to a loss of jobs of "an important part" of.500,000 accQrC.ine; to the 

assumptions made. (Hmlkins 1972). It can be seen that ones evaluation of 

f .d.i. depends as ~r.uch on the outcome of the particular alternative methods of 

·resource utilisation one chooses to assess as on the costs and benefits .associated 

with the activities of foreign .affiliates. ,.. . . Chane;e the "alternP-tive position" 

or the consequences of same, then as with chane;ing .the criteria by which f.·d.i • ... 
is aP!>r<dsed, and its net contribution to wel:('are will be different. 

1 
I '-

The so called euto-chssic8l c.ssu:nption of Hufbauer/Adler ;ms thAt f.d.i. 
~ , 

.increeses pl~nt capeci ty in the host country not )las no effect on plant 
ca~ncity ·in the hnme countr:f. Under this a.ssurr.r;tion the outflow of CCJpit£11 
is never recouped. ':'he reverse classical·assumption is that f.d.i. substitutes 
for' Other inve;tment"' in the host country but c~uses no dccl-ir!€: iri··~·investr.Jent 
in the home country r.'akinc: this assilr.l;otion and usin13 exilctly the. same set 
of date, the recoupment period for an outflow of capital is 4t years. 

~ ' 

' 
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It is becoming increasinrr,ly recor::nised that except for eGtimnting broad 

macro economic effects, the most rea:j_istic alternative position will vc.ry betwee:. 

countries and industries over time, and that it is dane;erous to generalise. 

Vlhnt mir;ht i1appen to the production of computers in the UK in the absence 

of IBH m«y be very different to what mir;ht happen in the absence of British 

Petroleur.1 in the US; the effects of a take-over investment are different 

f:om a gree10field investment; those arisinr; from an investr.ent by a ~<ell 

est~blished and intet:;r~ted ~·NE are not the 6ame then from a new medium 

size investor. A sectoral approach is the only way out of this dlificulty; 

alternatively, it may be desirable to classify f.d.i. by origin (is it 

marketinp; or cost oriented?) or by the strategies of inve"ting firms. 

We·return to this point later. 

A final methodological iss.ue is to do with policy prescription. Sur-pose 

that it h~s been possible to measure the contribution of FliEs to employment 

in a particular country (either generally or within a particular sector); nnd 

that in the lic;ht of the criteria est'lblished, this contribution mr>y be ev-?luated 

The qusstions now arise are - (1) is this the "optimum" contribution·- (2) 

assuming it is and it is lieneficial does this mean one should encourage the 

inflow of direct investment? l·lhatever the answer there is a great temptation 

ar.ong policy makers to dizect any change perceived necessary as a result of 

. r;d.i. 'to' th'e 'foreign iiniestor. If the employment effect of inward investrcent 

is negative, how can the foreign firin be made to employ more people? If the 

balance of payments contribution is negative, how can poiicy be directed to 

forcinc foo:-eign affiliates to f!xport more or import less - or failinc that 

reduce'.ct'heir ;capital stake? In some cases, such action may be justifia?ble, 

particularly where it can be established that the HNE is behaving in less 

than optimum fashion (e.g. by not maximising its efficiency. But in others 

it may not be-so- for two .reasons. The first is that there may be a trade off 



between achievine; one n:•tional eoal" and Another. Insist the1t the MilE 

should employ more labour intensive (but more costly) production methods 

and exports mn,y suffer; limit the share of' an industry's out!'ut an affiliate 

can supply, and its costs of production may be higher than they might otherwise 

be; insist on more local research and development and the HNE may refuse to 

relinquish 10ot ownership and so on. This comes back to the first of the 

methodological problems discusr.ed above• The ~econd reason. (often forgotten) is 

, that the consequences of f.d.·i. ,reflect Government policies which cive rise to it. 

If these llre not "/hat is desired this may be because the signals civen to V.NSs 

are inappropriate. A monopoly rent earned by foreign affiliates may. be directly 

the result of tariff policy which inhibits competition from abroad; a capital 

. intensive technology could reflect an unsuitable monetary policy or thc;t lahour 

is overpriced; an ability of companies to juggle with transfer prices may be 

prompted by an overvalued or undervalued exchange rate-~ Faulty Government 

policies provoke reactions by foreign firms >~hich themselves generateundesirable 
• -· . 

~ffects. In these cases, the remedy may not be to. force firms to behave in 

accordance with the policies but to change the policies-themselves. 
. . . 
-~!oreover, Government policies which may. have been appropriate in the absence 

., 
of f.d.i. may require modific,tions because of it. Just because f.d.i. may_ cause 

I 

I a balance of payments deficit, it does not mean that curbing ~uch investment is 

.. 
the best way to remedy such a deficit. Other "mys e.g. alterinc the exchange re.te 

may b<i lesse:icpensive in terms of the country'·s primary goa~s e.g. maximisation 

Elf real income. There is a great temptation· to blame or praise !-!NEs firms because 

,, of the outcome of their operations requires macro policy measures, or measures 

adopt~d touards other firms whic!-1 make a lower contribution to~iards the country's 

primary goals. 

:; 
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Enouch has been written to su,zr,cst thct the evaluation of the 

activities of forcir,n mmed firr.1G is a co'mplex procedure, '.lhich goalo 

are to be rr.et ~nd in what order of priority and over what time period? 

In terms of whrit alternr~tives are the results of f.d.i. to be evaluated? 

~/here action by Governments is required,. to what extent should it be 

specifically directed to f .d.i. and to >!hat extent to affectinl': the disposition 

of rpsources as a whole? 

. ; 

. ,_, 

• _._ .. 
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IV 

He no~1 turn to the proble,Js of m.Jac;urinr; thG rross effects of 

f ,d ,i. We begin with the economic consequences, · These can easily be 

identified as they are those by which the contribution of all enterprises 

may be assessed, They are basically to do with levels of output, productivity, 

·output stability, long term growth and structural efficiency,· Sometimes, more 

specific goals may be sought e.g •.. the employment of particular ,types of labour, 

a balance of payments surplus, .increasing research and development capacity 

\lhich may sometimes complem'ent and .sometimes compete with general goals • 
. 

·To measure· the contribution of foreign affiliates, information is needed 

about their activities, ·Sometimes this is already collected, but no attempt 

is made to classify firms by nationality. Examples (in most economies~ include 

data on output employment and wages (suitably classified by skills and industry); 

exports, imports, research and development expenditures, capital expenditure, 

."' . sources of finance, profits, advertising, origin of purchases and so on, The 

· .... • collection of such basic information is the first priority. In addition there 

are information requirements special to foreign affiliates which need· collecting. 

'Foremost among these are the transactions of affiliates across·natiorial boundaries 

and particularly between different parts of the same organisation. Data. on 

the inflow of capital and technology need to be complemented by infornation 

on profits, royalties and payments for other factor services made to or by 

parent compariiC's or other parts of the organisation. Separate data on goods 

and assets traded between the·affiliate and other parts of the MNE should be 

collected to. assist the host government in gauging. the extent to which 

manipulations of transfer pricing and the use of leads and 'lags etc. are at 
' ' \ 

least possible. Other relevant data may only be obtained direct from the 

parent companies of affiliates e.g. the geographical disposition of its capital 

and rand d disbursements; here the host government is at present reliant on the 

'-16-
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1 goodwill of the company. 

In addition to the .quantitative data, qualitative information is needed 

about the relationships between parent and affiliate, especially the strategy 

of the NNE tottards product development, technology transfer, location of r 

and d and on particular project appraisals. This is particularly important 

in the case of the larger investments and a regular monitoring service may be 

necessary to alert Government to any marked change in strategy. Some kind of 

permanent liason 1dth the lOO or so largest investors in a country and/ or 

. 2 
1dth those in. the most sensitive sectors would help enormously. In some 

cases, existing machinery can be extended to accommodate these needs e.g. in 

case of planning agreements in the UK. The important thing is for the host 

country to be as knowledgeable as possible about everything which goes on in 

the organisation which may impinge on the affHiates contribution to the domestic 

economy. 3 

Given the information what does one do with it? Here some kind of modal 

of how foreign investment may ·impinge on domestic economic goals is necessary • 

.. • • Nodels may vary from the extreme macro-economic (i.e. national economic) to the 

·• · m"icro-economic (i.e. project) level; they be general or partial equilibrium 

models; they may be static or dYnamic and or varfing degrees of econometric 

sophistication. l~ost researchers have contented themselves with measuring f .d.i. 

in the light of fairly limited goals e.g. its effect on employment, balance of 

payments, output and so on. Illustrative of the more. al!lbitious macro models is that 

1 It is our belief that tlois kind of information may be !'lOre i.rr.portant for 1-cost 
countries to obtain in the future as the activities of MNEs become increasingly 
integrated. 

2 One sugeestion here is for government appointed representatives to be in 
attendance at local board meetings. 

Other kinds of data include those relatiq; to the activities of Mh"ss in other 
countries, including the terms of contracts made. 
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. of Jlos. and his colleagues (llos 1974) which both researchers and policy makers. 

are usine. ('l'his is described in the Appendix to. thio paper);. Sooewhat less 
! 

ambitious have been those of Steuer and Streeten and Lall. At a project level, the ,. 

~rork of Little and Hirrlees (1974) stands supreme, 

Heasuring the (eross). economic effec•s of f ,d ,i. in the short run is 

essentially an exercise in estimating the.local value added and/or employment 

generated by it,, and in the long run its contribution to the e'rmrth and development 

of the host economy. Its impact on the. balance of payments may affect the extent or 

speed at. v1hich these objectives mieht be achieved; while the possibility of f ,d ,i. 

lea dine to employment, output or price instability is a risk ~>hich must be taken 

into account. Each of thes" consequences is measurable, up to .a point,. though both 

the primary and secondary indirect effects of f.d.i. need to be assessed. Local 

value added (l.v.a.) equals the gross output of foreignaffiliates (=quantity 

of eoods sold multiplied by price) less all imparts, less payments made from net 

... •. output to foreigners (e.g. dividends, royalties etc.). L.v.a. is thus affected 

··by \a) the technical efficiency of the affiliate, and that of indigenous firms 

from which it purchases, (b) its ability (through its market power) to influence 

price (or inputs and output) and the level of output and (c) the quantity and 

price of imported goods and services, The amount of employment necessary to· 
~ 

create that l.v.a. will be determined by the capital/l~bour ratio and the 

efficiency of prodacing fir,r.s. The extent to which the balance of payments is affected 

(on ;~urrent account) will be related to the affiliates export/import r1.1tio, which 

in turn will larr;ely depend on the type of. investment and. strategy of the investing 

company; and also the ability of the affiliate. to trade across boundaries at 

other than arms length prices. Employment, technology, (prices) competitive 

structure. and balance of payments are then the main ingredients affecting l.v·.a. 
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In what way and to ;frmt extent, as we ffive >Tritten earlier, will differ, 

accordi re to industrial sector, type of firm investing, and Gov•~rnment policy. 

Expressed in purely economic terms then,· the (gross) cost off .d,i, 

is the loss in value added caused eith«r by inefficienc-.{ of the foreign 

affiliates and/or'the interest, profits, royalties etc. remitted to the 

investirt: company. Inefficiency m:i<';ht · b" due to foreign companies investing 

in the <rro~ sort of industries, purchssinr; at less than minimum prices or from 

the wrong firms or producine at below technical price or scale efficiency. In 

turn such inefficiencies mey stem from a protected market structure, 

entrepreneurial deficiencies· or technical or managerial inadequancie s or 

inappropriate government policies. Usually, since it is the most dynamic and efficient 

of foreie;n firms which venture abroad, the costs are most likely to do ;lith local 

market conditions ,;hich allmr foreign affiliates to earn higher than competitive 

profits, or the strategy of the parent company which requires foreign affiliates 

• t.o operate in ruch a way, 1 'which does not optimise their local net outp.1t • 

It is important to trace through and measure the secondary effects of f.d.i • 

"their impact on the local \alue added of suppliers, customers and competitors; 

and through the normal ccurse of labour and managerial turnover, information 

dissemination etc. their effects on the econo!Ily as a whole. In the longer :run 

their effect on compe ti ti ve and industrial s t:ructure, and patterns of development 

are of key importance. Often the employment impact of f .d.i. may be less in 

terms of the numbers employed by the foreign affiliate,· as the additional 

employment of indigenous finns supplyine; to it. This is why fon1ard · (domestic) 

in~egration in the case of extractive industries ~~d bac~nard. (domestic) 

integration in the case of final stage manufacturing industries e.g. motor vehicle 

1 Note tr~t even max~~s~ng l.v.a. does not icrply that foreign affiliates 
should always be encouraged to buy fror.t local firms where it is cheaper 
to import- the resources which other1<ise might have been used would be 
better directed to promotir.g exports. 
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asscrnblinc is often reg:ll'ded as an essential prerequisite for f ,d.i. 

Sometimes, as'we have sue;gented, there is a .trade.:.off between (short-run) goals, 

'i'he most efficient technology may be necessary to general competitive export 

markets; but it may do little to increase em_ploymant. A competitive rnarkot 

structure may only be obtained at the price of a fragoenti~e output among 

firms, such than none is able to produce efficiently. Insisting upon too high 

a local equity participation may rob indigenous firms ·or much needed capital, 

Thr9ughout the assessment process a distinction needs to be made between 

social .and privr,te costs and benefits. 1'he problem basically arises because 

of .different goals of MNEs, and the host nations in which they operate and 

the fact that domestic prices do not ah1ays properly reflect the true .. opportunity 

co-st of the resources involved. \'lhile the pursuance of ,these goals by KNEs 

may, and often does, advance the goals of host countries, inevitably clashes 

do occur, These are of three kinds. First, those which are shared by all privately 

o>med firms, independent of their nationality; since the attainment of private 

profit and grOI<th do .not necessarily advance public welfare, Governments must take 

. •· ac):ion ~lhich are not necessarily welcome by such firms; monopoly legislation is a !' 

key case in point. Because of their parentage however, foreign affiliates may 
' 

create additional problems fo~ gover:rur.ents (Dunning 1974), Second the price 

. extracteO. by the foreign company from the hqst country _in the forms of loss _of 

'-
value added may be both destabilisine and contain an element of economic rent, 

! 
"'' ' <>.: ·,•· 

part of ~1hich, throueh transfer pricing manipulation, use of leads and lags 

etc, may not be easily identifiable. Third, and most difficu~_t, both to measure 

and evaluate is ~1here an affiliate is locked into a regional or globally oriented 

production and marketing strategy of the Mli'E; and decisions are takennot on, the 

· basis of what is best for the affiliate, but what ia the most profitable deployment 
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of resources for the group as a 1-1hole. In turn, this strategy may be affected 

by international market. forces, or rules and regulations, which, themselves 

may not always operate in the interests of individual host countries, 

Another pro.blem, explored in depth by Messrs Little and Mirrlees (1974) 

in their work on project appraisal for the OECD, is that the domestic prices 

which foreign investors face, and some times influence, may not accurately 

reflect the social value of the rescurces used- either because of market 

distortions (.ta_riffs, subsidies, inappropriate exchange rates); or be.cause 

of implicit or explicit price control (e.g. in the labour market where there is 

much unemployment, 1;aee rates may exceed the opportunity cost of labour), This 

means that to properly calculate the costs and benefits off ,d.i, "sha'dow" 

prices have to be imputed to domestic inputs and outputs which better reflect 

the social cost of resources deployed. 

lofe said earlier that maximising local value added per unit of resoorces 

used is a convenie:1t yardstick to measure econor.1ic welfare, but for many purposos 

it is deficient. Sven iri purely economic terms, it is possible in any one p::;riod 

·.··of' tirr.e, to produce more consum11tion goods but only at the expHnse of investment 

(including investment in humah capital) and future levels of output. If foreign 

firms diverted resources from 'investment to consumption activities, l,v,a. might 

be increased in the short run..._(if productivity were greater in the latter sector) 

b~t it would be lo;Jer or not rise as fast in the long-run. The comnosition of 

output produced may thus be of as much i"portance as its value. 

From a longer term or dynamic viewpoint, an economy's development rests 

on its rate of increase of output per capita, This, in turn depends on the 

quality and productivity of its material and human resources and the amount it 

is prepared to invest to add to these resources, or make them more profuotive. 

i 
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Productivity increases result essentially from the deployment of more efficient 

technologies and from raisine human sls:ills,. assuming other obstacles or 

disincentives e.g. market distortions penal tax rates etc. are. removed. SIJl(J.ll 

wonder that most host countries view·the main benefit of f .d.i. as increasing 

their technological and scientific capacity and narro;,"ing any technolocical 

or manag<;rial gap which may exist between them and other countries. Small 

wonder either tl:la t the transfer of technology is a crucial issue in the foreign 

,;.nvestmef)t debate, particularly as it appertains to the terms of that transfer. 

· There have been many studies on the technological impact of foreign firms 

on host countries. The genera). conclusion is that, ~1hile they generally introduce 

1< high. technology produces ll,nd/ or new processes of. production (partiqula,rly at .'!<he 

raw mate:dal extraction or final stages of manufacturing), th~y have. rarely 

found it economic to transfer high technology or skill intensive manufacturing 

·or research and development (r and ·d) acti.Vi ties. Sometimes this is because of. 

a dearth of the necessary resources. in the host countries; although over time . . . . - . . 

·.··th:ls may be counteracted by education and training programmes e.g. in the· 

•' advanced countries and the larger and more developed l.d.c.' s. In other cases, 

however, as a result of the strategy of the lUG to cent rnlise technology 

·intensive activities in the hQ!Ile or in a few host countries: 907~ of the rand d 

of US an~ Swedish firms for example is undertaken in their home countries. 

It may be argued this, in itself·, is not important as long as l.ocal firms 
-.(! '\ ~9 

are encouraged"tby f .d.i. to· increase their own technological 'capacity. Indeed 

. this may be preferable as the ovmership of the capacity remains domestic, Here, 

the evidence is mixed. To take 0ne industry ~·the pharmac.euticals industry, In the 
~:.• 
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larger developed eountrie s, foreign companies - particularly the Swiss and 

American MNEs have, through competi ti<Hi ::.:Jd example, stimulutcd local firms 

in their r and d efforts, Certainly this has peen the case in the United 

Kinedcm, On the other hand, due to the inability of small countries to finance 

other than a very limited amount of technological capacity, foreign enterprises 

in such countries as Sweden, Austral:ia, Canada and Ireland have tended to 

dominate the supply of local technology and inhibit an indigenous rand d effort, 

Moreover, where foreign affiliates have established rand d facilities, these 

have usually beBn either for purely developmental programmes or for specialised 

research promoted as part. of a global r and d stra te!rY' of the HNE, to advance 

its world wide objectives. ~gain, however, this may not be to the host country's 

best interest in reducing dependence on foreign technology; although it may still· 

,. be better than any feasible altern.ative. 

• 
-~- . 

. . . 

}· :\ 

The question of how far a country should invest in technological capacity is 

rarely decided on economic grounds alone. At the one extreme, it depends on 

the extent to which it wishes to be involved in international trade and investment, 

with all its consequential costs and benefits, and on what terms, Some of the 

broader costs of f.d.i. are those of other forms of economic interdependence; 

but since f .d .i. involves domestic resources being directly controlled by non-

resident compa'lies - unlike trade, >lhich involves the exchange ·or goods at arms 

length prices bet~<een independent domestic and foreign firms - then, apart from 

enforcing a change in ownership, there is no way of escaping the fact that de jure,. 

the locus of decision takil'\'?: rests outside the country ;rhich is mos·t affected 

by the decisions. And· the more multinational tlie investil'\'?: firm is in ·outlook 

and strategy, the more the pattern of output and grmrth cif its affiliates will 

b~. determined,, by forces outside their control. Classically, the fear of many 
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l.d.c.s of being permanent satellites to the major investing countries rests 

on the proposition that the large investing firms find it in their interests 

to retain their roin repositories at home; and that this policy is encouraged 

by the existing international economic order and the patent system (Hymer 19' ), 

Be that as it may, in their dealings with foreign investors, host countries 

are beco.cdng increasingly interested in asking such questions as "ltlhat· kind of 

output is to be produced? ~/hat is its local content? l'lho takes the decisions 

which 'lill deterlliine the affiliate's growth path" "1rlhat linkages are affiliates 

likely to have 'r.i th other. economic agents within and outside the host country" 

Do ~hey aid or inhibit economic or tecl1noloeical independence? 

~lhile it is less easy to measure the contribution of f odoi o to economic 

::!: 
growth than g,n.p., it is possible to get a fairly goo.d idea of its impact on 

' \); 
the capaci tyfor growth, and, with data on their productiVity, a reasonable 

estimate of its contribution to growt.IJ itself, It is also possible to assess 

its effect on economic stability, both by examining the movement of output, 

·-· ·•• employment and export/import ratios of foreign affiliates and their sectoral 

·• di~tribution (are they more or less susceptible to cyclical movements?) 

' The_potential for instability due to economic interdependence, due to the ability .. 
of foreien firms to circumvent national economies controls; the· fact the·y are 

tied in to a global system; and that their response options are often wider than 

domestic', fi:nns may also be appraised. Such research which has been undertaken 
\ 

suggests both that a country's economic policies are potentially more vulnerable 

., by the presence of foreign firms, particularly th.ose which ·are set up to supply 

foreign markets but that no generalisations are possible on the extent to llhich 

f .d.i. in fact, makes macroeconomic policy. more difficult to implement~ ~/bile 

they are better able than domestic firms to ride ove·r economic difficulties and 

avoid some policies, they are often more sensitive to· local Government needs and 

can be more easily persuaded to conform· to policy (Dunning 1973), Pemaps the best 

example here is their reactions to regional policy. 

:,-
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Moving a1<ay from economic to "ociolocic..'ll or politicul. questions, we 

might mention a number of possible effects of-f .d.i. which may or may not concrorn 

host countriee, according to their c;oals, .ideologies and values. Foremost amone 

these are 

(a) egui ty considerations reflected inter alia in the effects of f ,d,i. on 

the distribution of wealth and income both bet1<een capital and labour. and between . 

different labour c;roups, Does f ,d.i, aid or retard policy in this respect? 

Classical theory suggests that it lowers the marginal proC.uctivi ty of capital 

and raises that of labour; empirical studies do not generul.ly support this 

contention certainly 1<1 thin the wage sector it tends to skew the distribu-tion 

of earnings. And what of its effects on tl>e distribution of economic po-wer; -

Does it make for a more or less .concentrated distribution of output and decision 

taking, 

(b) Cultural considerations- reflected inter alia in the type and quality 

of goods and services produced, the way of life reflected in business. practices, 

• -- . dealings with lab<;ur, ·marketing and advertising, respect for the environ:nent, 

>and, the value placed upon alterm ~ive uses of resources. Does foreign investment 

erode C'Jl tural identity? This -is certainly what countries like Canada, dwarfed 

by their immediate neighbours and maey l.d.c .s ·whose economies are dominated 

by advanced economics wi t.lJ. ver<J "gifferent forms of culture are concerned about. 

(c) Participatorv considerations· - reflected inter alia in the desire .of 

"""' "'" . ·-a countrJ'S citizens to participate in the making of decisions which affect their 

own welfare. The 'cog in wheel' syndrome is not unique to people working in the 

branch plants of foreign affiliates, It ·is much the fate of the individual worker 

in any large organisation, publicly as well a.s. privately owned; it is, however, 

shown in its extreme form in large l·INEs partly because of their intricate 

organisational hierard1ies, partly because they are foreign and partly because 

of the distance be:t;reen the decision .takers. and those affected by the decisio~s. 
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This anxiety is especially demonstrated at the floor ltwel, and is voiced 

vociferously by organised labour, But it may no le.ss apply at a Government 

level, as portrayed most vividly by the disquiet the UK Government in 1974 

and 1975 at being insufficiently consulted by the Ford and Chrysler car companies 

·about their plans for future investment in the UK, The introduction of planning 

agreements in the UK may help remedy this particular deficiency. 

(d) Political considerations, seen at the one level as the direct attempt 

by foreign investors to delibenJ.tely interfere "1. th the political fabric of 

host countries - the Chilean case is the most spectacular exa:nple - down to 

the day to day attempts by !-lNEs to influence domestic policies to their advantage, 

(e) Ethical considerations - seen inter alia by recent bribery scandals; the 

more relaxed policies on part of some ·fo;eign companies to safetY standards, 

both in product content and labelling, and in labour practices; in advertising 

and _sales techniques. 

(f) Environmental considerations - seen inter alia on the effect of MNEs 

.on pollution. Many of these considerations may be common to all large firms, 

which are banned in their home countries. 

It is some of the above factors which many countries consider especially 

needful to control in the pur~it of their development goals and which it is 

believed are affected in a very specific wey by the f .~.i. Sometimes host 

cbuntries are unaware of these costs (or benefits) prior to f ,d.i.;. in other 

cases f .d.i. brings to the attention of host countries differences in.practices 

and standards between themselves and other countries. 

r .· 
~ ... 
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A final effect which will do no more than mention, conccms 

the MNE as an acent or even undertaker of the foreign policy of the home 

Government, The whole question of extraterritorality is an exceedi!lf;ly complex· 

one; more .significant are ·the various ways, through both legitimate and other 

means, the network of interrelationships between Government's and companies 

of the same nationality can be used, where both are in the interests of the 

home country, but not necessarily in those of the host country. Some of these 

power relationships have been well identified in a recent paper by Constantine 

Vaitsos (1975). 

. ... .. 

. ' 

'--· 
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So much for r.10nsuri.nr; the costs and~benefi ts of f .d.i. ''.lrendy 

the issue is seen to be hir;hly complicated pnrtly because of the myrind 

of goals which may be advanced or retarded by f.d.i., partly because of the 
·•:-

·' difference in objectives between the foreign investor and the host country, 

and portly because the costs and benefits of f .d.i. are ofteri so intertwined, 

that action te1ken to reduce one kind of cost may be counter,.roductive simply 

because benefits elsewhere· are reduced even ::-•ore. Yet the rolicy nmkers rmst 

try and identify the key 'issues and t.ake steps to n:E·asure the contrib,tion 

or potential con~ribution of f.d.i. in these terms. \·.'here t:-tere are c:J.ashes 

in ,goals, Hi thin the has t country, these must be identified and accepted as such """' ' ~ ,.-.; \ 
1.;. ;:,;·/ 

d h · · • · 1 · t ;for '1' th 1 d th h t t d t an t e res;::ons1 01 .. 1 y reconc1 1ng em p uce upon e os .r;overnmen an no on 

the foreign investor • 

. The question of evalu~ting as opposed to·measuring the cocts and benefits 

of f .d.i. is an even more hazardous task. Basically il comes do>m to the problem 

•. of, attribution. It is one -thinr; to associate costs.and benefits with foreign 

direct investment. It is another to attribute these costs and benefits to f.rl.i. 
' 

·Put another way to w~at extent would the costs and benefits associ.oted with f.d.i. 

be different if there was no f.d.i.? Questions like this can only be answered 

by making sor.-:e assumptions about the 'a.lternative position' to :r.d.i. i.e. \o!hat 

. would. h;;ppen in its absence. Only be deducting the costs nnd benefits of the 

altenative position can one assess the n~t contribution of f.d.i. to a country's 

welfare. 
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Economists have npproached this·pnrticular problem inn variety of 

ways. One has been to identify the unique features of f.d.i. i.e. those 

which can be attributed to its f 0reigness 1 .nnd measure the contribution of 

these compared to that associated with f.d.i. as a whole. For example in 

evaluFtting the export performance of f.oreit:;n affiliates, their actual· 

exports might be compared with those of domestic firms, and any difference 

attributed to the nationality of their ownership. IllustrativH of this 

apJ:>roach is the study of Benjamin Cohen of the export performance of foreign 

a.ffiliates in selected Asian countries. (Cchen 1975), Though attractive, 

its usefulness rests heavily on the choice of sample firms, Ideally 1 -everything 

affecting performance, apart from that which be attributed to n~tionality of 

0\>nership should be identical. But this may be ·asking too much. · Even within 

the same industries, firms have different product or process .structures; age 

and size can rarely be perfectly matched; marketing strategies may reflect the 

personalities of decision take,·s and so on. Ho re over, in this kind of exercise, 

one is usually forced to compare the operations oC one pe.rt of an organisation . .. . . . 
with thE•t of the whole of ano,ther. There is, then, a bnmch plant effect of 

f .d. i. >:hich may be no less reflected in its performance as its foreigness 

per se. (This is especially likely when makin~ comparisons of overhead costs, 
'-

of the manpower disposition of companies). Finally,· in some cases, it is the 

d~l"ree of foreignness which may be as important as the foreignness itself. 

In other words, the costs and benefits of foreign affiliC~tes. may as much 

reflect differences in the. multin8tionali t:r of their parent corrpanies as the 

fact that they are foreign owned. Research. done b.y the. author on UK oHned 

firms in ldc' s sue:r;esb; that differences between the strAter:ies of UK parent 
.!)• 

companies are as important in explaininr; the behaviour of their affiliates in 

host countries as thetr foreign o1mership (Dunning 1976). Some affiliates 

were·hardly distinguishable from local·firms; others were offshoots of 

integrated network international activities. 

-;>a_ 
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Treated cnrefully 0 ·however, the "differential" npproach can be a 

useful device' :for evaluat'ing the contribution of f .d.i~ at a micro_ or sectoral 

level. !:ore ambitious, thoue;h analytically much more difficult, is the alternative 

si tu~.tion approach, whi eh is favoured by economists undertnkc;nr; more macro-

oriented assessments of the effects of f.d.i. · vie have alrefHiy outlined the 

mnin fe3tures of this approach and some of its limitations. Suffice to remind 

ourselves, that the most comprehensive of the mecro-economic T"·odels, is that 

prepAred by Bos and his colleA.gues (Bos 1974) ~thich is now b~ine; used by a post-

e;rnduate student of mine to assess the results of f.d.i. on' a number of vnriables 

in the Greek, Spanish and Turkish economies. Since, in many ways, the Greek · 

economy has a number of. structural similarities to that of the Portuguese economy, 

we give some of the preliminary results of this study as an Appendix to this paper. 

The ·Other studies have been mainly more speCific in ohjpctive but they 

all serve to illustrnte the tremendous difference the aSSUr.lptions make to 

the outcome of the exercise. In Tables 2 and 3 we summarise ·some results of 

a selection of studies on the balance of payments and employment effects of f.d.i • 

• ·They serve to underline the fact that the choice of the most plausible alternative 

situation and estimating its costs and benefits are as important as actually 
' 

measuring the costs and benefits of the operation of foreign affiliates when 

estimating these costs and benefits .:hich can be attributed to the foreignness 

of the investrcer.t. One diffic'ulty here, to which >le shall return in the next 

seC'tion, is to know Hhat ~the possible alternative "situations, which might 

be pursued. !cuch depends on Government policy, the technology of which is 

a .subject about which little is kr.01m. Yet constraints on the behaviour of 

Governments, through lack of knowledr;e or understandir.e may vitally affect the 

nature of the alternative situation and hence, the answer to the question 

"Does foreien investment pay"? , 
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A third .way of appr01:1chinc; the specific contribution 9f f .d. i. 

is to tr~· arid e£timate the co£t,-; of obtHining the benefits provided by 

f.d.i. in other wnys. This essentially reduces to "unbundlinij the package" 

of resources supplied in toto by f.d.i.ond estimating both the costs of 

obtaini11[; the inc;redients sepnrately and of puttinr: them toC",r'thcr differently •. . . 

In,,tend of capi bl technology, ~rnnac;ercer;t and entrepreneurc.hip. beinc supplied 

(and controlled) from a common source, ma;r it not be better for a particular 

host no.tion from (say) the Oil States, technolor;y from (sny) tbe Ger:rans, 

mnnagercent from (say) the United States - ancl combine tbcse "ith indigenous 

public nnd private entrepreneurship and control. It is surpris'.r.g that so little 

research has been done on the costs and benefits of unbund1inG and repackagint; 

the packae;e.of••resources provided by f.d.i. At one time it wns widely believed 

that t'u; special packae;e of f. d. i. produced special benefits· over and above 

those which the ine;redients would give if supplied separately. This may still 

be true in many cases, but it is now also feJ..t that the special costs associnted 

· >~i th f. rl. i. may exceed the ·in!:Cred1ents if St1!'Jllied separately. Yet. countries 

w"hich hnve expropriated the assets of foreie;n compa.nies have root always found 

' 
that they could import manae;ement technology· more cheaply; and that they may 

have underestimated the advantages of being host to. part of a ·large integrated 

MNE. It i,-; not too difficul't to point to the kinds of f.d.i.'s which might be 
' 
Jxpensive,relative to other modalities, of importing resources; for example, 

where high monopoly rents are earned, >!here. there is little attempt at local 

i_ntecration anri where the MNE may be perpetuatil)g a division. of labour between 

home and host country which is not in the latters long term intere,-;ts. 
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But neither is it difficult to point to f.d.i.beine; the most beneficial way 

of obfai ning capital and know ho>J; where, for example, the intricate 
·:" 

interrelntionships between the ino;redients of the package of resources, confer 

speciDl benefit~ and where there is sufficient compEltition to prevent the 

foreign affiliqte from making excessive r,rofi ts. But we need much more r·esearch 

about the particular costs and benefits associnted ~<ith alternative forms of 

resource transfer. This is especially so as new modalities in.the exchange 

of capital, knowledge and management are opening up • 

•. 

• .. 
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So far, in our argument, we have been concerned with measuring 

the effects of f.d.i. and evaluating it net of what might have happened 

in its absence. We have considered the .alternative situation primarily 

from an economic viewpoint; but again, the exercise is no less relevant 

for appraising cultural, political et al impacts. How often is f.d,i. 

held responsible from something which is not special to it? .Accusations 

about the export of certain advertising practices or of corruption may 

apply e'lually for firms exporting to the. country in quest or as those 

actually producing in it, 

We now come to more normative issues, namely how best to re~ate 

th~,costs and benefits of f.d.i. to the goals or. strategies pursued by 

host countries. To do this it is not sufficient to assess whether 

f,d.i, does promote, or is promoting national' welfare, more than some 

alternative use of resources, though this would indeed be a great step 

forward. It is not sufficient because the actual contribution of f,d.i • 

•. may not be the maximum it could make; while the most realis.tic alternat-

ive position may be cons.1(rained by lack of local resources or management 

expertise. To illustrate, a negative contribution by f.d.i. to g.n.p. 

might suggest that it should be reduced; but it could equally mean 

that f.d.i. is not efficient, or it is extracting too high a rent from 

the host country. Increase efficiency and/or reduce economic rent and 

f.d.i. might become highly desirable.. To give another example, the 

most reasonable alternative situation to f.d.i. in Japan in 1976 is 

very different from that open to say Peru, Nigeria or even Mexico. 

Yet a generation ago, Japan had virtually no indigenous industry to 

compete with the Americans and Europeans·. Now as a result of its 

development .and foreign investment strategy of the '50s and •6os, the 

country is able to profit from importing the ingredients of f,d,i, 
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through non-equity participation quite easily. In other words, a 

countr~~y its ovn polic~es can effect its alternative position, over 

time. 

The first question prior to the formation .of a. policy towards 

(future) f,.d.i. is then 11 Are the benefits of f, d. i. being maximised 7", 
·' 

"If not, vhy not and what can be done about it and at what cost?", 

Policies directed to improving the efficiency of foreign affiliates, 

their fUller integration with the local economy, adapting product 

technologies 9r products to better· suit local resource. endowments, 
~ ' 

curbing restrictive·practicies e.g. on exports and the transfer of' 

technology, eliminating tax evasions by a strong policy towards trans-

fer pricing· and payment of' royalties and fees, a selective encouragement 

of local equity participation,, or gradual divestment of' equity interests, 

ensuring that the behaviour of foreign affiliates towards employees, 

consumers, and suppliers conforms to local customs (or if preferred, 

the customs of the investing country): al~ these measures may; be 

ioplemented to increase the benefits .or reduce the costs of f,d,i., 

As we have said they may ,be easier said than done, partly because 

increasing benefits in one direc'i;i;:;:~ may increase costs in another; 

partly because' if the benefits are tiit.ed too far in favour of the · 

'· 
host coun~ry, there is a danger. that future investment might be reduced 

·> or cease. altogether. The factors which determine the bargaining power .. -~ 

of countries and companies is a subject in itself (Stre~ter in Dunning 

1974); it is certainly difficult to make any broad generalisations 

except assuming a range of barga'ining""points acceptable to both parties,;· 

much depends on the options open to the two parties, 

The second normative question is the eXtent to which indigenous 

resources could be better deployed to do the job at present done by 
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f,d,i.. If this is so, these policies should be directed to restruc-

turing local industry, and a conscious_ and selective industrial develop

ment progrannne and/or technological _strategy aimed at str-engthening 

the· capacity of indigenous firms, To give just one example, It may 

be that in a particular economy, foreign o~med motor C!~r companies are 

more efficient than locally o~med motor companies because the latter 

are too many and far too small to employ from the most efficient produc-

tion techniques, Yet, because they are too small they may not be able , 

to finance their own rationalisation. Government support may then be 

needed to promote a v1able industry which, in the end may yield a 

higher social benefit than f,d,i,, This belief underlay the U.K •. 

Government's financial involvement in the-merger between British Motors 

and Leylands some years ago, Yore successful has been the French 

Government's investment in the modernisation of the Renault plants. 

In the promotion of science and technology the problem facing economies 

like Portugal is even greater. Take the pharmaceutical industry again, 

To what extent should policy be directed to (a) encouraging foreign 

affiliates to undertake ~abricating and processing operations, (b) 

. encouraging them also to produce the chemical ingredients, (c) encour-

aging them to set up r, and d, laboratories, or (d) encourage local 

firms (sometimes under licence to foreign firms) to undertake (a) to 

(d), Again, the decision may not be as·easy as it may seem, Certainly 

it should not be taken on only ori technological grounds.. Only by 

relating a micro-technological decision in the context of a macro indu

' strial and technological strategy·and an appreciation of its affects 

., on the total costs and benefits of f,d,i. -with a reasoned guesstimate 

of future trends and policy, can a sensible policy be framed, 

The third normative question addresses itself to alternative 
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modes of importing resources for development. We have touched upon 

this in the previous section. All we ~<ould add here is that we believe 

the current stock of knowledge about the. options open to .host count'ries 

in acquiring the resources they need is very inadequate - as, even 

more so, are the costs and benefits of these options. He believe, 

similarly, 'that MNEs are not always as a~<are. as they should be on the 

benefits of forms of foreign involvement other than a lOO% equity 

holding. There is much ignorance and prejudice here, but as a general 
,. -

rule we opine that MNEs place too high a value on a lOO%, or even a 
.. i ~-

controlling equity stake, in their affiliates . while Governments assign 

too high a priorit:r to acquiring the ingredients of f. d. i. by cont.rac- · 

tual routes. Again, a good deal more study is required on this 

question, even to establish broad principles of the cond~tions under 

' ' . which form of international arraneement is likely to be beneficial to 

the other, 

In this section, we have emphasised that it is not only "what is', 

but also "what could be", that ought to· be taken into account in 

evaluating the costs and benefits of f,d.i,, Besides the specific 
'· 

considerations we have outlined here, there are more general questions 

relating to the investment climate and Government policy of the host 
·#~ 

'-
'country, to which we now turn, 

• 

• 

.. • 
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VII 

We turn finalzy to policy to~<ards f,d,i., for at the end of the 

day, this is what Governments- are seeking guidance about, The approach 

in this paper has been to identify the special ingredients of f, d, i,, 

identify its actual and potential costs and benefits and then to corn-

pare these ~<ith both the actual and potential benefits of acquiring the 

same resources, or producing the same or similar output in alternative 

ways. Policy would then be based upon these findings, It may, hmrever, 

be argued that, whatever its merits, this procedure would take too much 

time to give useful results, particularly where there are little or no 

existing data on the activities of foreign companies, Perhaps, a.more 

practical approach would be simply to design policy in such a we)- as 

to influence the behavioUr of foreign affiliates in the right direction. 

For example, rather.than commission studies to estimate the actual 

employment effects of f,d,i,, should not policy be directed to ensuring 

that, as far as possible, f,d,i,· does advance manpower goals; rather 

than evaluate the extent to which foreign affiliates .9:£ earn economic 

rent, should not steps be taken to minimise the possibility of rent 
' 

being earned; rather than .set up an enquiry into the extent to which 

foreign affiliates do engage in adverse transfer pricing manipulation, 

sho~<_l not" efforts be directed to outlowing this practice. and so on. 

This "if ... then" approach is likely to be successful when one 

can reasonably appraise the contribution of f,d,i, to na~ional goals, 

e;g, one may be very clear that one does not wish foreigners to have 

an equity participation in certain industries, or to allow them to 

control more than a certain percentage of the output of others. It is 

also more likely to work where one can draw upon the experience of 

other countries who have already-done some research on the actual costs 
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and benefits of f.·d.i.. But it less satisfactory in keeping to for-

mulate long· term strategy towards f. d. i., or of comparing its contrib-

ution to national r;oals with sqme alternative uses of resources. 

In practic.e all countries, explicitly or implicitly, have some 

_policy towards f. d.i.; this may range from no policy, or a laissez 

faire approach to it, to the other extreme, completely outlawing it, 

Even within a countr7 responses may differ by region (according, for 

example, to extent of unemployment), institutions (cf. those of trades 

unions, suppliers to, and competitors of foreign affiliates), industrial 

sector, nationality of investor and extent of foreign participation. 

We have suggested that it is possible to identify groups of countries 

by such variables as size, stage of development, _culture, political 

ideology and so on in their policies towards f.d.i., ir~espective of 

the effects of f.d~i •• A change of Government may induce a more dram-

atic change in policy towards f.d.i., then any change in the behaviour 

of foreign affiliates, Partly· this is because such investment is foreign, 

partly because it is private and partly because it is pri va.te and 

partly because the bulk 9f'it is made by large firms with extensive 

interests elsewhere in the world. There.is no definitive policy for 

all countries to follow all of the time towards f,d,i •• Policy needs 

tq be regularly reviewed in the light of a country's goals, its . -~ 

capacity to meet these goals from indigenous resources, and any changes 

in the actual or potential cost"s and.:benefits of' f.d.i.. Thi~ suggests 

the need for a regular monitoring of information ·about the activities 

of foreign affiliates, and an acceptance W Govermr.ent, that if f.d.i. 
• 

is to make its best contribution, policies which might have been 

appropriate in its absence require moc!ification in its presence. For 
• 

example, th~ more a country is internationally involve.d, the more ... 

important it is for its exchange rate and trade polic~ to be right; 
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if f.d.i. should cause the structure of ~ndustry to become more concen-

trated, the more reason for the Goverpment to operate an ·~ffective 

competition policy; the more foreign affiliates invest in technologic-

ally advanced industries, the greater the need for a vell defined 

source and technology policy. Observe that these are all general 

policies, i.e. not especially directed to foreign affiliates, but, 

vhich may need modification because of their activities. 

-
When one speaks about policy tovards f.d.i.·however, one usually 

means policies which will specifically affect the behaviour of existing 

or prospective foreign investors. Yet almost all the surveys done on 

factors influencing f.d.i.·stress the importance of general economic 

and political environment of the recipient countries. Tax incentives, 

tariffs, subsidies, controls on profit remittances, insistence on local 

equity participation all matter, but basically it is the overall 

environment and market prospects which count in the long run. Most 

MNEs are risk averse; economic and political instability are risks 

which such companies are only prepared to undertake (if at all) if 

the prospective returns are higher (i.e. the benefits accruing to the 

host country are lower). ' One vey for host countries to increase their 

share of the benefits of f.d.i. is to create a lov risk profile so that 

for~ign firms are content vith a lover rate of profit on the capital 

invested. 

A full discussion of the gamut of specific and particular policies 

to-wards foreign affiliates which might be pursued is outside the scope 

of this paper. But in the context of a cos~/benefit ex~rcise they 

range t~om the pro~ision of informe:tion to foreign investors about the 

objectives of host countries (such information may be general or very 

specific) to_ outright mandatory control over types of foreign firms 

·admitted, forms of investment, the behaviour of firms one admitted 
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and di veGtment procedures. In between the. "min-max". extremes are a 

host of policies open to Governments, the appropriateness of which will .. 
vary according to ~ircumstances and their likely .effect cin foreign 

investors, Guidelines to behaviour are one· option which has been 

endorsed by such bodies as the Investment Chamber of Commerce, and 

more recently (with somewhat different intent) by O,E,C,D,, Several 

countries and companies have also produced their own guidelines; 

essentially they are gentlemen 1 s agreements, the success of which 

depends. on the good will and cooperation of the parties concerned. 

One step - but an. important otep.- removed from guidelines are Codes 

of Conduct, which are more binding on character, and to "hich sanctions 

·are· usually attached. The Pug;msh code on the transfer of technology 

and the Andean Pact codes are of this kind and the Commission on Trans-

National Corporations is currently thinking on the same lines (U.II, 1976), 

From codes, one moves to general economic inducements or constraints, 

to which foreign investors may or may not respond; and then to very 

specific rules and regulations which foreign :firms must follow; 

e.g. with respect to extent o:r equity capital they may o~, employment 

of indigenous labour, import ~uotas, in:for~stion and reporting proced-

urea, dividend remissions and so ·on.,., Then finally, there are more 
'-

err.bracing policies directed specifically to :foreign companies, e.g. 
' . ~; . ;. 

those operated by Mexican and Indian governments, ' . . • 
Beyond these unilateral policieS'' are bilateral or multilateral 

policies,, in which more than one government is involved. These range 

:from.bilateral tax agreemepts or an informal exchange of information 

Oll transfer pricing to generalised agreements between host and home 

cquntries on international investment on the lines of G,A.T.T •• Most 

commentators believe however, that such generalised agreements, if they 
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ever come about, are a· long way in the future. The point of mentioning 

it here is that multilateral policies - between horr.e and host or host 

and host or home and home Governments. - and the action of such bodies 

as U.C.T.A.D., O.E.C,D., E.E.C, are likely to become more important in 

the future in effecting the behaviour of foreign investors. Such a 

transition from unilateral to multilateral action is not without its 

costs to individual Nation States. Though multilateral policies may 

increase the benefits of f ,d.i. for the pnrticipnting nations, taken 

as a whole, it does not necessarily mean that each and every country 

will benefit from them. Indeed, in sorr.e cases, the national sovereignty 

which countries are seeking to preserve by harmonising their acti0ns, 

may be lost, not to the foreign companies but to the strongest of the 

group of countries framing the actions. 

The point· in mentioning these policy options is that, like the 

f.d.i, they are intended to influence, each has its particular costs 

and benefits. Once more, what is needed is a model or framework for 

evaluating such options, and some idea of the general situations in 

which the various options are most likely to be effective. 
' 

. ' 
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VIII 

For reasons stated at the outset, this paper has not been of the 

kind the author would have liked to have written. ~~at has been written 

is neither directed specifically to the Portuguese situation; nor, 

except in a very rough and ready sense, does it answer many of the 

questions which are the concern of all countries, Indeed it poses 

more questions than it provides answers. In the Portuguese context, 

when so little is k~own about f.d.i., this may not be a bad thing. 

~~at is needed by all C-overnments is a kind of tool kit, from which it 

is possible - given the data or a reasona-ble e.otimate of same - to • 
build a policy framework, 

But the paper does m.ake a number of general quite ir.:portant 

points. If I had to pick out the most important I would choose five. 

First, it argues for a sectoral approach to f,d.i •• It really is 

extraordinarily difficult to generalise about the. costs and benefits 

of f,d.i,. The contribution of foreign affiliates in the extractive 
·.:,;;. 

industries may be completely different from that in the manufacturing 

and service industries. vlithin mat'luf'acturing, a distinction needs to 

be lnade between import substituting and export generating industries, 

. and between the foreign affiliates of MNEs which pursue a· global and 

regional strategy and those which do not. True, if it were found that, 

in tot, f.d.i, as a whole have a negative income effect, this might 

'~' suggest a policy to restrict f,d,i.; but th~s co'7.td be yholly·wasteful 

if, for exa~ple, the whole of the negative effect was explained by the 

behaviour of one large petroleum firm. 
"· ·' Second, I would argue against a series of problem oriented policy 

me~tsures towards f.d.i., The contribution of foreign firms must be 

looked at as a 'Whole, once· one's criteria for evaluating its contribution, 

'With all its implicit. tradeoffs, have been established, Just because 

f.d.i. does little to contribute tcwards. a country's technological 
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goals does not imply that. policies should be implemented to bring this 

about, For it may be that _this can only be accomplished at the eA~ense 

of the employment and other goals, and in the end the country· may be 

worse off than before, There is an interdependence between costs and 

1• benefits which requires a macro-approach to their evaluation, 

Third, I would stress the results of f,d,i. are determined as 

~ 
much by general host Government policy and the local economic environ-

ment as-~ything to do vith the behaviour of the foreign firms, Once 

a substantial foreign 0wned sector exists, Governments have a respons

ibility to reappraise policies implemented in the absence of foreign 

investment to see whether they are still appropriate, This,of course, 

Governments do not like doing, It is much ·easier (if not always in 

the best interests of national welfare) to force the foreign firm to 

mould itself to existing policies, rather than change the policies so 

that it can make the best of all contributions, To give an example; 

if a balance of payments deficit appears to be associated with f,d,i. 

it is tempting to force foreign firms to reduce their investments or. 

to operate in such a way as the deficit is eliminated. But the end 

result may be e. fall in l.:v.a,, A more sensible reaction might be to 

try and eliminate the deficit by other means, e,g, a change in the 

exchange. rate, or a reduction in the activity of firms which contribute 

less to l,v,a.., 

The fourth point is that Governments, while evaluating alternative 

routes of obtaining the benefits of f,d,i, should not presuppose these 

rout~s are necessarily preferable, Man~ a Goverlli~ent has nationalised 

a foreign investment in the expectancy of getting rid of the control 

exercised by the foreign investor, only to find that the heart of control 

vas not in the possession of equity capital but of technology, which it 
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had not relinquished, The coming years are likely to witness ~~ny new 

forms of international involvement and Governments · seeking to formulate 

policies should very much be.aware of these (Gabriel, 1972), 
'~ 

A final point is to do with negotiating procedures. There is 

still a very large gap of understanding between Governments and enter-

prises over the goals each is Jegi t&mately seeking to pursu.e, as there. 

is over the extent to which f. d. i. can advanc"e these goals, This is 

especially evident once one moves away from the purely economic con

sequences (as traditionally measured) 'to social and cultural effects 

wheTe goals and values between investing companies ru1d recipient 

countries may differ even more, So often one finds that politicians 

and businessmen are better not tallting about the sarr.e thing or disagree 

with each other because their perceptions' are different,. · To be admitted, 

somo: value systems of l.d. c. s have on·ly been consciously iderttified as 

a result of f.d,i., which, if it has done nothing else,has helped them 

" know what they don't want, All too easily, it has been assumed either 

that f,d.i. has no real impact on the social and cultural habit of 

recipient 'nations or tha1; it is good for them to be inculcated with 

the economic ethic and aspirations of the home country. But,. in many 

cases it is clear that f.d.i. has been a conduit of the we.y of 
'-

life - or one, which for perfectly good reasons, recipient· countries 

do not necessarily with to en;brace. No ·one enterprise is to blame for 

this - but the f~ct remains t~t it might not have occ~red, or occurred 

to the s8.11'.e extent, in the absence of f. d, i.. On the other hand, host 

countries do not always appreciate the intracies of the kind of a 

\~ ''fli 

global set"' up, \Ihich may give f,d,i, the Very adV!!;!itnges which are 

sought by it and to force it to behave like a local firm, might rob the 

MNE of its distinctive contribution. Clearly, the cpn.cerns of host· 
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countries are not of the same order of those of the HNEs - and there 

is a tremendous lot to be learnt by both parties befc>re full headway can 

be made on harnessing the benefits of f,d,i. to advance economic e.nd 

social welfare, 

c • 
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Tnble /:. Patterns or- foreim direct investment regulation in 
-selected developing countries 

Parameter 

Pattern I 
(nostly Asia - excluding 

India - Africa,. CACH) 

I. Administration Case-by-case screening 
lz.rt!ely restrir:-~t.e.d to 
a· .. rard. of incentives 
(non-discriminatory) 

II. Investn:ent 
screening 
criteria 

III. Ownership 

IV. Finance 

.. 

V. Employment 
and training 

VI. Technology 
transfer 

Errphasis on f~~tional 
contributions of 
invest:;:ent. Little 
indication of e-xtensive 
cost/benefit analysis 
Screenin~ larsely for 
award of incentives 

Few requirerr.ents. Few 
sectors closed to 
foreign investment 

Few repatriation 
limitations 

. 
Announced 
ind.ir;enization 
policies but little 
headway in practice 

No controls 

Pattern II 
(mogtly Hiddle East, 

ilorth Africa) 

Case-by-case screening 
at establishm~nt (degree 
of discrimination varies) 

E~phasis on functional 
contributions and 
conditions of investment 
Little indication of 
extensive cost/benefit 
analysis 

Joint ventures prevalent 

Few repatriation 
limitations 

r 

Local quotas for work 
force •. Few local 
quotas for management 

• 
No controls 

•• 

Pattern III 
(mostly South America) 

Separate administration 
for foreign ."investment 
~creening at 
establishment 

Criteria formulated for 
cost/benefit. analysis, 
often extensive 
Includes social cost. 
criteria in some cases 

Strict. regulations on 
ownership and investment 

·(exc. Brazil). A large 
m;mber of closed sectors 

Repatriation ceilings in 
most areas (exc. Mexico)·. 
Screening of foreig..."'l · 
loans. Special control 
of payments to parent 
company 

Specific across-the-board. 
indigeni zation 
requirements 

Scre~ning nnd re~istration 
of all technoloey imported 
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Table 2 
~t Guess' E..<.iimate.'j of S~k-cted &l.lance-of-Payrr:C'nts Rctum.s of UK 3nd US Direct Foreign Im·estmcnt in 

J\fanuf~cturing Industry 

lniti1.1/ E!ft!cl 
I. Cafital eguirmcnt c.-.: ports 
2. ImmeJi<.Jt..: ·multipli..:r· dfcct1 

Spec(fic Recurrent F.ff.,:ct 
1. Expvn.s of puts :md components 
2. Expon.;; vf finisbcd gooJs (c.xport dis~ · 
, p!J.cemem c:T;.'\:!) 

3. Trade propcn)ity effect:~ 
4. Profit" J.nd iracrest 
5. Roraltics, fe...-s ::.nd scr;ices · 
6. ImPort~ by investing country. from sub

sidiuics 

Non-sp~cific Recurunt Effect 
1'. ~ust;1incd multiplier cfTc.ct ..) 

Re...::oupmenl period (appro:Xim:Hc yc.lrs} 
1 

AtU.'TIPU to m~ure ':he Nl.1nce or r'W!Th::ll~· r'r-er~ 
~i0'1S (t.;> :n·.~tt:-:~: ~.~c:rHry) or an <n~n:a-.e in mc.:>me 1;'!, 
t:.e h<'S< .:<"'-':11<1' coru.:-.:.:ent uPOn the C..:..Dilal tr;uukr 
(se.: Huft>..l:.n :.nj A..!; er P. 52, tn. 1 

Th:. et~~~ :..:i.ncv. kJ&e'l the m on: l!'tncnl tr~de ctfc;;t.~ 
,..ili.:b a.:c..~~ll!"~::~· a::} e•,-a><>i.~n <>f O\er;.;:a> 'lkl. l!m!er 
an::...,;JJ.~~~.:;oJ on~-=:n;llion.l it !!I llmr·i;· rne,Ho..r~cl by the 
m.u~::-. .11 ;:>r.:>=-e:-.lnr 10 rmp._,n from rhc l s C\p;.,~-;c.j ;u a 
ti(:,""Ccn:a~c v( tile .::.;:~it.ll out !'low. {S.C.C H:.fb..J.:....::,r :u14 Adler 
p, .. ~, . 

.,3 · T!'.e ~ust.:tineJ mu!tii'!in c:fe;;t c"ima!el rhe multipli:-r 
cl!'c~t of the ccnt:n\l::l~. m:lue,"!CC of the \~rtou> ~:'<-"-'!TIC 
bal:>.ncc: (:<{ Pll'~C:',(j elk.:! ~·~ in,;.o!7!c llmn 1n ~~~ ~o.;t 
=ura0'. For :he mcthoJ of c:.l~ulation ~ llu!b.l\loC'f QnJ, 
AJicr, p, 46, tr . .JnJ T .1h).e 4. l 

R"Maway Data (UK 1956/63) 
(I) 

·Percentage of Net 
Operating Assets 
Controlled by UK 

Firms AbroCd 

AfoJe/; 
A,C. R.C .. 

14 
n.a. 

6 

· -2oa 
n.a. 
7l 
t 

n.a. 
-6 

n.a. 
-6 

Never 

10 
n.a. 

41 

-3 
n.a. 
7! 
l 

n.a. 
9l 

n.a. 
91 
a, 

' 

' 

Hufbaua/Adler Data (US 1957/64) 
(l) 

Percentage of Total 
Assels Con/rolled 

by USfwm 
Abroad 

Model 
A.C. R.C. 

'27 
21 

s 

-51 ' 
6 
12 
I! 

-5 
-311 

7 
-24! 
Nc .. ;cr 

3 
3 

I 

2f 
-
ll 
I~ 

-4} 
l2i 

-3 
9j 
8 
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Study 

Emergency 
Co(!'[!!ittee on 
American Trade 

Ruttenberg, 
AFL-CIO 
Study 

• 

Stobaugh and 
Associates 

U.S. Chamber 
of Co1m11erce 

'?ahJ~ 
,• 

S:..;r:-:r;.:l_rv of Stucli c-:s f.:cl o.d.i nf"' to Er::nJ.o~-'mcnt Effects of US l'--:NCs 

Employment Effects 
Type of Analysis 
or Source of Data 

Estimate of Percent of For
eign Production Vhich Could 
Have Been Retained in U.S. 

U.S. Production Export U.S. Parent Support Firm Net· 
Displacement Stimulus Emplo>~ent Employ~ent Employment 

Sample Survey of 
74 Companies 

------ __ ,_ --

Aggregate 
Official 
Data 

Not ~recisely estimated; can 
be inferred to be low 

( ·'· 

Not dealt ~itll explicitly; 
can be inferred to be high 

Not explicitly 
estimated 

+300 ,000 

500,000 job3 lost due to 
adverse trade movements, 
1966-69, of which ~rnc ac
count for an 11important 
part 11 

+250,000 

Not 
considered 

·Combination of 9 Dealt with explicitly in the Negligible +250,000 +250,000 
/ 

Case Studies of case stud ie·s; -was low or zero ' 
individual invest- in the long-run it1 every case 
ment decisions and 
aggregate data 

Sample Survey of 
158 Companies 

,. 

Not precisely estimated; can 
be inferred to be low or 
zero 

Not explicitly 
estimated 

• 

+311,245 Not 
(based on considered 
net trade) 

Not 
considered· 

Not 
considered 

+100,000 

Not 
considered 

Subs tan= 
tially 
Positive 

Negative, 
by an 
"important 
part ' 1 of 
500,000 

+600,000 

Positive 

---- ___ ,_;.....,;~,-;:.::;:::..-::,..~.-,-. ~-:-:---- ---- ----- ~·--- .., _______ .. __ --~-----
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APPENDIX 

Some macro-economic aspects of Private Foreign 
Investment (PFI): a preliminary note from the 

Greek experience.• • • 

1. A.spects of Economic Development of Southern Europe ( 
1

) 

• 

It is estimated .that average Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per head in 

the four South European Countries in.197:, was about one-half of that in 

·industrial ~;estern Europe.(
2

) 'l'he main structural problems of the region 

• 0 • 

are the familiar problenJG of any underdeveloped country; viz~ a large 

concentration of the popul:-:ttion ·in lo:t~ productivity sect:ors (e .. l!• agriculture) 

F.<nd a high import dependence due inter o.lia to the liberalization of their 

economies and their industrialization policies. 

During the past 10-15 years, GDP has increa,;ed in the south Eur·opean 

countries at an annual rate of about 6.5-': .IY;0 compared >Jith about 5.0-5.5% 

in the rest of the world (see Table A.1). At the same time, important 

structural transformations took place within each country of the region. It 

can be seen from Table 2 1 for example, that the share of indw;try in GDP 

assumes continuous and increasinf, importance. To c;ive one example, the 

' 
share of industry in GDP in Portugal during the early 1950s was about 27,6 

whereas no~; it is about 48);. Simultaneously,· the share of ae;riculture in 

GDP s:1owl'i a declining trimd. 'Here again Portugal is the leadinc; country of 

the four in succeedinr: to reduce its share of ar;riculture from 33?: of GDP in 

the early 1950s.to about 18% in the early 1970s. 

It must be emphasized, however, that these sustained hirh rates of output 

have been mainly due to the rapid expa"sion ?f industrial production (and to. 

a lesser extent the services sector) and that the agriculturF<.l sector ;ms, 

and still is, considerably lagginf: behind (see •rable 1). It r;oes without 

(1) By Southern Europe ~1e mean the countries of Greece, Portugal, Spain 
~nd Turkey. 

(2) For detailed data, see: OECD: National Accounts of O:CCD Countries, 1974, 
Vol.I, Paris 1976. 

• I am grateful to Hr. Perrakis of the University of Readine for helping 
me to prepare this note. 

) 
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saying that.for hif,h growth rates of output to be sustained, a high growth 

rate of capital formation is required. The available evidence _suggests that 

the gross invcc.tment rates of south Buropean. countries surpassed the growth 

. (2) 
rates of their output. A·useful indicntor for the investment performance 

of the rer:ion is the Gross Investment/Gill' ratici, shm.m in Table 3. This 

table derr.onstrates that all countries (with t!w exception o.f Turkey) have a 

hich propensity to invest and that this propensity tends to il)Clce!lse through 

time. 

2 

It muE;t. be emphasised, however, that a hic;h gross investment rate, per se, 

does not guarantee a high growth of output; much depends if investment is 

~ 

directed towards productive activities. Thus, in Greece only about 15?& of 

all investment is directed in the manufacturil)g.sector whereas' twice as much 

• 
(about 28-3(!,0) goes for investmel)t in dwellil)f,S. I!) Portural, 0!) the other 

hal)d,. about 3CJJ'> of all investment r;oes to m,;nufacturing: industries whereas 

.• . d,;1ellinp:s absorb only about 15% (See Table ll). 

Early.in its development process each developing country has to face a!) 
' 

important dilemma. Given the limited availability of funds for development, 

the production of a 'certain produce mix may involve various alternative 

production tec'miques with different levels of utilization of the existing 

factors of production. It is generally recog:nized that capital is the scarce 
. ,· 

factor in developinG countries, \Jhich, in rrtaximizinr; output, involves minimizing 

the. capital-output ratio. This choice of tecz:nique may not be compatible with 

maXimizing employment. Available eiri.dence. ·from south Europe a!) countries 

suggests that policy makers in these countries opted for the optimization . . 
of output rather than employment. Taldng all economic activities together, 

employment in Greece and Portugal felt by an average annual rate of about 

0.4 per cent whereas employment in Spain and Turkey increased by about 1%.(3) 

(3) For detailed data, see: OECD, Labour Force Statistics, 1960-'?2 
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Given the very lov! labour absorption capacity of south European economies 

(despi.te their rapid economic gro·,.,th) one miGht expect that severe unemploy-

ment probler'ls -arose during tbe past 10-15 years. 1'hec;e, however, did not 

take place nminlj because all four countries assumed a role of net labour 

exporter to He stern· Europe. DurinG the 19?0-19~·'3 period, for example, 

19 6 · · (r • , ) (4) 5 f • , thousands of Portuguese emlf•.rated o?/c of the,,e to l'rance • fly 

encouraging emip;ration, south European countries failed to ta.~e any serious 

measure to solve their labour absorption problems.. There arc 1r.any who argue 

that cotlth European ·count~i~s pursued ·this emigration policy witl1 t~o goals 

in mind; first to eaae their unemployment situation, and second to secure 

funds through~;orkers' remittances to finance their balance of payments 

deficitc. Thus, this policy YJa.s not acGidental but quite deliberate. '~,'e 

rmist add, however, that from 1973 onv.rards a rever~e traffic in emigration 

started and all four countries today find it increasingly difficult to 

accommodate the returned emigrants. 

·' -- . 
'l1he foreign trade picture of the south European countries presents 

strikinr; familiarities ( ~;ith t)1e possible exception of 'rurkey). The 

generall0' hie;h import dependence has char.r;ed very little over the last 

decade and, in mo.st cases, it actually increased. In general, the highest 

import dependence ratios are to be found in "heavy" industry (basic metals, 

tran::;;.rort equipment 1 engineerinr.), cher:~ica.ls and rubber products. Unlike 

the stn<cture of imports which remained 2,lmost unchanged duri~g the la.st 

decade, the structure of exporta chanr:;ed sie;nificantly. Table 5, for 

example, sho\-1~ that manufacturing exports in late 1950s in Greece represented 

only 10.2;; of exr>orts of goods and services whereas in early _19?0s they 

account for about 43)<; of exports. ':'he same is true for Portugal, where 

more than 5CY;-6 of all exports are manufacturing exports. 

Apart fror'l the increasing share of manufacturing exports in total exports 

in all south European countries, the c.omposition of manufSJ.cturing exports 

(4)' G:SCD: Economic Survey of Portugal, July 19?4. 
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amon~ them is almost identical. Table 6 presents similar coefficients of 

manufacturing export structures for the h1o. periods. ["The interpretation 

of this coefficient i" similar to that of the· correlation coefficient: if two 

structures are identical the value of the coefficient is 1; if the are 

completely dissimilar, the value is zero. (5)J 1'able 6 then clearly 

demonstrates two thinr:s: first, a hirh degree of simile.rity between 

manufacturinr, exports of sout(l European countries, and second a low degree 

of similarity. betv/Cen soc:th European countries and UK or '.-lest Germany. 

Another ir.teresting feature of tile Table is that beh1een the h10 pe!·iods, 

the export structure of the south European countries seems to converge or 

grow similar to those of UK and 'lest Ger1r.any. This is particularly so for 

Spain. The close similarity of manufacturing exports of sout(: European 

' countrieG is neither chance nor inexplicable. A closer look at the 

manufactt:rinr:; structure of these countries (see Table 7) reveals that the 

structure of their manufacturing output is fairly sir.tilar with one another. 

"This similarity reflects a traditional industrialization path beginning with 
'. ~ . 

processed foodstuffs, textiles and other labour-intensive products. During 

' 
the .last ten years, however, when foreien investment started to come into 

. these countries in a substantial volume, modern manufacturing branches (such 

as Chemicals, Basic metals, Oil refining, et.) assumed a much h:i,gher 

importance. 

Anal,Ysine the Balance of Payments (BCI') data for the region one can 

immediately notice b·Ja opposite trends. Greece and 'l'ur~:ey present a 

continuous negative 
' 

and Spain the trend 

current balance trend (BOP deficit) while for Portugal 

is positive (BCP surplus). ( 6) The main source~-of 

finance for this current balance deficit were the invisibles balances 

(5) For a formal derivation of t'1i1;· coefficient, see: U.N. Economic Bulletin 
for Europe, Vol.23, No.2, N.Y. 19('2. 

(6) The situation analysed above refers to 1959-1973 period. 'eh<> 1971"-75 
increase in the price of crude oil and the world slump, resulted in 
current balance deficits for both Portugal and .Spab. 

I . I 

J 

1 
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alonE with the inflow of foreign capital and public. borrovd:ng. (?) For all 

four cotmtries the trade balance is negative, afact hardly surprising. 

The services and transfers balance for Greece., Portugal and .Spain is almost 

ahmys positive and nignificantly cOJ:tr{hutes in bridginc the trade gap. 

Amont: the most important poSitive items of the invisibles balance are 

tourist receipts and l<erker's remittances. 1'he reason is that all four 

countries are tourists' attraction places and net labour exporters to 

industrialized western Europe. The most important negative item of the 

invisibles balance is investment income (repatriated profits, interest 

payments, etc.). This capital outfloH amounts to about one fourth of 

all new private lonr; term capital infloH for Spain, whereas for Turkey, 

during the 1959-71. period, the outfloVI surpassed by ;6222 mil. ·the inflow 

(;6529 rnil. infloVI, %751 mil. outflow). For Portugal, during the 1959-73 

period, the infloH and outflow of long term private capital was %573 mil. and 

;6117 mil. respectively (outflow about 20% of the inflow) • 

·.- . 
Summarizing: the above short discussion about the economic performance 

' of south ~curopean countries we conclude that all four countries during the 

past 10-15 years had an enviable record with high output gr01<th and price 

stability. Ho11ever, in 1972 theireconoroies be~an to sho~; the first signs of 
' 

ovbrheating which eventually resulted in price inc:tability and a substantial 

retardation of economic e;rm.,rth. No doubt, south European countries .will 

try tci reach their pre-1974 levels of f:"owth of output as their countries 

5 

come out of the eco;~omic slum, since ·they are committed to fast industrialization 

with part1cuiar ec;phasis in manufact~.;ri.ng. Many of the ingredients for success 

are already there; hich inve.stment ann savincs propensities, attractiooo of 

foreign capital on a substantial scale in the development of moc!ern manufacturing 

branches, association or EEC membership, etc. There are doubts, ho;rever, 

(7) For analytical BOP data fore the south European c;ountries, se·e: 
IMF, Bal~~ce of Payments Yearbook. 
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concerning the long-run solution of the basic structure problems of the 

region, such as the low productivity levels, the high import dependence 

··-: 

of raw materials and crude oil, and the absox:ption of a possible return of 

immigrants. 

2, The in{lo>.< of Private Foreign Investment (P}'I) in Southern Europe 

The inflow of foreign capital into southern Europe in the post-war 

period began in·the r.~id-1950s but only eathered momentum tmoards the late 

196Ps. This was partly a. reflection of chancing conditions in tr.e capital-

exportine countries as well as leeal a'ld other chanrec; in the recipient 

countries. In Turkey there was virtually no inflow .of foreign investment 

until 1950 when the first two laws auborizing and regulating foreign 

ini:estrr.ent were introduced. In 1954 new lee;islation was adopted to 

encourage more foreign investmento In Greece, foreign investn;ent was 

first protected in 1953 ,··but investment in any significa.'lt magnitude 

.• _ started to cor.Je just after 1960, The volume of foreit;n investment followed 

.• 
a similar tirile path in Spain, where the growth of investment increased after 

' the econor.;ic reform of 1959, anct in Portuc;al where it increased rapidly in 

manufacturinc after the creation of EFl'A in 1959. Spain has attP.cted the 

largest amount o: foreign capital with an inflo'" of /570 miL of direct 
··:r:: 

majority participation in manufacturing industry from 1960 to 1970. Durine 

that period, total direct foreign investment in Spain amounted to ,3'1168 mil. 

and total foreign invectment (includinr, pertfolio and real estate) amounted 

to more than /2 billion (see Table 9), 

Before the second world war foreir;n investment in southern Europe \>ras 

concentra,ted in public utilities, bankinc and other services <~ith smaller 

amounts ·in sectors like mining: and tobacco. Public utilities, h0111ever, sinCe 

the aboVe have been nrrtion3lized and investment in m3nufacturinp by e01rly 

1950s was negligible. The distribution of foreign invec;tment in more recent 

years has followed a fundamentally different pattern. The bulk of this 

' ' 
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investment has been in the manufacturing sector, and within manufacturing 

in .a few 1 modern 1 _ fast-groHing and tcchnoloe:ically advanced sec tors (see 

Tables 10 and 11). As table 11 clearly demor;.strates the patlern of 

private foreign investment in southern ;';urope is similar and usually two 

or three -manufacturinv branches account for more than half of all 

m!lnufacturing investment. 
. ( 8) 

It has been est~mated that the ,,hare of 

foreign investment in total investment in-Greeco, and for the 1961-68 

period, in Chemlcals and Oil refininr;, Transport equipment and Basic 

metal branches was 82,67:, -81.6~S and 64.4% respectively. In other words, 

almost all new investments in these modern manufacturine branches were 

carried through by foreign investors. 

In 2_~ about i of all foreir~n investment is concentrated in 

Chemicals, Oil refinin[!; and Basic met11ls (steel and aluminium). These 

branches, in all of which foreign capital predominates, are capital-

intensive and in 197'+ accounted for about 1lt% of. employment in rranufacturine; • 

·_.A fB~< large-scale projects in these branches have had a marked impact on the 

structure of exports, their joint nhare of total manufacturine; exp·orts 

rising frpm 22;; to 42.9X bcb1c,;n 1958-60 and 1973-74. In 3pain, >~her.e 

more tloan half of foreign investment h'ls been in the Chemicals and Food-processing 
'-

branches, there seemn to exist a clear association ;Ji th the export gro~;th of 

these bra:1ches, p;eticul.-.,rly the last fe11 years. The spectacular groHth of 

export:::; of motor vehicles and ship's from the transport equipment branc~ 

pr6vide ap. intercstine; contrast in the relative ir.>portar:ce of foreign direct 

invec;tment. '.-.'hereets most motor vehicles manufacturers -·are foreign the 

shipbuildine: industry is entirely Spanish O'.;ne<l. The implication being, 

that in c~rtain branches technological modernization and a successful export 

performance are at_tainable '"ithout direct foreign investn;ent, provided 

national -policy is really geared towards these goals. 

(8) U.N. Economic Bulletin for Europe, op.cit.p.69 
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In Portuc;fll, foreicn investment hqs shown a strong tcndenc:r to 

concentrate on relatively labour-intensive branches such as food processing 

and texti.les and to be associated with their export and employment gro·,rth • 

. The clothing .branch has increased its .share of total exports from 5i~ to 

around 18.2CYj, •. The most important foreif;n enterprises in this branch are 

Swedish and British and most of their output in exported to t 11cir countries. 

Foreicn capital is dominant in the paper and pulp branch which exports most 

, .. -- ·--· - .-. 
of its output, and Dutch and Danish investments are also important in the 

transport branch, particularly in shippinG:• 

Over 70ii of foreic;n investment in 1'urkey in the 1960s was concentrated 

in rubber tyre production, chemicals and electrical machinery. Official 

Turkish policy until 1971 very markedly favoured import-sub.st.itution, to the 

extent of cocopletely stoppine imports as soon· a.S ·.domestic manufacture or 

assembly began. \lith few exceptions .foreie;n investment in Turkey (until 1971) 

v1a.s mainly oriented towards supplying the domestic market and this is 

.·. un<)oubtedly one of the reasons that private foreign. investment and exports . 

do not show in Turkey the sam~ association as in the rest of the countries 

of the region. 

'l'here is little doubt tha.t the inflo,~ •. of private for·eig:n investment 

in the region has had a marked impact on the structure and growth of its 

to.anufacturing exports. It is equally true, hmvever, that this impact has • 
.... 

''As a matter done nothine to reduce the import dependence of the region. 

of fact, in most ·cases today the export oriented industr·ies are more import 

.,_, dependent than they were ·in the past. Finally, the inflow of private foreign 

capital seems to be very closely correlated with other branches of 

manufacturing of the region that experienced the higher r,ro;~th rates in 

their output durihg: thebst decade (e.g. chemicals, basic metals, t:-=sport 

equipment, electrical machinery, etc.). 'elas this high output growth the 

main factor which attracted the inflow of foreign capital or was the high 
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growth a result of the concentration of foreip;n capital in these branches? 

One tends to favour the second rather than the first explanation since the 

pattern of private foreic;n investment all over the world seems to he :identical, 

i.e. to concentrate on the same fast-gro,Jinf; and technolo(Cically advanced 

branches~~ and there: ore nothint: was .special about southern· Europe. But this 

is a speculative thou13ht, and nothine more. 

· 3, .A :nethodolopical fra:r.e•c~ork for analysing some of the macro-economic effects 
of Private Foreign Investment 

• -· . 

Nuch has been written about the role of Private }'oreign Investment (PFI) 

in recipient countries. There already exists too many serious t.'licro aild 

macro-economic stuG.i~~:; dealing with vat"'ious aSpects of the issue. The 

majority of these studies falls under one of the follo••ing t>1o categories; 

they are either (a) abstract and theoretical, or (b) em;1irical but partial, 

i.e. they ex;c~.ine one or tl;o specific characteristics of PFI. Each of the.c.e 

tv:o co.tcgories, undoubtedl:;.•, has its advantar.;es but as far as host country's 

po:tic:; makers are concerned one can 1 t !-lclp thinkin[( that apart from a set. of 

general theoretical propositions t!1eir people_ need sor:1e mor-e concrete pieces 

of information to base their eConomic policies· tov1ards foreign investors. 

I 
I 

One such general view, to.:{ing into account the basic macro-variables 

of a macro-economic syctem, and empirically verifiable fr3.:ne.work for studyinr, 

the impact of PFI in LDCs Has developed by the l<etherlands Economic' tnstitute. ( 9 ) 

\·le further modified and extended this fraGleHork to "ccount for direct ·and 

indirect employment effts of PFI. 

The prirr.e idea behind this approac!1 ic; to separate the economy into t\;o 

interde;oondent sectors (the PFI sector 1 11c1ich includes all foreign firms 1 

ancl the rest of tl)e economy sector, 11hich includes the national firms) under 

(9) H.BCG, et .al .. , "Privote Foreign InveGtir~er~~ in Deyelopine; C0untric~_' 1 , 1974·. 
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the assumption that the situation in time t is given and th<it one is simply 

intEorested' in finding out >~hat hupj,ens from time t to time t+1 as a .conse-

quence of the presence of PFI on sor.1e macro.-:variables. The variation. in 

fhcn·e variables from· t to t+1, .imJ~Illtnble to the .presence .of FFI, is called 

.ffi.'Jre:inal effect (e.g. marginal effect on income, bal.cmce of rayments, etc.). 

The r>~arginal effects of PFI 1 in other ;10rds, refer only to· the effects 

imputable to· PFI in a given period (i.e. from t to t+1) assun•inc that PFI 

is prese;1-t in £, and comparing the ti'/O alternative increase:; ~\1hich would 

ta\;e pl3.ce in the macro-variable standinp: for a giver. effect from t to t+1 

under the assumptions of the presence and of the absence, for that period, of 

PYI. ·since the econcmic modei, which consists of the above mentioned two 

sec·tors, (the rh: a!ld the re;:;t of the economy sectod, is sim\i1.taneo0sly and 

over time interde,Jenrlent, chrmges in ar.y of the endor;enou:.: variables causes 

a chn.in reaction on the others. Or to put it in another way, the simultaneous 

and over time interdependence o.f the model makes it possible to force into 

·accour,t the linkage effects of one sector (or one ·macro-variable) on the other. ( 9 ) 

Before describing briefly the mair: features of the model, we discuss some 

of its underlyinc; assumptions.' First of all; \;ith a given situc.ticn in time t 

He compare a situation in time t+1 and try_ to find the effects of this 
'-

transaction on some of the endogenous variables of the model under two 

alternatives: 

the actu"l situation, where several firms oroerate in tl:e PFI sector of 

the economy, and the alterncttive nituCJ.tion,. the absence for that period of 

the PFI sector. The first alternative i:c quite straightfor>~ard, and is 

quantifiable easily· by· estimating the actual (observable) effects ·of the 

P.FI sector on output, Ib.lance of Pa:rments, etc. The .second alternative in 

turn, depends on the relations beh1ecn the PFI and the ROE (Rest of the 

Economy) sector', as described analytically by the various equations of the 

,• 
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model. In other words, the technolo[!ical rclotions or the t-.:o sectors at the 

point of the departure (their capital..:out.put ratios, th·3ir investment be'laviour, 

their import per unit of output, export per unit of output, taxation coefficients, 

repatriation of profits coefficients, etc.) t>ive us the alternative situation. 

This ic; a great arlvantage, since we do not need to make a!1y arbitrary 

assumptions.about tho second alternative (i.e. wh:~t would have happened if the 

PFI sector remained con1pletely e1tagnant between period t and period t+1). 'l'his 

is so bec~m~:;e the model is in a sense a re!H~rfl-1 cquil:i.'r1rium r.Jodcl. and since 

everythin;~ depends on everythinp; else ( aneity factor) any chane:e in 

one. sector is counter-balanced by the other e,ccording to its specific 

technological characteristics; Thi.s is pr~cisely the reason tlw.t this model 

nllow::·; fer the effects imputa:.,l•::· ·to t0e orese-nce of the PFI .sector to be 

estimated. 

It is clear by ·noH, therefore, that the crux of the matter is the 

rel tions;1ip behJCen the bvo. sectors of the macro-economic model. These 
I-· o 

, re]J.ltions are much more simple than one rnir:ht expect. 'I)ley are based on the 

far.1iliar n·:tional accounting· i_~lenti ties, as in any other simple ma~roeconor.1ic 

model. ,', set of 20 equations describes the behaviour of t'le FFI sector and 

another .set of equations describes the behaviour of the RCZ sector. There 

is, furt'1er, another c;et o' rel::tions .:hich are identities, in the national 

accou.r..tinc sense. These three sets comples a mathematically determined 

macroeconomic model. Needless to sa:>' that almost all the rel···tions of the 
~ 

model are interdepe~Jent. 

For the FFI sec tor, in patt..j.cular, a simple production functio!l is 

hypothesized which depends on the capital-output ratio of this sector. Its 

capital stock grows at a certain rate, determined by the amount invested annually. 

The [:.rlO"J.!""lt Hhich i.s annually inye.sted, is the sum total of two parts; net 

reinvested profits, a:1u a part whic': is domestically financed (the inflow of 

new capital is taken care of indirectly throue:h the balance of payments 

equations). To be more ~· -~, >~henever the. net ,,." ".o.l addition of the FFI 
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capital stock is higher than the sum total of reinvested profits and new capital. 

inflm<, it i>_, assumed th•J.t the excess part is financed from local savings. 1'his 

is the most crucial assumption of the model anct we think not an unrealistic one. 

'l'hfs Fincmcial J1echaniecm (Hl) of the model has far-reachinr: effects. '"'o start 

\·Ji th, i.t impli8t~ tha.t in some cases foreign irJvestment · cou~.cl play a substitute, 

rather th9..n an additive role to domestic inVe~1trn0nt. 'l'hiL; i~c. so when the eco:1omy 

is in a full cmplo;,·ment c;itucltion anu funds generated internally in the PFI 

sector firm~•, are less than the net increase in thei::- ea pi tal stock. In such 

a case the difference is financed from local savings and local firms loc;e the 

availability of those funds. In ge:1eraL however, the model ascoumes a less 

than full emplo:tment situation where the role of foreign invr:f.;tment can be 

either substitute or additive or both with respect to dDmestic investment. 

·';that in .fact happens, depends from the grO\•lth of capital stock a..v1d investr.1cnt 

policies of each inc!ividueJ.. enterprise of the PFI secfor. But even in a less 

than full employrr.ent situation any local finance of the FFI oector firms have 

• -· ~. 
as a result to lirr:it the investment opportunities of loc.al firms since domestic 

investments ,are assumel~ to .. be given by available financial resources takine: into 

. ' account the share ab;;orbed by the PFI. sector. If is fur.ther implied that 

these for·ecune investment opportunities fOr local firms v:ould have resulted in 

a certain level of outpe>t (de-pendi"f 0:1 the capital-output ratio of the local 

firms) which is nm·r foree:one, thus in ever·J such case of local finance of the 

• " HFI sector firms, a part of their output must be subtracted which in any case 

would h>"ve been produced in their aosence, from local firms.· And if t:w 

producti•;ity of these latter firms. (the local firrr.s) proves out to be hie:her 

than that of the foreign firms, this output· represents a real loss for the 

host country. By and large then, the role of ir.vestment cc the PFI sector 

is assumed to be partly additive and partially substitutable to domestic 

investment. One ·or the attractions of the model is that it. does not require 

one to r,et any arbitrary a priori set of assum;:>tions. The fi:1ancial 

mec!1anism is there, and in the case that PFI sector· firr..s make use of local 
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finance, it ntarts its motion. \le should further add that existing empirical 

evidence shown that for Greece, during the 1.970-711 period, about I1CYJI, of the 

net increase in capital stock of the FFI .sector firms was financed from local 

financial resourCes. 

The next question answers the balance of payments. Hhnt would have 

happened to imports and exports in the ab,;ence of the PFI sector firms'? 

The answer to this question comes indirectly an<l is closely related to H"iat 

happens to output (value added) and investJo;ent, In the absence of foreign 

firms, a certain level o(output will be produced by domestic firms which 

have certain export and import propensities (export and ir.1pcrt. propensities 

in the model are directly related. to output levels), and therefore a certain 

amount of imports and exports will take place. ·The precise magnitudes of 

these VEtriables depends upon the value of the parameters of the PFI sector 

firms ac compared with those of domestic firms. If, for example, the export 

per unit of output coefficient of the PFI e;ector firms is higher than that 

' of the dor.Jestic firms, in the absence of foreign firms exports >~ill be lower. 

Similar considerations apply to imports, taking into' <tccount repatriation' of 

' profits, interest, etc. So, in the absence of foreign firms imports and 

exports.~;ill he partly replaced and partly substituted, depending onthe precise 

relations of the export and import coefficients of the PFI sector vis a vis the 

domestic sector firms. 

Mareir.al Effects of PFI on Output (value-added), Balance of Payments,. 
TaXation and Savinrcs 

The model outlined above chn be used to evaluate the impact of PFI on any 

of its endor,enous variables (output, imports, ·ex;Jorts, investment, taxation, etc.). 

fie have chosen to quantify four such effects; the effect on output (Y), Balance 

of Payments (B), Government reveEue through taxation (Se) and on Private Savint;s 

(Sp)~ The formal development as ~<ell as the m,:•the:catical solution of the rr.odel 

are not presented here./ ~ie instead liiye a verbal interpretation of ·this 
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·solution. 

The mare,inal effect on income is r.iven by three additive terms. 

The first term is, out of the total mare:ina1.'effect, the share given by 

the increase of PFI's gross value added (output) from t to t+1. The 

second term stands for the decrease in financial availabilities for domestic 

investments caused by the share absorbed by the PFI <>ector. The third term 

stands for the increase in domestic investrr.ent which is cac:sed indirectly 

through the operations of the PFI sector. This last term takes into account 

the new capital inflO\<, the increased government revenue through the taxation 

of' the PFI sector firms as well as the contribution of the latter on p:ivate 

_savings. 

The marginal effects on the Balnnce of Payments is given by a ratio. 

In the denominator appears a "correction" to take into account the interest 

·of the foreign debt of the economy. The numerator conzdsts of t>ro additive 

• terms. The first stancls to the direct effect· of the PFI sector (import -·- ~ 

·requirements, export promotion, profit transfers). ·The second is the 

'indirect effect which comes tltrough the income effect and the marginal 

propensity to import. 

'-
The mareinal effects on private savinrw is directly related to the 

marginal effect on income and the r:targi~.al propensity to save. If the 

marginal effect of the PFI sector on ir\come is positive, t~cen its e'ffect 

on. savincs is positive. · 

The rr>arginal effect on governnent reven.ue is given by three additive 

terms. The .'"irst tern stands for the increase in taxes on profits and wafes, 

indirect taxes, taxes on imports, taxes on exports, a~d incre>nse in public 

expenditure directly related to PFI. The second term gives the indirect 

effect of PFI for the rest of the econe>my on indirect. taxntion, on taxes on 

profits and on taxes on wages. '.:'he last term gives the indirect effect on 

taxes on imports. 
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These four ·effects give a_ quite good indication for the benefits and/or 

losses from the activities of the Pl'I sector firms in a host country. 

5. Harginal Effects of PE'I on Employment 

• ..... .. 
· .... 

The model just outlined above did not to.ke into account the employment 

effects of PFI. :Oince it was t:10uzht that employment-unemployment problems 

are mong the most frequent headaches of developinr countries we e·xtended the 

sar.1e model to account for them. The idea was th:.t output is the crucial 

variable which determines the level of employment, and thm; the basic 

relation:; of the model are based on the labour-·output ratios of the PFI and 

the rest of the economy sector. 

Employment effects are distincuished into two broad c.•.tegories. Direct 

employmefit effects and Indirect ;:;mployment Effects, Direct ein:r-loyment effects 

are directly rel:·ted to· new jobs created within the PFI sector firms as a 

result of its natural expansion. Indirect employment effects, however, are 

created as a result of: (a) the linkages of the PFI and the rest of the 

economy, and (b) the induced effects that t~1ese linkages cause to both 
... 

sectors. 

Indirect employr.wnt effects, therefore, are distinguiched in first round .... 
e'ffects and subsequent rounds effects. The first round effects are quantified 

! 
throurh the indirect output ( value-adc!ed) changes that the FFI sector creates 

• 
in its interaction with the rest of the economy. The subsequent round .effects 

are quantified throuc;h a multiplier analysis where t'he import determinant 

, (apart from output and labour-output ratios~ i,; the PFI sector multiplier. 

6. Effects of FFI in.Greece: some preliminary re::;ults 

'Ihe above br.iefly described methodolot::Y was applied in the manufacturing 

sector of Greece for the 1970-74 pedod.· Each of the tl;o sectors of the model 

(FFI sector, RO.S sector) was subc!ivided in a number of subsectors, correspondir.r; 



to the manufacturing branches of the economy, and the effects of FFI in 

each of these manufacturinr; branches was studied empirically. Here are 

some of ther;e empirical results (see ~'ables 12 ar1d 13). 

' 16 ' 

Table 12 s'wws that Private Foreign Investment had a poc,itive effect 

on income and pi·ivate savings whereas a negative efft~ct· on the Balnnce of 

Payments. Government revenue, from foreien inveo,tment as a whole, was 

rather neglir;ible. To put it in another way, in the absence of foreirn 

firms output in Greece durin[' the 1970-71+ period would hnve been lo·•er by 

by e3114' mil. DRS (about 130 mil.l:). In 19711, in particul,r, had the foreign 

firms not been in Greece, the m<'<nufacturing output would have been about 59; 

lower. 

On the contrary, the impact of fo.'reign firms on the !lalance of Payments. 

is negative, i.e. they increase the deficit. Table 12 shows that in the 

·absence of foreicn firms the BOP deficit would have been lower by about 

: 19919 mil. DRG. (about 306 mil. £). In 1974, for example, in the absence 

' of 'foreign firms, the deficit in the trade balance of the manufacturing 

sector, .would have been by about 27;{. lower. This sizeable. effect of foreign 

firms on the BOP is .hie;her than one might expect, but not surprising, since 

Greece is a very small countrz with very poor supplies of raw m".terials 

as inputs, p'>rticularly for the modern manufact~ring branches where the bulk 

of foreign firms ie; concentrated. 

The impact of foreign firms on employment seem'; t0 be substantial. 

Foreign firms seem to be responoibl" for about 24)~ of the direct employment 

increas,e in the manufacturing sec to'> during: the 1970-,74 period. Or, in the 

terminolOCJ of our model, had the foreign firms not been in Greece, direct 

employment in manufacturing would have been by 247; lower during the 1970-74 

period. Another interestinr; feature of Table 13 is that indirect employment 

effects are usually !tigher than t!'le dir.ect effects. Thi:; again sug~ests that 
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substo.ntial benefits might be gained by the host country if she succeeds 

to integrate effectively the foreign firms into her economy. 

The hic;h level of ar;grec:ation of Tables'12 and 13 obscure some 

important features of PFI. ·As Table 11, clearly t;hows (where we have 

selected-some extreme cases) it is perfectly possible in so!'le manufacturing 

branches for foreign firms to reduce income whereas improve the BOP deficit 

(i.e. ,negative effect on income and negative effect on t 1w BOP deficit) • 

.Such is the case of non-metalic minerals branch in Table 11;. It is abo 

possible to have the best· of t1~o worlds;. the foreign firms to increase income and 

improve the BCP simultaneously, as in the textiles branch of 1'able 11,. \-le 

finally have the most usual case where foreign firms increase income but 

worsen the BCP deficit (paper products and electrical machinery). 

'dhy is this so? In the case of non-metalic min•?rals it is implied that 

in the ob~ence of foreign firms output ;10uld have been hir:her by 1.2 mil. drg. 

__ .• _whereas the BCP deficit worse by .1.3 mil. DHG. A closer look in this particular 

·.•· br1mch (no detailed data are presented here) reveals that it increased its· 

capital stock in 1973-74 by 3651, and ~ of this increase< was financed from 

dorr.estic savinr.s, thus limiting available fintincial resources which could have 

been rartially used by domestic competitive firms. At the sarr.e time the .... 
capital-output ratio of this branch is higher than the capital..:output ratio 

of domestic co:n;·>etitive at the sar:1e branch firms, 1~hich implies that had the 

part of dorocstic savin[;s >lhich wa" absorbed by the foreir;n firms utilized by 

the domestic firms, output ;1ould haye been higher. Given that the increase in 

output ( incor.1e :• ~<~hich Wts produced by the f<;>rci[l'n non-metalic minerals firms 

was not' high enouch to compensate fqr t"-e "potential loss of output" ;1hich 

they caused· by their domestic financinr;, their net ef:ect on output is neg-.tive. 

· '-1'hy is the contribution to ':he .BOP deficit favourable? T,;o points need to 

-be made here. f"irst, i~'FI sector firm3 in thi~; bra:1c:1 ~as a ver;:~ much hiche!" 

export propensity than t!c·•· ~xport propen3ities of dor:;estic fir:r.s. In 1974, 
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69;:; of all manufacturinc: exports of this branch Here exrortcd by the foreign. 

firm.'; of that br:wch. In the absence, therefore, of foreirn firms, even >~i th 

t'le same level of imports, the 30P deficit ~;ould have been 1·1or:oe. ::Oecond, 

since import::; are closely related >~ith the level of output 1 an:' decrease in 

output , .. .:ill decrease imports. And in t~~is particular branch '"''e sho\v already 

' tfnt output \.JCl:-:i reduced as a result of :the operations of the foreirn firms. 

1'hese b:o Faints taken tor;ether explain "hy the effect on t'te BO!'. deficit is 

f::n;ourable. 

O>irnilar considerations apply to the textile branch. 1'he only difference 

·in this branch is that foreign fir.ms do use a lo~.~.'er share of local fir.ance 

than in the previous case and since their capital-output rati·o is sl.ie;htly 

lower than the capital~output ratio of domestic firms, this a~vantare 

(advantage, because in their absence a lm·;er volu:ne of output Hould have 

been p!·oduced fro~' the more inefficient domestic firms) just about counter-

balances their harr.Jful effects on local financial availabilities • 

• 
·.- . 

7. A fet-t con_cluding rcr.1arks 

A preliminar;r examination. of the effects of foreign firrcs in Greek 
' . 

manufacturinr: 'lllows or~e to make a few general remarks: 

a. It is beyond any C:oubt that the crucial· variable ;;hich mu::;t be taken into 

account, when one triec; to assess th~ effects of foreign private investr.Jent, 

is its contri\:Jution t·J output, i.e., its value-added. Cther effects· 'of PFI, 

like .its. contributio!1 to government' r~venue, pY.ivate savings, and to a large 

extent on the b:J.l:'mce of payr:1ents, ·crucial~y deper.d.s upon the level Of output. 
' 

Host governrcents, t!lerefore, should strive to e;uarantee as large as possible 

use of dorcestic inputs by foreign firms (provided, ho;:ever, that their inputs 

are not in short supply in the host countries). 
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' ' 
b. Ae> the Greek: experience demonutrntcs, foreir•n firms have in many cac.es 

high export propcwcitics. This ic; u"ually achieved by an accelerated growth 

of imported raw mc1terials. Despl.te the hic;h export propensitic,; of foreign 

firmn in Greece, on the average, their impact' on the BOP is ner;:1tive. 'fo 

complicate thine;s further, the Greek authorities give very generous export 

subsidies to all firms v1ith high export· propennities. In this cac;e, therefore, 

ante could link their e;enerous export subsidies to the use of domestic raw 

c. Usually in host countries foreisn banks establish an impressive .presence 

aco soon as a number of importo.nt foreir.:;n firms :;tart their operations •. 'l'hese 

banks accept local savine:s nnd n;~turally make·loans. Greece is a case 'in point 

where the last 7-8 years all major international banks opened ne;~ branches. 

Foreien bankn usually prefer, for loan purposes, foreign firm~, and vice versa. 

He already mentioned above that foreic:n firms do tend to finance a substantial 

amount· of their capital stock from local savings, ;~hich in the light of the 

-· .• above see!ll::; hardly surprising. Cn" ·could think, therefore, that since local 

>savinrs in developing countries are considered to be a scarce factor, host 

governments should not allow foreign banks to· receive local savin(',s. Furthermore, 

there mic;ht be many cases >!here foreie:n fir!TIS should not be allowed to borr0\'1 

money from the locnl financial__ markets since the opportuni t:/ cost for the host 

! . 
country ~n terms of balance of payments vis a vis fore(',one investment 

opportuni:ies of loc!ll firms could be many times lo·der. '.Ve thin:,. that this 

is a problem that developing countries :l'ust give more serious consideration. 

d. The case of Greece clearly demonstrates that acgree:ate studies are very 

misle,.dinp. The operations of foreic;n firms have different effects on 

different: manufac :urinr: branches. ~!ost countries, therefore, mu:::t follo·.v 

a rather fielective approach in their dealinfs with :':oreign firms. ':/hat is 

a correct policy for the textiles branch, is not necessarily correct for the 

·chemicals, for example, branch. 
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e. Finally, althouch the above dincusd.on was centred on Grce.ce, we think 
! 

that its implication.s arc equally true for Portugal. Portur:al, after all, 

ic; a country VJith almost the same size df population RS Greece and in the 

same st-aG~ of deVelopment •. ':le nlso saw !that the manu_fncturinr structure, 

as well·as the export-import structure (similarity ccefficients) of both 
I 

countrie"' are very much alike • 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE A1 

OIORLD PHODUCTION: ANNU'·.L GI<O'Itl'l! !UT<::> BY COU1l'I'RY 

GHOUP 1961.c73 

(percentages) 

Average Annual 
Rate of Change Change from Preceding Year 

GROSS Dm,ESTIC F:'ODUCT 

All GrO\JPS ( 1 ) 

·ocs 

LDCs 
SE( 2) 

IN'1lJS'rRI :,L PTiODUCTION 
( 1) 

All Groups 

DCs 

LDCs 
ss< 2 ) · 

.• AGR]CUL'2UiiAL PRODUCTION 

All Groups ( 1) 

OCs · 

LDCs 
SE( 2 ) 

1961 1970 

5.11 

5.0 

5-5 
6.9 

6.7 
5.8 
7.1 

9-9 

2.6 
2.5 
2.8 

3-3 

1971 . 1')72 1973 

3-3 5.6 6.5 
5.2 5 •. 4 ?.2 
6.4 7-5 6.4 

4.4 6.6 9.8 
1.7 7.0 9.8 
7.0 7-2 11.0 

7-7 12.3(3) 13-7(3) 

3.2 -0.8 5-7 
5-7 0.7 1.5 
1.6 -1.6 10.8 

2.7 2.0(3) -1.3(3) 

SOUF.CE3: UN, ';iorld Sconomic ~:urveys, 1972, 1973, 1974, ln'l .Statistical Yearbook,.· 
various issues; OECD: ~cono1:1ic :.;urveys of GreeCe, I ortugal, Spain 
and Turkey', U:1: ::::conomic Survey of Europe, 1973. 

NOTES: (1) Includes centrally planned economies· 

(2) SE= Southern Europe: . Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey 

(3) Unweir;rrt:ro arithmetic average. 
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AGlUCUl.'i'UEZ 

Greece 

_Portue;al 

~pain 

T1,1rkey 
. 

I!ifJUSTRY 

Greece 

Portugal: 

Spain 

Turkey 

SERVICES 

Greece 

Portue;al 

Spain 
.. Turkey 

SOURCE.S: 

TABLE A2 . 

SHARLS OF AGHICULTUE:::, INDUS~'P.Y AND SEHVICJ::S IN 

TO'l'AL EJ-\PLOYHSNT AND fHODUCTICN 

Early 1950s Late 1960s 

Production( 1) Employment P d t .. ( 1 ) "' l t ro uc ~on · bmp oymen 

34 57 2'1 50 

33 50 19 31 

26 46 . 16 31 

48 81 34 72 

19 16 26 21 

27 25 42 35 

27 27 3'• 36 

12 9 26 11 

47 .27 50 29 

40 25 39 34 

47 27 50 33 

40 10 40 17 

' 
UN Economic I\ulletin for ~urope, Vol.23 1 No.2 1 N .Y. 1972 

OECD National Accounts e.t.c; op.cit. 
(', 

'-

NOTES . ( 1) GDP at factor cost 

f. t 

II 

Early 1~70s 

Pro duet ion ( 1) 

20 

18 

111 

32 

3'• 
48 

38 

33 

46 

311 

48 

35 

l 
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TABLE A3 

GHOS.S FIY.ZD CAPITAL FOI<l-\ATICN ·~ "'-' A PEHCEl:T AGB 

OF GDP 

1958-Go 1964-66 1968-70 1972-71t 

Greece 17.8 21.1; 23.8 29.5 

Portugal- 17.2 17.9 17.4 20.1 

Spain 19.7 22.6 21.3 22.0 

Turkey 15.1 15.1 17.8 16.7 . 
' 

SOURC3: OECD National Accounts of OECD Countries, 19711, Vol.I, Paris 1976 

TAB:;:,E AI; 

GRO.SS FIXED CAPITAL FORlHTION IN HANUFACTURING AS 

PERCE!lTAGE OF TOTAL GROSS FlED CAPITAL 

FOHHATICN 

1960-62 1964-66 1968-70 1970-72 

-·· • • Greece 9.7 13.3 12.7 11t .6 

Portugal 

Spain 

Turkey 

31.9 

25.4. 

- ' 

32.1 29.7 

29.1 31.7 

18.0 ;:'3.2 

SOURCE: OECD National Accoun~s Statistics, various issues 

· .. 

30.3 

25.7 

III 
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TABLE A5 

MtJ'IUFACTURING EXFOHTS AS A PEC:CENTI.G": OF 'l'OTAL EXI'OE1'0 OF 

Greece 

Portugal 

Spain 

Turkey 

GOODS 1\ND SEilVIC;o:s 

1958-60 1961•-66 

10.2 13.1 

1,7 .2 49.1 

20.1 26.5 

9.9 10.1 

1967-69 1972-74 

25.3 1;2.8 

51.7 53.9 

39.0 41t.3 

8.1 18.6( 1) 

SOURCE: PN Economic Bulletin for Europe, op.cit and OECD: Commodity Trade 

Statistics, Series C1 1971-74 

NOTES: ( 1) 1971-1973 

• 
TABLE A6 

COEFFICISNTS OF SIHILAHITY BE'r'.JEZN HANU?,\CTURING EX?ORT 

ST RUC'l'UilES 

1958-60 

Portbgal Spain Turkey UK ';/.Germany Portugal Spain Turkey UK \-/.German:> 

Greece .•••• 0.83 0.69 0 •. 33 0.28 0.59 0.70 0.93 0.46 0.1.6 
.... ·-· 

0.31• Portugal •••••••••••• 0.76 0.96 0.37 
' Spain .••....•.•.•.......•• 0.87 0.37 
' 

Turkey •••..••••.•••• · •..•••••.• ~. 0.33 

UK ······~·······•••••••c••••••••••••.••·· 

0.26 

0.31 

0.311 

0.97 

.......... 0.62 o,64 0.39 

............... 0.71 0.72 

............. ·· ......... 0.36 

.......................... ·-. 
SOURCE: UN Economic 3ulletin for Europe, p.61, op.cit. 

0.68 

0.35 

0.99 

' 
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TA!ll.E A? 

COEFFICIENT;~ OF SIMILA!\I~'Y BLT'tiE;,;N HANUFACTU!HNG INI'USTRY 

195R-6o 

Portup1l Spain Turkey UK \!.Germany. Portue:al 3pain Turkey UK ~~.Germany 

Greece 0.81! 0.81 0.60 o.G6 o.88 0.89 0.76 . 0.67 0.73 
Portur,al 0.91 0.79 0.76 0.84. 0.67 o.82 0.82 
Spain 0.85 0.86 0.68 0.84 o.86 
Turkey 0.56 o,G1 
U.K. 0.95 0.96 

SOURCE: The "ame as the pre·vious table 

TABL'!!: A8 

THE IHPORTANCE OF CHUDE OIL FOR SOUTH EURCPZAN COUI'>THIES 

1966 1968 1970 1972 . 1974 

GP..El::CE 

• Line A 28.4 4?.6 63.') 76.7 142.8 480.5 
-···'" 

Line B .. 3.ZJ! 3.9?; 4.69f 3. 9')~ 6.0% 19.5?! 

POJTUGAL 
~ 

Line A 32.3 39.4 47.3 9.19 .. 100.1 450.1 
Line B 4.1% 3- ~~'6 3-7?{, 5. 8~:-~ 4.55~ 9.8% 

SPAIN .... 
Line A 230.1 280.6 498.lf 503.1 811.6 341+3.1 
Line B 10.2"/ 7.R% 13.1% 10.6~:. 12.0% 22.4% 

TUr"illY 

Line A .. 57.6 1•2·5 42.9 49.1; 121+.0 200.1( 1) 
Line B 10.6% 5.87~ 5.6.?~ 5.5% 8.2% 5 • .3% 

SOURCE: Derived from OECD: Commodity Trade Stat.istics, Series C, various years 

• 
Line A: Value of crude oil in mil. U.G. dollars· 

' Line B: Line A as a percentage of total imports 

NOTES: {1) For Turkey 1973 



FOlEIGN DIRECT INVS:OTl'::O:l'lT IN SOUTifr;BJJ BURGPB 
US f, mil. 

Greece ;;pain 

1954-63 113 33 

S01J1lCE: Greece: · :lank of Greece and ~:in is try of Co-ordination ~975 
C>pain: La :Cspania de los !mos 1970, Vol.II, l~adrid 1973 and· 

BUsiness· In terna.tional, 11 .:~pain: Europe's view Industrial 
Frontier", Geneva 1974. 

'rurkey ': Ministry of Finance 

TABu; A10 

DISTRI3UTION CF }'CR~IGN p;::IV t ... TE I~:VLSTt-r:=::NT 

VI 

-· .• · GR:O:ECE 1954-74 . SPAI!I 1960-73 . ·1'URKEY 1954-74 

}limufacturing · 72.5 . . 
i~ 

Hanuf::tcturinr, 80.1 

Eininr. . 2.6 l1ining 5.0 

Construction 3.6 Navigation 0.9 

"' .. 2.5 ... ourl...::.r.1 
}~iscellaneous · 1 R. 9 

Avin.tio!l. 9.9 

. Fisheries 0.1 

Cattle Raising 0.1 

}~iscellaneous 3-7 

Total 100.0';~ 

SOUrtCES: Same as previous. table 

Jlnnufacturing 

l•rriculture 

Extracting 

.Services 

Total 

1.2 

.11.5 

100.0:~ 

• 
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TABLE A11 

EANUFACTURING( 3? DIS'l'RIBU'I1ION 0~ F.ORf~IGN PRIVATZ IN\G~srrrErlT 

( 1 ) (2) 
GRE3CE SPAIN TURKEY r:oi~TUGr.L 

1954-73 1960-71 19511-71• 1958 

Food, drink, tobacco 3.2 16.7 B.o 19.6 
~·extiles 2.9 3.2 1.2 9.5 

Clot':1ine; 0.3 21.1 
';load produds 1.3 0,5 

Paper prodl)cts 2.1 3.1 2.8 
Cherr.icals 1 plastics and 

allied products 42.4 39;7 30.7 18.3 
Non metalic minerals 5.5 4.? 9.4 
Basic l·jetals 25.1 6.1 9.0 
Eachinery 8.3 1/;,? 30.9 6 ,l! 

Transport eq • 8.3 8.? 19.9 
~~isccllaneous 0.6 2.4 33.0 
. 

Total 100% 100:G 100;6 1oat: 

SOUi'C£:S: Greece: P.lloumtliotiz, "Direct Investmen't and ~rational .r~conomy", 
Athens 1976, (in Greece) 

o:;pain: U.N. Economic Bulletin for Europe, op.cit. 

~:urkey: 

VII 

" }~i!listry of 'l'ra.de, ?oreign Investment Survey, and . ·.oztl 
. B~lum: Turkey 'DS Yabanci z;ermay, Ancara 1975, (in Turkish) 

NOTES: 

l'ortueal: U.N. ~conomic !lulletin for Surope, op.cit. 

(1) Foreic;n participation greater than 90 per cent 

(2) Percentare distribution of the number of foreign enterprises in 
manufacturing 

3) Foreien Investment in Oil f:efining Plants is not included in 
this table. 
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1971 

1972 

1973 

197/f. 

Total 

TAilLS A 12 

111\HGD!t.L EFFECTS OF FOR£:IGH PF:JV,\TS I!IV:,;?.'rt-i2NT 

ON OUTPUT, BALANCE OF P/~Yi·!i~!'lTS, GOVEE:Nl·ll::N'I' 

HEVEliV:O~ AND PRIVt.TE SAVINGS: cr;;:;:::CE 1970 - 74 

of( 1 ) Output Balance Governrr:ent Private 
Sa vines Payments Revenue 

-1127.6 894.8 -622.9 -263.8 

- y,1.8 1160.3• -570.6 - 79.9 

4159.2. 5290.3 712.1 973.2 

,5654.1 12573-7 323-5 1323.0 

83113.9 19919.1 -197-9 . 1952.5 

VJII 

Hil.Drs. 
(2) 

A .B c D 

2. Cf/· 2.1% -1.1% -o.~;::. 

0 c:r·' 
• "J/' 2.6~0 -O.(tj~ -0. 1~(, 

JJ.7;·-~ 10.1'7~ o.')% 1.1~ 

lt. c;;r, 26 .6!.6 0.3~; 2. 1~{ 

NOTES: (1) Bilance of Payments Deficit 

.. 

-·~. 

A Output of PFI sector firms as a percentace of total manufacturing output 

B 

c 

Balance of Payment. deficit of l'FI sector firms as a )c of total deficit 

of manufacturing 

GovernMent Revenue from PFI sector firMs as a percentage of to.tal 
Govern. rtevenue 

D Chanr:e in Private .,savines caused by the PFI sector firms. as ·a % 
of total Friv. savings. 

(2) 65 DRS = 1£ 

' .':> 

.. 

• 

• 

• 
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1971 
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1973 
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Total 

1'ABLE A13 

MARGINAL EFFECTS OF PRIVA'I':' 1-0llEIGN INVE:O'l'liENT ON THE 

LEVEL OF EMPLOYl'JENT : GREECE 1970-74 

Direct Indirect EmploJ•ment Effects 
Employment First Round Subsequent Bounds 
Effects· Bffects Effects 

lt650 -4382 -51,93 

6903. . 805 - 295 

4779 11674 1691>5 

2930 -439 7335 

19262 7658 1851+2 

Persons 

A 

26.1~; 

23.R% 
27 .6~1 

17.970 

NCTES: A= Average annual DIRECT eo-,ploy.ment· of the PFI sector firms as a 
percentaee of total average annual DIRECT employroent increase 
in manufacturine. 

TABLE A14 

OUTPUT AND BALANCE OF P /S~E':NTS ZFFL:CTS CiF SELJ'CCTIVE 

MANUFACTUR~NG BRANCHES: GREECE 1974 

Foreign Ffrms i':ffect on Branch Branch ( 1) 

Income BOP D f .. t{b) ~otal Total e J.Cl 
Income BOP ;(3) .;_ 

Deficit (a) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Textiles 11.2 -237 .I+ 11251 -2502 o.o9 

Paper Products 725.4 697.9 1892 3582 3P.3 

(2) 

(4) 

-9.5 
19.4. 

Non metalic minerals -1215.8 -1338.9 6895 -13f;5 -17.6 -98.0 

Electrical machinery 277.1 529.7 5225 6675 5-3 7.1l 

NOTES: (a{ A negative sign in this column implies that the trde balance of the 
branch bin surplus (i.e. a reduction in its deficit), that is, 
exports of the branc11 are hi,·her than its import3. 

(b) A nerative sign in this column indicates that th2 deficit of the 
branch· is reduced since this column stands for the BCP deficit. 
A positive sign indicates increase of the deficit. 
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Introduction 
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I 

PLANNING AND COORDINATION 
PORTUGAL 

Thislis a subject, like the discussion of the methodol-

ogy of ecbnomics, to which economists may turn \vith feelings 
I 

which combine both a certaindistaste and fascination. The 
I 

scope and[grand scale of the issues make~ convinced ''margin-
• I 

all.sts" uneasy in such unfamiliar surroundings. The close 
I 
I 

relations!of the issues to political problems and ideologies 
I . 

also creates discomfort in professionals who are fond of 
I 

taking _refuge in the role of a "value- free" .technician. 

Yet fVery economist must have some feelings, more or 
I 

less explicit, as to the practical relevance of those models 
I 

of production and·exchange whose workings he has mastered. 
I 

The assum~tions required for those models are never met 
. i . . . 

exactly but when are they "good enough"? What are in fact 
.I 

the limits to efficiency in markets which are created by the 
! 

imperfe.cd.ons in those markets themselves, the effects of 
. I 

non-market interactions and the significance of economic 
I 

objective~ to which markets do not respond? 

i 
I 
I 

··.; .· ,'1, 

i 
li 
i ,, 
I 
I 

I 
! 
I 

1 
I 
! 
i 

I 
i 
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When markets are unreliable, what guides are there for 

economists who have relatively little theory to explain the 

allocative processes of institutions which are not private

profit maximizing organizations? There is the "physical 

allocation, dual solution" of the models of market price 

determination. But can that dual solution be implemented 

other than by markets? Who knows it and who would give the 

commands? Can it fall to economists to be the technicians 

of philosopher-kings and compute and issue th~ proper instruc

tions and will the Sconomists then stand back and let the 

managers do their best? 

Faced with the inadequacies of private market processes 

there are disagreements among economists in their evaluations 

of the results of those processes. There are also disagree

ments in evaluations of the extent to which private market 

"failures" can be repaired ei.ther by ad hoc measures of 

govsrn:ment policy or systematic displacement of market 

processes by government planning and coordination. These 

disagreements and associated skepticisms permit each econo

mist to create his own recipe for dealing with economic 

problems- in the face of inadequate knowledge, imperfect 

markets, and unreliable incentives. That is one of the 

insidious attractions of the subject of overall planning and 

coordination. 

Another source of the economist's fascination with 

4:0» tc ;o, 
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overall planning and coordination is that it offers him a 

certain legitimacy in the discussion of cer~tain political 

questions. Economists, as any luncheon guest at their meals 

can discern, are preoccupied with politics, discuss it 

intensively among themselves and listen intently, though not 

always politely,, to their political science colleagues for 

hoped-for insights. In the subject of overall planning and 
,, 

coordination there are a set of issues which, though not 

sharply defined, are manifestly as much economic as political, 

and that provides economists with license for pronunciamentos. 

Therefore it is with mixed feelings that the subject is 

taken up. It does provide the opportunity to pronounce, but 

that is accompanied by feelings of inadequacy because the 

basis for pronouncements is more limited and inadequate than 

if the subject were, say, a cost-benefit study of a port 

facility or an analysis of the degree of overvaluation of 

the exchange rate. In order to deal with this unease, while 

succumbing to the temptation to discuss grand questions, 

several devices will be used. First, as much as possible 

refuge will be taken 1n the discussion of ••technical ques

tions" both in dealing with evaluations of past attempts at 

planning and with respect to requirements for the future. 

Secondly, attempts will be made to be explicit about. the 

political ideology which is reflected but also to restrict 

that ideology to rather primitive expressions. The last, of 
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course, will limit the direct applicability of the discussion 

to Portugal. But it is· hardly appropriate, in any case, for 

an 6utsider to make highly specific suggestions on such a 

sensiiive range of issues. 

One primitive bit of ideology which should be made 

.explicit at the outset and .which implies a self-imposed 

constraint on the applicability of this .discussion to Portuc 

gal is the belief that the necessary functions of overall 

planning and coordination can be performed in a reasonably 

satisfactory manner by a variety of institutional structures. 

The arrangements which will be most effective within any 

particular country must reflect its own political and social

cultural conditions. "Many flowers must bloom" in order to. 

reflect the diversity of national backgrounds and, in a free 

society, the preferences of the people. Commitment to this 

belief creates some tension. It implies that, to be most 

useful, this discussion of overall planning and coordination 

should be set explicitly in the Portuguese context. However, 

an inadequate personal knowledge and intimate appreciation 

of that context is a major constraint· on the author. ·The 

audience will, therefore, be asked to be forebearing. 

Interest in planning and overall coordination of an 

economy arises in Portugal as in other countries partly from 

dissatisfaction with the levels of income arid output, overall 

growth and individual equity which have been a.chieved via 
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the operation of private, market-oriented capitalism. 

Comparing the Portuguese economy with the rest of Western 

Europe, it is clear that there are many reasons to be dissat

isfied with the system of private capitalism as it has 

operated in Portugal. there is no ready-made alternative in 

the form of government economic planning and coordination 

which exists in an immediately implementable form with 

existing expertise and tables of authority and organization 

and printed requisition and directive forms. \l~ile alterna-

tives to market-dominated capitalism are clearly feasible, 

they must be tailored to each country's social as well as 

economic structure and institutions. To assist in the 

consideration of the alternative planning structures and 

policies, the experience of planning of the last thirty 

years will be surveyed for the insights and lessons which 

may be provided. In this survey the reasons for the wide-
., 

spread turn to planning will be contrasted with Portuguese 

conditions. The weaknesses or failures identified with 

planning and the possible susceptibility. of Portugal to such 

disabilities will be considered. A warning is in order that 

the contrasts in foreign and Portuguese conditions which . . 

will be.made as well as the sources, methods and degrees of 

success in planning which have been achieved in other 

countries are all matters of controversy. So this discussion 

will unavoidably tread on contested ground. 
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II. The planning enthusiasms of the fifties and the sixties 

as compared with contemporary Portugal 

The immediate post-World War II period was a time for 

reconsideration of economic structure and prevailing ideology 

in the "winners," the "losers," and the "bystandeTs" among 

the countries of the world. Perhaps only in the United 

States was victory identified clearly with the form of 

economic organization which had prevailed in the pre-war 

period. But even there wartime success was associated with 

the complete "mobilization" of the economy. The trauma of 

the Great Depression had also left its mark. The Employment 
.. ' 

Act of 1946 in the United States was a commitment to govern-

ment surveillance of the overall performance of the economy 

and a statement of preference for the maintenance of full 

employment. The Council of Economic Advisors which was 

established was not a planning commission but was expected 

to provide continuing advice to the executi~e on macro-

economic policy,. though it evolved slo\vly. into something 

more than a group of "GNP-watchers." Perhaps in a character

istic manner for the United States there has been slow and 

piece-meal appreciat{on of the economic issues which its 

private capitalist system has not resolved in a sat~sfactory 

way. Correspondingly, there has been a piece-meal approach 

to economic reforms. These have been concentr~ted in areas 
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of equity, e.g. tax reform, social welfare, employment and 

educational opportunities, and, as well, in the regulation 

of~articular aspects of private business practices and 

production conditions, such as pollution controls. There· 

has been large-scale public investinent in the United States, 

as in highways and, lately, in railroads, and private invest-

ment in certain sectors has received public support. Even 

as public policy toward investment has geen guided mainly by 

considerations of short-term aggregate demand management. 

There has been no attempt to plan, even in,an "indicative" 

manner, the overall evolution of the United States economy 

or, with some exceptions, public investment itself, to 

achieve particular growth targets. 1 

In Europe also the Great Depression left its mark of 

doubt with respect to the viability and efficacy of private, 

market-oriented capitalism. Moreover, the destruction and 

dislocation of World War II seemed naturally .to call for a 

greater degree of intervention than had, in general, existed 

in the pre-war period. Shifts 1n the ideological balance of 

most governments toward the left, undoubtedly induced in 

part by the pre-war recession, made it easier to justify 

those interventions. When the United States' Marshal! Plan 

began in 1948, the European participants were asked to . . 

formulate explicit and economy-wide programs for reconstruc

tion which would be considered jointly by teams of national 

L_ _ _:_ _____________ __:_ _____________ _:_ ___________ _ 
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and United States "experts." After several difficult years, 

domestic vigor and U.S. aid set off economic recoveries in 

most of Europe which were to be marked by the special "mira-

cles" of rapid German, French and Italian growth. Just how 

much of that was due to planned government intervention and 

how much due to private, market-directed investment, has 

never been completely untangled. In some countries, as in 

Italy, except with respect to special support for the Mezzo-

giorno, government direction seems to have been minimal and 

what there was did not result from an overall vision. On 

the other hand, 1n other ivestcrn European countries, there 

has been active planning, at least in the form of target 

setting, but also with the scheduling of public investment, 

to achieve overall growth goals. 2 

The transformation of Eastern Europe under the occupa-

tion and tutelage of the Soviet Union was accompanied by the 

importation to that area of the structure of Soviet economic 

planning and organization. While there was, no doubt, some 

opposition to those imports, it is also true that there was 

considerable support derived from the enormous prestige with 

which the Soviet economic system emerged from World War IL 

It demonstrated that an economy which had been among the 

most backward on the European periphery at the end of World 

War I had, 1n twenty years, transformed itself into an 

industrial society. That system was able, with some help 
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from the United States, to stand off an~ then overcome the 

armies of one of the most advanced economies of Western 

Europe. Credit for that achievement must also be attributed 

to the remarkable courage of the Russian people, the vastness 

of th~ land and the scourge of its winters, but surely also 

to the the success of its economic organization marked by 

thorough-going planning. 

The evaluation of the economic experience of the Soviet 

and Eastern European economies preoccupies a large group of 

specialists and, if there is a cbnsensus, it is not possible 

to sum it up adequately in the present context. However, 

the judgment may be ventured tentatively that, with some 

important exceptions with respect to particular sectors and; 

perhaps, particular countries, Soviet and Eastern European 

planning has been more successful in achieving overall 

growth and public consumption targets th.an the improvement 

f 
. . . 3 

o pr1vate consumpt1on. . 

In the developing countries of the world there was also 
• 

a search for alternative ~conomic structures after World War 

II. In these countries the private capitalism whi~h was 

characteristic of its most advanced sectors often left major 

parts of the economies untouched, especially most of agri

culture and small handicraft industry. Private capitalists 

were often discredited by their association with the colonial 

power or enfeebled by what were petceived to be enervating 
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local restrictions imposed by the colonial administration. 

In these countries also the Great Depression had contributed 

to the discrediting of private capitalism: the advanced 

countries had clearly suffered greatly in the thirties. The 

direct and indirect effects on the poor countries of the 

worldhad been profound as the markets for their pr1mary 

products had shrunk and become disorganized. 

The economic lessons of World War II itself had not 

been lost on the developing world either. In the wartime 

economies of all the Allies centralized control of the 

econom1es was employed rather than the decentralized direc

tion of markets. There were, of course, great differences 

in the methods of management. The power of the Soviet model 

in particular can be seen in the proliferation in the govern

mental institutions of the developing countries of such 

nomenclature as "perspective planning divisions," which 

exist in planning commissions or finance ministries. 

It has also been true for the less developed, as for 

the Marshall Plan nations, that planning was induce.d by 

assistance-granting nations and institutions. Such agencies 

have wanted assurance that the resources which they convey 

·would be 'used wisely.' And how is that assurance to be 

provided other than by making plans for using the resources, 

at the project level, or in the context of a sectoral or 

national·program of economic development? 4 

I 

I 
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To some degree each of the influences described above 

which were important 1n the embracing of economic planning 

by so many countries in the post-World War II period is even 

now at work in Portugal. All the reasons forwhich private 

market capitalism has come to be regarded skeptically in 

much of the rest of the world exist here also. The economic 

record of the last fifty years in Portugal is well known. 

The rates of overall growth and individual economic improve

ment have, except for a few years, been low, both in absolrite 

and relative terms. The provision of public consumption, 

the levels of social welfare, the standards of equity arid 

individual opportunity are all regarded as unsatisfactory 

except by the most devoted supporters of the old regime. It 

is also true that the revolution of April 25, 1974 brought 

with it a change in the dominant ideology, just as did the 

post-World War II elections and occupatilons in so many 

countries. Socialist ideology is not necessarily identified 

with centralized planning and coordination, but in practice 

that se.ems to be· how it has worked out. 

The discredited imperialism of the past is associated 

with private capitalism which has also been discredited by 

it. ·The close relationships of the interests of the great 

private capitalist conglomerates and the old political 

regime are also well known. And finally, there is no doubt 

·.that foreign nations and international agencies which might 

\_ .. 
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now provide economic assistance to Portugal also want plans, 

although perhaps they \'lould not insist on detailed coordina

. tion and control. That is partly a matter of ideological 

preference among the donors. But they do want .assurance 

that economic policy will move coherently to satisfy the 

particular types of stability and viability of which they 

approve. 

There are cross•currents flowing, however. Serious 

consideration of overall planning and coordination is now 

underway in Portugal. But just at this time there is also a 

growing tone of skepticism as to what can be accomplished by 

means of planning. With a longer and·richer historical 

record of planning to examine, it may be possible to gain a 

better perspective on the enthusiasms of twenty years ago. 

Yet there are dangers in generalizations, partly because of 

the great variety of experience and, to be frank, also 

because relatively little of that experience has been thor-

oughly studied. 

Ill. The sources of the skepticism toward planning of the 
late sixties and seventies and theirrelevance in 

Portugal 

The increasingly-common refrain, for developing coun-

tries at least, is that "planning has failed." Although 

' ' l 
I 
I 
' ' ' 
\ 

I 
I 
~' 
' 
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usually it is one or another particular aspect or policy 

which has proved inadequate, the.argument is increasingly 

common that centralized policy-making has been shown to be 

ineffective and inefficient. On the other hand, there is 

agreement among nearly all shades of ideology that in some 

sectors centralized polity-making 1s preferred to decentral

ized market decisions (utilities, education, protection 

services). Thus, the specific sectoral planning failures 

are typically viewed as being concentrated in other goods 

producing sectors as well as in the attempts at overall 

direction of the economies. 5 

The "planning has failed" characterization is based on 

several generalizatidns of the experience of the last twenty-

five years or so: (1) There have been few examples of 

developing countries committed to overall economic planning 

and coordination of which it could be said that the targets 

of their plans have been substantially achieved. (2) There 

are a number examples of grand projects which havepaid off 
• 

much less well than projected. (3) Some planning themes--

import substitution, industrialization, urbanization, mass 

education--have been shown to be slogans whose implementation 

has left a residue of major problems.which seem as difficult 

·as those with which the planning tactics were intended to 

deal. (4) A criticism of economic planning as it has been 

practiced is that there has been a systematic neglect of the 
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distributional, equity and other aspects of development not 

easily quantifiable, in th.e emphasis on overall growth. 

(5) A succession of economic crises in recent y~ars--energy, 

balance of payments, food--many of which are associated with 

the "limits-to-growth" arguments, have not been anticipated 

through economic planning. (6) The difficulties of central 

coordination even of technically feasible plans are beyond 

the managerial powers of most if not all governments. 

(7) The intrusion of political considerations inevitably 

subjects economic planning to distortions and biases. 

Such a detailed evaluation of each of these character-

izations is not feasible at this point. However,. the prob

lems will be identified and the experience of other countries 

will be related to the potential for planning in Portugal. 

The intention is to help provide some guidelines for judging 

the bases for success in planning and co~rdination in 

Portugal. 

(1) The problems of drawing up plans which are internally 

consistent in terms of ends and means 

These difficulties may be regarded as technical ones. 

Acommon notion is that policymakers set reasonably detailed 

targets in terms of output and its disiribution. These are 

delivered to the engineering and economic technicians who 

provide the detailed programs of resource creation, use and 
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output distribution which will reach the targets. Plan 

failure may then be identified as simply "bad planning": 

the plan programs are not consistent with the targets. No 

doubt·some plan "failures" have been of this type. Techni-

cians do make mistakes. After all, the development issues 

with which they are dealing are complicated. The inter-

actions among resource creation and allocation, the genera

tion and use of techriological information, the initiatives 

and reactions of private and public enterprise and direct 

regulations are not understood any better by the technicians 

in planning commissions than they are by academics in their 

research roles. And the latter have not been notably success

ful. Moreover, the planning commissions have better reasons 

to be excused because they are typically understaffed and 

inust work with inadequate data under greater time pressures. 

~ut it is also possible that the ptoblem· is not the 

·technical one of "mistakes" in finding the correct means to 

achieve clearly specified goals. The difficulty may be that 

the objectives of the plans and the means which exist to 

achieve them are not consistent. The targets are simply not 

feasible. When this happens.the technicians should tell the 

policymakers and ask for a different set of targets. 6 

There are at least two objections to this description 

of plan making procedures. First it does not correspond to 

the reality of many situations. The setting of targets and 
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the formulation of the means to achieve them is usually a 

process of intimate interaction rather than one in which 

announcements are made or directives are given and then a 

great deal of staff work is done to determine whether they 

are feasible and, if so, how. 

Even with interaction between target setting and the 

drawing up of detailed programs, however, it is possible 

that i~feasible targets may be set. Plan infeasibility is 

likely to be with respect to something like overall saving 

or government saving out of-taxes or labor and/or capital 

productivity. When this is pointed out, the policymaker may. 

reply: "The next budget will call for the necessary taxes"; 

or, "With national will, of which.! shall be an ~xample, and 

when faced with ambitious goals, people will work harder and 

produce more." In the face of such arguments what is a 

technician to do? 

One cannot know in many situations whether the policy

makers really believe they can overcome the economic problems 

which are pointed out to them or find it convenient to 

\ignore for some period the consequences of their actions. 

Politicians, like engineering and economic technicians, 

may also make mistakes. They may commit themselves to 

economic policies without fully appreciating the political 

as well as economic implications of those policies. For 

example, regional investment project decisions and commit-
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ments may be made without realizing that the implied local 

concentration of activity will arouse opposition from poli

tical leaders of other regions. Or government transfer 

payments for welfare purposes may be promoted with inadequate 

foresight. Moreover, in political life as in the economic 

sphere, there are unforeseen events which change the scope 

within which political initiatives may be undertaken. 

Economic plans may be thought of as social contracts; 

they make demands and they offer rewards for those demands. 

But like many other contracts, the details of the demands 

and ~ewards are often not spelled out, and unlike private 

contracts, there is no more or less impartial court to 

determine the extent to which the provisions have been 

fulfilled by all parties and where responsibility lies for 

lack of fulfillment. 
!) 

However, it may also be misleading to think of economic 

plans as social contracts. That implies.a kind of commitment 

whichmay never be intended or understood on any side. 

Rather the plans ·may only represent a compilation of economic 

lssues about which there is continuing contention. They may 
' 

be conceived as statements of intentions toward which policy 

will be directed rather than detailed programs of actions to 

achieve specific goals. 

It should also be expected that along with the explicit 

targets and programs there is an implicit or hidden set of 
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priorities with some targets ready to be sacrificed immedi

ately and only a few to be_the object of persistent efforts. 

It may well not be expedient to expose these priorities or 

even admit the possibility of plan failure in some respect. 

But nonetheless they exist. 

It is undoubtedly naive to believe that there is some-

thing sacred about the consistency of economic plans which 

polic)~akers will respect. Economic plans are political 

documents in the fullest sense. They are intended to advance 

national goals, the objectives of particular parties or 

interest groups and perhaps even the ambitions of particular 

individuals. 

One of the most difficult problems in evaluating the 

success of planning is to make the distinction between the 

' 

appearance of commitment to economic programs and the poli-

tical reality. The plans may have only Aonumental or display 

function, may serve to mobilize domestic resources or only 

to justify foreign assistance. They may be intended to 

demonstrate centralized authority· or have other political 

\functions which may be somewhat distinct from economic 

goals. The problem in evaluating the economic performance 

of planning is to distinguish the degree of commitment of 

policy-makers to economic objectives in terms of the extent 

to which they are willing to .sacrifice or risk their other 

goals. These trade-offs are virtually never discussed 
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within plan documents and seldom in the speeches or other 

public documents concerning economic policy. Yet they are 

the most important determinants of the degree to which the 

announced targets of plans are, 1n fact, achieved. The 

' 

failure to appreciate this distinction between the appearance 

and reality of plan-making is the source of much criticism 

as well as confusion. 7 

Considering the conditions under which econom1c planning 

may now be started seriously in Portugal, it must be admitted 

that there are difficulties both technical and political of 

the ~ind discussed above. The technical problems--of organ

izing a cadre of planners--may be short-run but they are 

nonetheless quite real. There are good economists, engineers 

and computer programmers in Portugal, as this conference 

demonstrates. 
'b 

But it must also be admitted. that the cadre of techni-

cians is relatively smalL Thus it would simply not imme-

diately be possible to undertake the kind of comprehensive 

sectoral and project planning which.is carried on in ~he 

\soviet Union and Eastern Europe with any substantial assur-

ance of success. Of course it might be argued that the 

social and economic costs of not doing.so outweigh the 

short-run inefficiencies. I will not attempt to judge this 

for Portugal but will only argue that the attempt at compre

hensive and detailed planning in Portugal in the near future 

would suffer from serious skill deficiencies. 
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.These deficiencies are all the more serious if the 

argument is conceded that centralized planning should be 

conducted under the surveillance of national groups "outside" . . 

the government in order to reduce the inherent dangers of 

narrow bureaucratic and political pressures on economic 

decision-making. It may. be desirable to have a "shadow 

planning commission" just as it is thought to be desirable 

for there to be one or more "shadow cabinets." The very. 

notion of an effective opposition to the government implies 

that the opposition should command enough economic expertise 

to seriously. question the official government plans. 

It may. be countered that the planning commissions 

should be non-political technocrats who would not bow to 

political pressures. The review abqve suggests the difficul-· 
• 

ties in creating the institutions which would achieve this, 

but at some level it may. be possible. The degree to which 

it is possible depends on the relative strengths and the 

mutual adjustment of the civil service and the political 

groups. In the old regime it appears that the Portuguese 

civil service was almost completely. the tool of its political 

masters, with some exceptions 1vhich I do not understand. 

How it will be in the future is another matter which I 

cannot judge, but I do knowthat the relationship is impor

tant. Rather than relying on achieving thi difficult goal 

· of technical independence in an intensely political arena, 
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it seems desirable to have more than one center of economic 

planning expertise 1n the country. But that runs into the 

problem of skill shortage. 

That problem is essentially a short-run difficulty. It 

is not difficult to overcome the shortage with intensified 

domestic training programs as well as exploitation of 

advanced foreign educational facilities. Within five years 

it should be possible to generate a substantially larger 

group of experts than now exists. 

In the near future, however, it is necessary to consider 

carefully how the limited existing expertise should be used. 

It was argued twenty years ago that centralized planning 

actually utilized the available expertise more efficiently 

than decentralized decision-making. No one, to my knowledge, 

has ever investigated this matter seriously. 

Turning to the issue of the extent to ~hich political 

infl~ences in Portugal will actually permit rational and 

consistent economic planning, I can onl¥ raise more questions. 

Certainly there is a great deal of political contention and 

politicization of economic 1ssues now in Portugal. The 

scope and effectiveness of government economic p·owers are 

still in %he process of their first demonstration under the 

new Constitution. It is tempting to suggest that ~hese 

conditions seriously inhibit the formulation of comprehensive 

plans on which there would be a broad consensus and 
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commitment. The difficulties of achieving such a consensus· 

in countries effectively dominaied by a single party for 

many years might seem to be a serious counterargument to the 

attempt at comprehensive planning in Portugal. But every 

country is different. Portugal has the advantage of being a 

particularly homogeneous society. It is possible that the 

heat of political contention could impose an economic disci-

pline that might not otherwise exist. These matters are 

still to be decided and how they are decided are, to some 

extent, the responsibility of the political leadership. 

(2) The proclivity ln planning to commitments to grand 

projects whose economic justification lS questionable 

It has been argued that this proclivity is endemic to 

attempts at centralized planning and coordination. Without 

careful cost-benefit analyses it is, of course, impossible 

to be definitive with respect to the success or failure of 

projects and the reasons for either one. Such cost-benefit 

analyses are almost never available for the grand projects 

of development--just because of their political sensitivity. 

There has been no compilation of the successes and failures 

of such projects~ Yet there is an underground of information 

.which questions the economic rationale of many great projects: 

of heavy machinery and electrical goods plants in India; of 

steel plants in Venezuela; and of dams all over the world, 

in the United States, the Soviet Union, Ghana and Egypt. 

• 
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This proclivity to make big mistakes may be considered 

qn aspect of the general deficiency dis~ussed above of the 

failure to make technically adequate programs. But it may 

as well be argued that the proclivity is another aspyct of 

the continued domination of economic programming by political 

considerations. By comparison it may be claimed that market 

processes are less likely to generate grand projects and 

less likely, because of the constant referral to private 

costs and benefits and the incentives those create, to 

persist in great mistakes. 8 

Moreover, economists and businessmen should not fall 

into•the trap of thinking that economic decisions even at 

the project level are not, finally, 'political decisions. If 

economic efficiency is to be the dominant criterion, that is 

as much a political decision as the sa~rifice of economic 

efficiency to achieve some other goal. 

Portugal has, perhaps, more than her share of mistakes 

in undertaking major projects that h~ve not been economically 

justified and which impose enormous costs on its economy. 

But these were started in the·old regime in which there was 
I 
I 

no commitment to overall planning. They may stand as exam-

ples of the degree to which public resources can be diverted 

to private or imperialist goals .. They .may be examples in 

which explicit public planning with decisions exposed to the 

light of public criticism would lead' to better results than 
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informal and occasional government economic initiative. It 

is true that some of these ·projects were continued and 

supported by the post-revolutionary governments. That may 

be excused on the grounds that the new systems of economic 

decision-making are still evolving. 

In spite of the mistakes. of the past and the present, 

it miy be that effective project decision-making is among 

the easiest of new procedures to implement. Again a cadre 

of skilled technicians is necessary. But many of these 

people are already available and the training required to 

produce additional analy~ts is not so long as that necessary 

for completely rounded professional economists. 

More difficult than assembling the cadre of technicians 

is the creation of the institutions and procedures for their 

work which will substantially reduce the risk of pressures 
~ 

designed to achieve narrowly defined political goals. As 

noted, "purely" political goals do have a claim on projects 

in .their evaluation; if possible, the economic sacrifices to 

achieve them should be explicit in order to improve decision-

making. 

In order to achieve economic objectivity in project 

analysis the institutions created for such analysis should, 

presumably, be as independent as possible from political 

pressures. The extent to which project decision-making as 

distinct from analysis 1s to be separate from political 
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pressures is another matter. Again, it is not an issue on 

which an outsider should give advice. However, it is obvious 

that the manner of organization of any new institution, the 

financial powers given to it and the means by which it is 

incorporated into the governmental structure will have a 

great effect. 

(3) The domination of ~verall planning by simple themes 

Due to inexperience, inadequate theoretical understan-

ding of growth processes and implicit, if not explicit 

ideologies, economic planning strategy has been dominated by 

some relatively simple themes. While perhaps appropriate ln 

some countries, their widespread application is now thought 

h ld .. k 9 to ave e to maJor mlsta es. Several such biases may be 

identified. One is the predilection for industry over 

agriculture; a prejudicial subset of this bias is that the 

industry should be "heavy." The preference-for-industry 

complaint either in its general or more specific form has 

become a common one in the last ten years or so, particularly 

after the great droughts in India and Pakistan in the late 

1960's and early 1970's. It has been argued that those 

exposed the weaknesses in both economies created by the 

undue preference in their plans for investment in industry. 

Some analyses have suggested that a commitment to the implied 

consumption targets of the Indian plans would in fact have 

called for a greater proportion of investment in agriculture 
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in the 1950's and early 1960's. Had that investment been 

made, perhaps there might have b~en somewhat less suscepti

bility to the droughts, which undoubtedly would have had a 

profound effect in any case, however. 10 

The preference-for-industry £omplaint may also be asso

ciated with anaspect of the post-World War II predilection

for-planning which has been noted above. It was pointed out 

that the predilection may have had some of its roots in the 

remarkable performance of the Soviet economy during World 

War II which demonstrated the interwar achievements. But 

the Soviet development experience took place under the 

tutelage of a man who took the name of'"Steel" and showed 

his preference in the emphasis he enforced in Soviet invest

ment in that industry and in heavy machine-building. The 

consistency of that particular emphasis with a relatively 

high rate of investment and self-sufficient economic growth 

has been less generally appreciated in developing countries 

with greater participation in trade and in which investment 

rates have been lower. In some countries the preference for 

,industry has not only been a public sign of modernization 

but one of the few "proven" paths to the achievement of that. 

goal. 

There is, however, another source of a bias for industry 

in post-war planning in, the emphasis on import substitution. 

In Latin America especially, but to some extent in most of 
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the developing world, import substitution has been a major 

theme and guide for investment allocation. The.effect of 

the emphasis was to reinforce the preference for the alloca

tion of resources to industry as compared to agriculture and 

other primary producing sectors. Although an economic 

rationale for this Bmphasis was provided by Raoul Prebisch 

and the Economic Commission for Latin America, the reexamin

ation in recent years of that rationale and its effects has 

revealed its limitations. 

It might be hoped that Portugal is so firmly embedded 

in the worl.d economy that the counsel of industrial self

sufficiency would not receive a sympathetic hearing. None

theless the argument continues to be made that Portugal 

should have its own "key" industries. A "key" industry may 

be any sect'or for which a particular interest or pressure 

group·can obtain protection from foreign competition. That 

has been the rationale provided for oil refinery construction 

which will create substantial excess capacity in Portugal 

without competit1ve advantage for its products abroad. It 

is the rationale provided for petrochemical construction, 

again without a clear local advantage~ 

The pressure or interest group may be a private organi

zation desirous of increasing profits, but it can also be a 

public corporation whose bureaucracy wishes to justify its 

existence ~nd expand its scope. In. the old regime the close 
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cooperation of private and bureaucratic groups to their 

mutual advantage was often justified by a claim of national 

benefit based on a simple slogan. The openness of the 

Portuguese economy to trad~ does not itself provide the 

discipline which prevents the establishment of uneconomic 

industries in the country. Such industries havci survived, 

if not by direct protection, by means of the subsidies 

and/or tax advantage~ which they have received. 

The moral of this story is again the need for objective 

and open economic evaluations which will insure that special 

interests are not given special ad~antages at the expense of 

the country as a whole. It should not be surprising thit 

either private interests or public bureaucracies tend to 

confuse the national interest with their own. The organiza-

tional task in achieving the advantages of planning is to 

find means, through exogenous competition, open decision-

making and/or institutional morale to pre~ent such identifi

cation when it ~s not warranted. 

(4) The alleged neglect of distributional issues. in overall 
planning 

Still another alleged failure of economic planning as 

it has been practiced is that it has been preoccupied with 

o~erall growth and has neglected distributional issues. 11 

The most prominent voice of that complaint has, ~erhaps, 
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been Mr. Robert MacNamara, president of the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development. He has in recent 

years frequently emphasized the lack of improvement in the 

conditions of life for most of the people in developing 

countries in spite of a record of substantial aggregate 

growth in many cases. There are both romantic and ideologi

cal critics who have made similar points. 

It is difficult to judge the extent to which neglect of 

distributional issues is a characteristic weakness of plan-

. ning ideology or rather a more general feature of the context 

in which economic policy has been made in most developing 

countries. This difficulty arises because of the difference 

which prevails. between the theory and practice of planning-

a difference which will be taken up in more detail below. 

The most sophisticated of planning methods have made the 

growth of consumption~-certainly one of the most important 

aspects of welfare--the central focus of planning. It is 

also true that the problems of unemployment in developing 

countries and related distributional issues were recognized 

quite early in the.· post- World War I I concern with economic 

development. While the issues received less attention 

during the sixties, they were never lost. Part of the 

observed "neglect" of the past has arisen from the fact that 

there is limited theoretical and empirical understanding of 

the relations of size distribution, of personal income and 
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economic growth and. development. Even now, with a great 

deal of attention being given to employment, distribution 

and the quality of life in developing countries, most of 

that attention. is simply the repeated expression of concern 

rather than a contribution to knowledge. 

However, while it can be argued that there has, in 

fact, been a continuing recognition of the essential welfare 

aspects of development planning, that does not fully meet 

the observation and criticism that development policy has in 

fact stressed overall growth rather than distribution. That 

may also be a carryover from the Soviet experience in which 

achievement was miasured by oVerall growth of total national 

product and sectoral targets, usually in terms of tons of 

coalraised and tons of steel produced rather than in terms 

of the improvement of private consumption. 

It must also be admitted that both economists and. 

poli~y;makers undoubtedly found it easier to concentrate on 

the targets in which achievement is most obvious and easiest 

to measure. However, there is something of a problem in 

explaining why policy-makers have not been under greater 

domestic pressures to respond to the demands of a laige 

proportion of the population for improvement in the condi

tions of their lives. Presumably the answer lies in the 

nature of the political development of most of the poor 

countries,· in which political demands from the periphery and 
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even from some of the interest groups in urban centers are 

not well and effectively articulated, The demands to which 

policy-makers have been responding, by this reasoning, are 

those of groups who have benefitted from the formulation of 

development objectives in terms of overall growth economic 

targets. Such a formulation for such groups as civil ser

vants and organized urban workers has meant an absolute and 

relative improvement. The recent concern with distributional 

questions in development policy, by this reasoning, is not 

primarily· the result of speeches by the president of the 

World Bank, United Nations meetings and popular books. It 

is rather a mark of the character of the·evolution of the 

political development of the country and the success of 

government in evoking demands and of parties and other 

groups in generating and obtaining responses to their demands. 

Such evolution in practice does not necessarily engage all 

parts of the national polity to the same extent. There is, 

for example, evidence that, in Portugal, the most effectively 

organized labor groups have increased their incomes more 

rapidly than the relatively unorganized groups. 12 This 

success may, in turn, reinforce the organization and politi

cal processes which have been its sources. The offsetting 

. economic tenden~ies, either g·enerated by labor market forces 

or through government actions, may be relatively slow and 

ineffective, depending again on political decisions. 
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There is no doubt that distributional issues have been 

one of the dominant questions of Portuguese economic policy 

since the revolution. ·Major shifts have occurred toward the 

recipients .of labor incomes. It can be expected that plan

ning in Portugal will continue to be preoccupied with distri-

butional questions. They are now so much a part of public 

consciousness that it would be difficult for any planning 

group to avoid them. The lesson has been learned well in 

Portugal in the past two years--and in the preceding fifty 

years--thatdistributional issues are not "purely" economic. 

They_are intensely political. Thus h6 set of planning 

institutions which are given the burdeh of dealing with 

distributional problems as if they were simply a matter of 

economics can possibly succeed. This should not be inter

preted as a recommendation that distributional issues should 

be dealt with explicitly in the politicar arena of contending 

\ 

parties. That is an important matter of political style on 

which an economist--and an outsider at that--cannot give 

advice. 

(5) The failure of planning to anticipate major crises of 

recent years associated with the "limits to growth" 

arguments . .. ·.- - ... :-:--· .. 

There are a number of other problems which have.moved 

to the forefront of public consciousness over rec~nt years 

for which it can be correctly claimed that their difficult 
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implications for development have not been foreseen. These 

include the "energy crisis," rapid urbanization, labor force 

training, and other problems associated with the "limits to 

growth" arguments, including natural resource depletion and 

11 . 13 po ut~on. 

The weight of these problems varies considerably among 

the various developing countries. Of course the oil expor-

ting nations have no."energy crisis." There have been 

delays in oil exploration in some nations in which there has 

been evidence of potential for oil production even before 

the "energy crisis." These countries include Brazil, Egypt. 

and India. The question as to why such delays occurred is a. 

natural one at this point and it is natu~al to question the 

decision-making processes which were responsible for the 

delays. It. should be noted that there are few, if any, 

instances of successful foresight in the energy sector. The 

''delays" are as characteristic of market-oriented economics 

as planned economies. And again it is difficult to separate 

"technical" economic reasons for such delays from political 

and ideological influences. One of the major considerations 

in the latter category has been an antipathy to concessions 

to the multinational oil companies, which, however, possess 

most of the necessary exper~Ise. There has also been an 

associated commitment in some nations to the use of national 

oil corporations which have suffered from management problems 

as well as lack of technical-engineering skills. 

'""'-·· '=--------'--..,.--:----------
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Other limits~to-growth arguments in addition to energy 

shortage, though fashionable in.certain circles in advanced 

countries, on the whole carried little weight in less devel-

.oped countries. There may be several reasons for this. 

First of all, opinion in the poor countries of the world may 

be more willing to accept whatever trade-offs there may be 

between pollution and the other ills associated with economic 

advancement in order to have more of the latter. Environ-

mental purity is a luxury good of which the developing 

countries act as if they can afford rather little. Secondly, 

it is quite possible that policy-makers in developing coun

tries may be more sophisticated and more critical with 

respect to limits-to-growth type of reasoning. In the 

developing countries there is an essential awareness of the 

structural transformations which occur in the process of 

growth. Perhaps, therefore, there is greater skepticism of 

the simple geometric extrapolations which have characterized 

the limits-to-growth arguments. 

There may also an greater awareness among policy-makers 

in the developing countries of the great differences among 
' . the nations of the world in resources availabilities· and 

land and labor productivities. Thus, although increasingly 

important resourceconstraints in the advanced countries may 

force shifts in the sources of their resource supplies, the 

developing countries may see that as an advantage rather 
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than as a danger. Similarly the awareness of the inter-

national differences only emphasizes both the needs and the 

potentials for growth. 

The emphasis in the limits-to-growth literature on the 

dangers of population increase have generally been recognized 

in the developing countries, where. it is appropriat.e. 

Though it can hardly be argued that the populaiion problem 

has been overlooked by planners, likewise, it can hardly be 

maintained that there has been much success in dealing with. 

the problem. 

There is little evidence to the casual observer that 

Portugal has been bitten by the limits-to-growth bug and 

that there will an infection which adversely affects its 

policy-making. Nonetheless there may be some lessons in the 

limits-to-growth arguments to which planning in Portugal 

should pay particular attention. Among the many areas of 
~ 

planning which have received relatively little attention in 

Portugal is that of urbanization. This is partly due to the 

high rate of international migration which at least partly 

relieved the pressures on the cities of population growth. 
' . 

~erhaps it is not surprising, therefore, that there were few 

planning institutions in Portugal which were prepared to 

give advice on the problems created by. the rapid influx of 

the "retornados." It is more surprising, perhaps, that 

there continues to be so little careful attention to these 
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problems. Again, it is easy to blame politics for this, but 

there may also be important deficiencies in urban planning 

skills and urban investment institutions which will have to 

be overcome. 

(6) The managerial difficulties of implementing plans 

One of the most fundamental criticisms of the planning 

of the last thirty years or so is simply the denial of the 

virtues claimed for planning due to the inevitable deficien

~ies of management. 14 The plan failures, it is argued, are 

failures of managerial "implementation." The criticisms of 

this type amount to affirmation of the claimed advantages of 

markets in avoiding the problems discussed above. It is 

difficult to separate this type of criticism from the argu-

ment which has been referred to frequently and will be taken 

up again separately, that economic plans are inevitable 

subjected to and finally voided by political influences. 

Yet, in principle the arguments are different. 

The "managerial deficiency" argument against planning 

and coordination is a "technical" one, like the problem of 

calculating the details of resource accum~lation and alloca-

tion which will make the "means" consistent with "ends" of 

plans. It is claimed that there are not enough good managers 

in government service or, if there are good managers, they 

do not perform well because of the wrong sets of incentives 
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which are created in government. Or, it may be claimed that 

developing countries suffer from an overall deficiency of 

managerial skills and that central planning and coordination 

rather than economizing on such skills is inefficient in 

their use. 

One of the early arguments made in favor of planning 1n 

developing countries was just the reverse: that it would 

economize on managerial skills. As noted, the story which 

was told to justify this argument--and it was never more 

than a story--was that centralized decision-making required 

fewer managers than decentralized decision-making. There 

was some implicit notion of economies of scale. There has 

been no careful investigation of this matter, so it cannot 

be given much weight. 

On the other hand, the converse argument--that central 
t 

planning and coordination is inefficient in its use of 

managerial skills--has also not been studied carefully. 

Rather than trying to generalize, the managerial problems 

likely to-be encountered in the Portuguese context will be 
I 
'considered. 

It has often been observed thit the Portuguese educa- . 

tional system, while capable in the pa?t of producing persons 

of high professional quality, never produced many of them as 

compared to other countries. In addition, the dramatic 

changes in the educational system since the revolution, 

.. 
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while perhaps creating persons of greater social conscious-

ness,. have raised questions as to the maintenance of educa-

tional quality. Aggravating this basic problem of scarcity 

is the fact that since the revolution there has been a 

substantial outflow of professionals, whose exact magnitude 

and significance is difficult to judge. There may have been 

some gains as well as losses in this outflow as persons 

basically unsympathetic and unsupportive of the new Portugal 

must have been prominent among those leaving. On the other 

hand, sympathetic or not, managerial and entrepreneurial 

skills are essential in any economy, as was recognized by 

Lenin in his New Economic Plan of the 1920's. 15 

A revolution.which displaces managers loses important 

skills. Although there are few helpful studies of the 

matter, I would venture the guess that the presumption that 

managers can be easily replaced by civifservants is simply 

not correct. For example, the creation of a cadre of 

managerially skilled persons to manage state enterprise is 

regarded as a continuing problem in India, whose excellent 

\civil service was one of the few benefits of English imper-

ialism. Nor is it true that social consciousness itself 

qualifies managers--as evidenced by the complaints from 

eastern Europe, where the Communist Party cadres were the 

original post-World War II source of supply of managers. 

One feature of the old regime in Portugal may actually 
' ' . • 
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be an advantage in the implementation of centralized planning 

and coordination. There were, in .the past, relatively well-

established patterns of recruitment into the higher levels 

of the civil service from university positions, primarily 

law faculties, and, in turn, recruitment into the private 

sector from both the civil iervice and academia after compe-

tence and interest had been established. Impressionalisti-

cally, the movement seems to have been primarily in the 

directions indicated. It was, to some extent, multidirec-

tional, although, of course, movement into academia required 

a kind of credentialing which could not be obtained from a 

successful civil service or private sector record alone. 16 

This past pattern indicates that the values and norms 

which make good managers have not, in Portugal, been regarded 

as antithetical or incongrous in civil servants or academics. 

The potential disadvantage of this pattern, which was a real 

disadvantage in the old regime, was that the private sector, 

or at least some parts of it, could, by its promises of 

recruitment, actively influence the government in its favor. 

The problem now is to maintain the past advantages in 

recruitment of competent persons into public service in 

planning and coordination, including the management of 

public institutions and productive enterprise, and to create 

new incentives for their behavior •. Thus, as part of the 

p;rocess of serious consideration of planning and cooJdination + 
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there must be plans for civil service reform. This may take 

the form of the creation of a separate cadre, or specialty, 

and new criteria for promotion. While alternative models 

may be studied, the final resolution must, of course, be one 

which·reflects the particular conditions of Portugal. 

(7) The intrusion of political considerations into economic 
plans 

The discusssion above has touched--or dwelt--on this 

question in one form or another again and again. Thus, only 

some summary remarks will be made here in order to help 

organize some otherwise disconnected observations. 

The presumption implicit in this criticism of planning 
-

is that the setting of economic goals and the choice of 

means to achieve them can and should be separate from politi-

cal considerations. But how can such economic decision-

making possibly be insulated from political considerations, 

political intrusions and finally political determination of 

economic decisions? More positively, should this be attemp-

ted? 
i 

The posing of the issue in this form may suggest that 

in the alternative of completely decentralized market 

decision-making there are no "political" considerations. 

Yet it is impossible to argue that the .personal di.stribution 

of income is solely a matter of market economics. Thus all 

markets, even the most ~tomized competitive ones or the 
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thorough-goingly monopolized, must reflect the "political" 

determinants of the size distribution of personal income, 

which, in turn, determines consumer demands. 

In addition there is no doubt that the political system 

can be used by the private sector for its own advantage, as 

was the common practice 1n the old regime in Portugal. It 

.is quite similar to the prevasive politicization of decision

making in economies with centralized planning and coordina

tion. The differences are in the sources of political 

influences and in the manner in which these influences may 

find expression but hardly as to their existence. So the 

proper question is not how to exclude political influences 

from economic decisions. Rather the issue is what types of 

political influences will be taken into account in economic 

pl~nning and how? 

Yet this question presumes a model of decision-making 

of which economists are fond but which may not be realistic. 

Customarily in modeling centralized economic decision-making 

economists begin,_ "Suppose there is a soc•.i.al welfare function 

in which the arguments are quantities of economic goods and 

services." That is a useful device for some .purposes, 

including some planning purposes, but it is not a useful 
-~ 

device for ·organizing economic planning procedures. It 

presumes at least that polici-makers can and do make ex ante 

choices among economic goals as if no other types of objec

tives were relevant 1n the choices. 
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In this model of economic decision-making politics are 

an "intrusion," a set of values .which "distort'; economic 

decisions. Alternatively, political considerations are 

viewed as constraints, conditions which must be satisfied, 

but not as objectives against which there can be trade-offs 

with economic quantities and their distribution. 

If there is some utility in the notion of a social 

welfare function, that function must depehd not just on 

economic quantities, but also their distribution and all 

other political and social characteristics of the nation. 

'Political considerations are never an "intrusion" into 

economic planning, they are as much of the essence as are 

outputs of goods and services. Yet, in a sense, all that 

this says is that everything depends on everything else. 

That is not very useful for planning either, but is better 

than not recognizing the essential nature of political 

influences in all types of economies. 

Since there is neither hope nor• really, desire to 
• exclude political considerations from planning, the only 

question is how they are to be included and what. weights 

they will be given. General answers are really not possible 

and specific answers are not appropriate in this context, 

particularly by a non-Portuguese. 

One important point can be made, however, It is easier 

to disguise the political interests of particular groups in 
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economic decisions, if they are made in a closed rather than 

in an open manner. When economic data are closely .held by 

the government and \vhen, in effect, skills and information 

are monopolized by the government or the responsibility for 

contributing to economic decision-making is abdicated by the 

opposition, then there is the greatest danger that economic 

planning will be subject to infltiences in favor of particular 

classes or interest groups rather than the nation as a 

whole. It is not true that openness and explicitness in the 

calculation of economic ends and means will in itself resolve 

political problems. But it may contribute to resolutions 

which reflect both the economic and non-economic goals of a 

pluralistic society more effectively than if the planning 

processes are concealed. 

IV. Conclusion 

Such a diffuse discussion as the above permits no 

simple conclusions. There are good reasons for undertaking 

.economic planning and coordination. There are many potential 

pitfalls in carrying it out. But economic planning is like 

. sp·eaking prose; it is always done, whether it is recognized 
. . 

or not. It may be centralized or decentralized; it may be 

aggregate at the government level and highly disaggregate at 

the private level or to some extent aggregate or disaggregate 
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at both levels. There are also no ready-made models of 

success. By comparison with the history of past stagnation 

in most countries, including much of Portugal's past, however, 

economic planning need not be such a failure. But it will 

not be an automatic success either. Just as there are no 

simple themes or strategies of economic development, there 

are no simple ways of organizing successful planning. Such 

organization is not a task to be brushed aside in order to 

get on with the "real work" of computing models and making 

cost-benefit analyses. It requires and justifies the most 

careful consideration and reconsideration. 

~t 
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1 - THE SITUATION Al"\iD ;. 

AGRIC 

1.1 - The situation in 1970 an~ 

1960-1970 

The economic situation 

Portugal already in 1970 ju~~~~ 

with regard to its consequences 

fact, from 1960 to 1970 there •.-:. 

in the agricultural product and 

more and more unable to meet de:. 

with the sector experiencing c.:. 

culties of adaptation to a gro-,:. 

. As a result there was a worscn5 :·: 

the trade balance in agriculture: 

the prices of products_with a r:rr 
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· IN PORTUGAL 

:y Measures 

Alvin c. Egbert 

(International Bank for 

Reconstruction and 

Development) 

iOLUTION OF THE 

SECTOR 

on in the decade 

]ricultural sector in 

c~st serious appreher1sions 

,n try ' s development. In 

.:·,,ost complete standstill 

.tural production became 

>:omand for food product.s, 

'cng number of di ffi-

:.~ore diversified demand. 

:c· nega.ti ve figures for 

increases among 

:come elas·d.ci ty. 
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2. 

In summary form, the situation in the agricultural 

sector of the national -economy in 1970 could be characterised 

by the following overall indj_cators: 

Gross National Product(l) l25,300m escudos 

.Gross Agricultur~l Product(l) ............ l8,500m 11 

Total Active Population ...... , ......... 2,992,000 persons 

Active Population in l'.gricnl tw:e 926,000 11 

Average productivity of nbn-acp:icul tural 

manpower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 51,700 escudos 

Average productivity of agri.c\tl tural 

manpowcor ..............................• 19,900 11 

·Thus, in order to suppJ.y 1-}. 8'6 of the· national product, 

the agricultural sector employed 3il. 9% of thE, active population, 

with an average productivity 40~- "che> t of manpov1er outside 

agriculture 121 • 

As to growth, durj_ng the decade 1960-1970 and at 

constant 1963 prices, the gross national p1·oduct increased 

at an average rate of 6 .15':,, Vlhi.l,,- for the gross agricultural 

product the annual rate was 1.25%( 3 ), 

(l) Figures at factor cost and 1963 constant prices. 

(2) ESTJi.CIO, Fernando, LOBAO, lm tonio Cortez de, and BARROCAS, 

Jose Manuel - Um Modelo Anali.se do Desenvolvimento do Sector 

Agricola em Portugal (A . De·hlypme>1t l-ioc:el for the 

_ Agricul tura1 _ Sect.or in Portugal) . Centra de 

Estudos de Economia Agraria - Instituto Gulbenkian de 

Ciencia. Oeiras, 1976. 

(3) Rates calculated on the three~yearly averages for 1959-61 

and 1969-71. 
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3. 

In the same period, the active agric~ltural ~opulation 

fell from 1,296,600 to 925,800, or from 41.6\l to 30.9%. of the 

total active population. In comp<lrison with the 370,800. 

persons who left the agricultural sector, there was an increase 

of only 249,200 in the non-agricultural active population, 

which demonstrates the importance of emigration in the absorption 

cfthe demographic increase that took place in this period and 

the incapacity of other sectors of the national economy to 

create jobs· in numbers sufficient to take all the workers that 

abandoned agriculture. 

Considering together the dat.a on the growth of the 

product and that of the active popu~ation in the period under 

consideration,. it can be seen thcd: the product per worker in 

agriculture increased at an averase ann11al rate of 4.7%,while 

. the per capita product in the o+h-,r sectors of the economy as 

a ~1hole rose at a rate of 6. 2%. The difference thus became 

more marked between the per capite• product in the agricultural 

sector and that in·other sectors of the economy; it must on 

the other hand be pointed out that the increase that took place 

in the. former m-1ed much more to the decrease in the active 

agricultural population (3.4% on average per year) than from 

expansion in the agricultural product itself, which attained 

an annual rate of only 1.25~as n1entioned above. 
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The effects of the almost complete stagnation in 

. the product of the agricultural sector in the ten years 

1960-1970 and of the difficulties in the adaptation of its 

supply to the growth of der:-.and for agricultural products 

can be expressed quantitatively in general terms by means 

of increases in prices and in the quantities of agricultural 

products imported. 

Thus, the price index implicit in the national 

accounts (Base Year~ 1963), permits the conclusion that 

prices of agricultural and livestock products increased by 

an average of 42% in the period 1961-1969, animal products 

being those most subject to the increase in prices, expressed 

overall by an increase of 50.5%, ~;hile in the case of veg•~-

table products it was only 34.8%. Among the latter it was 

fruit and horticultural. products tl]at increa'ied most, above 

100%, in contrast with cereals, where the rise in prices was 

only 14.5%. 

As to the increa.se in imports of agricultural products 

betw.een 19 60 and 19 70, we shall limit ourselves to referring, 

as sufficiently expressive for the purpose, to the cases of 

wheat (249 to 384 thousand tons) of maize (35 to 375 thousand 

tons) and beef (10 to 14 thousand tons). 
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In general, the situation and evolution in the agri

cultural sector as described above showed practically no 

significant changes until 1973, the last year for which the 

available statistics allow such a deduction to be made in a 

manner worthy of the least acceptance. As from that year, 

the lack of statistical information deserving the minimum of 

confidence does not allow a satisfactory quantitative evalu-

ation, either of the present situation in the sector or of the 

most recent tendencies regarding its evolution. 

1.2 - The evolution of the agricultural sector in 1974 and 1975. 

Meanwhile the available information, even though in 

general insufficient, cannot fail to indicate a tendency for 

continuing heavy imports of products also produced in this 

country, v.'hich has made the greatest· contribution towards the 

disequilibrium in the agricultural trade balance; on the other 

hand, no .clear prospects are revealed of increased production 

in the sector. 

(4) Institute Nacional de Estatistica (NATIONAL STATISTICS INSTI
TUTE- I.N.E.) - Boletim Trimestral das Estatisticas da 
Agricultura e da Pesca (Quarterly Bulletin of Agricultural 
and Fisheries Statistics), Year I, N9 4, Oct/Dec. 1975. 



·On the other hand, - as concerning production, the 

information available( 5 ) with respect to the primary sector 

(Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) shows an expansion of 

3.1% in the product generated in the sector in 1974, this 

6. 

being a relatively substantial figure in view of the stagnation 

experienced in previous years, but in large part to be attribu-

:ted to favourable climatic conditions, especially for ce~:eals 

t,i;Ifl,J:, wc:~;·c \!ro•,:n on non-irrigated land. On the basis of the 

increase in cereal production and cattle slaughtered, on one 

·hand, and the decrease estimated in the production of fer exarr.ple 

~ine, leg_up-ces and -tube.rcus crops, and. :('iuheriz.s, it is expected 

that production in the primary sector for 1975 will be at a 

level very closely similar to that attained in 1974. 

2 - PRINCIPAL FACTORS CONDITIONING 'l'HE PRESENT 

SITUATION IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 

2.1- A general view up to 1973-

The general situation until l97~described above, was 

due not only to the well-knolvn and long-ago diagnosed diffi-

culties resulting from the soil and climatic conditions of 

Portugal itself, but also, and to a great extent, to the 

inadequate structures of production in the agricultural sector 

{5) BANK OF PORTUGAL - Relatorio do Conselho de Administra9ao 

{Report of the Board of Administration) for 1975. Volume I. 

Balance_Sheet, Accounts, Economic and Financial Review. 

Lisbon 1976. 
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. which 
and to its resist<"nce to change, ;ln the absence of any 

suitable and well-timed corrective measures, compromised the 

.agricultural evolution indispensable to enable Portuguese 

agricult.m:e to satisfy the pressing requirements of development 

j_n general. 

Besides this, the analyses up to then carried out on 

1:he series of problems of the agricultural sector were above 

all made from a diagnostic point- of vie\v and nearly always 

11i th parU.al objectives. Very seldom did they consider the 

sector as a Vlhole, in terms of its internal coherence and of its 

relations Vlith other sectors of the national economy; even more 

rarely did they propose clearly measures that might cope with 

the exceedingly critical situation that existed. From this 

it result2d that measures of agricultural policy Vlere generally 

introduced separately and without coordination, frequently 
( 

contradicting one another and therefore nearly always incapable 

of leading to the ah1ays partial objectives to vlhich they 

were dircocted. 'l'he scope of such measures generally remained 

limited to an attempt at solving the most serious situations 

of the moment, in the.hope that from the free play of ill-

defined crop adjustments and technical improvements, as 

well as by thehaphazard and uncoordinated granting of credits 

and subsi.dies, would result structural transformations and 

reforms that were more and more urgent and necessary. 
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. In fact, and as was indeed to be expected, given the 

form in which they 1vere being conceived, no great impact was 

made on Portuguese agriculture by the various initiatives taken 

by the Government to attain a better adjustment of soil utilis-

ation to its natural potential and to stimulate the adoption 

of modern techniques of production, which included the granting 

of credits and subsidies, the fixing of support prices, and 

protective measures with respect to the external supply. 

A draft version of the General Nap of C~op Adjust,-

mcnts for. Mainland Portugal made during the sixties and based 

on the Soil Utilisation Capacity Hap .showed the great 

maladjustment of soil utilisation to the national potential 

in evidence·at that time, which there is no reason to suppose 

has meanwhile altered significantly. From the data it contains, 
• 

it can be concluded that the area given over to agricultural 

purposes is greater by two million hectares than what is 

·considered suitable for the purpose; this must·certainly be 

· one of the causes of lov1 productivity with many of the crops 

grown in this country< 61. 

On the other hand, the modernisation of traditional 

production processes has taken place at an excessively slow 

pace: little fertiliser is used, and that badly, acidity in 

the soil is not corrected, inferior quality seed is used and 

{6) CARDOSO, J. C~rvalho - Considera96es sobre a agricultura 

portuguesa (Some considerations regarding Portuguese 

agriculture). Boletim Agronomico <Agricultural Bulletin). 

Nitrates de Portugal-Agran, N9 10, Jan/Mar. 1972. 
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unbalanced rotations are practised; this does not allow 

significant increases in productivity to be achieved. 

In its turn, the fact that the long-necessary 

measures have never been taken towards the suitable correction 

of' productive and institutional structures in .the agricultural 

sector has brought it about that the great majority of·agri-· 

cultural enterprise·s have shown themselves incapable not only· 

o:J: ensuring to those VIOrking in them a·satisfactory monetary 

. return able .to. provide them with acceptable living conditions 

similar to those 6f workers in other sectors, but also of 

contributing effectively to the solution of the major problems 

of the national economy. 
,. 

The survey into agricultural holdings in Portugal 

carried out by the National Statistids Institute in 1968 allows 

the conclusion to be draVIn that there VIas still a great 

disequilibrium in their distribution according to individual 

.area and by regions. More than 77% of holdings had areas· 

below 4 hectares, half of these covering less than 1 hectare. 

\Vi th areas between 4 and 2 0 hectares there were 18. 9%, and only 

1.4% had more than 500 hectares, these last taking up 30.4% 

of the total area; holdings with less than 20 hectares 

occupied as a whole 38.7% of that area. 
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·The disequilibria at regional level can be measured 

by considering separately the northern(?) and southern (BJ 

regions of the. country, the most significant for the. purpose. 

In .the former, 77. 9% ··of the· hold:illCJ'', each below 4 hectares, 

occupied 24.9% of the total area; in the latter, only 1% of 

.the holdings occupied practically half the total area, each 

consisting of. 500 hectares or more. 

It can thus be concluded that there has been no 

alteration in the conditions of extremel:( small physical and 

economic dimensions of the great r:,ajority of agricultural 

enterprises in the country, ·generally associated with the 

high degree of fragmentation of the parcels of land of which 

they are composed and the insufficient general education and 

·::vocational training of the farmers. themselves. On the other 

hand, there still exist: great areas occupied by holdings of 

very great size, which also cert.aj.nly contributed towards the 

low productivities attained in the sector, <ii~d seriously 

hinderli:'d modernisation in the methods of production employed. 

It is true that the capacity for innovation remained . 

very limited in Portuguese agriculture, as can also be concluded 

from the survey carried out by the I.N.E. in 1968; only 3.3% 

of farmers stated that they had h1icroduced new activities or 

new production techniques in the 5 previous years, and even 

(7) Includes the administrative districts of Braga, Bragan9a, 
Oporto, Viana do Castelo and Vila Real. 

(8) Includes the districts of Beja, i':vora, Faro and Portalegre. 
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considering only those enterprises of larger dimensions, where 

one might expect an improvement in the situation in that 

respect, the position was very unsatisfactory, for only in 

7.6% of holdings of from 20 to lOO hectares and in 15% of 

those of over 100 hectares were innovations introduced in the 

period from 1963 to 1968 • 

Factors linked with the generally low levels of 

education and the relatively advanced ages of Portuguese farmers 

certainly contributed also to explain this insufficient capacity 

for innovation. In 1968, about. 43% of farmers were still 

illiterate and only 1.4% had a secondary, intermediate or 

higher education certificate; at the same date 45% were over 

55 years of age and only 10% were under 35. 

2; 2 - Agricultural policy measures after 19.7 3 

Since 1973 also it appears that no analysis has been 

.carried out regarding the many problems in the agricultural 

sector, either in ·terms of the whole or of its relations with 

the other sectors of the economy. Outstanding for their impor

tance and significance with respect to agricultural policy are 

those measures concerning land reform, the nationalisation 

of the major irrigated zones, rural land tenure , and the 

granting of emergency credit for agriculturelpurposes, as 

well as various interventions at market level and the setting-up 
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and reorganisation of certain government departments acting 

.under the Ministry of Agriculture. All these have however 

been taken without a clear definition of the objectives and guide-

lines for agricultural policy as a whole, on 

development of the sector in accordance with 

which depended the 
and d1.rect1.ves 

the objectives for 

the general economic policy of· the country, vlhich meanwhile, 

at the time, still remained to be defined also. 

It becomes practically impossible, through lack of 

reliable information, to evaluate the real impact of such 

measures on the production of the sector; it appears however 

that from them alone little could be hoped in terms of imme-

diate effects, given the form and the circumstances in which 

they were taken and the way in which they have been applied. 

In fact
1
in terms of land reform, Decree-Law N9 406A/75 

is practically limited to the support of "a fundamental poli

tical process of extirpation of the big farmer~ of the extir

pation of the social classes that have till now dominated the 

rural areas", as stated in the very preamble to this piece of 

legislation, v1hich thus constitutes essentially a land .expro

priation law( 9 l. In a similar way the measures nationalising 

the major irrigated zones, integrated "into a logical system 

of land reform following the fundamental objective of putting 

an end to the social and economic power of-the big farmers"(lO), 

provided only for the nationalisation, with the right of continued 

partial o;-mership in __ certain circumstances such as the foregoing, 

(9) Decree-Law N9 406A/75, of 29 July 1975. 

(10) Decree-Law N9 407A/75, of 30 July 1975. 
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of lands situated in zones benefiting from the irrigation 

schemes that resulted from large-scale public investment. It 

thus seems legitimate to conclude that the deficient structural 

conditions of agricultural er:terprises situated outside the 

regions covered by these measures have remained unchanged. 

On the other hand, in the zones so provided for, which occupy 

a vast area in the southern half of the country, lac·k of 

information does pot allovr a clear idea of the structural and 

q:r-ganisational aspects of the new units of production that 

exist, nor of the results they have achieved;. there are reasons 

to fear that production.decisions there have often been taken 

either in obedience to slogans or in the fulfilment of orders 

from some central authority at party or trade union level 

that have not always coincided \·lith the likely priority objec-

tives of an agricultural policy coherently integrated into an 

overall economic policy. 

The legislation concerning rural 'land tenure 

has been very little applied owing to the difficulties encoun-

tered, which it was practically impossible to overcome. 

The emergency agricultural credit initially intended 

for small and medium agricultural producers (these being 

understood as they."that directly work the land, predominantly 

by their own.labour or that of unpaid familyworkers") so as 

to allow them "to pay for services intended for the preparation of 

· :!,an.d, purcaase_ of fertilis~,r;:;, ·seed·, pesticides and concentrates, 
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and small pieces of equipment-indispensable for obtaining good 

productivity from agricultural and livestock holdings" (ll), 

was later extended to "new units of the cooperative type, and 

moreover to other bodies of an associative nature, constituted 

at a social level exclusively of rural wage-earners and small 

.farmers, who are beginning to take their place in the dynamic 

(12) . 
social process proper to land reform" • It was afterwards 

extended still further to the collective units of production 

set up within the scope of the land refcrm, with the possibility 

of the former having recourse to this credit for the payment 

of wages(lJ), at the same time as to small and medium farmers 

was given the possibility of benefiting from it for obtaining 

funds intended for their own maintenance, to a limit of 10,000 

d . b f. . (14) escu os per ene ~c~ary per year • 

According to data obtained direct from the competent 

services of the Land Reorganisation Institute (Institute de 

Reorganiza<;ao Agraria), the withdrawals that had taken place 

up to 30 June 1976, that is, a year after the introduction of 

this type of credi~represented only 55% of the maximum overall 

(11) Decree-Law N9 251/75, of 23 Hay 1975. 

(12) Decree-Law N9 406B/75, of 29 July 1975. 

(13) Decree-Law N9 541B/75, of 27 September 1975. 

(14) Decree-Law N9 586/75, of 18 September 19.75 
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' amount of SOOOm escudos fixed in the first of the abovementioned 

decrees. On the other hand, of tl1ese withdraw~ls, 255lm escudos 

were inten~ed for the distric.ts (lS) covered by the legislation 

already referred to regarding land appropriation, while only 

. . (16'' 
178m escudos went to farmers· in other administrative districts 1 

of the Mainland and 28m escudos to the archipelagos of Madeira 

and the Azores. If in addition to this it is remembered that 

a great many of the first of these withdrawals were intended 

for the.payment of wages, it seems legitiH1ate to conclude that 

those credit measures actually h.Jd a very small impact in 

terms of an increase in overall productivity in the sector. 

On the basis of past experience, there was little to 

hope either from the market intervention measures, essentially 

with regard to prices, taken in a form generally similar to 

those previously follo;ved in this field, which by themselves 

ah1ays proved incapable of makinc; a signi.ficant contribution 

to resolving the problems facing the agricultural sector. 

On the other hand, v1ith regard to the improvement of 

marketing networks and the introduction of new,or improvement 

·in existing,aid structures for the marketing of agricultural 

products, those actions v!ere not taken that the deficiencies 

felt in this field insistently demanded. 

(15) Bej a, Castelo Branco, f:vora, Taro, Lisbon, Portalegre, 

santarem and setubal. 

(16) Aveiro, Braga, Bragan9a, Coimbra, Guarda, Leiria, Oporto, 

Viana do Castelo, Vila Real and Viseu. 
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Finally, it must be recognised that the actions under-

take'n towards a restructuring of the bodies dependent on .the 

Ministry of Agriculture, long accepted as highly necessary 

but never put into effect, fell far short of what was required. 

3 - POSSIBILITIES OF INCREASING AGRICUL1'URl'_L PRODUCTION 

. In the circurr.stances above described it vmuld seem an 

absolute necessity that the situation in the agricultural 

sector should be urgently and.carefully analysed. The truth 

is that low productivity continues with most crops , most 

agricultural enterprises are still of an inadequate size, 

production processes of low technological level go on being 

used, and soil utilisation remains badly adjusted to its natural 

potential. In the southern region of the country covered by 

the legislation concerning expropriation, the situation is most 

uncertain both as to the size of the new units of production 

and to the law that will regulate their operation, imd as to 

thei~ profitability. 

On the other hand, t!ie crisis now become.general in 

the non-agricultural sectorsof the economy, made more serious 

by the return of Portuguese from the former colonies, which 

has resulted in a high level of unemployment, has contributed 

to an increase in demographic pressure on .the land and' to the 

existence of underemployment situations in the agricultural 

sector that has done nothing towards its development. 
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In addition to this, with the deficit of 27,000mes

cudos in the 1975 balance of payments, which it is foreseen may 

C-=!me __ :tg attain tlvice this amount in 1976, while about a 

third of our gold reserves are already mortgaged as a guarantee 

for external loans, the considerable deficit in the tradEi. 

balance in foodstuffs has become more marked; moreover, there 

do not seem very premising possibilities of increasing the 

exports of product.s that traditionally make· up the positive 

component of the agricultural trade balance. 

In this context strategies must be sought for the . 

development of the sector, and it must. be recognised at the 
' 

outset that the increase of agricultural production is of 

decisive importance in this process. Thus the question 

immediately arises of evaluating the viability of such a 

general objective, that is, of the possibilities that exist 

to that end.in the country. 

It has been generally recognised in various studies(l7 ) 

that, although the quality of its natural resources does not 

seem so favourable as in other countries, Portugal has 

(17) See, for example, EGEER'l', Alvin C. and KIM, Hyung- A 
Development rlodel for the Aariculture Sectors of Portugal. 
World !3ank Staff Occasional Papers, n? · 20, ll'ashington 197 5; 
SILVA,- Jcrc;e Vieira da - Relatorio Sobre o Desenvolvimento 
Agricola em Portugal 19 de Julho.7 de Setembro de 1975. 
-(neport on J',gricultural Development in Portugal 19 July-
7 Septentber 1975) (~~imeographed); CeEtro de Estudos Ag~o
nomicos da CUF- Potencialidades do Pais paraa Producao 
de Cereais ( Potentialities in Portugal for the Production 
of Cereals). C.E.A. Sacavem, November 1975. 
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possibilities capable of making for significant increases in 

agricultural production that can contribute not only to the 

satisfactiop of the real needs of the po~ulation but also 

to the solution of other problems important for the development 

of.the country. 

• According to such studies, it does not appear that the 

increase in Portuguese agricultural production can depend on 

increases in the area cultivated, given the maladjustments 

referred to above between soil utilisation and its natural 

potentialities, nor on the maintenance of the great_quantities 

of agricultural manpower that now exist. On the contrary, 

such an increase in production m~t depend, not only on the 

more adequate utilisation of the soil in accordance with its 

potentiality, together with an improven'ent in the technological 

level of the productive processes employed, but also Ci.n the 

best use of other natural resources that are at present under-

us eo. 

The readjustment referred to would free from the 

inadequate agricultural use to which they are at present 

subject areas of the country that are marginal for that purpose 

and which could with advanta.ge come to be dedicated to forestry, 

to mixed forest and pasture use, or to other purposes - this 

vli thout any danger of declines in production, provided, as is 

obvious, due improvemer:ts were made in crop t.echniques in those 

areas that continued to be used for agriculture •. 
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In Table 1 are shmm the results obtained from three 

variants of a model of interregional competition and spatial 

equilibrium used to analyse the development: of the agricultural 

sector in Portugal(l 8). 

I . 

Table 1 

Overall Production(a) by Product, 

according to the Results of the Models of 1968 (Variant A1 ) 

and of 1980 

-·-----
1968 l•lodel 1980 Model 

- . ·---,~ 
Products Variant Al Variant 1 -Variant 2 Variant 

·. .: 

Wheat 463.1 792 0 7 787.6· 788.4 
Rye 129.6 94.9 102.~9. 98.3 
Maize 636.8 421. 4 558.6 665.7 
Rice 208.0 215.4 172 0 5 llO. 0 
Barley 36.6 54.4 98.5 77.3 
Oats 38.0 21.7 20.8 20.5 
Chickpeas 10.2 10.8 10.7 10 0 7 . 
Potatoes 906.3 618.0 618.0 618.0 
Beans (not includir g 

broad beans)· 45.1 20.8 . 24 0 6 21.0 
Oranges. (b) 106.9 164.3 104.3 164.3 
Olive o~J' 55.6 55.4 55.4 54.2 
Wine(~) ll62. 9 ll34.4 1123.6 lll3.5 
Tomatoes 750.0 1087.0 887.3 885.7 
Melons - 30.0 . 30 0 0 30.0 
Beef 50.5 139.8 159.3 174.9 
Pork 104.7 46.3 174.3 188.3 
Mutton 23.4 35.9 35.9 54.1 
Cow's milk 364.8 658.4 640.5 742.0 
Cheese 21.2 31.3 31.3 30.3 
Butter 1.9 2.5 2.5 2.9 
Wool 10.4 6.4 7.0 8.9 

(a) In thousands of tons 

(b) Productions in millions of litres; prices in escudos per litre 

(18) See EGBERT, Alvin C. and KI!<\, Hyung, op cit.,and also ESTACIO, 
Fernando, LOBAO, Antonio Cortez de, and BARROCAS, Jose Manuel, 
op. cit. 
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Desp,ite the limitations proper to this type of analysis, 

there is no doubt thatsuch resu1ts point towards t.he existence 

of possibilities for the increase of agricultuial production, from 

an economic point of view interesting in the context of the models 

prepared. Thus it would be production of wheat andof farm stock 

products that, according to the solutions of these models, would 

expand most between 1968 and 1980. The only exception to be 

mentioned in this respect is that of pork in Variant 1 of the 1980 

model, production of: vlhich stands below the amount programmed for 

1968. The fact can be explained by the limitations imposed in 

that Variant on the capacity for refrigeration of meat, which 

would be used above all for beef, which shows the greater interest 

that in the scope of the model is inherent in the production of 

this kind of meat than in that of pork. 

Still in the same table, falls can be observed between 

1968 and 1980 in the production planned for cereals intended 

essentially for cattle feed, which can be explained by the high 

percentage of fa:nn stock products obtained by up-to-date methods · 

in the solutions of the variants of the 1980 model, more demanding 

than traditional methods from the nutritional point of view 

and therefore requiring feedingstuffs based above all on protein

rich concentrates. 

The results of the abovementioned model show also.· that, 

on the other hand, the potentialities for increasing agricultural 

production thereby evidenced would in large measure spring from 

an improvement in the technological level of productive processes, 

· especially by re~:ourse to more balanced rotations where leguminous 
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cro~s would assume primary importance, by the more generalised 

use o.f' selected seed, and by the use of more adequate quantities 

of fertilisers, 

Expressive of this affirmation are the results presented 

in 'I' able 2, from which can be seen the importance assumed in the 

solutions of the model by up-to-date methods of. production, 

especially with reference to wheat and to farm stockbreeding. 

Table 2 

Percentages of the Productions obtained by Traditional· 

and by Up-to-date Techniques, included in the Solution of the 

Variants of the 1980 Model 

'l'radi tional Techniques Up-to-date Techniques 
Products 

Variant Variant Variant variant Variant Variant 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

. . 

Wheat .7 15 15 93 85 85 
Eye '34 lOO lOO 66 0 0 
Maize 67 69 55 33 31 45 
Rice lOO 0 lOO 0 lOO 0 
Oats 100 lOO lOO 0 0 0 
Barley lOO 6 14 . 0 94 86 
Chickpeas 26 0 26 74 100 74 
Potatoes 79 66 47 21 34 53 
Tomatoes 100 80 lOO 0 20 0 
Beef 23 15 13 77 85 87 
Pork 28 is 14 72 85 86 
Mutton 29 27 24 71 73 76 
Cow's milk 39 25 21 71 75 79 
Ewe's milk 55 06 66 45 34 34 
Wool 65 61 59 37 39 41 
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As a general conclusion that may also be drawnfrom the 

solutions of the three variants of the model in question, it is 

important to mention the further .fact that the total area utilised 

for the crops considered in it for 1980 is considerably below 

that used for the same group of crops in 1968. On the other hand, 

in accordance with such solutions, per capita consumption of 

agricultural products between 1968 and 1980 would be increased 

in such a way as to· allow. the protein enrichment of the average 

diet, as can easily be concluded from the figures presented in 

Table 3. 

Table 3 

Average consumption per capita of Agricultural 

Products in accordance with the Solution of the 1968 and 

1980 Hodels (in Kilograms or in pounds) 

1980 
.. 

Products 1968 Variant 1 Variant 2 Variant 
. 

Wheat 63.6 79.3 78.8 78.9 
Rye 11.4 9.0 9.8 9. 4 
·Haize 27.9 27.8 24.6 24.6 
Rice 17.0 20.0 19.8 19.6 
Barley 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 
Chickpeas 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 
Potatoes 105.7 77.3 7 7. 3_ 77.3. 
Beans (not includirg 

broad beans) 5.3 2. 6 . 3.1 2.6 
Oranges 12.5 20.6 20.6 20.6 
Wine . 91.9 79.4 78.5 78.5 
Beef (1) 8.3 17.6 20.3 . 21.9 
Pork ( 1) 12.6 20.6 22.7 23.5 
Mutton (1) 2.7 4.3 4.3 6.6 
Milk 22.6 42.9 42.9 60.6 
Cheese 2.5 3.9 3.9 3.8 
Butter 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.4 

. " 

(1)- Carcass weight 

.. 

3 
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It must finally be mentioned that in terms of the trade 

balance in agricultural products, the solutions of the model 

point to thepossibility of equilibrium. In fact, within the 

scope of the model and with respect to imports, this would be 

arrived at essentially through the elimination of cereal and 

maize imports and an appreciable reduction in beef; on the other 

hand, there would be increases in imports of rice, of feed 

concentrates for farm stock and of pork. 

With regard to exports, the fact of its being acknowledged 

that external demand for productsconsidered in the model of 

possible exports - tomato paste, olive oil, wine and mutton -

would certainly show an increase betweeli 1968 and.l980, caused 

the solutions to indicate increases in the quantities exported 

of all these products, the composition of the exports programmed 

remaining however practically the same with respect to 1968. 

As is obvious, these results need careful revision, being mentioned 

here only as complementing the other results furnished by the 

model used, given the limitations which in this respect are 

certainly to be att:t).buted to them. 

So that significant increases may be achieved in agri

cult;t<ral production, the aspects mentioned with respect to a crop 

adjustment and to the raising of the technological level of 

productive processes can be further accompanied by an increase 

i.n the area under irrigation. In this respect, besides better 

use being made of the areas benefited by the major schemes of 

irrigation already built (to be discussed later) , the possibi-

li ty that now exists of achieving a significant increase in the 
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area under irrigation in this country depends above all on the new 

irrigated zones being set up through large-scale public investment. 

In fact, although the existing possibilities are recognised as 

of numerically great importance for the establishment of small 

irrigated areas at the level of production units, it must be 

admitted that little can be expected of them.as a whole and in 

terms of a substantial increase in the area under irrigation. 

As to the l)C'<' 1i;ajor schemes of irrigatior,, various 

projects for which are under consideration, past experience 

advises the greatest prudence in decisions as to their construction, 

it being indispensable to carry" out a correct and careful analysis 

of the respective costs and benefits evaluated in community terms. 

The truth is that the comparison with 'dhat has happened in this 

respect in other countries shows that the costs of the under

takings of this type already carried out in the country were 

very high and that the benefits attained have been until now 

generally belov/ those forecast. 

The due exploitation of national resources at present 

underutilised constitutes another of the ways in which a signi

ficant contribution can be made t6 an increase in agricultural 

production. In fact, the utilisation of the areas that have 

benefited from the major schemes of irrigation constructed 

by means of huge public investments, besides being far from 

complete, has been in large part with crops which, in the 
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absence of policy measures directed at satisfying suitably defined 

production objectives, were chosen in accordance with criteria 

that it is necessary to modify. The integral exploitation of 

these areas with duly selected crops and with a correct utilisa

tion of the available water supplies represents a considerable 

production potential. 

On the other hand the existence is recognised of vast 

areas of the country partly or almost wholly abandoned, the 

exploitation of which appears capable of offering important 

possibilities for livestock production, essentially through 

the use of the existing natural resources and the improvement of 

pastures. In this condition are to be found, without going into 

exhaustive detail, vast areas in the north of the country where 

the heavy rainfall and the soil conditions are favourable to the 

forrnation of mountain pastures; areas of the north and centre 

capable of being ·put to good us:~ as non-irrigated pastures sown 

with mixed· gramiheous and leguminous crops, and wide areas 

in U1e south where improved pastures represent an appreciable 

potential for livestock production on poor soils covered vlith 

cork- and holm-oak, on which cereal cultivation is hopeless. 

Finally, still considering possible ways of increasing 

agricultural production, we must not forget the possibility of 

introducing new industrial crops of recognised viability for this 

country, the cultivation of which was for so long hindered by 

powerful restraints of a legal nature linked to the existence 

of the ex-colonies. This is the case of the crops of sugar-beet, 
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cotton and tobacco, capable of giving good uields and at. the same 

time making a favourable·contribution towards the equilibrium 

of the agricultural trade balance. 

With regard to the first, "the tests already carried out 

in Mainland Portugal show , w.ithout doubt, the possibility of 

producing all the sugar the country needs, that is approximately 

300,000 tons a year" 119 l. In addition, the high degree of 

exploitation as a forage crop of the pulp and leaves of sugar-beet 

adds to the interest of this crop, since its expansion can be 

associated with livestock development. 

Experiments already carried out in this country have 

shovm that cotton would be a viable irrigation crop in Ribatejo, 

Alentejo and Algarve; among its advantages as compared with 

other irrigation crops may be mentioned not only its.lower demand 

in water but also its greater resistance to the salinity of the 

soil. On the other hand, the fact.that together with its fibre 

it produces oil and oil - cake in quantities no smaller than 

those of other oil-yielding irrigation crops makes it more 

necessary that cotton should be recognised as having good potential 

for the exploitation of the irrigated areas of the south. 

With respect to tobacco, already being developed as a 

crop, it was planned for 1976 to devote 195 hectares to the Virginia 

(19)' See SILVA, Jorge Vieira, op.cit. 
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Variety,of which 165 hectares would be distributed among 14 

collective units of production included in the exploitation 

of the Sorraia Valley (Vale do Sorraia) and 30 hectares 

..... ~ ............ , . 

managed by the Companhia das Lezirias. In addition, together· 

with the development of.the crop, a research and development 

operation covering the study of varieties, fertilise~s, planting 

seasons, etc., in respect of the Virginia, Burley and Oriental. 

varieties, is in progress among those zones of the country 

which study of the clima:N and soil has shown to be t.he most 

suitable for this crop( 2 ~l. 

Since the existence is recognised in this country of 

potentialities for the increase of agricultural production, 

the question that must be considered now is that of defining 

the areas and productive methods that can make an effective 

contribution to that end. It is natural that in the choice of 

these attention must at the same time·be paid to their possible 

contribution towards. satisfying the major objectives defined 

as having priority. in· overall economic policy. And once 

these questions are clarified it becomes highly necessary 

for the Government to find and apply the means adequate to 

guide the decisions of farmers, creating for them favourable 

opportunities that will motivate them in the most suitable 

.manner in accordance.with the overall interests of the 

community. 

(20) See "Fomento da Cultura do Tabaco" ("Development. of Tobacco 
Cultivation"). Documento CFCD- 20/76. Direcqao Geral dos 
Servi~os Agricolas. Ministerio da Agricultura e Pescas. 
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Agricultural policy cannot fail to be considered in 

Portugal at present as one of the sectorial policies with a· 

place in the overall development model outlined in.the Pro

gramme of the Government already approved by the Assembly of 

the Republic. 

In accordance with that programme, one of the basic 

characteristics of the model is "the ·regulation of the eco-

norr.y by rr,eans of planning, without however rejecting the 

existence of the 'market' as·an influence in <JUiding econo-

mic decisions, s.ubordinated nevertheless to major political 
·' 

Objectives democratiC<\lly defined " • .The Plan thus comes 
•. 

into being as 'the "fundamental frame of reference used by 

the Government", its essential task being the implementation 

of the new development model, as is stated in the Plan itself. 

According to the Constitution, three levels are pro-

yided for in the formulation of the Plan - long-term, medium-

term and that of annual Plans - to be drawn up by the Govern-

ment for submission to the app:eoval of the Assembly of the 

Republic. Heanwhile, with the Progro.mne that it has submitted 

to the latter, the Government intends to develop "at once the 

acticms <mcl policy measu~·es that will. seek to begin without 

delay a permanent and integrated planning process". By this 

· ¥/ould seem· to. be indicated the major objectives considered in 

the Programme, of interest to us for the purpose of the pre-
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· _seht work,. o~1ing to the implications for agricultural policy. 

obviously following from them. Most important are these: 

a} To plan· and organise the ·.economy; 

b) To ensure.financial stability; 

c) To consolidat.e the structures of production, to 

combat unemployment and expand production; 

d) To promote greater justice in the distribution of 

incomes; 

e) To respond to the basic needs of the population· 

and to promote the quality of life. 

The imrJ.ementation of the Plan at'the.three levels pro-

vided for· will thus impJ.~· the definition of objectives and 

measures of agricultural policy not only in the long and 

medium term but 2.lso annually. In its turn, the express 
. . . 

recognition of the J~t·ed for private ·enterprise in those sec-

tors from which it is not excluded by law, which in large 

measure applies to the agricultural sector, signifies that 

the policy of agricultural prices must have a special place 

among the instruments to be used to guide the correct accom-

modation of resources to production, _in accordance with the 

objectives fixed for the latter. 

On the other hand, one of the partial objectives 

fixed so as to ensure financial stability.consists in achiev±ng 

an equilibrium in the balance of payments, one of the means 

naturally to be considered to this end being the expansion of 

exports and the restriction of imports. As is obvious, from 

this also result important implications for agricultural poli

·cy, which reflect above all on the choice of the productive 
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methods to be practised and on the criteria to.be adopted in 

the selection of priority investments to be made in the sector. 

Something of the same kind occurs with the intended 

objective of combating unemployment, with its obvious implica

tions for a solution regarding prodl.~~v~ activities and of the 

investments to be made. However, it must be stressed in this 

respect t~it is no way considered viable to attempt to solve 

the unemployment problem that at present exists only or even 

chiefly at the cost of the agricultural sector. . On .the contrary, 

the solution of the problem will essentially have to be found 

by meanc of the development of the non~agricultural sectors of 

the economy. The truth is that, in order that agricultu al 

wages may attain and continue at suitable levels it is abso:: 

lutely necessary to reduce the available manpower now employed 

in agricultural p~oduction, and only in the short or at most 

medium term can the sector be counted on to make its contribu-

tion to a solution of this problem. ·.··· 

The consolidation of the structures of production, in 

the case of the agricultural sector, must be considered as a 

relatively long-term objective, it being necessary first to e.ct 

so as to organise the productive system; it does not make sense 

to consolidate structures of production that are inadequate or 

of uncertain organisation, such as those that at present exist 

in this country.· 

As has already been mentioned, the structure of the 

majority of agricultural enterprises, above all those situated 

in the .north and centre of the country, is still inade~uate 

through their being ofe\!01\omically insufficient dimensions and 

through farmers having little capacity for running them effi

ciently. And in the south, on the pretext of a Land Reform, 
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long overdue but in essence implemented only by land expropria-

. tion laws, we have witnessed the dis~rganisation. of a system of 

production, certainly inadequate, but not yet replaced by ano

.ther whose correct organisation demands from the Government.not 

only .a shcw of political gooch;illn(ld the technical capacity to · 

define what it should be, but also the authority effectively to 

put into practice the decisions that come to be taken in this 

regard. 

To expand production is an objective already Jilentioned 

.as absolutely necessary in the case of the agricultural sector; 

hov1ever, it makes little sense if it is considered indiscrimi-

nately and in isolation. Its due implementation will necessari-

ly have to be undertaken in a manner integJ;"ated not only with 

the real fo9d requirements of the populati9n, justice in the 

distribution of incomes and the remaining objectives fixed for 

overall economic policy, but also with the correct utilisation of 

natural resources and the safeguarding of their conservation. 

Finally, the neglect to which the rural populations have 

in general been exposed is well knovm, so that .·there is every 

justification for .the improvement of their living conditions 

being considered as one of the major objectives of agricultural 

policy. There will be from this point of view no sense in 

maintaining in their present inadequate conditions the important 

proportion of the population of the country occupied in the 

activities of the sector, it being on the contrary most impor-. 

tant that they should be guarantee,:t a minimum of decent living 

standa:r:ds so thatthey can with dignity fulfil the important 

function that falls to them in the economyof the country. 
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4.2 The major objectives of agricultural policy 

The projects are naturally still in the study stage at 

the level of government institutions that will define the 

structures for the preparation and execution of the Plan, toge

ther with the projects for its for!llulaj:;ion in the medium and-

long term to be duly submitted to the Assembly of the Republic. 

At this time, however, no detailed definition is available of 

the coordinates within which will come to be implemented the 

new model for the development of the country. Thus, keeping 

in view that what is here intended is above all to raise ques-

tions related to problems central to the Portuguese economy, 

an attempt will be made in what follows to propose for 

discussion certain points that in the logical sequence of the 

foregoing would seem to be of decisive import<'!nce for agri--

cul tur.al policy, whatever may come to be the form assumed by 

those coordinates. 

Let us begin by defining the major objectives that 

must be fixed for agricultural policy, going on to the inter-

mediate objectives to be attainsod and the measures to be taken 

so that they may be attained. 

We consider as major objectives for agricultur?.l po-

licy the two following: 

1.· 'A significant increasejn agri.cul-::ural_lZ_:::oducUon, 

with particular regqrd to: 

-satisfying the real needs of the population;, 

- contributing to the equilibrium of the balance 

of trade; 
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- contributing, although with the reservations 

already stated, to the resolution of the pro-

blem of unemployment. 

2. Improvem_:c]2!;_}}1 ___ t0;<::_J-i ViJ1_g conditions of rural 
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populat~~-~, bringing the~ closer to those enjoyed 

by those working in other sectors of the economy, 

especial attention being paid to: 

- greater justice in the personal and regional 

distribution of income; 

the satisfaction of basic needs and improvement in 

the quality of life. 

4.3 Main intermediate objectives 

The possibility of attaining in greater or lesser de-

.gree.the major objectives referred to above makes it necessary 

that first and inc:::-ea.singl~ progress be made in the way of 

achieving significant contributions for the reaching of inter-

mediate objectives. Among the latter, and with respect to the 

first of these major objectives, the following ~re considered 

as of essential importance: 

1 - To reorganise the services of the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Fisheries, giving it the organic 

structure and material and human means necessary 

for it to play the decisive part that falls to it 

in the definition and implementation of agricul-

tutal policy measures. 

2 - To restructure and bring up t9 date teaching in 

agriculture at the various levels (especially the 
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higher), so as to guarantee .in the near future 

the availability of duly trained staff. 
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3 - To organise and structure agricultu~al enterprises . . 

so as to make them economically viable units of 

production in which shall be guaranteed a just 

distribution of the results among those .that have 

worked to produce them. 

4- To improve the technological.level of the pro-

ductive processes ~nd to adjust soil utilisation 

to its natural potential. 

5 - To restructure trgde in agricultural products, 

especially by means of the clear definition of 

markets, improvements in marketing chains,·the 

creation of structures suitable to the marketing 

of agricultural products and the definition of 

ade~uate price policies. 

With respect to the second major objective mentioned, 

'VIe consider as principal intermediate objectives to keep in 

mind the following: 

1 - Improvement in the general educational level of 

rural populations. 

2 - Improvement in general living conditions in rural 

areas,satisfying basic necessities in the fields 

of health and housing, and making improvements 

concerning rural electrification, basic sanita-

tion, water distribution ana. roads. 

3 - To extend the social security services so that they 

may benefit ail those that work in the sector. 
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4 - To prepare and facilitate the departure for other 

sectors of the economy of agricultural~orkers, 

to the extent that the manpm.;er demand i_n those 

·sectors .will permit this. 

4.4 Measures of agricultural policy 

With respect to agricultural policy measures necessary 

for the attainment of the objectives referred to above it is 

thought preferable, given the purpose of the present work, to 

submit for discussion those principles above all on which the 

fixing of these objectives should, in our view, essentially 

depend. Thus we shall proceed only.to an enumeration of the 

· main types of measure to be taken, together with comments that, 

with respect to each one,· may be found indispensable to explain 

the nature of those principles. 

A further reason, on the other hand, justifying t!-. -' 

choice of this manner of presenting the problem is the fact that 

it is admitted that in the field of agricultural policy actions 

taken haphazard make little sense. The truth is that as a 

necessary condition for the success of any agricultural policy 

it is imperative that it.be made up of measures grouped toge

ther, complementary to orie another and adequate for the objec

tives to be attained. On the other hand, as the latter are 

legion and as there <~.t--e measures that can give privi.leges to 

some to the disadvantage of others, it is .important to mention 

·the need to seek also a correct reconciliation between those 

measur.es and the level of satisfaction it is intended to achieve 

by such objectives. 
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.·.4.4.1 Measures directed to .the structuring of agricultural 

enterp·rises 

This is a matter of a number ofr»easures that aim at 

correcting the system. of l~md t~mure in. the country, long 

recognised as deficient,.so as to bring into operation econo-

mically viable units of production. 

The fact that there have already been approved the 

laws of land expropriation and of the nationalisation of the 

areas benefited by major schemes of irrigation permits 

two courses to be followe~within the scope of the problems 

of land tenure , that are normally considered possible foJ~ 

its correction. Thus in the zones covered by those laws a 

direct course can be followed, by means of which the Govern

ment has the possibility through expropriation or nationali

sation of transferring private property in land. Outside these 

.zones, an indirect course can be followed which through market 

mechanisms and recourse to appropriate incentives will be able 

to make its contribution also to that transference. 

So that either of these courses may be follO\ved 

without losing sight of their purpose of leading to the setting

up on the land of viable units of production,whether they be of 

a family or a cooperative type or public enterprises (a purpose 

that by its importance is once again stressed), it becomes im-

· perative to define and implement in clear terms the respective 

l!>W Of. land tenur~ 1 Vlht.·ch is in f<:.t;;~ already provided for in the 

. Prograrrune of the Government approved by the Assembly of the 

Republic. 
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With regard to the application of the first of the 

courses referred to above, the direct course, it is necessary 

to revise the right of continued partial ownership included in the 

above' legislation, for *this right is. expressed in terms that, 

based essentially on criteria limiting the level of income from 

the land, seem to us inadequate in the contribution they make 

to the necessary creation of. viablaunits. of production. 

On the other hand, regarding the setting-up of units 

of production resulting from this direct course of action, it 

becomes ir.-,;::>e::-ative !'lOt only to p::-omulgate the Gtatutes. on which 

their operation will depend but also to prepare the respective 

plans of exploitation in the short and medium term. Those statute 

·must contain a guarantee of their management on democratic prin

ciples, preserving them from subjection to any party or trade 

union influence. In their turn, those plans of exploitation 

will serve as the basis for giving correct-dimensions to the 

units in question and to the measures of technical, economic 

and financial aid necessary to their operation. It is impera

tive also to normalise the accounting plans to be adopted by 

the various types of agrj.cultural enterprise, as a way of 

checking both the results obtained and the efficiency of their 

management. 

It will be above all in the regions where small and 

indeed tiny holdings are traditional that it will seem right to 

follow the indirect course of action mentioned above. The 

measures considered capable of contributing positively towards 

the results to be attained by this means are those that tend to 

alleviate the demographic pressure on the land which .is gener

ally found in such regions, those regarding the g~anting of 
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credit facilities intended for the purchase of land with a view 

to increasing the area available for agricultural holdings al

·ready in existence or to be set up, and those of a fiscal nature 

capable of resulting in more efficient land utilisation or in 

' the increase of land placed on the market for purchase or rent. 

Within the scope of the first of these measures, of 

fundamental importance is the rise in the educational level of 

the youngest generations of .the rural populations and measures of 

a social character forthe setting-up of acceptable schemes of 

old-age and disability pensions for farm workers. In the first 

case the intention is to stimulate the vocational training that 

would furnish some with increased possibilities of abandoning 

the sector and others, those duly trained for agriculture, with 

an increased ability to work more efficiently on the land. In 

the second case is kept in mind the age structure of Portuguese 

agricultural, enterprises, already referred to above, which 

makes the application of such measures promising in the sense 

that they are intended to alleviate demographic pressure - this 

obviously in addition to the imperative of greater social just-

ice that consists in the improvement of the living conditions 

of one of the most underprivileged classes of the rural popu-

lation. 

The granting of credit facilities intended to make 

possible the purchase of land must be based on plans of exploi-

tation specially prepared for the. purpose, which will serve 

also as the basis for the evaluation of the needs for other 

types of credit to be granted at the same time, and intended 

especially to permit the correct operation of the holdings that 

have benefited from them. The widening of access to the credit 
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facilities in quest-ion - not only to small and medium farmers 

who already own land but also to others who do not but who show 

themselves interested in such facilities so as to dedicate 

themselves 1 on individual or cooperative terms, to the running 

of enterprises in the sector- becomes jJnperative so that by·this 

means significant results can possibly be achieved with regard 

to the restructuring of agricul turar ·holdings in Portugc.l. 

Measures of a fiscal nature _would have as a specific 

purpose the penalisation through tax of the private ownership 

of insufficiently utilised land,· thus stimulating its better 

Utilisation Or enforcing its being placed On. the 1:1arket for neW 

opportunities to be created for its exploitation. 

Although there appears little to hope from such measures 

when considered in isolation, and difficulties are recognised in 

their general application in good time it is thought never-

the less 11orth while to mention this type of me<3sure, capable 

after taking its due place in agricultural policy of consti

tuting in certain cases a useful instrument of it. 

The small size of agricultural holdings is generally 

associated with their excessive dispersion in small parcels of 

land; the impact of this in the sense of increased costs of 

production contributes largely to the-low incomes obtained. 

Recourse to projects for the consolidation of these parcels 

as a direct way of dealing ~ith this difficulty does not appear 

to have great possibilities of general application. In fact, 

such projects usually imply such high costs that it becomes 

-···. 
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difficult to benefit thereby within a reasonable time a signi-

ficant proportion of the farmers subject to those conditions, 

the almost inevitable risk being that the few that thereby obtain 

benefit will do so precisely at the cost of the majority of those 

v1ho in fact it is intended to benefit. Thus it seems. to be above' 

all the meas~~ of aid to agricultural cooperation, providing 

especially for the redimensioning of very small holdings, and 

the ·group of indirect measures referred to above, that apJ?ear 

to present together the greatest possibilities of contributing 

to the purposes in view. 

The importance traditionally assumed by rent as a form 

of land exploitation on which depends the operation of a great 

number of Portuguese agricultural enterprises requires that the 

problems of rural. land tt!nure be duly faced. It will to 

this end be·necessary to avoid the difficulties that have hin-

dered the general application of the respective legislation, 

improving it as necessary so that from its application may 

result the effective and adequate restructuring of agricultural 

enterprises which it is intended to achieve; 

Finally, and owing to the aspects of land ownership 

concerned in them, we shall referto the.measures to be taken 

for the. return of ·commons to local communi ties. These measures 

~1ill however have true meaning only· if integrated into larger 

groups of measures able to provide for the suitable exploitation 

of the natural resources In question, which, through being to a 

large extent underutilised, offer good potential for increasing 

production in the sector, 
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.4.4.2. ·Measures tending to improve the technological level of 

production methods and the adjustment of soil utilisa

tion to its natural potentialities. 

The introduction of measures in this field implies, as 

has been saiG above, the previous definition of those areas of 

the country and those productive activities that show the greatest 

production potential. These m=asures, in their turn, must 

necessarily be considered in an integrated form so as to consti-

tute· coherent groups to contribute at the same time to the 

better utilisation of natural resources, especially of the soil 

(with safeguards for the conservation of its productive poten-

tial), and to increasing in a suitable manner the production of 

the sector. 

In the choice of activities to be practised in those 

soils defined as of use for agriculture there must above all be 

borne in mind the food requirements of the populatiori of the 

country and their contribution tovJards a reduction in the agri

cultural trade balance, aspects that, as is obvious, are not 

independent of the prospects for the growth in domestic demand 

for agricultural products. 

Thus there naturally come to mind as of increasing 

importance the activities of livestock production and those 

directly related to it, such as maize, forage crops, secondary 

cereals and oil-yielding crops. In addition to these, fruit 

and horticultural products, in view of the figures for their 

respective income elastj.ci ties, together '"i th sugar beet, 

cotton·and tobacco, by their positive contribution in terms of 
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the trade balance, are those.that appear of greatest interest. 

In the field of livestock production the activities important 

above all are those conc·erning beef and dairy cattle, vli thout 

hov1ever forgetting sheel?, since they constitute an alternative 

of great interest from the economic point of view for the 

exploitation of appreciable areas of the country mqrginal fo~

other types of agricultural utilisation, as has been said above. 

On the other hand, there is manifest interest in acti

vities concerning forest products, not only owing to their inter

nal market pros_:>ects but also owing to the demands of suitc.ble 

crop ·adjustments providing for t.he recovery of the lost 

fertility of'degraded .soils and the protection of natural re

sources. 

It· will be within the con text of these general guidelines 

that must be set the measures of agricultural policy necessary 

to lead to the imperative accoJTUnodation of resources to the ac

tivities mentioned above, to the detriment of other alternative 

nses less interesting in comparison with the objectives that 

we have considered for that policy. Such measures will also 

la ve to be accompanied by the whole group of those that will 

serve as the basis for raising the technological level of me

thods of production which, as has been said, constitutes an 

~aportant potential for increasing agricultural production. 

While they must be coherent among themselves, the policy 

measures in question are highly diverse in nature, including 

actions to be undertaken both at the level of agricultural 

holdings and at other levels, higher or lower. Worth especial 
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mention among the first are facilities for technical economic ' . 

and financial aid capable of turning ths · activit.ies referred to 

and the potential raising of the tecltnological level of the 

respective methods of production into op;::oortunities that may 

interest farmers. Selective credit, the existence of adequate 

technical and economic extension services and_, in certain 

particular cases, recourse to incentives of a fiscal nature 

can play a decisive part in this. 

The aspects of price policy rc,qarding the factors of 

production, especially fertilisers, pes ti.cides and feed concen-

trates, and those linked.to the making of investments for the 

creation of infrastructures iridispensable to the expansion of 

the activities abovementioned, together with the improvement 

in the technological level of the respective methods of production" 

are seen as the most relevant to be considered with respect to 

the political measures that should operate at a level higher 

than that of agricultural holdings. In their turn, the group 

of. measures necessary to the establishli1ent of. adequate structure<J 

for the transformation and marketing of the products of these 

aetivities, among which are included those concerning invest-

ments intended to augment existing activities and to establish 

further means for the transform:J.tion of such products, as well 

as those of an institutional nature inl:ended to define and 

implement the roles to be played by the bodies that will inter-

vene in the market, and those concerning the prices policy for 

the products, are the ones that in general it is aboveall 
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important to mention among those measures that should operate 

at a level below that of agricultural holdings. 

4.4.3 Heasures intended for a restructuring of the trade in 

agricultural products. 

Although reference has already been made to the need for 

measures intended to set up the appropriate structure for the 

marketing of agricultural products, the importance of this for 

the development of Portuguese agriculture justifies further 

. considerations. 

First, it appears highly necessary to proceed to a 

definition of those structures in terms of a clear distinction 

between those in the field of private enterprise and marketing 

cooperatives and those v1tthli\. the competence of public institu

tions. Negative past experience in these fields advises that; 

to guarantee the final coordination necessary for the measures 

taken to be coherent among themselves, these bodies should 

become part of the Ministry of Agriculture, constituting 

special departments of the latter,not only for studying. and 

proposing measures concerning various subsectors made up of 

the major groups of products ( cereals, meat, fruit and vege

tabl~s, etc.), but also capable of direct inteivention in the 

market. 'l'o these bodies mv::•t therefore fall the priority task 

of defining and aiding in the setting-up of the units to be 

created for the modernisation of the system of marketing and 

·transformation of agricultural pr.oducts, as well as of the 
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functional structure on which their .operation will be based·-
. . 

this structure may, in accordance l''i th each case, be that of 

an enterprise that is public, mixed or of a cooperative type. 

The fact that there are agricultural products whose 

prices will continue to be formed to a large extent in a free 

market, as will certainly be the case of fruit, of horticultural 

products and of certain livestock products, for example, 

requires that measures be taken to improve and define clear-

ly the corresponding marketing chains. 'l'hese will necessarily 

include, among others, those regarding the normalisation of 

products, the creation of central wholesale sarkets in Lisbon 

and Oporto run. by public enterprises and supply.ing in good 

time information regarding the prices in operation; the 

establishment of packing centres for fruit and horticultural 

products and the setting-up of a polyvalent refrigeration net-

work, above all .for meat, fruit and fish. In this connection 

attention must be drawn to the existence of detailed studies 

carried out by OECD technical staff, specialists in these fields 

wht!J visited this country, stud-ies that can serve as the basis 

for the implementation of the measures referred to. 

On the other hand, recognising the existence of 

products whose prices will continue-to be formed in a free 

market, it appears advantageous to maintain, by means of the 

public bodies already referred to, marketing chains alongside 

those of that free market able to compete with it in terms of 
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efficiency and prices. To this end it is imperative that 

such chains should be guaranteed the necessary conditions to 

permit them to compete,· which signifies essentially that the 

operational units of which they are a part must have adequate 

means, size and organisation and be efficiently managed. 

4.4.4 Prices policy 

As has been said above, in the overall development 

model outlined in the Programme of the Government presented to the' 

Assembly of tlw Republic, the market and private enterpd.se 

will continue to perform a major part of their classical 

functions in the economic system that will be in operation in 

Portugal. It must thus be recognised that the prices policy 

for the agricultural sector constitutes one of the components 

making up agricultural policy, although it is not con~idered 

to be a fundamental part; much less is it believed capable 

of contributing in isolation to the solution of the most serious 

problems facing the economy of the sector, 

By a prices policy for the agricultural sector is 

understood intervention with respect to prices, products and the 

factors of production, planned in such a way that they may 

contribute effectively to the correct accommodation of resources 

to production so that the latter isable to attain previously 

defined objectives. It must therefore be constituted by a 

group of measures of agricultural policy all intended to con

tribute to the attainment of the objectives fixed for the sector. 
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For the implementation of the general objective of 

attaining the better utilisation of resources by means of 

market mechanisms recourse must be had to the fixing, at the 

level of the individual farmer, of price relationship:; most 

favourable for the purpose and Cctpctble of guiding his decisions, 

an attempt moreover being made to help towards reducing uncer

tainty at the level of production and towards making technolo

gical progress in productive methods. The establishment of 

guaranteed prices at a level slightly below the equilibrium 

price with the purpose of guiding more cwr""ct.ly the utilisation 

of resources as at the present followed, of support prices, 

always as a measure of an exceptional character and for limited 

period$ of time, with a view to the development of duly chosen 

crops in geographically deteimined areas, and of subS~dies on 

fact·ors of production in accord«nce 1-1ith schemes that are well 

defined and at one with the objectives in view, appear to.be 

the. short-term measures to be considered in the. prices policy 

followed for the agricultural sector. In their turn and in 

the medium term, fon~ard prices will be able to fulfil an 

important. role in guiding agr icul tu~cal production. 

On the other.hand, and although they have frequently 

been adopted here, it appears necessary to avoid as measures 

to be considered in prices policy for the agricultural sector: 

a) the fixing of prices based on production costs, which are 

l.iable to introduce significant dj_stortions with respect to 

the best utilisation of resources, as for example occurred 
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in the case of rice; b)' excessively high fixed prices with a 

view to the development of certain crops for the satisfaction 

at all costs of domestic demand, an example of which is the 

case of wheat; c) the fixing of guaranteed prices without taking 

into account the interdependence of various products, as an 

instance of which may be mentioned the fixing of the price of 

meat without taking into account the price of milk. 

In accordance with the foregoing it may further be 

inferred that it is considered in general nonsensical to use 

·a pricespolicy for the attainment of objectives of increasing 

or improving the distribution of the income of farmers. For 

these specific ends recourse must essentially be had to another 

more appropriate type of measure. 

4.4~5 Measures concerning social.problems 

From the group of measures to be taken with a view 

to providing better living conditions for the populations 

active in the sector, it seems especially important to 

mention those intended to satisfy their basic needs in the 

fields of health and housing, necessarily complemented by 

· specific prograrnmes regarding rural electrification, basic 

sanitation, water distribution and the improvement of roads 

in rural areas. 
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The-definition and implementation Of these measures 

will have to be based not only on initiatives to be undertaken 

directly by government-bodies but also on those of local origin, 

at the level of the parish or local council, which will embody 

the most pressing anxieties of rur.al communi ties, which can 

often be solved individually and quickly provided that they have 

placed at their disposal the technical and human means necessary 

to that end. 

The programmes to be undertaken directly by the Govern-

ment in these fields; in which health and housing assume 

fundamental importance, will necessar-iLr have to be put into 

practice on a basis of schemes of colaboration to be established 

with the ·specialised departments of the Ministries of Social 

Affairs and of Housing and Town Planning. 

The cc:ll.aboration of t.he first of thef;e Hinistries 

also becomes indispensable for the setting-up_of a suitable 

system of retirement and disability pensions for the v.-orkers 

in the sector, as well as their inclusion in the general 

scheme of social security. 

4.4.6 Investment policy 

The group of aspects previously referred to suggests 

that in terms of investment at production level priority be 
the 

given to those intended for expansion in res;;-ect of activities 

of livestock production, the affor·estation of marginal areas 

to be withdrawn from agrictiltm:·al use, the setting-up of 

economically viable units.of production and the technological 

evolution of methods of production. :et is thus a matter of 

a group of investments of various types to.be made in units 
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of production, especially with regard to projects for agri-

cultural installations, small dams, earth levelling, irrigation 

and drainage networks, the electrification of farmholdin<;rs, 

and soil conservation and reclamation. 

On the other hand, so that due advantage made be 

obtained from this, it becomes necessary to consider also 
' ' ' 

investments iritended for the establishment of infrastructures 

indispensable to this end, especially with regard to capacity 

for animal slaughtering, meat re~rigeration, the treatment and 

transformation of milk, the processing of sugar-beet, capacity 

for the transf6rmation of forest products, the modernisation 

already referred to of marketing chains for agricultural 

products, and the expansion of the irrigated areas of the 

country in addition to that already carried out with irrigated 

areas at the level of units of production referred to above. 

' ' ' 

Iri the model of interregional comJ?d:Hfm and spatial 

equilibrium to which reference has already been made were 

included as investment alternatives on which would depend the 

development of the agricultural sector: a} the. expansion of 

the area under irriga,tion b;y means of major irrigation schemes; 

b) the increase in the level of mechanisation directly. asso-. 

ciated with the increase in modernisedmethods of vegetable 

production; ·c) the increase of livestock production, including 

improvements in herds, as well as the installationsand respective 

equipment indispensable for this; d) the increase of affores-

tation, especially that of pine and eucalyptus • 

. I 
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With the exception of the first, all these investment 

alternatives shmv in the context of the model good economic 

prospects. The amounts and the respective percentage dis-

tribution of the different types of investment programmed 

in the solutions of the Variants of the model for 1980 are 

presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. 

Totals and. Respective Percentage 

Distribution of Investments Programmed in the Solutions 

of the Variants of the !!.odel for 1980 

. c 
_c 

(millions of escudos) 

Variant 1 Vari.ant 2 Variant 3 
Type of ·Investment 

Totals % Totals % Totals % 
. 

' Necha.nisa tion associated 
with the modernisation of· 
methods of vegetable 
production 4.19. i 40. 5. 477.3 37.6 559.3 37.8 

' 

Livestock development: . 

dairy cattle 326.8 31..5. 394.8 31.2 481.9 32.5 
-

Livestock development; 
beef cattle 82.3 7. 0 . 125.7 9. 9 130. 6. 8.8 I 

I 

Livestock development~ •. 

pigs .. 20. 9 2.0 92.6 7.3 101.4 6.8 
. -

Livestock development:, 
sheep . 108 .. :7 10.5 98.6 7 .. 8 134 .1 9.0 

Afforestation 78.9 .7.6 77. • .8 6. 2 . 75.7 5.1 

. TO'l'ALS 1036.7 100.0 1266.8 100.0 1483.0 100.0 

. 
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According to_ the solutions of the. model, development 

in the agricultural sector would depend. above all on investments 

related to the mechanisation and modernisation of methods- of 

vegetable production and to the expansion of modernisedmethods 

of dairy cattle production ,which represent approximately 

70% of the total of investment programmed in the solutions. 

l·lith respect to investments related to the expansion 

of other rM't_thods of livestock production is especially ·to be 

noted the increase seen in the amounts programmed when we 

pass from the solution of Variant 1 to that of Variant 3. 

Such increases result from the fact that from this variant 

have been eliminated restrictions by which an attempt was ma.de 

to tepresent the existing limitations regarding the regional 

capacity for the slaughtering of cattle, sheep and pigs, for 

meat refrigeration and for the treatment and transformation of 

milk, all of which featured in the first. 

The expansion in forest production activities was 

largely conditioned in the three variants by the restrictions 

of the model intended to represent the existing availabilities 

with regard tothe capacities for transforming the corresponding 

primary products. The high shadow prices associated with these 

availabilities, totally utilised in the solutions of the three 

variants, lead to the conclusion that investment intended to 

increase the transformation capacities of forest:.-, products 

provide,; high profitabUi ty. 
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There is no place iri--the solution of the three variants 

for investments concerning irrl.gation schemes it is considered 

possible to carry out. The fact that the shadow prices associated 

with the availabilities of the area already under irrigation in 

the regions where these schemes are situated are lower 

than-the costs per hectare allowed in the model for their 

respective construction and exploitation explains why this has 

happened. It must be noted in this respect that, within the 

scope of the model and owing to the manner in which were 

characterised the activities corresponding to this type of 

investment, these shadow pricres refer not only to the additional 

hectares under irrigation but to the groups of areas benefited 

by each · · t' · · 1 considered. The ·i:nclusion of one ~rr~ga ~on sc1eme 

of these ··s<nhemes in the solution of the rrcodel would imply 

the total utilisation of the area benefited by it, from which 

would result a considerable increase in production together with 

a reduction in the prices, endogenously determined, of the pro-

ducts making up that production. As is obvious, within the 

scope of the model, such a reduction depends on the quantities 

' produced of the various products and of the respective demand-

price elastioities. It is in this context that must be inter-

preted the shadow prices associated with the availabilities of 

the irrigated area, which explains_ why no investments were 

included for the expansion of the area under irrigation. in 

the solution of the three variants of the model. 
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Although they must be conc;idered with the reservations 

imposed by the limitations inherent. i.n · this type of analysis, 

the results just mentioned cannot fail to suggest important 

aspects to be kept in mind concerning investment policy for the 

development of the 2gricultural sector. We vmuld stress parti-

cularly the fact that the expansion of modernised methods of 

vegetable and animal production, based on non-irrigated lands 

and those irrigated areas that alrei.idy exist, has been shovm 

as more likely to m2.ke possible the increases in production ne-

oessary to meet the levels of demand foreseen for 1980 than 

the increase in the area under irrigation by means of major 

irrigation schemes. We must further stress, on the other hand, 

the restrictions placed on possible increases in the production 

of meat and_milk by existing availabiJ.ities in slaughtering 

capacity, the refrigeration of meat, and the treatment and 

transformation of milk, which points to the need for ·investment 

in this field, although the solutic•ns of the rr,odel do not 

allow of any direct conc::lusion concerning its profitability. 

Finally must be noted the need indicated by the model to 

increase the capacity for the transformation of forest products as 

a necessa~y condition for an increose in afforestation. 

The incapacity previously referred to to achieve the 

f 11 t 'l' t' f th b "''t db rn<;~jo:JC t' · u u 1 1sa 1on o e areas . eneLl e y 1rr1ga 1on schemes 

financed v1ith public money, and the r.esults of the model with 

regard to investments of this type,suggest that the necessary 

precautions must be taken in the planning of projects to be 

considered in this field so as to achieve the better and more 
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rapid utilisation of such zones. A great ritanx of the difficultiEOs 

that must be overcome for this· to be attained are found at 

institutional level, owing above all to the interdisciplinary natur 

of the problems to be resolved, competence in which is shared 

among various government departments with no guarantee of the 

adequat.e coordination of their activities. Thus 1 so that from 

the investments already made or to be made in this field.can 

result the benefits expected of them, it becomes urgent 

adequately to define and organise the institutional structures 

so as to ensure coordination between the planning of projects 

and their subsequent exploitation and also, from the beginning 

of such planning, the interested participation of the populations 

to be benefited. 

'J.'he generally great amount of investment inherent in 

this type of project suggests on the other hand that especial 

importance should be accorded to the analysis of the c.ssociated 

costs and benefits based on criteria at one with objectives 

fixed for agricultural policy. In especial, that an analysis 

should be undertaken in comparative terms between the new projects 

and the complementary investments still to be 1r<ade for the 

adequate exploitation of those already constructed. In addition, 

in the case of irrigation schemes intended essentially to 

constitute infrastructures to aid the expansion of liveEtock 

actiyities, it becomes imperative to evaluate their priority 

in comJ?arisonwith other investments with the same objective, 

especially those concerning undertakings providing for the 

utilisation of underutiliEed natural resources of good potential 
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for livestock production and those necessary for incr~asing 

the capacities for slaughter and refrig~ration referred to 

above. 

Finally reference must further be made to investments 

intended for the creation 'of the j,nfrastructures necessary to 

improve the living conditions of rural populations, consideTed 

in 4.4.5, to be set up with the collaboration of the services 

of various Ministries. 

4.4.7 Measures of an institutional nature 

The fact that these measures have been left until last 

does not indicate any disregard of their importance. Very much 

to the contrary, the existence of adeq:uate institutional 

structures for the definition and implementation of agricultural 

policy is taken as 0. necessary precondition for the latter to 

be a,ble to extricate the sector from the difficult situation in 

which it finds itself and to render it ca)?able of mak1n5f an 

effective contribution to the development of the country. In 

fact, from what has beE:n said above with regard to the var1ous 

types of agricultural policy measure~ we think that such a 

requirement has shown itself to be evident .• , On the other hand, 

i~ the institutional structur~responsible for the economy of 

the sector have long been considered inadeg:uate at the ~resent 

moment, when agriculture must be integrated in a new model of 

development, more urgent become the' measures to be taken at c.n 

institutional level. 

The Programme of the Government apprCved by the Assembl:>,I 

of the Republic indicates as guideline~ for the immediate 

restructuring of the Hinistry of Agriculture the decentralisation 
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of and regionalisation of services, the creation of an efficient 

agricultural extension service and t.he revision of the mech<>.nisms 

for the control and granting of credit. In addition to these, 

it also appears imperative to consider as priority meas1.<res 

to be taken in this field those necessary for achieving a 

sufficient institutional link between the services of that 

Ministry and the structures for definition a.nd executiPn of the 

Plan; it is on this link ti-.at will certainl:y have a.t last 

todepenc, in its turn, the group.of structures to be modernised 

or newly created for the definition and implementation of 

agricultural policy that have already been referred to in the 

particular trea.tment of each of the other types of measure. 

Also of a priority nature·are the actions to be under

taken for restruci:uring'and updatir.g teaching .in agriculture, 

a condition necessary to ensure availabilities of staff duly 

trained to make that group of structures work. 
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Foreword 

The analysis herein presented was begun with the 

objective of formulating the basis for an overall policy of 

distribution aimed at satisfying the essential needs of the 

population and at reducing inequalities. 

However, shortage of time has not even allowed an 

analysis to be. carried out of all the aspects considered 

indispensable to that overall formulation. 

On the contrar::., even with respect to those aspects 

that have been touched on, it_has been possible to deal only 

with certain indicators referring to inequalities and always 

with the habitual limitation resulting from the insufficiency 

of the available data. 

Finally, the author wishes to acknowledge the valu~ 

.able collaboration given in the preparation of this text by 

certain members of the technical staff of the Studies and 

Planning Office ·Of the Ministry of Labour, especially Drs. 

Maria Odete Vidal and Maria Luisa Nunes. 
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SmlE INDICATORS OF INEQUALITIES IN INCOME DISTRIBUTION 

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS IN PORTUGAL 

1 - DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY INCOMES 

1. To evaluate the degree of concentration that exists 

in the distribution of family incomes, the most recent statis

tical data is that for l973/74(l) and consists only of the 

provisional conclusions of the "Family Spending Survey" of 

the National Institute of Statistics (Institute Nacional de 

Estatistica- I.N.E.). 

2. Although the number of families investigated was very 

small - fewer than 1% of the total - it is considered that, at 

least in terms of structures regarding the type of income of 

the families it comprises(Z), the sample has a certai~ validity( 3 ) 

(1) The survey was carried out between June 1973 and July 1974. 

(2) The results are presented by grouping families in accordance 
with their main source of income: Labour, capital and others. 
As income must be understood monetary and non-monetary family 
income of a normal nature, including transfer payments. 
The group of families whose main source of income is labour 
also includes the liberal professions. In the group of fa
milies whose main source of income is capital are included 
those working on their own account and small employers, 
agricultural and non-agricultural. In the third group, 
"Others'', the main sources of income are pensions, benefits 
of various kinds, help from relative~ and others unspecified. 

(3) In fact, comparing the structure of the families covered 
by the survey as to their main source of income with the 
e~timate for 1970 p],Iblished in "Distribuic;:ao e Redistribui
c;:ao dos Rendimentos em Portugal - Agricultura e Actividades 
Nao Agricolas" ("Distribution and Redistribution of Incomes 
in Portugal - Agriculture and Various Non-agricultural 
Activities") in the''Studies" Series N9 32,Studies and Planning 
Office of the Ministry of Labour, it can be seen that the 
two are very similar. 
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The distribution by income groups of families. and of 

. their income for 1973/74, in accordance with the .abovementioned 

survey, is shown in Table l. 

3. From this table it may be concluded that in 1973/74 

the distribution of family incomes was characterised by a high 

degree of concentration, for tl;le Gini coefficient·· was of the 

order of, 0.4 (ll, while 5% of families (those with the highest 
~ . 

incomes) received between 22% and 25% of the income total. It 

must further be noted that the 11.2% of the families in the 

highest income groups received 35% to 38% of the total, 

while·the 11.2% in the lowest group had only 2.6%. 

4. The degree of concentration of income differs· in 

accordance with the type of income of the family. Thus, it 

can be seen that concentration is greatest in the group of 
of 

families whose main. sourc·e ·income is capital (.Gini coefficient 

of Q.S5 or 6.46) and much lower for households living on pensions, 

benefits or other unspecified income (Gini coefficient of 0.25 

or 0.26); for those that depend essentially on the product of 

their labour, the degree of concentration is slightly below 

the average ·(the Gini coefficient must be about 0. 35) .. 

(l) It must be kept in mind that the index of concentration or 
, . Gini coefficient varies between Q. and .!_, .Q_ corresponding to 

an egalitarian distribution and l to maximum concentration. 
Merely for reference, we give here Gini coefficients calcu
lated for certain Latin-American countries and published in 
the Revue International du Travail, Vol. 108, N9 2-3, 
August and September 1973: 
· 1963 - Puerto Rico: 0.049 

-Mexico ·o.543 
1961 - Argentina 0.434 



Mainland Portugal 

Annual Income 
Groups Family 

(thousands of Distri 

TABLE 1 

Percentage Distribution of Families and of Family Income by 

Annual Income Groups 

June 1973 to July 1974 

TOTAL CAPITAL LABOUR 

Family Income 
Distribution F .

1 
I Family Income F . 1 Family Income .F .. 1 

D
. . D1s tr1 ut1on D. . D1s tr1 ut1on D. . 
1str1 1str1 1str1 

' 

OTHERS 

Family Income 
Distribution 

escudos) bution 1st Hyp(l) 2nd Hyp(2) 

am1 y I . 'b . am1 y . 'b . am1 y 

bution 1st Hyp(3) 2nd Hyp(4) bution lst Hyp(5) 2nd Hyp(6) bution I lst Hyp(7)1 2nd Hyp(8 

(18 11.1 
18 to 30 15.3 
30 " 48 20.8 
48 " 60 15.5 
60 '' 90 17.6 
90 '' 120 8.5 

120 '' 180 6.2 
)180 5.0 

Total 100.0 

2.6 2.7 
5.1 5.3 

11.3 11.8 
12.0 12.6 
18.4 19.2 
12.4 13.0 
13.0 13.5 
25.2 21.9 

I 100.0 100.0 

10.5 
22.4 
20.0 
13.7 
12.0 

7.6 

8.0 I
. 5. 8 

1 1oo.o. 

2.1 
6.2 
9.0 
8.5 

10.4 
9.2 

10.1 
44.5. 

100.0 

2.5 4.4 1.0 1.0 35.3 15.0 
7.5 10.9 3.4 3.5 22.5 13.5 

10.8 21.7 11.1 11.2 18.6 20.9 
10.2 17.9 12.7 12.8 9.1 12.2 
12.4 22.2 21.8 22.0 7.9 14.8 
11.1 10.3 14.2 14.3 3.2 8.2 

I 12.1 7.5 14.7 14.8 2.2 8.3 
33.4 5.1 21.1 20.4 1.2 7.1 

100.0 100.0 100.0 ·100.0 100.0 100.0 I 

0.402 0. 375. I 0.546 0.455 0.341 0.347 J o. 249 I 

SOURCE: Family Spending Surveys, 1973/74, Institute Nacional de Estatistica (National Institute of Statistics - I.N.E.) 
(1) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a yea.r attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 

360,000 escudos to the highest income group. 

14.7 
13.2 
20 .. 5 
12.0 
14.6 
8.1 
8.2 
8.7 

100.0 

0.263 

(2) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
300,000 escudos to the highest income group. This hypothesis has been calculated on the basis of the data 
on Imposto Complementar published in the Tax Statistics for 1974. 

(3) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escud:>sa year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
480,000 escudos to the highest income group. · 

(4) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
300,000 escudos to the highest income group. 

(5) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
312,000 escudos to the highest income group. 

(6) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
300,000 escudos to the highest income group. · 

(7) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
240,000 escudos to the highest income group. 

(8) On a hypothesis of 17,000 escudos a year attributed, on average, to the lowest income group, and of 
300,000 escudos to the highest income group. 

w 
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5. But families whose main source of income is paid 

employment or capital receive income from other sources also. 

Estimates made for 1970(l) put at some 16% the amount 

which, on average, is represented by income from capital in the 

total for households whose main source is the product of 

labour( 2 1. It is likely that this percentage increased until 

1974 and has fallen in subsequent years. In fact, the widespread 

euphoria resulting from the application of small savings in the 

purchase of company shares and debentures (especially those in 

civil construction(3) and those with a Stock Exchange quotation) 

certainly increased total income from capital between 1970 and 

1974. On the other hand, the increase in wages that has .taken 

place in the last three years, together with the fact that the 

former type of income without doubt suffered a substantial 

decline after 25 April 1974 (by virtue of the nationalisation 

of the companies where many of these savings were applied 

having been carried out without adequate compensation being 

given to the small savers( 4 1 and owing to a frankly unfavourable 

short-term economic situationlmost certainly led to a reduction 

in the relative sum for income from capital in the total income 

of households whose main source of income was labour. To counter-

balance this, for other groups of househo·lds (the "capital" and 

(1) Published in "Distribution and Redistribution of Income in 
Portugal", op. cit. 

(2) Not including families whose head exercises a liberal profes
sion where the percentage of capital was on average 59%. 

(3) J. Pimenta, Torralta, etc. 

(4) It was only with Decree-Law N9 489/76, of 22 June 1976, that 
a start was made in fixing the compensation provided for in 
Decrees N9s. 406-A/75 and 407-A/75, of 29 and 30 July 1975. 
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"others" groupsk especially those of persons working on their 

own account and of employers, ·in· which the· proportion of income 

from paid employment comprised, in 1970, only l0%(l) of the 

total, it is probable that in the last few years .this percentage 

has increased. 

(1) Exc;Luding families whose head exercises a liberal profession 

and where labour income represents some 41% of the total. 
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2 - PROPORTION OF NATIONAL INC0!4E ATTRIBUTABLE TO LABOUR 

1. There is no doubt that labour today constitutes the 

main source of income for most Portuguese families; thus it 
" ... 

comes about that in view of the insufficiency of the available 

statistical indicators particular importance- is set by the 

analysis of that proportion of the National Income (N.I.) 

corresponding to the wage tota~l). 

2. Since April 1974, as a result of various measures 

tbat have been taken, especially the establishrnent of the mi-

nimum wage and the strengthening of labour agreements, average. 

wages( 2 ) and the wage total have developed in a favourable 

manner so as to correct the distribution that existed in 1973. 

3. In accordance with the estimates that served as base 

for the preparation of Table 2, the increase in average wages 

between 1973 and 1974 was of the order of 35% and approximately 

29% between 1974 and 1975 ( 3 ) As there is judged to have been 

a fall in the number of wage-earners of 0.6% and 0.9% in 1974 

(l) By wage total is understood the total of wages, salaries, 
awards,allowanc:es, bonuses, payments in kind, etc., received 

• by all .wage-earners in return for their labour. 

( 2) The per capita wage total. 
(3J Estimated figure drawn from the indicators available, namely 

those published in the Monthly Bulletins of Statistics of 
·the I.N.E. and the results of the 1974 and 1975 Surveys 
of the Statistical Service (Servi9o Estatlstico'- S.E.) of 
the ~linistry of Labbur (~linisb~rio do Trabalho - M.T.) 
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and 1975 respectively, the result is that the increase in the 

wage total has been siightly smaller than that indica,ted for 

average wages. 

On the other hand, the increase in the Net National 

Product at current prices was 22.5% between 1973 and 1974, and 
+ 

11% in 1974/75 (according to the estimates of the I.N.E. and 

(l) 
of the D.C.P. , while the product per worker rose in the 

first period by 23% and by only 12% in the second. 

Since, in 1974 as in 1975, the increase that occu1•;~d 

in wages per capita was far grea·ter than that in product per 

worker, ·the percentage r·epresented ·in the N. I. by the \•raqe 

total showed a significant increase, from 44.5% in 1973 to 

48.9% in 1974 and some 56% in 1975 <2 ) (.Table 2). 

4. There would be great interest in determining the 

proportion of the N.I. attributable to labour income and not 

only that corresponding to the wage total, which is only in 

respect of wage-earners. For that purpose it would be necessary 

to estimate at least the proportion corresponding to the income 

of persons vmrking on their own account< 3 ) that must be.regarded 

as a return on their labour, but there are practically no 

statistics available in this regard. 

(1) Departamento Central de Planeamento - Central Planning Depart
ment. 

(2) The estimates of the D.C.P. in "Situa<;:ao Economica Portuguesa" 
("The Portuguese· Economic Situation") , May 19'76;o are as'· follows 

1973: 43.4% 
I974: 47.2%. 
1975: 51.4% 

(3)The economically active population includes wage-earners, 
persons working on their own account, employers ·arid unpaid 
family workers. 
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TABLE 2 

Percentage of .. Wage Total in .the National Income (Net National Product-NMP ) 
at factor cost fc 

Mainland Portugal Males and Females 

. 

' Wage Total Wage Total 

YEARS not including employers' including employers' 
social security discounts soci-al security discounts 

.· 

1973 44.5% 49.1% 

1974 48.9% 53.5% 
1975(1.) ·-

1st Hypothesis 56.8% 62.2% 

2nd Hypothesis 56.4% 61.8% 

SOURCE: National Accounts: I. N. E. and estimates of the Central Planning Department; 
wages: Industrial and Company Statistics for 1973 and 1974; wage-earners: 
estimates of the Forecasting Team of the Study and Planning Office of the 
Ministry of Labour.,. 

(1) The two hypotheses correspond to the consideration of two alternatives in 
the growth of \·Jage·s estimated· for certain sectors, which would result in 
an overall increase of 30% and 20% respectively. 

I 
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Assuming, however, that the labour of persons working 

on their own account was rewarded exactly as was that of wage-

-earners in the respective sector, labour income would represent 

some 53% in 1973, 59% in 1974 and 68% in 1975 (l). 

5. There is a certain difficulty in making a valid 

judgment as to whether the 1975.percehtages are acceptable or 

not. 

One of the means to be used could be the comparison 

of these percentages with those ruling in other countries. 

However, according .to Jacques Lecaillon and Dimitrios 

Germidis, "the wages proportion tends to increase with economic 
wage-earne.rs/ 

development, together with the increase in the active population 

rate, that is, with the proportion of wage-earners in the activ~ 

population ,; its magnitude is thus an indication of the level 

of development reached by a given country"( 2 ). 

Thus, since the proportion of.the wage total in the 

N. I. varies with the wage-earnersjacti ve population rate ,and cons i_· 
dcid(l!j this 
in ·db:;; turn as an indicator of the level of economic development 

of a country, there appears to be no validity in a simpl·e cornpa-

rison of the percentages for· Portugal wi·th thos·e in other 

countries.with different levels of economic development. 

(1) Net including the proportion of employers' social security 
discounts; including this proportion the percentages rise 
to 68% for 1973, 63% for 1974 and some 73% for 1975. 

(2) "Part des salaires dans le revenu national et developpement 
economique" ("Proportion of wages in the national income 
and economic development"), published in Revue Internatio
nale du Travail, Vol. 111- 1975, p. 427. 
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It must moreover be remembered that the sectorial 

structure of employment also has an influence on overall 

distribution(!), for the expansion of the modern, 

secondary and tertiary sectors, to the detriment of the tra

ditional sector, influences the type of distribution( 2 ) and 

may falsify comparisons as between countries. 

6. With a view to determining the nature of the relation-

ship that exists between the vlage-earners/active population ratJ 3 l 

~~;p;~~ion of wage income( 4 ), Lecaillon and Germidis(S) analysed 

the behaviour of these two relationships for 35 countries with 

widely differing levels of deve1opmerit( 6 ); the result of their 

estimates allowed them to arrive at the following parabolic 

equation: 

w 
y = ( 

N \2 
0.0033 --r;J + 37.1 

According to its· authors, this equation "indicates 

that the long-term· changes in. employment structure shown by 

the growth in the wag.e-earnersjactive population rate constitute 
an essential 
factor 1n the increase o·f the proportion of wage income. 

(1) Percenta·ge of the wage, total compared with the N. I. 

(2)· The distribution may vary from sector to sector by the 
simple fact that the combination of productive factors 
of labour and capital are different. For example, in 
Public Services, in Portugal, the percentage attributable 

~ to the workers is as a rule above 90%; in other services 
(exc:r'uding Commerce, Banking, Insurance; Transport .and 
Communications), the 1974 percentage was above 60%, while 
in Manufacturing Industry it was some 40%; this despite the 
average wage in the services sector being lower than that 
in industry. 

(3) Number of wage-earners (N) over the worker total (L). 
(4) "Proportion of wage income'~ is .defined by the comparison: 

Wage Total (W) over National Income at market prices (Y) • 
(5) Op. cit. 
(6) Portugal was not one of the countries investigated. 
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From this it is deduced that when the wage-earners/active popula-. 

tion rate is stable, which would probably presuppose economic 

stagnation, the proportion of wage income itself will also be. 

stable, except for terr.porary fluctuatic:qg having to do with ~he 

oonjuncture(l). 

7. Since the relatcionship between ·the rroportion of wage 
.!::he . . . 

income and wage-earners/active population rate is equal to the 

average wage( 2 l;average income 13 l relationship, or 

N/ 
L 

= w 
y 

-c.arid this, in its ··ttl>'l'l,expresses the relative.position of wage-

earners from the pay point of view in a given economy - it has 

been possible to calculate from this parabolic equation the 

value of the average wage/average income(4 ) relationship.for 

all values of the wage-earners/active populati~n rate(S); the 

results are shown in Table 3. It will be noticed that for 

wage-earners/active population rates varying between 10 and lOO 

' the proportion of wage income shows an increa.rin~ tendency that 

varies between 37. 4 and 70 .1, while the relative vlage has a 

falling tendency the limits of which.are 3.74 for a rate of 

l 0:•% and· 0. 70 for one of 100%. 

(l) Op.cit., pp. 429 431. (Author's italics.) 

(2) Average ·wage (w) is equal to the wage total over the number 
of wage-earners, that is, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Average indome 

prices divided 

·. w 
w = N 

(Y) is the quotient of the N.I. at market 

by the worker total, that is,· y = i 
Relative wage{l 2 
w -· 0.0033 \~) + 37.1 

y N 
I; 
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;TABLE 3 
! 

·The Average Wage/·werage Income Relationship,· 

in accordance witl1 the wage-earners/active population rate 

N 
L 

w 
y 

w 
y 

12. 

• (\.Jage-e.arncrs/ilctive 
population rate) 

(Proportion of ~age·income) (Relative w8ge) 

--------------

10 

20 

30 

40 

43.3 

50 

60 

70 

75 

37.4 

38.4 

40.1 

42.4 

43.3 

45.3 

49.0 

53:3 

·~--------------

55.7 

3.74 

1. 92 

1. 33 

1.06 

1. 00 

0.90 

0.81 

0.76 

0;74 
-------··----------t----,.-------------· ----·-------------

80 

90 

lOO 

·--------

58.2 

63.8 

70.1 

0. 73 

o. 71 

0. 70 

SOURCE: 11 Part des salaires dans le revenue national et dCveloppement Cconomique", 

C'Prdportie:)n of Wages in National Income and Economic Development"), 

Revue Inten18tional du Travail, Vol. 111 - 1975, p. 433 
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8. Despite all the limitations and criticisms that this 

type of analysis may deserve, we believe there to be a certain 

interest j_n comparj_ng the data for Portugal wj_th that obtained 

by means of these equations. 

A difficulty arises when one attempts to determj_ne 

the wage-earners/active population rate, for the authors are not 
explicit as to 
the concept of actj_ve population. They speak of "labour force 

in a wide sense"; from which one might suppose that it would 

also include the unemployed and those on military service(l); 

but, on the contrary, they are referring only to employers, person 

working on their own account and wage-earners > which may 

lead to the conclusion that they take into consideration only 

the economically active population, a hypothesis that one would 

indeed think more in acc~r~lwith the objective of the analysis. 

Given the importance that in the last few years the 

unemployed have come to assume in the active population, 

Table 4 shows the results for the two hypotheses presented. 

9. In accordance with the figures arrived at for Portugal,. 

it seems possible to affirm that the proportionof wage income 

and the relative wage reached in 1975 already stood at levels 

similar to ·those ruling in other market-economy countries at 

the same· level of e·conomic development; this provided we admit 

as valid the presuppositions abovementioned, which were the 

basis of the relationship used by Lecaillon and Germidis. 

(1) This is.in fact the concept of active population used in 
I.L.O. statistics. 



Table 4 

Wage-earners/active population rate, proportion of wages in the Net National Product .lJ: .Market 

Prices - NNP -and the Relative Wage in the case of Portugal 
mp 

1973 1974 
. 

Actual Theoretical Actual Theoretical 

Figures . Figures(l) Figures Figures(l) 

· Wage-earners/active 
population rate (2) 

1st Hypothesis 75.4 75.4 . 75.8 75.8 

2nd Hypothesis (3) 68.7 68.7 69.3 69.3 

Proportion of wages(4) 
in the NNP mp 

1st Hypothesis (2) 44.2 55.9 48.7 56.1 

2nd Hypothesis (3) 44.2 52.7 48.7 53.0 

Relative Wage (2) 
1st Hypothesis 0.59 0.74 0.64 0.74 

2nd Hypothesis (3) 0.6.4 0. 77 0. 70 0.76 
. 

---- -------- ---------------- - ------ -- -------------

1975 

.·Actual 

I 
Figures 

75.2 

63.7 

~6.8 
(5) 6. 4 

(5)t6. 8 . 
I· 56.4 

(5){0. 75 
0.74 

. (5)[0.89 ' 
0.88 

------·----

• 

•. 

Theoretical 
Figures(l) 

.. 

75.2 

63.7 

55.8 

50.5 

0.74 

0.7.9 

(1) Figures obtained by .applying the wage-earners/active population rates (Hypothe~s 1 and 2) for Portugal to the. equations 
that relate the wage-earners/active population rate to the proportion of wages and to the relative wage. 

(2) Considering the wage-earners/active population rate as the rel.ation between the total· number of .wage-earners and the 
economically active population. 

(3) Considering the wage-earners/active population rate as the relation between the total number of wage-earners and the 
total active population. 

(4) The wage total includes social security discounts, as this appears to have been the method used in the study on which 
the present work has been based. 

· (5) Two hypotheses for growth in pay rates are considered in the estimates prepared .for .1975. 

i 

.... .... 
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It would seem, however, that.this analysis is insuffi

cient to discover if the present overall distribution is the 

most just and if the wages policy to follow should be to try 

to increase the proportion of the wage income. For this it 

is importantto have available adequatestatistical data so 

that we can determine correctly the economic·and financial 

position of sectors and firms and to define policy guidelines, 

especially.regarding consumption, savings and investment, as 

well as the maximum and minimum proportion of value added in 

each sector or firm that must be attributed to the capital of 

firms in the public and private.sectors respectively. 

I 
i 
i 
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3 - INDICATORS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEVEL 

OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION 

1. In the article from which we have been quoting the 

authors moreover present a summary table where they attempt 

to compare level of economic development, calculated by the 

indicators of wage-earners/active population rate and GDP per 
inhabitant, 

·with indicators that, in their interpretation, reveal the 

type of distribution, namely, the part of the wage total in 

the national income at market prices, the relative wage and 

the Gini coefficient. 

2. In Table 5 can be seen, for groups of undeveloped, 

developing and developed countries, the limits of variation 

of each of the indicators mentioned above and moreover those 

values arrived at for Portugal in the year 1975, compared 

with each of them. 

3. According to the indicators of wage-earners/active 
population rate(!) and .GDP per 
inhabitant,Portugal would be found on the threshold of the group 

of developed countries, and the various indicators of income 

distribution utilised, including the Gini coefficient itself, 

are all near the limits given for this group, a fact which was 

not evident in previous years(2 ). 

(1) Considering the hypothesis of the rate being .calculated in 
comparison with the economically active population. 

(2) See Table 4. It may: be mentioned that in 1973 and eren in 
1974 the figures obtairied·for Portugal by the relative 
wage indicatorwere so anomalous that they were situated 
belowthe minimum limit of this indicator (o. 7o<!!:.;. 3 . 74 ). 

y . 



TABLE 5 

Levels of Development and Changes in Distribution 

Undeveloped 

I 
Developing Developed 

I 
Portugal 

Criteria employed 
countries countries countries 1975 

N < 43.3% I N N . I 75.2(2) 63.7 (3) 
L · 43.3% < 'L < 75%. 'L > 75% 

Wage-earners/active population rate(~) 

w I w I j.] I t·6 {s6.8 y < 43.3% 43. 3% < y < 55. 7% 70.1% y >55. 7% (4) 6.4 (4 6.4 

~ > 1 I 0. 74 < ~ < 1 .. &· 75 ~-89 y 0.70 ~ < 0. 74 (4)o. 74 ( 4) • 88 y y 

G .D. P.fiilh .( 200 200<G .D .P.ft/lh(l. 400 G. D. P./iM>I, 400 := 1. 500(S) ~ 1. 500 (5) 

Proportion of wages(l)in the National 
Income at market pricesJ'I. r.· ( W) 

• m.p. Y 

Relative Wage ( ~). 

GDP /inhabitant (in dollars) mp . 

Gini coefficient (G) G .( 0.47 0.47 <- G < 0.60 G<0.42 0.40(6)1 0.40(6) 

SOURCE: "The Propoo..t-ion ol:. Wages in National Revenue and Economic Development", Revue International du Travail, vol 111 - 1975 

(1) Includes employers' social security discounts 
(2) Considering the wage-earners/active population rate as the relationship between the total of wage-earners and the 

economically.active population. 

(3) Considering the wage-earners/active population rate as the relationship between the total of wage-earners and the 
total active population. 

(4) As has been said above, two hypotheses for the growth in pay are considered in the estirnat.e,sdrawn up for 1975. 

(5) Using an exchange rate of 28 escudos to the dollar. 

(6) Refers to 1973/74. 

.... 

.~ 
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4. It seems possible therefore to conclude that ~ 

the measures taken during the last few years the typeof 

distribution existing at present approaches· what is. normal 

among countries at a similar level of economic development. 

The question is however still unresolved whether the type of 

distribution that already exists is indeed the most desirable 

and the most just, for it would not appear to be enough merely 

to reach the level of inequality that exists in market~economy 

countries at the same level of development; it is important 

to improve it and guarantee to the whole populationthe satis

faction of their minimum needs. 
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4 · - DISTRIBUTION OF THE WAGE TOTAL AMONG THE WAGE·· EARNERS 

1. As has been seen, the wage total has increased 

favourably in the last few years. But how has this total been 

distributed among the workers? 

2. To reply to this question the oply data available is 

that which will allow a very general analysis of the distribu

tion in the non-agricultural secto~s(ll. 

Using as a startin9" point " Income Groups'' 

surveys( 2 ) carried out by the Statistics Service of the Minis-

try of Labour with reference to the month of January in the years 

1972, 19 74, 1975 and 1976, calculations have been made of· the 

distribution of the wage total (3 ) Qf basic wages by quintiles, of 

the percentage corresponding to 5% of the best-paid workers 

and mo.reover of the Gini coefficients •. The results are shown 

in Table 6 . 

. (1) Excluding Public Administration ahd Defence, Sanitation 
.and Cleansing Services, Social and Recreational Services, 
Community Services, Warehousing, Communications and Domes
tic Services, and in addition firms with 5. or fewer workers, 
whatever their sector of activity. 

(2) By "income" must be understood, in this case, the sums 
·paid.in cash (before the deduction of any discounts), ex
cluding overtime, occasional allowances, ·bonuses, etc. 

(3) Given the limitations of the survey for this type of 

analysis, the wage total refers .only to the month of 
January each year and to basic wages and salaries, not 
including therefore overtime payments, allowances ,bonuses ,etc. 
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Table 6 

. . . . f l' . l . ,, . , l ' . . . (l) Dlstr.lDUtlon o .-.:age Tota 1n .'lon-agrlcu.~.tura rtCtlvlt:Les 

:·by Gro~ps of h'orkers 

:Ini:1land January ~[ales and ?e~ales 

YEAR 

1972 

1974 

1975 

1976 ( 4 ) 

' I 
I 

' i 
I 
I 
I 

' 

Lowest 
·Quintile 

7.~ 

8.1 

10.3 

ll. 5 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
I 

I 

. ' 

. (2) . . (3) 
Percentage of wage total for each quintile 

I 
I ' Highest 2nd Quintile 3rd Quintile :- 4th Quintile ! 

' I Quintile I I 

I 
I 

i 
I 

I 42.~ 12.1 16.4 I 2L7 
I 

12.6 I 16.9 I 22.2 I 40.2 

lLL;] I 18.0 
I 
I 
I 

22.2 35.2 
I 
I . 

15. 3 18.9 I '1 ') 1 32.2 . .::...:... . -
.I 

! 

·sOL'RCE: · 11 In..:8r::e G!:'oup;; 11
· 'Surveys of the Statistical_ Service of the ~ti;:'!.istr:> of Lahour. 

5% of Gini cOncen 

highest tration 

Tot3.l income coefficient 
. I 

100.0 18. {) [1. 22 .i 

100.0 16 . .:. ! 0.198 

100.0 13.3 O.llO 

lOC.C ll . :l 0.093 

(l) Does not include Public Administration and Defence, Sanitary and· Cl<lansing Services, Social and Recreational Services, 
Community Services, Domestic ·services, Warehousing and Communications. 

(2) By wage total is is t~nde1·stood, in this case, the total of gross salaries and t;ages paid in the month of January, 
excluding overtime, allowances, bonuses, etc •. 

(3). Each quintile comprises 20% of all workers. 

(4) Provisional data. 

N 
0 

.I 
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3. Both by means of the Gini concentration coefficient 

indicator (Graphl) and by the changes in the proportion of 

total wages attributable to the various quintiles, it can be 

concluded that there has been taking place a.correction in 

the distribution of the wage total in the non-agricultural 

sectors, and that this correction was particularly significant 

between January 1974 and January 1975. 

In fact, the value of the Gini coefficient in this 

period shows a reduction of 44%, and between January 1975 and 

January 1976 one of 14%. On the other hand, the percentage of 

the wage total attributable to the lowest-paid workers (the 

lowest quintile) rose by 8.1% to 10. 3%,. while that corresponding 

~o the highest quintile fell from 40.2% to 35.2%. Iri January 

1976 these percentages were 11.5% and 32.2% respectively. 

4. The. analysis of the distribution of the wage total 

by quintiles reveals moreover that the inequalities have 

been reduced, in essence, by the transfer to the 20% group 

with the lowest wages of·an amount equal to the wage total 

attributable to the 20 percent.· of workers ·receiving the 

highest wage, even though the workers in the second and third 

quintiles also receivedsignificant increases. As to those in 

the fourth quintile, the percentage of total wages falling to 

them remained practically unchanged. 
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5. The measures. that had the greatest impact on the 

reduction of inequalities in the distribution of the wage total 

in non-agricultural activities in 1974 and 1975 \vere those 

concerning the establishment of.the minimum wage· and the 

wage· freeze above certain amounts. 

In 1974, the minimum wage fixed at 3300 escudos 

by Decree-Law N9 217/74, of 27 May 1974, raised the wages 

of the lowest-paid workers in Industry and Services(l), 

benefiting some 40% of those 20 years of age and over( 2 ). 

At the same time the said Decree-Law froze wages 

of 7500 escudos or more, this freeze remaining in force until 

September, when Decree-LawN? 480/74,of 25 September 1974, 

laid down the conditions for the payment of increases at· 

wage levels beyond 9000 escudos( 3). 

In 1975, Decree-Law N9 292/75, of 16 June 1975, 

raised the minimum wage to 4000 esc.udos (improving the wage 

situation of some 22% (4 ) of the workers <5 l), froze wages above 

12,000 escudos and fixed the national maximum wage at 48,900 

escudos. 

(1) This piece of legislation. covered all wage-earners except 
rural workers, domestic employees and workers under 20 
years of.age. 

13. 

( 2) An estimate taken from the Report on the Conjuncture, 3rdQuarter 
of 1974, of the Stud~s,Planning and Organisation Office 

( 3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

of the Ministry of Labour. 

This regulation did not come to be applied in practice, 
although it was suspended only by Decree-Law N9 824/74,· 
of 31 December 1974. October 1975 
Estimate published in the Quarterly Report on the Conjuncture, 
of the Studies, Planning and Organisation Office of the 
Ministry of Labour. 

In non-agricultural activities,of 20 years of age and 
over. 
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6. The Gini coefficient obtained for January 1976 is 

only 0.1, which might lead to the conclusion that a correct 

distribution of the wage total has already almost been 

(l) 
arrived at. vie believe, however, that strong reservations 

ought to be set against the validity of this indicator to 

determine statistically what is the most c.orrect distribution 

of the wage total, since it has been used essentially for 

the study of family income distribution. In fact, in the 

case of the distribution of the wage total it may be question-

able if the ultimate objective should be an absolute equalisa-

tion between the percellltages of workers and the wage total, 

for one must keep in mind the different degrees of qualification 

and the value of the work that is done. 

7. Despite the fact that the Gini coefficient can 

scarcely be valid to define what should be themost correct 

distribution of the wage total, we believe that there is a 

certain interest in noting the relative positions of activities 

and administrative districts give·n by this indicator. 

8. In January 1976, the Gini coefficients obtained for the 

various activities showed considerable va:riations in compari-

son with that for the average (Table 7). 

(1) 
. . 

At least with reference to the distribution of the wage 
.total with regard only to basic wages. 
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TABLE 7 

Relative Positions of Activities in accordance with the Degree 

of Concentration present in the Distribution 

of the Wage Total 

Males and Femal~s 

MAJOR SECTORS OF ACTIVITY Relative 
the Gini 

iii Position of 
Coefficient lii 

Fisheries 

Banking, Insurance and Real Estate 

~onunerce 

TOTAL OF NON-AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

Electricity, Gas and Water 

Manufacturing Industry 

Personal Services, including Restaurants and Hotels 

Civil Construction 

Extractive Industry 

Transport 

BREAKDO\VN OF MANUFACTURING. INDUSTRY· 

Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber and Plastics 

Paper and Articles thereof; Printing 

Food Industries, Beverages and Tobacco 

TOTAL 

Unspecified Manufacturing Industries 

Wood, Cork and Furniture 

Mineral Products, Machinery and Transport Material Construction 

Basic Metal Industries 

Textiles, Clothing .and Footwear 

Non-metallic Mineral Products 
. 

250.5 

129.3 . 

104.0 

100.0 

93.9 

88.9 

79.8 

75.8 

54.5 

38.8 

116.4 

113.8 

102.5 

100.0 

'84. 2 

79;5 

76.2 

73.0. 

65.2 

65.0 

SOURCE: "Income Groups" survey, January 1976, Statistical Service of the 

Ministry of Labour. 

I 
I 
I 
' I 
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2 6. 

At the level of major sectors of activity, those that 

showed a greater degree. of concentration in_ the distribution of 

the wage total were Fisheries and the group of Banking, Insu-

ranee and Real Estate, while Transport 

and Extractive Industry were those that showed the greatest 

equalisation. 

In Manufacturing Industry the greatest concentration 

was found in the group of Chemicals, Petroleum, Rubber and 

Plastics, and that made up of the Industries of Paper and 

articles thereof and Printing; and greater equalisation in 

Non-metallic Mineral Products and .Textile,;; Clothing and Footwear. 

We must- continue to_ believe ,however ,that the employment 

structure, with respect to occupational qualification, may jus-

tify the existence of different degreesof concentration from 

sector to sector of activity. It can further be said that, 

both at the level of major sectors and at that of the various 

subdivisions of ~1anufacturina Industry, there seems to be no 

correspondence between the positions concerning the degree of 

concentration- of the wage total and the average level of wa~ 

in the respective activities(ll. 

9. At regional level also· a considerable disparity can 

be observed" in the indices of concentration of the wage total 

for non-agriculturalactivities in January 1976, the greatest 

equalisation being found in Beja, Castelo Branco and Santarem, 

and an above-average degree of concentration in Bragan9a and 

Lisbon (Table 8). 

(1) The Spearman correlation coefficient obtained for the major 
sectors was 0.73 and for the various subdivisions of 
Manufacturing Industry it was 0.33. 
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Table 8 

Relative POsition of Administrative Districts in accordance 

~<ith -the Degree of Concentration. at present in the. Wage Total 

Mainland 

in Non-agricultural Activities 

January Males and Females 

. 

DISTRICTS Relative Position of the Gini 
Coefficient 

. 

Bragan9a 134.3 

Lisbon 117.2 

MAINLAND 100.0 

Viana do Castelo 93.9 

Oporto 92.9 

Coimbra 91.9 

Aveiro 84.8 

Viseu 80.8 

Guarda 80.8 

Leiria 76.8 

Brag a 75.8 

Faro 75.8 

Se tubal 72.7 

Portalegre 69.7 

Evora 68.7 

Vila Real 68.7 

Sanduem 66.7 

' Castelo Branco 65.7 

Beja 59.6 

. 

SOURCE: "Income Groups" survey, January 1976, of the.Statistical 

Service of the Ministry of Labour. 

.2-T. 
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5 - INCREASE IN NOMINAL AND REAL WAGES 

1.. As has been said above, the incomes Of wage-earners 

in 1974 and 1975 increased by scme35% and 29% respectively; 

but in consequence Of the steep rise in prices that 

occurred during t.hese tv;o years (l), the average increase in 

their purchasing power was only 7.6% in 1974 and about 10% 

in 1975 (Table 9). 

2. Among the major sectors of activity that registered 

increases above the average stand out, both iri 1974 and i.n 

1975, Extractive Industries, Construction, ~1anufacturing In-

dustries, Personal Services and also Agriculture, this last 

however only in 1974. 

It must be stressed that these sectors were those 

that had the lowest wages in 1973, a considerable part of 

those increases being due to the f<;tct that a minimum wage had 

· (2) (3) Alrea6.y in 1975, the 
been established in June 1974 • 

impact of the updating of the minimum wage on the average level 

of wages in these sectors was very small, among· the rr.ost signi:ei

cant increases being that observed in Manufacturing Industry, 

which was about 3%( 4 ). 
(1) The estimate for the Mainland for consumer price indices 

published by the I.N.E. for 6 towns was 26% between 1973 
and 1974 and 17.4% between 1974 and 1975. · 

(2) Excluding Agriculture, which was not affected by the mi
nimum wage. 

(3) The effect on average wages of the establishment of a mi
nimum wage has been calculated as 21.5% for Manufacturing 
Industry, 12.2% for Extractive Industi::-y and 9% for Cons
truction, according to estimates in the Relatorio de Con
juntura (Report on the Conjuncture) for the Third Quarter 
of 1974, of the Studies, Planning and Organisation Office 

. of the Ministry of Labour (Gabinete de Estudos, Planeamento 
e Organiza9io- G.E.P.O.) 

(4) Estimates published in the Relatorio Trimestral de Conjun
tura (Quarterly Report on the Conjuncture), October 1975, 
of the G.E.P.O. of the Ministry of Labour. 
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Table 9 

Increase in Workers' Wages(l) and Purchasing Power 

(Indices) 
Mainland Males and Females 

SECTORS OF ACTIVITY 
Nominal Wages Real Wages\2) 

(Arranged in accordance with salary 
levels in force in 1973) 1973 1974 I 1975 (3) 1973 1974(4) I 1975 (5) 

Banking, Insurance,. Real Estate 

Electricity 

T~ansport and Communications 

Fisheries 

Connnerce 

Manufacturing Industries 

Extractive Industries 

Construction 

Private Services 

Agriculture 

Total (weighted average) 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

128.8 

134.8 

128.8 

108.7 

132.6 

141.8 

148.4 

148.1 

141.1 

146.3 

135.6 

SOURCE: I.N.E., Industrial Statistics, Company Statistics. 

1st Hyp. I 2nd Hyp. 

144.3 

167.1 

141.6 

125.0 

172.3 

188.6 

192.9 

192.5 

190.5 

182.9 

176.6 

141.7 

167.1 

141.6 

125.0 

165.7 

188.6 

192.9 

192.5 

183.4 

182.9 

175.4 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

102.2 

107.0 

102.2· 

86.2 

105.2 

112.5 

117.7 

117.5 

112.0 

116.1 

107.6 

1st Hyp. 

97.5 

112.9 

95.7 

84.4 

116.4 

127.4 

130.3 

130.0 

128.7 

123.6 

I 119.3 

(1) Annual. average of all gross.salar{es and wages, overtime pay, premiums, allowances, awards, etc .. 

(2) Deflated by means of consumer price indices - Mainland. 

(3) Estimates based on the Monthly Statistical Buletin of the I.N.E. and the "Occupational Qualifications" 
surveys of the Statistical Service of the Ministry of Labour. 

(4) The price increase used in the deflation was 26%. 

(5) The price increase used in the deflation was 48%. 

2nd Hyp. 

95.7 

112.9 

95.7 

84.4 

111.9 

127.4 

130.3 

130.0 

123.9 

123.6 

I 

I 118.5 

(,). 

0 

' 
' 
' ·I 

' I 
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3. The distr:i,bution of non-agricultural workers by income. 

"groups for January 1976 is shown in Table 10. A.:cording to 

the dat"a of the survey only 0.9% of workers have a·basic wage 

of 20,000 escudos or more and 6.6% have wages below 4000 escu

dos. The greatest number are ·found in the following aroups; 

4000 to 5000, 6000 to 7000 and 7000 to 8000 es'cudos. 
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~l Table 10 
32. 

' Income Group(l) Distribution of Non-agricultural Horkers per 

January 1976 
Mainland Males and Females 

Total \Vorkers 20 years old and over 
Income Group 

Percentages Percentages 

simple accumulated simple · · accunlul.ated 
··. . 

·Less than l,OOOescudos - - -
1;000 to 1,499 " 0.1 0.1 -

1,500 to 1,999 " 0.3 0.4 -

2,000 to 2,999 ... 1.9 2,3 0,1 

3,000 to 3,999 " 4.3 6.6 1.4 

4, 000 to L,, 199 " 3.8 10.4 3.4 

4,200 to. 4,999 " 16.4 26.8 15.7 

5,000 to 5,499 " 7.8 34.6 7.7 

5,500 .to 5,999 " 7.0 41.6 7.4 

6,000 to 6,999 " 19.6 61.2 21.2 
I 

7,000 to 7,999 " 17.2 78.4 19.1 

8,000 to 8,999 " 8.7 87.1 9.7 

9,000 tb 9,999 " 4.5 91.6 5.0 

10,000 to. 10,999 " 2.6 94.2 2.9 

. 11,000 to 11' 999 " 1.6 95 . .8 1.8 

.12,000 to 12,999 " 1.0 96.8 l.l 

13,000 to 13,999 " 0. 7 97.5 0.7 

14,000 to 14,999 " 0.4 97.9 0.4 

15,000 to 15,999 " 0.5 •• 98.4 0.5 

16,000 to 16,999 " 0.3 98.7 0.3 

I 17,000 17,999 " 0.2 98.9 . 0. 2 I 
to 

18,999 to 18,999 " 0.1 99.0 0.2 

19,000 to 19,999 " 
. 

0.1 99 .l . 0.2 

20,0QO LlntL o vet•:- " 0.9 100.0 i.O 

Total 100.0 100.0 

. 

SOURCE: ''Income Groups" Survey, Statistical Service of the Ministry· of Labour 

(1) Basic 1ncomes, that is, gross salaries and wages. 

__ c _________ ~~---~- -- -- --- -----' 

-
-

-

o, l 
1.5 

4.9 

20.6 

28.3 

35.7 

56.9 

76.0 

85.7 

90.7 

93.6 

95.4 

96.5 

97.2 

97.6 

98.1 

98.4 

98.6 

98.8 

99.0 

100.0 

i 

' 
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6 - WAGE DIFFERENTIALS 

It has already been seen that in 1974 and 1975 the 

.evolution of the wage patterQ. in the various sectors of acti-

vity appears t.o have been such as to reduce inter-activity 

dispersion. But it seems worth while for.the evaluation of 

income distribution to investigate in more detail how the va-

rious types of differential have evolved: those among activi-

ties, among degrees of qualification, among regions and ·between 

males and females. 

As this theme has already been the subject of various. 

studies(l), we shall have recourse whenever r.ecessary to their 

conclusions, without prejudice to the considera'tion of further 

statistical data that has meanwhile been obtained. 

The statistical data used will be essentially from the 

"Occupational Qualifications" surveys of the Statistical Service 

of the l'!inistry of'Labour for the months of January 1973, 

September 1974 and September 1975, which cover only non-agricultura 

activities (2 ). 

_The wages to be analysed will be only gr·oss basic 

wages, for the normal period of work, excluding. therefore all 

kinds of allowances, bonuses, attendance awards, etc. 
(1) Reports on the Conjunct:ura, of the G.E.P.O. of the Ministry 

of Labour and "Analysis of wage differentials on the Main
land", January 1974/January 1975, by Maria Henriqueta de 
Almeida e Aida Marcelino, to be published in the "Studies" 
series of the same Office. 

(2) Except Public Administration and Defence, Sanitation and 
Cleansing Services, Social and Recreational Services, 
Community and Domestic Services, and in addition firms 
with 5 or fewer workers, whatever the sector of their 
activity. 
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a) Inter-activity differentials. 

l. The disparity in basic wages in the major sectors 

of activity in comparison with thee sirr•ple arthmetic mean of 

all non-agricultural activities was.reduced considerably 

betv1een Janua.ry 1973 and September 1975, the fall being more 

significant betv;·een 1973/74 than between 1974/75 (Table 11). 

In fact, the average deviation compared with the 

n::ean(l) was 29.3 in January 1973, 22.0 ir:i September 1974 

and 17.7 in September 1975; and the extent of the overall 

range fell from 103.8 in 1973 to 88.6 and 70.0 in 1974 and 

1975 respectively. 

Banking and Insurance, despite having reduced the 

distance separating them from the remaining sectors, continue. 

to benefit frcm a privileged position; Personal Services and 

Extractive Industries have come closer to the general average, 

but they remain low-wage sectors. 

Although there has been a narrowing in the overall 

range· of wages in relative terms, it does not seem to have 

·changed appreciably, at least between 1974 and 19751 when mea

sured in absolute termst2 l. 

It must be empha,sised that•while the· group of activi-

ties that in 197 5 had wages below 80% of the average (.tp~:t .. is, 

Personal Services, Extractive Industries, Manufacturing Indus-

• tries and Civil Constructien) employed about 60% of non-agri-

cultural workers, those with wages above 120% (that is, Banking 

and Insurance) represented only some 3%. 

(1) .l'l..easure o.i: dispersion, calculated by the formula d 

where x·= sil)lple arithmetic mean, n=number of 
observations .. 

(2) Maria Henriqueta de Almeida e Aida Marcelino - ~O~P~·~C~L~·~t~. 

" 



Table 1l 

Indices of Disparity in Average Basic Monthly Wages in the Major Sectors of ~' 

Activity, compared with the Simple Average for Activities 

Mainland Males and Females 

After eliminating the 
SECTORS OF ACTIVITY Gross Disparity influence of differences 

/After eliminating the influence 
of differences in qualifications 

(arranged in accordance with . 
in qualifications and in sex 

1973 indices) 1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 1975 1973 1974 1975 

Banking 163.9 158.4 146.0 128.3 130.5 128.5 124.6 128.2 126.3 

Insurance 148.1 133:8 132 .l 116.3 114.1 113.5 116.3 114.2 112.6 
-

Real Estate 141.7 94.0 99.5 100.6 89.1 89.7 102.1 90.1 93.9 

Commerce 103.5 93.2 97.4 100.2 94.0 92.8 100.4 95.0 93.6 

Electricity, Gas and Water 102.0 112.9 117.8 97.4 110.9 111.4 95.5 108.7 109.8 

Transport and Communications 101.7 106.2 96.9 108.1 105.9 95.0 105.4 104.4 96.2 

Civil Construction 73.9 71.4 77.8 95.1 86.3 88.7 91.7 83.3 86.8 

Manufacturing Industries 73.3 74.2 78.7 87.4 85.7 87.1 90.1 89.0 89.4 

Extractive Industries 68.2 76.4 76.6 87.8 88.3 86.7 85.3 85.6 84.8 

Fisheries 63.6 109.6 101.2 74.4 119.2 105.2 75.8 117.2 1.04.1 

Personal Services 60.1 69.8 76.0 72.0 79.8 83.9 76.9 84.2 87.8 

Total (simple average) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Average Deviation compared with 29.3 22.0 17.7 12.7 14.3 12.2 12.1 13.2 10.9 
the mean 

. Extent of Overall Range 103.8 88.6 70.0 56.3 so. 7 44.6 47.7 44.9 41.5 

SOURCE: "Occupational Qualifications" SurveY-!;January 1973, September 1974 and September 1975, Statistical Service of the 
Ministry of Labour. 

(1) Not including allowances, awards, etc •• w 
IJ1 
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2. To di.scover the order of magnitude of wage 

differentials attributable directly to the activity itself, 

an attempt has been made to eliminate the influence of diffe

rences in qualification(!Ad in sex; it has not been possible 

to eliminate the regional influences owing to lack of data. 

3. ~liminating the influence of differences in quali-

ficat.ion, it can be seen that there has been a substantial re-

duction in gross inter-activity disparity, whichever year is 

observed( 2 ) (Table 11), which shows that a great_Eart of the 

inter-activity waae differentials result from differences in 

qualificat.ion ( 3 ) and that the importance of this influence 

has tended to become less in the last few ye·axs. To the extent 

that the structure of the distribution of worker·s in accordance 

with their degrees of quc>.lification has not changed substa~tia.l

ly in the course of the last ·three yea.rs, this reduction is due 

essentially to a narrowing of t.he gap among the 9egrees of 

inter-activities dispersion that exist at the various degrees 

f l .f·. t• ( 4 ) o qua 1 1ca 1on . • 

(1) using the method followed by J. Marchal and Lecaillon in 
"La Repartititon du Revenu National" ("National Income Dis
tribution"), vol. I, p. 282, Editions .t-1-Th. Genin, whj.ch 
consists in weighting the indices of dispersion for each 
degree of qualificat.ion in the activity in comparison with 
the respective average; the weighting coefficient is the 
number of workers for each degree of qualification in the 
respect.ive sect.or of activity. 

(2) The·average deviation narrowed by 16.6 
points in 1974 and 5.5 points in 1975. 
maximum range narrowed respectively by 
points and 25.4 points. · 

points in 1973, 7.7 
The extent of the 

47.5 points, 37.9 

(3) Also at the level of each activity it. can be seen that, as. 
a rule, when the influence of the quali:Eication is eU.mi
nated, the respective index of disparity comes closer to the 
average, this movement being particularly significant in 
the case of Banking and Insurance (sectors with high wage 
levels). 

(4) In fact, as can be seen in Table 12, _the evolution of the 
average deviation compared with the mean, for each degree 
of qualification, showed a reduction in almost all cases. 
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The degreesof qualification in which the overall gap 

among inter-activity wage levels narrm·;ed most between Ja.nuary 

1973 and September 1975· were those of cha.rgehands, the send.-

skilled and technical staff; as to workshop managers and 

administrative staff, the gap indeed widened (Table 12). 

In 1975 the inter-activitywace disparity for each 

rlegree of qualification remained still very marked, particularly 

in the cases of trainees, directorial staff and office staff(l) 

(Table lZ). The degree~ of qualification that showed greatest 

inter-activity disparities were those of apprentices, technical 

staff, administrative staff and the semi-skilled( 2 ). With res-

pect to the unskilled, t.heir degree of dispersion st.ill remained 

relatively high. 

4. Eliminat.ing the joint influence of the diffe-

rences in qualification and in sex, the inter-activity di.spa-

rity is even further reduced ('l'able 11). In September 1975 

the average deviation, which had been 17.7 in the case of 

gross dispersio~ fell to 12.2 after elimination of differences 

.in qualification and to 10.9 when at the same time were elimi-

nated differences in qualification and in sex. 

It must hmvever be noted that the influence of the 

inter-activity differenti.als by differences in sex is relc•tively 

f 1 . 1 . 'f' ( 3 ) h h th' t f . fl o ~ tt e. s~gn~ ~canoe , even t oug . ~s ype o ~n uence 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

For basic wages. the average deviation. compared with the mean 
in Septerr.~er 1973, was 22.1 for trainees, 19.8 for directo
rial staff, and 19.3 for office staff. 
The average devi.ation compared with the mean was 7. 2, 9. 4, 10. 
and 10.2 respectively. 
This rrcay be expla.ined by the reduced proportion of females 

in the total (2 6%) • 
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Table 12 

Indices of Gross Disparity in Average Basic 1-lonthly Wages in the Major Sectors of Activity, compared with 

the Simple Average for Activities, for 
each Degree of Qualification 

Hainland September 1975 Nales and FcmaleH 

T\lt"l !Direct<> I Techni-l Adminio I Off" e I \.J k h --:n:,· hl _j ls--._-~-------~-----r,;----~~ 
l{wcightcd)l rial cal 1 t1:o.tivc is~~~ IMor 

5 
op For~nw:n }~ 11Ydl Skillecll k.·:7~ d Unskilled Trainecsj';~prc~ I average) I Staff Staff Staff I tc. L anngcrs ::>Kl e I s 1 c ! i I tlccs l 

I 

. ------\--~-~ - ----. i 'I [.__ . ·~, ---r-r---~ 
Bank1ng 146.0 1 112.4 1 119 .. 2 127.81111.5 124.7 130.9 - 134.1 127.1 149.7 I 155.11 83.1 I 

I In>urance 132.1 I 117.5 87.6 115.3 122.8 103.5 1 - 133.1 112.8 I 119.3 \ 128.81126.6 I 
j Electricity, Gas and Water 117.8 164.6 118.1 106.5 I 72.81 119.5 \ 118.4 I 112.4 107.8 I 115.6 I 116.7 I n.7 1

1 

105.7 I 
.. . I ! I I ' I ' ' 
hshcnes 101.2 75.5 106.3 98.1 I 155.2\ 125.5 I 134.5 149.8 109.4 j 97.2 ~ 89.4 1 . 1J2.7 ~ 102.6 I 
Real Estato 1 99.5 59.7 1104.0 101,,6 98.7 I 96.3 108.71 98.6 86.5 j 78.1 I 65.3 - I 

Commerce I 97.4 98.2 1100.7 93.2 88.7 92.0 98.1 94.5 94.5 97.9 I 95.1 I 75.8 100.6 i 
Tran>port and Cowmunications 96.9 100.1 98.8 101.3 98.9 96.9 I 79.9 I 96.0 I 88.7 I 93.1!. 103.9 \ 102.8 95.9 I 
Manufacturing Industries 78.7 102.8 I 96.4 94.3 ·I' 86.1 88.4 I 89.9 , 90.5 I 81.1 I 89.2 I 87.7 I 82.6 I 93.4 \ 

Civil Construction 77.8 99.0 98.7 90.3 74.4 86.9 81.8 I 85.5 89.3 98.6 I 83.8 I 83.8 I 99.6 

Extractive Industries 76.6 109.2 103.2 83.6 I 116.7 75.4 80.8 I 81.4 81.2 92.4 I 89.7 102.1 I 94.3 

Personal Services 

Simple Average 

Average deviation compared 
with the mean 

September 1975 

September 1974 

January 1973 

76.0 I 61.0 66.9 85 .• 1 I ]1..2 87.2 11 : ' I .c i : 

100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 1~~~~~ 

89.5 81.1 82.2 

17.7 

22.0 

29.3 

19.8 

18.9 

21.7 

9.4 

14.8 

16.8 

10.1 

11.2 

9.3 

19.3 

21.6 

19.7 

14.6 

19.1 

12.8 

16.8 I 15.8 15.3.11 10.21 16.3 I' 

21.4 I 18.8 14.6 14.3 I 20.0 

24.8 16.4 19.2 1 17.9 1 21.4 1 

SOURCE: "O<:cupational Qualifications" Survey, September 1975, Stat~stica1·Service of the Ministry of Labour. 

22.1 7.2 

22.0 18.2 

26.3 13.5 

• 3S. 
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appears .to have been growing i.n the last few years compared 

with that in qualification(l). This increase must have resul

ted from al tera ti.ons in· th~ employment struct.ure, especially· 

in Real EState and Transport and Communications, where according 

to the results of the surveys used, the percentage of ferr.ales 

incx·ea.sed subst:antially (Table 13). 

The inter-activity disparity is more marked in the wages 

of fema.les than in those of males but, in both cases, there 

has been a significant narrowing of the gap in the last three 

years, particularly in 1974 (Table 13). 

(ll In fact, on removing the influence of differnces in sex, 
the ave:r:-age deviation compared.with the mean narrowed 
to only 0.6 points in 1973, l.l points in 1974 and 1.3 

. - · · · points in 1975. 



Table 13 

Indices of Gross Disparity in Average Basic Monthly Wages in the 

Major Sectors of Activity, compared with the Simple Average for 
Mainland Activities, fOr Males arid Females September 

SECTORS OF ACTIVITY 1973 1974 1975 
Employment Structure (% of females 

compared with the total for 
(arranged in accordance with each sector) 
1973 indices for the total M and F M F M I F M I F 1973 I 1974 I 1975 M+F). 

Banking 
I 163.9 160.9 159.1 154.5 158.3 141.2 158.3 13.2 13.1. 14.5 

Insurance 148.1 147.3 149.2 131.5 145.9 130.0 142.2 20.9 23.4 23.9 

Real Estate 141.7 136.0 164.2 97.6 82.0 114.6 86.5 16.0 24.3 42.6 

Commerce· 103.5 109.7 83.1 95.8 88.3 98.5 94.3 25. 2 .. 26.2 24.1 

Electricity, Gas and Water 102.0 97.9 110.4 108.5 118.1 113.7 117.1 6.3 8.4 8.5 

Transport and Communica-
tions 101.7 96.0 140. 1. 100.3 135.2 92.0 118.5 6.4 9.3 17.8 

. 

Civil Construction 73.9 70.4 93.6 67.6 88.8 73.9 94.0 1.5 1.7 2.0 

Manufacturing Industries . 73.3 84.1 51.0 80.6 65.5 82.9 73.7 32.4 33.6 32.2 

Extractive Industries 68.2 66.0 56.5 . 72.3 95.9 73.4 72.7 4.8 4.4 3.4 

Fisheries 63.6 66.7 39.2 118.1 51.8 101.9 62.6 16.8 18.2 10.9 

Personal Services 60.1 64.7 . 53.4 73.1 . 70.2 77.9 80.5 33.1 38.5 38.0 

Total (simple average) 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 25.5 26.2 26.0 

Average deviation compared 
with the mean- 29.3 28.0 40.6 

. . 

20.5 28.6 18.4 . 24.7 

Extent of overall range 103.8 96.2 119.9 82.2 106,5 67.8 96.1 
-------

SOURCE: "Occupational Qualifications" Survey.<; January 1973, September 1974 and September 1975, Statistical Service of the 

Ministry of Labour. 
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b) Differentials as among qualifications 

1. The gross w~e disparity at the various degrees of 

qualification in comparison with the v?ages received by the 

unskilled (Table 14) has also nan:owed consicer&b1y 1n the 

last two years, mainly between January 1973 and September 1974. 

In fact, the extent of the overall range, . which had been extrei•te~ 

ly high in 1973 (656.4), narrowed by 207.1 points in 1974 and 

79.8 points between September 1974 and the same month of the 

following year. 

This narrowing was observed not only at the extreme 

degrees of qualification, that is, in directorial staff and 

apprentices, but in all the rest in which wages were significant

ly closer to those of the unskilled(ll. Even in these cases the 

narrowing was as a rule more significant between January 1973 

and Septeml::;er 1974 than between_l974/75 (2 ). 

It can further be observed from Table 14 that in gene-

ral the decline in the index of dispersion was that much more 

significant. the greater was the increase of wages at the various 

degrees of qualification corr.p~red with the unskilled (3 ) ~ A 

decisive contribution to this situation came from the freeze 

in wages above 7500 escudos that operated between June and 

September 1974, and that in wages of 12,000 escudos or more as 

from June 19.75. 

{1) Exceptions are found in the cases of apprentices for 1974, 
and of office staff for 1975, which even showed a further 
increase compared with the unskilled. 

(2) With the exception of the semi-skilled and apprentices. 
(3) An exception is that of office staff who, in 1974,experienced 

a . decline in the index of dispersion to a greater extent 
than that observed for chargehands and for acministrative 
staff, who. in. 1974 .had relatively higher wages. In 1975 
this anomaly was practically eliminated,·· since the. index 
of dispersion for office staff even showed a slight increase. 



Table 14 

Indices of Disparity in. Average Basic Monthly Wages for those having 

various Degrees of Qualification,compared with those having None 

Mainland Males and Females 

After eliminating the in- After eliminating the influenc 
Degrees of Qualification Gross Disparity fluence of differences of differences in activity and 

(arranged in accordance with . in activity in sex 

1973 indices) · 1973 1974 I 1975 1973 1974 1975 .1973 1974 1975 

Directorial Staff 716.2 505.2 432.1 664.3 466.2 409.1 593.7 . 437.2 386.6 

Technical Staff 509.1 355.8 312.7 475.9 323.1 294.4 440.3 307.0 280.2 

Workshop Managers and Foremen 282.8 206.3 186.2 287.2 205.4 186.8 256.4 193.1 177.8 

Highly-skilled Workers 255.2 180.6 168.4 249.1 178.7 164.9 225.9 166.5 156.1 

Administrative Staff 241.5 189.1 173.6 213.7 163.3 153.0 231.7 167.1 154.8 

Char gehands 216.8 179.1 160.6 218.0 176.0 158.3 197.6 165.7 151.8 

Office Staff 210.2 155.1 156.8 199.8 145.0 148.3 192.2 141.5 143.8 

Skilled \Vorkers 144.2 130.7 128.6 147 . .2 131.3 129.3 139.5 127.3 125.6 

Semi-skilled Workers 116.2 . 115.3 109.2 115.1 118.2 110.1 116.3 117.9 110.6 

Unskilled Workers 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Trainees 85.4 87.1 86.9 86.5 89.3 87.7 89.9 89.3 86.2 

Apprentices · 59.8 55.9 62.6 6i.8 57.9 64.0 63.8 57.6 64.0 
_: 

Extent of overall range 656.4 4L>9. 3 369.5 602.5 408.3 . 345. l 529.9 379.6 I 322.6 
I -·· - -·-

SOURCE: "Occupational Qualifications" Survey.;, January 1973, September 1974 and September 1975, Statistical Service of 

the Ministry of Labour. 
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It must however be noted that the social,hierarchy 

of the various degrees of· qualification did not· .. ch<mge i .the 

only exception was in the case of administrative ·staff, ,who 
. _. .. ~ . 

.. . 

in 1974 and 1975 came to eammore, in general,. than highl;Y-

skilled production workers; 

2. On eliminating the_. influence of. the differences· in 

4 3. 

activity in gross inter-qualification dispers.ionp it can be 

seen that these narrowed considerably Cl_), from-wh~ch one may 

conclude that inter-activity' differentials have a s.ignific;mt . .. 
impact on inter-quali'fication differentials; this impact 

however has tended to become smaller( 2 ). '' 
Also in this respect· ,it .appears that the -influence 

of activities has greater sign'i"ficance at degrees-of qualifi

cation with the highest wages t·han at those __ wi th ·the lowest 

-! ,i 

in spite of there being certain exceptions such as for exam-

ple in the case of workshop. managers, chargehands ·a:nd·' 

skilled worke.rs,in which, when the influence of the-·activi ty 
. . .... . ' f ' . ' ·.- .- . ' '.;. ,. ·' 

is eliminated, the dispersion of the respective .wages ·.in corn-

pari son with those of th·e unskilled does not suff'er n:otice.able 
.J 

alteration, or even rises; this means that the di.sparities 
• - I : ~""~· '.: 

in these categories a]Ce wider, exactly in t~10se. r,a,c;:ii¥iiies 
. . "'""- ''""·1'·.·- .· 

where the .latte{r exist iri greater numbers •. · . ,_. 

; .. 
-I~.-·""..,. }.-:_, -

(1) The structure of the sample do.es riot guarantee an effective 
proportionality in the distribution· of workers for each de
gree of qualifica'tion in the various sectors of' activity, 
so that it appear's less representative 'for this ··type of 
analysis than in the case of inter-activity differentials. 

(2) On eliminating the influence of activities. the extent of 
the overall range of wage indices for the-unskilled narrowed 
by 53.9 points in 1973, 41.0 points in 1974 and 24.4 in 
1975. 
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3. Eliminating at the same time the influence 

resulting from differences in activity and in sex, it can 

be seen that the indices of disparity are even smaller; 

the extent of the overall range for September 1975 was 322.6. 

It must further be noted that the influence resulting from 

differences in sex in the inter-qualification differentials 

is more significant than in the case of inter-activity 

differentials, even though it has been falling considerably 

in the last few years( 3 ) (Table 14). 

It is interesting to observe that while in 1973 

the index of dispersion for females was great.er_ than that for 

males, in the degrees of qualification with the highest wages 

in 1975 the reverse was true (Table 15). The principal cause 

of this alteration was the establishment and updating of 

the minimum wage, which had a much greater impact in the 

case of females than in that of males( 4 ). 

(3) The extent of the overall range after eliminating the in
fluence of differences-in activity and in sex, when com
pared with what was obtained for the same case after eli
minating the activity influence, narrowed-by 72.6 points 
in 1973, 28.7 point's in 1974 ·and 22.5 points in 1975. 

(4) In 1974 the establishment of the minimum wage benefited 
some 20% of males and 77% of females in non-agricultural 
activities, The updating of June 1975 covered some 9% 
of male and 61% of female non-agricultural workers. 



Table 15 

Indices of Disparity in Average Basic Monthly-Wages of Males and Females, 

for those having Various Degrees of Qualification, compared with those 
-

having None 

Mainland 
. --

September 
f . l"f" . Degrees o Qua 1 1cat1on 1973 1974 1975 % of females compared with 

the total (arranged in acc-ordance 
with 1973 indices) M and F I M I F M I F M I F 1973 I 1974 ! 1975 --
Directorial Staff 716.2 642.2 679.6 478.3 360.6 415.8 318.7 3.4 3.2 3.7 

Technical Staff 509.1 460.6 559.6 336.2 340.4 300.6 289.5 7.4 5.2 6.3 

Workshop Managers 282.8 254.6 269.7 195.6 166.5 178.8 158.0 4.5 4.4 I 4.4 

Highly-skilled Workers 255.2 228.0 326.1 169.8 166.2 161.7 140.6 5.3 2.8 4.1 

Administrative Staff 241.5 229.5 312.3 188.6 196.7 173.9 177.5 32.2 32.8 35.1 

Chargehands 216.8 196.7 206.2 171.6 145.9 155.3 144.1 6.2 . 7. 4 7.9 

Office Staff 210.2 202.6 199.0 154.7 145.8 158.1 136.4 19.0 23.2 20.8 

Skilled Workers 144.2 142.0 124.3 132.4 106.7 128.9 ll3.3 20.5 20.7 19.6 

Semi-skilled Workers ll6.2 120.2 ll4.2 120.9 llO . .4 ll3.1 107.4 31.9 37.0 39.9 

Unskilled Workers 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 27.2 29.0 30.4 

Trainees 85.4 86.3 98.1 87.9 89.8 

I 
86.5 86.2 36.1 35.5 27.2 

Apprentices 59.8 61.4 66.3 57.1 55.9 61.0 67.0 . 36.5 35.0 31.1 
------ -·---·-

Extent of overall range 656.4 I 580.8 I 613.3 I 421.2 I 304.7 I 354.8 I 251.7 

SOURCE: "Occupational Qualifications" surveyS, January 1973, September 1974 and September 1975, Statistical Service of the 

Ministry of Labour. 
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c) Differentials between males and females 

1.· Differentials between the wages of males and females 

have also been narrowing in the last three years, this movement 

being more marked in 1973/74 than in 1974/75 (Table 16). 

2. At the level of each sector of activity the order 

'of magnitude of this type of differential varies greatly. It 

is determined to a considerable extent by the employment 

.structure of females who 1 in mos.t activities, are cencentrated 

in the degrees of qualification corresponding to the lowest 

wages (semi-skilled and unskilled), 

The percentage of females in non-agricultural acti-

vities as a whole is 26%, according to the survey of September 

1975, and its importance in the various sectors and degrees 

of qualification varies greatly (Table 16). 

The activities employing most female: labour are 

Personal Services and Manufacturing Industry as a whole(l), 

sectors where continues to exist a high percentage differen-

tial {in Manufacturing Industry the differential is about 31% 

and in Services 20%). Against this, in Civil Construction 

and Transport and Communications, the average wage for nemales 

is practically identicaLto that for males; this is due to the 

fact that in these activities females are concentrated mainly 

in the administrative staff. 

(1) In the case of Real Estate the sample is considered to be 
of little significance for 1975 (see Table 13). 



Table 16 

Percentage comparison of the Average Basic Monthly Wage for Females with that for Males 

Mainla~n~d~--------------------------------------~--------------~---------~--~~--------~--~.----~~------------------~~1 
In the Major Sectors of Activity 

Activities 

(arranged in accordance 
with 1973 percentages) 

TOTAL (weighted average) 

. 1973 

52.3 

Fisheries 46.5 

Manufacturing Industry 47.9 

Commerce 59.8 

Personal Services 65.1 

Extractive Industry 67.6 

Banking 78.1 

Insurance 80.0 

Electricity, Gas and Water 89.0 

Real Estate I 95.5 

Civil Construction 105.0 

Transport and 
Communications I 115.2 

1974 

64.0 

33.3 

61.7 

69.9 

72.9 

100.8 

77.8 

84.2 

82.7 

63.8 

99.7 

102.3 

1975 

1975 
% of 

females 
in the 
total 

72.1· I 26.0 

47.6 10.9 

69.3 32.2 

74.6 24.1 

80.4 38.0 

77.2 3.4 

87.4 14.5 

85.2 23.9 

80.2 8.5 

58.8 42.6 

99.2 2.0 

oo. 4 I 17.8 

In each Degree of Qualification 

Degrees of Qualification 

(arranged in accordance 
with 1973 percentages) 

TOTAL (weighted average) 

skilled 

Semi -skilled 

Office Staff 

Unskilled 

Chargehands 

Directorial Staff 

Workshop Managers 

Apprentices 

Trainees 

Technical Staff 

Adminis frati ve Staff 

Highly-skilled 1-lorkers 

1973 1974 

52.3 64.0 

50.4 62.2 

54.9. 70.5 

56.7 72.8 

58.8 77.2 

60.6 65.7 

61. 1 58.1 

61.2 65.8 

62.4 75.6 

65.6 79.0 

70.2 78.2 

78.6 80.5 

82.6 75.6 

1975 

]2,1 

73.3 

79.2 

.71.9 

83.3 

77.4 

63.9 

73.7 

91.6 

83.1 

80.3 

85.1 

72.5 

% of fe
males. in 

the 
total 

26.0 

19.6 

39.9 

20.8 

30.4 

7.9 

3.7 

4.4 

31.1 

27.2 

6.3 

35.1 

4.1 

SOURCE: "Occupational Qualifications" Surveys; January 1973, September 1974 and September 1975, Statistical Service of 

Ministry of Labour. 

1975 

Distribution 
of females 
by degrees· of 
qualification 

100.0 

20.9 

27.3 

. 4.8 

21.4 

0.5 

0.1 

0.5 

5.6 

3.0 

0.7 

14 0 6 

0.6 

"" ..., 
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3. Wage differentials between males and females in the 

various degrees of qualification are also very wide, varying 

at present between 36.1% for directorial staff and 8.4% for 

apprentices. 

In all degrees of qualification, except highly-

-skilled woYker·s, a narrowing has been taking p·lace between 

clearly been more significant in degrees of qualification 

corresponding to the lowest wages (apprentices, .the unskilled, 

semi-skilled and skilled). 

Special notice is due to the case·of the unskilled, 

where the narrowing in the wage differential between males 

and females has been most marked(l). It is likely that the 

high degree_ of differentiation that still exists (about 17%) 

results to a great extent from the wage disparities that 

exist between activities. 

(ll This narrowing is due essentially to the establishment 
of the same minimum wage for males and females. 
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d) Inter-Regional D:Lfferentials 
·~' 

1. The gross inter-regional disparity in non-agricultu-

ral wages is much lower than that observed as among activities -

the average deviation was 11.7 in January 1973 and 7.4 in 

September 1975, while in the same periods the extent of the 

overall,range narrowed from 73.9 to 42.3. 

The administrative districes with highest wages con

tfiiue to be Lisbon and Setubal, where workers receive 20% 

above the average; the districts with lowest wages are Guarda 

and Braganc;:a, with 14% and 15.6% below the average (Table 17). 

2. The degree of inter-regional dispersion varies in 

·accordance with the degree of qualification. Thus adminis-

trative staff and workshop managers have a relatively small average 

deviation (about 5 in September ·1975), while the inter

regional disparity of directorial staff is about 11 (Table 18). 

In a general way inter-regional differentials narrowed 

between 1973 and 1975 for every degree of-qualification. 

3. It would be of interest also to evaluate the·inter- · 

regional wage dispersion with respect to various activities, 

but the calculations available in the "Occupational Qualifica

tions" surveys have not made this possible(l) • 

: · .. 
(1) It must be noted indeed that in this case it has not been 

>.~-possible tCi calcttlate the -regional differentials after 

eliminating the influence of differences in activity, 
qualification and sex. 



Table '17 

Indices. of Gross Disparity in Average Basic Monthly Wages in 

Non-agricultural Activities in the 18 Administrative Districts 

of Mainland Portugal Males and Females 
. 

Districts 1973 1974 1975 
. 

· .. 

Lisbon 153.7 143.3 126.7 

Se tubal 140.2 140.0 120.0 

Evora 105.4 106.7 101.3 

Coimbra 104.8 93.8 97.3 

Bragant;a ·100.8 100.4 113.2 

Santarem 100.4 95.5 94.4 

Beja 100.1 '105 .4 100.6 

Leiria 99.3 97.3' 92.4 

Oporto 98.3 97.5 98.5 

Castelo Branco 95.1 91.5 103.2 

Vi ana do Castelo 94.6 98.9 98.2 

Viseu 92.6 85.5 99.1 

Faro 91.0 97.8 94.5 
. 

Aveirp 87.5 93.0 .90.0 

Portalegre 85.9 92.3 101.·2 

Vila Real 85.8 86 .• 8 98.9 

Guard a 84.1 94.0 86.0 

Braga 79.8 80.1 '84:4 

Simple average 
(Mainland) 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Average deviation 
compared with the meill 11.7 10.6 7.4 

Extent of overall 
range 73.9. 63.2 42.3 

. 

SOURCE: "Occupational Qualifications" SurveyS, January 1973, 

September 1974 and September 1975, Statistical Service 

of the Ministry of Labour. 
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Table 18 

Gross Regional Dipersion of Average Basic Monthly Wages 

in accordance with Degree of Qualification. 

Mainland Males and Females 
. 

Degrees of Qualification 
Average deviations compared with the simple average 
for the l8.Administrative Districts of the Mainland 

(arranged in accordance with 
average deviations for 1973 1973 1974 1975 

Total 11.7 10.6 7.4 
.. 

Highly-skilled Workers 17.6' 9.7 10.3 --
Directorial Staff 15.5 15.6 ll. 2 

. 

Skilled Workers 13.3 11.7 6.5 

Foremen and Chargehands 12.1 9.7 9.4 

Office Staff 11.6 11.0 5.8 

Unskilled Workers 10.7 9.2 6.7 . 

Teclniical Staff 9.2 8.4 8.5 
. . 

Semi-skilled Workers 8.5 10.0 6.7 

Workshop Managers 
and Foremen 8.4 8.5 5.1 

. 

Administrative Staff 6.1 6.6 5.5 

SOURCE: ''Occupational Qualifications" Survey.s; January 1973, September 1974 

and September 1975, Statistical _Service of the Ministry of Labour. 

I 
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7 - REDISTRIBUTIVE EFFECT OF 'l'AX LIABILITY. AND OF 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

Important among the instruments available for obtaining 

a more equitable distribution are tax liability and social se-

curity. 

It is thus justifi~ble that in the context of this 

analysis, and despite fuelimitations that have been met with} 

some considerations, albeit brief, should be presented on 

these two aspects of the situation in Portugal, with the aim of 

discovering some of their general characteristics with respect 

to their corrective effect on distribution. 

a) Tax Liability 

l. 

';t&, 

As is known, the Po:J;:tuguese fiscal system is'· very 

complex; there is amultiplicity of taxes, cases of double 

taxationiand various exemptions. 

These facts, to which are added considerable•.,liinita-

tions of a statistical nature, hinder, as can be foreseen, an 

. 
analysis of the corrective effect of the· tax system;· never-

• theless, we pre~sent hereunder certain q!Jservations concerning'· 

the general aspects of the structure of tax revenue and the 

most recent changes in the taxes that show a greater importance 

• ·.). ' ~.~ ' f:J;:Om the point of view of redistribution. 

• 
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2. Portuguese tax policy has been characterised by the 

excessive recourse to obtaining revenue by means or indirect 

taxes(l), which, from the point of view of redistribution, 

one can consider incorrect( 2 ) . 

• On the other hand, the indirecit tax structure shows 

that the fiscal system now in force gives priority to taxation 

on incomes at the first stage of their formation. In fact, 

in 1974 payments of Imposto Profissional (first-stage Income 

Tax), Imposto sabre Capitais (Capital Tax) and the Contri

buic;:oes .Predial e Industrial (Property and Industrial Taxes) 

together accounted for 61.5% of all direct taxes, while revenue 

(3) from Imposto Complementar (second-stage Income. Tax) , Schedule A 

the only tax that falls on the total family income and that 

therefore may have a greater impact in the correction of irre-

gularities,- represented in 1974 only 10% of revenue from 

direct taxes and 4.1% of total revenue (Table 19). 

(l) In 1973 and 1974, 60% of tax revenue came from indirect 
taxes (see Table 19). 

(2) "( ..• ) in general, direct taxes can be very progressive 
with regard to the income or wealth to which they are 
applied; they may attain more effectively the objectives 
of a redistribution of income; it is thus possible to 
establish them in accordance with the possibilities of the 
taxpayers and ( ...• ) it is they that "de facto" pay the taxes. 
Indirect taxes can only indirectly allow us to take into 
account the situation of those that "de facto" pay them -
they are intended to be included in the prices of various 
goods, thus falling on income by means of the proportion 
that expenditure on these goods represents in the incomes 
of the taxpayers" - see Maria Madalena Ramalho, "Redistri
buic;:ao e Fiscalidade" ("Redistribution and Tax Liability"). 
"Studies" Series N9 4_, of the Planning Office of the Minis
try of Corporations and Social Security, p. 18. (This Mi
nistry no longer exists: Translator's note.) 

(3) From the point of view that interests us, reference is made 
only to Imposto Complementar, Schedule A, which falls on 
overall family income ·whatever its sou;rce (labour, rural and 
urban property, trade and industry, etc.) after deducting 
the charges provided for·in the law-and making certain de
ductions for compulsory and optional payments. 



Table 19 

Structure of Revenue from Tax Payments 

TAXES 

GRAND TOTAL 

Direct Taxes 

Industry Tax 

_First stage Income Tax 
.. ("Tmposto Profissional") 

&chedule A 
.Second stage Income Tax 

Schedule B ("lnlp<·>tu Co'"l"le,,,e"tar") · 
Property Tax 

.. , Capital Tax 

. Others 

__ Indirect Taxes 

Customs Duties 

Sales Tax 

Others 

SOURCE: I.N.E., ·T.ax Statistics. 

% compared 

with subtotal 

100.0 

20.6 

14.9 

8.9 

5.4 

ll.l 

10.9 

28.2 

100.0 

41.5 

31.6 

26.9 

1973 

% compared 

with grand 
total 

lOO. 0 . 

40.1 

8.2 

6.0 

3.5. 

2.2 

4.5 

4.4 

11.3 

59.9 

24.9 

18.9 

16.1 

1974 

% compared 

with subtotal 

100.0 

24.2 

17.5 

10.2 

5.7 

10.0 

9.8 

22.6 

-100.0 

42.1 

- 33.2 

24.7 

Note: Imposto Complementar, Schedule ·A, is for individuals and Section B for 
collective entities. 

_·jl 
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% compared 
with grand 

total 

100.0 

39.8 

9.6 

7.0 

4.1 

2.2 

4.0 

3.9 

9.0 

60.2 

25 .4. 

20.0 

14;8 
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3. With respect to recent alterations concerning certain 

taxes, an analysis is made here~in general terms, only of what 

has happened in the case of direct taxes, in particular Imposto 

Con\plementar and Imposto Profissional. 

4. Graph 2 illustrates the ratesof tax applied to taxable 

family income, in accordance with the tax tables·for Imposto 

Complementar(l) included in Decree-Law N<;>49483, of 30 December 

1969, N9 375/74, of 20 August 1974, and N9 667/76, of 5 August 

1976. 

From a perusal of this graph it can be seen that the 

table for Imposto Complementar for 1976 is the most progressive) 

even though, considered as indicating a trend, the 1974 

table introduced a greater progressiveness in· comparison with 

1969 than did that of 1976 in relation to the previous year. 

This is in spite of the affirmation in the preamble to the 

measure of August 1976 that the 1974 change corresponded 

"practically and only to the integration of the additional tax 

that had been in force since 1972" and that the chages now 

·· established constituted,in addition to those made in August 

1974 in Imposto Profissional,and in December 197'5 .in the 

Urban Property Tax and in the Imposto Sucessorio (2
)J the 

"only far-reaching action with regard to the dir.ect taxpayers 

that has been carried out since 25 April 1974". 

(1) The table set out in Decree-Law N9 718/73, of 31 Decemb~r 
1973, was never applied. 

(2) A tax combining the provisions of Death Duties and a tax 
on gifts to descendants. -Translator's note. 
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But in order to make a comparison of the progressiveness 

in fact introduced by the two tax tables subsequent to 1969, 

it appeared to be of interest to evaluate the rates given in 

the 1974·and 1976 tables as applied to the income scales for 

1970 after inflating them, for the years in which they came 

into force, with the respective average increase in prices(l). 

It is thus intended to assess the growth of the effective 

weight of the tax burden of Imposto ·complementar with refe-

·re nee to the purchasing power of taxpayers in 197 0. 

From Graph 2 it can be seen that, while in the 

1969 table the tax increases at a rate that, while always pro-

gressive, is slow (Line I), the tables for 1974 and 1976 

applied to 1970 incomes after being inflated (JJi.nes V and VI) 

show a strongly progressive tendency up to about 750 and 500 

thousand escudos respectively; thereafter this tenden~:y 

falls off. It can thus be concluded that thereis greater 

progressiveness right from the lowest scales and until those 

limits are reached. 

A concrete example may help to form an idea of the 

increase that the last two tables represent for the income 
i 

group that was at the maximum exemption limit in 1970 . 

.• 
(1) The increase in prices was 174 between 1970 and 1974 and 

204 between 1970 and 1975. The 1976 table is already 
. applicable to 1975 incomes • 

. , 
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In 1970 two taxpayers, married and with two children(l), 

were in principle exempt from Imposto Complementar if they had 

an income of 107.5 or 87.5 thousand escudos of net annual in

come if this income came respectively only from labour( 2 ) or 

·only from other sources. Now, for an identical.purchasing power 

such taxpayers would already have been subject to rates of 

approximately 3.4% and 3.3% in 1974, and to rates of the order 

of 5% and 4.8% under the 1976 table. 

5. As to Imposto Profissional, there were also changes 

in the respective table in August 1974·and August 1976(3); 

these changes are shown in Graph 3. 

The 1974 table shows a greater corrective effect 

in comparison with 1970, since on the one hand it raises 

the level of exemption, and on the other, increases the rates 

that fall on labour incomes above 350,000 escudos, in some 

cases maintaining and in others reducing the rates applicable 

between 50 and 125 thousand escudos. 

In its turn, the 1976 table maintains the level of 

exemption and increases the rates that fall upon incomes over 
I! 

100,000 escudos, as well as amalgamating some intermediate 

scales. 

(1) One child under 7 and another over 7 but under 11. 

"(2) Only the man's wage. 

(3) Decree-:-La'<6'N9s. 375/74 and 667/76, already referred to .. ?;'he 
table in Decree-Law N9 718/73, of 31 December 73Jwas 
never applied. 

· ... · 
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So as to evaluate the corrective effect of the various 

tables of Imposto Profissional on the degree of concentration 

existing in labour incomes, use has been made of the distri

bution of non-agricultural workers by income groups (1) 

for January 1976; the three tables have been applied and the 

degree of concentration of incomes measured by means of the 

Gini coefficient. 

It can be shown that that coefficient, which was 

0.0992 for gross incomes, falls to 0.0960 after subtracting 

the amount of tax resulting from the application of the 19.69 

table, to 0.0948 after subtracting the amount from the 1974 

table, and to 0.0935 after subtracting the tax which would 

result from applying the 1976 table. 

This means that the correction brought about by 

Imposto Profissional is very sma11( 2), but, in spite of this, 

the 1976 table is the one that most reduces the degree of 

concentration of wage income distribution in the non-agricul

tural sector( 3). 

i 
\ 

made 

As with Imposto Complementar, an attempt has been 

to analyse the increase in rates in the Imposto Profis-

sional tables for 1974 and for 1976 applicable to income 

scales for 1970, when inflated for those. years(4 ). 

(l) Ministry of Labour, Statistical Service, "Incomes" 
survey. 

(2) The difference in the Gini coefficient for the distribution 
of gross wages and that of net wages is at greatest 0. 0057. 

(3) It must be remembered that the data used refers only to 
basic wages. If it had been possible to work with overall 
pay (basic wages plus other wage components); it is likely 
that the corrective effect of the table would be greater 
by virtue of its progressiveness. 

(4) More correctly it should have been inflated for 1977, since 
the 1976 table will be appl~ed only to 1977 labour income. 
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From inspection of Lines I, IV and V ·of Graph 3 

it seems possible to conclude that the tables for 1974 and 

1976, when applied to income levels comparable in terms of 

purchasing power to those in force in 1970, are much more 

progressive right ·from the lowest scales up to 52.0 and 380 

thousand escudos respectiVely, and less progres·sive the·re-

after; this therefore doesnot appear completely valid from 

a corrective p·oint of view, for it means that it is those 

with the lowest incomes that support a relatively greater 
of 

real increase as a result the alterations introduced. 

It must be noted that these changes did not favour 

even economically weak classes. For example, in 1970, an 

income of 30,000 escudos was exempt from tax, while in 1974 
subject 

and 1976 the same purchasing power is already, in accordance 

with the relative tables> to a tax of l%(l). 

On the other hand, to the extent that the 1976 table 

has not raised the limit of exemption, if there is an updating 

of the minimum wage (at present 4000 escudos a month) and this 

limit is not altered, we shall without doubt be in the very 

· 
1
questionable situation of the worker that receives the minimum 

~age being subject to payment of Imposto Profissional(2 ). 

(1) The exemption limits in the 1974 and 1976 tables would 
correspond to 28,700 and 20,800 escudos respectively, at 
1970 prices. On the other hand, 40,000 escudos in 1970 
was subject to a rate of 1% in the 1969 table; this would 
become 2% in the 1976 table. 

(2) For t'his not to happen it would. be necessary for the mi
nimum wage to rise by only about 4%, .which appears un
realistic. 



6. Still with respect €o other directtaxes it is 

emphasised here only that the progressive principle was 

introduced in August 1974 in the Contribuic;:ao Predial Urbana 

(Urban Property Tax) and in August 1970 in the Contribuic;:ao 
· the 
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Industrial (Industrial Tax); that the rate of tax correspon-

ding to the provisions of Death Duties and a tax on gifts to 

descendants depends on the value of the property transferred; 
··be , 

and that the remaining direct taxes continue to lev1ed at a 

single rate. 

7. To conclude these considerations of tax liability, 

an attempt will now be made to give a comparative idea of the 

main taxes and additional taxes that in 1976 fell on different 

levels of individual income from various sources. 

From 'Iable 20 it. can be conluded that at least the 

fixing of taxes applied to capital income and rural property 

has not obeyed 1a correct·ive prin·ciple of income distribution; 

in fact, it can be seen that the rate of tax to which small 

incomes are subject is identical to that falling on high.in-

comes. 

On the other hand, it can be seen further that up 

to 75,000 escudos a year the incomes benefiting most are 

those from labour(l) and from interest on debentures. From 

75 to lOO thousand escudos the incomes that have the lowest 

'tax burdens are those resulting from th,Eil cg:>licati,9!1 of capital .. ~ 

in debentures (9.9%) and term deposits (11.2%) and from labour 

{1) ·Even including those sums to be discounted for social 
security and for the· U.nemployment Fund (Fundo de Desem-

prego). · 



Table 20 

Principal Taxes and Additional Taxes applied in 1976 to Individual. Incomes from Various Sources 

. 

Income from Capital Income · Irtcomacfrom ... I Labour 
Income S_cales 

Income(l) Interest Company Debenture Interest on from Rural Property Capital 
(thousands of on loans 

shareholders' 
interest term deposits escudos) profits . 

. 

30 9 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

31 to 50 9 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

51 to 75 10.1 27.1 14.8' 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

76 to 100 11.2 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

101 to 125 13.4 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

126 to 160 14.5 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

161 to 200 15.6 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3 15.3 

201 to 240 17.8 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 17.3. 15.3 

241 to 300 17.8 27.1 14.8 9. 9 . 11.2 21.3 15.3 

I 301 to 400 20.0 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 21.3 15.3 

401 to 500. 22.2 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 26.6 15.3 . 

501 to 600 24;4· 27.1 .14.8 9.9 11.2 26.6 15.3 
. 

601 to 700 26.6 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 26~6 15.3 

701 to 800 . 28.8 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 26.6 . 15.3 

801 to· 900 31.0 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 26.6 15.3 

over 900 33.2 27.1 14.8 9.9 11.2 26.6 15.3 
I. 

(1) Including the rates of Imposto Profissional applicable in 1977 plus the present rates of discount for Social Security 
and the Unemployment Fund. 

'-

"' w 



income (11.2%). Above 100,000 escudos, a more favourable 

position is always enjoyed by interest on debentures and 

term deposits. 

It must further be stressed that above 200,000 

escudos labour incomes become quite obviously less· favoured 

in compari·son with other sources of income,· except loans and 

Urban property; however, as from 800,000 escudos the rate 

applicable to labour income is even more onerous than in 

those cases. 

64. 
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b) Social Security 

l. As to Social Security, this paper will include only 

a brief note regarding its redistributive effect and a summary 

of the disparities that exist in the granting of benefits. 

2. To this end, we shall follow closely a study that 

has recently been prepared(l), the principal conclusions of 

which will be summarised. 

In this study, attention is paid only to those two 

systems that are in operation for the majority of wage-earners -

the "agricultural scheme"(2 ) and the "general scheme"( 3 )-

although there exist at the same time various social security 

schemes( 4 ); beyond this, it is intended only to mention the· 

immediate net benefits(5 ) to which workers were entitled in 

January 1974 and January l97S. 

(l) "Dlstribui<;!aO e Redistribui<;'ao dos Rendimentos em Portugal -
Agricultura e Actiyidades t')ao Agricolas" ("Distribution and 
Redistribution of Income in Portugal - Agricultural and 
Non-agricultural Activities''), ''Studies" Series, NQ 32, 
G.E.P.O., Ministry of Labour. 

(2) The "AgJ;"icultura.l Scheme" is for casual agricultural workers 
(who are in fact the great majority in the sector). 

(3) The "General Scheme" covers workers in Industry and in 
Services as well as permanent workers· in Agriculture. 

(4) An outstanding case is that of Civil Servants. 
(5) By inunediate net benefits is meant the difference between 

the annual figure for the immediate payments received by 
the worker and the total taxes he has paid in the same 
period. The immediate payments considered were: family 
allowances, complementary benefits for marriage, birth, 
nursing mothers, and funeral expenses, assistance of vario'us 
kinds in sickness (medical attendance, subsidiss:lmedicines, 
sickness benefit, etc.) and maternity benefit. 
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3. Within these parameters it is concluded, that both 

the "general sch~me" and the "agricultural scheme" have a 

certain redistriJutive effect, though the first is much more 

redistr.ibutive tJan the second; in fact, in both systems it 

happens that the sum of the net benefit'· as a percentage, in-

creases if the worker has family financial responsibilities I . 
the . (1) 

add falls when wsge increases . 

In facJ, if for the same wage level (the horizontal 

view) we compare the position of •.ea · worker that has no family 

financial responsibilities with that of another th, at has them, 
. . I 

.it would be found that the net benefit for the worker without 

family financial responsibilities .result in 

that is· quite i~s~ignificant, and may even be 

whether he is ai'\ .. agricul tural ·worker or not. 

a percentage 

negative, depending 

But if he has 

family financial responsibilities, then the net benefit, as a 

percentage of hisj wage, takes on significance, although as a 

rule it will be greater in the case of the non-agricultural 

worker. 

wage 

Observing now the variation in 

level increalses (the Vertic.al view) , 

the net benefit as the 

it can be concluded 

that, under both scheme~ the percentages of the benefits vary 

inversely as the lwage levell that is, they fall as. the wage 

rises, independently of whether the worker has or has not fa

mily financial relsponsibilities. And it can .further be seen 

that the. reduction in net benefit is more marked in. the "gene-

ral scheme" than in the "agricultural scheme",· but that it is also 

greater. for the workers with family financial responsibilities 

than for those with none. 

I 
(1) · Op. cit., Table 5. 
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Although the changes introduced, mainly in 1975.were 

in the direction of equalisation of these schemes of benefits, 

whether immediate or deferred, there still continue to be 

differentials, in some cases substantial, between.the two; 

even in the"agricultural scheme." itself there exist discrimi-

nations depending on whether the worker is male or female, 

as shown in Table 21. This is the case, for example, with 

the allowance for older family dependants, which exists in 

the "general scheme" but is not granted in the "agricultural 

scheme", or with retirement and disability pensions and the 

·"Pensao de Sobrevivencia"(l), which, as well as being different 

under the two schemes, are differentiated as between males and 

females within the "agricultural scheme". 

Other disparities exist, however, which fall directly 

or indirectlynnn this category; we shall note those that appear 

more important.~ 

5. With regard to immediate benefits must be mentioned 

the cases of sickness.and maternity benefits,in which is evident 

the more useful character of those benefits established under 

the "general scheme",. since they are calculated as a percen-

tage of the actual wage.and are consequently variable and can 

be updated, while in the "agricultural scheme" they are of a 

fixed amount. Moreover, with the establishment and updating 

of the minimum wage, which does not cover rural workers, these 

differentials may become greater in practice; they are wider 

(1) "survival Pension": a pension similar in nature to a widow's, 
paid to one or more surviving members of a family . 

. Translators' note. 



Tnhle :!1 

Con:p;~rison of Amounts of Benefit in the "C·1nCr>~1 Scl1ene" ;~nd th~ "A~:ri.c.ultur<~l ~~i1 N,1c"(.l) nf Sc•cidl SPcurity 

·, :·! Janu;~ry 1974 ~~ry 1975 ~---~ --,-p~~~-:--~~u,,r~--~;-~-~---J";-;~~-,~~--~ 

!~~--~~~~~~~-,~~+- ~~~;,a-Agr~~~.~~~j~ ~~;_,~:~ -tiAgr;~~~~"\ ~;;~~r-~-p~-~-~~~;:L~£~-~~~~=·~~];_~;~~~~t~l~;~;;' _t~:-~;~;~~rnli 
! I 4 i s I b I i : s : 9 ! 10---, 

1-------+-~--+1 I :---- --:-c-------c-------+-----+-~- I 

Parents, grandparents etc. 

- Compleml'ntary payments 
Marriage 
Btrtl1 (b)( ) · 
Nursing ~:~others (d) c 
Funer;~l expenses 

Sickness 

Financial ;~ssi.stance 

Medic:o-soc;_a\ assistance 

- Materni.ty benefit 

DEFERRED BE1>EFlTS 

-Disability and ?ld(ftje(b) 
Amount of r--enslon 

Period of guaranteed 
duration 

- Death 

-"Survival" (K) (n) 

!Sr\~00 I _ _!_§2~00 _ _) ~~ !, . • ! 
TSt!2nd ch.i lst/:'r.<l.ch.j 240$00 240SOO 240$00 2~0SOO I 240500 :' :140$00 2!.0$00 240$00 

240$[)0 I 2!.0$0{) I I ' ' 
Trd&fOTI Jrd&fQJTI .I , I 

.:::::: 

1 200:::0 I ,:::::: 200:::0 I ,.:::::: '"':::0 ·~1 2~::::: 20{)~::0 2~::::: 200:::0 
1500$00 1500$00 1500$00 I tS00$00 I JSOOSCO 15[)0$00 lS00$00 1500$00 1500$00 1500~00 
250$00 250$00 I 250$00 250$00 I 250$00 251)$00 250)00 I 250$00 250~00 250~00 
•-oo •-oo~-~ •-oo~'-!•-sooj-•oo,=oo[- -~~ 

I I I : 

I ' I ' I I 60?. of wagci(F) 

1

1
60% of wnge (F) l507, of wage,-'{[;) 160:: of waflci(G) i'(>(l;: of ong~ 1 (G) I 

(c) M: 30$00/d,;y (e) :H: 30$00/day, (e) '1:-1: 60$00/day {e) ::-!:60$00/Cay (c) J '! 60$00/day 
F:20$00/day' '1':20$00/dayl F:40$00/d;~yl :r:~0$00/dayl , F 1,0$00/daJ 

w ,,, I w ~) w I ~) ~· i ~) i 00 i 00 : 
lOOZofwage (-) 1007.of wage (- ) lOO::of <>'il!;~ 70$00/day 100:\:of o·ag<' 

1

1 70$00/dny I!OO:tof ··.,:.gc I 70;-00/dav 

{i) (i) {i) (i) I (i)' {i) j (j) I (j) . 

810$00 I) :M: 350$00 
r:3oosoo 

3 years 5 years 

(- ) 

(- J 

I 
1650$00 1) :M:350$00 

F: 300$00 

3 years 5 years 

(-) 
l.'ages 

607. of (-) 
pension 

I i i ) 
I >' ' ' 9oosoo I 2oooso01 :c1:9oosoo I 2oooso01l: 'i:9ocsoo 

600$00 . iF:900$00 ! F:600Hl0 

3 years 3 years I 3 years I 3 years I 3 yeJrs 3 )'Cars 
I ' 6 months' · 8000$00 6 months' I 800$00 6 monLhs' 8000$00 

:~~e:f 60Z of 

1

1 :~~":f ! 60Z of :~~e:f 60Z of 
pension pension pensiCJn p~nsion pension pcnsum 

-~----1 ----
"I·· 

c.,,.,,.,.,~ h-.. ~~- .. ·~M·. 
M: Mo.l"s 
F' : F" .. ~k-s 
(-); o>O<\·"-"i->tt.o~~ 

·:"'' --.-.· ;~.'T;i~--~~c;,:;:;;;,io~=~~;;;~;~-~·- the nspecial Family Allm;ances Scheme" ("Regime Especial de Abcno de Familia) Llnd the "Special 
Cen.tre Insurance Scheme" t"Regime Especial de Prcvid.:>ncia das Casas do Povo") 

(c) For 8 rr.onths. This benefit !:lay be replaced by prescribed foods. 

(d) Gra:-~ted on the death of an adult r..er.lber of the beneficiary's family. Reduced to 1000 escudos for the death of a child 
under 14. 

(e) In the first year of illness·; falls to 30'5 for- the next three years. If the sickri.ess disabilit~· continues beyond this 
pcri~d of 4 years, the beneficlary is ti"ansferred to the disability scheme. 

(f) ~:aximum duration 6 months. 

(g) For~ years, at the end of which period, i.:' the sickness disability contiriucs, the beneficiary a\lto:natl.cally l;ecomcs 
a disability pcnsc;:.:.er; except for tuberculosls, ·~·h.ore bcnc.fit lS granted c:ts lo>Jg as the beneficiary remains u:-~f~t 
for work.. 

(h) - Includes: consultations, via purchase of vouchers, at reduced price; 
treatment; 
hospitalisation; h; 
75% contrlbution towards the cost of medicine etc., !)oth for t:1e !)"'neflciary and·-ft.en:bers of his fa;nily. 

ti) - For 60 days. 

(j) For 90 days. 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) -

As fron 1974 inclusive, pensio:Jcrs have received in December a Chr1.stmas allo-,,.;;nce equal to their pension ent.J.tlc:roent 
on the 1st of that month. 

~linimu:n; the amount depends on the bencf.iciary's wages and on the number of years ile has discounted. In t<ovcmber 1974 
the m.J.xir:~um limit was laid do-,;n as tC!e arrount of rr.onthly pL!y fixed by la•,; iar a Government ~hnister. As lrcr., !'c!>ruary 
1975 ~;as institute::],. <1 supplel<lc:1tary payr;~ent cc;ual to 20'> of the natl0:11ll minimum 1-1"'-CJC for those pensioners covered J}Y 
the National Pensio!l'!f""'caixil Nacional de PensOcs) "wlm need the constant attention of J.nothcc person" (1-'i:usterlcl 
Decisio:~ 1,14/75, of 3 :-!J.r<.:!-1 1975). 

The percentage applie-s to the amou:1t of the pc:-,sion that t!1c deceased beneficiary ~on:ts r"cr;l'-'~ng oc to <;J-_ic:-~ :1-c >-'O'Jld 
have Oecn entitled if he had been ret~;:ocd or considered as disJ.bled ut the d:J.tc of his death. The rclevJ.t.!'""fh th<J.t 
to which the surviving spouse is entitled,· percentages lo·,II,Jr them the pension lminq laid do;-rn for cases of o~-l:c• members 
of the family of the deceased beneficiary. 

(n) - The rr.inim•.Jm amount of this pension m<J.y not be lower thZ!n 500 escudos (·.,-lJich ·~·ould ~tuppcn if t'l8 surviving spo<.:"~::e ·were 
a r.tan). It must nlso be :JOt,:,d thut t•J -:::he <oi~:ilority in r-crccn-:::ago tcrr::s bctv.-ccn the t<-:o sc:•<e:-:les ''hich car:e :~bout tn 
April 1975 corrcsroond qu<Jntlt::ttl.'.'Cly different m1n1.ma for the "surv1val pe:Jston" in (!ac~t o[ L!lc two schror.1es, this 
dl.fferentiation )-_:~ving l::cen ::~ore marked as froin January 1976. 
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in the case of females, although in 1975 the benefit fcir rural 

workers doubled. 

6. With respect to deferred benefits, there are in all 

marked disparities between the two schemes . 

. With regard to disability and old-age pensions, while 

in the "general scheme" the amount is linked to wages and may 

not be less than 50% of the minimum wage in operation (that is, 

2000 escudos per month), in the case of rural workers the pension 

is fixed and differentiated as between males and females (900 

escudos for the former and 600 for the latter). 

The "pensao de sobrevivencia"too, which is granted to 

the surv:Lving spouse, although identical in percentage terms -

60% of the disability and old-age pensions - is very different 

indeed in the two schemes as it is applied to very different 

base amounts. 

Death benefit is also different under the two schemes. 

Introduced in 1975 for the "agricultural scheme", it is fixed 

at 8000 escudos whenever the wage level, that is, at 1/3 of 

the minimum granted under the "general scheme"(ll • 

(1) As the general scheme grants 6 months' wages in the case of 
the present minimum wage this would be 24,000 escudos. 
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7 • There is another pension that is intended to be a 

. means of guaranteeing a minimum income to the population 

"aged 70 years or over that are not covered by any social 

security schemes and that have incomes not above 650 escudos 

per month, if they live in urban areas, or 500 escudos if they 

live in rural areas" (l). 

8. This pension (the "pensao social") was fixed, as 

from July 1974, at 1000 escudos or 500 escudos depending on 

whether the beneficiaries lived in an urban or a rural area. 

At present, for reasons of a financial nature, a 

limit has has been set to the number of pensioners, an average 

of some 25,000 persons per month having received a pension to 

an average amount of approximately 870 escudos per month in 

August/September 1976, It is presumed that this number is 

not as high as 50% of the total that are entitled to this pension 

under the scheme as in operation at present. 

9. .·Another means used with a view to "contributing 

towa.rds the institution of systems that will safeguard the 

purchasing power of the less favoured classes, independently 

of the occasional contigencies that result from their being 

~mployed"(2 ), was the creation of a.scheme of an unemployment 

benefit on 31 March 1975. 

{1) A Regulation of the Secretary of State for Social Security 
of 25 March 1976; author's italics. 

Before this regulation was issued and from 1 July 1974, 
this pension could. be granted to "all persons over 65 years 
of age or disabled persons enrolled with the Instituto da 
Familia e Ac9ao Social (Institute of the Family and Social 
Action) and with. the Misericordia de Lisboa (a similar cha
ritable organisation) for purposes of the granting of .bene-
fits, not covered by any social security schemes ... ·- (See · 
the Regulation of 25.3.1976, as above.) 

(2) Para.l of thePreanlble to Decree-LawN<;> 169-D/75, of 31 
March 1975. 
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10. Unemployment is one of the most serious problems 

at present, affecting some 500,000 persons whose main source 

of income is essentially the reward for their labour, Thus 

it is that the institution of a true unempbyment insurance 

is of particular importance from the point of view of redis-

tribution. It can be noted however that from this point of 

more (1) 
view, important than unemployment insurance is the elimination 

the 
of unemployment itself; this, in experience of various countries, 

is recognised as the means that has worked best in reducing 

inequalities. 

11. Unemployment benefit, instituted in March 1975, 

appears quite obviously insufficient to satisfy the essential 

needs of the unemployed, both with regard to the amount they 

receive, and with respect to.the scope of the scheme itself( 2 ). 
' 

12. 

law (3 ) 
I 

In fact, the amount of the benefit can never, by 

be more than 2/3 or 1/2 the national minim:!lffi wage of 

full time wage-earners, respectively for workers with or without 

dependant.s. With respect to rural workers and those under 20 

years of age( 4 ) there still remain limits that are lower and 

without distinction· as to whether they have family financial 

( 1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Or even its reduction to low levels. 
Alterations were later introduced l{y Decree-Laws N9 761/75 
of.31 December 1975, N9 269/76,·of 10 April 1976, and J 

N9 635/76, of 28 July 1976, which do not affect the con
clusion to which the main piece of legislation leads. 
Paras. 1 and 2, of Art. 16, of Decree-LawN'? 169-D/75 of 31 
March 1975. 
Who received less than the national minimum wage. 
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responsibil:itiesor not. From this it results in practice that 

for the present minimum wage of 4000 es·cudos the maximum 

monthly limits of the benefit1 lo which workers are entitled· 

are approximately as follows: 

- non-agricultural workers with family financial 

responsibilities: 2667 escudos 

- non-agricultural workers without family 

financial responsibilities 2000 escudos 

- rural workers (with or without family 

financial responsibilities) and workers 

under 20 years of age: 1333 escudos 

13. As to the scope of the scheme, as well as excluding 

seasonal and domestic workers, no entitlement is granted to 

workers (2 ) : 

- whose own average monthly incomes from other sources 

a,re equal to or greater than the amount of unemployment 

benefit1 

whose household that lives with them as one economic 

unit has a total income equal to or grea.ter tha.n the 

na,tional minimum wage, or to twice the said wage, depen-

ding on whether the worker is a rural worker or not; 

- certa.in of those that receive compensation for dismissal 

from their employment. 

(1~ According to Para.2 of Art. 3 of the abovementioned Decree
-Law; workers whose.incomes are less than the unemployment 
benefit tha,t they would be annually entitled to shall 
receive, as unemployment benefit, in the terms of this 
piece of legislation, the difference between those incomes 
and that benefit. (See Para. 1 of the same Article.) 

(2) Para. 1 of Art. 3 of Decree-Law N9 169-D/75, of 31 March 1975. 
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14. From this it results that unemployment benefit 
. that 

cannot be on average much greater than fixed by law for 

the "pensao social" (that is, 1000 escudos per month for 

residents in urban areas) . In addition, the percentage of 

unemployed receiving benefit .is very small indeed - .some 

32,000 in April 1976; this figure represents approximately 

22% of the unemployed that are seeking new employment ·a.nd 

6% of the total (l) (Table 22) . 

t 

(1) Including persons returning from the former colonies; 
without them thE! percentage is 10.4%. 



' '-"' 
Table 22 

Percentages of Unemployed Receiving Unemployment Benefit 

~-·-------------------~----~----~---~.--~--------~------

' 

I 

Those eligible for unemployment 

benefit (unemployed and seeking 

new employment) 

Those eligible for and receiving 

· . benefit 

% receiving benefit compared 

with those eligible 

TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT 

Unemployed, excluding persons 

returning from former colonies 

% receiving benefit compared 

with total unemployed 

% receiving b·enefit compared 

with unemployed, excluding 

persons returning from former 

colonies 

June December April 
1975 1975 1976 

88 736 123 593 144 223 

14 256 22 ·229 31 582 

16.1% 17.1% 21.9% 

269.500 456 000 493 600 

276 000 304 600 

5.3% 4.9% 6.4% 

I. 8.1% 10.4% 
I 

SOURCE: . Employment. Services Administration and Forecasting Team of 

the Planning Office of the Ministry of Labour. 

74 •. 
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8 SUMMA.RY 

In accordance with the indicators of inequality 

available, and which it has been possible to analyse, it can 

be seen that: 

~--. 

-The type of distribution that·exists at present 
' 

in Portugal - evaluated by means of the wage total 

' in the N. I. , the relative wage and the degree 
!!l·P· 

of-concentration of family incomes- stands at levels 

similar to those in force in other market-economy 

countries at the same level of economic.develoment. 

- The distribution among the workers of the gross 

wage total (basic wages Cl)) for non-agricultural 

activities( 2 ) leads us to.a Gini coefficient of the 

order of 0.1. W~ believe, hpwever, that if it 

had been possible to calculate it for total pay -

·basic wages plus complements a higher degree of" 

concentration would have been obtained; 

- The activities where the figures show that there 

at present exists a greater·concentration in the 

distribution of the wage total (basic wages) are: 

the group consistingof Banking, Insurance and Real 

Estate; Corrmerce; the group formed by Chemicals,· 

Petroleum, Rubber and Plastics; and Paper and arti

cles ther~~f and Printing< 3 >. 

·(1) Not including the payment of overtime, allowances, awards, 
bonuses and other complementary payments• 

(2) Excluding Civil Servants, Warehousing, Corrmunications, 
Recreational Ser:izices and other groups of Services. 

(3) No reference is made to Fisheries through the·sample used in 
the survey being considered unrepresentative. 
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Those that have the lowest indices of concentra-

tion are:· Transport; Extractive Industries; Non-metal-

lie· Mineral Products; and the group of.Textiles, 

. ., Clothing and 'Footwear; 

- At regional level, and also for basic wages in 

non-agricultural activities, the administrative 

districts with the greatest concentration are 

Bragan9a and Lisbon;·those of greatest equalisa-

tion are Bej a and Ca.stelo Branco; 

There seems .to be no relationship between the 

average wage level and the degree of concentration 

in the wage total distribution among the workers. 

This fact is particularly obvious at regional level; 

- The growth in nominal wages was 35% between 19 7 3/7 4 :.: .. , 

and 2 9% between 19 7 4/75, but that in real wages 

was ~espectively 7.6% and 10%; 

- In January 1976 6.6% of non-agricultural workers 

(including those under 20 years of age) received 

a basic wage lower than 4000 escudos; 9% had wages 

·"of 2"0, 000 escudos or more. The ·scales where the · · 

majority of workers were concentrated were: from 

4000 to 5000 escudos, with 20~2%;from 6000 to 7000 

escudos, with 15).6%; from 7000 to 8000 escudos, 
. /P ·:;; 

with •17.2%; and from 5000 to·~~6000 escudos, with., 

14.8%; 
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The gross disparity in basic average monthly wages, 

for the major sectors of activity, in SeptemJ:,er 1974, 

was on average l7.l(l), the range being 70 points· 

between maximum .and minimum. After eliminating 

the influence of differences in qualification, these 

figures were reduced to 12.2 and 44.6 respectively; 

falling further to 10.9 and 41.5 when there were 

eliminated together the difference due to the worker 

being male or female; 

- A great number of the differentials observed between 

average wages in activities resulted from differences 

in qualification; 

- Inter-activity wage disparity, for each degree of 

·qualification, in September 1975, is seen to have 

been very marked, particularly in the cases of 

trainees, directorial s·taff and office staff; 

The influence of differences in sex in gross 

inter-activity wage·differentials is relatively 

slight, but the inter-activity dispa.rities that 

exist in the wages of females are more marked than 

in those of males; 

- .The gross disparity as among qualifications that 

existed in SEptember 1975 in basic wages for various 

degrees of qualification in comparison with those 

for the unskilled or unqualified, has a range of 

the order of 370 points between the maximum index 

(l) Average deviation compared with the mean. 
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- The gross disparity in basic average monthly wages, 

for the major sectors of activity, in September 1974, 

was 6n average 17.l(l), the range being 70 points 

between maximum .and minimum. After eliminating 

the influence of differences in qualification, these 

figures were reduced to 12.2 and 44.6 respectively; 

falling further to 10.9 and 41.5 when there were 

eliminated together the difference due to the worker 

. being male or female; 

- A great number of the differentials observed between 

average wages in activities resulted from differences 

in qualification; 

- Inter-activity wage disparity, for each degree of 

·qualification, in September 1975, is seen to have 

been very marked, particularly in the cases of 

trainees, directorial Staff and office staff; 

The influence of differences in sex in gross 

inter-activity wage ·differentials is relatively 

slight, but the inter-activity disparities that 

exist in the wages of females are more marked than 

in those of males; 

- .The gross disparity as among qualifications that 

existed in SEptember 1975 in basic wages for various 

degrees of qualification in comparison with those 

for the unskilled or unqualified, has a range of 

the order. of 370 points between the· maximum index 

(l) Average deviation compared with the mea.n. 
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- The order of magnitude of the differentials as 

between males and.females varies greatly as from 

sector to sector, and the figures obtained are 

influenced to a great extent by simple differences 

in the employment structures of females and males; 

- Disparities in wages between males and females 

also vary greatly as among various degrees of qua-

lification, varying at present from 36% in basic 

wages for administrative staff ·to 8% for- apprenti<:;es; 

- The gross inter-regional disparity in. average 

basic non-agricultural wages is much lower than 

that observed as among-activities, the average 

deviation beir,g 7. 4 in September 197 5-, and the 

extent of the overall range 42.3. The administrative 

districts with the highest average wages are Lisbon and 
~ 

Setii.bal, where workers receive 20% more than the 

general average, and those of the lowest wages" 

are ~uarda and Bragan~a with 15% less(l); 

- The degree of inter-regional dispersion va.ries in 

accordance with the degree of qualification; the 

highest is seen among directorial staff and the 

loviest among administrative staff; 

- Portuguese tax policy has been characterised by 

excessive recourse to obtaining revenue by means 

of indirect taxes, which, from the. point of view 

(l) In this case also it has not been possible to eliminate the 
influence due to the differences resulting from acU.vi ty 
and quaiification, a fact that greatly limits the apprecia
_tion of the degree of disparity attributable only to regional 
differences. 
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of redistribution, can be considered as incorrect; 

- The direct tax structure shows that the fiscal 

systerr. novr in force gives priority to taxation on 

incomes at the first stage of their formation; 

- The table for Imposto Complementar for 1976 is very 

progressive; v:hen corr.pared with the purcha.sing 

power Of 197,0, it can be seen that it falls more 

heavily on low incomes than -~the system in force in 

the former period; 

- The table for Imposto Profissional of August 1976 

exercises a. corrective influence of relatively 

little significance in the distribution of the 

wage total among the workers; and v.rhen c>.pplied to 

wage levels comparable in terms of purchasing 
i 

power with those of 1970, the-conclusion is that 

it falls more unfavourably upon the economically 

weaker classes than the table -that was in force 

at the J::,eginning of the present decade. In 

addition, if the exemption limit of 50,000 escudos 

is maintained when the,_ minimum wage is upda.ted 

all workers will certainly come to be liable to 

Imposto Profissional; 

- Comparing the principal taxes and additional taxes 

which, in accordance with the legislat;Lcn now in 

f f ll . a· • . d l l. 1 of f orce, a_ upon :tn :t v:t ua eve s :tncome rom 

various sources, it can be seen. that at least the 

fixing of taxes that fall upon income from capital 

and from rural property have not been in line with 

a:_ corrective view of the distribution of income. 
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Beyond 200,000 escudos per year labour incomes 

come to be quite obviously at a disadvantage in com-

parison with those from other sources, except in the 

oases of interest on loans and income from urban 

propert.y; 

- The "general scheme" of social security and the 

"agricultural scheme" r.ave a oertcdn redistributive 

effect, although the former has a more redistributive 

effect than the latter; 

- There still exist wide disparities between the 

"general scheme" and the "agricultural scheme" con-

cerning the amounts of -benefit granted, particularly 

with reference t.o deferred benefits. In addition, 

in the "agricultural scheme" there are also differen-

ces depending on whether the benefits are attribu-

table to males or to females; 

The "pensio social" fixed to be in force from July 

1974 is intencied t.o be a means of guaranteeing minimum 

incomes to the population of 70 or more years of age 

who are not covered by any social security scheme; 

the amount and the effect.i.ve range of its applicat.ion 

are, however, insufficient; 

-As well as being-insignificant in amount, the unemploy-

ment benefit in force, with limitations imposed by 

law with regard to its scope, covers only 6% of the 

total unployed or, if those returning from the former 

colonies are excluded, some 10% of that total. 
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FINANCIAL INSTRUHENTS AND MARKETS 

I Introduction . -

Financial instruments can be defined as "evidences of claims 

against other economic units or of ownership in them'' (Goldsmith 

1969, p.3). Important characteristics ~hich differentiate one 

from another include "the basic nature of the contract, the 

duration, callability, marketability, and security of the instru-

ment, the level and character of stipulated yield, and the na~ure 

of owner and issuer" (Goldsmith 1969, p.7). In a broad. sense, 

· thete must be at least as many financial markets as there are 

financial instiuments. Thet~ are, however, two distinct types of 

market. One is the centralised market such as the stock exchange 

in which bonds are traded. The other is the decentralised market 

such as the one for bank deposits. The type of market is itself 
' 

a differentiating characteristic of the financial instrument. 

Another. important dichotomy is that wnich divides financial instru-

ments into primary and indirect securities, the former issued by 

ultimate bo~rowers, the latter by financial intermediaries .. Finan

cial institutions create instrume'nts with characteristics determined 

in part by the nature of the institutions themselves. There is 

close interdependence, therefore, between financial institutions, 
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instruments and markets. Tlri.s report, however, focuses on financial 

instruments and markets, since Portuguese £inane ia.l institutions 

have been discussed in some detail elsewhere (Fry 1976). 

A study of financial instruments and their markets could 

follow one or more .of several alternative approaches. The one 

adopted here is to ai1alyse the role of finan'cial instruments in the 

process of domestic ;esource mobilisation. Financial instruments 

can be used to finance one unit's consumption in excess of income 

(dissaving) from another's saving. This is given no more attention; 

The critical role of financial instrwnents in the context of 

economic deve1opment is that of facilitating and encouraging both 

saving and investment by providing efficient means for transferring 

claims over resources from savers (lenders) to investors (borr01vers). 

Economic policies in Port~gal have halted domestic savings 

and reduced capital formation to a minuscule level. Concern·over 

financial instruments, or the lack thereof, is pointless unless the 

deterrents to investment are re~oved first. In the absence of a 

demand for investible fnnds, encouraging saving in part through the. 

promotion of new financial instruments would·raise unemployment, 
<· 

even if it i~proved temporarily the balance of payments position, 

Capital formation is unlikely to be resumed in Portugal to anything 

approaching a satisfactory level until the foreign exchange rate 

and many domestic prices ar~ allowed to.find their equilibrium 

leve.ls. Labour market conditions also warrant reform. T!).e over

valued exchange rate deters investment in the export sector. Price 

controls, which extended to some 60 per cent of the home market by 
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the· end of 1975, together with tl1e wage explosion and labour tenure 

discourage capital formation elsewhere. One must hope that price 

distortions which have decimated investment demand Hill be removed 
' 

and that! project appra:isal expertise will be used extensively to 

acceler~te a recovery in efficient investment activity. 

Capital formation can be stimulated by increasing the number 

of f:Lnancial instrwnents and markets through which domestic 

resources are to be mobilis~d. It is readily apparent that there 

is not at present a wide range of financial instruments in Portugal. 

Indeed,. currency, deposits and government bonds constitute virtually 

the only financial repositories for personal savings. The face 

value of the original issues of all bonds listed on the Lisbon .stock 

exchange represents little more than 10 per cent of the money stock 

(MZ). Borrowing within the private sector is effected in the main 

through discounting bills with the financial institutions. 

Although a greater variety of financial instruments would undoubt-

edly encourage more financial saving andj under conducive economic 

conditions, more investment, deliberate proliferation of instruments 

can soon reach the point of zero marginal·return. Elasticities of 

substitution between alternative financial instruments are generally 

high'. In any search for new instrume'nts, therefore, one criterion 

for selection will be the extent to which they are bad substitutes 

for those which already exist. This will also indicate, in some 

degree, the effect of such innovations on aggregate real demand for 

financial assets. For this reason, only tw,o ne1~ instruments and 
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. one new market are proposed for the first stage of a financial 

devel6pment programme. 

The subsequent section of this report analyses the historical 

legacy of financial restriction in Portugal. It also documents 

the policy switch to financial repression since the Revolution of 

25 April 1974. Financial reform is necessary before financial 

development can occur. The former is discussed in Section Ill, 

tlie latter in Section IV. It is assumed that Portugal wishes to 

develop a mixed economy. However, the choice rl'!garding c.lternative 

methods of domestic resourcs mobilisation is largely a political . 

one. Taxation is the most obvious substitute for financial instru-

ments as a method of mobilising resources. As Nurkse put it: 

Each country must work out its own mixture in 
accordance with its own particular needs and 
oppbrtunities. There can be no standard recipe 
of universal applicability. 
(Nurkse 1947, p.lSl) 

•. 

One assumes that domestic resource mobilisation through both 

financial and fiscal systems is desired in.Portugal. 
,. 

II Financial Repression and Restriction 

For many years, government policy has preverited financial 

development in Portugal. This is by no means unique; financial 

repression or restriction is encountered in numerous less developed 
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countries. Financial repression is defined as indiscriminate 

"distorti_ons of financial prices including interest rates and 

foreign-exchange rates;" which reduce "the real rate of growth 

5 

and the real size of the financial system relative to nonfinancial 

magnitudes'' (Shaw 1973, p.3). Financial ~estriction, on the other 

'hand, encom·ages financial institutions and instruments 1Vhich can 

b6 made to provide a large seigniorage to the public sector and 
\ 

di~courages those which cannot (Fry 1973, p.372). Repression is 
! 

usually a result of erroneous beliefs about the effects of interest 

r~t~s on investment and/or inflation, restriction of attempts to 

finance public sector deficits as cheaply as possible. 

Lundberg provides a clear description of financial restriction 

in Portugal: 

,. 

To finance its deficit, the Government has largely 
pre-empted the supply of domestic savings by preservini 
a "sheltered" market for its own bond issues. Recourse 
of the private sector to the domestic bond market was, 
moreover, effectively curtailed by maintai~ing the 
maximum interest rate for bond issues at 5 percent 
(Lundberg 1964, p.40) · 

The ceiling on after-tax returns of private bonds was lo\Ver than 

the rate offered oh government bonds. Even with these interest rate 

ceilings on competitive financial instrumentsi returns on govern

ment se~urities were so low that virtually no voluntary purcha~es 

took place: 
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In actual fact, the vast majority of the Public debt 
bonds were taken up by the welfare institutions, the 
commercial banl:s, the Caixa Geral de Depositos and the 
insurance companies. 
(Banco de Portugal 1963, p.SZ) 

This observation was made annually (e.g. Banco de Portugal 1964, 

p.93; Binco de Portugal 1965, p.lOS; Banco de Portugal 1966, 

pp.179-80; etc.). 

\ 
I 

Since the commercial banks could be persuaded to take up 

6 

government bond issues, effectively yielding seigniorage, banking 

was
1
not suppressed. Indeed, velocity of circulation (Y/M2) in 

Portugal has . been amongst the· lol'lest anywhere in the world. 

The paradoxical as?ect of Portuguese financial restriction 
I 

lies in the fact that the public se~tor has never absorbed a very 

large proporti'on of total domestic credit, i.e. the public sector 
! 

more or less ~alanced its budget (curre;tt and capital) accounts 
! .. 

until 1974. N~t absorption 'of domestic credit has been modest 
I . 

and, as already pointed out, bond issues !J.ave been small. On 
i 

31 December 1973, ,for exa:11ple, net claims. on the public sector were 

8$37 h.illion, which represented only 3 per cent of total domestic 

credit (248$49 billion). By Harch 1976, net claims on the public 

sector had risen quite dramatically to 57$29 billion, but this 

still represented a. relatively unsubstantial 15 per' cent of the 

total domestic credit of 373$10 billion. " 

Why then did the government pursue a policy of financial 

restriction? In Victorian fashion, the government was deeply con

cerned about borrowing and the cost of servicing its debt. Second, 
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.there may have been strong beliefs about what constituted usurious 

inter~st. Third, the large family conglom~rates succoured by 

government licences and guarantees benefited from low interest 

rates produced by financial restriction. For them, cheap credit 

was available (Lundberg 1964, pc58). Those outside this inner 

circle found it more difficult to obtain institutional credit 

precisely because of the interest rate ceilings. 
' 

Financial restriction was inherited from the ancien r&gime. 
-~ 

It has been transformed into financial repression by th'e combin

ation of low interest rate ceilings and high inflation. The 

rationale is now quite evidently the public sector debt which has 

increased sevenfold since the Revolution and shows ev~ry sign of 

continued, accelerated growth. Th~re also appears to be consider

able. misunderstanding over the effect of ·interest rate ceilings 

on tbe supply of institutional credit. 

Selective or sectoral credit policies i~volving ~pecial 

subsidised interest rates for priority sectors or activities are 
' . 

a common component of financial repression. The former necessitates 

the la.tter, since financ::.al liberalisation would enable financial. 

channels to develop expressly for rerouting subsidised credit. For 

selecti~e credit policies to work, financial markets must be kept 

segmented and repressed. The political popularity of subsidised 

credit in Portugal at present constitutes another rationale for 

financial repression. Selectivity, however, is disappearing with 

each new priority and each new special int~rest rate. The most 

bizarre example in the recent proliferation of special credits 
! 
i 

I 
I 

I 
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must be the new mortgage rat~ schedule with interest rates starting 

at 4 per cent! 

With around 30 per cent inflation, all institutional interest 

rates in Portugal have become neg~.tive in real terms. The nega-

tivity is ~subsidy to borrowers, a tax on lenders (depositors)~ 

The inflation tax turns out to be regressive. The rich face a 

wider range of both financial and tangible assets in which to hold 
I 

their wealth than the poor. Hence, this tax hits hardest the poor 

\ whose only assets are the financial instruments yielding negative 

returns. The tax is considerable - in 1976, for example, it may 
i 

well represent about 20 per cent of the gross national product. 

Allocative efficiency is also adversely affected by financial 

repression of the kind now found in Portugal. Negative real 

interest rates! give an extraordinary price signal to entrepreneurs. 
I i . 

It tells them that capital is a "bad" which society will pay to 
I .·. . 

have collected up and taken ~way. The result is encouragem~nt of 
I 
' highly capital intensive production techniques for any given pro-
' ! 

duct, and of products or ~recesses which, like petrol refining,. 

are necessarily capital intensive. In a country where there is 
' 

high,~nemployment and no saving, this effect of financial repression 

can certainly not be dismissed lightly. 

High and variable rates of inflation typically accompany 

financial repression. Variable - and so necessarily unanticipated 

inflation produces portfolio shifts towards short-term instr~ments, 

e.g. currency and sight deposits. The liqu·iuity premium rises, so 

making longer term instruments less attractive (more expensive) to 
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their issuers (Ness 1972, pp.235-37; Shaw 1975, p.9; Tun Wai and 

Patrick'l973, p.280). 

Monetary policy that adds to the risk of money holding 
drives risk aversion demand to physical wealth, 
consumption, or forel.gn assets. 
(Shaw 1973, p.61) 

Capital markets disintegrate in times of high and variable inflation. 

For the same reasons, their establislment under such conditions is 

ruled out. 

One indication of the fact that policy has changed from 

financial restriction to financial repression in post-Revolution 
i 

Portugal is that velocity of circulation (Y/M2) has started to 

rise, after falling steadily over the period 19 54-7 3 (Abel et al. 

1976, p.31; Fry 1976, pp.oo~oo and Table A.Z, p.OOO). Financial · 

repression sho1~s up in domestic-private savings too. 

It might be argued that demand for money and savings have 

been affected 1n the main by noneconomic factors over the past tw& 

years. Howe.ver, the following demand for money and savings functions 

est~mated for the 1960s· predict post-1974 events with considerable 

accuracy: 

1961-72 ln (~~) = -3.378 + 1.382 ln(y) + 1.4.30 (dt-i) (1) 

"t '.' (-11. 348) (38. 329) (2.502) 

R:2 = 0.995 f = 0.093 
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Sd 
__£ = -7.59.570 + 0.288 ln(y) 

y 
1.868 (.~_f) 4 847 ( . ') "y +. t-~" 

(-4.430) (4.879) (-5.232) 

R2 
= 0.791 

(3.135) 

f = 0.3'70 

M2 represents the average money stock (broadly defined to include 

currency in circulation, demand and time deposits) in each year, 
\ 

P rhe GNP implicit deflator, N population, y per capita income at 

cohstant 1963 prices, dt the average sight and time deposit rate 

of interest, t the time deposit rate, i the rate of inflation, 
I 

i* the expected inflation rate estimated using the Almon polynomial 

. lag techni4ue, Sd domestic private savings as a percentage of GNP, 
:' __12. 
I y 
' . 

and Sf foreign: savin~s also as a percentage of GNP. y . ' 

- The foll~~ing estimates for expected inflation rates in 
1_ .• 

percentage 

1973-7'7: 

i 
terms were 

! 

I 
f 
! 
I 

calculated using the Almon coefficients for 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

3. 71 
4.48 
7.56 

10.42 
14.50 

These were used ~n equations (1) and (2) to obtain the following 

projections: 

(2) 
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Year Ve~ociJ:L of Circul<1tion Domestic Private Savinos 

.Actuals Predicted Actuals Predicted 

1973 1. 09 1. 09 19.95 21. 72 

1974 J.. 09 1. 09 14. 79 11. 50 

1975 l. os 1.15 9.11 9.34 

1976 1. 20 1. 21 2.52 

1977 1. 29 -14.55 

\ 
Th\f projections for 1976 and 197"/ are based on the assumption that 

no change in the present policy 6f financial repression occurs. 

Ris~ng velocity and falling dorne~tic private savings are consistent 

with one ~nether. With virtually no financial repository for 

savings other than money, a decline in savings lowers demand for 

money, hence c
1
ausing velocity of circulation. to rise. Both, it 

' appears, are in large part the result of declining real deposit 
' . 

. !. 
rates of 1nterest. Negative real deposit rates are an invariable 

concomitant of financial repression. 

. . 

III Fi.nancial Ref~rm 

.! 

A fundamental policy change is required before financial 

development and spe~ific financial innovations can occur. Tinkering 

witl1 the financial system is pointless unless government shows a 

clear desire to mobilise domestic iesources through this channel. 

This must be expressed by measures to restore investment incentives, 
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freeing nomina.l interest rates (at a minimum freeing loan rates),· 

moderating and stabilising the rate of i11flaiion. 

Financial reform can be trawnatic. Initially, relative price 
i 

changes ,~enefit some at the expen:.e of others; abolition of the 

inflation tax is an obvious example. Then there is the macro

eConomic issue of whether or not the reform package will increase 

o~ reduce aggregate demand._ Floating the exchange rate and 

a~olishing price ceilings i~crease demand for domestic resources. I . 

Th~ impact of higher interest rates is ambiguous. Shifts in the 

composition of money - {rom currency to deposits - are expansionary. 

Shi~ts in the form in which savings are held • from tangible to 

financial assets - are deflationary. An increase in aggregate 
I 

savings is also deflationary. Unfortunately, quantification of 

elasticities ind cross elasticities necessary to calculate the 
I 

overall impact is. impossible. One predicts, however, that without 
I 

,! 
these policy changes the Portuguese economy will continu~ its down-

ward spiral. J . · . · . . 

! 
I 

Quick re~ponse mecha~isms are essential to 3nsure that impac~ 

effects .of financial refoi\il are not unnecessarily disruptive. 

Impro~ed information systems a:ce, in turn, prerequisites for these. 

Perhaps a special statistical team with some expertise in sampling 

techniques might be formed in advance to monitor key ind~cators 

after the reform lS initiated. The data to be collected by such a 

team would include composition of the money stock, loan activity 

of ~ll groups of financial institutions, foreign exchange and trade 

movements, sensitive co~nodity prices, business activity, expectations 
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and investment plans. The s~ecial statistical team responsible for m 

'rapid information syste1n would have to collect data or supervise 

data collection in an active rather than a passlve mode .. During 

transition after reform, one cannot afford to wait for forms to be 

completed and returneci. by respondents. The team would of necessity 

be itinerant. 

Smoothing techniques can be devised to counter abrupt impact 

effects of financial reform. For example, the monetary consequences 

of an inflow of foreign exchange can be offset by changes in the 

goverhment deficit or actelerated foreign debt repayment. Special 

deposits or increased reserve requirement might be used to counter-

balance a shift in the composition of money. In the event of·a 

dramatic increase in saving and hence an initial slump in aggregate 

demand, public works projects shculd be ready for immediate acti

vation. Much could also be .done now to hire ~r acquire proje~t 

appraisal expeftise so that ~nvestment expenditure can pick up 

rapiily as soon as investment incentives are restored. Commercial . 
banks might be required: to extend long term loans for productive 

L:vestment purposes. This would force them to intensify their 
,. 

searcl: for favourable loan opportunities ln the private sector. 

The Banco de Portugal would have to be prepared to meet 

possibly substantial changes in loan and deposit activity of indic 

/ 

vidual banks. The most practical way of doing this might be to pay 

interest on commercial bm:ks' deposits with the Banco de Portugal 

and to extend overdraft instead of normal rediscount facilities 

(Fry 1976, Chapter 5). These tHo measures would enable sizable 

transfers of funds between banks with the minimum of administrative 
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cost and delay. The first measure would also ensure that impact 

effects would not themselves destroy completely individual banks' 

earning abilities. 

IV Financial DeveloEn:ent ----------- --·--

Financial development and innovati6n can occur and may be 

encouraged once basic financial reform has taken place. Then, 

focus on improving tl1e efficiency of domestic resource mobilisation 

is warranted. Withou~ the former, the latter is irrelevant because 

there will be no investment for which to mobilise efficiently 

domestic resources. This section discusses the innovations in the 

financial field which might form the first stage of a financial . ! . 

development programme. 

The measui"es proposed are modest.· They do not involve 
i . 

subsidy or high set~up costs, nor do they hing~ around the .estab-

lishment of a capita{ mc:rket, often considered a sin~~ non of 

financial development. In fact, reestablishment of an equity 

market-is the last item on the list of this particular programme. 

The approach here is gradual, starting with simple, relatively 

unsophisticated firiancial instruments and markets, building on 

sound foundations, learning by doing (but not so rapidly that 

inevitable mistakes made early in each stage set the pr·ocess back 

to its starting point) (Shaw 1973, pp.]44-47). 
' 

I 
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The stock mark~~t explos-ion of 1:)'73 exemplifies well the c1a.ngcr· 

of starting at tl1e ~rang endQ Since. institutional interest rates 

have beCn admi:n.:l.strativ·ely fixed for decades,. ·fundamental under-

sta~1ding of tl1e relationship betwe~~ returns to productive invest-

:nlent_ yi~lds and interest T~~tc.s i.s lacking. The- pTe~·Rcvolution 

Portuguese stock n1arket is far from atypical: 

With only a f.ew exceptions (for example, in Brazil, 
India, Malaysia, and Singaporci), m~rkets are tl1in, with 
little or no trading and with relatively few and insig
nificant amounts of ne1~ public issues by prJvate 
corporations. With a son1ewhat larger amount of issue, 
the market for government debt lll:IY appe;,r to be more 
developed, b11t its sales are ~ainly to captive buyers.· 
Information is poor and manipulation is s1~stantial, 
especially for private issues. Tl1e occasional speculative 
splurges end in a crash that eliminates the nascent public 
investors, and the market reverts to its lethargic state. 
(Tun Wai and Patrick 1973, pp.268-69) 

Financial development in Portugal might start with innovation 

within the banking system. Given their present predominance, the 

commercial banks are the most.obvious institutions to be used as 

the mainspring of financial. development effort. Ccmmercial banks 

mightoffer t"o new instruments. The first is the negot1able 

certificate o.f depositc"('l\!CD). It serves two purposes. First, it. 

lengthens banks' liability portfolio maturity, hence enabling them 

to lengthen the maturity of their asset portfolios "ithout undue 

risk. Second, trading in NCDs provides experience in market deter·· 

mination of interest rates so evidently lacking at present. NCDs 

might be issued with moturiti.es of three, f~ur and five years. 
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There is no doubt tl1at Portugal coul.d benefit greatly from 

·1 . t . . t"l . . 1 +- - r· ,. •. . ~ 1 l. ·rj~ +·rt•u··,,·,eJ',+., ['l·~eXlCO s expcr1cncc \'ll 1 a s:.LfiLL...._a.r ~~ype OJ: 1:1n;:::.nc:t ..•. :. ~ ~] l.. _ ~-

the financ:i_era. 
·-----~·--···--· 

This i_s a .Jc~,, "'81"" .Ol'v,,d . V1.lt; 1... - ut 7 l ..!'._,.,.. . dividend instTwnent 
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with a competitively high yield. It offers tl0 holder high liquid-

ity because the issuing institution guarantees repurchase at par. 

The guara11tee provides a market price floor_, so counteracting a11y 

initial lack of confidence (Tun Wai and Patrick 1973, pp.274-76 
\ 

and 285). On the foundations laid by the fi.J]~'Ec:i,_<"_!:a, Mexico is 
\ 

one of the very :f.'ew less developed countries which have managed 

to develop sound securities exchanges. 
i 

Conditions of supply of NCDs .or .:finai2._t;:ier_<;s are extremely 

important. Clearly, if NCDs are issued cin tap at a fixed price 

with the same fixed guaranteed repurchase price they will effect-
i 

ively be indistinguishable from savings deposits. 
I . . • 

The mark~t price 

is rigidly tie'd and ne trading 1-1ill take place. The ideal solution 

would be sale ,bY auction. P~ovided the dividend is attractive 

enough, market price can be kept above the floor at whicl1 banks 
j 

guarantee repurchase. Then assuming supply is regulated in one 1-1ay 
' 

~r another, market trading at prices above the price floor will 

OCCLir. 

A limited expeiiment in auctioning NCDs might be made by 

confining sales to emigrants' remittances. Auctions could be held 

once a week, for example, h'ith quantities supplied determined by 

some pre-arranged for~ula designed to raise per capita remittances 

to their 1973 level within a year. This im.plies that at the end. 

of tl!e year quantities supplied Hill exactly raise 1973 level per 



· .. : .. 

capita remittances~ What return l1as to be offered to produce tl1is 

inflow is, of cours8, detcrntined in the marketc 

·ani way of creating a 1narket for NCIJs without sale by auct~on 
I 

would be to ration supplies on some nonpri.ce ch_tn-ia. Again 

assuming that the dividend is attractive cnoug1.J 1 this could enSure 

·that· tl1e n:arket price is kept above its guarinteed redempti011 

floor. NCDs Jnig!It be rationed on the basis of holdings of otl1er 

d~posits, as a giv·en propoition of income, or simply a fixed a1nount 

\ 
pe:r person. 

', 

The main advantage of starting with limited eligibility for 

NCD purchases is that cross elasticities are bound to be high. 

One does not want violent swings bet1ceen one form of deposit to 

another, even !if they aTe accompanied by an overall increase in 
I 

demand for financial instruments. The main point is to introduce 

a relatively long term financial instrument whose prir:e and hence 

yield is dete~-i1iinecl by market forces ra'ther than administrative 
i 
I • . 

·fiat. The leannng process is important .and that might best be 
! I . . 

achieved by starting on a small scale and expanding gradually. 

·once familiari t)' with the ;Jasic NCDs has developed, some prodv.c1: 

differentiation can be introduced. For example, the Banco de 

Fomento might sell special NCDs with an equity element, others 

might be index-liriked. 

Financial development along tl1ese lines involves successive 

experiments, each one building on the fir1n establishment of the 

other. Tl1e different NCDs would be competitive wit!1 one another 

so tl1at savers coul_d Jivcrsi.fy their portfolios. Diversification 
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-.. , 
lines lS an efficient alter·· 

·na·tive to the cxpensive,·over-eJ.alJorate dive~sification of 

financial institutions so commonly found elsewhere (Fry 1976, 

pp.000-00). 

The second financial instxument which might be consideTed is 

a compul.sory savings deposit. Employers l~ould. pay the employees' 

compulsory savings into tl1e latter's compulsory sav1ngs deposits 

eyery month. The maturity of the deposit might be four or five 

ye\l.rs .. It may be reduced, but not lengthened, at the govermncn t 's 
. I 

discretion. 

Compulsory saving~ schemes· can range from virtual taxation tc 

near-voluntary participation. The point cl1osen along this axis 

' will determine. the opt1mal form of the scheme. Clearly, compulsory 
I 

' savings wl1ich ~re almost i.ndistinguishable fron1 taxation shot1ld be 
i 

progressive. !Conversely, compulsory savings whicl1 offer a better 
i 
i .·· 

yield than alternative financial assets ntight best be rationed 

(imposed) on 1 p~ll tax basis. 
I 

An important feature of a compulsory' savings scheme is that 
' I 

it may make abolition, or at least some liberalisation, of interei~ 

rate ceilings easier from the political standpoir1t. Freeing or a 

gene'ral increase in interest rates can be linked to the introduction 

of compulsory savihgs. The near-voluntary scheme provides the 

most attractive,. the near-taxation scheme the least attractive yield 

vis-l-vi~ comparable financial instruments. In eith&r case, corn~ 

pulsory savers can be assumed to.prefe:r higher to lower returns on 
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their savings. A_ general in~rease in the structure of interest 

NCDs and compulsory savings d.cposits can provide indirect 

sources of funds to the public sector. With the nationalisation 

of a large part of the Portuguese economy, mobilising resources 

for public sector investment must be of top priority. Three 1nain 

sources are available. The. first two - the Budget current account 
I I . 

surplus and profits of the nationalised firms themselves - can be 
I 

ighored only at great peril to long run economic stability and 

groyth. It is the third source - domestic private savings - that 
i 
' is considered here. 

The c~ntral government raises a derisorily small amount of 
I 

funds directly; through government bond issues. Not only has yield 

but also the ~cchanism of supply been unattractive. Fer rxa~ple,. 

the actual bonds are not distributed until about nine moJJths after 
I 

' their official is~ue and sale. During this period, holders·· (or 

nonholders to'be precise) can sell only to the commercial banks. 
' I 
I 

This delay seems to be ca~sed solely by bureaucratic inefficiencic~. 

Because of this delay factor, it has apparently been impossible 

to isiue short term treisury bills since the 1930s. 

Bond ownership has to be registered largely on account of 

the amortisation procedure. Bonds are redeemed by lottery at the. 

end of the third, fourth and fifth yc~rs; all bonds are now issued 

for a maximum maturity of five years. This method of bond redemp-

tiori is necess~ry because it is adini11istrativeJ.y i1npossibJ.e· to _pay 

' 

I 

I 
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off an entire bond issue at maturity~ Bonds cannot Le·rept1rc11ased 

gradually in the market; there is no market. 

The; risk element created by -random redemption constitutes 

anot11er unattractive chara.cte:cistic of goveTrnnent bonds. Yields 
i 
I 

rise wi.tl1 mut·urity. Hence, the higl1er yields accruing in the 

fourth and fiftl1 year will be discou11ted by this risk factor -

these higher yields may never be earned if the bond is withdrawn 

after only three years. 

This redemption procedure is also used by the Institute 

Hobiliare Italiano. In a recent study, Schilbred (1973) compared 

the market prices of the bonds issued by the Institute Mobiliare 

with those of treasury bonds with fixed maturities. Th~ comparison 

indicated that the Institute Mobiliare was obliged to offer <J sub-· 

stantially higher yield simply to compensate for risk which it 

induced deliberately into its bonds. In other words, there 1s a 

market price of risk which IS paid, under competitive minket con-

ditions, by the creator of the risk. 

This particular form of risk and the'risk premium it produces 

could be eliminated by separate offerings of three, four and five 

year bonds. This, it is claimed by a former Secretary of State 

in the Hinistry of Finance, is beyond the administrative capabilities 

of the Jv!ini::;try. 

One concludes ~hat the public sector will be relying, in the 

m?.in, on indirect chann<cls through l'hich to tap domestic private 

savings. Indeed, thought might be given to, abandoning government 

bond issnes altogethler. Their retention may well retard rather 
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out, NCDs and compulsory savings deposits can provide funds to tlte 

public sector. To facilitate monetary control; the central govern

ment migl1t borrow only from th~ Banco de Portugal. Local. 

authorities and nationalised firms would borrow from. the other 

fina.ncj_nl institutions. In other words, tlte financial institutions 

might well act as mobilise1's of private savings for the public 

sector. One suspects that the former will perform this function 

rather more efficiently and effectively than has the Ministry of 

Finance in the past. 

In sum, two new financial instruments have been proposed and 

one old instrument abolished. The ne1v centl'alised market now to 

be discussed is the bill market. 

Bill discounting is the normal method of providing instituti6nal 

credit in Portugal. Bills might be an appropriate instrument in 

which to establish a cent1·al·ised market, s·ince the business and 

financial communities are so familiar with them. Indeed, it is 

initially surprising that no bill market of this type already exists. 

The reason seems to lie in the fact that the banks have accommodated 

prime borrowers at fixed, low interest rates. Other borrowers 

squeezed out under this system have not had sufficient credit 

standing to raise funds directly on a bill market. Furthermore, 

the Banco de Portugal is now providing rediscount facilities on tap, 

i.e. unlimited quantities at fixed prices and under fixea nonprice 

conditions. 
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The simplest 1<ay t() develop a bill market would be to abolish 

the rediscount system and substitute for it overdraft facilities 

with quantitative limits. This would provide the necessary pre-

conditi6n for the suc~essful introduction of a centralised bill 

market. Now, banks will be unable to satisfy all the customers 

they want and l1ave an incentive to particj.pate in a bill market. 

Bill trading could be organised in the stock exchange on 
\ 

M~ndays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 

i.~. at the banks' closing time. 
! 

for example, starting at 3.30 pmi 

New orders mightbe placed during 

the trading period, or could initially be restricted as is now the 

I case in the bond market. Commercial banks could offer an accept-

ance service, accepting bills by adding tl1eir signature, thereby 

reducing risk ~o the pu~chaser. Banks might jlso provide a 
I 

collection ser~ice for matured bills. Fees for these services 
I 

would automat~cally be held down by the alternatives of placement 

of bills withdut ~cceptance and direct ~ollection upon maturity. 
! 

There i~ ther~fore no need to fix fees by· admiriistrative decision, 

' The bill,market performs four functibns. Pirst, it creates a 
,4!'·' I 

new financial· instrument for, :oaveTs. This vii_ll produc0 some sub-

stitut~on from bank deposits into bills but also, because bills are 

differentiated from deposits, a net increHS8 in financial savings. 

Second, it provides a market for relatively riskless, short term 

financial instruments in which buyers and sellers gain experience 

and learn about n•arket pricing of something whosci price has not 

been determined this way in the past. Third, it pro~ides a useful 

indicator for monetary policy. Interest rates in the bill market 
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can be followed closely by the Banco de Portugal. Finally, the 

bill market competes with the financial instftutioris, so encouraging 

efficiency. 

V Conclusion 

This paper has attempted to analyse present policies ln 

Portugal towards financial instruments and markets before outlining 

strategies of.financial reform and development. One cannot be 

highly optimistic that the preconditions for financial development 

will .be established. They involve radical policy changes which 

may not be acceptable politically at present. However, one might 

note that an important feature of recent economic reforms in 
' ' 

eastern Europe' .. has been the elimination or modification of planned 

segmentation of credit markets. . . 
i 

Under the old system, not only 

"were interest rates held below their equilibrium levels, but were 
. 

differentiated on non-rr,arket criteria. In Hungary, for example, · 

interest rates on.the same term loans with identical risk attributes 

·~ranged from D.S to 18 per cent (Fekete 1968, p.64). Concern over 

improved allocative efficiency has resulted in a return to the use 

of market pricing of capital as well as mOst other goods and services. 

Free markets are prerequisites for the financial developments 

proposed in this report. A low interest rate policy makes it 

impossible to develop a viable bond ma:rket:. 
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There is a fundamental conflict between a government's 
low i11tercst .rate poli~y and a free bond market . 044 

The moral is that the development af capital markets 
requires freedom from government attempts to control 
interest rates . . . . _ ----···---
(Tun Wai and Patrick 1973, p.284) 

If Portugal undertakes.thc necessaTy financial reforms out-

lined in Section Ill, finaiicial development might be initiated 

along tiJree fronts: 

1. Negotiable certificates of deposit 

2. Compulsory savings deposits 

3. A centralised bill market 

After these thTee innovations, furtheT steps might be taken to 

lengtl1~n maturities and increase product differentiation. These, 

l1owever, cannot succeed unless inflation is reduced and stabilised. 

,, 
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1. He are not going to tell the history of regional policy 

in Portugal. \Ye assume indeed there is no such history to be 

told. 

Most people Hho have been involved in economic policy in 

Portugal do not really consider space as an essential factor 

affecting the function/>ing of the economy. They do not 

·usually go farther than the analysis stage to consider 

~ymptoms and make the. usual diagnosis·: regional imbalance. 

They then proceed either to emphasize the evils of the 

"system" or to make good-Hill statements on correcting 

disequilibria and '"e nearly alHays suspect them of demagogy. 

Too few are really aware of the need to bring the spatial 

factor into economic decision-making. In those cases where 

space demands consideration the approach has always been 

partial and sectorial: only very seldom has there been a 

concern to accept phenomena in an interrelated and integrated 

way, as they always are. On the national planning .scale 

we may say that there have been little more than mere 

references to the need of considering inter-industry 

relationships (though the existing input-output tables have 

been very little used). As there has been no national/ 

/regional planning( 1 ) in Portugal, problems of integration 

at national level and interrelation among regions have not 

arisen. Again, at regional/local level only very seldom 

has someone given consideration either to an interdisciplinary 

approach to planning or to integration among scales. 

(regional/local within national/regional) and .interrelation 

within a given level. Integration, interrelation, 

interdiscipline have been no more ~han words. 

(1) \Ye follow Peter Hall's proposal to use "national/ 
/regional" and ''regional/local" expressions to refer to 
the basic levels of regional and urban planning. 
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Nevertb,elfJSS "regional 11 is a \·tclr.n--ot.tt 1..rord uhen used 

to qu.ali.fy almost· c·vE.;rytll:Lng_,' concerr1ing investment decisions. 

No doubt it has to l}o in a concr~!te space, in a d~f'ini te 

region, that decisions h'"":o to bo i1l1plemented. Investment 

projects have to bG locc~~tt~cl in regio~1s. There is no other 

1<ay. But this 'should not aJ.Jov the use of any "rec;ional 

pla1ininfS'' expression. There has be<?n-

none. 

2. He stand by what li'e nre sure i[< a widely acceptable 

statement:· conditions have to be created for progressively 

achieving a situation of .economic justice for everybody. 

Disequilibrium, >vhatever its form, is something to fight 

·against. 

Economic justice is a concept worth discussing bUt we 

are not interested in discussing it as we would not be in 

discussing >>elfare, if it Here the term ve used. lve lvish 

to use l>'Ords to express concrete and objective things and 

situations, not vague, abstract and arguable concepts. 

When we speak of economic justice •·re mean that everyone, 

wherever he lives, has the right to have access (not only 

physical access) to the basic goods and services of 

civilization. Society has to be organized in order to make 

possible the achievement of this goal. l{e are above all 

concerned vith spatial organization which certainly is not 

the least important aspect of' general organization. 

One basic ~onctition for access is the existence of a 

convenient network of supply, so that everybody can be 

provided >iith any of those basic e-oods and services within 

a satisfactory time-distance ran~;e. This is the first 

objective: a network of' places, oreani~ed in hierarchical 

order (by definition, in an integrat()d and interrelated 

'fay), so located as to cover the >ihole country and in such a 

way that everybody has (at least) physical access to them. 

Of' course, ~;oods and services to be available have to be 
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vroduced and there are such things as location of' resources, 

organization of' production; economies of' scale, even 

agglomeration ef'f'ects 1 \;hich cannot be ignored. The rationale 

of' economics reminds us that social benef'i ts resulting f'rom a 

satisfactory spatial organization of' distribution generate 

costs that hav~ to be paid. HO\vever, there is room f'or these 

costs to be taken into account if' the network of' places .is a 

hierarchical one, f'or in such a case a close correspondence 

may exist - and should exist - between functions of' places 

and sizes • 

. 'fe do not wish to oversimplify. This question is only in part 

a question of' thresholds. In f'act it is .a very complex 

problem since it involves the spatial organization of' 

productive industry in an interrelated and integrated way and 

the creation of' minimal conditions f'or the economic 

self-sustaining of' communities. However, we would not place 

the question of' organizing production ahead of' that 

concerning the organization of' distribution at the present 

stage of' economic development. 'fe know that \;e cannot go on 

distributing what we have not produced. But we need a clear 

and definite pattern of distribution which can immediately be 

used to remedy too many intolerable situations. The spatial 

organization of' production must f'ollmv this pattern and 1 

of' course, mesh with it. People cannot.wait longer f'or the 

basic goods and services which are related to their basic 

needs, 

\fe have thus stated, very briefly, our approach to regional 

development. First of' all it. is development that matters. 

Development can only be· achieved through economic justice 

by giving eve.rybody similar conditions of' access to essential 

goods and services and this is a very concrete and objective 

way in which development, as a goal, may be expressed. 

It implies, among other things, the spatial organization of' 

society. 

lie started with a widely acceptable statement. Have we ended 

with an unquestionable approach to regional ·development? 



Before expanding this approach let us consider ·t.ro basie 

reasons for putting it for1>ard. 

J. First: the Portuguese Constitution. 

h .. 

There is no need ·to go into details. We have siniply to stress 

that our economic, ·social and political life.must be 

orientated· to ensure change to\vards socialism. And we must. 

also point out that reading the Portuguese Constitution 

through we can see clear and definite development goals 

along with the enunciation of objectives of social and 

economic justice. 

To give only a few examples: 

to bring about conditions for achieving welfare and 

to improve the quality of life is one of the 

fundamental tasks of the State (art. 9, 66, 81); 

another fundamental task is the creation of 

conditions of equality for access to health services 

(art. 64), to education and culture in general 

(art. 73, 74, 75), to adequate housing conditions 

and to all social facilities in general (art. 65); 

still another, and very important, is the need to 

correct disequilibria among people, between town and 

country, and among regions (art. 81). 

As far as economic organization is concerned the· improvement· 

of·social and economic welfare, the correction of 

disequilibria among regions and between tOlvn and country are 

specific priorities. And it is development that abvays 

matters. The word "gro\fth" appears only once, but in a clear 

context of development: one of the priorities the State has 

to consider is the need "to guide social and economic 

development in the way of balance~ growth for every industry 

and region" (art. 81, c). Should this article raise any 

doubts concerning the basic option in favour of development, 

it would certainly be enough to ref'er to art. 91 (and also 



• 
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art. 95) where, dealing with planning matters, one can read: 

"the plan must ensure a harmonic development f'or all 

sectors and regions, an efficient use of' the forces. 

of' product:Lon, justice in the distribution of' wealth 

among'individuals and regions, coordination between 

economic poli.cy and social, educational and cultural 

policies, the preservation of' the ecological balance, 

the protection of' the environment and the quality of' 

life of' the people". 

Fortunately, one has only to read the Constitution to 

realize there can be no alternative to the developmental 

approach to regional economic policy in Portugal. It only 

remains to express it in a fully objective way. 

It should not be necessary to produce further arguinents in 

favour of' "our" approach, Nevertheless we are going to 

consider, in summary form, some aspects of' the Portuguese 

regional economic picture, It may help to base any discussion 

on priorities, if' necessary. It may give some idea of' how 

the situation has deteriorated and how fast, and accelerated, 

the process of' disequilibrium, It will enable us to introduce 

some very concrete problems which have to be kept in mind 

when considering policy guidelines. 

ll. Second: the regional imbalance. 

Each of' the following maps gives a clear picture of' the 

regional disequilibria in Portugal. 

lfuen we wish to quantify these di'equilibria we have to limit 

ourselves to the available statistical information which 

most generally refers to 11 distritos 11 - in some cases not 

homogeneous regions at all ( 2 ), \ie have to bear this in mind 

(2) See, at the end, maps A and B: map A shows the 
administrative and planning regions and map B shows division 
into hom~geneous regions. 
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and be· m;are that the actual imbalance is certainly much 

greater, however impressive may be results of the statistical 

analysis based on "distritos". The level of aggregation is 

very high indeed. 

If we look at ~aps 1, 2 and 3, for instance, we notice the 

general pattern of spatial differentiation. In fact, the 

strip of land near the coast, running North to South from 

Braga to Setubal ("distritos" of Braga, Porta, Aveiro,Coimbra, 

Leiria, Lisboa.e Setubal) corresponding to only a little more 

than 1/l.j of the total area of Portugal, contains about 2/3 
of the total population, and creates almost 4/5 of the 

G.D.P. and 9/10 of the product of manufacturing industry. 

Two 11 clistritos" - Lisboa and Porta - covering less than 6'fb 
of the whole area have more than 1/3 of the total population 

and about t of the G.D.P, 

T_aking the extreme cases to make very crude comparisons, we 

can have a clear idea about the enormous gap between 

"distritos" at the top and bottom of the economic scale and 

how this.eap has evolved. There were 19.6 doctors per 

10,000 inhabitants in Lisboa.versus 3.2 in Vila Heal and 

Viana do Castelo in 196lJ; by 1972 the ratio \ias · 23.8 in 

Lisboa against 3.5 in V. Castelo. Per capita income in Lisboa 

was 3.3 times that of the lo\iest ''distrito'' in 1953, 3.5 
times in l96lJ, almost 4 times in 1970. Differentiation in 

general tends to increase variability among the elements of 

the statistical distributions with respect to per capita income: 

the standard deviation increased from 1.9 in 1953 to 6.6 
in 1970, the coefficient of variation rising from 3lJ.9% to 

39.6% over the same period. Using this information on per 

·capita income we might say that the 252 thousand people 

living in V. Castelo in 1970 actually corresponded to only 64 
thousand by Lisboa per capita income standards. 

' 
We believe there is no need to add to these comparisons. 

l>'hat lie think important i·s to· emphasize the permanency of the 

general pattern of disequilibrium and the clear trend towards 

its increase. If we take tlvO groups of "distritos", those 

liith the highest rates of growth in employment in manufacturing 
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industry and those ~·d.th the. loHest rates for the periods 

1950-60 and 1960-70, ~<e realize that their names may change 

(also their relative position) but they always make the 

same pattern. And, as is 

the range h~s Gnormously 

clearly noticed 

increased (J). 
from the figures, 

"Distritos" '<ith _the highest _and l<;~~~st percentages 

of <>To,;th in empLoyment in manufacturing industry 

1950-60 1960-70 

Aveiro 42.8 Guarda 2. 1 se tubal 30.8 Bragan<;a 

Leiria 33.3 Viseu 6.2 Braga 19.0 Beja 

se tubal 31.5 Portalegre 6.7 ·Aveiro 16.2 Vi la I<eal 

Lisboa 30.7 Vi la I<eal 12.0 Leiria 13,/.j Portalegre 

-lj/.j.2 

-24.6 

-2Lli 

-20.7 

The maintenance of the spatial pattern of development may be 

·realized in a synthetic way by computing some correlation 

coefficients: 

1 • % employment in 
manufact .• ind. ( 19 50) 1. 000 

2. idem (1960) .990 1. 000 

J. idem ( 1970) .967 • 981 1 .ooo 
lj • grovth in employment in 

manufact. ind.(1960-70) .775 .795 .852 1 .ooo 
5. idem (1950-70) .778 .828 .858 .9/.j2 1 .ooo 

1 • 2. 3. .4. 5. 

The spatial distribution of employment in manufacturing 

industry remained almost unchanged between 1950 and 1970. 

The same happened though to a smaller extent, as would be 

expected, vith the pattern of grovth in employment in 

manufacturing industry. All this meshes with population 

growth, per capita income distribution, density and percentage 

of urban population, especially if one takes into account the 

fact that percentage grmvth in emp'loyment in manufacturing 

industry: tends to slow do'"n as long ·as the level of 

(3) For those liho have taken an interest in Portuguese 
econotnic and s.ocial life for the last fmv decades this is no 
matter :for surprise and the;r·e is a. simple explanation f'or it. 
We are here only concerned with presenting facts. 
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industrialization increases (the case of' Lisboa, where 

employment in service industries has been aug1nented relatively 

more than employment in manufacturing industry). 

1 • 1 • 000 

2. 

3. 
lj • 
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(*) % employment in manufacturing industry in f'irms with 
more than 20 employees, 

Using a "shif't-share" approach 

losses of' "distritos" in total 

to assess t4e net 
I 

population during 

gains and 

1960-70, 
we have tried to explain the spatial distribution of' 

population change (Pc). through the behaviour of' the f'ollo\dng 

variables, using a regression analysis appr~ach: % of' urban 

population in 1960 (Up); %of' employment in manufacturing 

industry in 1960 (He); net change i.n employment in 

manufacturing industry in 1950-60 (Me); and per capita 

income in 1953. 
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It is interesting to nota that per capita inco1ne in 1953 
had no relevant effect on explaining the net change in 

. population. distr.ibutiono The same does not. happen 1vith the 

other variables, Hhich make for R2=.92 under reliable 

auto-correlation testso :Regression coefficients concerning 

the~ net chang'e- in employment in manufacturing industry are 

hoHever not satisfactorily supported by T-test 

coefficients. 

This is the rec;ression equation when net change in employment 

in manufacturing industry in 1950-60' is included (T-test 

values in brackt.?ts): 

Pc= 3,166 Up 

(7.1332) 
+ 2.656 He + 

(1!,11721) 
1.561 Me 

( .9651) 
- 1 2. 1;21 9 2 z. R =, 92" 

The regression equation concerning Up and Me only, is 

Pc = 3.337 Up + 2.712 Me - 12.8797 2 
R =.919 

(8.2264) (4.5984) 

There is no doubt as to the dependence of population change.on 

concentration of population and employment in manufacturing 

industry in previous periods, 

As concentration of both population and employment in 

manufacturing industry have increased since 1960, there are 

additional grounds for concern about the need for intervention 

if He do not want to see the process of depopulation 

aggravated in inland areas. 

Let us summarize it this \vay: the spatial pattern o:f regional 

imbalance shows an enormous gap between the "distritos" of 

the western central part o:f the country and all the others, 

This gap has Hidened and the tendency is :for it to become 

even lYider. t-fay lle no1-r, therefore, consider the s.patial 

functioning of the economy 1¥hich can help us to understand 

this trend and, of course, may sh6H the ,;ay to correct it? 
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5. He have no regional accounting in Portug·al. lve have no 

statistical information concerning inter-regional economic 

flm<s. As an essential instrument of economic policy, lie should 

have some basic lmot<ledge on flo"s ~etHeen regions in order to 

arrive at an input-output flat< table, an especially useful 

tool if t<e can thereby separate the sales and purchaseB in a 

current and in a capi'tal account. 

At this stage we are going to attempt to obtain this basic 

knot<ledge. To this end we shall develop a si.mple method of 

estimating flo><s or transactions betHeen regions in order to 

arrive at a general flO\oTS or trans.actions table. This may be 

done only by making extremely drastic assumptions and.at very 

high levels of regional and industrial aggregation, since 

there is an almost complete lack of information. 

First, for reasons of convenience, l<e use tho division of the 

country into four regions (planning regions, according to the 

1968-73 "Plano de Fomento"). lve then take the G.D.P. regional 

estimates of the Institute Na6ional de Estatistica referring 

to 197.0 and assume that transactions among regions depend 

directly on the regions product and indirectly on the 

distances betl<een them(I,); that is to say, ve assume a 

gravity-type behaviour of the general form 

l<here M. 
]. 

distance, 

regions 

a -P 
F = k (M .• M.) d .. 

]. J l.J 

is the product of region i and d .. 
l.J 

the physical 

by road, between the chief economic centres of 

i and J. Coefficients o and p (also k) have 

been estimated separately for the Northern, Central and Lisboa 

planning regions based on sample surveys of road traffic and 

using a regression analysis app;oach( 5 ). 

(I,) Distances between regions are given as distances bett<een 
their regional capitals. 

(5) It is interesting to note that coefficient a is higher in 
the Northern region and in Lisboa than in the other regions; 
and that (!> coefficients, on the other hand, are lower in those 
regions, especially in Lisboa, ><hich has the highest ol. • This 
means that both in importance in terms of production and in 
accessibility, Lisboa and the North are favoured, compared llith 
the Centre and bertainly the South. (Detailed results t<ill be 
published shortly.) 
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Haking these strict assumptions, >re have arrived at the 

following transactions table (1000 "contos"): 

Hegions 
"'---J'Urchasing 
~~ North Centre Lis boa South 

Region~-
producing . · 

·. - ' 
North 14.6 10.3 111.4 1.9 

Centre 10.5 11.0 1 4. 1 2.0 

Lis boa 1 4. 1 1 4. 1 lr1 • 9 4.2 
South 2.0 2.2 ).9 3.3 

Total 41.2 37.6 74.3 11.4 

••hich enables us to calculate the corresponding 

inter-regional input coefficients 

Regions 
~urchasing 

Total 

41.2 

37.6 

74.3. 

11.11 

16l1,5 

.... ,. 
Regions''..... North Centre Lis boa South 

producing ~ 

North .354 .274 • 194 • 167 

Centre .255 .293 • 190 .176 

Lis boa .)42 ·375 .564 .368 

South .049 .058 .052 .289 

1.000 1 .ooo 1 .ooo 1 .ooo 

They sho>< very impressively ho><.all regions are dependent 

on Lisboa (and, to a smaller extent, on the North) ,since 

Lisboa is the most highly developed part of the country, 

It will certainly be very important to realize that whatever 

the region, more than 1/3 of its inputs come from Lisboa. 
' 

The central and southern regions depend more on inputs from 

Lisboa than from themselves. Even the northern region, Hherc 

we find the second most highly developed area of Portugal, 

depends on Lisboa for its inputs almost as much as 



on itself' (6) 
• 

Of' course, these are very crude figures 't-rhich have to be 

understood bearing in mind the assumptions and restrictions 

deriving f'rom the very high level of' aggregation (by regions 

and by industries). However, this table fits in very well with 

the overall results we get from the analysis on spatial 

imbalance and in this sense it might be taken as another way 

of' discussing the regional pattern. But, still more 

important, it gives a .clear notion of the acceleration of' 

the disequilibrium process and on its multiplicative 

effects. 

lve shall return to this later. 1fe find it extremely 

important to explore .the regional dependence relationships 

it expresses. We could hardly resist using it as an 

instrument for regional policy simulation - crude as it is. 

6. Let us no" consider our approach to development. 

There are essential goods and services whose supply should 

be spread all over the country in such a way that 

everybody, wherever they live, has access (at least 

physical access) to them. Of course, there are different 

degrees of need for those basic goods and services or, as 

is usually said,_ goods and services are of different 

"orders". This means that.they must be spread accordingly, 

concentration of supply being reduced to the extent that 

the order of' importance is reduced. All of them must be· 

available at (central) places so located that the space - the 

population rather - is properly served. 

( 6) The level of regj_onal aggregation does not allow to go 
much farther. Notice in Map A(at the end) that the way 
planning regions have been formed in fact brings together 
in the same area subregions with very different levels of 
development. This is certainly evident in the Northern and 
Central planning regions, which ar~ very far from being 
homogeneous (compare ,;i th· ~lap B) 
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Different degrees of need :for goods and services 

(central functi.ons) enabl·e us''to consider a hierarchical 

order for them, the same being tr·ue for (central) places 

where they can be found. The higher· the order of 

importance of a place the larger the range of available 

goods and services and the larger the region it may 

supply. This of cours.e makes sense: the higher the order 

of a good the lower the degree of need for it (or the 

frequency of the need for it). For goods and services less 

frequently needed the convenient size of the market is 

attained at the cost of enlarging the complementary region 

of the. centre; and as they are less frequently needed than 

others (of lower order), people are going to accept 

spending longer to get them. Whatever the good or service, 

one may say there should be a threshold (minimum market 

size) to be crossed for the good or service to be 

available. lfhatever the good or service there is a 

maximum convenient distance to cover(rang~ to gain access 

to it, 

Both threshold and range are usef'ul concepts. Ho,•ever; as 

we are concerned with basic goods and services - basic 

central functions - we propose that regional policy must 

be based first on respect for reasonable ranges ( '"hich 

vary according.j;o the order of the goods or services) and 

then on the search for convenient thresholds. 

Of course, population centres - tmvns and cities - are 

pl'aces where we expect (central) functions to be 

performed. They at least favour the search for suitable 

thresholds. However, their location in Portugal follows the 

general spatial disequilibrium pattern (!1ap lJ) and this 

means that we are very far from having a convenient 

network of centres to base a hierarchical system upon. 

lVith such a network it might perlcaps be possible to find 

convenient thresholds but there o;6uld not be any chance 

of organizing space under acceptable range conditions. 
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This can be deJIIOnstrated by.refe~ring to some research 

in progress at the Centre ror Urban Studies (7) in 

Lisbo::I.., 

The analysis o:f the banl--;::ing system has shown an enormous 

concentration .of' :facilities in the most hic;hly developed 

part o:f the country. He may say that, in relative terms, 

there arc soma over-favoured areas at the cost of too 

few facilities in other regions ... But the most important 

fact to realize is the blan]{ . .spaces which appear. in the 

interior a.fter drc:n . ..ring some accessibility lines based on 

1 8. 

not very demancling standardso In fact, considering two };:inds 

of standards resulting from the combination of frequency of 

public transport and length of journey 

a) at least t,;o possibilities (cyflay) of reaching the 

cGntre by. public transport·. spending less than 90 

minutes each way; 

b) the same number of' possibilities, spending less 

than 60 minutes; 

we may see from Hap 5 (also from I'ia.p 7) the generally poor 

coverage furnished by centres of third hierarchical order(S), 

(7) There is some research going on into the Portuguese 
urban system, It has the Central Placre Theory as one basic 
theoretical framework, the order of the centres bei11g 
assessee! using a principal components ·approach. The research 
team started with the analysis of the health services and 
continued immediately after nationalization of the banks 
by studying the facilities available in that sector, The team 
intends to consider also educational, administrative and 
commercial services and aims to integrate these different 
sectorial studies in order to arrive at concrete proposals 
f'or the urban hierarchy. The main objective, however, is 
the discussion of' accessibility to the basic s'~rvices in 
order to create conditions for rational and substantiated 
regional policy decisions to be taken, 
Haps 5, 6 and 7 have been prepared at the Centre f'or Urban 
Studies, 

(8) According to.the theory, second and first order centres 
are also included since they perform all functions of lo,yer 
order centres, 
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One may see little relevance fn the analysis of results 

concerning one service (banking) which may not be considered 

as a social basic service, Hm>ever,. the pattern for the health 

services is not very different (Map 7). Besides, there should 

be stressed the existence of very high positive correlations 

between the distribution of banking facilities and health 

services, and between the importance of centres indicated by 

their banking facilities and by their size. No one can be 

surprised if very high positive correlations are found 

between the location of banking facilities and that of all 

other "tertiary" and "secondary" industries, 

The pattern of accessibility - we must insist - supports very 

definitely all conclusions on regional imbalance. It happens 

that merely by looking at Hap 7 (for instance) lve have a very 

clear idea of the directions to take to pursue the kind of 

development policy we have been talking about. It is only a 

question of considering the various levels of the hierarchy 

dolvn to the lowest (see Map 6) in order to list all possible 

lines of action - some of them alternatives - to improve 

spatial organization. There will be cases where the problem 

is to reinforce the services in existing centres; in other 

cases it will be advisable to create new centre;; in still 

others, to improve conditions of access either by building 

new roads or by augmenting meansof transportation. 

Perhaps we should stress the importance of this last aspect. 

The economics of transportation is a matter to consider lfith 

urgency, Regional development policy has to be largely based 

on the improvement of transportation since it will be the most 

general way of increasing access - and improving coverage 

for all existing services, thus reducing the economically 

undesirable results of too great a dispersion. 
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'7, Once more we must not run the risk of oversimplifying. 

The exercise we propose is a very complex one, 

2J. 

First of all there is the question of interdependence and in 

some cases complementariness among services - even social 

services. It would be too naive to consider the spatial 

organization for every central.function separately. They are 

interrelated and we should arrive at one spatial organization 

pattern, not several. So, though we may consider the case of 

each function, there must come a moment when a synthesis has 

to be made. Only after that may· one have a solid basis for 

proposing a network of·centres and market areas organized on 

hierarchical principles, this being the second question to 

take into account: central places are interdependent either 

"horizontally" (relationships are established among places of 

the same order and among their complementary regions) or 

"vertically" (from one rank of the hierarchy to another). 

This leads us to a third very important problem: the question 

of thresholds. 

Given the extremely unbalanced regional picture and its 

process of deterioration it certainly is justifiable that 

spatial organization in Portugal, which does not yet exist, 

should be built upon the "reasonable-range" or ''accessibility" 

principle. It must further be said that the longer we wait to 

adopt and implement such a policy the more we shall have to 

pay socially and also economically; and, in the end, there 

will be no al terna ti ve for this regional policy if He ,;ant .to 

keep some people in the inland areas. HoHever, it certainlj 

is very important that conditions be created for the size of 

many small. centres to increase in order to come closer to 

suitable thresholds, If the acces-sibility policy is intended 

to provide for the satisfaction of the baisc needs of the 

people and induce them not to leave those deprived areas it 

is then absolutely necessary to tq.ke it toe;etber with some 

other :fundamental policy lines .obviously associated with the 

increase in the number of jobs. This is one aspect of the 



essential question of creating an econoinic basis for the 

community to be self'-sustained. Moreover, it 'i·rould not be 

advisable to provide permanently under-s.ized communities ,.rith 

social services from 1vhich society {night expect ·an intensity 

of use corresponding to a threshold much higher than their 

actual size. 

This leads us to another extremely important and difficult 

question: the spatial distribution of productive industries 

and their interdependence with the service industries and all 

other tertiary activities. 

Of course, every region, every centre, has to develop its 

productive capacity so that its economic base may ensure a 

reasonable degree of. independence and self-sustainiirig 

conditions for grovth, This obviously calls for investment. 

Dut being independent and self~sustaining does not necessarily 

make for autonomous and independent economic.policies 

concerning productive industries; the same goes for any policy 

concerning social services, ;;hich, even Hhen designed to give 

better conditions and "independence", cannot be taken as 

independent, Interdependence is the general ••ord 11e used 

previously Hhen referring to the hierarchical organization. 

Interdepen.dence j_s the l<ord we use now to express the need to 

decide upon the location of industries in an integrated 

fashion. Interindustry relationships demand such an approach. 

The same approach is demanded even more strongly by 

interregional-interindustry relationships. 

There should be no room for doubt on this point. Simply, 

because there has been no sound rogionaJ. policy in Portugal, 

investment has been mostly directed to certain reeions under 

the pretence of developing them, with no consideration for 

inter-regional relationships and little or none for 

inter-industry relationships. 

This brings us to our final points. 

On the one hand, even when location pf productive industries 

(especially manufacturing) is marl,et-orientated, it depends 



on local markets only in a very restricted number o:f case~l. 

On the other hand, even when location is resource-orientated 

industry very seldom depends :for its inputs on local sources 

only. This means that to succr,ed regional development has to 

be based on an investment policy which respects the· 

interindustry-interregional relationships (unless these 

relationships are controlled or changecl). In fact, they act 

as "dependence-relationships" and if' they are not controlled 

or changed it may very well happen that in a very short time 

all the induced ef':fects of investment in one underdeveloped 

or depressed region are absorbed by the dominant region or 

regions. 

The Portuguese case is just one such. If' we use the highly 

aggregated input-output table we constructed earlier to 

simulate the results of an investment policy in the Southern 

planning region, for instance, we very easily realize. that 

it is .the region of' Lis boa which is going to bene:fi t :from 

those investments if' the "dependence-relationships" are not 

changed. As a matter of' fact one could estimate under the 

assumption of constant interregional coe:f:ficients (i.e. 

permanence o:f the "dependence-relationships") the e:f:fect 

resulting :from any amount of' investments in the South. ~~very 

1000 "contos" would mean the following direct inputs :from the 

several regions (see the interregional coe:f:ficients table on 

page 1 L,) : 

North 167 "contos" 

Centre 176 11 

Lis boa 368 " 
South 289 11 

These direct inputs have to be supplied by the regions. 

According to our hypothesis ·they 1.0uld generate the· 

f'ollovTing "first" induced inputs ,.;hich, in turn, have to 

be supplied (and produced): 



North 

Centre 

LiS boa 

South 

Inputs 
(Total) 

North 

59. 1 
iJ2.6 

57. 1 

8,2 

Centre Lisboa South. Outputs 
(Total) 

51.6 
66.0 
10.2 

176 

71 • z, 
69 .• 9 

207.6 
1 9. 1 

368 

1!8. 3 

50.9 
106.3 

83.5 

289 

227 
215 

1137 
1 21 

1000 
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Lisboa is the region to benefit most from both direct and 

induced inputs', And, of course, it ,,.ould be too easy to 

realize an almost complete absorption of' the induced effects 

by the most highly developed regions, after a few "rounds" 

of this iterative process, 

This would be the picture after four "rounds": 

North Centre Lis boa South Outputs 
(Total) 

North 88.1 62.4 87.5 12.0 250.0 
Centre 63.5 66.8 85.7 12.7 228.7 
Lis boa 85. 1 85.5 254.5 26.5 IJ51.6 
South 12.2 13.2 23.5 20.8 69.7 

Inputs 248.9 227.9 451 ,2 72.0 1000 
(Total) 

If we present this very simple and elementary calculation 

it is because we feel most responsible people neglect and 

indeed are not aware of the possible outcome of decisions 

taken without any satisfactory basis; also because many 

underestimate- even ignore,- the possible effects of the. 

spatial factor upon the functioning of the economy. 

Of .course, it was .not by mere chance we. took the southern 

region as an example, Sines is an appealing case. 1fill it 

be an appalling one? 
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8, Conclusions. 

We are dealing with .the human environment and l<e. have no valid 

alternative but to look at it as a system - a complex system. 

·This means, first of all, that we have to understand the 

operation of the system as a "hole and, l<hen we ,;ant to take 

action to introduce changes or to control it, lie have to be 

a\;are that if lie do not fully understand the sy:;;tem action on 

one part of it may have unexpected effects elsmrhere. He have 

seen this in a very simple way through the example which 

concluded the last section. 

There is a second point resulting from the first. A complex 

system has to be controlled in a complex \vay. lYe may .call 

planning the total complex operations of control. Among these 

operations we may say that a preliminary one is to understand 

the system, to scan the·environment thoroughly in order to 

make judgements based upon the set of values society has 

adopted, Then it is a question 6f formulating general goals 

to be expressed ·in more precise objectives and finding and 

discussing possible lines of action - policy lines - to attain 

the objectives and approach the goals, Such a discussion must 

include the fundamental stage of evaluation where means, costs 

and benefits have to be considered. Then, finally, comes ·action, 

Of course, no one would expect a complete and precise 

understanding of the system to be possible, just·as no one could 

expect given lines of action even if' they were correctly taken 

and corresponded to. the best decision - to produce the 

necessary and most desired results, Noreover, the definition of' 

precise objectives is not for ever, that is, objectives may 

change accOrding to the evolution of the system, All. this means 

that planning has to be understood as a cyclic process and as a 

permanent activity, allvays comprising the stages just 

mentioned: e.nalysi s, formulation of' goals and objectives, 

listing the possible lines of action, evaluation, action, 

Let us no,.; turn to the problems and guide lines. for a regional 

development policy in Portuga·l. 
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a} :v~ certaillly nee-d to understand the _system. Ho1vever, as it 

has been mentioned time and again, our statistical information 

is too poor and inadequate for us fully to understand it. And, 

as we lack the appropriate information, \ve are not allm;ed to 

construct certain indispensable instruments to permit a· 

synthetic view of its functioning ( '"e may think, for instance, 

of regional accounts or, at least, of an input-output table, 

1Vith a satisfactory degree of aggregation by regions and by 

industries, where we could distinguish between capital and 

current flows). 

b) Even ,,.;_ thout adequate statistical information we can draw 

the .basic lines of economic and social differentiation in the 

country so as to formulate in broad terms the goals f'or our 

society to achieve. However, i:f we may accept that goals 

may be formulated by some central agency or body taking 

into account the general knowledge of the system and the 

.. very broad orientations contained in a basic document such 

as the Constitution, when it comes to the definition of' more 

precise objectives no one should remain ienorant of' the 

actual will o:f the population of the regions involved, their 

true wants and needs. Regions should no·longer be mere 

objects of' planning; they must be real subjects of' planning. 

Participation is something to f'ight f'or, not only because it 

is one of the bases f'or policies to succeed but also because 

in most cases central agencies are unable to make their views 

coincide with those of' the people concerned. Therefore, we 

must point out the need f'or a decentralized organic structure 

where the interests of' the people are represented( 9 ). 

(9) Such an organic structure has recently been proposed in 
Portugal, and it will certainly be discussed in Parliament 
very shortly. Some of' the preparatory studies, 1vhich include 
a proposal for a new division of the country into regions, 
have already been published, This means that this f'ield shows 
better prospects than that concerning the need for detailed 
regional statistical information, Hmvever, 1ve shall have to 
wait for decisions on the new organic structure and on new 
division i.nto regions. ' 
The proposal for the ne\i administrative regions cannot be 
accepted' without res~rve. Since we cannot afford to have 
different planning an<}ttdmini5trative. regions it is essential 
the proposal eive more consideration to the basic aspects of 
the spatial organization o:f economic li:fe, A:fter all, no one 
doubts that any decision on the·regional division o:f the 
couritry is a mos-t fundamental decision on regional economic 
policy. 



c) However, there may exist too little doubt about the sort o:f 

goals l<e have to pursue. According to the Constitution 

development is the basic goal, with the detailec'l ",nuances" we 

pointed out before. This is extremely important since it 

establishes definitively the fundamental policy line for the . 

:future: it is not groHth in itself' that matters but development. 

It could not be othe~;ise. For the sake o:f coherence, 

~aximization o:f growth as an objective in its~l:f(lO) has been 

de:finitely put aside by the Constitution as a :fundamental· goal 

:for Portuguese society when the attainment of' a "harmonic 

development :for all sectors and regions", "justice in the 

.distribution o:f wealth·among individuals and regions" and the 

"protection o:f the environment and the quality o:f li:fe o:f the 

people",· :for example, are stated as basic principles. 

·d) Now.as to development; not as a vague word meaning 

everything but as a concrete and precise expression meaning 

access :for all to the more relevant social services o:f our 

time. Economies o:f scale, agglomeration ·e:f:fects, thresholds, 

are concepts,to be taken into account not as dictators but as 

indicators to consider for the better organization o:f our 

economic life, Basic social services have to be distributed 

throughout the country; they should be located in suitably 

chosen urban places in order to obtain the most rational 

coverage for the country as a whole; the logical basis for. this 

may be found in the principles of' c.entral places theory, 

e) O:f course, creation of' jobs, :full employment, attraction 

o:f people to deprived areas are essential, and mostly depend 

on productive industries. This means that decisions on the 

location o:f these activities must accompany those concerning 

social services. By no means, however, should decisions on 

social :facilities wait on those concerning investment in 

productive industries. And this ques.tion raises two main 

points: 

(10) O:f course, groHth does not imply development; development 
certainly implies groHth. l'iaximization. of' growth, in itself', 
£annot be - according to the Constitution - the goal o:f 
Portuguese society. Even "maximization o.:f growth subject to 
constraints'' (regional balance, justice, or Hhatever) Hould 
al\;ays be a dangerous 11ay o:f expressing it. 
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~'irst: as >ve have said, there are regions 1bere people can no 

longer wait for the bsic social facilities whose location need 

not involve so many discussions and difficulties as happens 

with manufacturing industries, na;nely because social services 

depend mostly on public investment. 

Secondly: it certainly is necessary to bring private industry 

and public infrastructure planning toge.ther in a common 

process. Decisions on the location of manufacturing industries 

have to be more carefully weighed especially if one accepts 

the basic principles of a systems approach to planning. And 

for the location of private industries a system of inducements 

has to be devised. and implemented but no· one expects a' quick 

and appropriate response to particular situations( 11 ). 

All this gives support to the view that in the.present 

situation the location of social services may take priority 

over the location of other perhaps more important industries 

that create jobs. 

f) And we come back to the systems view of planning. The 

theoretical framework suggested for spatial organization as far' 

as services (tertiary industries) are concerned ensures an 

interrelated and integrated approach to the network of central 

marketing places and complementary regions. If decisions on 

the location of manufacturing industries go along with the 

general pattern of service centres, one can accept conformity 

with a spatial order which, hoHever, has to be reconciled 11i th 

the need to respect the basic inter-industry relationships 

>ihich with inter-regional relationships provide two essential 

(11) Fortunately, the degree of congestion in our larger urban 
agglomerations has not yet attained the level of most European 
large connurbations. This means that we perhaps still have 
time to.avoid all the pernicious situations those countries 
face as far as congestion is concerned. 1fe should simply learn 
from them and. provide for the positive encouragement of ne•• 
industry in areas where agglomeration effects (among others) 
do not attract it (positive fiscal' incentives, investment 
grants, loans, even specially-built factories and factories for 
occupation at loH rents as has been done in Great Britain) and 
negative encouragements to industry to leave the larger 
agglomerations (again, fiscal measures possibly accompanied by 
a strict system of permits). 
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bases for planning'. This means that a·complementary theoretical 

frameworl~ has to be considered for the particular case of 

productive industries, which takes into account spatial needs 

and explores inter-industry relationships. This f'rameworl< 

could be the· growth pole theory used in the sense of providing 

a convenient neh;ork of' grm;th centres to mesh with the 

general pattern of' centres. 

g) A systems view of' planning is still more demanding and the 

resultant pressures are obviously reflected in the decision

-making process. 

One may consider thre·e different levels of' planning: the 

national (overall) level; the national/regional and the 

regional/local levels. They have to be interrelated. We believe 

it is high time to give priority to the national/regional level 

over the regional/local level. What has been done in Portugal 

at the regional/local scale. is entirely disconnected from any 

other scale, in part because there has been no regional 

planning. The level of' the most pressing problems is now the 

national/regional one, though they may appear at the regional/ 

/local level - at which it becomes evident that people do 

exist. Because we cannot afford "to plan" without basic 

knowledge, basic tools, basic organisms, basic respect for the 

need of in'tegration, basic respect for an interdisciplinary 

approach (what else?), we cannot go on with regional/local 

planning as it has been; also because it has been no more than 

physical planning without socio-economic directives or 

constraints. 

The emphasis, now, should be on the national/regional level. 

Integration of' the regional/local level is by definition 

inherent in the process if spatial organization is based upon 

the central places theory. The same holds true as far as 

integration of' the national/regional scale is concerned. And 

this is one fundamental reason why we would support every 

effort to revise studies of the new administrative and 

planning.regions. The existing proposal may have considered 

some essential geographical, historical, even sociological 
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features of the Portuguese people according to the area Hhere 

they live; but it is far from considering the functioning of 

the economy and does not seem to allow a further inter-related 

spatial organization of society (see Map 8). 

9. lie are not going to summarize yet again what we have tried 

to bring together in the previous section. We only should like 

to stress that among the guide.lines for a regional policy we 

have tried to :fonnulate in this paper there are some 

preliminary problems which have to be considered immediately, 

with a very high priority: we refer to statistical information 

on which depends almost everything else; to the indispensable 

coordination of' policies among the various ministerial 

departments and regions; to the need to decide on·certain 

basic strategies when means are scarce and basic needs 

overwhelming. 

In :fact, we have to scan the system thoroughly in order fully 

to understand it, if we want to take decisions on regional 

economic policy on a sound basis in a few years' time. We do 

need statistical information for that. It is enough to have to 

start ~even on a precarious basis. 

We have to ·Create a coordinating agency for spatial 

organization in order to succeed in ·making regions understand 

why they are not going to receive all the financial and other 

means they want and in order to ensure that individual 

ministerial departments are going to develop their ovrn 

policies in a well-founded and integrated way. 

W'e have to be sure whether we want great and spectacular 

investment projects or more modest but fundamental initiatives: 

moto:nvays or secondary roads? Thermo-nuclear energy or the 

recovery of many dispersed and misused (and unused) means of 

producing energy, together l-ri th increased usage of some natural 

non-explored resources? Sines, a big new airport at all costs, 

or the diversification of the economic base for rural areas, or 

some basic sewage disposal systems, or doctors, or schools? 
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Education, skill supply; and reform in the 

Portuguese Economy 

by 

Lord Vaizey of Greenwich and Dr. David Herbert, 

Brunel University, London 

1. · The relationship between economic growth and education is 

extremely complex. It can be div.ided into 

analytical purposes (see Vaisey, Norris et 

three parts 
1 al ) ; the 

effects of informal education on worker and consumer 

attitudes; the effects of formal education on these 

attitudes; and the effects of both formal and informal 

education and training on manpower skill supplies. 

for 

2. It is· not necessary here to review the analytical base of 

the position taken in this paper for that has been done 

elsewhere. Suffice it to say, that even for those who 

accept the validity of nee-neo-classical capital theory, 

there is considerable pragmatic difficulty in identifying 

the residual factor with formal education along (Denison 2 ). 

The consequence of this realisation of the empirical problem 

has been to make previously apparently firmly-based 

1. Vaizey; Norris, Sheehan, Lynch & Leite, The Political Economy 
of Education, Duckworth, 1972 

2. Denison, E.F., 'Measuring the contribution of education (and the 
"residual") to economic growth' in ·The Residual Factor & Economic 
Growth, .Paris, OECD, 1965 

- - - ·----------------------
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. calculations seem self-evidently imprecise. It is assumed 

in this paper that so-called rate of return calculations 

can make no contribution to the analys.is of the future 

needs of the Portuguese economy for education and training. 

3. It is evident, however, that on several criteria the neo

Keynesian analysis has a sbustantial series of contributions 

to make, In the first place, by simple comparison of 

existing OECD data with other countries (Martins & others), 

on a simple social demand, or social justice, basis, Portugal 

needs a substantial investment in education·, It would be 

necessary to extend provision of basic education to the 

rural areas and to the poorer parts of the cities, and to 

raise the school leaving age to at least 15, as well as to 

improve buildings and to train teachers. This is an obvious 

field for humanitarian overseas support, and the analysis of 

the cost (see Vaizey, The Economics of Education 3) of 

overseas support shows how complex the matter is·. Since 

education has a low import content in itself its effect on 

the balance of payments is largely through the import content 

.of teachers' expenditure. Before the Revolution, Portuguese 

teachers stood relatively high as multiple of average income 

(as is the case with most poor teachers) and it may be 

assumed from experience elsewhere that the propensity to 

import rises with income. It follows, therefore, that the 

attempt. to expand education will require general rather than 

specific aid.for the balance of payments, though for public 

3, Vaizey, J., The Economics of Education, Macmillan, 1973 

' 
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relations purposes.this may be earmarked as "educational 

aid" 

4. Portugal is ideally placed to expand its teacher force. It 

has a relative oversupply of graduates. It will be necessary 

completely to reform the hig_her education system so that the 

division between training for teachers in primary 

shoals and university education is ended; at the moment 

the system, is that which prevailed in the rest of Europe 

before the post-World War II reforms. This should ensure a 

flow of graduates - similar to that planned in Spain under 

the Libra Blanco and accompanying reforms - into a unified 

primary and secondary school system. · There is no manpower 

constraint on educational expansion, rather there is wide

spread unemployment and underemployment, specially among 

women. It may be assumed that many of those returned from 

Angola and Mozambique are highly technically qualified. 

They may very well be trained as teachers and instructors 

and used for the expansion of the education system. 

5. It will be necessary to alter the career and salary 

structure of the teacher force so that the barriers hitherto 

existing between the·lyceums and the elementary schools are 

eliminated. (On all this see Vaizey, Norris, Sheehan, Lynch, 
. 4 

Leite ) •. This restructuring of the profession will presumably 

form part of a much wider restructuring of professional salaries 

in the context of substantial moves towards a more democratic 

4. The Political Economy of Education, op. cit. 
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and egalitarian social system, and the necessity. to attain 

substantial economic growth. This restructuring is not the 

subject of the present paper, but it is assumed as a datum, 

It will be impossible to plan or arrange for a supply of 

skills unless the labour market has been systematically 

reorganised to attract the right people into the right jobs; 

and this cannot be left to "market forces" in a situation 

where the great bulk of qualified manpower is working in the 

public sector, Of course there will be constraints on upper 

and lower levels of remuneration, imposed by political 

pressures and by the fact (if Portugal joins the EEC 

especially) of a strong tradition of international labour 

mobility in the Portuguese labour force, 

6, A major constraint on the development of education will be 

the shortage of buildings and equipment. Equipment - except 

for books which need to be indigenous - can be imported and is 

therefore properly a subject for direct foreign aid. The 

major domestic' constraint on educational expansion, however, 

is the strain on the building industry, and industry which will 

be under severe pressure for the programmes for industrialisation, 

tourism and housing. This will require the most careful 

planning. There are surplus military installations and it 

is possible that voluntary effort might be forthcoming on 

a widespread basis for conversion of possibly suitable 

buildings •. It has to be recalled that the climate of Northern 

Portugal is wet and inclement, 

' 
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7. ·All so far written deals with an attempt to bring formal 

education at primary and secondary level up to - say - the 

Spanish of Italian average enrolments per age cohort. There 

are two further major problems, however, that need to be 

highlighted. The first is that of adult literacy and education 

a primary purpose of the democratic regime is the elimination 

of the backwardness left as a legacy of Sa lazar ism.· The 

other major problem is not social (as the first mainly is) 

but directly economic. It is the provision of adequate flows 

of talent and skills in the directions necessary·for economic 

restructuring as part of the process of economic and social. 

development, 

8. To take first economic literacy. There has been a tendency 

to coalesce literacy and similar adult education programmes 

with skill provision programmes under the concept. of 

· education permanente. The thesis is that the need to keep 

different age groups in society roughly parallel in educational 

attainment requires an upgrading of earlier underprivileged 

generations (especially important in the Portuguese case) 

and the continual updating of skills as the economy and 

the techniques which it uses change over time. Nowhere 

is this more important than in a country which is going 

through a period of profound transformation. Emphasis is 

laid in the analysis on informal education, It must be 

recalled in the 15 years before the Oil Crisis of the autumn 

of 1973 the Portuguese .economy was profoundly changed, 
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especially in Lisbon, Oporto and the tourist areas of the 

Algarve with comparatively little formal training. Many of 

the skills of the population were picked up on the job, as 

they moved from a profoundly reactionary and traditional 

agricultural sector to a' modernised economy. The important 

engineering and managerial skills were often acquired abroad. 

Also, as a result of the experience of the 2 million or so 

Portuguese'who have worked in other European countries 

(notably, Germany, France and Switzerland) as gastarbeiter 

there is a reservoir of experienced manpower with varying 

degrees of skills, many of them acquired on-the-job. It 

would be foolishly wasteful to attempt to give those people 

and their families a basic education without building upon 

skills and experience of a profoundly important. nature. In 

other words the two aspects of education - education in a 

school, and education by and through life - have grown out 

of balance, It does not make sense to attempt a basic 

education programme without recognizing this basic fact. 

9. That is the strength of education permanente as a concept, 

especially when attention is paid to the high wastage rates 

of formal education which are closely related to its non

functional or even dysfunctional aspects - as it actively 

discourages its own successes from playing any effective 

part in the economy. Nevertheless, this much admitted, it has 

to be said that the conceptual confusion of remedial education 
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·that is, bringing older generations. up to the formal level 

of their children - with the acquisition of skills leads 

to severe organizational problems (for the first task 

exixts independently of the second). It is not sufficient 

to compare the acknowledged inefficiency of the formal 

education system with a hypothetical efficiency of a hypo

thetical system of education permanente. The problems of 

organisation of a system of adult education are sufficient 

in themselves without confusing them, conceptually at least, 

with a different set of problems of skill training. 

10. The structure of adult education will require a series of 

locally based institutions, centred on the village, or street 

of a town, or place of work, for basic literacy. It is 

suggested that this is a task.for a voluntary organisation, 

centrally administered, but in essence voluntarist and 

popular. There is no necessary cost apart from the central 

administration, the books and the supply mechanism. 

11. It·will be necessary, however, to ensure that a parallel 

system of primary and secondary part-time institutions is 

available for those who wish to pursue their education 

further. It will also be essential to throw open higher 

education to older students, on a part-time basis. These 

two proposals will be substantially cost-raising, though 

the unit costs of such education can be kept low. 
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12. It is in this context that ne'~ educational technology may be 

discussed. It has been shown (Vaizey ,' Hewton and Norris 5) 

that all existing innovations of this kind have been cost

raising, while some have increased productivity and others 

have left it unaffected of even reduced it, The only 

feasible technology that might be introduced into Portugal 

is a TV and radio plus correspondence course ,operation on the 

lines of''the United Kingdom Open University. • This operation 

is not cheap since it requires air-time, plus sophisticated 

production units, a'central (and perhaps regional) corres

pondence faculty, and frequent Beminars and tutorials, at 

weekends, in the evenings and at holiday periods. It would 

probalby cost - per student - something like 10 times the 
·~ f 

cost of educationg a student at a Portuguese university in 

the current fashion, 

13. This factor of costs suggests, immediately, two things. The 

first is that the external cost of support of a substantial 

attempt to upgrade the Portuguese education system could 

initially be determined by the maximum feasible rate of 

grawth of the system. Initially this might be by 10%, in 

the first 2 years, followed by a period of slow growth as 

the new trained teachers were prepared. This cost figure is 

of the order of 3 to 4% of the cost of the British or German 

education system - say $600m in external support costs, over 

two years. The major step forward, from a cost point of view, 

would be the opening of' the Portuguese Open University,,at 

a current cost (including amortisation of capital) of the 

S.The Costs of New Educational Technologies, Gulbenkian 
Foundation, Lisbon, 1971 
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order of $20m a year. Thereafter the domestic cost of 

the system would tend to double in ten years, and to rise 

·by 50% in the subsequent decade. (See Vaizey, The Costs 

of Education 
6
). 

14.- The strategy so far envisaged, then is for a big growth 

in educational outlays in years 1 and 2, followed by a slow 

growth to year 5, followed by substantial growth (of 10% 

of total outlays in year 1) per year henceforth. This rate 

of growth has been achieved throughout Europe, including. 

Portugal, before, in the period 1950-1970. In the Portuguese 

case, the expansion initially will take place in a period 

of great economic difficulty. It is for. this reason that 

foreign aid is suggested on a substantial scale. But there-

. after the educational' reform must be sustained by internal 

economic growth. To achieve the most economic form of 

expansion, and to ensure its effectiveness, as well as to 

derive foreign aid ·on an adequate scale, an educational 

plan - incorporating the proposals here - will be necessary. 

15. Even more important, however, is a programme for skill 

developemnt for the economy, to mafch the new investment 

which is needed. At this point in the analysis only general 

considerations can be adduced as the detailed sectoral 

planning has not taken place. It may be assumed, however, 

that the fifteen major sectors will be government, commerce, 
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tourism, heavy industry (including steel and shipbuilding), 

medium and light industry, retailing, and agriculture -

itself divided into arable, livestock, 'horticulture and 

viniculture '- the armed forces, health and education,. and 

/ fishing. It will be obvious that in none of these sectors 

·is the economy starting from zero. Indeed, assuming that 

the policy of pre-1974 governments was to keep demand 

fairly low, and the ready availability of labour supplies, 

then with some guarantee of the balance of payments, it 

should be possible to maintain. a fairly high level of 

investment, which would be highly productive. The question 

that then arises is whether or not the supply of skills in 

these particular sectors is adequate for a high rate of 

investment which is adequately labour-intensive in the 

circumstances of the Portuguese economy. The shortage of 

senior experienced skilled executives may well perhaps be 

the most serious problem which will face the economy. A 

recent ILO mission has undertaken a survey of skill require

·ments in the Portuguese economy, and it may be worth while 

bearing· in mind that relationships have been established between 
·~ 

various levels of skill which are likely to be constant 
.... 
through time in the Portguese case. It is therefore worth 

while in connection with each investment project undertaking 

a fairly detailed skill requirements investigation which can 

be tested against the experience of other European countries, 

notably Spain and Yugoslavia. 
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16, In summary, then, the opportunities·for educational 

development in connection with economic development, 

though initially difficult, ~eem highly favourable in 

the Portuguese situation, In the second part of this 

paper, attention is paid to specific instances in the 

· light of the latest available data from Portugal. 



PART II 

THE CURRENT SITUATION 

L The education system has. suffered badly from the political 

instability of the past two years. The 1974 revolution acted as 

a release-value for all the frustrations that had been built-up 

under the previous regime and that, paradoxically, had beeri 

exacerbated by Caetano's moderate attempts at liberalisation 

and modernisation. In the words of the present Government's 

programme, the whole system became a theatre for excessive political 

confrontation and the result was "total chaos". Arbitrary purgings 

and appointments of staff radical and unauthorised modifications 

to syllabic sit-ins, strikes and takeovers all combined to weaken 

the authority of the central administration. Accordingly, one of 

the Government's first priorities is the restoration of the climate 

of confidence and discipline inside schools, universities and the 

administration. A more democvatic method of running educational 

establishments must be quickly devised to meet the current demands 

from staff and students for incr.eased participation and the terms 

of staff selection and employment and the systems of assessment·must 

also be revised and enforced. 

2. The structural defects of the education system will become 

abundantly clear in the sectoral analysis below; The defects are 

repeatedly those of lack of buildings, internal inefficiency, 

archaic teaching methods and programmes, excessive regional disparities. 

and.lack of suitably qualified staff. These are all recognised by 

the Government, however the requirements of the general austerity 

policy inhibit the size of thereform programmes. (Not withstanding, 

the proportion of government expenditure devoted to education has 

increased from 11% in 1970 to 22,5% in 1976). The emphasis is 

therefore on increasing the efficiency of existing resource-use 

and on the employment of pre-fabricated buildings, local government 

installations, private schools, etc. where necessary. The .Government· 

is also obliged to adopt a short-term view because medium- and long-
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-term goals .have yet to be formulated. The creation of a national 

education and science council is proposed in order to help in.this 

process. 

Pre-primary Education 

3. Pre-primary education is practically non-existent in Portugal 

and this fact accounts for much of the poor performance at primary 

and secondary levels. What there is of pre-primary education is 

supplied by expensive private establishments concentrated in the 

richer zones. Thus children from already-favoured backgrounds are 

placed a further rung above their le~ser-privileged peers. Ultimately 

an official pre-primary system will be provided. In the meantime 

the requisite teachers are to be trained and, and in the absence of 

buildings they could be sent to industrial and agricultural creches. 

Subsidies could also be given to private schools in return for 

admitting a proportion of under-privileged children. 

Basic Education 

·Primary: (1st-4th years) 

4. There is a chronic lack of capacity in primary schools, especially 

in urban areas, and operation of a double-shift system is widespread. 

A~erage weekly teaching hours are therefore limited to 20 hours 

irlstead of the officially prescribed 28 hours which inevitably 

jeopardises "true" education as opposed to the nuts and bolts of 

"basic" education. This further retards those who have not had the· 
' ~' 

benefit of pre-primary schooling.In rural. areas there is a predominance 

of schools with only one teacher and one classroom. In general,teaching 

methods tend to be overly traditional and the incidence of children 

repeating years is high (25,3% in 1973/74). 

5. Regional disparities in class size, are large and unrelated to 

the distribution of the school population. In 1972/73 there was an 

average of 40 pupils per classroom; but the dispersion ranged from 

48 in Lisbon, 56 in Porto, to 25 in Braganza and Beja. On ayerage 
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there were 113 school-children per 1000 inhabitants of the appropriate 

ages and the dispersion ranged from·only 82 in Lisbon to 129 in 

Porto and 152 in Braga·.Clearly human and physical resources are 

maldistributed. 

6. The government recognises the need for increasing the efficiency 

of primary schools and double-shifts are to be phased out as soon as 

possible. Action will also be taken on the social front to help the 

less advantaged. Thus a transport system to take children to school 

is to be organised and boarding facilities are to be expanded for 

older children (this also applies to secondary schools). In some 

regions children go to school without adequate sustenance. Indeed 

it has been estimated taht approximately 600,000 out of a total of 

900,000 attending primary schools (1974/75) needs some form of 

supplementary feeding. The governement is hoping to tackle this with 

propaganda and by expanding the provision of refectories. 

Preparatory: (5th-6th years) 

7. The shift system is also in evidence in the preparatory years 

but 27 hours per week is generally respected (First group: 8.30-

-1.30 plus Saturday mornings). A significant minority of the staff 

(45%} have not undergone any teacher training, and a UNESCO study 

(Elements pour une politique de !':education au Portugal, UNESCO, 

Paris 1975) claims that teaching programmes do not give sufficient 

weight to maths and sciences. 

8. Regional disparities are again strong. For example, in Lisbon 

in 1972/73 there were 30 school children of the relevant age per 

1000 inhabitants and an average of 72 pupils per classroom and 16 

pupils per teacher. Whereas in Beja, with 16 school children per 

1000 inhabitants there was an average of 41 pupils per classroom 

and 14 pupils per teacher. (The overall averages were 61 pupils 

per classrooom, 16 pupils per teacher, and 24 school children per 

1000 inhabitants) . 

Secondary Education 

• 
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Lycees (7th-11th years) 

Pupil numbers are once again in excess of capacity so the shift 

system is in operation in both private and public schools. As a 

result average teaching hours are less than the statutory number -

25 instead of 30 in 1972/73 and working efficiency is further 

reduced by a lack of scientific equipment and audio-visual aids. 

74% of the establis.hments are private with (in 1972/73) 44% of 

lycee enrollments and the incidence of repeats is in their favour. 

Thus in 1973/74 19,6% of the pupils were repeating years in the 

public lycees and only lo,4% in the private. In 1972/73 the lycees 

took 53% of secondary enrollments (179,000 children representing 

36% of 6th year enrollments) and numbers were growing fast (49% 

1969/70-1972/73) . However the dsipersion of pupils per classroom 

and per teacher still bore little relation to their distribution 

in the population. 

10. Trained teachers are in minority (20% with university and 

teacher-training), traditional methods are in general use and 

teachers are underutilised, working full-time only 22 hours per 

week. 

11. Over the past two years the lycees have been prey to disturbances. 

When universities stopped first-year entries in 1974/75 many would 

be students took teaching jobs becoming, according to UNESCO 

(op. cit.) no more than teaching auxiliaries preoccupied with 

union and political action. Newly-installed school administrations 
i 

were often unable to cope. The Government intends to begin appointing ·! 
qualified teachers immediately and also to help unqualified teachers 

gain the appropriate qualifications. 

Technical Schools 

12. These comprise coinmercial and industrial schools, agricultural 

schools, social service schools, and nursing and mid-wifery schools. 

They are mainly public institutions and" their enrollments are 

growing much more slowly (5,3% 1969/70-1972/73) than those of the 
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lycees. The recruits come essentially from the less-privileged 

classes with poor educational and cultural backgrounds, and they 

are not systematically prepared for university. Their workload is 

heavier than in the lycees (40 hours per week instead.of 30) and 

it is also more practical and vocational. However data on patterns 

of expenditure and on costs suggests that technical schools have 

inadequate supplies of teaching materials and equipment. In 1973 

90% of expenditure by technical schools went on wages and salaries 

(roughly the same as in lycees) and costs per pupil were actually 

less (by 7,4%) than in lycees. Needless to say the great bulk 

of the technical schools are located in the West of the country 

North of Lisbon and the disparities in class size and staff/student 

ratios are considerable. 

13. The Government's proposes to make education more available 

to the less-favoured sections of the community. The focus of policy 

will therefore be the pre-primary, primary and secondary levels. 

True freedom of access will however be denied until an expanded 

system of grants and scholarships is introduced, and this is hardly 

possible in the present economic climate - though some improvements 

are envisaged in the programme. At the moment all levels attract 

char~es except for the years of compulsory education. In 1973 State· 

scholarships ranged from a maximum of Esc. 3000(£57) for preparatory 

schooling to a maximum of Escs. 15,000(£283)for.funther education

the average amounts conceded being Escs 1,730 and Escs. 6750 

re~pectively - and the number of students involved was negligible 
i 

at preparatory and secondary levels. 

Higher Education 

14. The university system needs radical restructuring after the 

years of neglect under the old regime. It has also beeh severely 

disrupted since the 1974 revolution. Indeed in 1974/75 enrollments 

actually had to be stopped in order to avoid a reduction of academic 

standards in the face of a flood of applicants caused by the newly 

"democratised" entrance standards. Demand has.however always 

exceeded capacity. Between 1970.and 1974 enrollments increas~d by 
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14,4% p.a. at lyceees and by only 4,9% at universities. In 1972/73 

there were 54,000 students at university - equivalent to 3,4% of 

the school population. 

15. Expansion of higher education is not seen as a first priority 

by the Government so the budget allocation is unlikely to be 

increased next year. The emphasis must therefore be in the short

-term on rationalising the present system - and there is a good deal 

of scope for this. Administrative problems are still great specially 

with regard to the appointment of new staff, the curricula are 

archaic and there is insufficient full-time staff. There is_also 

an inexplicably wide divergence of costs per student between similar 

faculties and different universities. Thus in 1975 the Faculty of 

Letters in Lisbon was 37% and that of Coimbra 151% more expensive 

than that of Porto. 

16. Many teachers are forced by the very low salary levels prevailing 

to take additional outside jobs and are working less than 12 hours 

per week at university. The career structure of university teachers 

is undoubtedly unsatisfactory. The maximum monthly salary for the 

highest professional grade is Escs. 17700 (£334), and this is not 

even compensated-for by security of tenure which only becomes 

operative one grade lower (Professor Extraordinario). Without more 

positive incentives applicants of the requisite calibre will not 

be forthcoming and the universities will remain in the academic 

doldrums. 

17. Any expansion of higher education will have to be planned 

carefully because of the financial and human resource constraints. 

There also needs to be an overall manpower policy based on the 

nations' requirements for graduates. Graduate unemployment is 

already a problem and this may well be compounded by the recent 

translation of lower-level technological institutes into institutes 

of higher technology. 
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Illiteracy 

18. It is estimated that approximately 30% of the population have 

literacy problems. This affects more women than men, and is more 

of a rurak problem than a urban one. Ameliorative measures under 

the old regime fell far short of an all-out effo~t and by 1974 

only some 15,000 adults were pursuing courses. And the courses 

themselves were overly-centralised, inefficienti slow and expensive 

(the estimated cost per adult year of primary education was 

u.s. $600). 

19. A National Illiteracy Campaign was to have been launched 

in October 1975 with the somev1hat ambitious goal of virtually 

abolishing illiteracy in 3 years. The present government plans 

are rather more cautious because the experiences of the last two 

years - and especially the less than successful Cultural Dynamisation 

Campaign - have not endeared the central authorities to the people 

in the North and North-East where much of the probl·em lies. The aim 

therefore is the creation of popular literacy associations at 

parish level (freguesia) under the control of a group of instructors 

at council level (conselho). The social dimensions of the problem 

are recognised and it is to be hoped that the various Ministries 

(Health, Housing, Social Security, etc.) and unions can be induced 

to co-ordinate their activities in this respect. 

:, 
I 

;I 
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A .COI>IPBERENSIVE FJW.!EWOF.X: FOR E!.JPLOYHE:HT POLICIES 
IN PORTUGAL 

Il\TTRODUCTIOJ! 

1. The International Labour Of.tioe \felcomes the convening of 

·' · tb.is Conference on the Portuguese economy. In its opinion. there 

itl no doubt that such a gathering represents a significant step 

towards the elucidation of a ~ide range of crucial issues and the 

formulation of numerous policy measures aiQing at the achievement 

of those basitl objectives at the heart of the iraneformatiou of 

the ~rlugu<H:e society, such as full emploYJlle:nt, a fairer distribu~ 

tion of income a.nd a larger soclal justice. 

2o Ho\1ever, i·t should be nta.ted. in all fairness -that the 

intervention of the ILO representat~.ve cannot be regarded, in any 

WE>-Y• .ae the presentation of policy prescriptiotlS • ~eco!lllllended by :~.n 

international agency, regarding the cure of "those economic and 

social ills of this country, the .s,Ylllptoms of wb..tch are mll.ni!old: 

open v~employment, ill~utilisation of the labour force, mis~atching 

of the labour !ll.ll.rket, false expectations of the edueated, poor 

labour relations, low produotivi·ty. outmigration from nu•&l areas, 

regional disparities, social marginality. insufficient popular 

participation, etc •• As a matter. of faot, it is only recently 

that the ILO has been requested by the Portuguese Govar~~ent to come 

and assist the State Seoretar:ta.t for Plru:.u)ing in the prepar&tion of 

the medium-term development plan 1977-1980• to be submitted to the 

Parliament by Nay, 1977. It ia the view of policy~makers in 

?~rtugal that aooial objectives, and above all, employment ore~tion 

and income diotribution, should be :l.ntGgrated all pr!oJtity objectives 

at the early stages o:t: plan form·11J.ation• ;;md they ooueider tha·t the 
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ILO caz& offer a particular experience in these questions, drawn 

trom the numerous field missions that it has mounted since the 

la1Ulohing iD 1969 of its World Emplo)'lllent Programm.e.1 

~. Therefore, instead of anticipating the conclusions and 

recommendations of the mission - vhioh to a large extent are 

unpredictable - the present' paper will be foouseed on two major 

points, which can be considered as preraquisitesto a euocesetul 

operation in this delicate field. In the first section. a review 

will be made of the·acope, dimensions· and modalitiee of a compre-

hensive approach to the employment problem, and in the second 

section an attempt will be made to give an overview of the employ-

ment situation in Portugal• It is hoped that this can provide 

both sides - national policy-makers and foreign advisers - with a 

common base of understanding, and that a dialogue can take place, 

to start giving effect to the new aspirations of the Portuguese 

citizens !or work and justice. 

Io.Tbe comprehensive character of employment strategies2 

4. It would not be sufficient to justify a global survey of 

emplo~nt problems by the simple fact that eaoh and every sector. 

branch or social group appears to be deeply affected by the lack o£ 

stable jobs or guaranteed incomes. As a. matter of faot 9 the roots 

oi the problems lay much more profound and their solution calls for 

an inter-related attack on a vide range of fronts. 

1 In Oolwnbia, Sri Lanka., Kenya, Iran, Philippines, Domica.n 
Republic and Sudan respectively. 

2 This section is partly based on the above~listed mission reports. 
and partly on the conclusions of an evaluation meetin5 or the first 
four missions. All these doeumente have been published by the ILO. 
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5· The first. and perhaps most decisive and illuminating 

conolusion we arrived at. is that economic strategies based on gr~b 

per se. with employment obtai»ed as a residusl 0 have been unable to 

achieve fUll employment. One can even go as far as to state that 

unemployment can be considered as a symptom of a country's failure 

to achieve development. As long as development economists and 

pol1cyDma.k:ers attach more w.eight to output maximisation than to 

employment and more equal income distribution. there is little hope 

that the population left behind will automatically benefit from 

spontaneous trickle-down effeots or growth, which in fact is often 

concentrated in a few capital-intensive.industries and tends to 

raise productivity rather than employment. Moreover. labour Surplus 

models based on the assumption that an expan~ing industrial sector 

would tully absorb the unemployed or underemployed rural labour 

transfe=ed to the urban areas proved to be gross~ unfounded. 

ID other vords. economic policies - either planned or not D which 

imply that a sustained growth would automatically generate tull 

employment and over-all welfare, have given evidences of their 

· !ailure. 

6 •. It is 9 there~ore 9 our view that an increase in employment 

and a more equal income distribution nov constitute policy objectives 

in their own right; in addition to those of inoreBaed national 

production and income 0 and oomplementaey to, .,or inte~relnted with 

other development goals. Since the attainment of higher levels of 

productive employment calls for different paths and patterns of 

economic and social development from those followed hitherto, it 

would not be possible to attain this objective unless it vera made 

a major separate goal of development strategy. It will• therefore. 

not suffice that planning efforts, as vas done in many countries, 
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estimate the prospective increase in the labour !orae and the 

expected absorption or these incrementa by the planned rate of 

eoonollio grovth0 hoping that this illlpetua will eventually uke 

a dent in the existing unemployment and underemployment. 
' 

7• However, at the same time, it should be stated unequivo-

cally that the obJective of increased employment, far from relegating 

growth, reqUire important oYer•all growth rates to aohieTe objectives 

which might otherwise be mutually conflicting. 'l'ho oru% of the 

matter is indeed not so much whether to sacrifice growth for employ

ment, or vics-veraa, but rather to select both the rate of economic 

growth and the pattern of development that would offer the most 

appropriate combination of products, differing both in volume and 

in composition, with variable structural and temporal conditions. 

In this connection, only a ~omprehensive approach at the planning 
' 

level could provide employment policy-makers with the macro-economic 
'· . ' 

inter-sectoral consistency framework which would enable them to 

check the internal coherence of output and employment proJections 

fi"om the demand and the supply sides. Therefore, what is required 

is not just finding job opportunities for a particular sector or 

group, but to look at the problem of employment as a part of the 

wider issue ot development and transformation,.and in particular as 

part of the problems of poverty and income distribution and the whole 

social situation of the country concerned. 

e. It has become clearer and clearer to the ILO. in the course 

of its inter•agenoy employment strategy missions 0 that an integrated 

approach aiming at reconciling growth and .,ooial justice·• places. develop

ment plans in their proper perspective' of structural transformation 

or a given society •. Since unemployment is undoubt3dly the visible 

part of the problem of poverty, economic planners and policy-makers 
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hand in hand with emplOfmeDt specialists, should see to it that 

plBZUJ:ll!g~ aa a technique !or a better f'\ltureo cddresseli"itself to 

those institutional reforms of a long~term character vhich have 

faz-re&ChiDg implications on employment creation and income genera

tionc land retom0 corporate reform 0 tax 0 credit aDd ba.Dk :ref'omso 

public investment programmes. as ~ell as eduoation 0 hsalth 0 

sanitation. transport~ ete •• Therefore, far from being a single 

factor abandoned to the play of the market forces at a given moment. 

and deserving only a limited cure through social subsidies~ man 

should, be treated QS 8' tull participant iD' the development prooSSBo 

the ul~imate_ objeotive-~or which is. to bring about sustained .improve

ment in the well-being of the individual. 

9• The second lesson or experience. vhich also substantiates 

the need for an,integrated approach 0 is that unemployment represents 

only the visible part of a vider problem of unappropr!ate labour 

utilisation, sqcial dissatisfaction and very often even marginality 

and destitution• It is clear in our mind t~t the employment 

problel!l ia not oue problem but three: (a) the shortage of 110rk 

opportunities; {b) iuadaquate iuoomee from vork, eveu if associated 

with long hours of 1l'Ork; end (c) underutilised labour resources. 

These three categories culminate in the oouclusion that the ultimate 

object of policy ~ to provide vork vhich yields enough income for 

a reasonable standard of living. Far-reaching implications. from 

a policy viewpoint, stem from this assessment of the situation. 

10: .,Firstly, ve have found in SO!ll6 of the coUDtriss ve visited 

that a particular type or structural imbe..lanee ean exist, in the 

form of a mismatching betveen existing employment opportunities and 

expeotatio'ns 9 espeoiall7 for the young educated generation. This 

critical situation calls for substnntive changes in the structure of 
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education. of wages and in the process of selection ot jobs, but 

this vouid not be $U!!ioient to come to grips with the link between 

education and employment. In countries vhere disparities are 

great between groups. sectors and regions, it is like)¥ that an 

ill;..planned expa.Dsion a.f certain types or education 011.11 co11vert 

non-apparent rural underemployment into visible and often audible 

urban unemplo~.nt 0 a.a much as an elitist tns of e4uoat1on '!!'ill 

reject to lover economic roles 9 if any at all 0 those vho ~ither 

have not had &ocess to the system. or have been rejected by it. 

:Be that as it may. it !a clear that a tull utilisation or all 

human resources calls tor a vigorous dissemination 9 at each level 

or the society and in all regions, of an education and t~ning 

system capable of instilling the skills and· attitudes to~ds vo~k. 

ae vell as the cultural values, to all generations that really'nted 

to be prepared to.have new, or other, chances of getting remunarable 

and satisfaotor.y jobs. 

11. A second segment or the population, to which we have paid 

increasing attention, is the large number· of self~employsd people. or 

heads and member~ o! houaeholgs,_who,otten can be considered ea 

over-eaployed, as they vork long hours for exoesaively low incomes. 

As a matter or ra.ct • they· are otten missed out in emploYJllent statio~ 
• 

tics generally i'ooussed on paid 0 modern employment. Ye have 

characterised this informal eector by the following oriteriaa ease 

or entry9 reliance on indigenous resources. !amilr ovnorsh!p-of 

enterprises. small scale of operation, labour-intensive and adapted 

teohnology 9 skills acquired outside the formal school system and 

unregulated and competitive markets. Much to our surprise 9 we have 

round out that same countries, even those most affected by unemploy

ment. either ignore or harass this sector (e.g •• by restriotioue 

to vork permits and licences) 9 neglecting thus the positive 
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contribution to produotion 9 employment and income of a relatively 

self-supporting segment of the labour force which has long demon

strated its aptitude to provide a vide range or low-cost. labour

intensive. competitive goods and servioos& It is high time 

policy-makers started p~iDg oonorete tribute to the entrepreneur

ship qwalities of the poorest strata of the active population. 

both in remote ru.:r:t:?J. IU'eas anci in llrbmr.. distr~ote and pr.ovi4e them 

vith appropriate credit. tax and marketing incentives to help them 

to couvert themselves !rem .in!U:'iidll.lll. artie=s to Sl!lal.l-eoale 

employers. 

12. A third .f'a.oet of this problem has been made clear to us 

in the form or labour underutilisation. especially in agriculture. 

where it oan be a combination of unemployment and underemployment. 

Possible solutions to these sector-specific issues can be !auDd in 

packQge measures aiming at complementing the eeaaonal labour re~ire= 

menta vith the introduction of technological changes vhich increase 

or diversity the agricultural production~ the promotion of rural 

non-farm activities and the organisation of rural labour mobility. 

l3o Auother.•'·ooncluaion we .arrived at during the course of our 

employment missiona is the paramount importaaoe of income distribu

tion. as seen as a major cause or. and possible source of solution 

to, employment problems. As a =atter of tact 0 we have diverged 

from conventional theories assuming that the more unequal tho 

distribution. the higher would be savings. inveatment 0 growth and 

employment. Qn the contrary, evidence has been given that a ooncentra~ 

Uon ·:or veal th•iD .the higher income brackets usually· means transfers 

of savings abroad 0 consumption of luxury goods. and considerable 

local production of capital-intensive and import-intensive goods. 
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If ODe links grovth and equality0 one can immediately hint at the 

tmportaoco. from a job creation vieypo~t. of desiGning a new 

pattern Of growth uhfoh Vould bo based OD the domestic produotionu 

using labour-intensive teohDiqaes 0 of final and intermediate· goods 

of first necessity. that a more es&litarian fiscal and vages e7stem 

would allov a wider eectiou of the population to purch&eeo The 

selection of appropriate teobnologies ·- vhicb b7 no means should be 

regarded as retarding the required process of industrial development -

deserves specific attention with a view to determining the sectors 

and produces tor Which changes 1D the product mix would not hamper 

competition by levering productivitY and inflating costs. 

14. The implicit refarance 0 iD our employment mission reports. 

to tha satisfeotion.of social justice. leads the ILO to the erpasded 

concept of basic needs. which has received the unanimous support or 

the World Employment Conference of last Juneo This nev dimension 

brOUGht to the concept of adeqaate incomes is indeed manifold. 

since basic needs are de!inedo on the one hand, as minimum family 

standards for shelter, clothing, rood and other neeessities 0 and on 

the other as the provision by the society of those !ndiopensable 

facilities in th9 field ot health. sanitation, education 0 transport. 

and the likeo Collective participation iD decision-making has 

also been include~ as a fundamental element of life in society. 
i 

l5o From a m~o-eoonomio point of viev 0· it is vithout doubt 

that the adoption of such a basiooneeds oriented strategy will imply 

a carefUl redefinition. as stressed earlier 0 of the type and pattern 

ot g.rovth, setting new targets 0 adapting current instruments, eo as 

to substantially increase the income of the poorest sectiono of 

the society significantly taster than tho national average. If 
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they 1f8re seen £rom this angle, increases in production aDd p1'0dv.c

tiv1ty would have to be looked for 0 ODd geU&d to, thoae branches 

and products llfhere the iJlternal demo.Dd oaD 'be stlmul.a.ted, whilst 

an increased mobilisation of public reaourcea, mainly tbroush tax 

reforme aod saving inoentives,·would allow a larger and wider 

d1str1butioD or inveatmeuts in ph;vsioal infraatru.cture Md sooial 

aervioea facilities. 

16. Moreover, the introduction of equity vould not only favour 

the VOrB""'Off OCCNp&tional IJrOUPGt but &lBO depressed regiODS and 

discriminated social groups, liD vomen, the young, the aged and 

handicapped people, etc •• Each 81\d every member oi' the sociot;y 

should have access to the kind of facilities described above, and 

also have a any in the decision-making proceae, however humble hie 

status and contribution lllt\y appear. From the point of view o£ the 

ILO, this approach combines the need tor protection oi' the uudera 

privileged vith the rights of association and combination, as 

stressed in numerous Conventions and Recommendations. 

l7o It ve turn nov to the tiold of policy measures on ~hiob 

our employment missions have laid emphasis 0 one can point out . ' 

several, varying of course according to the l~cal situation and 
' 

specific re~monte. Firstly, the importance of agrariQD reform 
' i 

and land distribation is unquestionable as a ~ic prereqQ!site or 
. l 

a re-assessment oi', and changas in. agricultural policies. !his 

is perhaps the most crucial test et ~illing.oess tor dev0lopment, 

since land tezmrs lies as the ke;v to the solution of the very 

atruotual problems a.ti'ecting rural a:reas1 la.ck of stable jobs. 

low incomes. insutfioient production and productivity, which in 

turn have 'iddened the rure.l~urban gap and deteriorated the external 

financial balance. Rowever 0 it has also been noticed that legal 
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steps to transfer land ovnershfp do not sutfice 0 if not accompanied 

by specific measures on settlement. credit 0 pricee 0 taxes 9 extension 

services. marketing, etc •• and if popular participation and peaoants' 

mobilisation are not secured. 

18. A second key area is technologr. lfus.t is reooiJilllended in 

our reports relates to the selection of appropriate technologies 

that are adaptsble to the labour-abundant factor endowaen~ of the 

country oouoe1'Ded• Wilst at the same time savings of the scaroe 

foreigo capital are made possible. Far from being inefficient 
• 

or obaolete 0 appropriate technologies should result in raising 

average productivity of the labour force by making ef!ioient use. 

and combination• at their real cost (i.e. • removing factor price clim• 

tortions), o~ labour0 land, capital and equipment. Another interest-

ing effect of the introduction of those techniques lies in t~ change 

in the category of workers. vith a greater supply of posts with a louer 

profile 0. and hence a wider opportunity for aaviJ}gs, -re~invsstllient and 

oonaumption of baaio items. Rowever 9 it is admitted that labour-

intensity io not an objective which should be pursued at any oost 0 

and that su~etitution of impowted teohniqQes is perhaps best suited 

to those sectors not competing on external marketa 9 like manufacturers 

servicing domestic markets. construction. public vorke and commercial 

and gove1'Dment services. 

19. A third policy instrument vorth mentioning is regional 
. l 

development. It can be looked at from many apgtea. In one country 

ve viaited 0 the emphasis· vas put on strengthening the small and 

medium-sized centres u,r appropriate geasurea in p~sioal itifraatrucQ 

ture, communications and social services inducing acoelersted rural 

colonisation. In another country. the increasing :rogi;,nal disperi-

ties had led the authorities to subject public expenditure to qQot&s. 
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11mitiug ooiliQgs 1D the case of the well-off capital oity, and 

.Jiaioing tloo:rs iu the ae.se of disadvantaged locations. ID a third 

popapbioal context 9 va suggested a policy of deoonoentration and 

relocation of tadnotrial establishments in outlying rogions, vhsro 

labour·QDd transport costs are cheaper and local markets emaller, 

so sa to p:romote small-scale, le.bcnz:'!:'-1nt~Ds1ve ·.p:rocessihg !ildustriile. · 

capable of moppiDg up part of the rwrol m1grat1oD. Hovever, 

UD£ortunate1y, in most oases time has prevented disaggregating 

national strategies.and introducillg spatial considerations iDto macro

aDd seotoral ob~ectivea, instruments and pr~es. 

20. ADother striking .factor found dur1Dg our lllissions is the 

effect of legislation on employment, aDd the need for carefUlly 

examining the provisions of' the national labour codes, with e viev 

to oh&eli:ing if these do reall7 encourage the grcnrth of employment. 

As a IIIBtte:r of fact, and sometimes l!ll1oh to our surprise, aollle provi

sions ot labour laws proved to permit abnormally long working time 

and. discourage shift vork, or to·doter labour mobility, 

whilst in another case tripartite agreements aiming at artificially 

increasing employme.nt, con1;'dbuted more to :raising the number of 

regist.Jiations of jc~seekers f'look1D8 to tom~s fram %'1U'Sl arees, than 

of jobs themselves. Labour legislation and labour relations can be 

regi!.rded as fields 'llhero excessive and detailed protection can heve. 

adverse effecte on tho growth of emplc~ent. and become self-defeating. 

21. Finally. a last group of suggestions derived from our 

experience in empla.yment missions rolstes to the strategic 1mportaDce 9 

tor mnployment policiao. to have a ch!mce to succeed, of the institu

tional f'aoters, which Q8Bin call for an integrated approach of 

problems to be seen wit~n a radical process of sooietal transformatiOD. 

As suggested earlier. an adequate participation of all concerned 
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groups will not exolusivelr be mGt by the iuvolvemeat ot vorl,ters' 

and employers' 01'881liaation 0 and policy-makers will hAve to see 

to it that uorganisod and iDtormtl.l seotM"So like pe&B&Dts. woman. 

small-scale p:rodncerso oou111merso atudeuts, mig.rautso eto. are 

oonav.lted in one wq or another. hob more central is undoubtedly 

the question or political applicability or the proposed paokago 

ot measures, maant ss the extent to vlUoh a goverm~ant is aoriOllSly 

committed to the implementation of BD e~lO¥ment~orientod develop

ment strategr0 ~hat freedom ot aanoou~ it possesses vis-h-vis 

vested interest groups haViD8 diverging views .on it 0 and how those 

who vould benefit trom suoh a policy could be made more vocal and 

more powerfUl. Moreover. it is the ossenoe of ~ long-te:m aet 

of policies that their implemsntation, tddoh covers a wide variety 

of subject matters. oannot be thousht of before a eubstBDtial time

span. ~ese two factors auhBDce the need, tor a clear-out defini

tion of prio:rit1oa 0 11hioh might be phased· according to considera-

tions of political tessibility. 
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II. p~ epd 11~11 oausea of the employeont crisis in 

22. 1D a sooODd section an attempt will' be made to offer 

oouoreto iuaigbts to the employment situation prcva111ag 1D Portugalo 

to tha ~~n"omeut of lfhloh the oompreheusive framework sketched 

out in th8 first ocotiou oould bring a useful contribution. 

hTBro iDstead of npeatiDs or expat1at1Dg what has 'beeri exoell• 

eutly presented in the tvo papers ~ the Central Department tor 

Pla.i:wiug OD the eoonomio a1 tuatiOD sa per Mai 1976. B.Dd ~ the 

Ministry o£ LBbo~ on employment problems Bud polioies0 reapeoto 

ively. the following observations will rather oouoeut:rate on those 

facets of the probiem that appear to have a olose oonneotion with 

the Gdvooeted oamp:rsheus!Ye approach to employmaat9 iDooze and basic · 

IIGKBol 

2,. Let us t1:rst Ootlsider0 in gross termso the 11111111pover w.pply 

aide of the qaestion 0 and examine demographic treads. Xn Portugal 

the strmotu:re aDd tha evolution of the population otter contrasting 

traits. Admittedly, at fi:rat glanoe 0 the apuual average rate of 

demographic ino:rsaae - lo4 per oont 9 e.nd more :reoeutly loO per oent ~ 

is less olGZB!DS tbaD in elmost all nou-Buropean developing oountries 9 

whilst at the same tisa it ensures the renaval of the population and 

puts a brake OD ita g.rouing oldo:ra . tvo risks now facing severml 
. ' 

YestoE'Il:ropeaD OOUDtr!oaso EoveTer0 this owsrcell tread oonoae.ls 

several structural im'bal&Doea ot u~at illlportlinoee ~e soo!o-economio 

causes ot vb1oh are evidento 

1 All t!gurea quoted in this plllri of the Po,per sre d:ravn from 
Government published sOQZOes. 
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24o 'l'he first one l!Gs in th& .tacit i:hlilt the moderate obam.oter 

ot natural population lnoreae, ~ onl.ledo iD Portugal. pllysiologioal 

balaooa o is more attributable to a crude death rate OD the high 

side ( l'. 2 per thou. 011 average tor the period 196_1~1970) than to' 

a moderate crude birth rate (27o4 per thou. OD aver• for the 

same period). It should be notedo. iD this cODDootiOD 0 that these 

tvo rates0 alre~ higher than the European average, repreee11t an. 

acceleration over the preceding decade, but that a decrease. iD 

both na.tal.At;y and mortality can be observed siDoe 1970o Similarly • 

. ODO oSu po!Dt out that the !DfaDt death rate ill still ut:remel;y 

high (58 pe:rthou.;, &eniDst 1,.6 perthou·. iD SpaiD)e a situation that 

Gall be partly &Uribllted to tho fa.ot that one deUveey out of three 

is still unassisted. It is, therefore. evident that a long overdue 

social ixtUo70 aiming at oorreoting these deviat1oDS 0 vUl have a 

dir<tot beUiDg OD tbo DW!!b$:t' of ~ture entrants into the lnbour 

m&l1'keto Hoveve:r, 1D spite of 111hat OllD be in!Uetod or 6XJ!GDded 

to slow clown Datal! ty tArJd/ or !n.tr.mt lliO!!ltaU t;y • mu iDoreaead sector 

ot the population ~ those barD betvsen 1960 and 1910 o will exert 

more aDd raora pnssure in the ;yellllrs to OOillO to get jobs: eooorcl1Dg 

to tbo oaloulatlone of the .l.GbolU' Minietey0 60.ooo 11.t the &66 of 15 

('9 0000 bo7e aad 210000 girla)oeaoh year. 

25. Nlaoh more oeutnl to the problom ot a proper utilisation 

of ml!!\1!1o reaouroes are the migratory movo!ll9nts ~rh!ch0 by all 

aooountso are oQWlad b;v iasu.tfio!ent Job oreet1on. Jl'iretlyo it is 

strikiag to discover tbat0 in the lmat t~euty-tive ~ears~ vhole 

prcwilloes such ea MiDboD i'rda~oli.;Montes Gild A1ente,1o 0 hSve bean 

literally dra!11ed ot more tbau haU ot their Bble~b4Jdic:d male runl. 

populaUoDo vho M.ve tloolttad to the oGa~Jt&\ oities of Lisbon ~M~d 

Porto 9 oaue!Dg botb a oollieetion !D the lattoro and a large deter= 

ioretion of the dependency ratios in the ~ral distr!ots they had 
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abandoned. Roveverg this drainage has Dean mainly directed • ' 

eitner legally or in a olaudestine vay - towards tne industrial 

countries of Western Europe, or vhioh Franoe absorbed the biggest 

part (Paris is the second Portuguese-speaking oity, even be!orG 

Porto). On the whole. one can estimate that Detveen 1-1.5 million 

migrants have left the country since 1960, i.e., one third of tha 

current labour force. 

26. These two major imbalaDoee have contributed to increasing. 

within the country, disparities vith regard to age and sex distribu-

tion, manpower formation and availability. 

country, .deprived of its beet human resources. has long maintained 

une!llployment at the artificially low rate of 2.5-3.0 per oent 0 

sinoe emigration. in spite of a sustained growth rate 0 vas used se 

a sa!ety valYeo It is indeed somewhat paradoxical to observe that 

during the 1960's and early 1970's, Portugal's GNP grew at an 

average rate of 8 per cent per anaum, whilst at the sama time employ-

ment deoreased. Agriculture, expelling one third of its labour foroe, 

could not do more than stQglla.te, forcing imports o:C agricultural 

products to be higher than e%ports. Hovever, it is in industry and 

services that the contrasts are sharpest: on one hand between 1963 

and 197} 0 grovth rates of 133 and 156 per cent respectively-, vbilst 

amployment 0 on the other hand, did not grew more:tnan 7-16 per cent. 
i 
• 

27. This inautficient job creation in thG m~dern ·sector, which 

' most likely corresponds to· a deterioration of th~ situation or the 

urban population of vorking age being over-concentrated in two or 
i 

three big oit1es 9 has undoubtedly reinforced the exaggerated large 

urban base of tho economy, inoreasiiJg thue the infrastructure. 

and social ooste to be borne by the State and privets entrepreneurs. 

Instead of bringing jobs to people. no serious efforts vera made to 
i 
' ' . ' 
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relocate industries closer to zural labour catchment are~. As 

a matter of faot, the few oooio-eoonomic indicators available can 

provide aD explanation of the reluataaoe of employers to move to 

outlying :regioua apart tram the draiDage of male manpo11er, the 

p~ioal 1ntrastruoturo of rural districts !e inappropriate (50 to 

70 per cent of them have no electricity); the o1&ltural level is 

lov (one Pl&Pil Ollt of tw does not so beyond the primar'y level, 

nevs}lapers are :r:ead 1n the proportion of l a.s compBJ."ed to 10 in 

towns 0 vocational training schools ~e often non-existent, -eto.). 

28. In addition to this, the revolution staged on 25 April 

1974o by putting an end to the colonial tmr. has indireotl;v 

provoked a massive flook!Dg 'baok, trom the former overseas provinces, 

of 200,000 to ,5001 000 civilio.na ("retornadoe"} and a.bout 100.000 

members of the azmed forces. This has made the-unemployment rate 

climb to perhaps 15 per cent; ~t this deserves a carefUl discussion. 

\Ye shall~ herewuler9 malts Go distinction between the follovi.Dg 

oatesorieso 

29. Registered unemployment fi~es can be -considered as not 

giving a true image of the crisis. I£ records et exchange otrioee 

have goDs up t:rGm 27,000 iD January 1974 to 153,000 1n January 1976. 

this caD be due to various vellokDoun raotorsc f1ovs of rotornados· 

and soldiersa halt; to emigration bsoause of the European rooeasiol:l; 

!nter~~al ooonomio cl.ilfiaul.tiesa and Job-eeekers over and above those 

eDtorins the labour market for the first time. However, in spite 
. -
ot the laok of ovar~Bl.l stat18t1os on uneeployment, oonser.rative 

calwlations made b,y-the Ministries of ~bour and Planning respec~ 

tivel;v. estimate the open unemployment somewhere between 322.000 and 

456,000. !his ver,v crude .assumption makes conspicuous the need for 

better date. at regular intervals; ooUaoted thraagh establishment 
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onqQiries or household survero. as well ao the limitation of ~ 

system of empl~ent ezchazl8ea1 eVBD if 1 t wore based 011 ooapuls~ 

regis~tion (in spite of the intzo4uction of ·employmellt subsidies~ 

o1:1ly o11e out of tvo ~ob seeke~s soos to ~sister. vhilst the ratio 

or regietration/job 9ffera ·amauata to 52/1). On.t or three 

unemployed - whether registered or not ~ one ie a retorzaado. one 

looks for hie first job, ud aaothor ODe V811ta e new jobo The 

fi:rst tvo categories oan oertai017 hD.Yo a beariug on labou iaobii1 tJ 

ud industrial. redeplO)'IIlODt 1 s1Dco 1D both oases this k!ild or 
relative well-prepared 8114 Bdapteble manpower O&D be eaallJ chanoelled 

to the jobs, b:m~~ohos and areas vhare a clemaud 0811 'be atim'alnted 'lr,y 

vi801'ous regional plamliDB mea~s. 'l'ho ve17 feet that a. subat&D= 

tiel proportion of registraDts of the third group do possess skills -

especially in constrQotion aud metal vork1 two seotora vhioh ha.ve 

recent~ BUffered tram receseion - reinforces this assertion. 

so. A seoond type of uaemplo~ent has been called 0 potentiol 

unemployment" by the Minist17 of La'bour1 vhioh has estimated i~ in 

the vicinity of one million persona on the basis of a pe%oaotage of 

ll per osnt or th& labour force obta.inod thramsh a o~le surve7 

oarried. out 1D l970o Aa a satteio·<'f tact, lt appoa.re ihat this 

categor,v refers to disgaiead. un~mploymeat (pareons without vork and 

who would probably seek it 11'. the prospects :of fiudlDg a. 3ob lfllre 

bri8)lter),.:.aa·avidenoed by the high proportiou of women (so·per cent) in the 

respoaeeao In 34dition to a 11kelf teadeuo7 for females to seek 

paid empl071!l&Dt 1ZI the yoaJ:s to 001118 0 one ~ coueidezo that this 

oatesoey is Just a reflection ol the wids:r problem ot lo"tf 1Jioomee1 

cspecia.lly in rural areas. 
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Sl. Although ~o reliable information exiato on underemplormant, 

one~ hint at its paraaount importance, either in a visible or 

diaguisad fon. !he crude application, to the Portueueee branehea 

ot economic aotivit~, of productivit~ ratea obearYed in other 

Eurapeaa ooantrieo with hi8hBr development, can indeed illustrate 

the ~itude ot the delay to recover. (under this. aeaumption the 

Minietr,r et Labour eatisatso that no leas thaD one aillion workers 

aro underemplored) but at tlle sue tiae it 011.11 be mialeading, as 

the question £roa a job creation point of view ia not to decelerate 

the average growth or productivity in all sectors, but to induce ~ 

faster rise in e~loyaent in labour-intensive units ot a given size 

inside seotoro, thus not affecting the output. per man-hour, and 

henoe the ooat 1 in aodern establishments competing on external 

urketa. 

:;2. It is til:se now, after havi11' had a look at the B7Jiptou 

ot the employaent orisie in Portugal, to hint at ita oausea. At 

the risk of paving, groul;y, the v&y for the &JIIPlO)'IIlent lliaaion 

that will come soon to participate in the plan preparation, one can 

suggest the tollowin~ fields of investigation. 

33. 'l'he tirat hiator1oal reason lies undou.btedl.7 in the ill

perception of the seriousness and oomple~ity of the eaplo~ent and 

ino~e problem, as vell as in the lack of an over-all polio7. 

Contrar,r to vhat one believes outside Portugal 0 planning is a well

known practice that dates back to 1953. but in none ot the tour 

euooeaa1ve plana .aa mention made o! emplorsent as a prioritr 

objl!Otive. In one ot them the p11oble1:1 vas considered net!lislble 

and in other eQhaais ie J&B.de on the need to mop up the tlov of 

nev entrants b7 diverting thea rroa the auppoaedly iDllated agricul

tural sector towards the induotriee whioh vera in nood of them. 
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Ea1gzation to EQropeau countries and colonisation in overseas 

provinces ware ooDsidered se satet:y valves. In addition, the 

equilibrium or labour market forces vaa supposed to derive from 

good eoonOI!lic · perfort~a~~eea 0 mainly 1n· the modern 1Dduotrial oeotor. 

'Ph& noglect ot the emplo1Jllellt problem is co:nobora.ted b:y the 

relative lack oZ stat1st1oal treatment or the phenomenon. be it 

tbzougb oen&us, surveys or ad hoc es~irias. 

34o A second and inter-related explanation could be provide« 

by the type of grouth aim&d at~ \1hereas ~!culture stagnated 

due to its archaic structure, the lau level of investment and 

productivity, it io clear that industrial development - at the pace 

of 10 per cent per year betveen 1963 and 1973 - has been obtained 

at the expense of social oonoiderationsa employment haa not 

increased much •. i.ul large enterprises vhich ·oOcoexist vitli, or · 

gradually substitate. a constellation of small-scale establishments 

(43,000 manufacturing enterprises, of vhich about three-quarters have 

fewer than five wrks. as sga.inst 1 1 000 factories employing more than 
,. 

fiYe persons ea.ch),.are·::found ·to be largely capital-intensivo 

1D character~ and concentrated in a few urban districts. Perhaps 

of more importance than the ·growth itaelr is the pattern it has tokens 

OD one hand one eau point out the straightforward, non-diversified 

charaoter of production lines, vith i~puts and outputs largely 

coming fromo or destin&d ro~. abroad 0 and vith fow epin-ott effects 

on domaatic ri~ which could pl~ a role in the production or ~ 

oODSUmption of intermadiar,r goods end services. On the other hand, 

one vould ns0d to examine closely the consumption patterns of the 

population. aod·oheok to what e~nt the range or products' corresponds 

to the existing or potential demand for basic items, above all in the 

louest and.mediam income braeketa. 

j 
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'5• Thio leads to a third consideration based OD a plausible 

distortion o£ iDcomo distribution.aa4 on a leoo qQestionable 

iDnff,lcie1107 of 'bnsio faoiliUee BD4 services. From tha little 

J.ntormaUon avnUable one oan oal01Jlato tlmt the average ci.J.eposable 

iDcome per capita · vas five times larsor 1D the capital oit7 tban 

that at the loveat resicmal eohelODe vhilot the imoome diapar1t7 

'botwoen at1 ezaCJilUY& M4 an agriO\lltual ttol'ker was iD tM :proper• 

Uon ot 1 to 10. 1'he tact t!lat the difte110nt1ala ·of ave~ WB(fOII 

of non-agriculture~ workers iD p:ov1noea aa4 districts are not impo~ 

tBDt, gives c~ntraet to the abllo~lly··lO.\f levol-o£· mal family .. 

1noomea, IUI4 suggests that··ma.DY other ale~nta, tied to clASs u4 sraup 

strROtures, constitute the hidden part Of thBOO disoropanoie&o 

It 1a obVious t!lat the :r:ole ot the State 1a il18t1'Uillental iD mobili

oins fiJmDoial aucl. persOJmel resources to all~v1ate rogiOJial 

disparities, be it·iD oonat~otioa (of Vbioh t~ housi11s deficit 

is estimated at 500,000 4welliDss). transport. sanitation, e4~oation 0 

etc. • 11h!oh' are cra.ob ;prerequ:loita ot employmeilt oreaticm~ 

,6. FintU.J.y, th8 importance et the sooio-polltloal taotor 

OBDDot ~e stressed eDOUgb. On th~ ODe h6Dd Portugal has Gtill to 

bu.ild. UPo almosi;" irfm IJOZ'atCho IlD offeot1TO 8COIICJ!!I10 delllooraoy. 

iuvolving the oOII~tatioD Qlld ~ioipation of &l1 citizens con

cerned ill the !!Wl'"6'111llf1Dt aDd dtJVelopmGDt of t~ir ow offaira. 

lihaths:r it concerns labour relat1011Bo laboil.r logislat~on, tmee 

ayetei!IS, training prosr!lm!Des, or lli.OrO BGDe:ral eoonom.c and social 

planning• it 1& 1Ddispeneablfl' that each mz~d e'fery lll\$lber et the society 

bo entitled to have a &a¥ in the decision prooesa 9 tb:roY&h partioi• 

patioD meohanisma that have to be created or stimulated at all 

echelons. On the other he.lldo aDd reoiprooally0 it will be the role 

' ..... ~ 
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ol thia nevl7 110bil1aed, &Dd hopetull7 increasing, oepeot ot tbe 

population to sae to 1t that the authorities in power do illdeed 

respect, to the best ot their poaa1\ilit1es 1 their ritbta, aa 

proolailled b7 the CODIItitution, to vo.rk and lin henceforth a 

decent lite (Art. 51 &Dd 53)• 
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Resident 
tion 

Activity 

Employment in Mainland Portugal: Problems and Policy 

I 

Diagnosis of the Problems 

A. Resident Population, Active Population ·and 

Employment Demand 

1. With the available data it is possible to construct the 

following table: 

TABLE I 

Resident Population, Active Population and Employment Demand 

(thousands) 
19/0 .. 1975 1980 

MF ' 11 F !4F M F MF M F 

Popula- 8075.0 3835. 3 4239.7 8776.2 4146.7 4629.5 8950.9 4212.2 4738.7 

rates .39. 7 62.33 19.24 38.26 59.44 19.29 40.82 58.81 24. 8~ 

Active Population 3206.5 2390.6 815.9 3357.8 2464.8 893.0 3653.4 2477.0 1176.4 

Armed forces 135.7 135.7 - 60.0 60.0 - 30.0 30.6 

Employment Demand 
(or available man 
power resources 3070.8 2254.9 815.9 3297.8 2404.8 893.0 362 3. 4 24 77.0 

(% of the residen 
population) 37.4 57.5 19.3 37.6 58.0 19.3 40.5 58.1 

. 

SOURCES: - 1970-Instituto Nacional de Estatistica (National Institute of 

Statistics- I.N~E.)' Eleventh General Census of Population 

(20% Sample) 

-

1176.4 

24.8 

- 1975 and 1980 ~ Ministerio do Trabalho (Ministry of Labour~M.T.), 

Gabinete de Estudos, Planeamento e Organizacrao (Studies, Planning 

and Organi~ationOffice - G.E.P.O~, Equipa de ''Estimativas e Pre

visoes" .. ("Estirnates and Forecasts"'Team- E.E.P.) 

,., The figures for these years have been corrected in accordance with 

the results of the electoral registration of December 1974 and with 

the return of Portuguese citizens from the former colonies. 
M = Males; F = Females 

--------------------------------
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2. 

The estimates for 1975 and the forecas~for 1980 for 

the active population that appear in the preceding table are 

the result of activity rates that take into account the. 

disappearance from the active population of the 10-14 age

-group (owing to the extension of the period of compulsory 

education), the ageing of the population and the increase in 

the active female population,(in comparison with the respective 

activity. rates in European countries and a closer approach to them) 

and the return from the former colonies of Portuguese workers, 

for whom there may be an activity rate lower than that of the 

population already resident in Mainland Portugal. 

As can be seen from Table l~employment demand is always 

rising, a greater increase being noted between 1975 and 1980 

owing to the return of Portuguese citizens from the former 

colonies and the foreseeable increase in the female activity 

rate. 

B. Potential Unemployment 

2. The first question to be _asked that arises from the 

analysis carried out in A. is to know if there are not 

employment problems in the non-~ctive resident population. 

3. Overall employment demand referred to above, is 

equal in practice to the economically active population plus 

those registered as unemployed. 

Now, as to this last factor, it can be seen that the 

persons who a~e '.registered as unemployed are fewer. than those 
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members of the resident population who are interested in · 

obtaining employment. This is because many of the latter, 

seeing that the country is passing through a crisis period, 

or simply that it is difficult to find employment, or moreover 

because they wish to work only under certain conditions 

(near home, in their own region, with hours of work easily 

reconcilable with family responsibilities, etc.), do not regis-

ter-themselves' ·as unemployed, but if an opportunity presents 

itself to them they take advantage of it. It iS these 

persons that make up the potential unemployment which, if it 

is forgotten, will bring about, as it did in the past, the 

greatest confusion concerning the execution of programmes 

intended to resolve only the problem of the registered unemployed. 

4. 1974 saw.the publication of the first calculation of 

this potential unemployment in Mainland Portugal(!). This 

work gathered together certain data that allowed the following 

table to be constructed: 

TABLE 2 

Potential Unemployment 

.· 

1960 1970 _1980 

MF M F MF M. F MF. M 
. 

F . 

TOTAL 
(thousands) 

1000.4 153.5 846,9 947.2 176.4 77-0.8 903.8 191.5 712~3 

% of the resident 
population 12.1 3.9 19.6. 11.73 4.60 18.11 10.1 4.5 15.0 

(1) See "Populac;:ao potencialmente activa" ("The Potentially 
Active Population")-t!:lia Maria Rodrigues-N9 28 of the 
"Studies" Series of G.E.P.O., M.T. 
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As can be noted, there is a fall in the total, 

influenced by a fall on the female side, brought about above 

all by the increase observedand foreseen in female activity 

rates, which is greater than the increase on the male side; 

.this is explained essentially by the reduction in eh~ male 

activity rates, particularly in the over-65 age-group. 

It is true that in the study referred to no account 

was taken (as is evident, given the date when it was carried 

out) either. of adjustments following on the electoral regis-

tration of December 1974 (.some 500,000 persons more than in 

the resident population indicated by .the 1970 Census) or .of 

the return of Portuguese from the former colonies, which became 

significant only as .from 1975. These are two new factors that 

can only contribute to a rise in the absolute figures given 

above for the years 1970 and 1980. 

In any case, and because they cannot fail to be 

estimates and forecasts with a reasonable margin of error, 

what is important to remember is the order of magnitude and 

the general trend; thus, it would seem possible to conclude 

that potential unemployment must be· about 11% of the resident 

population (in absolute terms about one million persons) and 

it showed in 1973 (the year of the study in question) a 
. -

· tendency to fall. · · 
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c. Economically Active Population 

5. In Table 3 on the following page will be found a more 

detailed analysis of one of the components of employm~ ~d:the 

economically active population. 

For the years 1976 and 1977 two hypotheses present 

themselves: in the first, all sectors show the same tendency 

as in the past;· in the second, for three sectors (manufacturing 

industry, construction, and public administration, personal 

and unspecified services) a recovery appears possible to the 

level of the employment indices for 1974. This is because it 

is known that at the start of an economic recovery it is 

usually those sectors that are in the forefront. 

An analysis of the table shows a progressive reduction 

in the economically active population, smaller in the second 

hipothesis, there being differing deVelopments at sector level. 



.... ~_-:·_·_ :,_.,_- .. ~-
·--......-..--~-. ·------·----·----. --·-- ~-- -~· 

/..._ I 
TABLE 3 

, .. 
ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULATION 

tthousands) · . 
SECTORS OF ACTIVITY 1970 1973 1974 1975 1.9.7.6. . .19.77 

(I.S.I.C.-1964) HvJ:>. 1 · Hvo.· 2 Hyp. 1 · H'VP. 2 

l-

t 
TOTAL 2 985.5 2 929.7 2 903.9 2 841.5 2 790.4 2 815.2 2 767.5 2 817.3 I 

Rates of.Variation -2.0. -o. 9. -2.1 -1.8 -o. 9. --,-. -0.8 . tO.l 
·. 

Agriculture,Forestry & Hunting 894.6 790.7 769.4 752.2 738.5 738.5 . 726.0 726.0 

FiSheries· 32.5 30.4' 28.5 25.8 24.6 24.6 23.5 23.5 .. 
Extractive Industries 12.3 10.3 11.1 11.1. 11.0 11.0 11.0. ll. 0 

Manufacturing Industries 766.1 805.6 • 786.6 789.7 767.7 774.1 76 7. 0 . 780.0 

Cons.truction · & Public Works 244.1 256.0. 244.8 233.4 231.0 238.0 228.6 243.0 

Electricity, Gas, Water & 

Sanitation . · ' 17.6 18.7. 18.8 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.5 ·19.5 
. 

Commerce· 273.9 289.0' 205.0 284.7 284.2 284.2 233.8 283.8 

Banking, Insurance & Real 
.. Estate 32.8 ~38:2 44.2 45.7 46.5 46.5 47.4 47.4 

Transport lll. 6 ll6.3 123.3 121.8 120.0 120.0 120.3 120.3 

communications 28.2 30.5' 36. 9. 40.1. 39.9 39.9 . 39.8 39.8 

Services 470.7 460.2 . 491.6 4 77.6 . 468.6 480.0 462.6 485.0 

Insufficientl:y defined 
Activities 101.1 63.8 63.7 40.0 . 39.0 39.0. . 38.0 38.0 .... 

. . 
. . 

SOURCES: - I.N.E. ,~leventhGeneral Census of Population 

- M. T., Statistical Service,. Quarter:):y Employment Surveys. 

- M.T., G.E.P.O., E.E.P •• 
"' 
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6. It is convenient to obtain an idea of the distribution 

of the economically active population in accordance with their 

. general social and professional categories: salaried employees 

and wage-earners, persons working on their own account, employers, 

and unspecified. 

TABLE 4 

·(percentage~) 
. and professional Soc~al 19.70 .1.97.3. 197.4 1.975 cateq·or·ies· 

Salaried employees and· 

wage-earners 74.9 75.4 75 • .8 75.2 

Persons working on their 

own account 1.8.3 19.7 20.2 

Employers 2.4 1.5 1.1 

Unspecified 4.4 3. 4' .. 2.9 

Economically active population 100.0 100.0 100.0 
cc· ' 

SOURCE: M.T., G.E,P.O., E.E.P. 

These are overall figures, of value only for obtaining 

an order of magnitude for the various categories. 

The predominant category, on the increase until 1974, 

is that of salaried employees· and Wage...:earners; next comes 

the still important and slowly-increasing category (owing 

fundamentally to primary activities and to services) of 

· .. Persons working on their own account, and the sharp 'decline 

in the ea tegory ·(always at a very low level) of employers • 

. '--. 
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7. It is interesting to see in greater detail what is 

happening with regard to the chief component of the economically 

active population, that is, salaried employees and wage-earners. 

Table 5 shows a relative stabilisation in the number 

of salaried employees and wage-earners between 1973 and 1974, 

since in the latter year the decline in agriculture, manufacur-

ing industries, construction and public works, and commerce 

was counterbalanced by increases in banking,insurance and real 

estate, transport, communications, services and insufficiently 

defined activities. 

In 1975 there was a sharp decrease compared with 1974, 

for small rises in some sectors did not in any way compensate 

for the decline in agriculture, fisheries, manufacturing 

industries, construction and public works, services and 

insufficiently defined activities. 

For 1976 there is liypothesis 1 of a relative stabilisa

tion and liypothesis 2, more optimistic, based on a recovery in 

certain sectors, as lias already been said above. From this 

point of view, the indices of employment for April 1976 that 

are given in · ·Table 6 appear to be on the way to confirming, 

to a certain extent, hypothesis 2. 

As to the indices of employment that appear in this 

table, they should be treated with some reserve, for the sample 

that formed the. basis for the calculation of these indices 

c9vered only firms with more than 10 workers and did not have 

------------·······--· 
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to do with the sectors of agriculture, public administration 

and defence, community and social services (education and 

health), domestic services, various services and insufficiently 

defined activities. It is estimated that in 1975 these sectors 

together included about 31% of all salaried employees and wage

-earners and the firms carrying on the activities covered with 

10 or fewer workers were responsible. in 1969 (the latest year 

for which information is available)for 21% of the respective 

volume of employment. 

8. Proceeding on the basis of that sample - and thus with 

:the same limitations - it is possible (by means of Table 7) to 

arrive at an idea of the development in the last few years of 

the employment structure, bY occupational. qualifications of 

·salaried employees and wage-earners. 

The most significant facts appear to be the improvement 

in the position of administrative staff and production workers 

together with the decrease in unskilled workers. 

'~.: .• '-. . '" ! 



TABLE 5 

SALARIED EMPLOYEES AND WAGE-EARNERS 

SEGTORS OF ACTIVIT) . 1970 1973 1974 1975 
(I.S.I.C. - 1964 

. ' 

. TOTAL 2 236.5 2208.9· 2 201.5 2 137.8 

Rates of variation -1.2 -0.3 -2.9 

Agriculture, Forestry & Hunting 444. 7 . 369.8 343.5 338.5 

Fisheries 27 .1. 21.6. 19.7. 17.9 

Extractive Industries 11.4 10.7 . 10.6 10.6 

Manufacturing Industries 676.9 712.8 70 8. 5 . 691.3 

Construction & Public Works 222.0 241.7. 236.2 225.2. 
., 

Electricity, Gas, Water & 
Sanitation 17.1 16.1 16.7 . 17.2 

Commerce 162.9 16 7. 0 . 164.5 165.1' 

Banking,Insurance & Real Estate 32.1 37. 6 . 43.6 45.2 
·. 

Transport 103.1 107.0 116.3 116.5 . 

Communications. 27.8 34.0 36.5 39.7. 

Services 426.6 437.8 444.6 435.6 

Insufficiently defined 
Activities 84.8 52.8 . 60.8 ' 35.0 

-------- -----

SOURCES:- I.N.E.,- Eleventh General Census of Population. 

- M.T., Statistical Service, Quarterly Employment Surveys. 

- M.T., G.E.P.O., E.E.P .• 

f, 
. .... .. ·-···· ..... -~--·~ ...... ~~.. .. 

. _', 

1.97.6 

Hy.p. 1 Hyp. 2· 

2 129.5 2 153.2. 

-0.4 +0. 7 . 

336.5 3 36. 5 . 

17.2 
. . 

17.2 . 

10.6· 10.6 . 

692.7 6 98.1 • 

222.9· 229.8 

17.4 17.4 .· 

165.7 165.7 

46.3 46.3 

117.0. 117.0 

39.5 39.6 

428:6 440.0 

35.0 35. 0. 
-- - - -· 

~ ' 

\ ............................................ 

19.7.7 

HVP. 1 

2 120.5. 

-o. 4 · 

334.0 • 

16.5 • 

10.6 

694.0 • 

220.6 

17.7 

166.3 

47.2 

117.5 

39.5 

422.6 

34.0 
----

Hyp. 2 

2 169.5 

+0.8 

334.0 

16.5 

10.6 

705.0 

234.4 

19.5 

166.3 

47.2 

117.5 

39.5 

445.0 

34.0 
"' 
-

f-' 
0 . 
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' '~-- TABLE 6 

INDICES OF EMPLOYMENT, BY ACTIVITIES 

(1970/1975) 

Base: January 1968 = 100 

ISIC 

04 

1 

2/3 

20 

21/22 

23 

24 

25 

26. 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31/32 

33 

34/38 

39 

4 

5 

6 

61 

62/64 

7 

85 

-~-Periods 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 
.Act~v1. t1.es. · · -,...,_,_, ___ . ·. ·. 

TOTAL 101.9 102.0 103.4 105.4 104.5 104.4 

Fisheries 115.2 114. 3 . 91.4 . 91.8 83.8 75.9 

Extractive Industries 88.8 84.9 . 85.3 83.0 84.8 82.7 

Manufacturing Industries 100.7 100.1 101.4 102.2 101.6 101.5 

Food Industries 87.5 . 83.1 . 83.5 79;6 -77.7 79.8 

Beverages and Tobacco 145.5 139.9 141.3 152.1 158.0 165.6 

Metals 101.0 99.9 101.3 101.8 101.6 99.6 

Clothing and Footwear 102.1 105.0 111.4 117.2 114. 8 115.8 

Wood and Cork 95.1 93.2 91.6 90.7 88.6 87.2 

Furniture 104.2 104.6 108.9 112.7 116.5 120.7 

Paper 95.3 . 90. 7 . 88.6 89.2 90.0 89.3 

Printing 90.2 . 90.2 91.4 88.1 67.1 85.3 

Leather 104.6 . 98.3 96.4 ·92.7 89.8 90.0 

Rubber 98.5 98.0 • 9 5. 0 94.2 .93.0 93.5 

Chemicals and Petroleum 100.6 . 99.1 . 97.2 97.8 100.5 101.5 

Non-metallic Mineral 
Products 111.7 107.0 109.6 110.0 109.2 107.6 

Metallurgy and 
Engineering 102.5 105.5 107.5 110.4 109.5 109.6 

Unspecified Manufacturin 
Industries · 108.9 109.4 114.8 121.8 117.9 117.4 

Construction 96.6 97.3 100.2 109.5 102.8 98.0 

Electricity, Gas and 
Water 99.5 . 97.8 96.1 93.5 96. 9 99.7 

Commerce ,Banking, . Insu- · 
ranee and Real Estate 111.0 112.5 116.1 120.1 121.7 123.1 

Commerce . 105.4 105.7 107.0 108.0 106.4 106.8 

tanking; ·Insurance ·.and 
Real Estate 123. 8. 130.2 141.9 156.4 168.3 174.3 

I 
Transport:. and 
Communications 101.8 105.3 105.2 110.5 113.8 119.5 

Personal Services 
(a) . 

143.3 144.8 148.1 138.0 136.3 132.3 

SOURCE: M.T., Statistical Service, Quarterly Employment Surveys 
(a) Not including Domestic Services 
x Provisional figures 

11. 

1976* 

April 

104.4 

73.6 

82.0 

101.7 

80.5 

. 166.9 

9 9. 5 

114. 8 

86.5 

120.3 

89.7 

85.3 

89.4 

93.8 

io2.1 

107.6 

110.4 

117.9 

98.8 

1oo.ol 

. 

123.6 

106.9 

175.9 

120.5 

133.2, 



TABLE 7 

STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT BY OCCUPATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

Occupational Qualifications 1973 1974 I 

Managerial Staff 0.8 0.8 

Technical Staff 2.5 3.0 

Higher 

I 
0.9 1.2 

Middle 1.6 1.8 

Administrative Staff 9.6 10.3 

Office Staff 4.4 6.3 

Production Workers 49.3 49.3 

Workshop Managers, Foremen, Chargehands 3.7 4.2 
Highly-Skilled Workers 1.7 3.0 

Skilled Workers 26.5 25.7 

Semi-skilled Workers 17.4 16.4 

Unskilled Workers 22.4 20.0 

Trainees . 3. 6 4.0 

Apprentices 7.4 6.3 

TOTAL lOO. 0 . 100.0 

SOURCE: M.T., Statistical Services "occupational Qu~lifications" Surveys 

1975 

0.7 

2,_7 

1.1 

1.6 

10.8 

6.0 

54.0 

4.4 
4.1 

27.7 

17.8 

18.3 

2.8 

4.7 

100.0 

;;:, 
I' 

1--' 
N 

·;. 
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D. Underemployment 

9. Do employment problems exist among the economically 

active population (and thus also among salaried employees and 

wage-earners), or does the latter have only problems concerning 

labour relations and working conditions: 

10. The existence of high levels of underemployment in 

various sectors of activity leaves no room for doubt. According 

to the definition given in a publication of the International 
. Organisation (1) 

Labour "underemployment exists when employment is 

insufficient in comparison with established standards or with 

other possible employment, taking occupational qualifications 

into account" .. 

11. 'The measurement of underemployment presents great 

difficulties, since it demands statistical information of a 

kind which is in general not available. 

Some years ago an attempt-not the first.:....was made 

to arrive at this figure indirectly(2), by making a comparison 

of national productivity with others taken for reference pur-

poses;. the results obtained are given in Table 8. The percen-

tages signify that with levels of productivity identical to 

those of the other countries is the table, it could be theoretical 

Ly possible to attain in Portugal to the national product actuall1 
.X't 

obtained witH,ffewer of the population in employment. 

(1) "Resolutions· adopted by the Eleventh International Conference 

of Labour Statisticians" -Geneva, 1967, p.X. 

(2) Labour Statistics - in the 'Collection ·"Data for an Employment 

Policy" of the Fundo de Desemprego de Mao. de Obra (Manpower 

Une~ployment ;und - FD~O) - Series A, N9 1, 1970, p. 29 
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TABLE 8 

ESTIMATES OF UNDEREMPLOYMENT 

(percentages) 

Terms of comparison 

Activities E •. E.. C .. E .. F. T. A. Other Grouping(l 
. -

196.0/1 1967/8 1.960/1 1967/8 1960/1 1967/8 

TOTAL 64.2 58.2 64.6 53.4 65.7 55.9 

Agriculture - 54.6 - 67.7 76.0 65.9 

Industry (2) - 60.8 - 59.7 68' 3 ... 64.0 

Manufacturing Industry - 54.6 - 46.9 - 55.8 

Construction - 82.2 - 90.2 . - 88.0 

Commerce. - 44.2 - 27.2 72.3 42.1 

Transport and Communications - .48. 8 - 55.7 68.2 .. 53.8 
. . .. 

earnooK, 1968 

O.E.C.D., Statistics of Active Population, 1968 

(1) Including Belgium, France, Great Britain and Norway. For Agriculture it also ·includes Denmark. 

(2 )_ Including Extractive and Manufacturing Indus.tries, Construction and Electricity, Gas, Water 
~ . 

and Sanitation. 

,_. 
""' 
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It is obvious, as has been said, that this is an 

indirect means of calculation that can only indicate. orders 

,of magnitude of underemployment. 

Even with this limitation,.it could be seen that there 

was a high level of underemployment, although it showed a 
in 

tendency to fall. At sector level, it was\"the Construction 
its 

Industry that underemployment was aJ:t:nighest. ·. · 

As emigration still continued at a very considerable 

rate after the date of the above estimate,and as production 

methods improved, for example, in the Construction Industry, 

it must be presumed that underemployment has fallen in the 

past few years to a lower level, perhaps of the order of 35 

to 40% of the economically active population (between lm and 

1. 2m persons) • 

12. For 1974 and 1975 we have the indicators of productivity 

of Tables 9 and 10. ·As will be noted, after a rise in 1974 

there was a fall in 1975. 

In this respect and with regard to salaried employees 

and wage-earners, it must be added that, although productivity 

per worker has fallen already, the same conclusion cannot be 

drawn concerning productivity per hour of work, since the length 

of the working week has been reduced. (See Table 11) 
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TABLE 9 

Gross Domestic Product Per Ecc;>nomically Active Worker 

·Thousands of escudos Indices 
ACTIVITY 

19.7.3 19.74. 1975. 197.3 1974 

TOTAL 69.9 74.1 73.4 ioo.o 106.0 

Agriculture and Fisheries 34.3 • 36. 3 37.8 100.0 105.8 

Extractive Industries 109.1 128.4 ll9. 3 100.0 ll7.7 

Manufacturing Industries 96.7 99.9 93.8 •1oo.o 103.3 

Electricity,· Gas and Water 3ll. 8 352.9 336.8 100.0 113.2 . 
Construction 52.0 , 61.6 58.1 100.0 .ll8.5 

Services·and Insufficiently 
Defined Activities 78.5 •82. 4 83.4 100.0 105.0 

... 

SOURCES: - Central Planning Department - Gross Domestic Product, at 

1970 Prices. 

-· M.T., G.E.P.O., E.E.P. - Estimate of the Economically 

Active Population (weighted average) 

16. 

1975 

.105.0 

ll0.2 

109.3 

97.0 

108.0 

lll.7 

.106.2 
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TABLE 10 

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER SALARIED EMPLOYEE/WAGE EARNER 

. 

Thousand!) of escudos . Iridices 
ACTIVITY 

197.3 19.7.4. • 1.9.75 197.3 1974 
. 

TOTAL 92.7 98.2 96.6 100.0 105.9 

Agriculture and Fisheries 71.1 78.6 82.4 · lOO. 0 ll0.5 
.-

Extractive Industries lll.l 130.8 122.6 100.0 ll7. 7 

t1anufacturing Industries 109.4 llO. 5 104 •. 5 · lOO. 0 101.0 

Electricity, Gas and Water 353.7 397.6 378.7 100.0 ll2. 4 

'· Construction 54.4 63.9 60.4 100.0 ll7. 5 

Ser,vices and Insufficiently 
Defined Activities 95~3 100.5 99.9 100.0 105.5 

. 
. 

SOURCE~- Central Planning Department -.Gross Domestic Product, at 

1970 Prices. 

- M.T;, G.E.P~o., E.E.P. -Estimate of Salaried Employees and 

Wage-Earners (weighted average) 

1975 
-

104.2 

115.9 

llO. 4 

95.5 

107.1 

lll. 0 

104.8 
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TABLE 11 

Average Length of the working Week 

. 

. 

1973 1974 1975 
·January. January January 

Office staff 43 42 41 

Manual workers 46 46 45 
. ' 

SOURCE: M.T., G.E.P.O., Report for the year 1975 

E. Unemployment 

13. We shall now proceed to an analysis of the other 

component of employment demand: unemployment. 

In the absence of unemployment statistics, estimates 

have been formulated based on hypotheses and on the partial 

statistics available; .these estimates, being made by various 

bodies and :hn giving different figures, are however in agreement 

with regard to the increase in unemployment since 197 4, which 

began to reach very high levels from 1975, the year in which 

were already strongly felt the effects of the return of 

Portuguese workers from the former colonies. 

These estimates, presented in Tables 12 and 13, also 

confirm our earlier statements. In these two tables are already 

Y to be found forecasts for 1976 and 1977 within the two hypotheses 
'" 

with which we have been working. 
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TABLE 12 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

(End of December) 

(thousands) 
-

1970. .. .. 1.9.7.4 . 1.97.5 . . · .. 1976 1977 

Hypothesis l Hypothesis 2 Hyp.l Hyp.2 

MF ... M .. F MF. M F MF. M 
.. 

F. MF M F. MF. . M .· F . MF MF 

TOTAL 85.335 58.720 26. 615 179.5 ~ ~ 456.0 326.9 129 .l 590.1 426.4 163.7 574.0 395.2 158.8 683.0 641.9 
I 

Rate of unemploy- . 
ment (% of .the 

active population) 2.5 2.3 3.1 '. 13.6 13:3 14.5 
. 

I 
! 

. 

First-Job Demand 64.855 44.115 20.740 I • - - 141.0 107.0 34.0 204.0 157.1 46.9 204.0 157.1 46.9 274.0 274.0 
·1'15. 7 

New-job demand 20.480 14.605 5.875 135.0 93.9 41.1 1~6.1 129.3 56.8 170.0 118.1 51.9 209.0 167.9 

Persons returning 

from former 

colonies - - - 3.8 - 180.0 126.0 54.0 200.0 140 • .0 60.0 200.0 140.0 60.0 200.0 200.0 
.. 

SOURCE: M.T., G.E.P.O., E.E.P, 

I-' 
\!) . 
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TABLE 13 

UNEI>'JPLOYMENT 

(Monthly Figures) 

. 

. . 

1975 . 1976 

December March April September December - Hyp.l December - Hyp.2 
.. 

MF M F MF M F MF M F MF M F MF M I F MF 11 :F 
. 

~l 

TOTAL 456.0 326.9 129.1 478.5 342.2 136.3 493.6 355.1 ~38.5 532.0 382.4 149.6 590.1 426.4 163.7 57 4·. 0 395~2 l58.c 

First-jol: .. 
.. 

Demand 141.0 107.0 34.0 157.5 120.0 37.5 162.0 123.9 38.1 177.0 135.9 41.1 204.0 157.1 46.9 204.0 157.1 46.S 

"ew-job .. 

:lemand 135.0 93.9 41.1 141.0 96.2 44.8 142.6 98.2 44.4 155.0 106.5 48.5 186.1 129 .. 3 56.8 170.0 118.1 51.9 
. 

... 

?ersons · .. 

et urn ins 

from 

former 

~o1onies 100.0 126.0 54.0 180.0 126.0 54.0 189.0 133.0 56.0 200.0 140.0 60.0 200.0 140.0 60.0 200.0 140.0 60.( 
. 

SOURCE' M.T., G.E.P.O., E.P.P. 

"' 0 .. 
-·· -·-· ----
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Going on riow to analyse the two classes of unemployed -

- those seeking first employment and those seeking new employment 

(for which no-· breakdown is available for 1974) - and at the 

same time considering the two tables, it can be ssen that, 

starting with closer similar figures at the end of 1975, the 

number seeking first employment shows a continuous increase, 

while the number seeking new employment, following a relative 

stabilisation in March/April 1976, again starts to rise, although 

it is foreseen for 1977 that the corresponding figure will be 

considerably lower thai1 for th9se seekihg first employment. 

14. A little thought devoted to the causes of these 

developments indicates the paramount influence, with regard to 

those seeking first employment, of natural labour access 

and of the reduction in emigration(!) and in the armed forces; 

with regard to those seeking new employment, thd:s.: figure .. is 

affected by the reduction in emigration and moreover by withdrawal 

ofmpk,yw.ent,though this last is forbidden by legislation against 

dismissals(2 l. 
,. 

Nevertheless, unemployment would be higher if only 

the abovementioned influences operated. Against these, acting 

to reduce them, reference must be made to job creation and to 

the replacement of persons in existing jobs, From this point 

(1) The reduction in erriigrC~tion as from 1974 made manifest 

the employment problems thC\t had ahvays existed in Portugal 

before that year. 

(2) Decree-LawN'? 783/74, of 31 December 1974, and Decree-:-Law 

N'? 372-A/75, of 16 July 1975. 
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of view, attention must be drawn to the impossibility of 

kn01vihg;: in statistical terrris, from which categories came the 

persons who occupied the new jobs and those that replaced 

others in existing jobs; they must in fact have come not only 

from those seeking first employment or new employment and from 

those returning from the former colonies, but also from the 

potentially unemployed and even from those in situations of 

underemployment, but in this last case the corresponding jobs 

with characteristics of underemployment were left vacant. 

15. Changes in the numbers in the armed forces as well 

as in potential unemployment have already been indicated above; 

emigration, in view of its importance, will be considered 
"-

under\'separa te heading. 

16. Concerning natural labour access and manpower turnover; 

we shall begin by presenting the following table: 
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TABLE 14 

Active Population 

Age-groups 1970 . ·. 1975 
MF. .. M F MF. M. F . . . 

.. 

10 - 14 109.1 67.4 41.7 - - -

15 -· 19 448.0 276.9 171.1 410.6 . 262.5 148.1 

20 - 24 428.5 275.8 . 152.7 459.0 . 2 87. 2 171.8 
. . . 

. . 

60 - 64 177 .o 146.1 30.9 185.0 . 15 3. 6 

over 65 I· 217.2 176. 3 40.9 229.3 .· 187.4 . 
. 

- SOURCES: - I.N.E., Eleventh General Census of Population 

(figure corrected from a 20% sample) 

- M.T. I G.E.P.O. I E.E.P. 

32.3 

41.9 

- Figures corrected in accordance with the results of the 

electoral registration of December 1974 and with the return 

of persons from the former colonies. 

This table serves, in the first place, to give an 
labour 

idea of the order of magnitude of the naturaly/acce.ss. ~dz. 

Calculating the difference between 109,100 (the total for the 

10/14 age-group in 1970) and 410,600 (the total for the 15/19 

age-group in 1975), a figure of 301,500 is obtained, which 

corresponds fairly closely to that natural access in 

the years 1971 to 1975; annually, the figure is 60,300 

(39,000 males and 21,300 females). 

17. The same table further allows a little thought 

to be given to the phenomenon of manpo~orer turnover, that is 1 

departuresowing to disability, old age or death and new arrivals 

to replace those that depart. A knowledge of the figure for 
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this turnover is important since, in terms of the existence of 

jobs necessary to correspond to natural access, it signifies 

a corresponding reduction in the number of jobs referred to. 

However, no calculation·s are known· for this turnover. 

In principle,one would think that the figure 

referred to is significant; however, from the above table it 

can be seen that the numbers in the two age-groups of 60/64 

and over 65 rose between 1970 and 1975; which may be an indica-

tion that the greater expectation of life (due especially to 

the advance of medicine) and the need to go on working into 

old age may in part be reducing turnover. 

18. From the replie·s of firms to the question regarding 

arrivals and departures of workers that is included in the 

querterly employment surveys of the Statistical Service of the 

Ministry of Labour, it is possible to arrive at the following 

figures: 

TABLE 15 

Workers Arriving and Departing 

1975 
(thousands) 

Reason 
. ·. 

• Arrivals Departures 

Replacement 91.7 

Creation 66.9 

Withdrawal 
! 

40.7 
i 

Others I 123.9 

Total .. 15.8 .• 6. 16.4 .•. 6. 

SOURCE:-M.T. Statistical Service, Quarterly Employment 
Surveys. 

-G.E.P.O., E.E.P. 
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One must keep in mind the.limitations,· already 

pointll:tout above, of the surveys in question, especially with 

regard to the fact that they deal only with salaried employees 

and wage-earners; to not all sectors being covered (they do 

not include agriculture or certain services); and to no 

enquiries having been made of firms with ten or fewer workers. 

On the other hand, the nature of certain activities 

falsifies statistics of this kind; such is the case, for 

example, with the construction industry, in which can be seen 

one undertaking after another with successiVe arrivals and 

departures in certain categories of workers. This may in part 

explain the high total for job creation - some 70,000. 

In any case, this table gives significant and 

practically identical figures for workers arriving and departing, 

indicating that job creation was greater than withdrawal, that 

replacement affected a very large number of jobs (in this 

replacement, turnover is certainly included), and that, with 

regard to the reasons for departure, there are about thirty 

thousand departures the reason for which is unknown, assuming 

that the remaining departures are balanced·by arrivals for 

replacement purposes. 

With regard to job '1-;ithdravral :it is also convenient 
active 

tO compare developments among the economica:lly)'p0pulation and 

among salaried staff and wage-earners, which allows the conclu-· 

sion that -with the exception of 1975, when the fall in the 
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number of salaried staff andvage-earners was greater than that 

observed in.the economically active population- in all the 

periods in.question the opposite happened; this must mean 

that there was a reduction in the numbers,·not only of the 

jobs of salaried staff and.wage~earners, but also of persons 

working on their own account and of employers. 

19. There is further interest in obtaining an idea 

of the occupations of the unemployed. · To this end data is 

available compiled by the Direc9ao de Servi9os de Emprego 

(Employment Services Administration- D.S.E.) (ll: 

In the first quarter of 1976 the occupations 

with the greatest numbers of workers registered as unemployed 
. of 

with the D.S.E. were those'(Insufficiently defined occupations 

(8140) ,office staff (_6397), and those occupations that in 

. general terms cover workers in Civil Construction and in 

Metallurgy and Engineering (7699). 

One fact to emphasise with regard to this aspect 

of the occupations of the unemployed is that it is the imbalance 

between the occupational capacity of the demand and the needs 

of the supply that is behind the fact - so often affirmed to 

support the thesis that the unemployment figures from time to 

time presented are excessive - that at a given place and time, 

·tH're are not the necessary workers with a certain occupation;it 

would be" wrong·. to conc.lude from this that there is a general 

shortageof manpower. 

(.1) Registration as unemployed is not .compulsory - although 
there has been a greater incentive in this direction with 
the introduction of unemployment benefit -.so that this 
is in the nature of a sample. 
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20 .. . It would be of interest to see what is happening·, 

with regard to unemployment, in the so-called special categories: 

women, young. people, the aged and the handicapped. 

It is indeed known that when t'he economic situation 

deteriorates theseare the hardest hit classes. But there is no 

data to bring the facts to light. 

F. Emigration 

21. Emigration is a phenomenon directly linked to the 

problem of living and working conditions; it is thus interesting 

to analyse it. 

.TABLE 16 

·Emigra:tion 

· (thO\lSands) 
1976 * 

Characteristics 19.6.0 .19.65. 1970 1971 19.72. 197.3 .19.74 .. 197.5. I ls.t. Q.tr.. 

Total 22 85 168 139 

(workers and members 
. 

of 
their families) . •·. 

Legal 20 82. 54 39 

Clandestine 2 3. I· ll4 .·. lOO 

Workers 

% of the total 

Host Countries: France 5 60 136 111 

Germanv .· - 12 20 17 

SOURCES: - Department of State for Emigration 

- M.T., Statistical Service 

* Provisional figures 

94 HO . 64 35 . 18 ( l) 

43 67 27 14 9. 
. 51 I . 43 . 37 . 21 9 

85 23. 7 

77,3 35.9 20.0 

69 64 48 23 10 

14 31 3 1 0 
. . 

. (l) In the first six months of 1975 the emigrant total was 25,000. 

I 
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As can be seen, whereas in 1960 the situation was 

still one of a traditional type of emigration, that is, for 

the most part intercontinental (above all to the Americas), 

and permanent, there later appear much ·higher figures, but 

with the host. country predominantly European.- and,.· po·ssibly, 

non-permanent. From 1974 onwards there is a.marked and 

continuous fall in emigration owing to the restrictions 

imposed by France and Germany. In the first six months of 

1976 (provisional data), about 7500 emigrants went to the 

Americas, while 10,500 chose Europe. 

The heavy emigration that took place over a period 

of years had a decisive influe~ce on the existence in Portugal 

during this period of a simple friccional unemployment and of 

a reduction both in underemployment and in potential unemploy~ 

ment, facts already mentioned above. The later decline in the 

possibilities of emigration contributed to the great number of 

employment problems that arose, as. has also been noted already. 

22. The absence of any possibility of encountering normal 

living and working conditions in Portugal and the prolongation 

of this situation have led many emigrants to settle down perma-

nently (and even to become naturalised) in other European 

countries. 

In any case, in 1974, emigrant workers in Europe who 

retained their Portuguese nationality (and .were thus perhaps 

prepared to return provided they could enjoy in this country 

normal living and working conditions) numbered some 530,000, 

distributed in the following manner: 
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TABLE 17 

PORTUGUESE EMIGRANT WORKERS BY COUNTRIES OF RESIDENCE 

I Countries 
Number 

. (thousands) 

Belgium 3 

France 430 

Germany 85 

Holland 4.5 

Sweden 1 

Switzerland 4 

Great Britain 4 

5.3.1., 5. 

SOURCE: O.C.D.E .. ,"Systeme d'observation 

permanent des migrations"(Permanent . 
Migration Observation Scheme" 

(SOPEHI) - September 1975. 

G. Employment supply 

23. What employment supply··is there. for the employment 

problems that have been discovered? 

24. 
· suppl,y 

The employment\'COnsists of existing jobs, occupied 

and vacant. 

25. With regard to occupied jobs, the respective figures 

are the same as those for the economically active population. 

26. ·concerning vacant jobs, it is impossible to obtain 

information on all of them. The only data available is the 

D.S.E. series regarding offers of employment that are not taken 

up by the end of the period iri question. It is a sample of 

unknown magnitude, since firms are not obliged to inform the 
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D.S.E. of situations vacant nor of those that they wish to fill. 

27. As a sun®ary of the foregoing we may construct the 

following table: 

TABLE 18 

Employment Supply 

(thousands) 

1976 * 1973 1974 1975 Mar.ch 

Jobs: 

- occupied '2,929.7 2,903.9· 2,841.5. 

- vacant (l) 19.9 4.9· 2.8 3.3 
.. 

(l) SOURCE:-D.S.E. 

* Provisional figures 

' 
The <figures. : have not been added together, since 

these are quantities that cannot be considered as one. While 

the figures in the first line, for all their inaccuracies, are 

totals, those in the second line are not. 

But it would seem useful to put the two series side by 

side to show that the situations vacant figures are of very 

little significanc(2, as . is natural. In any case there must also 

be noted ·the strong tendency for these figures to decrease up 

to the end of 1975. The figure for March 1976 may be taken as 

one more indication of the resumption of economic activity. 
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28. Starting ~rom the employment surveys of the Statistical 

Service of the Ministry of Labour - and thus with the limitations 

already pointed out - it is still possible to make certain 

progress with forecasts of employment supply, in the short term. 

In Tables 19 and 20 are shown the results of recent 

surveys carried out among firms regarding their forecasts of 

workers required. It should be remembem[that the figures given 

.are percentages in terms of the total of the respective sample, 
· employment 

of the volume of in tftese firms as they foresaw, for the 

dates mentioned, a smaller, equal or greater number of persons 

in their employ. 

From Table 19 it can be seen that there seems to exist 

a further indication of economic recovery, for the percentages 

of "greater" forecasts are clearly much higher than those 

forecasting the opposite. From Table 20 it can be concluded 

that it is from the category of firms employing more .than lOO 

persons that this indication comes. 
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TABLE 19 

Employhtent Forecasts 

Dates 

For 30 September 1976 (l) 

For 31 December 1976 (2 ) 

Smaller . 

8.3 

4.8 
. : 

32. 

(percentages) 

Equal 

74.1 

77.2 

Greater 

17.6 

18.0 

SOURCE: M.T., Statistical Service, Quarterly Employment Surveys. 

· (1) Survey "Employment/April 1976" 

(2) Survey "Employment/July 1976" (5% sample) 

TABLE 20 

Employment Forecasts 

For 30 September 1976 

Size of firms · Smaller Equal Greater 

11/20 persons 9.7 87.3 3.0 

21/100 persons 7.6 86.5 5.9 

' .. 
over lOO persons 8.4 70.4 21.2 

. ' .. 
SOURCE: M.T., Statistical Service, Survey "Employment/April 1976". 
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H. The Outlook for the Regions 

29. It is of interest to have an idea of what is happening 

at regional level with respect to employment problems. 

30. Table 21 would seem sufficient to show that living 

and working conditions are not the same throughout Mainland 

Portugal. Were such the case it is certain that there would 

not be evident, in addition to emigration, the rural exodus 

that the figures reveal. 

In fact, only two zones attract population: 

-The administrative districmof Lisbon 

and Setubal 

- the administrative districts of Oporto, 

Braga, Aveiro and Coimbra (this last, 

after a steep decline between 1960 and 

1970,appears to be recovering, albeit 

slowly) . 

·The remaining districts, extending from the north to 

the south of the country, make up a third zone, which is moribund 

owing to its abandonment by the population. 

These overall figures by their stark simplicity surely 

make other more detailed regional analyses unnecessary. 

. 31. From Table 22 comes an indication of a change in one of 

the factors that contribute to the attraction or repulsion of 

population: the salary and wage levels operating in each region. 

It can in fact be seen through changes in the overall +ange, and 

above all in the standard deviation, that disparities in pay as ' 

between regions are reducing considerably. 
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TABLE 21 34. 

Economicalh/ Active Population by zones and Districts 

... (thousands) . 
. 

Zones and Districts 19'60 1970 1975 1980 

-------~ ·-------'-c---------l-----+----1!---,--i-----~ 
! 

zones of attrac.ti·on: I 

{

Lisbon 
Zone 1 

x:: setubal 

Zone 
(

·Porto. 

Braga 
2 . . 

f Aveiro 

(coimbra 

Total of Zones 1 and 2 

Indices 

585.1 

153.4 

447.8 

210.1 

185.3 

152.9 

. 

640.1 655.4 

192.7 217.1 

482.9 

217.5 

194.1 

137.1 

490.5 

222.8 

197.6 

. 137.6 

689.3 

248.9 

507.9 

229.6 

201.5 

139.3 

1 734.6 1 864.4 1"921.0 2 016.5 

100 I 10 7. 5 . 110. 7 116.3 

% of economic a 11 y active population ·_· _· ._· -"'5-"5-'.-"s'-· t--6:..;2;:..·.:...· 4..;;.. +-· -"'6-"'5-'.-"6+---'6::.;9::.;..;;.·· o,:___ 

Zone of repulsion: 

zone 3 

'viana do Castelo 

Vila Real 

Brag an<;; a 

Viseu 

Guarda 

Castelo Branco 

Leiria 

Santarem 
. 

Portalegre 

f:vora 

Total of Zone 3 

Indices 

99.7 

115.6 

82.6 

167.9 

'95; 3 

113.5 

146.9 

172.1 

75.2 

. 86.9 

109.1 

'1'25.7 

. 
1 390.5 1 

lOO 

98.2 

80.8 

55.8 

134.4 

69.3 

89.4 

130.6 

149.8 

59.4 

72.2 

78.8 

102.6 

121.3 

80.6 

97.0 

66.4 

40.2 

·128.4 

51.7 

76.5 

126.8 

• 140 .• 5 

46.5 

62.1 

74.3 

. 98.2 

1'-008.6 

72.5 

95.8 

52.8 

25;9 

.120.5 

34.0 

65.0 

124.1 

131.8 

34.5 

53.0 

73.8 

94.9 

906.1 

65.2 

% of economically active population· .. · 44.5 · · 37.6 · .. 34.4 31.0 
. .. . .. 

SOURCE: "Previsoes regionais de emprego (Continente)" l"Regional Employ
merit Forecasts (Hainland)")-Jose Antonio.sousa Fialho-N9 14 in 
the ''Studies'' Series- M.T., G.E.P.O. 1974 

I 

I 
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' -TABLE 22 .; 

Average Monthly Pay in Non-agricultural Activities, by zones and Districts, 

and Indicators of Disparity 

· (t-len and lvomen) 
.. · 

1973 1974 

Pay Indices of Pay Indices of 
(in .es cud<;> s.) dispari.ty . (in escudos). dispari.ty · 

fLisbon 4 186 15 3. 7 6 762 143.3 

zone 1 , Setubal 3 813 140.2 6 607 140.0 
\ 

(Porta 2 691 98.8 4 604 9 7. 5 

Zone 2 \Bra'?a 2 172 79. 8 3.781 80.1 
• ~Ave~ro 2 382 87.5 4.390 93.0 

Coimbra 2 853 104.8 4 425 93.8 

/Viana do Castelo 2 577 .. 94.6 4 669 98.9 
. Vila Real · 2 336 85.8 4 099 86.8 
: Bragan<;::a 2 745 100.8 4 741 100.4 
: Viseu 2 521 92.6 4 037 . 85.5 
'Guarda 2 .290 84.1 4 438 94.0 

Zone 3 \Castelo Branco 2 589 95.1 4 318 91.5 
!Leiria 2 705 99.3 4 594 97.3 
1 Santarem 2 734 100.4 4 590 95.5 
Portalegre 2 338 85.9 4 356 92.3 
:Evora 2 871 105.4 5 038 106.7 
Beja 2 726 100.1 4 975 105.4 

··Faro 2 47.9 I . 91..0 .. 4 616 97 ... 8 

Simple average 2 723 100.0 4 724 100.0 

Standard deyiation 11.7 10.6 
Extent of overall range 7.3. 9 .. 6:3.:2 

SOURCE: M .. T. , Sta tistlcal Service, "'Occupallional "Qualifications" Surveys 

1975 

Pay 
(in escudos) 

7 523 

7 123 

5 848 . 

5 014 
5 344 
5 779 . 

5 830 
5"873 
6 720 
5 884 
5 106 . 
6 130 
5 489 
5 604 
6.010 
6 017 
5 976 
5 6.12 

5 938 

. 

Indices of 
disparity 

126.7 

120.0 

98 .• 5 
84.4 
90.0 
97.3 

98.2 
98.9 

113.2 
99.1 
86.0 

103.2 
92.4 
94 .• 4 

101.2 
101.3 
100.6 

9.4 • 5. 

100.0 

7.4 

42 • .3 

w 
lTl 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

f 
1 
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32. 

II · 

EMPLOYHENT POLICY 

36. 

Summary .of the Main Employment Problems at the Present Time 

The foregoing diagnosis tndica tes the existence of the 

following problems and their extent up to the end of 1976: 

32.1 Potential Unemployment 

Given a percentage for this type of unemployment of 

11% and with a resident population ot: 8,840,000, we arrive at 

a figure of 972,400 persons in a position of potential unemploy

ment, that is, approximately l,o·oo,ooo. 

This rounding up is in no way extraordinary; indeed, 

the uncertainty is in knowing whether an even higher figure 

ought not to be given. 

It is true that the tendency foreseen for this variable 

in our diagnosis is a falling one; but it was defined at a 

period when, owing above all to emigration, potential unemploy

ment was little by little being satisfied by acceptable employ

ment. In fact, in a crisis period, the tendency is for an 

increase in the number of people that circumstances discourage 

from obtaining employment but that do not register as unemployed 

(they will be found especially among those seeking first employ

ment) • 

One must keep in mind this aspect to the extent that 

once the crisis begins to be overcome many of those PE':t::sons ... :_ 

will have · ·.··· a less passive attitude towards the possibility 

of obtaining the jobs that become available, which they normally 

succed to some extent in doing even before the number of regis-
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tered unemployed falls appreciably. 

32. 2 Underemployment 

Since there are signs of the beginning of an economic 

recovery, percentages of 35 and 40% have been applied to the 

total for the economically active population corresponding to 

hypothesis 2 (2,815,200), resulting in the following figures 

respectively: 985,320 and 1,126,080, that is, about 1,000;000. 

Reference must moreover be made to the short-term 

rise in underemployment (a symptom Of which· in our diagnosis 

has been pointed out as the fall in productivity), which has 

been brought about by the economic crisis through which this 
not 

country is passing and which it is(possible to measure. 

32.3 The Registered Unemployed 

Choosing, for the reason already given, Hypothesis 2, 

we arrive at the following figures: 

Those seeking new employment l70,000(l) 

Those seeking first employment 204,000 

Returning from former colonies 200,000 

Total 574,000 

(l} With respect to this heading, it can be added that the 

figures of the D.S.E. for this type of employment dema.nd 

show the following rise: January 1975 - 50,891; December 

1975 - 123,593; June 1976 - 151,802, It is possible that 

some 8% of the most recent figures consist of persons 

returning from the former colonies, few of v1hom have 

contacted the D.S.E. 
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It must be pointed out that the number registered as 

unemployed at the end of 1970 - which can still be considered 

frictional through corresponding to 2.5% of the population -

- was as follows: 

32.4 

Those seeking new employment 

Those seeking first employment 

Total 

~migration (l) 

20,480 

64 ,855 

85,335 

The figure of 531,500 has been given for 1974 for 

·those emigrants who may be waiting for jobs to become available 

in Portugal in conditions that will enable them to return. 

Taking into account the·figures for workers emigrating 

to Europe in 1975 and the first six months of 1976, it may be 

corwluded that the number. to take into account by the end of 

1976 will be approximately 540,000. 

32.5 Exodus of Population 

.Also owing to the non-existence in their localities 

of suitable ·empToyment, one can observe the continuing pheno-

menon of populations abandoning thEi greater part of the national 

t'erritory .to settle in a few relatively small areas - this when 

they do not choose to go abroad. 

'33.. To the problems that have just been enumerated statis-

tically {regarding the end of 1976) must also be added as a 

(1) With respect to external migrations,only emigration is 

taken into account, since the number·of foreigners authorised 

to work in Portugal is of little significance ( 4 513 in 197 4) . ; 
~-
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fundamental component the· natural labour access that, from the 

very beginning of 1977, will cause to seek employment, every 

year, some 60,000 pers·ons. 

34. With respect to employment supply, despite recent 

indications of recovery, there is no sign of a capacity to 

correspond to the problems that exist with respect to employ

ment demand and that have been mentioned in 32 and 33. 

In a dynamic perspective, one should nevertheless 

remember that the phenomenon of manpower turnover causes a 

··certain number of ·si·t·uations to become· vacant, every year, 

a nu~er that is presumed to have a certain significance. 

B. Definition of Objectives 

35. The employn\en t problems that exist at present are 

Unacceptable. For exemple, from the constitutional point of 

view, it is stated in Para. 1 of Art. 51 of the Constitution 

that "everyone has a right to work"; with regard to situations 

of underemployment special attention must be paid to the decla

ration in Art. 53 that all workers have the right, among other 

considerations, to payment for their work such as to guarantee 

a decent and proper existence, and to the organisation of their 

work in conditions' conducive· to ·• human dignity, so as to make 

possible their personal realisation. 

36. Faced with problems of ·such magnitude - which m;igl'lt .be 

of the order of 100,000 or 500,000 jobs but which, through the 

analysis carried out, with all the errors possible in its for

mulation, have .been shown to be much greater still - one may 

be tempted to decliue that Portugal has no possibility internal-
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ly of resolving such problems in their entirety. He believe 

that this declaration has not been proved and that no-one can 

sustain it until it is shown that our resources are being 

utilised to the full. 

37. But, in spite of the evident necessity of solving 

these problems as quickly as possible, it would not be reasonable 

to try to solve them all in the short term. Indeed, the very 

nature of the various problems facilitates the setting-up 

of priori ties among them with a vievJ to establishing a time

-scale for their respective solutions. 

We therefore believe that priority must be given to 

the solution of the problems Of registered unemployment, of the 

short-term increas·e in underempToymet1t and of natural labour 

access. To the rest - underemployment, potential unemployment 

and emigration - this first priority is not granted, except 

when there are special circumstances such as, for example, the 

enforced return of emigrants. 

On this basis, it seems useful to present an outline 

of objectives on a time-scale which will allow us to consider 

more realistically themeans to attain them. If other outlines 

are preferred, other means must be used. 

37.1 ShOrt-term Objectives 

Elimination of the short-term increase in under

employment. 

- Elimination of new-job demand, save with regard to 

a minimum number corresponding to frictional un

employment (170,000- 20,000 = 150,000). 
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37.2 

37.3 

37.4 

41. 

- Availability of jobs to satisfy first-job demand 

(204,000) and for those persons returning from the 

former colonies without jobs (200,000), foreseen 

for the end of 1976. 

Hedium-term Objectives 

- Those already stated, to the extent that they may 

not have been solved in the short term. 

Reduction in underemployment (250,000). 

Reduction in potential unemployment (250,000), 

Long-term Objectives 

- Elimination of underemployment ( 7 50,00 0) . 

-Elimination of potential unemployment (750,000). 

-.Return of emigrants (540,000). 

Permanent Objectives 

- Availability of jobs for annual natural Labour 

access. (60,000). 

- Regional distribution of new jobs in accordance with 

regional employment needs and vlhenever possible in 

consultation with the local populations. 

· 38. An employment policy cannot be conceived in isolation 

without regard to policies in other fields; all must be fi·tted 

in one with the other. 

A first and fundamental adjustment must be made with 

respect to objectives. All policies are guided by certain 

objectives, which must not, therefore, fail to be coordinated, 

this including the fixing of priori ties among them in accordance 

with the relative importance attributed to each. 
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Putting .the problem in another form, it is after all 

a matter of knowing what is the. position that must in the context 

of national objectives be given to those concerning employment. 

In this aspect one essential point to make clear has 

to do with the common affirmation that the problems of employ

ment, income etc. will not be solved unless there is economic 

development, an affirmation the validity of which 1 in a certain 

sense, w.e do not deny. But the practice in many countries in 

recent decades shows that economic development does not automa-

·tically bring with it full employment, a more equal distribution 

of wealth and income, etc. The truth is that economic develop

ment is of interest only insofar as it serves Mankind, and must 

therefore conform to the objectives that it is required to 

achieve. 

Thus, for example, it is stated in the Final Report 

of the "World Tripartite Conference on Employment, Distribution 

of Income; Social Progress and International Division of Labour", 

held last June by the I.L.o., that "national development stra

tegies, policies and plans should clearly include as a priority 

objective the provision of employment and the satisfaction of 

the essential needs of the population of every country"; else

where, the document declares that "an increase in productive 

employment is one of the most effective means of ensuring the 

just and equitable distribution of income and of improving the 

living standards of the majority of the population". 

That is to say, we believe that employment objectives 

must take thej.r place among those accorded priority, for economic 

development is one means of attaining those objectives. 
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C. Means of Action 

39. We believe that thepossibilities of are much greater 

with respect tp_ employment supply, which is the reason that we 

shall consider it first. 

40. Recovery in economic activity, of ·which the first 

signs now appear to exist, is a first step, and an essential 

one, towards the resolution of. employment problems,· especially 

with respect to the elimination of the short-term increase in 

underemployment and of non-frictional new-job demand. 

In this prospect of recovery and of expansion (the 

latter we shall deal with below) there is one aspect that we 

consider fundamental. We believe that it is~,justifiable to 

maintain· or ·cre·at·e j'obs on an artificial basis, that is, 

concerned with activities that are not economically viable or 

competitive. Even if protective customs duties were for a 

short time to make certain products a possibility for the do

mestic market, the membership of the Common Market now foreseen 

for Portugal would make it even more imperative to follow the 

above precept. 

It is obvious that on this basis and with the profound 

transformation:othat have taken place in economic activity in the 

last few years, the criterion of viabili·ty may cause a greater 

number of firms to close down, with a consequent increase in 

new-job demand. But this is a reality that must be faced 

above all in terms of the greater demands that the increase in 

new jobs makes upon economic expansion. 
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41. Only this expansion can in reality make for a solu-

tion of most employment problems, through the creation of 

new productive jobs. 

This is an aspect of the problem that has already 

been widely discussed and debated, but even so it deserves 

further reflection. · 

There is no doubt that any action to. create jobs in 

the short term will have to be based on existing projects, 

since the preparation and evaluation of a project demands a 

certain minimum of time. ·Paying heed to this last limitation 

and further to the traditional small·dimensions of rrojects, 

even taking account · of those concerning the expansion of 

undertakings that are already functioning, we do not only 

believe that it will be impossible totally to fulfil the short-

-term objectives proposed in 37.1 but we are convinced that He 

must begin to work as quickly as possible and with the maximum 

effort, in this field of the preparation and evaluation of 

projects (l), so that the medium- and long-term objectives 

(plus those as yet unfulfilled among the short-term) may be 

attained. 

(l) Only by this means, which necessarily implies the setting-up 
of projects departments at central, regional and sectorial 
levels, can progress be made.towards the full utilisation of 
the ·country's. resources. There are various lines to take 
(often coincidental) .in the definition of new projects 
(satisfaction of.essential needs; adjustment of production 
to growth in demand; replacement of imports; knowledge of 
local resources, in which it is essential to contact the 
local people; increased exports (through a study of external 

., demand) along with a reduction in them of the part taken up 
by raw materials; necessary infrastructures; etc ..•. ) 
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One problem that always arises, in terms of strategy, 

is that of the choice between undertakings that use, in the 

preparation stage, more or less manpower. Putting aside the 

question of artificial job creation, which has already been 

rejected as unacceptable, there·remain those undertakings that 

are viable and competitive. Taking into account the size of 

the employment problems that arise in the short term, we believe 

this choice must succeed in bringing together(in view of the 

financial resources available) a maximum of undertakings with 

high employment coefficients and a minimum number that are 

highly capital-intensive (this minimum is absolutely necessary 

to the consolidation and continuance bf economic development, 

but ; it. is in general only in the medium and long term - and 

owing to its multiplying effect - that it results in an increase 

in the number of jobs). 

In addition to the preparation and evaluation of pro-

jects (for which is implicit the existence of project planners, 

which does not appear to constitute a problem) (l); there is 

another condition indispensable to expansion; the existence 

of a sufficient number of capable administrators. This fact 

is referred to owing to its importance and because they are 

also traditionally lacking in Portugal. 

We must not lose sight of the need for expansion to 

be decentralised on a regional pattern, so as to correspond to 

the growth of job demand. 

(1) Although there may be a problem regarding the possibility 

of making asocio-economic evaluation of each project. 
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42. Finally, itis evident that the number of jobs can be 

i;ncreased by actions such as a proh'ibition from havincr more than 
the 

one job, a reduction ·in hours of ·overtime worked to\,··-·minimum 
.' .. . . '• 

indispensable for normal production in certain activities, or 

further, a reduction in the number of working hours per day. 

The reduction in the last few years in the number of hours of 

work, considered as a benefit, .does not allow, as we believe, 

further possibilities of action in this respect. The same 

cannot be said of·the other two lines of action, where something 

must be done to put an end to the present chaos that influences 

the level of employment. 

4 3. As to the possibilities of action with respect to 

demand, they are of various kinds. 

44. In the first place and with regard to persons put out 

of work against their will, the maintenance of their income 

must be assured. In this regard there is something abnormal 

in the system of unemployment benefit to the extent that there 

is such a great difference between the unemplcyment figures, 

even without taking first-job demand into.account, and the 

number of those receivingbenefit (30 to 40 thousand). 

45. Raising the. school-leaving age is one way of reducing 

demand; another is lowering of the retirement age. Keeping 

in mind average household income, still at a low level, there 

do not seem to exist great possibilities of action in these 
' .- . 

two fields. With particular reference to retirement age, it 
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will do little good to lower it if the extremely small average 

retirement pension continues to oblige people to seek work to 

complement their pensions. 

46. The impossibility of achieving the short-term objec-

tives here presented must lead to another line of action to 

reduce demand in the short and medium term: the diversion, 

whenever possible tempo:rary, of part of this demand by means. 

of emigration. This requires a study of the possibilities of 

emigration. followed by the drawing-up of the consequent agreement: 

which must be looked on as one of the possible forms of external 

cooperation. 

47. Those actions, whether in respect of supply or of 

demand, which tend to achieve as far as possible a ·balance 

between the two, and which must be carried out by the employment 

se·rvices, are another essential factor. in the resolution of · 

employment problems. Even if it is a question simply of infor-

mation, this is often the component that is lacking for that 

balance to be achieved. 

The evaluation of projects up to the definition of 

manpower needs in quantitative,- qualitative and geographical 

terms is a further essential ·element for the achievement of 

the balance referred to above. It .. must- be emphasised that, 

as we believe, it should be accepted that those seeking employ-

ment be obliged to change their place ,;of residence or their 
be 

occupation only when the.· job- supply cannot convenient adapted 

to meet this job demand. 



48. The Various means - cuti;Lised to resolve employment 

' 

problems rr,ust' take shape togsther in a way that can only be 

achieved through planning. In Art. 52 of the Constitution it 

is declared: "It shall fall to the State, through the appli-

cation of plans of economic and social policy, to guarantee 

the right to work, ensuring: a) The putting into effect of 

full employment policies " . . . . 
In vi'ew of the priority of employment objectives and 

of the fact that these matt.ers are of concern to many bodies 

(which may contribute to a lack of coordination in the action 

to be taken) , particular attention must be paid to the formu-

lation of these objsctives and the corresponding policy in 

the Plan and to the.putting into effect of the actions programmedJ 
i 

49. A more correct knowledge of the variables in question 

i_s essential to the formulation of these objectives and to 

following thern up when action is taken to achieve them, which 

implies in particular an. improvement in statistical information. 

In this field of knowledge two aspects must be referred to in 

particular. 

49.1 First, it is considered absolutely necessary to be 

a~le to follow developments regarding the workers gro~~d under 

the. various headings in question - potential unemployment, 

under_,employment, first-job demand, new-job demand, the unemployed 

from the former colonies, emigration, etc. - and this will be 

.possible. only provided it·is·established as a rule that: no-one 

can take.up employment without being registered with.the 
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employment services, which will make it possible to know at 

any moment the "pressure" of employment problems(!) and their 

breakdown provided that those services record at least the 

heading under which each person registered is seeking employ-

ment, together with his or her region and occupational cate-

gory; and that all bodies that engage workers shall forward 

to the same services (monthly, for instance) a list of persons 

engaged, with the same information about them, and moreover 

not only an indication as to whether the jobs taken by them 

result from creation or replacement, but also the number of 

jobs that have been withdrawn and the respective reasons. 

Other information may be requested which is certainly 

important (such as age, qualifications, etc.) but we believe 

that only the data mentioned above should be of immediate· 

concern, so that the results arrive in time to introduce appro-

priate adjustments in 'the actions it is planned to take. For 

example, if in filling the jobs created with a view to reduc;i,ng 

registered first-job demand it is found that after all these 

jobs have been filled by persons in a situation of potential 

unemployment.or underemployment, the need will immediately 

arise for .the creation of more jobs. It is obvious that the 

problem can be avoided provided there is a preference for and 

possibility of establishing objective criteria of priority in 

engaging workers for vacant jobs (2 ) , but fuey are criteria 

(1) It must be noted that even underemplo::.;ment will appear 

there, at least in part .through employees who for that 

reason are seeking other work. 

(2) which will require the intervention of the employment 

servicesand putting the engagement of workers on a really 

competitive basis. 
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which; so as,not to interfere with the right to work, will 
_b~ 

have to 1 applied to candidates for jobs independently of the 

heading under which they. are seeking employment (a case in 

point is the degree of economic necessity, to be determined 

·_by certain indicators fixed in advanced) . 

49.2 A second aspect has to do with annual manpower 

·. turnover, know'ledge of which is considered essential and 

which should be calculated with the least possible loss of 

time. 



ADDENDUM 

··-·-Table 22: 

Instead of "Standard deviation" it should 

be read "average deviation compared with the mean". 
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Comentario ao relat6rio de Joao Houra 

1 0 relat6rio tern o merito de fornecer uma avaliag~o quantificada 

das dimensoes mais significativas do problema emprego na economia portuguesa. Por 

muito discut:Lveis que sejam as fontes estat:Lsticas e os metodos de avaliag!!o utili

zados, as ordens de grandeza sao reveladoras e traduzem uma realidade cuja gravida

de nao pede disfargar-se em querelas secundarias. 

Neste comentario abordaremos dois pontes que o relat6rio n!!o trata ou tr~ 

ta insuficientemente, a nosso ver: a capacidade de criagll:o de empregos dos sectores 

economic os e .a estrategia de desenvolvimento mais adequada ao 'tra tamento da proble

matica do emprego. Naturalmcmte que farei apenas breves anotagoas sobre as questoes 

vastas e complexas que estao em causa. 

2 0 quadro I traduz resul tados dum estudo que se. encontrava em curso 

no Hinisterio do Planeamento e Coordenagi'to Econ6mica em Julho do ano passado. Tra

ta-se de comparar duas e.strategias alternativas de desenvolvimento: a est. A da pri 

mazia a objectives em materia de emprego; a est. B visa mais directamente a compe

titividade externa da economia (maior crescimento das produtividades sectoriais).e 

a industrializagll:o rapida, Nao podemos descrever l?.qui em detalhe a filosofia subja

cente a cada uma delas, e reconhece-se que a dicotomia e simplista e apenas (possi

velmente) util como introd.ugao a analises muito mais aprof'undadas. 

Consideremos, em todo o caso, o Quadro I como um exerc{cio de reflexao 

sobre a capacidade de criag~o de empregos da economia portno"Uesa. Note-se, quanta a 
es.trategia B, que ela asseguraria pra~ticamente a estacionarj.edade do emprego, dife

rentemente do padrao de crescimento em 60/72 que implicou redugil:o do n:Lvel global 

de emprego embora parega muito optimista super-se a manutengao do volume de postos 

de trabalho nas industrias "tradicionais" no quadro duma pol:Ltica econ6mica de aber_ 

tura ao exterior. Quanta a estrategia B, e de notar que somente asseguraria a cria

gao de 130 mil postos de trabalho em 3 anos - segundo os calculos efectuados e nas 

hip6teses admitidas - das quais a maior parte corresponderia a agricultura e cons

trugao, o que significaria apenas um m.imero de empregos compreendido entre 1/3 a·_. 

1/4 do actual volume de desemprego. 
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QUADRO. I 

TA.XAS DE CRESCHIENTO ANUAL % 

VAB PRODUTIVIDADE EMPREGO 

SEC TO RES EST EST EST EST EST EST 
A B 1960/72 A B 1960/72 A B 1960/72 

. 1976/78 · 1976/78 1976178 1976/78 1976/78 1976/78 
. 

AGRICULTURA 3,0 3,0 1,0 1,5 4,2 4,0 1,5 -1,2 -3,0 

(l)INli. "TRADICIONAIS" 5,0 7,0 7,7 4,0 7,0 6,7 1,0 o,o 1,0 

(2)IND. "MODERNAS" 8,0 10,0 10,0 5,0 8,0 8,5 3,0 2,0 1,5 

CONSTRUQAO 8,0 8,0 6,1 4,0 6,0 4,1 4,0 2,0 2,0 

TRANSPORTES 1,0 7,0 6,4 2,0 4,0 4,1 5,0 3,0 2,3 

TOTAL 5,5 7,0 6,5 4,1 6,9 8,3 1,4 0,1 -1,8 
. 

. . . - --- - - - -- ------------ ---------- ---------

(l)Inclui: Alimentares, bebidas, tabaco, texteis, vestuario, calgado, madeira, cortiga, mobiliario e curtumes. 

( 2)Inclui: Papel e tipografia, borracha, qufmicas, petroleos, minerais nao metalicos, metalurgicas de base, 
produtos metalicos, construgao de maquinas, material electrico, material de transporte, diversas, 
electricidade, gas e agua. . 
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Nao parece arriscada adiantar que a opgll:o por uma estrat~gia de tipo B e§_ 

taria associada a vontade pol:!tica de acelerar a integragao econ6mica de Portugal 

na C .E .E., enquanto a alternativa A, quando muito, so ad.mitiria tal proposi to ap6s 

um per:!odo mais ou menos longo de estabilizagao e consolidagao dum sistema econ6mi

co orientado pelos principios constituoionais. 

Em qualquer caso, julga-se pacifica desaconselhar a reconsti tui<;ao do 

"modelo" de crescimento economico que caracteriza Portugal antes de 1974, alem do 

mais, considerando as taxas de variagao do emprego que o Quadro I revela para 

60/72. 

3 Parece evidente que a politica de emprego nao pode ser considerada 

coma :!!!!l.@:. poli Uca ao lado doutras politicas horizontais ou s·ectoriais. Tra ta-se, au 
tes, de pon§.:?L~F e articular objectives e instrmnentos em mat~ria de emprego com 

diferentes conjuntos de objectives e instrumentos relevantes noutras perspectivas 

- equilibrio da balanga de pagamentos, acumula<;,ao de capital e repartigao do rendi

mento, · estrategias sectoriais, _etc •• 

Julgamos, por i(oso, que e em grande medida ilus6rio ou mesmo mistifica

dor compartimentar a diSCUSSao da politica economica portUc<;UeSa antes dum consenso 

sobre a estrategia global de desenvolvimento a aJ?licar, em cujo ambito deverao in

serir-se naturalmente as.varias areas da politica economica. Parece que tal consta

tagao e particularmente necessaria no caso do emprego. 

Tambem julgamos ser inutil ou mistificador ignorar a discussao sabre o 

sistema economico a refazer na economia portuguesa depois dos profund.os sobressal

tos de 74/75. 

Nem todas as estrategias cabem em dado sistema, nem uma dada estrategia e 

necessariamente compativel com qualquer sistema. Per exemplo: ter em Portugal um 

capitalismo de Estado dependente do capitalismo europeu, ou uma economia planifica

da, nao burocratica e descentralizada com sector privado submetido a logica do Pla

ne, s~o situagoes distintas que sugerem, pelo menos, diferentes vias de ataque ao 

problema do emprego. 

Mario Murteira 
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1. Introdus;ao 

A construgao de mode1os de programagao mu1tisectoria1 no GEBEI visa 

estabe1ecer ferramentas apropriadas para a construgao de projecgoes a 

medio e 1ongo prazo a urn nive1 de agregagao que permita o conheci

mento dos principais sectores da indGstria transformadora e consis

tentes d':> ponto de vista do equi1ibrico macroeconomico, mu1tisecto

ria1 e intertempora1, 

Nesta comunicagao re1atam-se ensaios pre1iminares corn uma versaosim 

p1ificada do modelo. Este considera explicitamente ba1angos de fon

tes e ap1icagoes de bens e servigos e divisas, e descreve a forma

vao e
1

manutengao de capacidades produtivas atraves de processos de 

investimento abrangendo-varios periodos. Nesta versao, a formu1agao 
I . 

do mode1o segue mui to de per to o traba1ho de Eckaus para a 1ndia [1]. 

Leitores especia1izados nunca serao tentados a interpretar este ti-
' po de ferramenta como se se tratasse dum mode1o de simu1agao. A uti 

lizagao duma fungao objectivo e de programagao 1inear.nao podem,por 

razoes obvias, .atribuir ao modelo urn caracter normativo. A program~ 

9ao e usada como uma mera tecnica para explorar o dominio do possi

ve1 desenvo1vimento economico. Para ace1erar esta exp1oragao podem 

ser cortadas fatias daquele espago a medida que e1e se vai tornando 

conhecido: versoes a1ternativas do mode1o inc1uem restric;:oes ou me

tas de emprego, uma restric;:ao de poupanga ou, pe1o menos, urn 1imite 

na proporgao do produto interno destinado a investimento, e, ainda, 

restric;:oes a afectac;:ao sectorial de divisas. 

Outras versoes do mode1o tern como objectivo o reconhecimentodas dis 

torsoes e do a1argamento 

vao de grandes projectos 

do dominio das so1uc;:oes 

ou grupos de projectos 

atraves da integra 

investimento [s]~ 
0 caminho mais simples consiste na especificac;:ao exogena dos recur

sos criados e mobi1izados correspondentes ao projecto. Versoes mais 

e1aboradas inc1uem b1ocos comp1etamente novos relativos a activida,

des de investimento e operagao _a1em de 1igagoes entre projectos. 

Contudo, os resu1tados que comec;:am a estar disponiveis sao bem mo

destos. Limitam-se a uma primeira exp1oragao do periodo 1977-1982 

distinguindo apenas seis sectores. 

Certamente que o "output" nao pode me1horar o . "input": os dad os "i!:l. 

put-output" for am enve1hecendo [2] e os coeficientes de investimen

to sao ainda mais ve1hos [3 J ou de qua1idade mais auvidosa G, sJ 
,,·. 

--

I 
i 



-Realizou-se urn 

<;:ao disponivel 

esfor<;:o para aproveitar o 

sobre consumo privado [6] 

melhor possivel 

(Anexo 2) . 

---~ 
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a informa-

Foi necessaria uma boa dose de hipoteses para conciliar aquelas fon 

--- tes- corn a contabilidade nacional [7]. No capitula 2 faz-se uma bre 

ve analise do significado das condi<;:oes iniciais e das metas ter

minais. 

· No capitula 3 tenta-se uma pequena "visita guiada" i regi~o possi

vel. Ao nivel de agrega<;:ao de 6 setores e dificil proporcionar mais 

do que 

- a percep<;:ao de que a regiao possivel e limitada, uma evi

dencia a que ·alguns chamam "pessimismo dos economistas" no 

contexto das perspectivas de medio e longo prazo da econo

mia portuguesa. 

- uma imagem dos "trade-off" entre investimento e·consumo. 

- uma certa confirma<;:ao ou 0 lan<;:amento de duvida sobre ana~ 

lises sectoriais ou preconceitos relatives a prioridades 

de investimento e vaptagens comparativas genericas. 

2. Condi9oes iniciai~ e caracteriza9~0 do ensaio base 

A verosimilhan<;:a das projec<;:oes depende em larga medida das hipote

ses relativas ao consumo privado inicial, capacidade produtiva dis

ponivel (produ<;:ao nominal em 1976) e capital em gesta<;:ao represent~ 

do por estimativas de taxas limites de crescimento da produ<;:ao du

rante os tres primeiros anos. A escolha de hipoteses razoaveis e uma 

tarefa dificil ja que os dados oficiais mais recentes da contabili

dade nacional sao relatives a 1973 [7] e em 1974-75 o investimento 

caiu abaixo das tendencias anteriores. ~ opini~o generalizada que o 

investimento tern sido escasso para manter os "stocks" de capital,e 

simultaneamente pode existir substancial capacidade por utiiiza_r em 

alguns sectores. Estimativas recentes do Departamento Central de 

Planeamento prevem para 1976 urn PNB ligeiramente inferior ao nivel 
,-.· 

de 1973 [7]. 0 produto da agricultura e industria extractiva pod~ 
ria ter crescido em 1975 em rela<;:ao a 1974 a uma taxa comparavel i 

tendencia de 1960-1972, o produto da industria transformadora des

ceu e o dos servi<;:os admite-se que tenha sido mantido. Outras fon

tes proximas do Banco de Portugal prevem um crescimento moderado do 

r=,-~~~...,..,.......~-..-..,...,.-~..,.,...-------___ :-===============--------------------
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produto em 1976. em relayao a 1973. 

Partindo destas bases precirias, ~ produyao,em 1973, da industria 
I . - . d transformadora e da construyao fOl toma a como capacidade produti-

Ja em 1976 (Anexo 3). A capacidad~ produtiva do sector primario 
I . . 

foi acrescida, admitindo uma evolu9ao anual de 1.1% entre 1973 e I . . 

1976. A capacidade dos servi9os foi ajustada conforme se descreve 
\ I . 

aqiaJre· 

As tqxas iniciais de crescimento sao comparaveis a tendencias ob

s.ervadas no pass ado cerea do fim da iil tima decada e principio dos 

anos 70. Admi te-se que o crescimento potencial que elas permi tern no 

periodo 1977-79 reflecte uma combina9ao de capacidade nao utiliza~ 

· da e capital em gesta9ao. As necessidades de investimento para toE 

nar efectivo este crescimento potencial podem ser consideradas, do 

mesmo modo, como uma combinayao da continua9ao de projectos de in

vestimento e uma recupera9ao de atrasos na manuten9ao de capital 

existente. 
I 
I 

Em alternativa a este conjunto de hipoteses tentou-se primeiro re-

alilar uma serie de ensaios relatives ao periodo 1974-1979 a par-: 

tir da qual se pudessem deduzir condi9oes iniciais para o periodo · 

1977-1982. 0 resultado, contudo, conduz a urn crescimento do PNB em 

1974-1976. Naturalmente, o modelo nao poderia simular uma recessao 

mundial e urn periodo de perturba9ao social. Mesmo assim, observou

-se urn resultado significativo: as estimativas de crescimento do 

consumo privado em 1974-1976 implicam uma estrutura de procura di

ferente (menos servi9os) ou o funcionamento do sector dos servi9os 

corn uma sobre~capacidade da ordem de 16%. ~ provavel que ambos os 

factores sejam significativos. 

A sobrecapacidade de 16% nao se limita a 1974. Uma parte importan

te esta j§ implicita em niveis de consumo anteriores .a 1974, peri£ 

do em que a igualizayao da distribuiyao de rendimentos nao poderia 

ser invocada como factor de mudan9a de padroes de consumo. Assim, 

atribuimos os nossos resultados a degradayao da qualidade dos ser

viyos, o que parece justificado pela observa9ao diaria: 

- congestionamento de servi9os telefonicos e de transportes 

publicos 
j ' 

- servi9os postais mais lentos 

- abastecimento de agua caprichoso 

-deteriorayao da oferta de energia electrica em algumas i

reas 
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A m§dia das estimativas das fontes j5 mencionadas para o consume 

privado sao as seguintes em milhoes de contos (pre9os de 1970) : 

1973 

142.4 

1974 

154.8 

1975 

157.9 

1976 

169.3 

1977. 

170.1 

0 ~ontante de 1974 requere uma produ9~o de servi9os de 
\ 

116.5, contra 100.8 estimados a partir de 95.8 em 1973 

cerea de 

corn urn cres 

cim~nto de 5.2%. At§ 1976 admitiu-se uma taxa de crescimento de 

5%,)compat3'_vel com o crescimento do PNB 1976--'73 de 2 a 3%. 0 aju~ 
tam&nto do montante em 1974 representa urn "brinde" de cerea de 

I I 
25 ~ilhoe.s de contos de capital. Adrnite-se que este- capital adici 

onall e tetirado do sistema entre 1979 e 1983, 20% em cada ano*.-

A rJtirada corresponde a urna sirnula9ao aproximada de urn desejavel 
I I _ , 

restabelecimento da qualidade de serviro, e urn reconhecirnento das 
' I -. 

tensre~'do presente. 

As rnetas de produyao para o prirneiro ensaio sao muito ambiciosas. 

Correspondem a urn crescimento mantido durante 6 anos a taxas ccm 
** par5veis ao periodo anterior a 1973 

As taxas de crescimento terminais pressupoem a duplica9ao da ta

xa de crescimento do sec-tor prim5rio, manutenyao na industria trans 

formadora, crescimento nos servi9os e declinio na construyao. 

Consiherando a altera9ao do contexto internacional e preyos cres-
' . 

centes das materias primas, estas rnetas devem considerar-se hipo

teses optimistas. Os dados, contudo, contem hipoteses favoraveis, 

incluindo uma reduyao de coeficientes de deprecia9ao em relayao~s 

estirnat.i vas corn dados da contabilidade naci.onal _ [4] que pareciam 

demasiado elevadas, reflectindo possiveis ineficiencias que, sees 

pera, possam ser corrigidas. 

As taxas rninimas de crescimento do consumo privado - 1% - sao mo

destas e, em conjunto corn as metas de produ9ao implicam urn esfor-

90 de crescimento muito exigente. 

* 

\ 

Um ensaio semelhante corn restabelecimento da qualidade de servi9o de 1978 a 

1982 conduziu a uma impossibilidade no consume inicial. 

** Durante 4 anos para a constru9ao 
' 

-~--~-~----------------------------------------
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0 am:nento da divida externa terminal (25 milhoes de contos) e o li

mite de utiliza<;;ao anual de emprestimos externos (5 milhoes de con~ 

tos)sao generosos mas nao parecem desproporcionados. 

-os limites m~ximos de exporta<;;ao podem caracterizar-se sum~riamente 

coma correspondendo a uma duplica<;;ao inicial em 1974 dos niveis de 

1972, seguindo-se urn crescimento m~ximo anual de 15% no caso dos pr£_ 

dutos intermedios e do equipamento. Os m~ximos para bens de consumo 

resultam de hipoteses estabelecidas ao nivel de desagrega<;;ao de 18 

sectores compreendidas entre 10 e 20% de crescimento anual em rela

<;;ao a niveis do passado. 

I -3. "yisita guiada'' na regiao possivel 

I 
3.1:0 panto de chegada do "optimista" (Ensaio l) 

' 
Comd ja foi referido, a imposi<;;ao de metas ambiciosas obriga a um 

pequeno crescimento minima do consumo privado endogeno (1% par ano). 

Este minima tern o pre<;;o de oportunidade elevado no periodo 1977 a 

1979. Mais tarde surge uma pequena folga para maior consumo, mais 
* facil de conseguir em 1981/1982 . 

Considerando tambem o consumo exogeno (habita<;;ao) o consumo termi

nal corresponde a um crescimento media de 2.6% por ano. 

0 crescimento media do PNP e 6.2%, conseguido corn a afecta<;;ao duma 

propor<;;ao muito ambiciosa para investimento. Apos dais anos duran

te os quais e flagrantemente dificil manter o nivel de consumo, a 

parte de investimento no produto interno bruto teria que ser man

tida em cerea de 30%. Considerando entradas liquidas de capital ex 
** terno, a poupan<;;a interna teria que ser da ordem de 29% 

As taxas medias de c:cescimento da produ<;;ao no ano terminal· 

calcular-se do Quadro 2 (Ensaio 1) do Anexo 3 e sao: 

\ 

Sector 

Taxa media de 

crescimento 

1 2 

1.8 2.6 

3 4 5 6 

8.8 12.1 6.5 5.4 

pod em 

* A redistribui<;;ao interterrporal do crescimento potential do consumo poderia 

manter uma taxa de l. 5% no periodo 1980/82. Ap5s esta redistribui<;;ao o cres

cimento mectio ate ao ano terminal (incluindo habita<;;ao) seria 2.3% par ano. 

* * V er Anexo 3: Quadro 1, Ensaio l. 
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0 capital inicial em gesta<;;iio e totalmente completado em 1977 mas 

abandonado nos 'scctores de bens de consumo e intermedios (parcial

mente abandonado no sector da constru<;;ao) . 

Em 1977 persistem excessos de capacidade no sector do equipamento,o 

qual recupera mai~ 

do Jltrapassando a 

tarde para se tornar o de crescimento mais rap~ 
- * meta terminal de produ<;;ao . 

'I, . - - -
0 excesso de capacidade na constru<;;ao persiste ate 1978. Isto e urn 

I 
sinal.de que urn programa de habita<;;ao acelerado seria desejavel 

nest~ peri0do, mas torna-se mais dificil depois de 1978. 
I / 

Ill I 

0 se9tpr qe bens de 

corn ~rregJlaridades 
consumo evidencia uma trajectoria de prodw;ao 

associadas a diferente escassez relativa de di-

visas\. • I 
Tal como:o sector dos bens intermedios nao ·requer investimentos pa

/ 
ra aul)lentos de capacidade durante a maior parte do periodo.Os au-

rnentos de capacidade s5 sao eleitos em 1982, principalmente para sa 

tisfazer as metas terminais de stock de capital. 

Estes resultados sac determinados em grande parte pelo nivel de agre

ga<;;ao. No sector dos bens de consumo ha urn peso muito grande dos 

t&xteis, no qual o investimento deveria ser sobretudo dirigido para 

a inova<;;ao tecno15gi.c('l associada a investimento de substi tui<;;ao. 0~ 
I . 

tros segmentos do sector 2 poderiam presumivelmente revelar-se can
\ 

didatos serios a investimento dirigido ao aumento de produ<;;ao. 

No caso·do sector de bens intermedios a baixa prioridade de inves

timento contrasta corn as perspectivas actuais de projectos de de

** senvolvimento 

A qualidade dos dados, o nivel de agrega<;;ao e a natureza do estudo 

nao permitem julgamentos definitivos. Contudo, os resultados ajus

tam-se a uma analise mais fina de alguns projectos realizada por 

outros. 

0 investimento no sector 
• \ • 1 princlpio do perloco, corn 

primario detem a mais alta prioridade no 

utili~a<;;ao total do capital em gesta<;;ao e 

investimento para aumento de capacidade o mais cedo possivel (1980) . 

* V er Anexo 3: Quadro 3, Ensaio l 

** 0 pre<;;o reduzido dos aumentos de capacidade do sector de bens interm8dios,de 

1977 a 1981, situa-se entre 0.2 e 0.4. 
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Mais tarde, a arnbic;ao de crescimento do "stock" de capital noutros 

sectores desvia deste sector recursos para investirnento. 

o sector dos servic;os, sendo por definic;ao urn sector de ''bens'' nao 

cornerci5veis e recebendo impulses de todas as categorias de procu

r1, evidencia urn crescirnento regular da produc;ao e da. acurnulac;ao 
I 

de'
1 
ea pi tal. Mais uma vez, a agrecrac;ao esconde problernas especifi_ 

coJ de activid~des incluidas neste sector: basta lembrar o excesso 
I ' 

de 
1

1\capaci
1

dade no sector. dos .transportes rnari timos. 

' i -As,
1
exporfac;oes de mercadorias concentram-se em bens do sector 2 

coril, part{ici:ac;:ao ocasional do equipamento. A rnanutenc;ao ~o consume 

e ~ pr4duc;ao de bens de consume exigem pesadas importac;oes compe

tit~vas/de produtos prim5r.ios. 0 exigente esforc;o.de investimento 

envolve .lmporta<;;oes competi tivas de equipamento com tendencia para 

dim~nulr per substi tui<;;ao de importac;oes. Os recursos de divisas pro

gressivamente libertados sao entao reorientados para aumentar as impoE_ 

tac;oes competitivas de bens interm§dios at~ ao Gltimo periodo em 

que o crescimento do sector interne inicia uma segunda fase de subs 

tituic;ao de importac;oes. 

0 Quadro 4 no Anexo 3 regista o balan<;;o de divisas. Os limites de 
' 

utiliza<;;ao anual de ea pi tal externa, dentro dum aumento da div:Lda 
I . * externa terminal de 25 milhoes de cantos, sao sempre tocados . As 
I 

restric;oes de reserva minima de ouro e divisas permitem, contudo, 

uma afecta<;;ao flexivel com um sacrificio minima de consumo.Como se 

ria de esperar,,.qnalquer aumento da divida externa terminal tem gr~ 
I 

de valoriza<;;ao: pode alimentar o consume com um rendimento de 90%, 

um quinto do qual poderia ser afectado ao primeiro periodo. 

t interessante notar que o aumento da despesa de turistas em Portu 

gal, 6.2 milhoes de cantos entre 1977 e 1982, come cerea de 25% do 
** aumento de consume privado que pode ser atingido 

* Ccn1 prec;o~ de oportunidade proXimos de 0.5 no periodo 1977-1979. 

** t comum as receitas de turismo serem tratadas cano um resultado liquido.S.::_ 

ria interessante explicitar os custos atraves da especificac;ao duma fw1c;ao 

de consume para nc~o-residentes. 
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- Depois desta descric;;ao breve do panto de chegada do maniaco do cresci . 

menta § dificil adivinhar o que pensa o "optimista'' da paisagem. 

Passemos antes ao que poderia ser o primeiro passo do "economista". 

3.2 O"primeiro passo do economista" (Ensaio 2) 

-Os-resultados do primeiro ensaio podem certamente ser considera

dos pouco realistas: Que persuasao, que medidas de politica e que 

instituic;;5es financeiras podem mobilizar uma taxa de poupanc;;a tao 

elevada ! Con·tudo,· que o crescimen·to e desejavel corn a taxa de 

desemprego actual nao pode ser posto em questao. 

Como um primeiro passo, os ''stocks'' de capital impostos exogena

mente podem sex· adaptados ao crescimento observado no primeiro en 

saio. As 
i 

taxas terminais de crescimento pod em ser ajustadas ·do 
mespo modo: 

I 
Ensaio l 

Sector Het as de 1'axas de Crescimento 

produc;;ao crescimento medio 

_ implicitas observado 

l 49.4 l.l 1.8 
2 177;0 7.7 2. 6 

3 81.0 8_; 0 8.8 
4 78.5 .10.0 12.1 
5 42.7 5.4 6.5 
6 155.0 5.0 5.4 

Ensaio 2 

Sector Metas de •raxas de Tax as terminais 

produc;;ao crescimento de crescimento 

implicitas 

1 52.0 2.0 2.0 
2 148.0 4.5 4.5 
3 81.0 8.0. 8.0 
4 77.0 10.0 10.0 
5 44.3 6.0 6.0 

'\ 

6 172.0 6.0 6.0 
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A observag~o da solug~o dual do Ensaio l sugeriu que poderia atin 

gir-se uma tax~ minima de crescimento do consum6 privado de 2% 

.a partir de 1978. Isto mostrou-se impossivel. Uma solug~o muito a-
' 
ix~rtada foi ent~o obtida corn a mesma taxa de crcscimento minima (e 
I . 
~ealizada) de 2% do consume privado end6geno, mas apenas depois de 
! 
~8. 0 potencial de crescimento nos pr6ximos dois anos & seriamen-

t \ d 'd l d' - . . . . d ~ re uz1 o pe as con lQOes 1n1c1a1s que nao parecem, apesar e tu 
'\ I ' 

d9, indevidamente pessimistas. 

Os rlsultados do primeiro passe explorat6rio nao sac significativ~ 
1 

mente diferentes dos do primeiro ensaio, revelando pequenos aju~t~ 

mentes no faseamento ·dos BliD1C,"ltOS de capacj_dade e capacic1ad,es reo Utilizadas \~'"!1 

pouco menorcs. Portanto, o·aumento de consume resulta duma 

eficiencia de afectagao. 

maior 

Persiste o problema inicialmente detectado duma taxa de investimen 

to muito elevada. A .analise deste problema podera no futuro sersim 

·plificada activando uma restrigao da proporgao do investimento na 

procura total. 
I 
I 

A ~~bservagao do 

-lhoes de cantos 

dual mostra que o consume cresceria no maximo 16 mi 

* em todo o periodo 1977~1982 , ou seja 1.6%, coma 

contrapartida duma perda de 80 a 90 milh5es de cantos de investi 

menta, ( 16,7% do total) em resul tado duma redugao das r.1etas termi 

nais de produ<;oao equivalente a um and inteiro. 0 PNB decresceria~ 

lo menos 70 milh5es de cantos (3.9%) e a taxa m&dia de investimen

to poderia reduzir-se a cerea de 25% do PNB contra 29% no actual 

ensaio. 

Estes numeros ilustram urn "trate-off" apertado entre investimento 

e consume e a consequente necessidade de coordena<;oao das politicas 

de rendimentos e investimento. Por outre lado, explicam os resulta 

dos modestos do "primeiro passe do economista". 

3.3 0 panto ''independencia'' (Ensaio 3) 

No ensaio 3 podem observar-se os ajustamentos qualitativos face a 

uma redugao a longo prazo do endividamento. As hip6teses nao sac 

realmente descritivas duma situa<;oao de ausencia de 

ceiro externa. Admite-se que as entradas liquidas 

apoio finan-

de capital se P£ 

* Se nao fosse oonstrangida a afectagao intertemporal deste nontante. 
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dam concentrar nos primeiros anos corn as caracteristicas duma aj~ 

da de emerg&ncia que tern que ser totalmente amortizada at~. 1982 

(nao cont.ando entradas que compensem parte do pagamento de juros~ 

As1metas de produqap dos sectores 2 e 6 foram ajustadas tendo con 
I . . . 

si~eraqao o,crescimento da produqao observado no ensaio 2. A 'solu-

qao~foi obrigada a manter o consume privado at~ 1979 ea conseguir 

pos'teriormente, urn creschnento minima de 1%. Esta. austeridade estxi 
I .· 

ta if rec01ypensada corn urn crescimento substancial de 15.6 milhoes de 

contos em'l981. A reafectaqao deste consume teria permitido uma ta. 

xa ~~nimJ de crescimento do consume privado de 1%. Per outras pal;· 

vraJ ,a abinaqao das·· metas (planeamento) poderia poupar 25 milhoes 

de dontds de divida externa ou usar os recursos de divisas corn mai 
. I 

or efic~encia. 

Os akpecto~ salientes do investimento e com~rcio externa, e·as tra 

ject5rias da produqao mantem-se come no primeiro ensaio. 

Contudo, a reafectaqao de recursos para o sector prim;rio 

ficativa,numa tentativa para reduzir a dependencia das 
- * qoes • 

! 

e signi

importa-

' -A produqao de bens de consume e mais regular devido a escassez a-
' cresdida de divisas. 0 ''stock'' de capital do sector do equipamento 

. I . 
(baixb coeficiente capital/produto) cresce a ponto das exportaq5es 

se tornarem comparativamente mais vantajosas que as exportaq5es de 

bens de consume. 

3.4 Q panto ''credito externo" (Ensaio 4) 

0 quarto ensaio representa a contrapartida do anterior. Consideran 

do uma divida externa terminal de 50 milhoes de cantos e uma utili 

zaqao m;xima anual de 10 milhoes de contos de credito externo, as 

metas do segundo ensaio sao conseguidas com urn crescimento razoa

vel do consume privado end5geno. Os minimos foram especificados em 

012333. Ap5s dois anos de austeridade, mitigados per uma oferta 
\ . . 

crescente de serviqos colectivos, o crescimento e retomado e, no 

fim do periodo, ~ possivel atingir urn crescimento de 6.7%. 

A proporqao m~dia de investimento em relaqao ao PNB e mais plausi

vel tendo em conta a contribui9ao de entradas liquidas de capital 
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As disponibilidades acrescidas ~e divisas al6ngou um tanto a crise 

de excesso d~ capacidade no sector do equipamento. 

A efici~ricia marginal do crfidito externo n~o parece declinar em re 

lac;:~o aos niv~is mais baixos de dlvida externa terminal e de uti-

:iizac;:~o maxima anual dos emprestimos. 

3.5 0 ponto da "familia operaria" (Ensaio 5) 

A redistribuic;:~o de rendimento e a reduc;:~o da diferenciac;:~o salari 

al que foram conseguidas nos Gltimos dois anos devem ter modifica

do necessariarnente os pad roes de consumo. 0 assmyto, ja foi rnencio

nado corno urn factor que, ern conjun,to corn a degradac;:~o da qualidade 

de s
1
ervic;:o, pode explicar que tenham si do possi veis os elevados ni-, 

veiEJ de consumo observados nos Gl timos a nos. Is to const,i tui uma, ra 

zao lmais para sublinhar a cautela que deve ser tida no tratamento 

de r,esultados dum mt'ldelo numerico que esta a usar dados de on;:ame,!! 
r 

tos 'familiares de 1968. 

No Gltimo ensaio foi experimentada uma estrutura de consumo dife

rente. Infelizmente, a fonte de dados e da mesma idade [6j. No qu~ 
dro seguinte, as func;:oes de consumo globais usadas nos ensaios an

teriores_comparam-se c6m a estrutura de consume da classe de ren

dimento modal da regi~o literal que concentra a maior parte da in

dGstria transformadora. 

Sector Func;:oes de consume Estrutura de consume 

da classe modal 

Intersecc;:ao Tangente 
(/' <v 

0( , C<M f3 !314 !31-1 
1 12.91 0.15 5.8 0.07 17.1 '0 .20 

2 8.1 0.02 26.9 0.08 34.0 0.10 

3 -0.8 5.0 0.03 4.3 0.02 

4 -9.1 0.69 14.0 0.05 6.0 0.13 

5 

6 -4.1 48.3 38.6 

A m:'lnutenc;:~o e o crescimento do consume privado com a"familia ope

raria" e'mais dificil, pelo menos na primeira parte do periodo, de 
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vido a um cont.eudo ruais elevado de bens comerciaveis. Exi'erimentan 

do varios conjuntos de taxas minimas de crescimento, s5 a terceira 

tentativa foi detectada uma solu9~0 possivel 

Os tres ensaios -tomaram condi9oes terminais identic'a:; as do en--

2 e as seguintes metas de crescimento do consume privado: 

Ensaio 5 .l -

,Ensaio 5.2 

Ensaio 5 

1977 

0 

-1 

-1. 

1.5 

1978 

0 

0 

0 

1.1 

1979 1980 1981 1982 

l 2 2 2 

1 2 2 2 

0.5 2 2 2 

0.6 0.2 0.0 ; \ I Duol 

Na ultima tentati va obti veram-se resul tados interessantes. Ver-ifica 

-se um Jumento de crescimento da produ9~0 (em rela9~o ao ensaio 2) 
I ' f 

em tddos os sectores excepto servi9os, 0 capital inicial em 

9~0 e totalment~ completado e a capacidade n~o utilizavel e 

gesta

neglig_!_ 

vel. 0 sector dos servi9os mostra grandes excesses de capacidadenum 

periodo de "austeridade" mai~ longo. Quando se da oretorno do ere~ 

cimento do consume privado, este excedente e rapidamente absorvido. 

Pc1ra,alem destes aspectos, as prioridades de investimento e as van

tagens comparativas s~o qualitativamente as mesmas. 

\ -- . -
Estes fesultados sao, contudo, tao incertos como os observados com 

as fun9oes de consume globais: implicam, por exemplo, uma estrutu

ra invariante com um nivel crescente de consume. 

A analise da solu9~o dual mostra que o "trade-off" entre o cresci

mento e o consume se tornou menos tense. 0 atraso de um ano, envol-_ 

vendo uma redu9ao da parte do investimento na procura total de 30% 

para cerea de 25% permitiria o aumento de 3.4% do consume total do 

periodo desde que este aumento se concentrasse nos ultimos tresanos. 

3.'.-6- Um comentario sobre necessidades de empreao 

A introduqao de necessidades de emprego n~ forma de restri9oes ou 
\ metas de procura merece prioridade para aprofundar as possibilida-

des do modelo na explora9ao da regiao possivel. Os dados disponi

veis nao parecem justificar projectos muito ambiciosos de modelaqao· 

da mobilidade do trabalho, forrna9~o, etc. 0 confronto das tendenci

as de evoluq~o da produtividade com as trajectorias do produto ·pode

riam permitir vislumbrar movimentos intersectoriais de emprego im

plicitos. _ 
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0 tempo limitado de que se disp3i para a interpreta~io dos result~ 

dos apenas permite um breve comentario sobre necessidades de empr.E:: 

go. 

Projectando a t~nd&ncia da produtividade do trabalho a partirde se 

-- -ries temporais de emprego· (1960-1972) e de dados do produto das co_12 

tas nacion~is, a diferen~a das necessidades de emprego em rela9io 

ao emprego potencial em 1976 e repres~ntada no quadro seguinte. 

Os valores absolutes carecem de significado e poderiam ser al:tera-

dos por hip6teses diferentes 

o quadro faz ressaltar muito 
sobre o crescimento da produtividade; 

""' claramente as dificuldades de absolver 
a curto prazo o desempr~go actual. A deteriora9ao no futuro imedia 
to pao e impensavel. 

I Necessidades de empreqo em relacao a- utilizac;:ao total 

) 
da capacidade em 1976 (10 3 ) 

1977 1978 1979- 1980 1981 1982 

Ensaio 1 -83 -18 -55 +31 +86 +189 
·. Ensaio 2. -78 +1 -6 +74 +131 +204 

Ensaio 3 -80 +1 -6 +74 +126 +191 
Ensaio 4 -76 -8 -65 +121 +154 +269 
Ensaio 5 -152 -160 -117 +29 +88 +137 

A ligeira me1horia do ensaio 1 para o ensaio 2 da uma ideia dos g~ 

nhos resuttantes dum melhor conjunto de metas de crescimento.A li

nha correspondente ao ensaio 4 e sugestiva duma efici&ncia margi

nal crescente do credito externa para sustentar o emprego. 

As rnenores necessidades de emprego no ensaio 5 dependern inteirame_12 

te da menor produ~ao do sector trabalho intensive que sao os servi 

9os. Contudo, e tentador associar as necessidades de emprego mais 

baixas corn a necessidade de coordena~ao dos objectives de ernprego 

e distribujsao do rendirnento. 

- -------------------
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1. Introduction 

The building of programming multisector models at GEBEI is 

aimed at establishing appropriate tools to produce medium and long 

term projections at a level of aggregation that allows the identi

fication of the more significant manufacturing sectors and consis

tent with macro-economic equilibrium and multisector/multi~period 

balance.· 

Preliminary experiments with a simplified version of the model 

(Annex 1) are reported in this paper. The model considers explicit 

accounting of the sources and uses of goods and services and foreign 

exchange and describes the formation and replacement of capacity 

. through multi-period investment processes. In this version the 

formulation of the model follows very closely Eckaus' work for In-

dia [1 J. 
A body of specialized. readers will never be tempted to consider 

this type of tool a simulation model. The use of an objective func 

tion and linear programming cannot, for obvious reasons, lend to the 

model any normative character. The programming feature is used as ·a 

mere technique to explore a feasible region for economic development. 

In order to fasten this exploration un-plausible slices of the fea 

sible region can be cut by additional constraints as it becomes mo

re familiar: alternative versions of the model include employment 

constraints or targets, a savings constraint.or at least some con!!. 

traint on the proportion of internal product allocated to investment, 

some restraint on the sectorial allocation of foreign exchange. 

Other versions of the model are aimed at identifying the distor 

tions and the widening of the feasible region by explicit insertion 

of large projects or bunches of investment projects[s]. The simplest 

way is to consider exogenous creation and drain of resources corres

ponding to the project. More elaborated versions include complete 

new blocks with investment and current production activities, and in 

ter-project constraints. 

However, the results that are becoming available are quite mo

dest. They are confined to a first exploration of the period 1977-

-1982 distinguishing no more than six sectors. 

Of course, the output is no better than the input: input-output 

data are ageing [2] and investment coefficients are even older[3Jor 

of more doubtful! qual~ ty ~, 5 J. There has been an effort to make the 
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best of available final consumption data [6] (Annex 2). 

A great deal of guess-work was required to reconcile those sour 

ces with national accounting [7 J. A brief discussion of the meaning

of the initial conditions and terminal targets is the theme of sec

tion. 

On section 3 a"short guided"tour on the feasible region is 

attempted. At the 6 sector aggregation level it is difficult to offer 

more than 

- a feeling that the feasible region is l:oiinded, a truism that sane 

call the "pessimism of economists" when applied to medium 

and long-term prospects of the portuguese economy. 

- an.idea of trade-off between investment and consumption. 

- some confirmation or the throwing of doubt over sectorial 

analysis or preconceived ideas about investment priorities 

and broad comparative advantage. 

2 - The initial conditions and the specification of the base run 

The plausibility .of the projections depends very much on the as 

sumptions regarding. initial private consumption, available capacity 

(nominal output in 1976) and capital in process represented by fore
cast limiting growth rates on output during the first three years. 

The choosing of reasonable assumptions is a difficult task since the 

more recent official national account data refer to 1973 [7] and in 

1974-1975 investment has fallen below previous trends. It is widely 

accepted that investment has been hardly sufficient to maintain ca

pital stocks, while substancial unused capacity in some sectors may. 

exi~t. Recent estimates of the Central Planning Department forecast 

for '1976 a GNP slightly below the 1973 level [7]. Output in agricul

ture and mining might have grown in 1975 relative to 1974 at a rate 

comparable to ·.the 1960-1972 trend, output in manufacturing has fa.!_ 

len and the output . of services· is thought ·to be stable. Other· sou!. 

.ces close to the Bank of Portugal forecast a moderate growth of out 

put in 1976 in relation. to 1973. 

On these precarious basis the 1973 outputs of the manufacturing 

sectors and civil works were taken. as the 1976 capacities (Annex 3}. 

Capacity of the primary sector was increased assuming a growth ra

te of 1.1% ·between 1973 ·and 1976. The capacity of services was adju!! 

ted as described below. 
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The initial growth rates are comparable to past trends obser

ved by the end of the last decade and the early 70s. It is assumed 

that the potencial growth they permit in the period 1977~79 reflect 

a mix of unused capacity and capital. in process. The investment r~ 

quirements needed for this growth to became effective may· be thought, 

again, as a mixture of completion of investment projects and a cat 

ching-up of delayed restoration of existing capital. 

As an alternative to this approach it \-!as f,irst attempted to 

conduct a series of runs covering the period 1974-1979 from which 

initial conditions for the period 1977-1982 could be derived. The 

result however has been that GNP grows during 1974-76. Obviously 

the model could not simulate world recession and a social disturbed 

period. However, a significant result has been observed: estimated 

observed growth of household consumption during 1974-1976 implies 

either a different demand structure (less services) or the opera

tion of the services sector at an over-capacity of the order of 16%. 

It is probable that both factors are significant. 

The 16% over-capacity is not required only in 1974. A substan 

cial portion is implied by consumption levels before 1974 when equ~ 

lization of income distribution could not be postulated as leading 

to changing consumption patterns. Thus, we attributed our findings 

to a degradation of the quality of services that seems well justi

fied by day to day observation: 

congestion of telephone service and public transport 
s.lower mailing services 

- erratic water supply 
degradation of electric power supply in some areas. 

The average estimates of the sources already mentioned for hou 

sehold consumption are as follo~.<JS in billion escudos (1970 prices): 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

142.4 154.8 157.9 169.3 170.1 

The 1974 figure requires an output of services of about 116.5, 

against 100.8 estimated from 95.8 in 1973 plus a gr9wth of 5.2%. Up 

to -1976 it was assumed a growth rate of 5% consistent with a Gl\!P 

growth 1976-73 of 2 to 3%. The adjustment of the 1974 figure means 

a "freegift" of about 25 billions escudos of capital stock. It is 

assumed that this extra capital is removed from the system from 

• 
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* 1979 to 1983, 20% each year . The removal is an approximate simula-

tion of a desirable restoration .. of the quality of services, and a 

recognition of the stress of the present conditions. 

The output target for the· first run .. are very amhi tious. They 

correspond 

ble to the 

to sustained grov1th over 
. ** period before 1973 • 

tne six years at rates compara-

The ·terminal grOvlth rates assume a duplication of growth rate 

in the primary sector, maintenance of manufacturing, services 

growth and a decline of civil works. 

Taking into account a different international environment and 

increased prices of raw materials these should be considered optimi~ 

tic assumptions. The data, hovrever, contain favourable assumptions, 

'including a reduction of depreciation coefficients relative to 

estimates with national account data[4] that looked to hiah,reflec

ting possible inefficiencies that hopefully may be overcome. 

The minimum growth rates of endogenous private consumption - 1% -

are modest and, together with output targets imply a demandinqqrowth 

effort. 

The increase in terminal foreign debt (25 billion escudos) and 

maximum annual utilization of foreign loans (5 billion escudos) are 

generous but do not seem un-realistic. 

The export bounds can be briefly described as imnlyinq an init_i 

al duplication in 1974 of 1972 levels followed by maximum annual 

growth of 15% in the case of intermediate goods and equipment. Maxi~ 

ma for consumer goods~rts result from assumptions established at 

the 18-sector aggregation level ranging from 10 to 20% annual grov,th ' -

of past levels. 

3 - A "guided tour" in the feasibility region 

* 

** 

3.1 The landing point of the "ontimist" (RUN 1) 

As already stated the seting of ambitious growth targets implies 

A similar run with·restoration of the quality of service from 1978 

to 1982 produced an un-feasibility of initial consumption. 

Over four years for civil works. 
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a small minimum growth of endogenousprivate consumption (1% for year). 

This minimum growth has a high shadovl price during the period 1977 

to 1979. Later there is a small margin for increased consumption, 

* easierto achieve in 1981/1982 . 

Taking into account. exogenous consumption (housing) the term.!:, 

nal consumption represents an average grov1th of 2. 6% Per year. 

Average groHth of GNP is 6.2% achieved Hith the allocation of 

a very ambitious proportion to investment. After tVJo vears during 

Hhich it is patently difficult.to maintain consumption,the share 

of investment in gross internal product '"ould have to be maintai

ned at about 30%. Taking into account net foreign capital infloVJs, 

** domestic saving v1ould have to be of the order of 29% 

The average groVJth rates of output· at the terminal 

computed from table 2 ·(Run 1) of Annex 3 and are: 

Sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Average 1.8 2.6 8.8 12.1 6.5 5.4 
groVJth rate 

year can be 

Initial capital in process is fully completed in 1977 but left 

incomplete in the consumer and intermediate goods sectors (partially 

incomplete in the civil works sector). 

During 1977 there is a persistence of excess capacitv in the 

equipment sector that later recovers and becomes the fastest gro

*** wing sect'or,overshooting the terminal outout target 

Excess capacity in civil works persists up to l'l78.That isasign 

that an accelerated housing prograwme would be desirable in this p~ 

riod but that VJould become more costly after 1978. 

The consumer goods sector shows an erratic path of output ass2 

ciated with varying relative SCC).rcities of foreign exchange. Toge

ther with the intermediate goods sector does not require investment 

* Intertemporal redistribution of potencial consumption growth could 

sustain a rate of 1.5% during 1980/82. After this redistribution 

.average growth on the terminal year (with housing) would be 2.3% 

per year. 
~. 

see· Annex 3: Table.· 1, .Run 1. 

*** see Annex 3: Table 3, Run 1. 
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for capacity additions during most of the period. Only in 1982 cap~ 

city additions are chosen, mainly to meet terminal capital stock tar 

gets. 

These results are strongly determined by the level of aggrega

tion. In the consumers' goods sector there is a heavy weioht of tex 

tiles Hhere investment should probably be directed to technicalinn£ 

vation linked vli th replacement investment. Other segments of sector 

2 would presumably prove to be serious candidates for investment ai 

ming at output growth. 

Iri the case of intermediate goods sector the 1014 investment 

* priority contrasts with current prospects of development projects . 

The quality of data, the. level of aggregation and the nature of the 

·exercise do not permit conclusive judg·ement. However, the results 

are in line with a closer analysis of some projects conducted by 

others. 

Investment in the primary sector receives the highest priority 

at· the beginning of the period, v!i th full use of ca.pi tal in process 

and investment for capacity additions at the earliest time (1980). 

The ambition of capital stock growth in other sectors later diverts 

investment resources from this sector. 

The services sector, being by definition, , a non-traded "goods" 

sector receiving demand impulses from all categories of expenditure 

shows a regular growth of output and capital accumulation. Again,a

ggregation conceals specific problems of activities included in this 

sector: it is sufficient to recall excess capacity in sea transport. 

Exports of ·commodities are concentrated in goods originating 

from sector 2 with an occasional share of equipment. Heavv competi':-
/ 

tive imports of primary products are required to sustain consumption 

.and the output of the consumers' goods sector. The .demanding inves! 

ment effort requires competitive imports of equipment that tend to 

decline by import substitution. The foreign exchange resources that 

* The reduced price of additions to capacity of the intermediate goods 

sector from 1979 to 1981 ranges from 0.2 to 0.4. 
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become free are then diverted' to- increasing competitive imports of 

intermediate goods until- the last period when output grm,1th of the 

domestic sector starts a second phase of import substitution. 

Table 4 in Annex 3 records the balance of foreiqn exchange. 

The upper bounds on foreign capit-al utilization on each year, vJith

in a terminal debt increase of 25 billion escudos, are always cons-
* -training . The minimum foreign exchange restrictions permit, hov1ever, 

a flexible allocation w1th small sacrifice of consumption. As might 

be expected,any possible increase of terminal foreiqn debt is very-

valuable: it can fuel consumptioQ with an yield of 90%, a fifth of 

which could be allocated to the first period. 

It is interesting to note that increased tourist· expenditure in 

Portugal, 6. 2 billion escudos from 1977 to 1982, eats .up about 25% 
** of achievable increase in pr1vate consumption 

After this brief descr1ption of the landing point of the growth 

maniac, it is difficult to guess what the "optimist" th1nks of the 

landscape. Let us turn to what the first step of the "economist" 

would be. 

3.2 The "economist's first step" (RUN 2) 

The results. of the first run can certainly be considered un-re~ 

listic. What persua~ion, which policies and f1nancial institut1ons 

can mobilize such an high rate of savings! However, the desirabil1-

ty of growth with the current unemployment rate can not be put into 

question. 

As a first step the terminal capital stocks im_posed exogenously 

can be brought in line with observed growth in the first run. The 

terminal growth rates can be sim1larly adjusted: 

* With shadow prices close to 0.5 in the period 1977-1979. 

** . Very often tourism revenue is treated as a net yield. It would be 

interesting to make costs explicit through the specification of a 

consumption function for non-resident.s. 
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RUNl RUN2 
I 

Implicit ·observed Implicit 'T'erminal 
Sector Output targets grO\rth average Output groNth · qrovrth 

rates qrovrth .targets rates rates 
. 

1 49.4 1.1 1.8 52.0 2.0 2.0 

2 177.0 7. 7 2. 6 148-0 4-5 4.5 

3 81.0 a. o 8 ·8 81- 0 8. 0 8.0 

4 78.5 10.3 12.1 77·0 10·0 10-0 

5 42.7 5. 4 6 .5 44-3 6·0 6-0 

6 155.0 5. 0 5.4 172-0 6-0 6-0 

Ob~ervation of the dual solution of RTM 1 suggested that a mi

nimum 2% CU:O\\rth rate of private consumption might be achievable from 

1978 on-wards. This proved un-feasible. A Very tight solution was 

then obtained "with the same minimum (and actual) growth rates of en 

dogenous consumption;but only after 78. 'T'he potential for increasing 

(or even maintaining) consumption in the next two years is seriously· 

constrained by initial conditions that do not seem, however, un-duly 

pessimistic. 

The results of this first exploratory step are not siqnifican~ 

tly different from the first run, shov-Tina minor adjustments in the 

timing of capacity additions, and somewhat smaller excess capaci

tie\J. The increase in consumption is therefore achieved through a mo 

re efficient allocation. 

The initially detected problem of a very high in\restment rate 

persists. The analysis of this problem can_be simplified in future 

work by activating a constraint on the proportion of investroent in total demand. 

Observation of the dual shows that private consumPtion could 
* grow at most 16 billion escudos in the period 1977-1982 , or about 

l. 6% ,against a loss of 80 to 90 .billion of investment, (16, 7% of 

* if interporal allocation of_ this amount is not constrained. 
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* the total)'as a result of a full year reduction of terminal output 

targets. Total GNP would decrease at least 70 billion escudos (3.9%) 

and average investment rate could be reduced to some 25% of GNP 

against 29% on the present run. 

These figures illustrate '!- very tight trade-off between inves_!: 

ment and consumption and the consequent urge for coordination of i~ 

comes and investment policy. They explain, again, the meagre results 

of the "economist's first step''. 

3.3 The "independence" point (RUN 3) 

The quali ti ve adjustments to a long tenn re)).uction of indebtness can 

be observed in RUN 3. ·The assumptions are not really descriptive of 

no foreign capital assistance. It is assumed that capital jnflovTS 

can be concentrated in the first years with the character of emer

gency aid that has to be fully re!Jayed up to 1982(c> part from comoensa

ting inflows for part of interest payment~. 

The output targets have been adjusted for sectors 2 and 6 taking 

into account observed output growth in run 2. The solution was cons 

trained to sustain private consumption up to 1979 and to achieve a 

minimum growth of only 1% afterwards. This strict austerity is re

warded by a substancial extra increase of 15.6 billion cantos in 

1981. The reallocation . of ·this consumption would have ]Jermi tted 

a minimum grm·Tth rate of p-rivate consumption of 1%. In other terms, 

tailoring of the targets (planning) could save 25 billion escudos 

of foreign debt or would use foreign exchange resources more efficien

tly. 

The investment and foreign exchange patterns and output growth 

paths maintain the basic features pointed out for the first run. 

HO'I'Tever, _ reallocation of. resources to the primary sector is 

** signifi·cant in an attempt to reduce dependence on imnorts • Out-

put of the consumer's goods sector is more even due to increased 

* ' An alternative objective function to explore maximum growth a long 

an exogenous path fullfilling minimum consumption targets is being 

implemented. 

** . A maximum growth constraint is touched in 1980. 

.. 
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scarcity of foreign exchange. The stock of capital of the equipment 

sector (low capital/output coefficient) builds-up to a stage were 

exports become comparatively preferable to exports of consumers' 

goods. 

3.4 The "foreign credit" point_(Rlm 4) 

The fourth run is the counter part of the previous one. Consi

dering a terminal foreign debt of 50 billion Esc. and maximum annual 

utilization of foreign loans of 10, tne targets of the second run 

(adjusted to output growt.h) are achieved vTith a reasonable grO\vth 

of endogenous private consumption. The minima were specified at 012333. 

After two austerity years,mitiqated by increasing colective servi

ces, grov1th is ressumed and at the end of the period- a grov1th of 6. 7% 

can be attained. 

The average investment proportion in-relation to GNP is more 

plausible, taking into account the contribution of net capital inflows 

to complement domestic saving. 

The increased foreign exchange availability lengthens some ~<!hat 

the excess capaciy crisis of the equipment sector. 

The marginal efficiency of foreign exchange credit does not. 

seem to decline relative to the lower level of foreign debt and loan 

utilizati-on upper bound. 

3. 5 The "worker's familv" point (RUN 5) 

, The redistribution of income and the reduction of compensation 
' differentials that have been attained during the last two years are 

bound to have changed consumption patterns. The subject has alreadv 

been mentioned as a factor that, together with degradation of the 

quality of services, may explain the feasibility of the. high levels 

of consumption observed in the last few years. This is an additional 

reason to emphasize the caution that should be exercised when dea-
• 

ling with the results of a nUmerical model that is using 1968 family 

budget data. 

A different consumption structure was experimented with in .the 

last run. Unfortunately,the source has the same age[6] • On the fo

llowing table,the global consumption functions used in previous 

runs are corr.pared with the structure of. consumption of the modal in 

come class of the coastal region that concentrates most of 
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manufacturing industries. 

consumption functions Modal class consumption 
structure 

intersept slope 

Sector 109 Esc % 

a "M s SM-
Bw SW 

]VI 

1 12.9 0.15 5.8 0.07 17.1 0.20 

2 8.1 0.02 26.9 o.os 34.0 0.10 

3 -0.8 5.0 0.03 4 . 3 0.02 

4 -9.1 0.69 14.0 1. 05 6.0 0.13 

5 

6 -4.1 - 48.3 38.6 

Sustaining and increasing private consumption with the "workers :• 

family'' is more difficult, 

riod,due to higher ~rad~d 

with different patterns of 

at least durina the first half of the pe-

goods content . Exper:l.mentina 

minimum grov1th rates, only at the third 

attempt could a feasible solution be detected. 

The three runs used terminal conditions id.entical to run 2 ando 

the following growth targets for household consumption: 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

RUN, 5.1 0 0 l 2 2 2 

RUN', 5.2 -1 0 l 2 2 2 

RUN 5 -1 0 0.5 2 2 2 

Dual 1.5 1.1 0.6 0.2 o.o 

The last attempt produced interesting results. There is an in

crease in output growth (relative to run 2) in all sectors except 
' 

services. Initial capital inprocess is fully completed and excess 

capacity is negligeable. The services sector show large excess cap.3; 

cities during a longer "austerity" period. When consumption growth 

resumes 1 this excess is rapidly absorbed. Otherwise, investment prjcS?_ 

rities and comparative advantage are qualitatively the same. 

These resu.lts are 1 hov1ever, as uncertain as those observed with 
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the overall consumption funct.ions: they imoly a constant con 

sumption structure with increasing leve.l. of consumption. 

Analysis of the dual solution shows that the trade-off beh1een 

growth and consumption has become less stiff. A slowing do~<'n of one 

year, implying a reduction of the investment share in total demand 

from 30 to about 25%,would allow an increase of 3.4% of the period 

consumption 'if concentrated in the last three years. 

3.6 A comment on employment requirements 

The introduction of employment requirements in the form of con§_ 

traints or demand targets has a high priority do deepen the model ea 

pabilities in exploring the feasibility region. The available data 

do not seem to justify very amhi tious projects a.t modelling labour 

mobility, training and the like.confrontation of labour produtivi

ty trends with output grov;th paths could oermi t some ouali tati ve in

sights on implied intersectorial labour movements. 

The short time available for the interpretation of the results 

permits only a brief comment on labour requirements. 

Projecting labour productivity trends from employment time se

rie~ (1960-1972) and fiom national account output data, the change 

in e!f1ployment requirements in relation to total potential employment 
in 1976 in shown on the following table. 

The absolute figures lack significance and might be changed by 

different assumptions on productivity growth; the table brings out 

very clearly the difficulties of absorbing current unemployment in 

the short terrn.A deterioration in the immediate future is not un-li 

kely. 

Employment requirements in relation to 1976 full capacity use ( 103) 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

RUN 1 -83 -18 -55 +31 +86 +189 

RUN 2 -78 +1 -6 +74 +131 +204 

RUN 3 -80 +1 -6 +74 +126 +191 

RUN 4 -76 -8 -65 +121 +154 +269 

·RUN 5 -152 -160 -117 +29 +88 +137 

The slight improvement from RUN 1 to RUN 2. qives an idea of the 

gains from a better set of growth targets. The line for RUN 4 is su-
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ggestive of an increasing marginal efficiency of foreign credit for 

sustaining employment. 

The lower employment requirements of Run 5, depend entirely on 

lower output ot the labour intensive services sector. Ho,.Jever, it is 

tempting to associate tne lower employment requirements with the need' 

to coordinate employment and distribution of income qoals . 

. ·. \_" 
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Annex 1 

An outline of the model 

The annex contains the statement of the model (table I) that 

can be understood with a patient study of a long list of symbols 

(table II). However, the basic structure used in the paper, is 

well known, and follovlS closely the multisector models developed 

by Richard Eckaus [1], with whose assistance the work started. 

The multiperiod and multisector features of the model make 

it possible to find temporal paths which are consistent both with 

initial conditions at the start of a plan period and future plan 

targets. They also permit to ex21mine the implications of alter

native time paths of growth. 

The solutions are constrained by exogenous limits on the va 

lue of the variables corresponding to major economic targets or 

representing, even if schematically, institutional constraints 

and natural resource availabilities; the . :optimization feature 

does not allow any normative interpretation and is simply used as 

a technical device to produce consistent overall projections. The 

exploration of the domain of feasibility and the trade-offs that 

can be.observed between alternative targets is the main purpose 

of work in progress. 

The balance of sources and uses by type of goods and servi

ces may consider more than one source of supply (in addition to im 

ports) . 
i 

Thus "old" and ,"new" production capacity can be distingui

shed accomodating technological change within sectors. 

Investment, initial capital in process and end of plan cap~ 

tal in process requirements piay a major role in the model. Cap~ 

·City additions and depreciation determine investment demands 

through a structure of lags extending over up to four periods. 

The allocation of foreign exchange starts from a detailed 

acoount of non-competitive imports. Minimum foreign exchange re

serves and gold are related to total imports. The model is perm~ 

ted to borrow foreign exchange and to choose when to repay foreign 
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loans within a maximum increase of terminal foreign debt. 

Upper limits on foreign capital loans, not shown on table I, 

can also be set. 

Upper and lower bounds for exports of goods by sector are al:_ 

so included and used to impose market constraints and traditional 

exports of sectors when the level of aggregation hides comparati

ve advantage. 

Within these limits the rriodel chooses the level of exports 

and additional competitive imports. 

Linear export earning functions may be used to prevent exce~ 

sive specialization, avoid un-realistic switching of exporting se£ 

tors due to degeneracy. The accounting of imports in domestic pri 

ces in balances by type of goods, and at c. i. f. prices in ·the fo

reign exchange constraint allows the .introduction of tariff pro

tection and the study of some implications of external price chan 

* ges 

The full specification of the model, not used in this paper, 

considers the possibility of restricting the maximum fraction of 

foreign exchange that can be allocated to the imports of each ty

pe of goods and services. 

Other relations already implemented in input and output com

puter programmes include employment constraints (or targets), sa

vings constraints and an alternative objective function (maximiz~ 

tion of growth a long an exogenous path with specified consumption 

growth). 

* At a higher level of desaggregation the introduction of change 

in oil-prices becomes significant. 
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Table I - Model Formulation 

1 Objective function 

( 1. 0} Max. 
T 
E wt' u.c (t} 

t=l. 

2 Private consumption growth constraints 

(2 .0} u .c (t} > (l+p'} U.C(t-1} 
- t 

Initial consumption 

( 2 .1} u . c • (0} = c ( 0} 

3 Production accounting relationships 
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t=l, .•• ,T 

(3.0} A (t} +V(t} +N (t} +R(t}+C (t} +G(t}+E (t}+HD (t}< X(t)+Md (t) t=l, .. :· ,T 

Intermediate consumption 

(3 ·.1} * * A (t} = a(t} X ( t} t='l, .•. , T 

Inventory requirements 

* p Cr+&o} " <o>] ( 3 • 2} V (1} = V ( 1} (2} - X 

* [x * <ttl ( 3. 3} V(t} = V (t} (t+l} - X .t=2, ... ,T-l 

* [<r+&T) * * (T~ ( 3 • 4} V (T} = V ( t}. X (T} - X 

Investment requirements 

* * * * ( 3. 5} N (t} = p' ( t} z (t+l} + p" (t} z (t+2} t=l, ••• ,T 

* * "' * + p'" (t} z (t+3} + p IV ( t} z (t+4} 

Replacement .requirements 

* * * * (3. 6} R (t} = r' (t} D (t+l} + r" (t} D (t+2} t=l, •• qT 

* * * * + r'" (t} D (t+3} + r-"v (t} D (t+4} 

Private consumption 

( 3. 7} c (t} = a (t} + s ( t} u .c (t} t=l, ••• ,T 

Government consumption · 

(3.8} G. (t} = SG·(t).G (t} · t=l, ••• , T 

Gross domestic output by sector 

* (3 .9} X (t} = Unk X (t} t=l, •• -.• ,T 



4 Investment and capacity 

Capacity restraints 

0 * * ( 4. 0) b (t) X (t) 2K(t) 

Depreciated capital 

( 4 .1) * 0 * DD(t) = d(t) K(t) 

Depreciated capacity not restored 
' * ;;;-(4.2) KL (t) = KL (t) 

' Restored capacity 

* * . * (4 .3) D (t) = DD (t) .,. KL (t) 

Stock of fixed-capital 

* * * * (4 .4) K (t) = K (t-1) + Z (t) - KL (t) 

5 Exports 

Non-tradable goods and services 

(5.0) En{t) = 0
1
nE{nl, ..• ,ns} C {l, •.. ,n} 

Foreign exchange earned by exports 

6 Imports 

Imports valued in domestic prices 

(6 .1) Md(t) = {I+y (t)) M(t) 

- 17 ..., 

t=l, •.. ,T 

t=l, .•. ,T+4 

t=l, .•. , T+4 

t=l, .•. ,T+4 

t=2, ... ,T+4 

t=l, •.. ,T 

t=l, •.• ,T 

t=l, •.. ,T 

Non-competitive imports for intermediate consumption 

* * (6.2) ~c<tl = ~c<tl x(tl t=l, ... , T 

( 6 • 3) 

( 6. 4) 

(6.5) 

Non-competitive imports 

~{1) = ~NC{l) [X(2) -
~(t) 

~(T) 

* = VNC (t) 

* = VNC{T) 

for inventories 

0 -r-] (I+ao) X(O) 

- x < t>] 
* * 1 X(t) - X(t)j 

t=l, •.. ,T-1 

Non-corrpetitive inports of investrrent goods for neN capacity additions 

. * . * * * * ' * . * . 
(6 .6) MI (t) =a:i: (t) Z (t+l)+a:i:' {t) Z (t+2) ":i:" (t) Z (t+3) +a~v(t) z (t+4) t=l, .•. ,T 

Non-corrpetitive irrports of investrrent goods to restore depreciated capacity 

( 6 • 7) * * * * * ' * MR (t)=~R_(t)6(t+l)+a:R_' (t)D(t+2)+aF_" (t)D(t+3)+af:(t)D(t+4) t=l, .•• / 
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Non-competitive imports for private consumption 

t=l 1 ,,. 1 T 

Non-competitive imports for government consumption 

t=l 1 ••• 1 T 

Imports for government consumption (excluded from official statistics) 

t= 1 I ••• IT 

Balance of paymen.ts constraints on total competitive imports 

(6.11) MCP = U.EE(t)+NFCI(t)+IISB(t)+ER(t)+TE(t)- /IFERG(t) MGl(t) 

- u.[}~C(t) +~(t) +M1 (t)+MR (t) +MC(t) +MG2 (t~ · t=l 1 ••• 1 T 

Competitive import ceiling 

Non-tradable goods and services 

(6.13) MCPK(t) = 0 ke:{ki 1 ... 1 ku}c{l 1 ... 1 n} 

7 Foreign exchange and gold reserves 

Initial foreign exchange and gold reserves 

(7.0) FERG(O) = FERG(O) 

Change in reserves 

(7 .1) IIFERG(t) = FERG(t) - FERG(t-1) 

( 7. 2) 

Hinimum reserves 

FERG(t) < r (t) U.M(t) - m 

8 ioreign capital flows 

Net foreign capital inf lov1 

(8.0) NFCI(t) = FCL(t) - FCR(t) - FCRA(t) 

Limit on terminal foreign debt 

T ----
(8.1) l: (FCL(t) - FCR(t)) < IITFD 

t=l -
9 Natural resource constraints 

( 9. 0) 

( 9 .1) 

Maximum production growth rates 

* 0 * X(t) < (I+p ,e (t)) X(t-1) 

* .-*---
X(O) = X(O) 

t=l 1 ... 1 T 

t=l I ••• IT 

t=l 1 ••• 1 T 

t=l 1 ••• 1 T 

t=l I ••• IT 

t=l 1 ••• 1 T 

t=l 1 , •• 1 T 



Maximum production by sector · 

* (9.2) X(t) 2 X~ (t) 

10 Initial conditions 

Stock of capital 

( 1 0 .0 ) K (1) = g ( 1) L< I+ g 0 ) X ( 0 ) 1 
Initial capital-in-process 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

11 Terminal conditions 

( 11.0) 

( 11.1) 

(11.2) 

* 0 K(T+2) ~ b{T) 

K(T+3) ~ g(T) 

0 ..--
(I+ao) X(O) 

0 0 -*-
(I+a2) (I+ao) X(O) 

-*-
X(T) 

0 -*
(I+aT) X(T) 

0 n -*-
( I+aT 2 ) ( I+iiT) X ( T) 

- 19 ,.. 

t=l, .•. ,T 
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TABLE 2 - List of symbols 
.. -

Variables Dimensions 
and for n sectors and 

Parameters k activities 
. 

w' social discount factor applied. to t private consumption 
' 

' 

' 

U={l. •.• ,l} n unity row vector 

c ( t) n private consumption 

p I minimum rate of growth of aggre-t gate consumption 

A (t) n deliveries of intermediate inputs 

V(t) n deliveries for inventory accumula -tion 

N (t) n deliveries of investment goods for 
new capit.al formation 

R (t) n deliveries of investment goods to 
restore depreciated capacity 

G (t) n deliveries for government consum:e. 
tion 

E (t) n exports 
.• 

Hi5 (t) n exogenous demands of civil works can be 
I specified when Housing is not included 
i as a formal sector 
' 

' X(t) n gross domestic output by sector 
' 

. Md (t) n total imports (domestic prices) 
' i 

* a (t) n X k matrix of inter industry current 
flow coefficients 

* x(t) k gross domestic output by activity 
* X(t)=Unk X (t) ' I 

aggregation I ' Unk n X k matrix 

' 
* V (t) n x k matrix of inventory coefficients 

' . 
I 

' 

' 
-

.. 

' 

' . -- - ·~ ·" -. -. --~ I 
- ---------



--· 

. 

--

. 

Variables 
and 

Parameters 

0 ao 

0 
·"2 

I 

* p (t) 

* pI (t) 

* p" ( t) 

* pl"(t) 

for 

. 

. 

Dimensions 
n sectors and 
k activities 

k X k 

. 

k X k 

k X k 

k X k 

k X k 

k X k 

k X k 

k X k 

k X k 

n ii k 

n x k 
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diagonal matrix of growth rates assurred in 
the pre-plan period used inccalculatinq in 
ventory inyestrrent and capital stocks in -
period ·1 

diagonal matrix of qra.Jth rates limiting 
capital in process for capacity addi lions 
in period 2 

.... in period 3 

in period 4 

• 

diagonal matrix of growth rates used in 
calculating inventory invesment in last 
period and terminal capital reqUirerrents 
for period T+l capital additions 

diagonal matrix of growth rates used in 
calculating investrrent reqUirerrents for 
period T+2 capital additions 

••• period T+3 ••. 

• •• period T+4 •.. 

identity matrix 

matrix of inv~stment goods propor
tions for new capital formation 

investment lag proportions matrices 
for nevr capital; 

* * * * p 1 
, p" , p 111

, p 1• indicate the pro 
ij ij ij ij portions of invest 

ment goods supplied by sector i, 1,2,3,4. 



Variables 
and 

Parameters 

* p IV ( t) 

* z ( t) 

* r (t) 

* r 1 
( t) 

* r" ( t) 

* r " 1 (t) 

* r" ( t) 

* D (t) 

a(t), 8(t) 

Dimensions 
for n sectors and 

k activities 

n x k 

k 

n x k 

n x k 

n x k 

n x k 

k 

n,n 

n 

.. 
- 22 -

·periods ahead, respectively, for new 
capital additions in activity j 

new capital additions 

matrix of investment goods propor
tions for restoring depreciated ca
pital 

investment lag proportions matrices 
for restdring new capitalr 

* * r .. !, r", 
ij ij 

* r " 1 
, 

ij 
* r I' 
ij 

. '·. 

indicate the proportions of investmentl 
I . . 

goads supplied by se:::tor i , l, 2, 3, 4 . 

periods ahead, respectively, for res-· 

taring depreciated capacity in activ;!:_! 

ty j 

. 
depreciated capital restored 

I . 
consumption functions coefficients 

government consumption ·coefficients-



. 

Variables 
and 

Parameters 

* aR (t) 

' 
* a" 

R 
( t) 

* a'"(t) 
R 

* a" 
R 

(t) 

M(t) 

EE (t) 

Dimensions 
for n sectors and 

k·activities 

n 

n x k 

n x k 

n X k 

n x k 

n x k 

n 

n,n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 

n 
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non-competitive imports of investment 
goods to restore depreciated capaci
ty (c. i. f.) 

diagonal matrix of non-competitive im 
port'coefficients for restoring depre 
ciated capacity 

lag proportions matrices of non-camp§_ 

titive imports to restorE depreciated 

capacity; the elements indicate the 

proportion of investment goods impor

ted 1, 2, 3, 4 periods ahead to rest£ 

re capacity in each activity 

non-competitive imports for private. 
consumption (c.i.f.) 

coefficients of private consumption 
functions for non-competitive imports 

non-competitive import coefficients 
of government consumption 
.. 

non-competitive imports for govern
ment consumption (excluded from ofi
cial statistics - c.i.f.) 

other non-competitive imports for 

government consumption (c;i.f.) 

imports (MG1 (t) excluded - c. i. f.) 

c6mpeti ti ve imports (c. i. f.), 

foreign exchange earnings of exports 



. 

. variables 
and 

Parameters 

* DD(t) 

0 
d (t) 

E (t) 
s 

~(t) 

0 
y 

* "'r ( tl 

* "'i ( t) 

* "'" (t) I 

* "'r" (t) 
.,: 
01:fv (t) 

.... Dimensions 
for n sectors and 

k activities 

k 

k X k 

<n 

n 

n x k 

n 

n x k 

n 

n x n 

n x k 

n x· k 

n x k 

n x k 
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total depreciated capacity 

diagonal matrix of depreciating ca
pacity-total capacity coefficients 

non-tradable goods and services 

non-competitive imports for interm£ 
diate consumption (c.i.f.) 

matrix of non-competitive import cur 
rent flow coefficients 

non-competitive imports for invento
ries (c.Lf.) 

matrix of inventory coefficients of 
non-competitive imports 

non-competitive imports of investment 
goods for new capital additions 
(c.t.f.) 

diagonal matrix of domestic and c.i.f. 
·price relations 

diagonal matrix of coefficients of 
non-competitive import requirements 
for new capital 

diagonal matrix of non-competitive 
import coefficients for neH capital 
additions 

lag proportions matrices of non-comp£ 

titive imports for new capital addi

tions; the elements indicate the pro

portions of investment goods imported 

1, 2, 3, 4 periods ahead for additions 

of capacity in each activity 

' " 



Variables 
and 

Parameters 

NFCI(t) 

FCL ( t) 

FCR(t) 

FCRA(t) 

liFERG(t) 

FERG(t) 

FERG (0) 

r (t) m . 

.!ISB~t) 

.. 

Dimensions· 
for n sectors and 

k activities 

n 

n 

<n 

. 

. . 

. 
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·coefficients of foreign exchange 
earnings 

foreign exchange free for allocation 

non-tradable goods and services 

net for~ign capital inflow 

foreign capital loan 

foreign capital repayment 

exogenous debt repayment 

accumulation of foreign exchange 
and gold reserve 

foreign exchange and gold reserve 

initial foreign exchange and gold r~ 
serve 

minimum foreign exchange reserve as 
a fraction of imports 

increase in terminal foreign debt 

balance of external transactions un
--accounted endogenously (and· correc
tions) 
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Variables Dimensions 
and for n sectors and 

. Parameters k activities 

ER(t) - emigrant remittances 

TE (t) - tourism . foreign exchange earnings 
. 

0 
PQ ( t) k X k maximum growth rates of production 

* X j (t) k maximum productions 

0 I 

2 
k 

=0 if gestation laq < i-l; 

0 I k =l, gestation lag > i 
3 -

0 I 

4 
k . 

-
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Annex 2 

Definition of the.sectors and.basic data 

The annex contains a definition of the sectors (Table II) in 

terms of an 18-sector aggregation (Table I) of the Input-Output Ta

ble for 1970[2}. 

The 18-sector aggregation is being used on other versions of 

the model. The use of these versions require,much computing time to 

check data inconsistencies responsible for absurd solutions, and un 

-plausible bottle-necks on growth. 

Tables III and V offer a summary of the more in:portant data coi:nmon 

throughout the series of runs. Table III registers input-output data 

. .>and inventory coefficients·, table IV capital roefficients and table V private. 

consumption fuctions and government final.consumotion structures. G~ 

vernment: consumption includes investment in roads, public health and 

education. 

Initial and terminal conditions on capacity and .output targets, 

capital in process, exogenous demands and foreign exchange flows 

are shown on Annex 3 together with the primal solutions. 

Inyestment in housing is considered exogenously and demand for 

housing i.s ignored. This specification results from cross-section 

and time-series data on the demand for housingdifficult to reconci 

le. The family budget data show a raising proportion of expenditure 

on housing rents as income raises, while the .. national accounts re.,. 

fleet a degradation ·Of housing standards through a decreasing propor-
' ti01't of housing in relation to total private consumption. 
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TABLE I - Definition of sectors 

- 18 sector aggregation 

N. 18 - sector ~lodel N, Input-Output Table [2] 
. 

01 Agriculture, Forestry, 01 Agriculture 

Fishing 02 Forestry 

03 Cattle Raising 

04 Fishing 

02 Mining, Quarring 05 Oil, Coal and M.etalic Ore Mining 

06 Non-Metalic Ore. M.ining 

03 Food, Beverages and Tobacco 07 Meat and Canned Meat 

08 Dairy Products 

09 Canned Fruits 

10 Edible Oils 

12 Other Food Products 

13 Beverages 

14 Tobacco 

04 Textiles, Clothing 15 Hixed and l~ool Textiles 

16 Mixed and Cot ten Textiles 

17 Hard Fibre Textile, Ropery and 

18 Clothing 
Drapery. 

19 Footwear 

20 Tannery 

05 \'i!ood and Cork. 21 Wood 

22 Cork 

23 ... ·Furniture 

06 Paper and Wood Pulp 24 Wood Pulp 

25 Paper, Cardboard and Pulp, Pa-
per and Cardboard Commodities 

07 Construction Materials 35 Glass and Glass Products 

36 Cement 

37 Other non-metalic mineral products 

08 Basic Chemicals 29 ·Basic Chemicals Products 

09 Rubber, Plastics and Resi- 11 Cattle Food 

nes, Dyes 27 Rubber and Rubber Products 

28 Plastic Products 

30 Resin Products 

' 31 Non Edible Oils 

32 Dyes, Varnishes and Lakes 

33 Other chemical products 

10 Oil Refining 34 Oil and Coal Derivatives 
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N. 18 - sector Model N. Input-Output Table 

ll Printing and Other Manu- 26 ·Printing and Publishing 

facturing 45 Other Manufacturing 

12 
. 

Metalurgy 38· Basic Iron and Steel .Industries 

39 Basic Non Ferrous Metal -Industries 

13 Equipment 40 Metalic Products 

41 Non Electrical Machines 

42 Electrical Machines and Other 
Electrical Haterials 

43 Naval Construction and Repairing 

44 Transportation Equipment 

14 Civil Works 46 Civil l~orks 

15 Energy, Water Supply and 47 Electricity 

Communications 48 Gas 
.. 

49 Water Supply and Sanitation 

54 Communications 

16 Housing 57 Housing Services 
< 

17 Services 50 Trade 

55 Hotels, Restaurants 

56 Education and Health 
• 

58 Other Services 

. 59 Banking and Insurance 

18 Transport 51 Road and Railway Transports 

52 Sea and River Transports 

53 Air Transports ! 

. 
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TABLE II - Definition of Sectors 

- 6/7 sector a·ggregation -

. 

7 - sector disaggregation 18 - sector disaggregation 

I - Primary Goods 1 + 2 

II - Consumption Goods 3 + 4 + 5 + 11 

III - Intermediate Goods 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 12 

. 

IV - Equipment 13 

V - Civil Works 14 

VI - Services 15 + 17 + 18 

VII - Housing 16 



TABLE III- Input - Output Data 

a - Input-Output matrix 
Sector 

l 2 3 
-

l. Primairy l3. 70 24.18 14.33 

2. Consumption goods l.ll 29.88 4.83 

3. Intermediate goods l4. 26 5.17 33.31 

4. Equipment l. 52 l. 84 l. 60 

5. Civil works .24 .os .07 

6. Services 5.32 8.25 10.66 

mNC - non-competitive 0.21 6 .. 45 12.69 
inouts -(%) 

v - stock production 0.24 0.22 0.26 
coefficients 

vNC - non-competitive o.oo o.oo 0.01 
imports in inve~ 

.tories 

~ 

% 

4 

.04 

2.26 

19.69 

25.29 

.10 

13.84 
. 

5.95 

0.26 

0.00 

5 

1.14 

7.35 

27.06 

12.66 

.02 

7.07 

l. 00 

0.10 

o.oo 

6 

.15 

l. 80 

3.76 

l. 77 

.16 

10.85 

0.17 

0.43 

0.13 

' 

w 
1-' 



TABLE IV - Consumption Structures 

Household Consumption 
SECTOR. 

<l - intersect s - % 1977 

1. Primairy 12.9 5.8 0.9 

. 

2. Consumption 8.1 26.9 19.2 
goods 

3. Intermediate -0.8 5.0 9.4 
goods 

4. Equipment -9.1 14.0 17.1 

5. Civil Works· - - 25.4 

6. Services -4.1 48.3 28.0 
. 

Non-competitive -0.5 1.2 2.3 
imports 

-------- -------- - -- ----

Government Consumption (%) 

1978 1979 1980 1981 
. 

0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 

18.6 18.1 18 .·a 18.7 

9.3 9. 0 9.5 9.5 
. 

16.1 15.0 14.3 13.8 

27.9 30.4 28.9 29.6 

27.3 26.6 27.7 27.5 

2.4 2.5 2.6 2.6 

----- ------------- -

1982 

0.9 

18.6 

9.5 

13.4 

30.3 

27.4 

2.6 

----

w 

·"' 
I. 

.. 



TABLE V - Capital Coefficient Data 

p - Proportions of capital qoods 
Sector b d for capacity additionsxl0 2 

. 

1 2. 3 4 5 6 

1. Primairy 1.15 0.05 9.48 - - - -- -

2. Consumption goods 0.65 0.05 1. 47 1.19 0.85 0.65 9.04 8.18 

3. Intermediate goods 1.19 0.09 0.18 0.83 0.29 - - . 2 0 

4. Equipment 0.64 0.05 34.10 45.15 54.35 42.74 60.14 27.20 

5. Civil works 0.28 0.05 45.81 41.30 20.34 45.75 15.11 .ss. 97 

6. Services 1.61 0. os 8.96 11.53 13.5 10.86 15.71 8. 45 

a 1 Non-competitive imports for c~ 0.94 7.83 6.70 7.52 16.09 6.70 
pacity aditions 

aR Non-competitive imports forre-
placements . I - ··- --------· ----

·;c 

c 

r - Proportions of capital qoods · 
for replacement xl0 2 

. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

15.31 

2.43 1. 96 1. 25 1.19 10.55 21.95 

. 2 9 1. 44 .06 - - .42 

56.72 75.19 77.40 78.12 70~21 54.52 

10.41 2.21 1. 78 ,ss .90 5.07 

14.84 19.20 19.51 19.84 18.34 18.04 

1. 56 13.05 9.54,13.74 18.79 13.B 
i 

w 
w 
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Annex 3 

I 
The solutions of each run are sh01·m in four tables; together 

I 

with the initial and terminal conditions and other exoaenous varia

bles. Given the condensed format of the tables a brief auide is ju~ 

tified. 

Table 1 - Gross Internal Product 

Household consumption includes endogenous private consumotion, 

for which m.inimurn grov1th rates are specified in the model and exog£ 

nous components: the intersepts of the consumption functions and hou 

sing. The housing component is estimated adding,to the base year out 

put of the national accounts housing sector,the contribution of ex£ 

genous investment up to the previous year (assuming a capital out

put coefficient of 10). 

Government consumption and value added are exogenous, and result 

from projections of national account data assuming higher growth r~ 

tes for public education and health than in the past. Administration 

·and defense grow slower and investment in infrastructure Maintain mo 

re or less observed growth rates. 

Investment ( 4, 5, 6) - housing apart - and foreian trade are de 

termined endogenously. Taken into account that national account da

ta does not show investment in inventories, agaregate 1+2+3+4 and 

its grovJth rate illustrate the "austerity" of the orojections if corn 

pared with past performance. The share of investment on GNP reflects 

the growth effort. 

Table 2 - Production by sector. Initial and 'l'erminal Conditions 

The upper half of th.e table shows the path of output by sector; 

giving: ' for each year the volume. and grovJth rate. The first column, 

fot 1976, registers exogenous base year output capacities. 

The lower half summarises initial and terminal constraints and 

associated slacks. The narroH columns for 1976 through 1979 show ini 

tial growth rates that constrain. additions to capacity in this P£ 

riod and investment in inventories in 1977. The wide columns for 

1978 to 1979 show the capital in process not completed through invest 

ment in the period 1977 to 1978. 
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The first column for 1982 shows output targets determining mi

nimum capital stocks in the terminal year. The narrow columns for 

1982 through 1984 give the terminal growth rates determining mini

mum capital in process for capacity additions after the terminal 

year. The slack on this targets is shown on the wide columns under 

1983 to 1985. 

Table 3 - Investment and Trade 

The·upper half of the table shows, after the initial stock of 

capital, capacity additions and excess capacity year by year (first 

and second column respectively) . 

The lm,er half summarises foreign trade, givinq j_n the first 

two columns for each year, non-competitive imports and total exports. 

The last column signal with A exports limited by an upper-bound and 

with B exports imposed by lower bounds. 

Imports.and exports of services are exogenous. 

Table 4 - Foreign exchanae balance 

Emigrant remittances and tourism revenue are set exogenously. 

Net current outflows,include expenditure abroad by residents a 

net outflow of foreign exchanae associated with transactions of ser 

vices and private transfers other than transport services. 

A star on foreign exchange reserves or net capital inflows point 

to binding minimum reserve constraints or upper-bounds on foreign 

loans. 

•. 



TABLE 1 - Gross Internal Product (109 escudos - 1970 prices) Run n9 1 

• year i 
i 

I 1981 I 1982 itenlS 1977 1978 
1. 

1979 1980 

rl93.6 
i i i i 

! ' I 
1. Household consumption I ' 170.1 I 172.7 17 5; 2. 178.0 I 183.3 

' I I 
2. Government consumption . ' i I I 20.2 21.0 I 22.0 I 24.4 27.1 i 30.2 

I I I 

3. Government value added I I I I I 29.5 : 31.7 I 34.8 38.2 42.0 I 46.1 ' ' 
' 

j 4. Change in stocks . 6. 6 I .7 I 13.4 I 6.3 I 11.0 I 10.4 

I ( 1+2+3+4) I i I 
I I Sub - total 226.4 I 226.1 I 245.4 .I 246.9 263.4 280.3 i I ! 

I I ' i 
I i I 

· - growth rate % i ' I 6.4 I - i -0.1 

I 
8.5 

'; 
0.6 I 6.7 ' 

Replacement I I I 
I I 5. 27; 3 28.6 30.2 I 32.7 I 35.9 38.3 

I 
I 6. Investment for capacity 32.1 

I 
36.9 I 45.5 I 48.2 ' 61.7 I 58.1 i I 

additions i I 'I'otal investment ( 4+5+6) 66 ! 66.2 I 89.1 I 87.2 

I 
108.6 106.8 I 

I 7. Exports I 38.4 I .48. 0 I 35.8 47.6 61.9 . 40.6 ' I I I . I I 8. Imports (-) I -63.8 
j 

-63.5 ' -73.0 I -64.7 I -8518 I -67.7 I . I 
' I 

9. GNP (1+2+3+4+5+6+7-8) 260.4 I 276.1 

I 
283.9 

I 
310.7 

I 
337.1 I 349.6 

I 
- growth ra·te % - I 7.1 

I 
2.8 I 9.4 8.5 I 3.7 

Investment rate I 25. I 24.0 31.4 I 28.1 i 32.2 I 30.5 

(total investment/GNP) I I 
I 
I 

I I 

I ' . I 

w 

"' 
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TABLE 2 - Production by Sector. Initial and Terminal Condi tion·s. Pun n9 1 

~I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 
1

- 1979 
1

-1980 --r · 1981 I 1982 ill 1983 1984 1985 se I 
Production (l~e,;cudos) and annual -growth -rate·(%) 1 

l.Prirnairy I 46.3 

2. Consumption! 113 • 4 
goods 

3. InterrreCi~ I 50.9 
te goods 

4. Equipment I 43.6 
I 
' · 5. Civil wDrksl 31.2 

!I 
1121.1 6.Services 

46.81 ui 47.31 L~ 47.s!Lll 51.417.5 51.4 - Sl.j- i I . V 
122.11 7.7: 131.6! 7.~ l2o.4!-8·5Jl3l.6! 9.3 132.6 - 132. .s,ll V. · 

I. I I I . I J ' I ,, I . 
56.8 11.6 59.8 5.1 59.81 - 59.8 - 59. - 84. 40.8:i 

34.7[20.~ 53 .• 0,52.~ 55.3 4.2 79.8,44 86.48.3 86. - I V 
I' I I ' : . I I I 11 ' I' 27.6 11.31 31.31l3.Jj 38.5123. 35.5,-7.81 43.,21.9. 45. 5.1 I/ 
,,, 127.1 133.1 4.,137.1 3.1146.2,6.7 155.~ 6.1 165. ./ 

! I I ! l I I ) I I I 

I Initi/a1\~d i:ermina~~ l.l - - .I 49.41 : iiY :~~,;Ts~ rd ~~11Crr _tarrP: 
· l. Prirnairy 

2.Consumption 
goods 

3. In~v-rredia 
I te goods 

4 .Equi:sr:nent · 

I_ ·.· · ·1· k. 
:o.Civ1 wor s 

6.Servi~s 

I /1 I 1 1 . 

7.71 17.7- 6.6, I i. } 1177.0 7!11- I 7 

I 1 
5.81 r8l.Oil0 

-I v. 
IV' o. 3 • I . 

- I 
i/ 

11.6 I ~8.0 -
8.0 

10.3 I 0.3 - 0.3 
I 

I8J - I 8. ]I 8.11 I I 
~ 

5 I I I I I 5 I - I 5 

I; I 

78.5 

42.7 

155 

- '10 

I I - I 10 

I. 
0.2 5 

- 5 

10 

:) 
I 

' ; 

7 

- 10 ' 

- 10 ' 

- 5 ' 

- 5 ' 

-

-

-

-

7 

10 

10 

5 

5 

w 
-J 



"'/\~'LE 3 - rnvest:11.ent and Trade Run n9 1 

~- I , . 

1 _.,::~~;;-·c:~/ 1976 1 1977 1 1978 i 1s79 l9so 1 1981 1 1982 j1933 i 1984 19s5 
1 :·-·-·----~·-----..... -:un .. Lia.l • i 

i . · . I st-ock I Capa'ci tv ad i tions and .slacks on cq,oi tal 1 constraints ( 10 9 escudo~s . . -1· 

I I I I ., . I ' I I I I I i I I 

i 1. Prir~.aJ.ry 53. 4 I 0. 6 I - ! 0. 6 - i 0. 6 - I 4. 1 i - 1 - i - '1 - 1 - 3 7. 2 i - J' 1. 2 I 

I ' I I ' I ! I i : I i 
I ! . ' ! ' I I 

- 7.2 i - ! - ' - ! - 0.4 I - 5.8 I 8.6 I 9.2 I 

i I I I I l I 11 

I ! ! I I '! I 
.0 I - I 5.4 i - i - i - I - i - I - I - 29.0 ! - - ,10.6 11.6 i 

! I I I ' I ' I i I I 11 ; I I 
I ' ! I I I I ' - ' I I . \ I ! l : j ! : l ! I l I I 

• 9 I 8. 5 . 3. 2 ; - ! 3. 5 ! 2. 0. ' 13.5 ' - I 4. 2 I - I - I - I - 5. 5 I 6. 0 I 
1 i / \ !. j I ! i I 

I ' I I I I i ! I I I I : 
I ~ I 1. , ! _ 1 

.7 I 1.7! 0.8 I 1.5: 0.6! - ! - i .9,1.4 i - .6 .., I - I .4 .7 I 
i I I i i ! ! l I I I I I 

.8 i - 1 10.3 1 .6 i 10.8 i - :19.8 i - i 19.3 j - 122.3 _ - - !13.1 jl3.8 i 
: I I' I ' I I -~- I I I I ! I 1 ' I j ( ! *: - 19.5 - 1110.5' - 111.51 - il3.0 - 14.5 ,·- 16.0' * * \ 

1.7 f 0.8 I 1.5 

l1o. 3 : .6 
I 

I 9.5 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3. 5 ' I 

I ,_ 

I 0.6 
' i 
' 1 10.8 
I 
' 
11 10.5 

lrts and exports (109 escudos); A-max B-min r i 
---------------1 1977 . I 1978 ; I ).979 I ] 980 I 198 1 1·;82 ' Il ' I l I i ' ! I I I I I I . I • 

11 p,·i~•:i·-· 15.9 2.5 I B I 17.31 2 .• 6 B 16.6 2.7! B I 15.6 1 3.9 11 B 1115~9 2.9 B 119.0 3.0 ! B I 
,~·--------~1 i I I 11 I 
I - , 

I, 2 • Corc~u:-rption - 2 0 • 0 - ll - 2 8 • 6 - I - 15 . 1 - - 2 2 • 8 ! - I - 1 2 0 • 5 -I - 115 .1 I - ! 
cr=::ts I I ! I 1 I " . l I I ' I 

13 · I!'·cennsdiate ' 5 • 2 5 • 7 J B 7 • 6

1

i 5 • 7 B ~~ 11. 2 5 .• 7 B . 15 • 9 _ 5 • 7 I B h 4 • 5 5 • 7 

1
, B \ 4 • 5 5 . 7 I B i 

i cc-c6s I 'I ! I I I 1 1 'I ! " . , ! P I 

,4.3-;uiprrent 2 4. 6 3. 5 B 9. 7 3. 5 I B . 15. 3! 3. 51 B - j 5. 2 j B i 1. 3 3. 5 B 5. 2 ' 3. 5 I B I 
g " - -1-1- - -·_I- 1-1 

l I ' I . I l 

j6 · Se..---viCBs I 1. 71 6. 7 I - I 1. 91 7 • 6 j - I 2 • 11 8. 8 I - I 2 • 4 10 . 0 l -I 2 • 6 j 11 . 7 - 2 • 9 13 • 3 - 1
1 

w 
00 



TABLE 4 - Foreign exchange balance - (109 escuC.cs 1970 prices) 

r-~-

year __ I ~items 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 

' i 

I ' ' I I i ll. Exports 35.9 48.0 35.8 47.6 I 
I 2. Emigrant remittances I 15.8 17.3 I 19.1 l 20.4 

; 

' 
; 7. 0 . 8.2 I 9.6 i 10.8 3. Tourism revenue ' I I 

1-73.0 14. - L-rroorts I -63.8 -63.5 I -64.7 
I I I I 

! 5. - rJet current outflows -9.0 i -10.3 1-10.3 ! -10.0 ! 

' and corrections 
~ Surplus on current 1-18.8 I a. -14.1 -.3 +4.1 

account 

I 
; 

Net ~apital inflows 
I 

* * * I * 17. +3 I +3 +3 I +3 
I 

I 
Q A l. "F . I -11.1 I I -15.8 I +7.1 v. .ccur.tu_a-c.lon 01.. orelgn t +2.7 

Exchanae Reserves I 
9. Foreig~ :xchartge reser~ 

I l * I 31.4 34.1 18.3 25.4 
ves and gold J 

' 

Initial foreign exchange reserve and gold 42.5 

Increase in foreign debt at the end of the period 25 

Maximun annual utilization of foreign loans 5 

Run n9 l 

I 1981 I 

' 61.9 I I 

I 21.9 l 

l 12.0 l 

I -85.8 . I 

! -10.0 i 

I -9.1 I 

I 
I +3 * I 

I -6.1 I 

I * I 19.3 

> , •• ;~ • ,-~'"''""'"' ~---·----· 

1982 

40.6 

23.5 

13.2 

-67.7 

-10.0 

-.4 

-2 

-2.4 

16.9 * 

w 

"' 
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Tl~BLE 1 - Gross Internal Product (109 escudos - 1970 prices) Run n9 2 

year I 
1978 

I 

I 
! i iterns 1977 I I 1979 1980 ' 1981 1982 I ! 

I 
! i I 

l I 
! 
I 

11. Household consumption 170.1 I 171.1 I 175.1 1 179.5 ! 183.9 I 187.6 
I • 

I i 
I 12. Government· consumption 20.2 i 21.0 22.0 

I 
24.4 I 27.1 30.2 

I I I ' ' 3. Government value added 29.5 I 31.7 34.8 I 38.2 42.0 I 46.1 

i I i I 

I 
' I I 4. Change in stocks 6.3 

! 
0.8 14.0 

I 
5.7 I 9.4 9.9 

I I I . I I . ' Sub - tcotal ( 1+2+3+4) l. ' 1 226.1 224.6 I 245.9 I 247.8 I 262.4 273.8 ' ! I I • I I 

l . ·-· - growth rate % 
., ! i 

j i - -.1 I 9.5 . 8 5.9 4. 3 I - . \ I ' ' 
! l I I 

I 5. Replacement "27.3 28.7 i 30.2 32.6 I 35.9 I 38.6 
I 

• 

I I I I 
16. 32.5 I 37.4 44.9 I 49.5 

i 
64.4 Investment for capacity I ' 

I 
. 62.9 

I 
add::_ tions I I I Total investment ( 4+5+6) I 66.1 I 66.9 89.1 87.8 I 109.7 I 111.4 i ' I 

i 
j 

' i 
' I ' 

I 
j 7. Exports l 38.5 ' 48.3 35.8 I 48.3 42.2 I 40.6 

I 
I 
I 

' 
18. 

I 

I -65.2 I 
Imports (-) i -67.0 -,63.4 -73.7 -75.7 I -67.5 I 

I 
I 

I ' 
I 

I 

! I 
19. GNP (1+2+3+4+5+6+7-8) I 257.4 275.6 283.5 I 313.0 ' 329.2 I 348.4 I i I I i i I I ' I I I ' I I - grov.1th rate % - ' 7.1 I 2. 9 10.4 ' 5.2 5.8 

I 
I 

I 
I I 

Investment rate 25.7 24.3 I 31.4 28.1 I 33.3 I 32.0 
' I 

I . 

I I i I 
I I 

' (total investrr.ent/GNP) i ' I 
.I I 

j I i • 

' I 
I I I I 

I I 
L I 

I 
! i 

"" 0 



'fi0,3LE 2 - Production by Sector. Initial and Terminal Conditions. Run n9 2 

~ 1976 lTI 1977 I 1978 J 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 Ill 1983 I 1984 I 1985 J. 
1 Production (109 escudos) and annual qrowth rate (%) I I 
I " ,~·, ·~- 4 11 11 I I f -l I I i I . I . I! I I I I Y1' I .L •• _J...,.iill:y 6.3\\ , I 46.8 1.11 47.3 1.~ 47.8jl.l s2.611o.o1 s3.o o.8 s3.o o.o1i , 

I I I I I . I, . I . I 

1
2.ConsUI11J?.tiorll3.4 ~22.1 7 .. 7 131.6 7.7120.5 -8.4131.6, 9.~131.6 0.0132.2 0.5 

1 
goods 1 1 t I 3.Inte~Ci.a 50.9 I, 56.8 11.6 59.~ s.4 59.8 o.o· 59.8j o.J 59.8j o.o· 81.7 36.6j 
-c.es=s I i . . I '---t 143.6 . I I 35.3 1H 53.0150·) 55.1. 3.9 "·'I"· I 83.8 6.3 "· 7 1JI 

1s.CivilworksJI31.21 \

1

11 28.0 ~11).3 31.5112,4, 37.6119. 38.813.~ 46.0 18.81 49.4 7.2' 

i I \I i I . I lo.;;ervc~ ~21.1! li 21.2 5.o "'"' ,.,137.1 3.~146.7 7.0155.0 5T62.71 5.o 

L I l I I I ' 
I Initia-.J_· and- tP· __ rr.~jnal Y'2+-~S'S of CYC·'j•l:-h (S;). sJarJss nn CQ'Q.ii-al ir"l QI.QCC>-.s.s_()"lnQtra,nrs {.Lu- escnnosl srnn prcrnc ? 
' . ''I j ! ' I I I ' - ' " ' '" ' ' 

- " ·- i nn l:.aJ: 9 
l.Primairy 1. 1.1

11 
/1.1/- i1.1i- 1 I I I i/152.012.0 

. I 

8.11 -

2. Consumption~~- 7. 7 f I 7. 7 , . 
goods 

'[3I~ di' lj I · nt:erne a : 11 6 '11 6 
tegoods-1. • ' I. 

4.Equipment · 1- 1 o 3 I 11·0 3 - . -,~ I I . 
js.Civil wxksl/ j 8J! 

6.Services 5 5 I -

7. 71 

11.61. 

10.3 

I 8.11 
I 

I 5~ I 

6.6 

5.8 

0·,2 

-

148.014.51 

81.0!8.0 

77. o n.o. o 

j 
44.316.0 

I 
I 

I 172.016.0 

2.0 - 2.0 

4.5 - 4.5 

8.0 - 8.0 

10.0 - 10.0 

0.7 16.0 - 6.0 

6.0 - 6.0 

I . 

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.0, 

4.5 

8.0 

o.o 

6.0 

6. 

,. 
1-' 



T..!<.BLE 3 - Ir..vestment and Trade R.:u."1 n9 2 

-r~--- i- i l ) ~ ! 

I ~-::::::c-rs/1976 1977 /1 1978 j. 1979 j' 1980 1 1981 j' 1982 11983 1984 1985 
i sec-cor --...-... tnTtia. . . , 
I I c;-'-nr"'k CapaCity 
I ~- ' ~· 
~i w~--~-.. .,-.. -;_~; .... -v ' 53 4 : 6 r 
t ...:... • ..._.;,. ~,,~_,_..._- i • l • 0.5 

"',..., ~~ l' ---;-----;~;--;--( 10 9. e.scn,,,·:··"- I 1. 2 
j :, - i -. - ' I 1.3 

adit~ons and .sla~ks on caoital.constraints. ·----. ----:-----. -. -------, 
0.6 1: - ! 0.6 ! - i 5.5 : 

' I I ' ' ; ! : J ! j i ) 

1

1 
2. Ccnsc.lT\)tion 7 3 • 8 I 5 • 7 - i 6 • 1 j - I - J 7 • 2 I 

gCY'..,ds I I ' ! I 

/3.Irrt~:;-:-r:-f"cJia-l 60.4 I 7.0 - I 5.4 I - ! - f - 1 
J b2 c;ccc1s I l l l i ! i 
i I ! ! l ; 
)~.2c;c:i:::re:-ot I 27.7 2.9 8.2 i 3.2 I - 1 3.5 ! 2.1 i 12.9 
I - - I I I I I \ ! I i 
I 1 I i 
j5. Civil vocrks 8. 8 ' • 7 1. 6 I! 0 • 8 I 1. 4 I 0 • 7 f 0 • 3 I 
' I I I ' . ' l I . , , 

0.4 

i 
;26. 0 

I 
1 o. 6 

! 
I o. 9 

3.2 

6.8 

-2.1 

4.5 I 4.7 
' ' i I 
' 8 1 I i ·- ' 9.0 
i ; i I i l 5. 4 1 s.9 I 
' I ' I I I 

' I 
f 0.1 

! 
: 0.9 I 
I ' I ' '. ' I l . ~ 1 I ! ! i j6. SC?:C"vices 119 5. 5 / 9 • 8 - j1 0. 3 11. 8 Jl 0 • 8 I - j 2 0 • 5 

I 
36.7 

i t 7. 4 18.5 117.7 118.7 . ! 

8 

5 
I 
' ' 

7 I 
., f' 

~x~ing ! * I * - I 9. 5 - 1 10.5 _I - /11.5 / -----= ~ J.::lports and eXl)Orts (l09 escudos); A--::nc.x 
I ........__ -->~---

1, ---~· 1"~1~1 i 1 C·7'> I 1970 -=-i 1 ono 
r·----------->~----J -,-'----; "c(-g" . . ".~ ""--, {~-
IL.?dr.-cir.'/ 15.91! 2.5i B 117.3 2 •. 6 B 17.0 2.7 i B 

1
.13.5 I 2 

I · ' I 
! 2. Col"'::urrption - I' 2 0. 1

1 
- ! - , 2 8 • 9! - j - ! 15 .1 I' - 1

1 
- ! 2 2 

1 t-:0 --.--' .. , , 1 • ' I ',)-A•-.<-=- i i j j i 
l . I I I ' ' . 
. j ,,.,,.,"~"""·~di· "te I 5 4 5 7' B I 7 41 5 7 I 11 1 ~.-·-•·-.·--'"-. a . •· • I • . • B I • 
1 oc-Xs I I . ~ . 

I' "~··'·--,~n··· j' 24 1 3 5 B 9 71 3 si B 15 61 3 ~-~·-'-~.~L:....::-.-~c . .:...... '- • • J •. • I ~ • i ' , · ' 

I l I I ' ' I ) l I l I 

~:~::~:'" J,:,/ ,:,/ : /,:,1 ,:,' : L ,:,I,:, : /,:./,,_, 

13-. 0 

B-_min 

'5 

5 5.7 16.8 B 

,14. 5 16.0 I * I * 

1981 - - l0.0.? ..... -' '-' .... 

B 114. 1 
I 

2.9 B 16.8 3.0 B 

I 
- I 119. 2 

I - I 15.1 I -' - - ! 
' I i ' ' 

6.7, 5.71 B B 124.6 5.7 B 

i ~ c l ~ 4.91 3.51 B 
!I "' ~ ~ ' I 

i I . 

; - I - ! - I 
11. ~~~~~- 13.3! 

! 

: J-~~6 

I 
l 
I 

l 
I 
"" N 



rr·J\.BL:S 4 - Foreign exchange balance - (l09 escudOs - 1970 prices) Run n9 2 

r:::~~~-__1 ~977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 
I I i i I 
Jl. Export:s I 38.5 j 48.3 I 35.8 48,3 I· 

12. Emigrant remitt_ances . ! 
j3. Tourism revenue 
' i 

I. ,, 7• 

" . 
i 
'r I o. 
! 
I 

17. 
I 
!c .. 
I 
19. 
I 

- Imports 

Ne~ current_outflows I 
ana correctloEs· I 

Surplus on: current 
account· !: 

N~t capital inflows j 

Accu~ula~ion of Foreian I 
Exchange Reserves I 

Foreign exchange reser~ I . . I 
i ves and gold 

15.8 

7. 0 

-67.0 

-9.0 

-14.7 

* 3 

-11.7 

31.8 

17.3 

I 
8.2 

i i -6 3. 4 

I -10.3 

; 1 

* 3 

3.1 

34.9 

19.1 

9.6 

-73.7 

\ 

1-10.3 

-19.4 

* 3 

-16.5 

* 18.4 

Initial foreign exchange reserve and gold 42.5 

Increase iri foreign debt at the en~ of the per~od 25 
Maximun annual utilization of foreign loans 5 

I 

I 

I 
I 

20.4 

10.8 

-65.2 

-10.0 

4.3 

* 3 

7.3 

25.7 

42.2 

21.9 

12.0 

-75.7 

-10.0 

-9.6 

* 3 

-6.6 
* 19.1 

. 1982 

40.6 

23.5 

13.2. 

-67.5 

-10.0 

-.2 

-2 ... l 

l 
l 

-2.21 
* 16,9 1 

• l 

.., 
w 

~' 

' 
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TABLE 1 - Gross Internal Product (109 escudos - 1970 prices) Run nQ 3 

' 
year I I i 

I 1 1982 i ite."T~ 1977 1978 ' 1979 1980 I 1981 ' I I ' t I 

j 13 1. Household consumption I 170.1 I 17l..l 172.1 175.0 I 193.3 I I 
' I i I . . 

12. Government consumption 20.2 I 21.0 22.0 I 24.4 ' 27.1 
I I f 

I 30.2 
' 

3. Government value added 29.5 I 31.7 34.8 I 38.2 I 42.0 I 46.1 I 

I I I I 4. Change in stocks 6.7 3.7 12.1 I 6.2- 10.0 10.0 
I I ! I i I I I Sub - total ( 1+2+3+4) 226.5 I 227.5 l 241.0 I 243.8 I 272.5 281.8 

I I 
I ·I ·- growth rate % I - l 0. 4 

I 
5.9 I 1.2 i 11.8 3.4 

I i 
I i 

I I I ' 5. Replacement I 27.3 28.8 I 30.5 I 33.1 I 35.7 37.4 . 
I 

' I 
I I 

' I I 
6. Investment for capacity I 33.1 ! 40.2 47.5 49.8 I 50.9 i 46.9 

aC.ditions 

I 
I I rrotal investment (4+5+6) 67.1 72.7 I 90.1 I 89.1 96.7 I 94.3 
I I i ! 

7. Exports I 38.4 

• 

46.8 44.5 l 53.6 I 47.4 I 42.0 
I . I 

8. Imports (-) 67.7 66.8 75.3 66.1 ' I ' I 75.8 56.6 
I 

9. GNP (1+2+3+4+5+6+7-8) 257.6 276.5 I 288.2 I 314.2 I 330.7 I 351.5 I I 

- gr01,1th rate % I -. I 7.3 j 4.2 I 9.0 I . 5. 3 I 6.3 ' I I 
Investment rate ~· 2 6 • 0 

I 
26.3 I 31.3 I 28.4 I 29.2 I 26.8 ' 

(total investment/GNP) I I I 
I I 

I 
I I I 
I 

I I I .... .... 



~2I~BIJS 2 - Production by Sec·to:::-. Ini ticil and Terminal Condi tion·s. Run n9 3 

~ 1976 ill. 1977 I 1978 -f 1979 1 1980 1981 I 1982 !I ! 1983 -1 
j 1 ____ _ Production (l.0 9 escudos) and annual q::-owth ra·l-e (9.;) I 

--- ·- j I I i *I I I i I Ill 81.1 47.3'1.1 47.Jl.1j52.61o.o 54. 2.854.1 .oj 

.1, 7.7 131.6 7.7 130.31-1,0,133.3 2.4 133. o. 133.8 .3 

I I I I ' 
t> lL o ":J • tJ ". J\ 59 • Bi/· o. ol s 9 • 8 o. . s 9 • o. 8 7 • s · 6. 3 --. ~---'- I !I = gOCX!s 

4.Ec,'Uip-nent 43.6
1 

J . 33.7 22. 53.0157.2 58.51,10.3 84.0143.7 84. 0.8

1 

84.7 0.0 1 

I ! I I . I . 
j5.Civil works! 31.2! 

1 

Ill 28.2! -9. 33.2117.7 39.4j18.8• 37.0 -6.1. 39. 6.8/ 42.4 7.311 / I 

5, 133,014,6 '~'7 J ~''A~ 0 CA 1~0 j 0 J . 

1984 1985 

46. 31\-lfi ·-·~. I 

113.41\ ! 122 
I ' \ I I 

59.8\ s.3' 50 . 9\ \ 56.8111.61 

1.2 2 

,,(l vrcdnrt-jr tc;rr 
- I 2 - . 2 

5.Civil works 

6.servia=s 

I V 

- 4.5 -

- ' 8 -

- '10 -

44.31:6 - ' 6 -

165.0 6 - ' 6 -

• 4. SI 

' 8 

' 10 

' 6 

' 6 

-

-

-

-
-

• 5 

8 

0 

6 

6 

"'" Ui 

-----~-~-----~------' 
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TJ::.~:"S:: 3 .... rn~~,restment and Trade RlliJ. n9 3 

r~~ecc_-s! 1976 J 1977 I 1973 ! 197 9 I 1980 i 1981 1' 1982 
1
11933 I 1984 [ 1935 I 

<"'~_...J .. ..-~r ----- r ! I l I . 
;~=--~--~,·-·'---~-~--'~-"- I • , I 
, ..Lll..L 1-J..o...J.. 1 9 : 
J !st-or'~ I ·capc.:citv ad-ition_f.L.£:1Q_;£_1acYs on capital ,const·raints: (lO .. :=scvdo_s) .__ . . -~ 
I . I I I . I I I' ; I ! I I I I I I 
1 l. Primairy 53 • 4 . 0. 6 i - I 0 • 6 I - j 0 • 6 i - J 5 • 5 i - ! 1. 7 ! - !' - ! - I - j - I l. 2 i 
I' I ' I I ' ' ' I I ' I I ' 

I ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' I ! ! I ! l i , ! 1 : ! 

12. Ccr: sLCerption I 7 3 • 8 1 5 . 7 i - I 6 • 1 I - I 1. 2 j 2 • 0 1 • • • l - i - ! - I 0 . 3 ! - I 2 • 7 I 4 • 0 I 4 • 2 
' .~~ ''S I I ' I ' I I I I I I I ' 
I """''-' ; I I l ! ' I ' !' I I I : 
I ' ' I I . ' I : I ' I i 
i3.Inl:emt2.clic.- 60.4 J 7.0 i - 'I 5.4 1 - i - I - 1

1 
- I - I - ! - !32.8 l - - i 8.3 1

1 8.9 1
1 I I I ' I ' ' ' I • ' . 

te ooces 1 I ·
1
• 1 I ' i i i I 1 I I •1 ' I I I I ! I ' ; ' ! I 

I 
I ' ' ' I ' . ' -i 4 .Eq-cip:T'£nt 2 7. 7 . 2. 9 1 9. 1 i 3. 2 .

1 
- I 3. 5 i. - 116. 2 1 - !' 0. 4 i - - :

1 
- ! - i 5. 4 i 8. 9 -t" V 

I j ! i 1 ; i ., 
' ' I ' i ' I I ! I 
J S. Ci ·v-i l -,,-occks 8 • 8 jl 0 • 7 11 1. 6 11. 0 • 8 i 0 • 9 J 0 • 8 i - ! - i 0 • 7 I • • • i - ' 0 , 8 11 - 1 1. 3 I 0 . 8 I 0 • 8 

' ' ' I ! f " • I 

I ' 1
1 I ! ' I ' ' I I ' 

I 
! ! [ I ! t 

. ! I 1 ' : i ' ! 1 . 1 I I -
i6.Sernces 195.5 9.8 1 - 1

1
10.3, 0.9 i 10.8; - 119.1 1 - 1.25.3 ! - 115.8 ! - j20.8 16.9 !18 .. 0 

'I I i I i ' I I i I I I I 
17. Housi ne; ; * I * · - I 9. 5 - ! 10. 5 I - l11. 5 I - 113. 0 1 - :14 • 5 1 - 116 . 0 I * * · ~~ s. · . Imports and exports (lo9: escudos); A-max B-min 

I . -------· . 1977 . . I 1?78 . I .1S79 I ]Ci8Q . I .1981 
,-----_- I .r:- . ~t I I _i • I l I 
jl.Primairy · /15.9 2.5 I B I 17. 7! 2.61

1 

B 18.6 2. 7 B I 14.11 2.8 B I_ 14.11 2 .. 9 
! . 1 1 ! ~ I . 
! 2. ec"'"'-I:l::>tioa - 2 0 • 0 ,. - 1 - 2 7 . 4! - - 2 3 • 8 - , 1. 5 2 5 • 8 .

1 

- ! - 19 . 3 1 -

I gcr..xjs . I ! i I . I i I 
j3.I.Yltermecliate 5.3 5.7! B 8.3, 5.7! B 1 12.41 5.7 _B I 16.7 5.7j B j 24.7 5.7 B 

, ac-:ds l I I l ! ' 1 I ' 1 I i I - ~ . ~ ·f I ~ ~ ~ 

i4.::::qdpment 125.8 3.5! B 'j 11.6~ 3.5! B I 13.5!•' 3.5' B -~ 9.3 !_A ~ 2.4, 7.8j-

I ! I I i I I ! ,. 
- Ci• '1 . ' - - I - - . - - I -I - - -I - s - ·_, :) . n vJOr.<:s i ~ I r [ I , , , 

;<'; C:c-,-·~i ~~~ I 1. 7 I 6. 7 I - 1. 91 7. 61 - i' 2. ~ 8. 8 - I 2. 3!1 10.0 r - i i.:J1 
11.7 1"·~~----~C-~ I I . : I ' I 

1----- , I . I I , 

1 QC'? i 
---.,_.;....:::--~1 

I ! I 
17.01 3.0 I B I 

I i 
- 115.1 1 -

i i 
I I 

0.815.7 I B 

l -j4.91!_ 
' i 

-1-1-,-
L
, 2.9113.3 1-

. ! 
·--' 

. i 
B I 

... 
"' 
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TABLE 4 ~ Foreign exchange balance - (109 escudos·- 1970 prices) 

ite..-rs year 1977 1978 I 1979. 

1. Exports 38.4 46.8 I 44.5 

i 
2. Emigrant remittances 15.8 I 17.3 19.1 

I 
I 

I 3. Tourism revenue 7.0 8.2 9.6 
I I i -67.7 1 -66.8 -75.3 4. - Imports I I I 

I 
' 5. -Net current.outflows 1 -9.0 -10.3 I -10.3 I 

and correct1ons I 
I 

6. Surpl~s on current -15.5 I -1.2 ' -12.4 I 
account I 

7. Net capital inflows * * 3.0 3.0 3.0 

~ 
0. Accuwulation of Foreign -12.5 -1.8 I -9.4 

Exchange Reserves 

g; Foreign exchange reser- 30.0 28.3 18.8 
ves and gold . 

Initial foreign exchange reserve and gold 42.5 

Increase in foreign debt at the end of the period 0 
Maximum annual utilization of foreiqn loans 5 

.'·' 

,, 

* 

* 

1980 

I 53.6 

20.4 

I 10.8 
I 

I 
-66.1 

-10.0 

+8.7 

* 
3.0 

+11. 7 

30.5 
. I 

Run n9 3 

1981 

47.4 

21.9 

12.0 

I -75.8 

±10.0 

-4.5 

-7.1 
• 

-11.6 

* 18.9 

1982 

42.0 

23.5 

13.2 

-56.6 

I 
-10.0 

-2.8 

I -16.9 I 
' ' I 

-4.8 I 
I 
' 

14.1* 1 

I 

""' ._, 
I 



T~BLE 1 - Gross Internal Product (109 escudos - -1970 prices) Run n9 4 

i 

~ 
vear i 1977 I 

1978 i 1979 I. 1980 1981 iterns ~I I I 

I 
I 

i 
I 

1. Household consumption I 170.1 172.7 176.8 182.8 ' 188.9 i ! I I 200.8 I 
' i ; ' . ! ' i I I? I i ! I 

Governr.-,ent consumption 20.2 21.0 22.0 I 24.4 i 27.1 I 30.2 ' \ ._ a I I I I ' 
I 

. I 
I 3. Government value added 

I 
29.5 ' 31.7 I 34.8 I 38.2 

I 
42.0 I 46.1 I 

I I I I ' I I I I I 4. Change in stocks I 6.7 I -2.1 ; 17.2 5.9 ! 12.6 10.1 I ' ' ' ' I ; I 

I l 
I 

i I 
Sub - total ( 1+2+3+4) I ' ' I 28 7.2 226.5 223.3 ' 250.8 251.3 I 270.6 I I ' 

I ' I I 
I ! ,. 

- grovJth rate % ' -1.4 I 12.3 ' 0.2 7.7 6.1 I - ,. 
i I 

!. I 

! ' I 

i 5. I 
I 

I I 

I Replacement 27.3 I 28.7 30.4 33.1 36.3 38.6 ' i I 
! ' ~' . i ' I 

Investrnent for capacity ' ' 
I 

I I 6. 33.1 ' 40.2 i 47.5 49.8 50.9 16.0 ' 
I 

additions 

I I Total investment ( 4+5+6) 67.1 66.8 95.1 I 88.8 99.8 I 95.6 I I • 
l 7. Exports I I I I i 

I 38.3 
i 

47.7 I .35.8 

I 
43.2 I 40.8 40.6 

I (-) I I 
I I I 8 • Imports -67.2 -61.8 I -85.4 -66.4 -80.0 I -68.2 

I 9. GNP (1+2+3+4+5+6+7-8) 258.0 I 278 .l. I 279.1 : 311.0 ' 318.6 I 345.1 ' : ' ' I 

I I 
- grorHth rate % - I 7.8 I 0.4 I 11.4 I 2.4 I 8.3 

I ! I ' i . 
Investment rate I 26.0 

I 
24.0 34.1 28.6 I 31.3 I 27.7 

I I (total investrnent/GNP) I 

I I I i 
' I I I 

I 
I 

I ·I 

"'" 00 

I 
- _t ___ ---



T.t,.BLE 2 - Production by Se.ctor. Initial and Term:Lnal Condi tioris. Run n9 4 

~~ar I 1976 Ill 1977 I 1978 ,. 1979 t 1980 1981 1982 11 1983 j 1984 1985 I 

1 Production (10' escudos) and annual growth rate (%) I 

1

1 

l.Primairy j 46.3 . j 46.8 1.1! 47.311.1 47.8 1.11 52./lo.o 53.do.8 53.0 .o V 
1

2.consurrpti ,113.41\ ~~122.1!7.7 131.617.7 121.4-7.7jl3L6
1

8.3 13l.clo.o 136.7 3.9, V 
!goods \1 j · 3.Interrredi~ 50.9'·· j. 56.811.6 59.8 5.3 59.8 .0 59. .o 59.10.0 83.4 9.5 V 

te goods I 
1 

I 
' I . ' V . 

1
4.&,"lli:::,.'T•ent 43.61 i lj 34.11-21.~ · 53.0155.7 44.Jtl6,8 77.0

1
74.5 · 82.:7.2, 84.7 2.61 

5.Civilworks 31.2. I 28.5-8.7 32.213.0 39.422.5 39.6 .6 45.:14.2 46.3 2.3 V 
16.Servioes 

1

121.1 !1127.2 5.0 133.2 4.7 137.~ 2.9 149.08.7 157.15.9 169.5 7.4 'I./ 
I ~I I I 11/· 

I Initial' and t.PrrTlinal rat-.Ps ()r .,.,-g.Jtb (%) , sl;;ckc rm r-;,ni t-;,1 in ,~ ·~+-~ i10~ "'S,..,'""'"' ,,, "rmnr-t-i ..,, t-_,,..,,t-c 

l ,, . ·''I 1 i I I Vl' 11 I ! l.Primairy I · jL 1! 1 . ! 1.1 - jl.lj - 52. 0 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 

I il I I I !2.con~~tion 7.7j' j7.7 - '7.7 6.6 I/ 148.0 4.5 - 4.5 - 4.5 - .5 
goocoo I 1 . I . 

3.Interrredia 1.6 
1 

j. 18.0 - 8.0 5.8, ·· 81.0 ''8 - 8 - 8 - 8 

tegocds ' /'. V I 

,4.Fquipment 0.3 I ~0.3 - r0.3 - I I 77.0 10 - 10 I - 10 - 0 

5.Civil works 8.1 8,1 - 8.1 - V 44.3 6 - 6 - 6 - 6 
I• 

I ~ . 

6.Servioes I . 5.0

1 

1/ 5.0 - 5,0 - I/ I 172.0_. 6 - 6 - ·.6 1 -. 6 

.... 
10 



TABLS 3 - Investment and Trade R(i.Jl n9 4 

r,~~~:~~j 1976 r---1~77 -~-_-1978 --~------;_-;-; 
1 

198o ! 1981 I 19s2 !1983 1984 1 oss 
.-~ 

1--'"'-"'-'~c= - -:I:!: I Li c.i I • 

I · sh·_,_...,,< ! Cupa1city aditions and ,slacks or;. ca.oital. const· .... ain.tc,.:c"-"·--"-'(l;,_:0"--9 ~,o"i'-··"-""'-c'1L1•"-'4o'-0.s.L) _ __, __ __, ____ ,__ __ 
/, ~,-~ ---~- f - l i ~ .i . - l ·; .. --- ! I 
·~·-"-'·'""~~~/ 53.4 I 0.6. ' 0.61 I 0.6 'I 5. ! - ! l i i 
i ' I l ' I 
i 2. c:r:.•:;.e7ntion 7 3 • 8 J 5 • 7 - I 6 • 11 - I - 6 . 
! sc<x·is .. 1 l -

1 
~ 

3. I:1':c~c-:n"'.di.a- 6 0 • 4 7 • 0 i - j 5 • 4j 
u::: sccc-s ~ / . i 

j4.E:~·.Jip:!C!1S 27.7 I 2.91 8,9 I 3.2, 

I l I i I 

!s.Civi.lv;orks 8.8 'i o.7i 1.5 1~ o.8!
1 

1.2! o.8 
I I I i 
\6. Sen·ices 119 5 • 5 . 9 • 8 ! - I 10 • 3 ,,. 0 . 6 i 10 • 8 

1-., .. __ .. ~ 1 *I* -. 95-1105 i I • n:...:'L:.:::..L.;..Lg i ! I • : • 

-~----------- " ImpcrJl:S -and e}:ports (109_· escudos); 

3.5 

j:._.-rnax 

3.5 

1.6 ' 

19.2 

13.0 

B-m r: 

3.3 

2 8. 0 i 
' i 
I 

l. 4 ! 
I 

, o. 3 1 
I I 
123.91 

1 14 •. 5 1 

--

' I 

I - i l. 2 i 1.3 

In. 7 4.5 
' I 4. 7 
I I I I i 4. 8 : 8. 3 i 9. 0 

I i 
I 
I 
' 

I - r 5. 4 ! 5. 9 
i ' I 

I o. 2 
I i i b. 8 ' 0. 8 

125.7 
! 

118.7 ' :17.7 
! 

!16. 0 
I 

* i 
* ! L 

----- ) ~---i ------! . 1977 - '- ! l.C078 \ 

~~~;~~~=i~ . 16.0-~-:! 17.4 f. 2./-:11~ 
1 q 7 q 1 CJ " ·" I .19 81 1 a_, 8 .. '-"2'---+-

. - - ' T" u, I I 1 I 
7. 5 r 2. 7 , B 13.7 2. 8 , B , 14 .0

1 
2. 9 B , 18.8 i 3. 0 , B 

I . I -: .. -1 I I B I 

k Co;·~c:rrpticn - I 2 0 • 0 I - I - ! 2 8. 31 - l 
.\ go.:-::s . I I ' I I l 
13. ~D~rmedi.ate 5. 41 5, 71 B I 7. 2 5 • 7 B 110. 4 5 • 7 B j 17 . 0 5 • 7 B . ____ 

1 

- _ . ! - I - . . i 
. c:;c'""-'-s & • ~ ~ i 

• 11 ! • 

2.4, 3.5 

l ! I i , i I I 
I I l ~ I j 

- j15 .1 I - I - 121.2 ! - ~ - 17. 0 I - I - 15.1 -

C)S_71B I 0,_7 0,_7 B 

I 25.3 B 4. f.:';::n.:i ome.."'1"S - - .... - 8. 7j 
I 

3. 5 \ B 3.5 B 

!5. Civil \·;orks 

' 

, . 

I 

I 
\ 

' . I I I - jl I I i I I I I I l I I 6.7,,.., I 1.91 7.61- I 2.1, 8.8 i - 2.3 10.0' - j_~..:_111.7 - I 2.91 13.~_j 6.Services 1.7 1. 

lJ1 
0 



TABLE 4 - Foreign exchange balance - (109 escudos - 1970 prices) Run n9 4 

r·-------- --·1 ---- ---, ' 
. . · ------- vear 1 _ 

I"""" _____,__ I 1977 I 1978 I "" ! I 1980 1981 1982 

11. Exporto " -~ 38.3 I 47.7 , 35.8 I 43.2 I 40.8 : 40.6 

J2. Emlgrant remlLtances 15.8 ! 17.3 19.1 
1

. 20.4 I 21.9 I 23 . .5 

I . l I I 
1
3. Tourism revenue I 7.0 l 8.2 i 9.6 1 

14; - Imports I· ·67.2 I 61.8 i 85.4 

/s. - ~iet current outflo-v1s I -9.0 
and corrections ,. 

6. Surplus on current . -15.1 
account 

7. Net capital inflows 

8. l'.ccumulaticn of Foreign 
Exchange Reserves 

9. Foreign exchange reser~ 
ves and gold 

* 8. 
I 

-7.1 

35.4 

-10.3 -10.3 

1.1 -31.2 

* * 8. 8. 

+9.1 ..:23.2 

44.5 21.3 

Initial foreign exchange reserve and gold' 45 

Increase in foreign debt at the end of the period 50 
Maximum annual utilization of foreign loans 10 

* 

10.8 12.0 13.2 

66.4 80.0 68.2 

-10.0 -10.0 -10.0 

-2.0 -15.3 .::..9 

* * 8. 8. -2. 

+6.0 -7.3 -2.9 

* 27.3 20. 17.1 * 

U1 
f-' 

t •"j 



TABLE 1 - Gross Internal Product (109 escudos - 1970 prices) 

year j 
i 

i te."'-5 1977 197.8 1979 1980 

I 
1. HOusehold consumption 168.5 i 169.5 171.3 175.8 

I 2. Government consumption 20.2 21.0 22.0 24.4 
I 

3. Government value added 29.5 I 31.7 34.8 38.2 

I 4. Change in stocks 2.2 7.7 10.1 7.9 

I 
Sub - total ( 1+2+3+4) 220.4 229.9 238 .• 2 246.3 

I 4. 3. 1 I.··- growth rate% - 3.6 3.4 
' I 
I 5. Replacement '27. 7 29.1 30.5 I 32.8 

' 
6. Investment for capacity 36.0 36.4 40.6 52.9 

additions. 

I Total investment (4+5+6) 63.7 73.2 81.2 93.6 

7. Exports 34.6 41.3 49.3 46.7 

8. Imports (-) -61.4 -69.9 -74.2 -69.0 

9 .. GNP (1+2+3+4+5+6+7-~) 257.3 266.8 284.4 309.7 

' - growth rate % - 3.7 I 6.6 6.2 

Investment rate 24.8 27.4 28.6 30.2 

(total investment/GNP) I 

I I 

i 

Run nQ 5 

I 

1981 

180.2 

I 27.1 
I 

42.0 I 
7.5 

256.8 

I 
. 

4.3 
I 
I 

I 36.0 
I 

63.5 

107.0 

52.1 

-79.6 

328.8 
' 

. 6. 2 

32.5 

.... 

1982 

185.7 

30.2 

46.1 

9.8 

271.8 

5 • .8 

38.6 

62.6 

111.0 

40.6 . 

-68.2 

. 345 •. 4 

5.0 

32.1 

' I 
. 

~ 

·I 

Ul 
IV 

i 

J 



'!'A3I..E 2 - Production by Sector. Initial and •rerminal. conditions. 

~~ 1976 Ill 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 k 1982 I · Production (10 9 escudos) and annual growt rate (%) 

ll.Primairy ' 46.31 , I.,, 46.8 1.1! 47.3Jl.l 47.8'1· .1 52.6110.01 · 54.112.81 54.1• -

I I I I I 
'12.Com~llrlptiOl'll3.4 

1
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TABLE 4 - Foreign exchange bal.ance - (109 escudos - 1970 prices) 

,..-.-..._---------~ 

I ite.rns 
year 

1977 1978 1979 -
1. Exports 34.6 41.3 49.3 

2. Emigrant ·remittances 15.8 17.3 19.1 
, .. 
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' ' 
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SUMMARY 

l. Sectors and sub-sectors of economic activity in a partially 

advanced country. 

2. The logic of price variations in agriculture, industry and 

services. 

3. The elasticity of supply of agricultural products and the 

expansion of demand; 

4. Cost and price variations in industry, the variations of 

profit margins and the determinants of industrial investment. 

5. The "optimal" rate of increase of money wages. 

6. Different· causes of inflation. The so-called "stagflation". 

7. The.question of the "incomes policy"~ 

8. The role of the trade unions. 

9. A few observations on the employment. policy. 
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1 SECTORS AND SUB-SECTORS OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN A PARTIALLY 

ADVANCED COUNTRY 

In order to understand the behaviour of prices, wages and 

productivity; it is well to consider separately the three 

fundamental sectors of the economy : agriculture, industry 

and services. In addition, in a country that is half-way 

between economic back-wardness and a high level of industrial-

ization, it is advisable to distinguish also two sub-sectors 

' 
and the modern one, the former being constituted by very small 

' . 
firms that often are organized on a family basis and generally 

employ a limited number of wage earners. These sub-sectors 

exist in all market economif ,s, but such a distinction is 

particularly sharp and important in partially advanc~d economies, 

like Italy and Portugal. Most of the contemporary discussions 

on incomes policy and employment policy are concerned mainly 

with the modern sub-sector of industry. This is understandable 

in highly industrialized countries, where agriculture.represents 

less than 5% of the labour force and where the traditional 

sub-sector of industry is not large. On the other hand even 

in a country not highly industrialized a special emphasis on 

the modern industrial sub-sector is fully justified,.since 

the development of the whole economy depends principally on 

investments and innovations carried out in this sub-sector . 

. ;. 
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Productivity tends to increasemost rapidly in industry; 

less rapidly in agriculture (though this is not true in all 

·countries and in all periods); still less rapidly in tertiary 

activities, in some of which the very concept.of productivity 

is uncertain. Since money wages tend to increase, at least in 

the modern sub-sectors, at approximately similar rates, in the 

long run relative prices tend to vary in directions opposite to 

the relative speed of productivity. 

Productivity is higher and tends to increase more rapidly 

in the modern sub-sectors of the three sectors. Such a dual 

behaviour, as we shall see, create problems that are particularly 

serious in industry. 

2 THE LOGIC OF PRICE VARIATIONS IN.AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY AND 

SERVICES 

The very logic of price formation and price variations in 

the three sectors is different. 

In agriculture competition prevails and, in the short run, 

price depends on supply and demand. In the long run, price 

depends on cost of production, since, if price happens to be 

persistently higher than cost, new firms enter the market, 

supply increases and price falls or, vice-versa, if price happens 

./. 
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to be less than cost a number of firms go bankrupt and disappear 

from the market (free entry emplies. also free exit). In both 

cases, the outcome is that, in the long run, price tends to vary 

with cost. 

In industry, on the contrary, as a rule we find either 

imperfect competition - owing to product differentiation -,or 

oligopoly - owing to high concentration of production units -, 

or both. 

Under such circumstances, price depends on cost both in 

the long and in the short run. The difference between this 

situation and a situation of competition is very large. indeed, 

because the increasing power of the firms in the product markets 

is matched by the increasing power of the trade unions in the 

labour mar.ket. As a consequence, money wages, which in the past 

were going up and down, in our time are always on the increase, 

though at different speeds. Often, wages increase at a rate 

higher than the rate of increase in productivity, that is, the 

cost of labour increases more frequently than in the past. Given 

the ability of the firms of shifting on prices the cost increases 

even in the short run, prices are promptly raised. Considering 

the behaviour of wages lthe market power of the unions implies , 
that of the firms), in our time costs and prices! as a rule, 

tend to increase, whereas in the past they were often declining. 

All this applies to the wholesale prices of industrial 

commodities. Wholesale prices of agricultural commodities 

fluctuate much more, but in the long run also tend to rise as 
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.!i consequence of the beha.viour of both the. prices of the means 

of production (mostly of industrial origin) and of wages. Retail 

prices of all sort of commodities increase even when wholesale 

• pr±ces remain constant, because wages increase at similar rates 

all over the economy, but the efficiency of labour in retail 

trade increases less than the general average. · This applies also 

to prices in other tertiary activities, where market imperfect-

ions prevail and ·where international competition does not work. 

Construction, though belonging to the industrial sector, 

in a partially advanced country is constituted mainly by 

traditional units, with relatively low and slowly increasing 

productivity. As a consequenr:e, an increase in wages in such 

an activity - that is also sheltered with respect to international 

competition - gives rise to approximately similar increases in 

the construction costs. As a further consequence of this and 

of. the increasing prices of building sites in the towns, the 

prices of houses tend continuously to go up. 

In conclusion, under modern conditions inflation is a 

tendency arising from .the very structure of the product and 

service markets, as well as of the labour market. Under modern 

conditions, the target of price, policy cannot be full stability 

of-consumers' prices (coinmodities, services and rents). In the 

ideal conditions, the most ambitious target is to have stable 

prices of commodities at the wholesale level and moderately 

increasing consumers' prices - say, 2-3%. A more realistic 

target is to keep the increase in wholesale prices at the rat~ 
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prevailing, on the average, in the international markets and to 

have an additional increase of consumers' prices of only 2-3 %. 

3 THE ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND THE 

EXPANSION OF DEMAND 

In agriculture, in the short run (say: year by year), the 

increase of wages and salaries do not necessarily raise prices. 

If.we admit that the demand for agricultural products depends 

on total effective demand for consumption goods and that such 

demand depends principally on the variations of the wages and 

the salary bills, an increase of wages and salaries (total 

employment remaining constant or tending to increase) can raise 

prices if agricultural output does increase or does not increase 

in the same proportion. Year by year, the failure of the said 

output to raise, or to raise sufficiently, can depend on climatic 

conditions; in a longer run, that either on.institutional or 

organizational factors, especially in the traditional sub-sector 

or on bottlenecks due to monopsonistic situations in the 

commercial system. When demand increases, the existence of such 

situations can imploy increasing prices at the wholesale level 

and constant prices for the pr9ducers, that, in this way, do not 

receive the stimulus to expand production. 

A sustained increase in the wage and salary bill can raise 
I 

the demand for agricultural commodities both produced internally 

and imported from abroad; and this all the more so, the more rigid 

is the internal supply. This can contribute to create balance 
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Qf payment problems. (This type of problems cari ar;ise also when 

the imports of industrial consumers' goods increase quickly as a 

. result of a rapid increase of the wage and salary bill). A final 

remark with respect to agriculture. Hand in hand with the process 

of industrialization, a sustained flow of persons leave the 

countryside and go. to the towns. For various reasons, at least 

in a certain stage of .development such an outflow tends to exceeds 

the possibilities of employment in non-agricultural activities 

in the towns; as a consequence, either an emigration abroad or 

an increase in precarious employment and in hidden unemployment 

take place, or both. 

4 COST AND PRICE VARIATICNS IN INDUSTRY, THE VARIATIONS OF 

PROFIT MARGINS AND THE DETERMINANTS OF INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT 

In industry both the variations in the cost of labour per 

unit output (given by the ratio between wages and productivity) 

and the variations in the cost of raw materials, are shifted on 

to prices even in the short run - say in the course of a year. 

After making a series of empirical tests for several 

industrialized countries (United States, France, Western Germany, 

United Kingdom, Italy), it appears that the shift of cost changes 

onto prices is incomplete : on the average, it is of the order 

of 80%. This means that, when directr costs increase, the gross 

profit margin per unit of output shrinks, whereas such margin 

'I 

rises when direct costs decrease. More precisely, the shift onto 

prices is of the order of 90%. When costs increase and considerably 
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les9 - between 40 and 75%, depending on countries - when costs 

decrease. The fact is that, when costs increase, prices, on the 

average, are not raised on the same proportion owing, first, to 

the international competition and, second, to the internal 

competitive pressure, which is limited and imperfect, but not 

negligible. Such a pressure can induce or compel the price leaders 

to raise prices less ~han in proportion not to lose or even to 

expand their individual market shares. When costs decrease prices, 

on the average, are not reduced in the same proportion because 

the international competition does not work (as a rule international 

price's are either stationary or even rising) and because the 

internal competitive pressure of the type I have mentioned does 

not com~el all the firms to nduce prices these are reduced 

only if the price leaders consider profitable to do so. 

Finally, I have tried to estimate, for Italy and the United 

States, the partial elasticity of the two elements of direct cost, 

the cost of labour and the cost of raw materials per unit of 

output. It appears that the shift of the increase in the cost 

of labour is near unity, whereas the shift of the increase in. 

the cost of the imported raw materials is much less. This is 

probably due to the fact that wages - differently from imported 
, 

raw materials - are, at the same time, an element of cost and 

the most important source of internal effective demand. As a 

consequence, when wages increase, effective demand increases too 

(at least effective demand for consumption goods) and this -

apart from the pressure of international competition - allow a 
' 
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potentially complete shift onto prices of the increase in the 

cost of labour. 

The margin over direct costs covers the overhead cost per 

unit and gives a net profit. The height of such a margin, in 

each industry and even in each firm, depends on the obstacles 

to entry - obstacles determined by technology, or by product 

differentiation,. or both. ·There are three categories of overhead 

costs : 

l - salaries of white collars, technicians and 

engineers and compensations to managers ; 

2 - capital consumption allowances and 

. 3 - expenses for research and development, including 

,commercial development. 

In app~ars that in the industrial,ized countries in recent· 

decades overhead costs have been increasing not only in their 

absolute but also in their relative amount., that is, there is 

a clear trend of overhead costs per unit of output to rise. This 

means that the reduction of the net profit margin per unit is 

even· greater than the reduction of the gross margin over direct 

costs when these costs increase, whereas the increase of the net 

margin is proportionately less'than the increase in the gross 

margin when direct costs decrease. This also means that even 

when the increases in direct costs are fully'shifted onto prices 

(and this tends to happen when only the cost of labour increases) 

the net profit margin decreases. 
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Industrial investment depends fundamentally on four factors: 

total profits (needed for self-financing) , the expected rate of 

profit, the volume of loanable funds - depending primarily on 

total liquidity of- the banking system -, the degree of utilized 

capacity - depending on effective demand and on _the stock of 

capital. In nationalized industries, investment decisions depend 

also on political factors and on State subsidies. (Private firms 

also obtain subsidies, though, as a rule, to_ a lesser extent). 

Profit, then, is a fundamental factor in investment decisions 

in two respects. The increase in demand, that affects the degree 

of utilized capacity can stimulate investment only if the profit 

margin is not falling. As fer the external loans, neither banks 

nor firms are inclined to push indebtedness beyond certain limits: 

self-financing is a necessary basis fo:r;,_ investment. (It is also 

true, however, that high profits due to prices considerably higher 

thim costs become. a brake, not an incentive, to investment, since 

they imply an obstacle to the expansion of demand) . 

If we consider that the shift of increases in direct costs 

onto prices is, on the average, incomplete and that overhead costs 

per unit of output tends gradually to increase anyhow, it follows 

that an increase of wages greater than the increase in product

ivity tends to depress profits and investment in industry and, 

consequently, to reduce the expansion of employment or even its 

level. 
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-5 THE "OPTIMAL" RATE OF INCREASE OF MONEY WAGES 

If wages are an element of cost, they also constitute an 

important part of effective demand, particularly for consumption 

goods. As a matter of fact, the degree of utilized_capacity 

depends on all the elements of effective demand - demand for 

consumption goods, demand for investment goods and foreign demand. 

And since the degree of utilized capacity is·one. of the determin-

ants of investment, an increase of wages- strictly.speaking, 

of the wage and salary bill - can contribute to expansion of 

investment. Thus, if from one point of view an increase• of wages 

can depress investment, via a profit squeeze, from another point 

of view it can .stimulate investment". Which outcome will prevail 

will depend on the relative intensity of the two contrasting forces. 

There is, then, a problem of the "optimal" rate of increase 

of money wages : such a rate can be either "too low", i.e. 

considerably less than the rate of increase of productivfty, or 
. . . 

. . 
"too high", i.e. considerably higher than the increas.e_ of product-

ivity. If the rate of increase of wages is "too low", a deficiency 

of effective demand could arise and, more precisely, a deficiency 

of demand for consumers 1 goods.' If the rate of. increase of wages 

.is "too high", effective demand for consumers 1 goods expands 

rapidly, provided total employment increases or at least remains 

stationary. But investment can be discouraged, because the cost 

of labour rises and, cetaris paribus, the net profit margins 
\ 

decrease. Since the degree of utilized capacity is, as a rule, 
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below the m~ximum, we will observe a r~te of increase of consumers' 

goods more rapid than the rate of increase of producers' goods, 

when demand for consumers' goods is expanding at a high rate and 

the net profit margins are falling; after a point, the rate of 

change in the output of producers' goods becomes negative. 

The "optimal" rate of increase of money wages, however, 

does not necessarily coincide with the rate of increase of 

productivity. As a matter of fact, the increase of wages can 

well be less than the increase of productivity without negatively 

affecting the expansion of national income and of investment, 

if foreign demand is increasing at such a rate as to allow an 

increase of income at least ec1ual to the increase of productivity. 

On the other hand, wages can increase more than productivity 

without reducing the profit margins if raw material prices tend 

to fall. In the long run, however, the "optimal" rate of increase 
. ~ ' 

of wages is very near the rate .of i_ncrease of productivity. • · 

Up to now I have implicitly considered as a datum, given 

exogenously, the increase of productivity, which, on the contrary, 

depends on economic factors, such as the rate of expansion of 

output, the rate of growth of investment an9 (invertedly) the 

degree of utilized capacity. At the same time, when the rate 

of increase of wages exceeds the rate of increase of productivity, 

an incentive arises to modify the composition of investments : 

labour-saving investments increase relatively to the output -

expanding investments and the rate of increase of productivity 

can be speeded up. On .the whole, however, when wages persistently 
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increase at a rate considerably higher than productivity, profits 

and, with profits, investment and employment in industry - cetaris 

paribus - tend to decline. Consequently, the increase of product-

ivity that, though with a delay, is originated by investments, 

is reduced. 

6 DIFFERENT CAUSES OF INFLATION, THE SO-CALLED "STAGFLATION" 

We are now i·n a position to comment briefly, but system-

atically, on the different causes of inflation and on that peculiar 

phenomenon, practically unknown before the second world war, called 

"stagflation". 

In agriculture, the increase of prices can depend on a demand 

increasing more than ·supply; in an open market, it can also depend 

on an increase in international prices. In its turn, the relative 

scarcity of supply can depend either on factors related to the 

·conditions of production, or on factors related to the conditions 

of trade .(especially, wholesale trade) , or on both. 

In industry, we may consider an equation of the type (see 

Appendix) 

Pi = al + bl w~ + elM+ dl Pii 
~ 

where Pi is the index of industrial wholesale prices, Wi the 

hourly wage rate and the output per man-hour, M the index of 

raw material prices and p .. the index of industrial prices in 
. ~~ 

the international markets (in an open economy, the variations 

such prices act as a ceiling to the internal variations) . 
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In general, in industry - and, more particularly, in its 

modern sub-sector - the demand factor is not directly relevant· 

in determining price variations. An increase in the d<:mand for 

labour, depending on an increase in the demand for commodities 

or services, can reduce the rate of unemployment and push up 

wages; if WJ.ges increase more than productivity, prices tend to 

go up. Wages tend to increase also as a consequence of an 

increase in the cost of living, an increase that does not 

necessarily depend on a demand pressure. 

For instance, if the prices of agricultural commodities 

go up as a consequence of a bad crop, or as a result of an 

increase in international pri=es, wages tend to increase, 

independently of a pressure of demand. Wages c;an also go up as 

a consequence of trade union pressure or of a political action, 

again, independently of a pressure of demand. {An index of the 

trade union pressure.can be derived from the number of days lost 

for strikes). 

On the other hand, the pressure of demand can affect 

indirectly the industrial prices not only via the increase of 

wages due to a rising demand for labour,. but also via the increase 

in the agricultural products that are used as raw materials in 

the food industry. Such industry has got a strategic position 

in the economy, since its products represent an important share 

of the basket of goods bought by the workers an increase in 

the prices of such products necessarily brings about, with a lag 

of variab.le--dur·ation, a general increase of wages; and this 
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~ncrease affects the costs of all goods. 

When the prices of imported raw materials (including oil) 

or when the prices of imported finished industrial goods increase, 

the inflation, in both cases, is imported. A special case of 

imported inflation is that originating from a devaluation of the 

internal currency in terms of foreign exchange. 

In all cases in which the increase of prices is directly 

or indirectly due to a·pressure of demand, an expansion in the 

quantity of money is a necessary.condition, or pre-condition, 

for allowing such an increase. But it is clearly·misleading to 

concentrate the attention to the variations in the quantity of 

money rather than on the different channels and mechanisms 

determining the increase of prices in the different sectors and 

sub-sectors of the economy. 

From the above analysis it appears that it is perfectly 

possible, under modern conditions, to have, at the same time, 

an increase of prices and a fall in investment. This can occur 

when prices go up owing to an upward pressure of costs not due 

to an expansion of demand (for example : wages increasing more 

rapidly than productivity as a result of .trade union pressure; 

or raw material prices increasing in the international markets) . 

As we nave seen, when costs increase prices tend to increase 

somewhat less than in proportion; profit margins shrink and 

investments are discouraged : a situation of stagflation, or of 

recession with inflation, can be the outcome. Such an outcome 

can also occur as a consequence of a credit squeeze brought about 
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9Y the central bank to reduce a deficit in the balance of payments 

(see equations 11 and 13 in the Appendix). 

7 THE QUESTION OF THE "INCOMES POLICY" 

Under modern con.ditions, then, a certain amount of inflation 

is unavoidable: but, for reasons partly explained above, when 

the inflationary process becomes too rapid, it tends to create 

obstacles to the process of development of output and employment, 

either because. it. determines a profit. squeeze, or because it tends 

to deteriorate·the competitiveness of the economy under consider

ation in the international maJ·kets and .to create balance-of-pay -

ments problems, or £or.both reasons. (A devaluation might seem 

to solve both types of problems; but though isolated devaluations 

can help to overcome for a period the above ment.ioned hardships, 

a policy of systematic devaluations create serious economic and 

social tensions andt in the long run, can derange the whole company). 

Two of the most important sources of the problems I have 

just mentioned are : 1) an increase of money wages systematically 

more rapid than productivity and 2) an increase in the prices 
, 

of imported raw materials (including the sources of energy) • The 

first category of problems belong to the problems usually discussed 

under the heading of the so-called incomes policy. 

After considering the experiences of several countries, 

particularly those of the United Kingdom and of the Netherlands, 
) 

it is clear by-now that, in a democratic country, with powerful 
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trade.uni.ons, a statutory incomes policy- i.e. an incomes policy· 

.enforced by an administrative machinery instituted by law - cannot 

work. The countries just mentioned abandoned that type of policy 

to adopt one kind or another of "social contract", or a wage policy 

• based on agreements. - not necessarily formal - between the trade 

unions and the Government, the former accepting to moderate their 

wage claims, the latter, taking, or promising, certain measures 

of economic policy : tax reductions, stability of certain prices 

(including rents), social benefits (low-priced houses, improve-

ments in the health services, measures to promote the expansion 

of employment; also, in certain countries : the introduction of 

important social reforms). Tt.e abandonment of a statutory incomes 

policy even in those countries where such a policy had been tried 

depends·not simply on the hostility of the trade unions. It depends 

first of all, on the extreme difficulty of working out a set of 

rules capable of taking into account the possible significant 

changes in the labour market and the consequences of changes in 

productivity, which differ very much in the different product 

markets. 

To be sure, in periods of emergency the decision to freeze 

' wages and salaries, or strictly.to control their•increases, can 

certainly be justified, as well as the decisions to freeze the 

prices of cer~ain categories of goods and.to impose strict limits 

to the power of firms to dismiss workers. But it is not advisable 

to rely on such measures for more than relatively short periods. 
\ 

The only exception can be the fixation and the periodic revisio~s 
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9f the minimum·level of wa,ges; but the system of wages normally 

should not be regulated from the center. 

When discussing the incomes policy, great attention has 

been devoted to the behaviour of wages; much lesser attention 

has been devoted to.the behaviour of salaries. Moreover, it 

is well to consider carefully the role of profits both in private 

and public enterprises. 

As I said in the previous sections, in the long run the 

optimal rate of increase of money wages is approximatelyequal 

to the increase of productivity; in.the short run- year by year-, 

the actual behaviour can depart from such a rule without serious 

consequences only if the devia';ions are not very great. In 

principle, a similar rule can be extended to.the salaries; but 

in this area there are two special problems to be considered 

·1) the question of the trend o.f the number of the so-called 

white-collars employed in the firms (administrative officers) 

and 2) the question of the relative levels of salaries. As for 

the first problem, it appears that the number of the white-col.lars 

tends to increase more than in proportion than that of the workers 

(in certain industries the latter number tends even to decrease) 

and, often, more.than in proportion than the increase in output, 

so that the incidence of the salaries per unit of output tends 

to increase, independently of the velocity of the increase in 

the individual salaries. Given this trend, the problem arises 

whether the white-collars are really all necessary. In the case 
) 

of production workers it is relatively easy to establish whether 
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9r not they are all necessary to th.e production process, given 

• a certain technology; in the case of white~collars, it is not 

easy to make such a judgement. Yet, it is strongly advisable 

to avoid having supernumerary or superfluous administrative 

' officers, since they are a burden to the firm and reduce its 

self-financing capacity. Perhaps, considering the .political 
0 

pressures, a risk of this type is more serious in the case of 

public than in the case of private firms. As' for the second 

problem the relative levels.of the salaries-, it is well to 

·promote a crit1cal analysis of the situation in the large·· firms: 

it can be found, for example, that certain employees, especially 

qualified technicians and engi.1eers, are underpaid. (with the 

consequence that the best brains avo1d certain important jobs), 

whereas the·managers are overpa1d, s1nce they influence, or 

belong to the board of directors and thus are in a position to 

get exceedingly high salaries, that encroach upon profits and 

the self-financing ability of the firms. The Government has the 

responsibility directly to regulate both the salaries of public 

enterprises and of the central and local administrative officers 

in such a way as to promote the growth of income and employment 

and to minimize the inflationary, pressure. The Government should 

also be concerned with the variations of the total wage and sala,ry 

bill. When such an increase creates troubles in the balance of 

payments, differentiated fiscal measures are to be considered 

(such measures are of very limited help when the problems arise 

out of an'1ncrease of wages more rapid than productivity, since 

here the costs to the firms are involved, and these costs increase 
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independently of the fisri'!.l measures) . 

In recent decades, the role of profits in the process of 

development has been generally under-rated by the economists. 

Now, the expected rate of profit is relevant as the incentive 

to invest; the volume of total profits is relevant as the basis 

for self-financing, that cannot fall for long below certain levels. 

The Government, then, should help the recovery of profits, when 

these fall "too much", with appropriate measures : fiscal or 

quasi-fiscal measures, like, for instance, the shift from' the 

firms' to the State budget or a share of the social security 

contributions .. (Among the fiscal measures, a special consideration 

should be given to a favourabJe treatment of re-invested profits). 

Contrary to a widespread view, adequate profits are no less 

important for the public than for the private firms. If profits 

are inadequate the managers should ask for subsidies from the 

Government; and such subsidies imply a serious burden to the 

State budget and reduce the autonomy of the managers, who become 

more subject to political pressures for special favours. 

It is true that if profits can be "too low", they can also 

be "too high" ("too low" and "too high" from the point of view 

of the accumulation process : "too high" profits imply relatively 

high prices, a fact that puts a brake to the growth of the sales; 

moreover "too high" profits tends to be sterilized in purely 

speculative operations). Today, however, after the explosion 

in the price of oil and of several important raw materials, with 

significant increases in the cost of labour in most countries, 
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the problem is that, generally speaking, in industry profits are 

"too low". {1) 

In a partially developped country the Government should 

systematically be concerned with the two sub-sectors of agriculture 

and industry. In the traditional sub-sectors of both sectors 

self-employed prevail (heads of the productive units and family 

aids), but wage-earners are also frequent both on a temporary 

and on a relatively stable basis. In fixing,the minimum wage 

levels and the contributions for social benefits, special· 

consideration should be given to the traditional sub-sectors, 

where the level of productivity is lower and increases more slowly 

than in the modern sub-sector~. Perhaps it is wise not to 

encourage the propensity to evade public obligations, completely 

exonerate the very small firms from the payment of the social 

security contributions, attributing them to the State budget. 

Naturally, this and similar measures imply a reform of the fiscal 

system. And probably it is advisable to organize, or to re-

organize public agencies, one in agriculture, the other in 

industry, with the purpose of promoting technical assistance to 

the small units and for developping activities of various kinds: 

(1) It is well to emphasize that the ahove considerations on 
the optimum level of profits refer to industry, which is the most 
dynamic sector of the economy, and to the industrial process of 
accumulation. The problem is entirely different with references 
to the other sectors, like trade, banking and services. Here 
"low profits" can be very low, without serious consequences for 
the social process of accumulation. The trouble is that often 
in such sectors, that are protected from foreign competition, 
profits are "too high" • , 
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~upply at relatively low prices of durable and non"'-durable means 

, of production, including fertilizers and machinery for the 

agricultural units; assistance in obtaining credit and fiscal 

advantages; supply of technical projects of modernization and 

expansion; assistance for standardizing and selling tre products 

of the small units both in the home markets and abroad, reducing 

and possibly eliminating private intermediaries. This last point 

is particularly important ·for small agricultural units). Such 

agencies should organize local units all over the country. 

(perhaps by utilizing former. institutions) ; they should also 

operate, with well equipped research bureaus, as advisors to the· 

Government for the agricultural and the industrial policy, by 

preparing, at least once every year, detailed surveys of the 

different branches of production and of the situation and prospects 

of the internal and international mark_ets. A central Government 

body should supervise such activities and should publish period

ically a detailed analysis of the economic trends, also with the 

purpose of supplying basic information to.,,the trade unions and 

to the employers' associations. 

8 THE ROLE OF THE TRADE UNIONS 

If the point of view is accepted that a statutory incomes 

policy is not advisable and a voluntaristic policy is to be 

preferred, the economic and political responsibility of the trade 

unions comes out to be of fundamental importance. It is to be 

hoped that the trade unions leaders will work out and discuss 
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publicly their strategy. Basically, apart from a strategy aiming 

·at radically changing the economic system in a short period, a 

strategy that in .the present-day Portugal seems to have been 

ruled out, in principle, two types of strategies are possible 

1) a strategy that concentrates all the efforts on wage.'claims. 
' or 2) a strategy that, though given space to wage claims, give 

at least an equal.importance to non-wage claims :hygienic 

conditions of work, housing, ·transportation, hospital.. and medical· 

care; or, taking a longer perspective : the carrying out Gf 

certain social reforms, the participation to the investment 

decisions of the firms, the acquisition of a growing influence 

on the great decisions of econ'Jmic policy. 

The author of the present paper must state. that he decidedly 

prefers .the'latter·strategy. The former in the long run is apt 

to undergo what in Italy we call "corporative" or "sectional" 

degenerations and does not really help the process of civic and 

political development of the work class. Again, I refer to the 

Italian experience, where .to some extent certain "corporative" 

degenerations have taken place and where for a number of years 

the trade union movement has given, in fact, great emphasis on 

the wage claims as such. The outcome has been a considerable 

improvement of the economic conditions of the workers employed 

in the relatively large firms, that, in general, were - ot at 

least have been until recently i it' t. - n a pos 1on o pay high and 

incre11.sing wages both for their relatively high.and increasing 
. I 

productivity and for their relatively high market.power. In 
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principle, the first ccr.aicion relatively high and increasing 

productivity - was not enough to allow those firms to pay relatively 

high and increasing wages : without a certain amount of market 

power, those firms would have been compelled to pass on to all 

the consumers, under the form of decreasing prices, their product

ivity gains. The formation and the expansion of groups of 

privileged workers are to be related to the formation and the 

~xpansion of privileged firms, which are in a position to retain 

their productivity gain either - in certain. periods - in the form 

of increasing profits or - when the trade union pressure is power

ful - mainly in the form of higher and higher wages of their 

workers. In contrast with the conditions of these workers -

who as a rule belong to relatively large firms, those of the 

other.workers has improved much less .. Moreover, the large firms, 

precisely to reduce the fall in their profit margins, to a 

considerable extent originating in the increasing cost of labour, 

have - so to say - decentralized a number of their operations, 

by means of some modern version of the "putting out system" and 

by means of special forms of sub-contracting with small and very 

small firms, that are in a position to pay wages lower than the 

official rates, fixed in collect.ive bargaining, to evade the pay

ment of social security contributions - very high in Italy - and 

even the payment of certain types of taxes. Hand in hand with 

the increasing pressure of the trade unions for rapidly increasing 

wages, shorter hours and other benefits, an area of precarious 

and irreg'ular employment has thus developped, a tendency that 
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was known to exist in Italy since.long, but that has been analyzed 

and systematically discussed by Professor Giorgio Fua in an 

important essay published recently. (1) 

This means that, in a partially advanced country like Italy, 

too great. a concentration of the trade union pressure on wage 

increases and on other'economic benefits to be fin~nced by the 

individual firms gives rises to a pathological transformation 

of an increasing fraction of the traditional. sub-sector, especially 

in industry : such a sub-sector, that in a physiological evolution 

would have gradually to shrink, expands and· becomes more and more 

an appendage of the modern sub-sector. The outcome, then, is 

an increasing separation between regular and irregular employment 

and increasing inequalities among workers. · ,The growth of income 

and of modern employment is slowed down. 

The alternative strategy of the trade unions. can have·as .. 
its fundamental objective the mal:lagement of the productive -

apparatus by the workers themselves. To implement such a strategy 

the trade unions should make a great effort to create a large. 

and well equipped research organization - a sort of brain trust 

of the working class - with two large departments one for the 

short run claims, which should be compatible with the maximum 

rate of growth of income and emploument; the second for .working 

out and continuously adjusting the long run strategy of the unions. 

(1) G. ,Fua, Occupazione e capaci·ta produttive': 
liana, Tl Mulino, Bologna, '1976. 

la realta ita-
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.Lest this suggestion appears to be too much intellectual

'istic, .let us remember that, on the other side of the battlefield, 

the multinational corporations have set up, at their center, 

important research organizations, with two kinds of departments, 

one dealing with short-run business, the oth~rwith their long-

-run strategy; and, so,far as I know, nobody has accused the 

multinational corporations of being too much interested in purely 

intellectual affairs. 

If it is true that the rapid economic and political progress 

of the working class is in the public interest, the Government 

should.help the trade unions in various ways to create such an 

organization. Of course, the "brain trust" is n~t; in itself, 
~ 

a guarantee of success of the proposed line. But is is a necessary 

condition under modern circumstances critical and analytical 

• knowledg_e is essential not only in the field of technical and 

economic changes, but also to carry out social and politi~al 

transformations. Today, much more than in the past, knowledge 

is power. In particular, today it is an illusion that the working 

class can grow out of its subordinate position simply by mearis 

of elementary and generous struggles. Struggles are necessary, 

of course, but they must be based on a detailed critical analysis 

of the forces at work. The process of social change is by no 

means an idillic one, but it can be made less painful by system

atic knowledge of the rapidly changing conditions of society. 
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9 A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON THE EMPLOYMENT POLICY 

The question of the incomes policy is strictly related to 

that of the employment policy, in the sense that - referring to 

an abstract evolution - if .the actual rate of increase of money 

wages do not deviate v~ry significantly and for too long from 

the "optimal" rate of incre·ase and (what to a good extent, but 

not entirely, is a consequence) if the average rate of profit 

in the modern industrial sub-sector is neither "too high". nor 

"too low", then accumulation of the enterprise would tend to 

grow in the long-run through fluctuations of various inte1fsity -

at the highest possible velocity, given the natural resources 

and the changes in technology and in the social framework. Such J. 

an accumulation, under modern conditions, would imply a consider- <'· 

able public intervention not only in the area of the public 

enterprise, but also in that of private firms; an intervention 

directed to influence in various ways the investment decisions 

of the relatively large firms, that under modern conditions imply 

a significant degree of discretionary power. At the same time, 

the said accumulation of the firms would proceed (I am always 

talking of an abstract evolution) with limited and anyhow not 

systematically increasing subsidies from the State budget, consider

ing the increasing flow of profits of the firms. 

Given such an evolution and assuming - always in abstr~ct 
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terms.- a tolerably efficient fiscal system, with relatively low 

'_tax evasion and a relatively high degree of flexibility, the 

State budget could give a rapidly increasing space to public 

investment in the· traditional sense. The growth of both kinds 

of investment - the. investment of the firms and public invest-. 

ment in the traditiona+ sense - would imply a sustained growth 

of employment. 

Of course, _the evolution just described is taken only as 

an abstract term of reference. Not only fluctuations of income 

and employment would be unavoidable anyhow (though around a rising 

trend), but also international relations and political factors 

would affect and occasionally interrupt such an evolution, even 

assuming the most favourable circumstances. The above observations, 

however, can help to illustrate the fact that the employment 

policy cannot be but an aspect of the general- economic policy 

and of the reform policy (beginning with the reform of the fiscal 

system). 

However, the discussion of the employment policy implies 

the consideration of particular problems, especially two : 
. I 

1) the problem of the mobility o,f labo~r and 2) the problem of 
I 

the.incentives for the promotion of employment in industry. 
. I 

I 
Here I will not enter into the discussion of the means to 

I 

I enhance the geographical and professional mobility of labour and, 
! 
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in any case, th.e mobility of the workers from one production 

unit to another. 
I 

I will only. devote a few observations on the 

delicate problem concerning the freed6m of the firms to dismiss 

workers. To be sure, to render pract~cally impossible or very 

difficult the dismissal - not as an emergency measure but as a 
I 

matter of a long-run policy - would be wrong not simply from 

the point of view of the pr~fi:tability of the firms, but'from 

the point of view of the social process of economic development. 
' 

But to leave entirely the.matter to the spontaneity of market 
I 

forces would be equally wrong. Probaly, a way out consists in 

set of measures capable of minimizing!the risks of the workers 

to remain unemployed and with J•ractica!lly no income after losing 

a given job : measures introducing ade
1

quate subsidies for the 

unemployed and allowing a (reduced) wage for a given period, at 

condition that a new job be actively searched; the organization, 

in appropriate spots, of special coursks for re-training workers 

who lost their job; the construction, promoted or cariied out 

by public institutions, of low-priced houses in the industrial 
I 

areas, with a fraction of these houses devoted to workers coming 

from other areas. 

fully considered. 

All these and simil\ir measures are to be care-

It must be said, however, that the real solution 
I 

consists in a rapid process of growth,, that automatically creates 

' a greater number of jobs than that destroyed by technological 

and economic changes. 
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As for the probl=, of incentives directed to the promotion 

of employment in industry, I have briefly to recall certain aspects 

of the Italian experience. After the second world war in Italy 

' a system of incentives has been developped, especially intended 
I 

to speed up the industrial growth of the Southern regions. Such 

a system, that it is not peculiar to Italy, puts a great emphasis 
I 

·on capital-intensive investments. The theoretical model behind I . 

such a system has never been fully spelled out and it is certainly 

not obvious, if·it is true that in Itkly in general and especially 

in the Southern regions capital is far from being plentiful and 
I 

' the problem number one is to speed up!the development of employ-

ment in the modern sub-sectors of the economy. Probaly, there 
! 

is the idea that capital~intensive methods are by necessity more 

advanced and more efficient than labour-intensive methods. There 

is perhapsalso the idea that capital-intensive methods are more 
. I -

apt than.the others to speed up an overall process of growth. 

I 
Finally, there is the consideration that good managers are scarce, 

so that it is advisable to concentrate investments in very large 

units. (Political considerations are riot absent, since incentives 

I 

on capital account imply a relatively high degree of discretion) . 
' 

All these considerations cannot be accepted without a careful 

and critical scrutiny. Personally, I !think that a policy directed 
i 
' to favour capital-intensive investment
1 

in the above mentioned 
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~ircumstances is wrong, since it imp~ies a disproportionate 

Stimulus to certain industrie·s rather than to particularly modern 

·and efficient methods. Moreover, I ~hink that. the idea that 

capital-intensive activities are by necessity more efficient than 

others is unfounded, witness the so-c1alled Leontief paradox. ,. . 

Consequently, especialty in an economy where the problem of 
I 

promoting the growth of employment is' urgent, it is to be recommended 
. ' . 

a· system of incentives giving particular emphasis on labour-

-intensive, not on capital-intensive, :investments. These incentives 
'. 

can consist in the reduction or in the exemption, for a given 
I 

number of years, of social security payments, or in fiscal exemptions, 
I 

' or even in contributions, to te grantEjd for limited periods, in 

the payment of wages to new workers. The law should indicate 

the areas and the type of industries to which such incentives 

should apply. No doubt, the risk of abuses and wastes does exist. 

I But all types of incentives imply such a risk and, probably, 
I 

incentives to the employment of workers imply:a smaller risk-

among other things, they imply a small$r discretion - than the 

' incentives intended to favour capital-intensive investment. 
I 
I 

If the development of the ~ountry requires a large factory 
. I 

' . producing steel and its market has reached the minimum size to 

render such a factory economical; if that development requires 
I 
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I 

one or more cement f<:tctories - to make only two examples -, it 

should be clear that these decisions have to be taken on their 
' 0 

own merits and not because they involve capital-intensive or 

labour-intensive investments; they have to be taken not simply 
' 

' to· create jobs, but· in relation to th~ basic. needs of the general 

process of development: Such key decisions have n~thi.ng to do 
I 

with a policy of incentives that, by ~he nature of things, are 
I 

to be addressed to potential small and medium-sized firms • 

! 

I 
·I 
I 

• • 
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11±. Exports (com

modities) E = a
10 

+ b
10

iwo- c10 UT- d10 ~ 
Pw 

( 1) 
i 

These equations are taken, with (modificati.OI1S), from an 
' . . 

·econometric mode1 worked out by 1he author .and inc1uded in 

the book ,;Trade Unions, Infiation! and Productivi ty 11
, Saxon 

I 

House - Lexington Books, Eng1and and USA, 1971±. 
' 
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SYMBOLS 

Pa who1esa1e agricu1 tura1· prices 

C private consumption, current prices (as a proxy.for tota1 

demand) 

s supp1y of agricu1tura1 prices 

P.-.j .. who1esa1e agr. prices in internat±ona1 markets 
i 

P· • 
who1esa1e industria1 prices 

w hour1y wage rates in industry 

1Ti productivity (output per man-hour)', industry 

M raw materia1 prices 
I 

Pii: who1esa1e ind. prices in internationa1 markets 
' 

Pw : who1esa1e prices .( genera1 index) 

SE prices of services 

R rents 

u non-agricu1tura1 unemp1oym•mt (%) 

TUP: trade union pressure (index) 

Gi pr~fit margin in industry; Git: tota1 profits; G:r: expected rate 
of profit 

UT degree of uti1ized capacity 

L tota1 1iquidity 

TP transfer payments (from the State budget to the firms) 
! 

E : exports at current prices 

IM imports at current prices 

M tota1 va1ue of imported raw 

I 

materii.1s 
i 

Pwi: who1esa1e prices in internationa1 prices 
' 

WD : index of wor1d demand 
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THE PCRTUGUESE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

I. Introduction 

The balance of payments deficit is p~rhaps the most 

urgent of the many problems facing the Portuguese economy. 

Nonetheless, it is iriextricably linked with other macro

economic difficulties,,such as low private saving, a large 

government deficit, and >vage inflation. To break out of the 

web of sorrows now entangling them, Portuguese policy makers 

will finally have to ~dopt a ~ackage of economic interven

tions similar to that discussed in this and other papers 

presented at the conference. Here we concentrate particu

larly on policies in this package relating to the balance of 

payments, but the likelihood that the whole program will 

fail unless all its components are pursued vigorously should 

always be borne in mind. 

The trade deficit lies at the focus of policy debate 

for the simple reason that Portugal's once large but rapidly 

dwindling reserves place a limit on' how long the vresent 

excess of international payments over receipts can be sus-

tained. Well before reserves are run down to zero and the 

cost of foreign borrowing kinks sharply up, drastic 
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deflatiQnary measures will be forced on the nation from tl1e 

outside unless present inaction c~ases. A graceful realign

ment to the current international conjuncture is still 

possibl~, but time is running out--an optimistic view does 

not allow more than 18 months, if current conditions do not 

worsen in either imports (e.g. petroleum prices) or receipts 

(e.g. remittances). The apparently well established downward 

trend in the price of gold (the form in which the bulk of 

Portuguese reserves are held) is a worrisome complication. 

Policies to attack the balance of payments deficit will 

have to be pursued on several fronts. A step which should 

have been taken six months ago but is still to be recommended 

would be conversion of a substantial portion of the reserves 

:from gold to sblid foreign currencies, as a hedge against 

further decline in the gold price. In the medium run, 

. Portugal's export potential will have to be increased through 

judicious investment, establishmeht of facilities such as a 

specialized bank for export finance, and active sBarches for 

markets abroad. And in the short run there is no recourse 

but devaluation to offset wage inflation of the past two or 

three years and restore Portuguese exports to a competitive 

position. 

The amount by which the escudo should be depreciated is 

a delicate question, discussed at some length in this paper. 

·on the one hand, the improvements in the economic condition 
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of the w6rkers which are the real fruits of the Revoluiion 

must be maintained; on the other hand, many more attempts at 

redistribution will finally come to grief in what is after 

all a relatively poor country. A devaluation there has .to 

be--preferably an open and significant one--but appropriate 

ancillary policies can cushion its worst impacts on inflation 

and income distribution. We present the details below, 

after first reviewing the country's recent balance of pay-

ments history. 

II. Recent History of the Balance of Payments 

The problem of a large balance of payments deficit is 

relatively new. Historically, Portugal's ext~rnal current 

account was nearly balanced or in surplus, with a deficit on 

the goods and services account offset by emigrants' remittan

ces received from abroad. This situation continued through 

1973. However, for a variety of reasons to be discussed in 

this paper, the·external current account deteriorated seri

ously thereafier. Table I presents the data on exports, 

imports, and remittances for 1973 to 1975 in both current 

and constant (1975) prices. Each of these components of the 

external current account will be analyzed in subsequent 

subsections. 
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TABLE I 

EXTERNAL CURRENT ACCOUNT 

(millions of contos) 

Current Prices 1973 1974 1975 

Exports 72.6 87.8 71.9 
Imports 93.2 140.2 117.2 
Balance on goods artd services -20.6 -52.4 -45.3 
Net remittances and interest 

from abroad 29.2 31.5 24.1 
External current account 8.6 -20.9 -21.1 

Constant Prices (1975) 

Exports 102.9 90.7 71.9 
Imports 142.3 155.5 117.2 
Balance of goods and services -39. 2 -64.8 -45.3 
Net remittances and interest 

from abroad 40.2 36.2 24.1 
External current account 0.8 -28.6 -21.1 

~ 

Source: Bank of Portugal Report, 1975, 
~ 

B=fore.proceeding with a discussion of the canponents of the external· current 

account, it is useful to note how it is related to other ,. 
macroeconomic variables through the savings identity. 

According to this identity, domestic savings, defined as 

private savings plus the current surplus of the government, 

must equal the sum of investment and the external current 

account. In Table II the components of the savings identity 
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TABLE II 

SOURCES AND USES OF DQv~STIC SAVINGS 

(millions of 1975 contos) 

1973 

Sources 

Private saving 73.0 

Government saving 11.3 

Domestic saving 84.3 

Uses 

Investment 83.5 

1974 

61.2 

1.5 

62.7 

91.3 

External current account 0.8 -28.6 

1975 

38.8 

-21.7 

17.1 

38.2 

-21.1 

are presented in real terms of 1973 to 1975. Note that real 

domestic saving fell dramatically from .1973 to 1975 with 

declines in private saving and government saving contributing 
;• ' 

about equally to the overall decline. Maintaining macroecona-nic 
• ! -

bal;nce, invest~ent and the external current account both fell 
;. ... 

precipitously as well. Investment was so low in 1975 that the 

non-residential cgpital stock probably shrunk in that year. 

As mentioned . above, the external current account is too 

low to be sustainable. Hence, two major priorities of 

policy should be to increase investment and reduce the 

external current deficit. By the arithmetic of savings-

equals-investment; the amount of savings generated within 

' 

I 
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Portugal will also have to increase. Some of the increment 

can come from the private sector as long as real economic 

growth is sustained; the rest will have to come from the 

government. This point will reappear repeatedly throughout 

our discussion. 

A. Exports 

A major factor in the deterioration of the external 

current account is the poor performance of exports. In 

1975, receipts were only slightly above their 1973 level in 

current prices "pnd real exports actually declined steadily 

from 1973 to 1975 (in 1975 prices). The real export decrease 

had at least three causes--the world recession, the loss of 

colonial markets in Africa, and cost pressures on Portuguese 

exporters who must largely accept foreign currency prices 

for their products determined in markets in which they are 

minor participants. Of these three depressing factors, only 

the first is likely to disappear by itself. The loss of 

African markets is probably permanent, and cost pressures 

will have to be dealt with by devaluation and other commer

cial policy. 

To find appropriate magnitudes for policy intervention, 

we must assess the quantitative impact of the three factors 

just mentioned. For countries outside the former escudo 

zone, one can decompose the decline in Portuguese exports· 
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into that part attributable to the 1973-75 fall in their 

overall level of aggregate demand, and that part attributable 

to the loss in Portugal's share of these countries' imports. 

In practice, the fall in the Portuguese market share can be 

interpreted as the decline in exports caused by factors 

peculiar to Portugal. The remainder of the export decrease 

can be attributed to slack demand resultini from the world 

recession. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

TABLE Ill 

EVIDENCE OF !viARKET SHARES 

(percentage) 

Portuguese share in industrial 
country imports 

Share of non-industrial Europe 
in industrial country imports 

Hypothetical Portuguese 
market share 

Competitive position: 

1973 

.38 

4.16 

.38 

(1)/(3) X 100 100.0 

1974 1975 

.33 . 29 

3.70 3.69 

.34 .34 

99.0 87.4 

In Table Ill, the market share of Portuguese exporters 

is calculated. The reference group for comparison with 

Portuguese exporters is non-industrial Europe. The purpos~ 

of this calculation is to determine how much the Portuguese 

share of non-industrial European exports to industrial 

'_,:-
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countries fell from 1973 to 1975. Line 1 presents the 

share of Portuguese export~ in imports of industrial coun

tries and line 2 presents the share of non-industrial Euro

peafr exports in total imports of industrial countries. Line 

3 represents the hypothetical Portuguese share in industrial 

country imports under the assumption that the Portuguese 

share fell by the same proportion as the non-industrial 

European share over the period 1973 to 1975. Line 4 presents 

a measure of Portugal's competitive position, calculated as 

the ratio of its actual market share. to its hypothetical 

market share if it had had the same experience as other 

countries in its reference group. Note from line 4 that the 

Portuguese market share declined by 12.6% from 1973 to 1975. 

This table and similar calculation~ point to the conclusion 

that Portuguese exports to industrial countries would have 

fallen by 12 to 16 per cent even if world demand had not 

fallen from its 1973 level. This decline results from 

factors specific to Portugal, some combination of buyer 

hesitancy due to the internal turmoil of 1974 and 1975, 

supply breakdowns and delays and cost pressures on exporting 

·firms due to wage increases. A dev•luation will ease cost 

pressures by raising escudo recepits of exporters who largely 

take prices as given in world markets. 

Portuguese exports to the former escudo zone (A.Z.E.) 

have fallen more sharply than exports to the rest of the 
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world, especially in the first quarter of 1976. The special 

feature at work here is the loss of colonial markets in 

Africa. Table IV shows the decline in exports to the A.Z.E. 

relative to total Portuguese exports. 

TABLE IV 

A.Z.E. SHARE IN PORTUGUESE EXPORTS 

1973 

. 18 

1974 

.16 

1975 

.15 

1976I 

.03 

Table V divides the fall in real exports relative to 

1973 ihto those going to the A.Z.E. and those going to the 

rest of the world, and partitions each part into two causes. 

An important point to note is that the decline attributable 

to internal Portuguese factors is quite substantial. 

-·. ·~·,. 

·-.• . 
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TABLE V 
\ 

(ll.'iULt'\TIVE CHANGES IN REI\1 EXPORTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF 
1973 LEVEL !<ND PARTITIONING AMONG CAUSES 

1974 1975 

Total Decline -11.8% -30.1% 

1. In ell.-ports going to rest of world -8.296 - 22. 7% 
a. Attributable to internal 

Portuguese factors -2.0% -11.5% . 

b. Attributable to world recession -7.9% -14.8% 

2. In ell.-ports going to A.Z.E. -3.6% -7.4% 

a. Attributable to end of colonial 
status -1.7% -2.8% 

b. Attributable to recession and · 
internal factors -1.8% -5.0% 

Source: 1, 2--Banco de Portugal Report pp. 78ff; la--Table IV; 
lb--Banco de Portugal report, figures for exports to R. 0. W. ; 
2a--Table III; 2b--IMF Direction of Trade, figures for non-
industrial Europe's exports. -

Note that the partitioned sources of decline add up to more 
than the total decline, due to Dlteraction effects . 

. B. Imports 

Imports are vital to the Portuguese economy; in recent 

years the value of imports has exceeded 30% of gross domestic 

product. Since 1973, total imports fluctuated erratically, 

first rising sharply in 1974 and then falling even more 

sharply in 1975. Normally, imports can be expected to be 

prciportional to real final demand, defined as the sum of 
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private consumption, government consumption, investment, and 

exports. In Portugal~ this aggregate was relatively stable 

over the period 1973 to 1975, so that other causes for the 

erratic movement of imports must be sought. The major 

factor seems to be shifts in the composition of real final 

demand. The potential importance of compositional changes 

becomes apparent when one examines the import content coeffi

cients of the different sectors. Based on the 1970 input

output table and normalized on 1975 to give the actual value 

for 1975 imports, import content coefficients are .225, 

.068, .450, and .325 for private consumption (at market 

price,. including indirect taxes and subsidies), government 

.consumption, investment in fixed.~apital, and exports, 

respectively. These values indicate that investment and 

exports are highly import-intensive, with both private and 

gov~rnment consumption much less so. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

TABLE VI 

CHANGE IN REAL FINAL DB\1ANTI AND REAL IMPORTS 

(percentage) 

1974/1973 

01ange in real final demand 5.2 

"Predicted" change in real imports 4.5 
Actual change in real imports 9.3 

1975/1974 

-9.0 

-24.3 

-24.6 

Source: Figures from GEBEI, Ministry of Industry and Technology. 
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The effect of changes in the composition of final 

demand is presented in Table VI. The first line presents 

the percentage change in real final demand. The second line 

presents the predicted change in real imports using the 

import content coefficients from above. This change is 

calculated using actual imports for a given year and the 

predicted imports for the previous year, calculated as th~ 

sum of the sectors of final demand, weighted by import 

content. Finally, line. 3 presents the actual change in real 

imports. In interpreting the figures in Table VI, qualita-

tive impacts of changes in inventories should be allowed 

for: Over the past few years, changes in stocks of imported 

goods have been substantial, so that Overall inventory 

adjustments have been very import-intensive. In 1973, 

inventories declined somewhat, which should lower the predic

ted imports for 1973 and henc~ raise the predicted growth 

rate from 1973 to 1974. In 1974 inventories were built up, 

raising predicted imports and hence increasing the predicted 

decline from 1974 to 1975. In both columns, the inclusion 

of changes in inventories would increase the magnitude of 

predicted changes in imports. This table lends support to 

the belief that the fluctuations in imports may be largely 

due to changes in the volume and composition of final demand . 
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The evidence presented here is n6t conclusive, but is very 

suggestive.* 

C. Remittances 

Remittances from emigrants have traditionally been a 

major source of foreign exchange for Portugal. Until 19 7 3, 

these payments were generally large enough to offset the 

deficit on goods and services account and put the overall 

external current account in surplus. However, in 1974 and 

1975, emigrants' remittances declined sharply in real as 

well as nominal terms. This decline is due to the iecession 

in destination countries of emigrants and to political and 

social events in Portugal. It is difficult to untangle the 

various factors affecting remittances. Table VII presents 

data which gives some notion of the determinants of the 

level of remittances. 

It should be noted from Table VII ~hat the rate of 

*Another explanation for the drop in real imports from 
1974 to 1975 is that in May, 1975, a surcharge was levied on 
about one-third of all imports. The purpose of this sur
charge was to discourage consumption of imported goods in 
favor of domestically produced substitutes. It appears, 
however, that any substitution of domestic goods for foreign 
goods in consumption was not large. Previous levels of 
consumption of foreign goods appear to have been sustained 
by draw-downs in inventories, so the surcharge reduced 
imports only insofar as it dissuaded traders from re-stocking. 
Since the surcharge was ad-valorem, it may also have led to 
a reduction in over-invoicing of imports. 

I 
! 

' I 
j 
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TABLE VII . 

RIMITTAJ~CES 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

Total remittances 
(exluding those 
from the fanner 
escudo zone) in 
billions of 
escudos 14.3 18.8 22.4 26.5 26.8 21.6 

Foreign 
unemplo;~rtent 

(weighted 
average) 2.57 2.96 2.95 2.80 3.28 4. 88 . 

Emigration of 
workers 110,466 80,281 44,187 64,180 23,866 9,000 

Real remittances, 
(deflated by CPI, 
1970 escudos) 
accumulated 
(since 1960) 
per worker 25.7 26.5 26.5 25.4 19.9 13.8 

emigration-is negatively related to the unemployment rate in 

destination co1.m tries. Emigr~nts generally have a "last 

hired, first fired" status in destination countries and are 

often unable to find work in a cyclically depressed economy. 

Therefore, the world recession may account for the decline 

in emigration in 1974 and 1975. If recent emigrants have a 

greater tendency to send remittances back to Portugal than 

' those who left many years ago, the reductio11 in new emigra-

tion may explain part of the decline in remittances. 
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Note from the fourth line of the table that before 

1974, real remittances per worker were very nearly constant. 

However, in 1974 and 1975, remittances per emigrant worker 

declined dramatically. It seems reasonable to attribute 

this decline in the previously constant remittances per 

worker figure to a loss of confidence in Portugal. This 

impression is reinforced by the observation that the largest 

percentage decline was in remittances from apparently more 

established, conservative emigrants living in the United 

States. It is important to recognize that some of the 

recent decline ln remittances per worker may be permanent 

because emigrants·have now developed alternative uses for 

their earnings. Many have developed the habit of 

putting their foreign exchange earnings in foreign bank ac 

co1mts or selling them to Portuguese travelers rather than 

sending their foreign exchange to Portugal. In addition, 

some of the host countries have indicated a reluctance to 

allow immigrant workers to enter at the same rate as in the 

past, even after the recession. 

D. Com)2E_titive Cost Position 

Since 1973 nominal wages have risen more sharply in 

Portugal than in l1er trading partners. These lirge wage 

increases have substantially depressed profits or surplus 1n 

the traded goods sector. Output prices fer internationally 
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traded goods a~e mucl1 more nearly determined by world prices 

than by domestic co~ts. Hence, export firms 1n particular 

have been unable to pass along higher labor costs in the 

form of higher prices. The result is a squeeze on profit 

margins which has undoubtedly led to some decline in produc-

tion of exportables and goods which compete directly with 

imports, duo to simple lack of producer incentive. 

The deterioration of the competitive cost position of 

Portugal may be measured by the ratio of Portuguese labor 

costs (used as a proxy for total production costs) to 1abor 

costs in Portugal's trading partners. The relevant data for 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Wages of 
workers, 

TABLE VIII 

PORTUGUESE AND FOll.lciGN Llll30R CDSTS 

(1973 = 100) 

1973 

industrial and technical 
Lisbon 100.0 

Total compensation of industrial 
worke2rs 100.0 

Hourly compensation in trading 
partners, escudo basis 100.0 

(2) I (3) X 100 100.0 

1974 1975 

132.1 157.0 

139.5 174.3 

117.3 141.0 

118.9 123.6 

Source: U. S. Intema tional Economic Report of the Pres iclent and Minis
try of Labor. 
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1973 to 1975are presented ln Table VIII. From lines 1 and 2 

of the table, it is clear that total compensation of workers 

has risen more sharply than wages, reflecting large increases 

in non-wage compensation of labor since 1974. The important 

figure for the competitive cost position of Portugal is 

given by line 4. From 1973 to 1975, labor costs in Portugal 

grew by 23.6% relative to labor costs in her trading partners. 

This sharp decline in the Portuguese cost position is .a major 
i> . 

factor behind Portugal's loss of e:>.:port mm·ket shares, discussed in 

Subsection II-A. 

: The competitive cost position can be res tol'ed 

by .devaluation, which would raise the escudo price of 

internationally traded goods and increase exporters' profits 

and presumably incentives in the short run. As of 1975, a 

devaluation of 23.6% relative to labor costs (i.e., expressed 

in wage units) would have restored the 1973 competitive 

position. The currently proper magnitude for devaluation 

will be discussed in Section IV in light of this figure, 

subsequent developments, and consideration of the redistri-

butive impacts of currency depreciation. 

E. Terms of Trade 

A final factor working against Portugal has been the 

adverse shift in its terms of trade. From 1973 until 1975, 

Portugal's terms of trade worsened by 8.6%, mogtly in the 

,. 
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latter year. Such a decrease in an economy as open as 

Portugal's means an important- loss in real inc.ome. The 

average share of imports in gross domestic product for 1974 

and 1975 is 36%, so that the standard calculation gives a 

drop in real income of about 3.2%. 

III. Prospects for the Future without Commercial Pol~!:=_Y. 

Changes 

The case for devaluation is irrefutable whe~ likely 

developments in the macroeconomic situation without aggres-

sive government policy are worked out. The decline in 

remittances, adverse terms of trade· shift~ and the loss of 

colonial markets are hard blows with impacts that will not 

easily be reversed. If policy inaction also permits the 

recent deterioration in Portuguese export market shares to 

continue, the whole foreign trade situation will rapidly 

become untenable. Devaluation is no panacea--ln the short 

run it is inflationary, redistributes income toward profits 

and its effects in stimulating exports in certain sectors 

may not be immediate. But unless the step to re-establish 

export cost competitiveness is taken, Portuguese economic 

prospects will be very dim indeed. 

A quantitative estimate of how bad the bala~ce of 

payments is likely to be in the absence of policy may be 

I 

• i 
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obtained using a simulation model developed in The Portuguese 

Economj: Recent Developments and Current Situation prepared 

for the Banco d~ Portugal and delivered in the paper on 

macroeconomic policy presented at this conference. The 

model is essentially Keynesian, but differs from the standard 

specification in that the prices of private consumption, 

investment, and government consumption are made dependent on 

the price of traded goods (world price times exchange rate) 

through import content coefficients. Export prices are als6 

determined by the price of traded goods. The model as 

written does not allow for terms of trade changes but it may 

easily be modified to include this feature. Imports are 

treated as entirely non-competitive, adding to total cost in 

the same way, as primary (non-produced) factors. By allowing 

relative price changes due to increased import prices, the 

model takes account of the contractionary effects of a 

devaluation. 

The model was used to produce a simulation for 1976 and 

two simulations· for 1977, in the absence of new policy 

initiatives, based on the following assumptions: 

1. Investment in 1976 rises to 52.6 million 1975 cantos 
due to an end of disinvestment in inventories. Invest
ment in 1977 eitl1er remains at 52.6 million 1975 cantos 
(1977A projection) or grows by 10% to 57~9 million 1975 
cantos (l977B projection). 

2. Real exports remain at 68.7 million 1975 cantos in 1976 
and grow to 80.7 million 1975 cantos in 1977 in response 
to increased world demand, as explained in Appendix IV. 
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3. Government consumption remains unchanged in real terms 
through 1977 at 64.7 million 1975 cantos. 

The simulations produced by the model under the 

assumptions above are presented in Table IX.· ThesG projec-

tions may be too optimistic on several counts. The sirnula-

tions assume that government expenditure will not grow in 

TiillLE IX 

PROJECTED MTIONAL ACCOUNTS 

(millions of cantos of 1975) 

Private constunp t ion 

Investment 

Government consumption 

Exports of goods and services 

Imports of goods and services 

·Gross domestic product 

Net transfers from abroad 

Current account balance 

1976 

328.4 

52.6 

64.7 

68.7 

124.0 

390.3 

25.0 

-30.3 

1977A 

340.8 

52.6 

64.7 

80.7 

130.7 

408.0 

25.0 

-25.0 

1977ll ---
345.2 

57.9 

64. 7. 

80.7 

134.1 

414.4 

25.0 

-28.4 

real terms, that tl1e rate of private saving is slightly 

abovG its 1975 value and that there will be no further 

deterioration in Portugal's competitive cost position. Even 
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with these optimistic assumptions, the conclusion is that 

the balance of payments deficit would be uhacceptably 

large. The sources and uses of domestic saving in millions 

of 1975 cantos are presented in Table X. The figures in 

parentheses represent the external current account in mil-

lions of current cantos assuming a rate of wage inflation of 

25% in 1976 and 1977. At the projected rates of reserve 

loss, Portugal's gold reserves would not last through 1977. 

Some policy action is required now. 

TABLE X 

SOURCES AND USES OF SAVING 

(millions of 1975 cantos) 

1976 

Sources of domestic saving 

Private saving 44.8 

Government saving -23.3 

Domestic saving 21.5 

Uses of domestic saving 

Investment 52.6 

Current account -30.3 

(-37.9)* 

Public transfers aJld 
interest paid abroad · -0.8 

1977A 1977B 

46.5 47.1 

-19.7 -18.3 

26.8 28.7 

52.6 57.9 

-25.0 -28.4 

(-39.1)* (--44.4) * 

-0.8 -0.8 

*Figures in parentheses are millions of current cantos 
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A few additional points regarding Table X are worth 

n6ting. Fist, because the balance of payments remains 

deeply in deficit, domestic savings do not grow enough to 

finance even the moderate increase in investment in the 

simulations above. This illustrates the dilemma mentioned 

in Section II; without improvement in the balance of payments 

domestic savjngs will ran8jJ1 low as long as investment 

stagnates. 

·Secondly, the projec

ted 12.0 million 1975 contos increase ~n ~xports from 1976 

to 1977A improves the external current account by only 5.3 

million 1975 cantos. That is, the magnitude of.· increase 

in the balance of payments is only 44% of the exogenous 

increase in exports. The remaining 56% of the increas_e in 

exports is dissipated by increased imports. Total imports 

increase because the production of exports is rather import-

intensive. Furthermore, the increased earnings in the 

export sector will lead to increased income, magnified by 
. ·' 

the multiplier,* and to increased consumption which require 

increased imports. 

The conclusion of this analysis is that Portugal cannot 

rely on the world recovery alone to solve its balance of 

.# . • *Tt\e model gi_;res a value of 1. 4 for the export 
multiplier. ' 
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payments problem. A policy of waiting for increased world 

demand to stimulate Portuguese exports would probably exhaust 

Portugal's res~rves before the end of 1977. 

IV. The Effects of Policy Ch_ang~s 

Within the countTy, the two most important factors 

underlying Portugal's balance of payments problems are cost 

pressures in export industries and the recent decTease in 

domestic savings. Last section's analysis showed that these 

causes must be attacked directly, since expected increases 

in world demand alone will not suffice to reduce the external 

deficit to acceptable size. 

As has already been argued, devaluation of the escudo 

is necessary to offset cost pres~ures on exporters. The 

alternative policy of export subsidy via exaggerated tax 

drawbacks, extremely loose credit and so on is a possibility, 

but not one to be recommended. Export subsidies can leave. a 

country open to retaliation under the rules of the GATT, and 

once established in support of inefficient indus-

tries (which is almost sure to occur, if only for reasons of 

honest miscalculation) they are not easy to renove. Furthermo:r:e, 

subsidi6s in the short run would lead to additional drain on 

the government budget, which is to be avoided. 

The emphasis in the preceding paragraph is based on the 
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assumption thit depreciation of the escudo will be more 

important in stimulating increased exports than 1n reducing 

imports. Imports are largely non-competitive in Portugal, 

entering in proportional fashion to output in the different 

. sectors of the economy. The major exceptions to this general

ization are imports of consumer goods, many of them luxury 

items. Devaluation ~ould usefully be supplemented by quan

titative restriction of these imports. We estimate that 5 

million cantos' worth of fbreign exchange (1975 prices) 

could be saved in this way. 

A. Magnitude of~he Devaluation 

There are many problems in determining the percentage 

by which the escudo should be depreciated, and we cannot 

even attempt to do full justice to them. Nonetheless, a 

number needs to be put on the table, and we can do that 

here. 

Our starting point is consideration of cost increases 

since 1973. As we have already noted, the exchange rate has 

depreciated modestly since then, and prices in the world 

market are largely determined outside Portugal. Hence, an 

exporter finally receives an escudo price given by the 

product of the world market price and the exchange rate. 

Table VIII already shows that labor costs in Portugal 

increased by about 23.6% relative to labor costs in its 
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trading partners from 1973 to 1975. Absolute cost increases 

both domestically and abroad were of course more than this, 

but the difference is what matters. Now assume as a first 

approxi~ation that the prices at which goods are sold in the 

-world market largely reflect labor costs of the major 

traders. Then since Portugal's labor costs rose signifi-

cantly more rapidly than its partners, its exporters were 

penalized to the same extent. A devaluation of 23.6% in 

1975 would have restored the 1973 internal Portuguese rela-

tionship between export price and labor costs, and presumably 

have helped competitiveness. 

The foregoing reasoning is of course dependent on over-

simplified labor cost theory, but we lacked data for more 

realistic estimates. If we extend the analysis one yeat 

further forward in time, we get an estimate of 30% as the 

lower bound to the depreciation required. A summary calcula-

tion goes as follows (further details in Appendix I): 

Deterioration of competitive position 
through 1975 (average over 1973) 

Plus: Ratio of estimated domestic to 
foreign compensation through III-1976, 
escudo basis 

Equals: Devaluation needed to restore 
1973 average cost position 

23.6% 

3.0% 

27.4% 

To the 27.4% obtained in this way we should add approx

imately one-half of the difference between domestic and 
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foreign compensation growth over the next year. This will 

certainly be no less than the 5.2% implicit in our.lower 

bound for devaluation (5.2% = (30%- 27.4%) •. 2). 

There are several comments to be made about this 

calculation. 

(i) With the es.timate of the import content of consump-

tion of 0.225 made in connection with Table VI, one cin see 

that a 30% devaluation implies an increase of about 6% 1n 

consumer goods prices, relative to the wage. In other 

words, devaluation would imply a real income loss for wage 

recipients, though one substantially less than the gains 

sinte 1974. One-should recognize this is a co~t associated 

with devaluation. We think it is a cost that should be paid 

to assure the balance of payments position.in the medium 

run. 

(ii) Export firms will realize a windfall increase in 

profits as a result of devaluation. This will be in part 

incentive to exporters, and in part should be used to make 

up for deterioration in capital which has undoubtedly 

occurred since the Revolution. Policy measures should be 

developed to insure that the extra profits go to investment 

and technical advance in export industries, as they should. 

(iii) We have already mentioned that devaluation is 

preferable to a ramshackle system of export subsidies, 

because it is "cleaner" and gives equal incentives to all 
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sectors. Similarly, devaluation should be undertaken at 

once and ln one step. Either delay or gradual depreciation 

would only fuel speculation against further de:::r>c'ases in the 

.value of the escudo. Even in the absence of foreign exchange 

markets, such speculative pressure could appear 1n the form 

of under-invoicing of exports o;' over-invoicing of imports. 

A substantial deValuation coupled with a pledge by the Banco 

de Portugal to maintain parity for at least a year thereafter 

are the appropriate policy combination. 

B. Savings and Investment 

Suppose tha,.t a devaluation in the 30-35% range is 

undertaken, and import restrictions. are imposed. What will 

be the effects on the overall macroeconomic balance in 

Portugal? To begin to answer the question, refer back to 

Table IX, in which it is projected that Portuguese exports 

might be expected to rise to 80.7 million contos in 1977 

from 68.7 million cantos in 1976 (prices of 1975) on the 

basis of recovery in industrial country markets alone. If 

devaluation allows Portuguese exporters to recover half the 

loss in market share demonstrated in Table III exports would 

go up an additional 8.2% to 87.3 million contos. The net 

gain in foreign exchange terms would of course be less, 

because of the high import content of the country's exports. 

If the additional gain of 5 million contos from import 

···~;:-- ... , 
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restrictions lS factored into the equation, one might expect 

a gain of 7 or 8 million cantos in total (again in prices of 

1975). In terms of the estimates of Table X, without a 

policy package the 1977 payments deficit might be about 44.4 

million in prices of that year (assuming an investment 

recovery in the l977B projections). With the policy package, 

this deficit might decline to 32 million cantos. For the 

improvement of 12.4 million to be inacroeconomically feasible, 

national savings would have to go up by an equal amount (as 

modified for relative price shifts induced by devaluation). 

Mtat will be the sources of this additional saving? 

Some part of the increase might come from the shift in 

the income distribution from labor payments toward profits 

which devaluation would induce .. We have, however, assumed 

that this source of additional savings will be unimportant 

and that most of the new resources will come from a decrease 

in the governmerit deficit. Part of improvement would be 

automatic, since tariff receipts and the price-times-quantity 

base of indirect .taxes would increase with devaluation. 

Another part would have to come from moderate tax increases 

and holding the line on public expenditure. A plausible 

package might take the following form during 1977: a) Keep 

the level of spendinrr, constant in real terms, i.e. ,.civil 

servants' total compensation plus transfers should not grow 

except to adjust for inflation. b) Increase the average 
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indirect tax rate (net of subsidies) from about 10.3 to 

11.29o of consumption. This could be achieved by outright 
' 

indirect tax rate increases or by economizing on subsidies; 

in particular, keeping total subsidies constant in nominal 

terms, therefore allowing inflation and consumption growth 

to reduce the average rate of subsidization. c) Raise the 

average rate of direct taxati6n from about 14.4 to 16.1% of 

GDP. This may be achieved in a variety of ways, as long as 

direct taxes or Social Security contributions are raised. 

In particular, a reasonable way appears to be to raise 

payments to Social Securi~y in such a way as to pay for its 

current estimated deficit; this may be justified with rela

tive ease and would bring the diiect tax rate to almost the 

right value. It would mean, however, large increases in 

rates of Social Security contributions.* 

These measures would lead, according to our simulations, 

to a decrease in public sector current deficit from 29.1 

million contos in 1976 to 12.3 in 1977, in current prices 

(or a reduction of almost 2/3 in real terms). Any other set 

of policy measures that would product an equivalent amount 

of additional savings (slightly under 20 million contos, in 

1976 prices) would in principle be just as good. For ins

tance, if it were possible to increase (undistributed) 

*See Appendix II for details. 
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profits of nationalized enterprises by 20 million cantos in 

1977 (in 1976 prices) no tax increase would be necessary. 

It is very important to bear in mind that expenditure

reducing measures, such as the fiscal-austerity suggested 

above, would lead to a contraction in demand, and therefore 

to a fall in employment, if unaccompanied by expansion in 

other final demand categories. The fiscal measures caJ.led 

for should therefore be thought of as part of a package 

including the devaluation and quantititive import restric

tions. They also presuppose that a moderate increase in 

investment will take place in 1977. As Tabl~ XI will show 

below, our program leaves GDP in 1975 prices virtually 

unchanged, as compared to the l977B alternative. 

C. Results of the Policj' Package 

The short run effects of our proposed policy package 

are summarized in Table XI. An average devaluation of 25% 

with respect to domestic costs is assumed, together with .the 

import restrict-ions and increased taxes mentioned above. 

This 25% devaluation figure really means that a devaluation 

within the 30-35% range is undertaken, given the hypotheses 

on domestic and foreign relative costs mentioned above. It 

is also assumed that the effects of these measures would 

take place in the fourth quarter of 1976 so that their 

effects are felt in increases in investment and the overall 
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domestit savings rate would materia1ize. For details, see 

the appendix on the model in The Portuguese Economy: Recent 

Developments and Current Situation, and the appendixes to 

this paper. 

TABLE XI 

PROJECTED NATIONAL ACCOUNTS WITI-! POLICY PACKAGE 

(current prices, million cantos*) 

Private consumption 

InvestJnent 

Government conswnption 

Exports 

Minus: Imports 

GDP 

Net transfers from abroad 

Current account bala.'lce 

1977B 

539.4 

90.5 

101.1 

126.1 

-209. 5 

647.5 

39.1 
-44.4 

1977 

541.3 

94.7 

101.9 

150.7 

-225.9 

662.8 

43.1 

-32.0 

*Due to relative price changes related to devaluation, Investment 
and Govenunent consLUnption have different values in current prices under 
each hypothesis, even though they are the same in 1975 prices. For the 
same reason, GDP under the policy hypothesis appears higher than 1977B; 
in 1975 prices we have 414.4 for 1977B and 413.7 for the policy 
alternative. 

Note the relatively large current deficit that is 

likely to persist, even if the policy package is adopted. 

The reason is the high degree of openness of Portugal's 
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economy, ln which any expansion of demand and inconte requires 

substantial additional imports. Note, finally, that the 

increase in inflation over the no policy change hypothesis 

is non-negligible. The 24%* import content of consumption 

together with a devaluation of 251 will mean an extra 6% in 

the consumer price index . ; if the assumptions that 

underly our model are true. 

*Note that this is the import content of consumption at 
factor cost (i.e., before indirect taxes minus subsidies), 
corrected by the quantitative import restrictions of 5 
million cantos. See Appendix VI for details. 
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APPENDIX I 

COMPETITIVE COST POSITION BY THE END OF THE 

THIRD QUARTER OF 1976 

Assumptions: g) Portugal's labor compensation rises 

through III-76 at the average rate of 197.5. 

b) Trading partners' weighted (by export 

shares) labor compensation rises from average 1975 through 

III-76 at the same rate it did through May, 1976.* 

c) The exchange rates of the escudo with 

respect to major trading partners' currencies are the ratios 

of cross exchange rates with respect to the U.S. dollar.** 

These assumptions imply: 

I) Increase of domestic labor costs over average 

1975, escudos 32.2% 

II) Increase 1n weighted foreign labor costs over 

average 1975, foreign currency 14.6% 

Ill) Increase in weighted foreign labor c~sts over 

average 1975, escudos 26.3% 

IV) De~erioration in competitive position since 

average 1975 4.6% 

*The major partners are U.K., Germany, U.S., France. 
For Germany the rate of wage increase is through II-76. 
Source: IFS, September, 1976. 

**Sources: Wall Street Journal, October 4, 1976; IFS, 
September, 1976. 
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V) Required devaluation to restore 1973 average cost 

position 29.3% 

i . 
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APPENDIX II 

NET INDIRECT TAX RATE CALCULATION 

(million cantos of 1975) 

I) Private consumption 1n 1977 under policy 

package 

II) Proposed minus old net indirect tax rate 

(%) 

III) Additional taxes (= I x II) 

IV) Total subsidies in 1976* 

V) Total subsidies in 1977 (equal to 1976's 

in nominal terms) 

VI) Reduction in subsidies (= IV - V) 

VII) Difference III-VI 

334.6 

. 9 

_3. 0 

14.7 

11.8 

2. 2. 

. 1 
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APPENDIX III 

DIRECT TAX RATE CALCULATION 

(million contos of 1975) 

I) GDP in 1977 under policy package 

II) Proposed new minus old direct tax rate 

(%) 

III) Additional taxes (= I * II) 

IV) Social Security deficit in 1976 

V) Difference III-IV 

" ··.-·--. ,, ... ~.- .. - ,_--

413.7 

1.8 

7 ,.Jc 

8.8 

-1.6 
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APPENDIX IV 

PROJECTIONS OF TilE EXTERNAL CURRENT ACCOUNT 

FOR 1976 AND 1977 

In this appendix we give estimates of Portugal's exter-

nal current account, disaggregated into a few major categor-

ies, under the assumption that no strong policy action is 

taken to improve the balance. These are our estimates, 1n 

197S prices (billions of escudos); we give actual 197S 

figures as a point of reference. 

197S 1976 1977A 1977B 

Exports 

Merchandise 49.S so.s ss.s ss .s 
Tourism 9.5 6.9 12.8 12.8 
Other services 
(excl. interest 14.S 11.3 12.S 12.S 

Total exports (X) 73.5 68.7 80.7 80.7 

Imports 

Merchandise 90.6 102.6 108.3 111.2 
Tourism 5.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Other services 
(excl. interest) 2 2. 0 17.4 18.4 18.9 

Total imports (M) 118.4 124.0 130. 7 134.1 
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Remittances 

Received 25.3 26.0 26.0 26.0 
Sent . 9 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Net remittances (R) 24.4 25.0 2 5. 0 25.0 

Interest Payments 
Abroad 

Net . 3 0. 0 0.0 0.0 

Public Transfers 

To A. Z. E. . 8 

Current Account 
Balance 

Billions 1975 esc. -21.4 -30.3 -25.0 -28.4 

Millions current $ 
(assuming 6% u.s. 
inflation) 837. 1, 25L 1,099. 1,248. 

Derivation of the Projections 

The projections were arrived at in three stages: 

(i) Projections of exports of goods and services and 

of remittances were made, attempting to take account of 

political stabilization in Portugal, world economic recovery, 

and the end of sp~cial relations with former colonies. 

(ii) These estimates of exports and remittances were 

substituted, along with the other exogenous variables, into 

our macroeconomic model to derive a projection, along with 
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the other endogenous variables, of total imports. Under our 

model imports (M) simultaneously satisfy two equations: 

1) The external current account equation B = X+ R -M*; 

the balance B in turn must satisfy the savings-investment 

identity 

B = sYD - GDEF - I,** 

2) The import-content equation 

M= m ·C + m.·I +m ·G +m •X *** 
C l g X ' 

(iii) The somposition of the import total was then 

estimated, again based on special domestic factors and the 

end of special colonial ties. 

Exports 

We hav.e found it necessary, in projecting exports of 

goods and services, to make a distinction between exports to 

*where X and R stand for Exports and Remittances, 
respectively, and 

**where s is the savings ratio, YD disposable income, 
GDEF is governmental current deficit and I investment, and 

*** where m m 
C' a' 

b 

content of private (C) 
(I) and exports (X). 

mi, mx are direct and indirect import 
and public (G) consumption, investment 
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the traditional escudo zone (A.Z.E.) and exports to the rest 

of the world. Former colonies inflate the export total for 

1975 in three ways: through state-related transfers, through 

transfer and "tourism" associated with re~ornados, and 

through protected goods and services exports which will not 

continue. Thus we produced estimates of exports to the 

A.Z.E. by assuming that in 1976 state-related transfers and 

tourism from that area cease; 1~1ile merchandise exports fall 

to their first quarter 1976 level and other service exports 

(largely transportation and insurance) maintain their 1975 

ratio to merchandise. For 1977 A.Z.E. exports of merchandise 

.and "other services" are treated the same way as exports to 

the rest of the world, described below. 

EXPORTS TO FORMER ESCUDO ZONE 

(billions of escudos of 1975) 

197 5 1976 

Merchandi?e 4.1 1.9 

Tourism 2.6 

State 3.3 

Other services 
(excl. interest) 1.1 0. 5 

11.2 2.4 

1977 

2. 1 

0.6 

2.6 

For exports to the rest of the world 1n items other 
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than tourism, the dominant factor is the world recovery. We 

assume that this recovery causes a growth of 7% in merchan-

dis~ and other services in 1976, followed by 10% in 1977. 

Tourism is a special case; two factors currently discouraging 

tourists arc the political situation and the scarcity of 

hotel rooms due to the presence of retOT:_!:lados. We assume 

that in 1976 tourism from non-escudo area countries remains 

at its 1975 level, but that in 1977 it returns to 1974 real 

level. 

EXPORTS TO FOREIGNERS 

(billions of escudos of 1975) 

1975 1976 

Merchandise 45.4 48.6 

Tourism 6.9 6.9 

.Other services 
(excluding interest) 10.1 10.8 

62.4 66.3 

1977 

53.4 
12.8 

11.9 

7 8. 1 

Adding·these two tables and placing "State" under 

"Other services" produces the overall table for exports .. 

Remittances 

Remittances from the former escudo zone are assumed to 

fall (from a 1975 level of 3.7) to z~ro in 1976 and 1977. 

' 

I 
I 

I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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Remittances from the rest of the world are assumed to recover 

to 26.0 billion 1975 escudos (almost halfway between the 

1974 level of 30.9 and the 1975 level of 21.6) in 1976 and 

1977. 1be recovery is attributed to expected recoveries 

both of the economies of the host countries and of confidence 

in Portuguese political .stability. It is not expected to be 

a full recovery because of the small number of recent emi

grants, and because emigrants have now learned how to put 

their foreign exchange earnings in foreign bank accounts (or 

to sell th~m to Portuguese tourists) rather than sending 

them home. 

Interest Payments Abroad 

Net private interest payments abroad in 1975 were only 

.3 billior: escudos. Setting them equal to zero in 1976 and 

1977 is reasonible, and avoids any possible confusion of GNP 

and GDP, since the two are then equal. 

Imports 

Our total import figures are derived from the macro

economic model. To allocate the total, we assumed that 

service i~ports of the state from the former escudo zone 

cease, that tourism is reduced by the current government 
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measures to 4 billion 1975 escudos, and that merchandise and 

remaining service imports remain in 1975 proportions to each 

other. 

IMPORTS 

(billions of escudos of 1975) 

1975 1976 1977A l97TG --- ---

Merchandise 90.6 102.6 .108. 3 111.0 
Tourism 5. 8 4.0 4.0 lj. 0 

State A.Z.E. 6.6 
Other services 
(excluding interest) 15.4 17.4 lS. 4 18.0 

118.4 124.0 130.7 1311. !; 

It may seem surprising, at first, that we predict a 

large increase in merchandl.se imports in 1976, even though 

we expect only a moderate increase in GDP. The reason is 

that the demand for im~ortables last year was partially met 

by drawing down stocks. These stocks are now reported to be 

very low; hence an increase in imports seems inevitable. 

. ' . I 
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Exports·: Jn co:-JJ1ection vlith Table III ·1·-te estimated that· Portur,al 
---·-· 

has suff~red a loss of e:>:port rE?....rket sh.r:x-e due to dorestic causes -of 

12 to 16 per cent. 

rates adjustrrr2nt nncl other policj.es allc,·.r Port;up.1ese export. industries 

to recover half of a 14 per cent loss in m.:'lrkct shan.~. This ViOi..tld 

increaSe the baseJinc estimate cif exports of 80.7 mill:'i.on 

cmtos to 37. 3 17'".i.lHon contos. 

Im;1orts: Port.uc;al' s in-ports are pr:.tma.r:Lly i.Ylte:rrrediate ancl ----
C3.t."')ital good~;; not produced at borne, the denand for \·:hi eh \·rould 

be little effected by price increases in ·the short ru;l. \·her-e policies 

that raise ~.;-.yJort pr:Lct;s could be-:: effect:Lve is on con~:;uner good irr!!)orts. 

\:!e have no .r;ood estir,1ab:: ·of pric~-:: s;:sisi:t,:i.vitv on such inports, but in 

any case under the assu_y-;ed ,poJicy th:l.s is not a probler,1. It is e.ssurYBd 

tllat those coods 1'lh'icl1 \'.:ould Le affected by irrport pr:ice incrcar:Jes are 

in any case placed ur1df~r quantitative re;.:;trictions, and that these 

restric:L tions rerr0.in ~.i:L!'"lcli.nr;. Specifice.ll..v, He a:JsUJT2 that· iGJOrt:s 

with value in 1976 of 5 Dillio:1 contw are ezcludecl by restrictions. 

It is further assu~~d that all of ·these 8J."8 consu'"1:.:r (;OOds .. 

• •''"!~_.··· 
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We then revise the import content coefficient of con-

sumption as follows. In our baseline projection for 1976, 

consumption expenditure net of indirect taxes generates 

imports of .250 x 375.3 = 93.8. We divide the imports into 

5 million contos of other direct and indirect imports. 

Similarly we divide consumption into 5 million non-essential 

direct imports and 370.3 million other consumption. The 

import content of the. part of consumption not subject to 

restriction is thus 88.8/370.3 = .240. We use this as the 

overall import content of consumption figure in the policy 

projection. 

Current Account: We assumed that, regardless of any 

exchange rate change, remittances remain constant in foreign 

currency (an optimistic assumption for the balance of pa.y-

ments). The estimates of exports, remittances and other 

exogenous vaiiables for the 1977 policy package case are 

substituted into our macroeconomic model (with the modified 

import-content of consumption coefficient) to derive projec

ted imports. The total figures for exports and imports are 

then disaggregated under the assumption that the cdmponents 

respond equiproportionately to the policy measures, as 

indicated below. Our 1977B projection is also indicated, in 

current dollars, for purposes of comparison. 

'" -c--,••·•·-~--·-.,- -• ''"" "c-,•,~.-,-,,,,~;'17::""·":~" ,~-··c..,.-:~-•e••.:~·~ ~3~ 

., 
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CURRENT ACCOUNT POLICY PROJECTION FOR 1977 

Current $ ·Baseline 
. (assuming 6% projections 

1975 escudos u.s. . f'l . ) cunent $ u:'.::· a tl on 

Exoorts 

1'-'lerchandise 60.6 2,638 2,440 
Tourism 13.8 607 563 
Other services 13.5 594 550 ---
Total exports 87.3 3,839 3,550 

.,/ 

Imports 

~1erchandise 108.5 4, 775 4,890 
Tourism 3.9 171 176 
Other services 18.4 810 831 ---
Total imports 130.8 5,757 5, 897 

Remittances* 

Received 26.0 1,143 1,143 
Sent 1.0 44 44 

Net 25.0 1,099 1, 099 

' Current account 
Balance -18.5 -814 -1, 249 

*Implicitly deflated by traded goods prices. 
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A GESTAO DO SECTOR PGBUCO PRODUTJVO 

Objectivo do presente documento 

0 sector p~blico produtiv~ 

A politica economica e o sector p~blico 

A organiza~io do sector p~blico produtivo 

A gestao corrente das empresas e sua aprecia9ao critica 

0 pessoal, os quadros e os gestores 

Investimento e seu financiamento 
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a.· OBJECTIVO DO PRESENTE DOCUMENTO 

0 presente documento tem, por um lado, fins informativos, ao dar a co
\:Jhecer alguns aspectos que se consideram de maio,r relevancia para compreen 
kao da actual situa~ao do sector publico produtivo; por outro lado procu~ 
~~ servi~ de base a uma analise crTtica dessa situa~ao ea uma discussio 'I I 
*obre orienta~Bes desejaveis, adiantando considera~Bes de ordem interpreta 

l;y.' t"''""'""'' '''""' ''" de "'''· -

i I 
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1. 0 SECTOR PUBLICO PRODUTIVO 

.Procura-se, neste primeiro capTtulo, delimitar o domTnio de incid~ncia 

das considera~6es que se fazem nos capTtulos seguintes, bem como apresen -
tar uma imagem breve e geral da sua importancia e composic;ao. 

1.1 - Entende-se por s~ct6~ p~blico o conjunto de entidades sujeitas a 
uma admi~istrac;io p~blica. De urn panto de vista econ6mico e analisando a 
I 
respectiva actividade produtiva e possTvel, de acordo corn o Si sterna de C~n 

tabilidade Naciona1 das Nac;6es Unidas (1970)- S.C.N. - distinguir duas m~ 
da1idades fundamentais: 
I 

- produc;ao mercanti1 (ou comercial.izave1), originando bens e ser 
vic;os destinados a venda no mercado; 

produc;ao nao mercantil, fornecendo os servic;os colectivos, in
·c1uindo o sistema de seguran~a social, administrando e aplica~ 
do a poHtica economica da colectividade, etc. 

Entre nos apenas as entidades corn este ultimo tipo de actividade 
t~m sido englobadas no sector publico, correspondendo ao Sector Estado do 
Sistema Normalizado de Contas da OCDE que vigora para as nossas Contas Na
cionais(*). 

Este conceito restrito de sector pub 1 i co tera de ser amp 1 i ado 
corn o conJur.to de entidades publicas de produc;ao mercantil, designado ~ 
tor p~blico produtivo, precisamente o que sofreu substancial incremento 
post 25 de Abril e que sera aqui objecto de ana1ise mais detalhada. 

Para que uma unidade se int~gre neste conjunto tera de preencher 
dois requisites: 

(*) Cam os seguintes sub-sectores: Administra~ao Central 
Servi~os Autonomos, Fundos Autonomos), Administra~ao 
Locais e Servi~os Autonomos) e Previdencia Social. 

___ -.:_·. __ -· 

(Estado-C.G.E., 
Local (Autarquias 
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- o~ pre~os praticados serem fun~~o da qualidade e quantidade dos 
bens e servi~os vendidos, sendo livre a decis~o de comrra des
ses bens e servi~os; 

- estar essa unidade sujeita a um controle pGblico efectivo, is
to~. terem os poderes pGblicos sobre ela ''uma influ~ncia efi
caz n~o exclusivamente decorrente do ~xercfcio do seu poder re 
gulamentar geral (*),. 

1 Para a delimita~~o do actual sector pGblico produtiVo portugu~s 
- ! • - • -e f segundo cr1ter1o que poe maiores dificuldades. 0 Institute das Parti 
cipac;oes do Estado adoptou como regra provisoria considerar que existe eo~ 
trp l o de uma empresa sernpre que, i ndependentemente da forma jud di ea, o sec 

' -tor publico detenha a propriedade de rnais de 50% do respective capital; 
s~o ainda consideradas controladas as empresas em que outras empresas con
troladas, isolada ou conjunt~rnente com entidades do sector pGblico,•dete

,tJham riia is· de 50% do. seu ea pi tal. 

Decorrente-da conjugac;ao dos crit~rios anteriores, ficam inclu~

das no sector pGblico produtivo: 

( i ) os departamentos pGblicos n~o dispo~do senao de autonomia re 
duzida mas tendo uma actividade de produc;ao mercantil(**); -

(ii) as entidades pGblicas, dotadas de personalidade jurfdica e 
grande autonomia administrativa, financeira e patrimonial , 
com produc;~o dirigida ao mercado, de que existem virios exem 
plos ainda antes das nacionalizac;oes; 

(iii) as empresas privadas que f:Jram objecto de nacior.aliza<;:~o e 
que, posteriormente, vieram a perder a forma societaria; 

(*) ·sistema de Contabilidade Nacional das Na~oes Unidas. 

(**) Nas contas nacionais sao designadas por '!Empresas Publicas nao Autono 
I 

mas'! 
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1.3 

! 

(iv) as sociedades controladas por via da participa~io no .respec
tive capital. 

\. 

11 0 t. t t t . ~d. . . t d . \: , . _, respec 1vo es a u o Jun lCO e, po1s, mu1 o werso ; .·apos a 
publica~ao do Decreto-Lei 260/76 de 8 de Abril, anotam-se os seguintes ti-

,( ' . 
pos fund~mentais: 

I 

- Departamentos publicos, coma os referidos em (i), dependentes 
da administra~io central ou local; 

Empresas pUbl icas, submetidas a urn enquadramento juridico pro
prio, englnbando as entidades (ii) e (iii); 

- Empresas controladas, sob forma societaria, indicadas em (iv). 

Sao ainda de referir as participa~oes minoritarias-- em socieda -
des e que, embora nao confi ram contra 1 o efecti vo, nio dei xam de permiti r o 
exercicio de uma influi:!ncia, em maior ou menor grau, consoante 0 capital 
det~do ea capacidade persuasiva dtis poderes publtcos na_sua gestio. 

1.2- Nao sendo possivel dispiir jade numeros para 1975, ano das prin-
cipais nacionaliza~oes, recorreu-se a uma avalia~ao da dimensio 
publico para 1973(*) admitindo que ja entao se haviam operado 
transferencias de propriedade. 

do sector 
aquelas 

0 peso do sector publico no total da actividade economica, medi
do por tres i ndi cadores c 1 ass -j cos e 0 segui nte: 

--'----\ 
(*) No gue se segue, os dadosforam fornecidos pe1o Institute das Partici

pac;:oes do Estado. Existem ja va1ores para 1974; todavia, nao sendo es
tes significativamente diferentes, em termos percentuais, dos referen
tes a 1973, optou-se por estes ultimos a fim de permitir algumas compa 
rac;:oes internacionais. 

·' ... 

. I 
I 
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.%em rela~ao a actividade total 

1 Sector p0blico SectOl' p0b l i co 
produtivo (total ) 

. 

Valor acrescentado bl'UtO 15,5 24,4 (VAB) 

Forma~ao bruta de capital 35,2 45,4 fixo (FBCF) 

Emprego 9,7 19,3 

.

1 

Nos quadros l, 2 e 3 anexos efectua-se urn de~dobramento por sec 
tares de. actividade. 

0 facto de ma i or real ce e o gran de peso do sector p0bli co na 
FBCF, consequencia de nacionaliza~oes de sectores exigindo uma infraestr~ 

tura importante - energia, transportes e comunica~oes. De acentuar tam
bem o relativamente pequeno peso das ind0strias.transformaaoras quanta a 
VAB e emprego, embora corn maior propor~ao em termos·de FBCF dado as naci~ 
naliza~oes terem abrangido ind0strias corn- produ~ao tipo capital - intensi
ve (v.g. papel, quimicas e minerais nao metalicos). r importante tambem 
notar, sobretudo pelas possibilidades que permite em termos de politica ec~ 
nomica,a quase completa apropria~ao da Banca ea grande implanta~ao no CO~ 
junto do sector Bancos, Seguros e Opera~oes sobre Imoveis. Espera-se, pa 
ra 1975 e 1976, urn aumento significativo das percentagens relativas a FBCF, 
dada a quebra notoria do investimento privado. 

Na lista anexa, da-se uma sumula da posi~ao do sector p0blico 
nas industrias em que tem maior implanta~ao. 

•: .. -
., . ,. 

1.3- Em termos de compara~oes.internacionais, apenas se apresentam va 
lares globais para o sector p0bl ico produtivo por serem os unicos disponf 

veis corn possibilidades de se confrontarem corn os numeros portugueses, flao 

obstante as dificuldades de concettua~ao. 
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Da anilise do quadro 4 ressalta nio ser excepcional a nossa $1~! 
~ao no cotejo corn outros pafses europeus, sendo mesmo assinalados va1ores 
mais elevados para a Itilia, salvo no que respeita ao valor acrescentado. 

Os quadr~5 e 6 confirmam a conclusao, sendo apenas de assinalar 
i -a i'mportanc i a deci si va do sector pub 1 i co fi nancei ro em Portuga 1 e a pos i-

~ao de destaque que a Italia e Portugal ocupam no que respeita ao sector p~ 
blico industrial, nao obstante a relativa modestia dos respectivos valores. 

: 

. ' ... 
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(106 escudos)· 1973- prec;os·correntes) 
Sector Pub l i (o ·Sector Publico Produtivo · · Sector Pub 1 i eo 

Sectores Tradicional 1) Empresas Pub 1 i cas(*lJ2 Empresas Con tro I adas T3 J (4)=(1 )+(2)_+(3J Total . 
. V a l or % Valor % · Valor 1· % . _ .. Valor - % va I or 

1. Agricu1tura, Pec., Si1v. e Ca~a 202 . 5 
. . 

31--- ... 233 5 39291 . . . . 
-

2. Pesca · (**) . . . . . . -. . 1780 

3. Industrias Extractivas 13 1.1 4 ,3 6 .5 23 L9 1232 

4. Indus tri as Trans formadoras . . 7999 8.9 1799 2.0 9798 10.9 90146 

5. Alimenta~ao, Bebidas e Tabaco . . 1573 - 15.9 222 2.4 ]795 19.3 9299 
6. Texteis, Vestuario e Ca1~ado . . 200 1.0 -- 57, . 3. 257 1.3 19595 
7. Madeira, ·corti~a e Mobil. . . . • . 150 2.4 150 2.4 5295 
8. Papel, Tipografia e Editoriais . . 906 24.7 153 4.2 .. 1059 28.8 3673 

I. 9. Qulmicas e Act. Conexas . . 2327 21.5 142 1.3 . 2469 22.8 10821 . 
10. Produtos ~li nera ·j s nao Metal. . . 741 10.7 781 11.3 1522 22.0 6919 
11. Metalurgicas de Base . . 1307 35.5 . . - 1307 35.5 3578 
12. Prod. Metal., Ind. Mecanica e 

·Elect. e Hat. Transporte . . 945 3.7 95 .4 1041 . 4. l 25283 
13. Transformadoras Diversas . . . . 193 4.3 198 4.3 4582 

14 •. Constru~a'o e Obras Publicas . . 408 2.5 262 1.6 670 .. . 4. 1 15222 

15. Electricidade, Gas e ~gua 3 • 1 5705 98.5 77 1.3 5785 99.9 . 5788 

15. Come rei o . 964 . 2.8 227 .7 1191 3.5 34413 ~ 

17. Banc os, Seguros e Op. s/. Imovei s . . 10157 63.0 I 55 . 4 . 10232 63.4 15136 

18. Transportes e Comunica~6es 48 .3 . l 0840 68.4 10"93 5.9 . 119~1 75.6 15840 

19. Transportes 48 .4 7452 51 • 1 833 .· 6.8 8333 68.4 12188 
20. Comunica~6es . . 3388 92.8 260 7. l . 3648 99.9 3552 

21 • Servit;os 22595 60.8 15 0 402 1.0 23013 61.9 37157 

22. Administrat;ao Pub. e Defesa 15632 . lOO 
.. 15532 lOO 15632 . . . . 

23 •. Educat;ao 4643 83.6 3 • 1 . . 4546 88.6 5241 
24. Saude 2301 68.4 . . 39 1.2 2340 69.5 3365 
25. Outros Servit;os 20 .2 12 . 1 . 363 ,: 2.8 395 3.1 12919 

I 

T 0 T A L 22862 8.9. . 36133 14.0 3931 . 1.5 62926 '24.4 258005 ·. 
. 

. 

(*) Inclui os departamentos publicos produtivos. ' ~ 

(**) Na elabora-;ao deste quadro nao foi possivel tomar em con,sidera;:ao as nacionaliza-;oes no sector da Pesca. "' 
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Quadro 2 - 1J1mensao do sector publico segundo a forma~ao bruta de capital fixo 

(1973 - precos correntes) 
Sector Publico Sector Publico Produtivo 

[;,'~$] . e..L;_\':l t ;U;;J 
I 

l 
. I 

c:::-.J ~~:-~~ .z::~:;J [' 
(106- escudos)! 

Sector Publico 
' i 
! 

Sec to res Tradicional (l) Empresas Publicas *J(2 Empresas Controladas (3 (4)=(1 )+{2)+(3) Total 
' 
~ . r V a l or % Valor . ~ 

. 

1. Agricu1tura, Pec., Silv. e Ca~a 474 19.9 2 .l 

2 •. Pesca (**) . . • . 
3. Industrias Extractivas 5 2.9 0 0 

4. Industrias Transformadoras . • 3917 24.5 

5. A1imenta~~o, Bebidas e Tabaco • . 428 NiO 
6. T~xteis, Vestu~rio e Ca1~ado . . 5 N/0 
7. ~la dei ra, Corti ~a e ~1obi 1, , . . . 

N/D 8. Pape1, Tipografia e Editoriais . .. 630 
9. QuTmicas e Act. Conexas . . 825 N/D 

.10. Produtos t1inerais n~o Metal. • . 1153 N/D 
11 •. Meta1urgicas de Base • . 284 N/D 
12. Prod. Metal., Ind. Mecanica e 

Elect. e l'iat. Transporte . . 592 N/0 
13. Transformadoras Diversas . . . . ' 

14 •. Constru~a.-o e Obras Pub1 icas • . 94 6.3 
" 

15. Electricidade, Gas e Agua 112 2.7 3990 96.9 

16. Comercio . . 154 4.7 

17. Ban cos, Seguros e Op. s/. I move is . . 3688 33.3 

j 8. Transportes e Comunica~5es 1935 17.4 7277 65.5 

19. Transportes 181 2.5 5199 72.7 
20. Comunica~oes 

• 2078 94.2 . ' 

21. · Servi ~os 3270 52 .1 2 0 

22. Admi ni s ttd~~o Pub. e Defesa 1779 lOO • . . 
23. Educac;~o 919 96.9 0 0 
24. Saude 543 92.8 • • 
25. Outros Servi~os 29 1.0' 2 • 1 

T 0 T A L 5796 10.2 19124 33.6 
.. 

va I or % ""Val or 

. ~-- ---11 .3 '487 

. . .. 
6 3.4 11 

' 429 2.7 4346 

24 N/D 452 
. ' 

6 N/0 11 
57 N/fl 57 
25 N/D · 655 
34 N/0 859 

241 N/D 1394 
20 N/D 304 

7 N/D 599 . 
15 N/0 15 
15 1.0 109 
l 0 4103 . 

63 1.9 217 
73 .7 3761 

148 1.3 9360 

19 .3 5399 
129 5.8 2207 
138 2.2 3410 

• • 1779. . . 919 
8 1.4 551 

·. 130 4.4 161 

884 1.6 25804 

% 

I 14.4 

. 
6.3 

27.2 
N/!J 

·. N/0 
N/D 
N/D 
N/0 
N/D 
N/D 

N/D 
N/D 
7.3 

99.6 
6.6 

34.0 
84.2 

. 75.5 
100 

54.4 
100 
96.9 
94,( 
5.4 

45.4 

Valor -

2382 

. 996. I 

173 I 
15977Jj 

N/0 
.N/D 
N/0 
N/0 
N/0 
N/D 
N/0 

N/0 
N/D 

1495 
4118 
3286 

11078 
11114 
7153 
2207 

6272 
1779 
948 
585 

2960 

56891 

i. 
~ 
' 

~ 
l ,. 

~ 
1 
" ! 
' [: 
k 

' 

l 
~-· 
' \ 
1 
! 
f 
¥

b i 
t 
t· 
~--

1; 
! 
t~ 

l 
I 
t. 

I 
l 
' l 
I 
' 

'' 
(*) Inclui os deEartamentos puoli!:os p~oduti:;os. _ _ _ . . _ ~ ~" 
(**) Na elabora<;ao de:te quadro nao fo1 poss1vel tomar em considera<;ao as nacl.onahza,.oes no sector da Pesca. :.._. 1.,. 
N/D - Valor desconhec1do. r 

-~-~-- -----
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1lM rB~&actrS~i!i- o;';ndnsa6tto' sect!or• pub'Nco seghhcto o'empr~cf'(tr~6alhadores poi/'C:onta'-de outrem) "~ ,l ' 

j 

JIV 

sector Publin l Sector Publico Produttvo 
Sec to res Tradicional 1 E~resas Publicas 1*)(2 Empresas Controladas --(3 

Valor % V a I or % Valor % 
. 

1. Agricultura, Pec., Silv. e Ca~a 416 . 1 ----·------ -----=~--------::-· 

N/D N/D +- - . . ----- -
2. Pesca (**) . . . . . ' ----~67-- ' 

3. Industrias Extractivas N/D N/D 36 .3 ~ .6 

4. Indus tri as Trans formadoras . . 46805 6.9 11375 1.7 
/-

5. Alimenta~ao, Bebidas e Tabaco N/D N/D 2243 4.4 . . 
6. Texteis, Vestuario e Cal~ado . . N/D N/0 588 .3 
7. Madeira, Corti~a e Mobil. . . N/D • N/D . 1521 1.7 
8. Papel, Tipografia e Editoriais . . N/D N/D - 1396 4.8' 
9. Qu1micas e Act. Conexas . . N/D N/0 697 2.0 

10. Produtos Minerais nao Metal. . . N/D N/D 3078 6.5 
11. Metalurgicas de Base . . N/0 N/D 2 0 
12. Prod. Metal., Ind. Mecinica e 

Elect. e Mat. Transporte . N/0 N/D 928 .7 
13. Transformadoras Oiversas . . N/D N/0 922 2.4 

14 •. Constru~ao e Obras Publicas . . 4914. 1.9 2369 .9 

15. E1ectricidade, Gas e Agua N/0 N/D 13704 83.1 557 3.4 
~--· -16. :·comercio . • 4820 2.7 1873 . l. 1 .. 

17. Bancos, Seguros e Op. s/. Imoveis . . 42482 62.2 176 .3 
. ' 

18. _ Transportes e Comunica~5es N/0 N/ll 93665 64.2 2352 1.6 

19. Transportes N/0 N/D N/0 N/0 1498 Nf.D 
20. Comunica~5es . . N/D N/D 854 - N/D 

21. · Servi ~os 226100 44.9 141 0 2632 ' .5 

22. Adrni nis tr~~ao Piib. e Oefesa N/0 N/0 . . . . 
23. Educa~ao N/0 _ N/0 15 N/D . . 
24. Saude N/0 N/D . . 416 N/0 
25. Outros Servi c;:os N/0 N/0 126 N/0 2216 N/0 

T 0 T A L 226100 9.6 206983 8.8 . 21401 .9 

(Unidades) 

~):for ,~ub 1 i co (4 ~ 1 )+ 2)+(3) Total 
Valor % va I or 

-- ------- -

N/0 N/0 405100 
. . 23600 

l 03 .9 11800 l 
. ' 

58180 8.5 '683ooo 
N/0 N/D 51200 
N/D N/0 219000 
N/D N/0 91800 
N/D N/0 28900 
N/0 N/D 35300 
N/0 N/0 47100 
N/D N/D 42400 

N/D N/0 129600 
I N/0 - N/0 37700 

. 7283 ' 2.8 I 259100 

N/0 N/D I 16500 
6693 3.8 176600 

42658 62.5 68300 

' 96017 65.8 146000 

N/0 N/D N/0 ' 
N/D N/D N/D 

228873 45.4 504000 

N/0 N/0 N/D 
N/0 N/0 N/0 

. N/0 N/0 N/0 
N/0 N/0 . N/0 · 

454484 19.3 2355200 

~ 

I 
.! 

l 

_\ 

I 
•\ 

;: 

(*) Inclui os departamentos publicos produtivos ~ ! 
(*'') Na elabora<;:ao deste quadro nao foi possivel tomar em• considera<;:ao as nacionaliza<;:oes no 'sector da Pesca. oo :} 
N/B - Valor desconhecido. ! 
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QUADRO 4 Importancia relativa das Empresas Publicas·no total da actividade economica 

. 

___ ( 1973} ----" 

Alemanha 
--------

Belgica 

Fran(:a 

Holanda 

Inglaterra 

rtalia (2) 

Luxemburgo 

Portugal 

(1)% no total sem agricultura 

(2) valores em 1971 

VAB 

10,8 

6,4 (1) 

11,5 (1) 

11 ,9 

10,2 

13,5 

-

15,5 
. 

FBCF -~- Emprego 
--~ 

. ·-
-~-

21 ,0 8,3 

- 4,5 

23,7 I 9,3 

8. 9 (1) 5,2 ( 1) 
. 

18 '1 7,5 (1) 

39,7 12,5 

4,9 . 3,9 

35,2 9,7 

Fonte: L'Impact Economique Actuel des Entreprises Publiques dans la CEE- Centre Europeen de 
l'Entreprise Publique- Maio 1975. 
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QUADRO 5 

Grandes Sectores 
Economicos 

Energia 

Industria 

Transportes e Cornu 
nica~oes -

Comercio e Serv. Di 
versos . 

Sector Financeiro 

TOTAL 

1\ij;~ ~~ 1;lll ~ tt,0,;"$J ~ii':ilil RE'Jiil ~~ C~s:c::3 ~~~;;] . gj:£~:::~~ ~lZJ ' '""[..~:•;;.-,~, i 1),~--.J 
I 

I 

~ll1l 

Importancia relativa das Empresas Publicas no respective sector (segundo o emprego) 
- -- --- dados de 1963 

' 
Alemanha Fran~a Wilia Belgica Holanda Luxemburgo Portugal 

(63) (73) ( 1973) 
. 

45 90 84,4 41 14,5 84,5 76,7 86,5 

2,2 2,3 4 I 6,3 - 1 ,3 0,03 8,6 

73,3 65 69,9 62 64 46,2 59,7 65,8 

? 0,5 0,6 0,5 0,1 ? - 3,8 

33,6 38 38,5 36,6 11 ,5 ? 29 62,5 

8,7 11 ,2 11 ,6 8 8,1 . 5,6 9,7 

Fonte: Les Entreprises Publiques dans la CEE, Centre Europeen de l'Entreprise Publique- Paris- Dunod- 1967 
- citado em Marie France L'Heriteau- Pourquoi des entreprises publiques- PUF- 1972. 
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QUADRO 6 Estrutura ·sectorial das•Empresas·Publicas·(segtindo·o·emprego) 
_®dosde.-1-96-3----c--=-----

---· 

---~ 

Grandes Sectores - ----

Economicos Alemanha Fran~a Italia . Belgica Holanda Luxemburgo Portugal 
(1973) 

. 

Energi a 18,1 26,2 12,9 9,2 32,7 9 6,3 

Industria 9,6 11 ,8 25,9 - 9,1 0,3 28,7 (1) 

· Tra~sportes e Comuni-
61,8 52,0 50,4 85,6 54,5 83,4 42,1 ca~oes 

Comercio e Servi~os 
Diversos 2,1 1,2 1 ,8 0,5 0,4 - 4,2 . 

Sector Financeiro 8,4 . 8,8 9 4,7 3,3 7,3 18,7 

· TOTAL lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO lOO 

- - - -- -- -- ----- -----···- - - -- --- ---- ------ --- --------

(1) Incluindo Constru~ao e Obras Publicas. 

Fonte: .Les Entrepdses l'u&lfques dans la CEE, Centre Europeen de l'Entreprtse Publique- Pari_s - Dunod- 1967 
- citado em-Marie France L'Heriteau - Pourq~oi des entreprises publ iques - PUF - 1972. 
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-! 
A N E X 0 

RESUMO DA SITUAC~O NOS SECTORES COM IMPLANTA(AO DD SECTOR POBLICO 

\.1 i 

1kectores
1 

r . 1 

(n~o se referem participa~6es minorit~rias em
bora, nalguns casos, sejam significativas) 

Nacionalizadas apenas duas empresas, corn reduzido pe
so no sector . 

. Ao abrigo da legisla\=~O que disciplina a Reforma_Agr~ 
ria foram efectuadas e est~o em curso expropria\=oes na 
actual ~rea de interven\=~o. que na maioria dos casos 
dar~o origem a unidades cooperativas. 

Nacionalizadas 8 empresas ligadas i produ~~o. conser
va~~o e comercializa~~o do pescado . 

Ind0strias extractivas . Nacionalizada uma empresa de prospec~~o mineira. 

-

Nacionalizado o capital portugues (90%) da sociedade 
de extrac~~o de pirites. 

·~ - . .,. 
3 sociedades controladas de prosp2c~ao petrol1fera. 

3 sociedades controladas de extrac~~o de minerais. 

lndustrias alimentares 1 ~mpresa · p0blica j~ existente antes das nacionali-
za\=oes . 

. 8 sociedades controladas. 

Cervejas Nacionalizado todo o sector, com reestrutura\=~O em cur 
so. 

Tabaco \ 

Texteis e vestu~rio 

Nacionalizado todo o sector e criada uma empresa pu
blica (Tabaqueira). 

2 e~presas p0blicas j~ existentes antes das nacionali 
za\=oes . 

• 2.sociedades controladas. 
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Sec to res 
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I 

Imprensa ' e artes _gra-
fie as 

I 
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0 

Industrias qu1micas 
(salvo'tefina~ao de 
pettol eo) 

Refina~ao de petrol eo 0 

.. 

f1ateri a is de constru- 0 

<;:ao 
(excepto cimento e 
fetro) 

\ 

Cimentos \ 

Ferro e a<;:o 0 

l. 13 

--
Situa<;ao 

2 sociedades controladas. 

Nacional izadas todas as empresas produtoras de pasta . 
de papel, com excep~ao de uma importante unidade de 
produ~ao com capital estrangeiro maioritario onde a 
participa~ao publicae de cerea de 30%. Criada uma 
empresa publica {PORTUCEL). 

Controlada uma fabrica de papel. 

1· empresa publica ja existente antes das nacionali-
za~oes e cria~ao de 2 novas empresas publicas. 

Nacionalizadas 4 empresas proprietarias dos jornais 
diatios . 

3 sociedades controladas. '. 

2 e~ptesas publ·icas .- existentes antes das nacionali Ja 
za<;:oes. 

Nacionalizadas 4 das principais empr.esas, estando 0 
sector em reestrutura<;ao. 

ll sociedades controladas. 
. 

Nacionalizadas todas as refinarias. 

Const itu 1 da uma empresa publica (PETROGfiL) que abran-
ge ai~da a mais importante distribuidora de gas. 

l _('mpresa publica ja E.xistente antes das nacionali" 
za<;oes · 

12 sociedades controladas. • 

. 

Nacionalizadas todas as empresas produtoras de c:ime~'lto, 
com excep~ao de uma empresa controlada com apreci~vel. 
participa~ao de.capital estrangeiro, e criada uma em-
presa publica (CII~POR) 

Nacionalizada a unica empresa siderurgica. 
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. ' 
. 

Sectores Situa~ao 
' 

r'1eta--i s nao-ferrosos 2 sociedades controladas. 
. 

r:'fll -
,._ ~- ' l. 
~~ 

. . 

Metalo-mec~nicas . 3 e~presas p~blicas ja existentes antes das nacionali 
za~oes. 

5 sociedades controladas. 

Construc;ao 
c;ao naval 

e repara- 1 empresa publica ja existente antes das nacionaliza-
c;oes e c·l'i ac;ao de uma nova empresa pub 1 i ea. 

I . 2 empresas nacionalizadas. 

I 1 sociedade controlada. . 
' 

I 1 grande sociedade participada pelo Estado corn capi-
tais estrangeiros (LISNAVE). 

... · 
-. 

Electricidade, gas e Nacionalizada a totalidade da produc;ao e distribuic;ao 
agua e criadas 2 empresas publicas: EDP - Electricidade 

de Portugal para a electricidade e gas e EPAL para o 
abastecimento de agua. 

Ur~aniza~ao, constru- 1 empresa publica ja existente antes das nacionaliza-
r;ao, ob ra s publicas c;oe s. 
e operac;oes sobre . - . 23 sociedades controladas. 1move1s 

. 

. 

Transportes Nacionalizadas todas as empresas de transportes rodo-
viarios regulares de passageiros e cria<:;ao de uma no-
va empresa publica (RODOV!l\RIA NAClONAL). 

Nacionalizada a quase totalidade do transporte por ea 
minho de ferro e criada uma empl'esa publica (CP). ·· 

Nacionalizadas ou controladas 
des de transporte po~ agua. 

as principais socieda-

Nacionalizada a principal empresa de transportes ae-
reos e criada uma empresa pub 1 i ea (TAP). 

1-· 

Comunicac;oes . 2 e~presas publicas ja existentes antes das nacionali 
zac;oes. 

. 1 sociedade controlada. 
. 

; ' ' . 

1-·~-----------------' 
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Turismo 

Servi~os prestados as . 
empresas 

· saude 

Comunica~ao sac i a 1 
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. 

Situa~ao 
. 

1 _empresa publicaja existente antes .das nacionaliza-
<;:oes. 

. 

Nacionalizadas todas as empresas dos dois sectdres, 
salvo o capitul estrangeiro. 

1 empresa publica ja existente antes das nacionaliza-
~oes. 

1 empresa nacionalizada c criadas 2 empresas public~s 
(cereais). 

22 sociedades controladas. 

1 empresa publica holding (ENATUR). 

7 sociedades controladas. 

16 sociedades controladas. .· 

2 socieaades controladas. 
' 

3 empresas publicas. 

.. 
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2. A POLITICA ECONCifHCA. E 0 SECTOR POBLICO 
\ 

I, - -
~ 2.1 - Dos numeros e considera~oes contidos no panto anterior, resulta 

sJr o sector publico produtivo urn instrumento directo de elevado potencial 
n~ implanta~ao da pol1tica economica do Governo. De facto, o Estado de-

l ! 

t~m con~rolo, total ou sobre urn numero ~e unidades relativamente elevado , 
d~ kectrres produtivos que, por uma razao ou por outra, se podem conside
r+ esyategicos; detem ainda controlo complete sabre as entidades que ac
tuam nos circuitos de financiamento, pelo que, por via directa ou indirec 

\ / . . -
tal esta em condi~oes de fixar orienta~oes de caracter imperative em pratj_ 
camente todos os aspectos fundamentals da vida economica. Apesar de se 
constatar - como se verificou - que o peso relative do sector publico, me
dido por criterios classicos, nao e substancialmente diferente de muitos 
pa1ses ocidentais actuando em economia de mercado, a manter-se a actual es 
trutura de apropria~ao dos meios de produ~ao nao sera facil encontrar uma ' 
co:l iga~ao de interesses economicos privados 
opor, em proveito proprio, a implanta~ao de 

suficientemente forte para se 
medidas de pol1tica economica. 

:1 

Assim, o Governo portugues dispoe hoje de_alavancas de controlo 
economico que, alem de serem extremamente patentes nos tradicionais aspec
tos monetarios e fiscais, abarcam dom1nios normalmente fora da tapacidade 
de actua~ao ·cficaz do Estado naqueles pa1ses. Sao, por exemplo, inumeras 
as possibilidades que decorrem de uma corretta utiliza~ao de urn born siste
ma de planeamento, quando se dominam completamente as fontes internas de 
financiamento e, atraves das unidades de produ~ao do sector publico, exis
tem poderes para comandar grande percentagem do investimento global e ori
entar, corn enorme poder·persuasivo, a restante parte. 

Todavia as grandes possibilidades referidas constituem tambem 
' 

grandes res~onsabilidades, uma vez que a ausencia de meios poderosos -fora 
do sector publico transfere para este a inteira responsabilidade, nao so 
da utilizacao eficaz , no processo de desen~olvimento economico e scicial, 
dos meios directamente ao seu dispor, coma tambem de incentivar, corn esses 
mesmos meios, a actividade economica que directamente nao controla e que 
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tern tendencia a nao ser expontaneamente tao dinamica como eventualmente 
__ gria em sistema de predominante apropria~ao individual dos meios <:'e pr~ 

du~ao. 

As novas possibilidades e responsabilidades que cabem ao Gove~ 
no portugues so podem, todavia,ser aceitavelmente assumidas desde que: 

- seja minimamente definida a logica de funcionamento da econo 
mia, particularmente, o sistema de objectivos que orientem a 
actua~ao das unidades do sector publico e os mecanismos que 
levem a prossecu~ao desses objectivos; 

- sejam postos a funcionar, dentro de um esquema coerente, in~ 
:, ! 

!I titui~;oes dispondo de competencia para enquadrar, controlar 
/ e orientar a actua~ao dessas unidades. 

Ora, reconhece-se, quanto ao primeiro aspecto, que praticamen
te nada se fez, nao se tendo passado de declara~oes de ordem muito geral 
sobre tais questoes; quanto ao segundo, as medidas legislativas ja publf 
cadas tern pecado pela falta de urn esquema global de enquadramento insti
tuciona·l perfeitamente explicitado (falta a que nao e, obviamente, alheia 
a indefini~ao relativamente a logica de funcionamento) e tern havido uma 
distanc1a razoavel entre a dec1sao e a i.mplanta~ao dos esquemas, por ra
zoes que vao des de um muito moroso processo de procura de equil1bri 0 po
litico ate as dificuldades em se conseguir escolher e atrair para o sec
tor publico as escassas competencias operacionais existe:~tes no nosso 

2.2 - Um dos aspectos que de maior importancia se reveste de defini
~ao do sistema economico diz respeito ao papel que, dentro de certo hori 
zonte temporal m1nimo, se deseja reservar para o mercado, em rela~ao ao 
planeamento, na determina~ao do comportamento das unidades de produ~ao. 

Actua lmente, quase nao existe pl aneamento em Portuga 1C:lmesmo que tomado 
nas suas acep~oes menos ambiciosas (e nitidamente insuficientes no caso 

(*) 0 programa do 19 Governo Constitucional preve urn conjunto de medidas 
'neste dominio. 
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I portugues). Nao dei xa de ser a ltamente perturbador ouvi r-se fa 1 a r, a cad a 
1 passo, na obrigatoriedade de reconverter (ou nao mais utilizar) criterios 
I 
I economicos e financeiros de cariz exclusivamente empresarial, sem que a 
\essas afirma~oes venham a corresponder novos objectives que substituam a-
! ' . 
1queles e cuja fixa~ao decorre, necessariamente, do funcionamento de urn e~ 
que1fa de planeamento. Em consequencia, as unidades de produ9ao do sec
tor p~blico nao se encontram movidas por sistemas coerentes de objectives 

' nem'especialmente limitadas por pollticas definidas em domTnios funcio-
nais (por exemplo, no que respeita a pol1tica de salaries) pelo que rapi
damente se tornam altamente deficitarias sob o ponto de vista da rentabi
lidade empresarial sem que, em compensa~ao, atinjam metas interessantes 
dentro de uma visao de economia global, alem de desenvolverem ac9ao que· 
muitas vezes se revela mutuamente contraditoria ou que contribui para o 

· agravar das desigualdades economicas e sociais. 

1. Parecendo pacTficO que e de grande necessidade o funcionamento 
et11caz de urn sistema de planeamento em Portugal - que de inTcio tera de 
ser pouco ambicioso e aceitar muitas insuficiencias, para ser operacio -
nal nos dom1nios estrategicos fundamentais - torna-se, complementarmente, 
imprescindTvel decidir claramente sobre as caracter1sticas desse:siStema, 
particularmente quais os dom1nios que prioritariamente ira abordar e o 
seu grau de imperatividade relativamente aos dais grandes tipos de enti
dades coniroladas (empresas p~blicas e sociedades privadas corn controlo 
do Estado) e as empresas predominantemente privadas (corn DU sem partici
pa~ao do Estado). 

Corn as necessarias 9~?da9oes que resultam da situa9ao mais ou 
men os es tra tegi ea de cad a empres'a no process a economi eo e da correspon

dente vontade governamental em fazer atribuir as empresas objectives e
conomicos e sociais globais que de algum modo se oponham a uma actua~ao 
do panto de vista estritamente empresarial, podem resumir-se do seguin
te modo as grandes possibilidades de interven9ao do Governo, que lhe a.9_ 
vem da disponibilidade de urn sector p~blico contratualmente muito forte 
em rela9a0 as.entidades privadas: 
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- orienta~ao quantitativa e qualitativa dos investimentos nos 
aspectos de: 

composi~ao sectorial; 

intensidade relativa do capital e do trabalho; 

localiza~ao regional; 

incidencia relativa sabre a balan~a comercial; 

- orienta~ao dos consumos, atraves de uma politica de produ~oes 

e pre~os; 

"' coordena~ao das decisoes, ou pelo menos das posigoes de nego
cia~ao contratual, quanto a grelhas de salarios, situa~ao re
lativa de especialidades e categorias profissionais, esquemas 
complementares da previdencia basica, etc.; 

- distribui~ao dos recursos financeiros pelas necessidades de 
financiamento e implanta~ao de urn esq.uema eficaz de selectiv1 
dade do c1·edito, particularmente no que respeita as fontes ex 
ternas e_ao mercado internode medio/longo prazo; 

0 problema numero urn consiste em conferir racionalidade a ac~ao, quer ·do 
poder polltico central quando toma decisoes de caracter imperativo relatj_ 
vamente ao sector publico produtivo, quer das proprias unidades de produ-
9ao em rela~ao as decisoes em que forem autonomas e a execu~ao dessas de
cisoes e das directivas recebidas, sendo impossfvel construir essa racio
nalidade antes de se fazerem op~oes polfticas importantes sabre o papel 
que cabera ao plana e ao mercado. 

2.3 - Importa agora apresentar o que dispoe o Decreto-Lei n9 
260/76 de 8 de Abril, designado Bases Gerais das Empresas Publicas, que, 
quer no preambulo, quer no articulado, define orienta~oes quanta aos pri~ 
cTpios gerais de gestao por que a sua actividade se deve pautar • 

. Transcrevem-se seguidamente as passagens mais significativas: 
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"· Na fase de transi<;:ao para o socialismo em que 

se encontra actualmente a sociedade portuguesa, e 

da maxima importiincia 0 papel que ccibe as empresas. 

publicas, nao so porque estas detem posi<;:oes de 

exclusivo ou dominantes nos sectores basicos da e

conomia, mas tan1bem pcn·que, est<>.ndo imperativamen

te sujeitas ao plw1eamento, permitem qu~por seu 

intennedio, o Goven10 disponha de um efectivo con

trolo sabre a execu<;:ao das pol:lticas de investime.!.l_ 

to formuladas nos plill10S economicos nacionais. 

Compete-lhes, pais, uma fun<;:ao de natureza 

qualitativamente diferente e cam implica<;:oes muito 

mais profundas do que as inerentes as actividades 

de explora<;:ao de seiili<;:os pUblicos ou da cria<;:ao 

de infra-estruturas economicas e sociais que tais 

empresas, tradicionalmente, tem desempenhado." 

(Preilmbulo, 1.) . 

" ••• a sua actividade e regida pelo direito priva

do e exercida segcmdo os processos e tecnicas de 

gestao proprias das empresas privadas,·sendo os 

respectivos resultados objecto de tributa<;:ao, tal 

coma os destas, enquanto o estatuto do seu pessoal 

e, em principio, 0 mesmo do das empresas.privadas. 

Mas, par outro lado, existe entre estas empresas 
pliblicas e o Estado uma liga<;:ao orgiinica que se ma 

.'' 

nifesta no facto de ser o Governo que designa e e-

xonera os titulares do seu orgao de administra<;:ao 

e orienta a sua actividade de acordo cam o plill1ea

mento economico nacional .•. " 

" 
pode 

Recoru1ece-se, par um lado, 

alhear-se do comportan1ento 

-... ;~ . 

(Preilmbulo, 4.) . 

que o Governo nao 

das empresas .plibl~ 

2.5 
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cas, nao s6 pelas consequencias do seumau funcio::. 

nament? no dominio das financ;:as do tstado, muitas 

vezes obrigado a cobrir os seus deficits ou a fi

nanciar parte substancial dos investimentos, e pe

las incidencias desse mau funcionamento na econo -

I mia nacional, mas, principalmente, pelo facto, j a: 

\ 

referido, de tais empresas serem um importante 

instrumento de execuc;:ao da politica economica go 

vemamental. Por outro lado, verifica-se que 0 

reconhecimento de uma razoavel autonomia as empre-

. sas publicas e condic;:ao necessaria de uma gestao ~ 

ficiente e dinamica das mesmas. Este e, alias,um 

ponto em que insistem os mais reputados estudos S£ 
bre organizac;:ao e administra~ao de empresas publi

cas: uma excessiva ingerencia do Hinistro ou Mi -

nistros competentes na administrac;:ao das empresas 

publicas destr6i a iniciativa e a responsabilidade 

dos sous gestores, as quais, pelo contrario·, impo2:. 

ta a todo o custo fomentar. 

A melhor soluc;:ao parece, pois, ser a de fazer 

intervir o Ministro da Tutela e outros Ministros 

li1teressados na definic;:ao das grandes linhas de o

rientac;:ao e na autoriza~ao ou aprovac;:ao dos actos 

de maior importiincia na vida da empresa ou cujas 

implicac;:oes claramente a transcendan1, deixando 

sua adnunistrac;:ao inteira liberdade para resolver 

os problemas de gestao corrente. 

.................................................. 
Um outro que respeita 

a inserc;:ao da 

aspecto a salientar e 0 

actividade das empresas publicas no 

processo de planeamento econ6mico nacional, 

qual se encontrou uma soluc;:ao flexivel, mas 

permite fazer a indispensiivel coordenac;:ao. 

para o 

que 

As em 

presas.terao de elaborar UITk< primeira versao dos 

2.6 
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planos de produ<;ao e investimento a tempo de pode

rem ser considerados no processo de elabora<;ao do 

plana nacional, a fim de que as op<;oes que, no mn~ 

bito dcste, forem tomadas possam tornar-se determi., 

nantes para a fixa<;ao definitiva dos planos e or<;~ 

mentos das cmpresas publicas. Havera, assim, urn 

enquadrmnento geral, expresso nas grandes op<;oes e 

prioridades definidas pelo plana para o desenvolvi 

menta, que se tornara imperativo para as empresas 

publicas, no seu conjlillto, sem que, no entanto, e~ 

tas se encontrcm sujeitas a urna fixa<;ao detalhada 

pelo plana de todos os aspectos da sua actividade," 

(Preillnbulo, 7.) • 

11 A fixa<;ao as empresas publicas de objcctivos 

exclusiva ou predominantcmente baseados em crite-

. rios de rentabilidade financeira· nao e sequer de

fensavel em sistemas econ6micos caracterizados par 

uma logica de flillcionamento capitalista, mesmo 

quando se nao trate de unidades desenvolvendo acti 

vidades de natureza vincadamente de servi<;o publir 

eo. Obviamente, quando existe o prop6sito de as

segurar a transit;ao para uma sociedade socialista, 

par maioria de razao se terao de por serias reser

vas a utilizat;ao privilegiada daqueles criterios , 

que, pelo menos, desprezam a considera<;ao de prio-,, 
ridades pol1ticas nos dom1nios do emprego, da ind~ 

pendencia nacional e da redistribui<;ao de rendime~ 

tos,para ja nao falar na impossibilidade de. os eo~ 

patibilizar corn os objectivos globais prosseguidos 

pelo planeamento nacional. 

Nao pode, todavia, deixar de se i.mpor a. im

.planta<;ao de urn sistema coerente de objectivos re

lativa'l\ente a cada empresa, capazes de orientarem 

2.7 
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o planeamento e desenvolvimento das suas activida

des, de servirem de criterio de aferir,;ao dos resul 

tados atingidos e, 

ponsabilizar,;ao dos 

portanto, de instrumento de res 

seus gestores. Corn efeito tor 

na-se imprescind:Lvel que as empresas publicas ca

minhcm rapidamente no scntido de aumentarem subs -

tancialmente a sua eficiencia, medida cm termos de 

objectives fixados, sob pena de nao cumprirem 0 im 

portante papel que lhes cabe dentro de um esquema 

de desenvolvimento economic:o capaz de conduzir as 

transfonmar,;oes qualitativas que a caminhada para o 

socialismo impoe. Uma imagem de uma empresa pu -

blica ineficaz, desorganizada e sorvedoura dos di

nheiros publicos compromete irremediavelmente essa 

camiill1ada, principalmente quando confrontada com a 

de empresas privadas que eventualmente tenham al

canr,;ado n:Lveis de nintabilidade superiores em domi 

nios paralelos. 

Embora o citado sistema de objectives deva 
ser·nitidamente referenciado a cada empresa, nao 

fazendo sentido impor uma unifonnizar,;ao sem qual -

quer aderencia as realidades concretas, nao deixam 
de se adiantar alguns aspectos que devem enquadrar 

a gestao das empresas pUblicas em geral. Em to

dos os casos houve a preocupar,;ao de faz·er subordi 

nar a actividade das empresas a objectives economi 

co-sociais globais. 

· . Dai, por exemplo, a preocupar,;ao em estabele -
cer uma correspondcncia entre a polltica de subsi-

dios a conceder pclo· Gove1~o a cada empresa e a e-

xistencia de particulares imposigoes de ordem so .,. 

cial ou outras que os. venham a justi:ficar, afast~ 

do-se a possibilidade de cobertura de deficits eco 

nomicos decorrentes de ineficiencias intenlas, pr~ 

2 8 
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tica indesejavel que consiste, afinal, em fazer su

portar pela comunidade·as consequencias do mau fun

cionamento de certas unidades economicas. Dai, 

tambcm, a preocupac,;ao em garantir a existencia de 

.excedentes que possam servir, na propria empresa,p~ 

ra manter um normal processo de e:l.:pansao interna a

travcs do investimento e, em termos globais, venham 

a alimentar, pela mesma via, a criac,;ao de novas uni_ 

dades de produc,;ao e a execuc,;ao de projectos em infr~ 
-estruturas basicas nos dominios economico e social. 

Dai, ainda, no dominio da politica salarial, a preo 

cupac,;ao em evitar que a eliminac,;ao do objectivo iini_ 

CO da remunerac,;ao maxima do capital VCJllia a ditar 

uma atitude de complacencia irresponsavel das admi

nistrac,;oes perante reivindicac,;oes nao justificadas 

pelos niveis de produtividade alcanc,;ados ou que vao 

contra o desejavel equilibrio intersectorial e in -
ter-regional em materia de remunerac,;oes. 

Paralelamcnte aos objectivos enw1ciados impoe

-se a utilizac,;ao de instrumentos previsionais e de 

controle de gestao universalmente consagrados, mini_ 

mamente indispensaveis a con:ecta formulac,;ao de po

liticas ea. subsEquente avaliac,;ao dos seus resulta -

dos. De cuidados especiais se prctende rodear as 

decisoes quanta aos investunentos, fazendo-as prec~ 

der·e acompanhar de analises e avaliac,;oes em termos· 

de custos e benericios economico-sociais, procuran

do-se uma razoavel utilizac,;ao dos recursos financei_ 

ros, os quais, corno se sabc, niio sao abundantes no 
nosso pais." 

" 

· (Preambulo, 8.). 

1. Os planos de actividade e financeiros, bem 

coma os orc,;amentos de explorac,;ao e de investjmento, 

~ .. 9 
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anuais e plurianuais, das ernpresas publicas devem 

ser enviados pelo Ministerio da Tutela ao orgao ceg 

tral de planeamento, o qual assegurara a sua harmo

nizas;ao e avaliara a: sua adequas;ao.ao plana econ6mi 

co nacional. 

2. As ops;oes e prioridades fixadas nos planos 

nacionais de media prazo serao imperativamente con

sideradas na elaboras;ao dos planos das empresas pu

blicas. 

3. Em consequencia do exercicio das funs;oes 

referidas no n9 1, o Ministro responsavel pelo pla

neamento podera propor, anualmente, ao Ministro da 

Tutela alteras;oes aos pianos das empresas, devendo, 

no caso de nao haver acordo, propor a arbitragem ao 

Conselho de Ministros, no ambito da aprecias;ao do 

piano anual." 

(art9 149) 

........................................................... 

" 1. A gestao nas ernpresas publicas deve ser 

conduzida de acordo corn os irnperativos do planea -
menta economico nacional e segundo principios de e 

conomicidade que possam ser objectivamente fixados 

e controlados em relas;ao as diversas funs;oes e ac

tividades por elas desenvolvidas. 

2. Na gestao das ernpresas observar-se-ao, no 

meadamente, os seguintes principios: 

2.10 



a) Os pre~os praticados devem assegurar·r! 

ceitas que permitam a cobertura dos cu~ 

tos totais de explora~ao e assegurem nf 

veis adequados do autofinanciamento e 

de remunera~ao do capital investido; : 
nos casos.em que, por razoes de politi

ca economica e social, sejam impostos 

as empresas pre~os. inferiores, deve 0 

Estado proporcionar-lhes receitas ex -

traordiniirias que as compensem daquela 
imposi~ao; 

b) Devem ser claramente fixados, sempre 

que possivel atraves de contratos-pro

. grama, objectives economico-financei -

ros de medio prazo a cada empresa, de

signadamente no que respeita a remune:

ra~ao do trabalho e do capital invest_! 

do ou a obten~ao de um adequado autofi 
nanciamento; 

c) A evolu~ao da massa salarial deve res

·peitar os objectives enunciados na ali 
nea anterior, bem como a necessidade 

de adoptar politicas de pre~os que nao 
acentuem seriamente as tensoes infla -

cionistas, devendo sempre subordinar
-se a politica nacional de salaries e 
rendimentos; 

d) Naaprecia~ao de projectos de novos in

. vestimentos deve procurar obter-se uma 

adequada taxa de rentabilidade finan -

ceira dos capitais investidos, sem pr! 
• ~ • - 0 

JUlZO de, em rela~ao a certos proJec -

tos, a determina~ao daqucla taxa. de 

2.11 
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rentabilidade poder basear-se nwna anali 

se de custos e beneficios economico-so -

ciais; 

e) Deve ter-se coma objective a minimiza~ao 

dos custos de produ~ao mediante o melhor 
aproveitamento dos . recursos postos a 
disposi~ao da empresa, corn vista a atin

gir 0 maxima de eficacia na sua contri -

bui~ao para 0 desenvolvimento economico 

e social. 

3. Em certos casos espenals, os objectives me_!! 

cionados na alinea a) poderao entender-se como referi 

dos a urn periodo superior a urn ano." 
(art9·219). 

Podem sumariar-se do seguinte modo os aspectos mais importantes: 

- subordina~ao absoluta ao plano no que respeita, pelo m~ 
nos; aos planos gerais de investimentos ede produ~ao; 

- necessidade de serem atribu1dos objectives as empresas 
· p~blicas que evitem o privil~gio de crit~rios de estri
ta rentabilidade economico-financeira empresarial em de 

~ -
trimento de se atingirem finalidades economicas globais; 

- pressuposi~ao de que, dentro das orienta~oes decorren -
·tes do plano e traduzidas em objectives bem especifica
dos, cabe ainda ao mercad6 um consideravel papel resi·
dual na disciplina da actua~ao da empresa e na determi
na~ao da eficacia de que se reveste a sua ac~ao, parti
cularmente do modo como a gestao ~ conduzida; em cor -
respondencia, 
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- orienta~ao no sentido de ser executado nas empresas publicas 

um estilo de gestio tfpico da empresa privada, com renuncia a 

uma apertada regulamenta~io das suas actividades e atribuindo 

grande autonomia aos seus orgios de gestio, com a correspon -
dente necessidade de uma forte· responsabiliza~io pelos resul~ 
tados obtidos; decorre que, 

- a an~lise dos resultados de cada empresa dever~ basear-se na 
1 pr~via fixa~i6 de objectives precisos em rela~io as activida

des desenvolvidas pela empresa e nos domfnios funcionais por 
/ que ela se desdobra ou que lhe servem de apoio; e, em parti-
1 cular, 

- a an~lise da rentabil idade economica dever~ ser feita de modo 
a que lhe corresponda um significado o mais objective possf -
vel relativarnente ao modo como globalmente foi conduzida a 
gestio da empresa, procurando-se sernpre traduzi r ern termos 

quantitativos os encargos adicionais que decorrern para esta 

da prossecu~ao de objectives econornicos e sociais mais gerais 

e a que a mesma nio estaria sujeita nio fora a sua particular 
situa~io de empresa publica (especialmente nos domfnios dos 
investimentos, pre~os e sal~rios), evitando-se assim o habi -
tu~ esistem~tico recurso a justifica~6es de maus resultados e 
conomicos baseadas na exist~ncia de imposi~6es especiais que. 
enfraquecem a capacidade relativa da empresa para gerar·exce
dentes economicos. 

•· 

2.4 - Quanta as sociedades privadas em que o Estado tern poderes de i~ 
-terven~ao, o facto de se nio encontrarem em sectores considerados sufici
entemente esi(rat~gicos para justificarem a respectiva nacionaliza~io (*), 

(*) Relembre-se que as empresas publicas - para alem das que ja existiam 
antes do 25 de Abril - foram resultado de nacionaliza~oes que incidi 
ram geralmente sobre sectores considerados basicos (em resultado de 
algum criteria de aprecia,.ao) e encontraram a sua razao de ser nesse 

(cont.) 
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aponta no sentido de serem consideradas (conjunta ou iso1adamente): 

I ; 

• 

- 011 corn caracteristicas que as 1evem a nao serem tomadas coma instru 
menta de execur;ao da polltica econor,\ica do Governo em termos tao di 
rectos coma as empresas pub1icas, fazendo-se a subordinar;ao da sua 
actividade aquela po1Ttica de modo menos imperative; 

ou coma unidades de produr;ao que se devem inserir na vida economica 
coma qualquer outra empresa privada, com uma actividade dominante -
mente discip1inada pelos mecanismos de mercado, actuando em regime 
normal de concorrencia, basicamente sujeitas aos mesmos imperatives 
de polTtica economica que impendem sabre as empresas tota1mente con 
tro1adas par capitais privados. 

1 I Nestas condi r;oes, pode em gera 1 entender-se que tai s empresas se de
l 
' vem subordinar as mesmas regras de gestao que as empresas publicas, no 

que respeita i necessidade de uma orientar;ao a partir de criterios de efi 
cacia economica e financeira e i correspondente contrapartida que se lhes 
deve oferecer quando subordinadas a imposir;oes especHicas que introduzam 
enviesamentos nos resultados de gestae; mas tambem que essas imposir;oes 
especTficas ocorrerao em intensidade e frequencia muito inferiores, em 
graus que variarao naturalmente corn a importancia economica das empresas 

(cont.) 
(*) mesmo facto,· ao passo que o conjunto de sociedades privadas controla 

das pelo sector publico, sao-no quer por consequencia das op'erac;oes
de nacionaliza<;ao ja referidas (dispondo os sectores nacionalizados 
de carteiras volumosas atraves das quais os scus antigos proprieta
ries exerciarn acs;ao de controlo sabre a economia), quer por conse- .
quencia da nar.ionaliza<;ao de holdings puros (destinada explicita -
mente a desfazer grande contoentra<;ao de dominio em maos privadas) , 
quer ainda por consolidaqao ·da carteira de participac;oes ja anterior 
mente detida pelo sector publico e constituida essencialmente coma -
meio de suporte ao investimento privado. Pode, pais, dizer-se que , 
grosso modo, as sociedades privadas participadas sao resultado de 
uma opera<;ao de transferencia de poder economico para o Estado, de 
grande significado politico em termos de caminhada para o socialis
mo, mas em relac;ao as quais a sua posic;ao sectorial nao justifica 
uma filosofia de gesta0 substancialmente diferente daquela que o Go 
verno entende vir a ser desejavel para as ernpresas privadas ern qu-e 
0 sector publico nao dispoe de poderes para influenciar, em termos 
hierarquicos, a respectiva adrninistra~ao. 
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e o sector em que exercem a sua actividade, consistindo o valor instru
mental de tais empresas, em relac;:ao ao Governo, essencialmente: 

1. 

na capacidade real izadora que as mesmas poderao ter, colmatando as 
quebras de iniciativa, voluntarias ou nao, dos empresarios privados, 
em especial atrav~s da dinamizac;:ao da actividade economica; da uti
lizac;:ao de tecnologias evolu1das, da gerac;:ao de novas empregos, etc., 
servindo simultaneamente de modelos de actuac;:ao, por reflectirem as 

intenc;:6es do Governo quanta ao modo de actuac;:ao das empresas priva
das; 

- na possibilidade de urn controlo apertado da conformidade dos proce~ 

dimentos adoptados por essas empresas em relac;:ao a legislac;:ao geral 
a que devem estar subordinadas todas as empresas privadas, especiaL 
mente no que respeita ao planeamento; 

- na disponibiltiade de uma preciosa fonte de informac;:ao sobre os pro
blemas de cada sector, a estrutura de custos de produc;:ao, as insufj_ 
ciencias de investimento e tecnologia, as capacidades de expansao e 
desenvolvimento, as dificuldades de gestae corrente, as praticas 
normais de financiamento, comercializa,ao, etc.,capaz de servir de 
base a e l aborac;:ao de 1 eg is 1 ac;:ao e a cOncepc;:ao de medidas coerentes e 
eficazes de polltica economica sectorial; trata-se, no fundo, de 
um processo de eliminar a opacidade de que· em muitos casos se reves 
te a actividade economica empresarial em relac;:ao aos ~entros de de
cisao governamentais. 

., 

2.5 - A confirmarem-se as considerac;:6es que se acabaram de fazer, po-
' de concluir-se que o funcionamento racional do sector p~blico produtivo 

depende, em ~ltima analise, do sistema polTtico tornado como ponto de ref~ 

rencia e da estrat~gia de transic;:ao para tal sistema polltico. Ora, ne
nhum desses dois aspectos se encontra ainda suficientemente definido no 
caso portugues, utilizando-se, ao abordar as grandes opc;:6es polTticas (na· 
Consti~ic;:ao, nas declarac;:oes dos Governantes e dos porta-vozes dos movi -

I 
l 
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liVi mentos pollticos) expressoes dotadas de grande f1uidez de conteudo e di 
1\J-:---~-- ------versidade de conota~oes poss1veis, aspecto a1 ias caracter1stico de uma 

,., si tua~ao de 1 uta pe la preponderanci a po 11 ti ea, exacerbada pe 1 o sent imen-
KJ to, por parte dos diferentes responsaveis polit·icos, da existencia de urn 

equi1Tbrio instave1 ~os centres de poder, capazes de serem des1ocados, a 
curto prazo, corn re1ativa faci1idade. 

~ . . 

c . 
. 

I . ' . 

Sendo assim, a atribui~ao de sistema de objectives as empresas, 
determinando comportamentos coerentes corn a 1ogica de funcionamento da .§.. 

I 
cohomia, esta extremamente dependente de op~oes po1Tticas que 1he sao an 
te~iores, evo1uindo de modo a1tamente dinamico, pe1o que essa atribui~ao 
es~a 1onge de ser urn problema predominantemente t~cnico. 

I 
! ! 

I Consequentemente, os problemas em analise nao podem deixar de 
ser tratados de modo gera1, tornando poss1vel uma aprecia\=aD cr1tica den 
tro de urn 1eque suficientemente ample de op~oes po11ticas (que nao in 
c1uem, contudo, o retorno a uma situa\=ao de dom1nio do poder politico P.§.. 
lo poder economico privado, movido pelo obj.ectivo ultimo da maximizac;ao 
do 1ucro capita1ista) mas exigindo, natura1mente, importante esforc;o adi 
ciona1 de concretizac;ao . 

. .•I· 

. ' 
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3. A ORGANIZA~M DO SECTOR POBLICO PRODUTIVO 

3.1 - Refere"se este capltu1o ao modo como se estruturam as re1at;:oes e_12_ 
tr~ o Estado e as unidades de produ<;:~o controladas pelo sector p~blico (e~ 
pr~sas p~blicas e privadas corn participa<;:~o maiorit~ria do sector p~blico 
no ~eu capital) ou em que este detem poderes significativos de orienta<;:~o, 
seja por via de propriedade de parte importante do capital social, seja 
porque assumiu papel desproporcionado no seu financiamento, levando a uma 
transferencia real para si dos riscos inerentes aos empreendimentos. 

A Revolu<;:ao de 25 de Abril de 1974 encontrou.o pa1s corn uma com
pleta ausencia de projectos minimarnente trabalhados de reorganiza<;:~o da·vj_ 
da econornica nacional, em grande parte fruto de, durante mais de cinquenta 
a nos, nao _exi s ti rem condi <;:oes para uma 1 i vre actua<;:ao e desenvo l vi men to de 
organiza<;:oes pol1ticas capazes de proporem projectos alternatives. Isso 

I • 

erplica, em parte, 0 experimentalismo e as dificuldades de proposi<;:~o de 
esquemas organizativos concretes, destinados a levarem a pratica modelos 
economicos em correspondencia corn as posi<;:oes doutrinarias, de caracter g~ 
ral, assumidas pelas diversas for<;:as pol1ticas, levando a indecisoes e im
passes frequentes no processo corrente de decisao por parte das autorida
des gove rnamen tai s. Sab i do tambem que a cons tru<;:~o de uma raci on a l i dade 
economica esta muit1ssimo dependente da absor<;:~o dos ensinamentos propor
cionados pela implanta<;:ao de esquemas teoricos e da capacidade em corrigir 
as falhas assim detectadas e verificado que nao houve nem poder polftico 
estavel, nern unidade operacional, centrando-se a energia dos partidos ex
clusivamente na luta por um equillbrio polltico que lhes fosse favoravel, 
fica assirn explicada a raz~o p6r que ainda hoje nao existern definidos corn 
suficiente clareza os esquernas organizativos de enquadrarnento do sector p~ 
b1ico produtivo. 

Sendo assim, muito do que se tern feito (e do que se nao tern fei
to) nao resultou sen~o de urn ataque a problernas imediatos - principalmente 
aqueles que desordenadamente forarn sendo trazidos a ordern do dia pe1os gr!j 
pos actuantes corn voz rnais percutante e com maior for<;:a de rnobil izat;:ao dos 
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\ centros de decis~o em cada momento- atrav~s de concep~oes individualistas, 

\

quando muito enquadradas por esquemas tamb~m individuais de organiza~~o e 

1 fun~ionamento da economia, mas que est~o longe de merecerem consenso intra 

!parfidari~ ou que nem sequer fora-m geralmente_discutidas_no seio dos part:!_ 

dost E quase sempre dentro da perniciosa optica de garantir urn progress.!_ 

vo alargamento de poderes e compet~ncias dos minist~rios a que, casualmen-
' 

te, 'pertencem em cada momento os patrocinadores das ac~oes. 

Em consequ~ncia, torna-se difl"cil discernil' as tend~ncias a m~dio 

prazo nesta mat~ria, tanto mais que se detectam corn frequ~ncia actua~oes 

contraditorias entre si, cam declara~oes de inten~ao e ate corn lei recente; 

do facto se ressentem as considera~oes que a seguir se fazem. 

i 
' / 3.2 -Coma se disse, as nacionalizar;:oes foram feitas essencialmente sob 

uma perspectiva sectorial, visando a apropi'iar;:ao colectiva de unidades de 

produr;:ao actuando em dom1 ni os con si derados economi camente estra tegi cos. A~ 

si m, fora m naciona l i zados sectores corn uma estrutura i nterna muito di spar 

e que engl obam cas os de uma extrema pul veri za~ao de pequenas uni dades act_!!_ 

ando como concessionarias (transportes rodoviarios), de monopol io (sideru2::_ 

gia, transportes ferroviarios, transportes a~reos) e de oligopolio (cimen-

tos, adubos, eel uloses, cervejas). Natura lmente que se pos como prob lema 

prioritario o .da reorganiza~ao desses sectores, em ordem a conferir-lhes 

uma estrutura capaz de transformar as empresas que os compoem em instrume~ 

tos adequados da execu~ao de uma pol1tica economica. A condu~ao dessa reo~ 

ganizar;ao, na aus~ncia de directivas orientC;~doras de caracter geral quanta 

a filosofia de funcionamento da economia, nao era tarefa facil' tanto mais 

que em alguns sectores havia que contemplar situar;oes complexas resultan

tes da exist~ncia de empresas nao nacionalizadas por terem, no todo ou em 

parte, cap{tal estrangeiro e para as quais haveria que manter forma socie

taria independente. 

Salvo nos casos em que ja havia monopolio sectorial ou subsecto-. 

rial, em que se admitiu a permanencia dessa situar;~o. o estudo e proposi

~ao de 111edidas foi feito atrav~s de Comissoes de Reorganiza~ao, constitu1-
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' 
das esp~cialmente para o efeito, e que, de caso para caso, tiveram config!:!_ 

ra~oes distintas, com incidencia desigual no caracter da sua representati
vidade de interesses ou da sua competencia tecnico-economica; os resulta
dos dos trabalhos dessas Comissoes foram tambem muito desiguais. 

Em paralelo, era decretada a natureza publica de todas as empre
sas nacionalizadas, que assim perdiam a sua forma societaria(*)- decreto

-lei 260/76 - e, em consequencia, se viam submetidas, na sua actua~~o e 
constitui~ao dos seus orgaos, a disposi~oes que, em rela~ao as normas do 
diireito comum das sociedades comerciais, muito acresciam as possibilidades 
i~tervencionistas do Governo que decorreriam dos seus.direitos como accio
ntsta, mesmo maioritario. Nesse decreto-lei estabelecem-se normas impor-
ta.ntes a que dever~o obedecer os estatutos das novas empresas publicas(**), 
cd~dicionantes, portanto, das tarefas cometidas as referidas comissoes de 

I 

reorganiza~ao sectorial. 

As tendencias que parece poderem retirar-se dos estatutos ja pu
blicados e das declara~oes de inten~oes de responsaveis governamentais vao 
nos seguintes sentidos: 

a) Implanta~~o de uma unica empresa publica por sector, efectua.!!_ 
do-se a integra~ao dos patrimonies das empresas nacionalizadas 
na nova empresa; embora n~o se exclua a possibilidade de criar 
mais de uma empresa, essencialmente corn o mobil de promover fo..!:_ 
mas concorrenciais no sector publico, a verdade e que os casos 
em que corn maior acuidade se pas essa hipotese derivaram das 
classicas oposi~oes dos quadros (face a possibilidade de perd~ 

"' 

-(*) Corn excepo:;ao, como se disse, das. ernpresas corn capitais estrangeiros, ern 
que apcnas se considerava transfer id a para o Estado a propriedade dos 
capitais privados nacionais. 

(**) Corn exclusao das que pertencern aos sectores bancario e segurador. 
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rem estatuto profissional ou verem reduzidas hip5teses de prQ 
mo~io) e dos trabalhadores (face i amea~a que urn nivelamento 
de salirios constitui no sentido de urn congelamento dos venci 
mentes das empresas que melhor pagavam). 

b) Desconcentra~io de poderes nas diversas unidades de produ~io 

que integram a empresa, acompanhada da manuten~io de sistemas 
contabillsticos aut5nomos que permitam adequada analise da [YQ 

dutividade e da contribui~io de cada uma dessas unidades para 
o desenvolvimento e resultados da empresa. 

c) Centraliza~io da fun~io financeira, procurando unidade de ne
gocia~io na obten~io de capitais, pr5prios e alheios, corn a 
Administra~io Central e a Banca; mesma perspectiva quanta ao 
planeamento a media e longo prazo, especialmente no que resp::i 
ta ao investimento ea estrategia de desenvolvimento. 

d) Variabilidade quanta a autonomia a conferir is unidades loc~s 
nos domT nios das fun~oes pessoa l, aprovi sionamento e comercial. 

· Relativamente a esta ~ltima, solu~oes diversas se anteveem , 
em correspondenci a cam a estrutura da produ~io e as caracter1s 
ticas do mercado da procura, coma por exemplo: 

departamento de comercializa~io, integrado na pr5pria empr~. 

sa, cam a incumbencia de comercializar os fabricos das dife 
rentes unidades de produ~io (e ate, eventualmente, das ou-

* tras empresas privadas actuando no mesmo sector) no caso de 
industrias fornecedoras de materias primas fundamentais ao 
desenvolvimento de outros sectores e em que cada produto ad 
mite poucas diferencia~oes e tern aplica~oes bem determina
das; 

- fun~ao comercial em cada unidade de produ~io (ou por grupos 
de unidades de produ~io), devidamente coordenada par urn or
gao central corn o objective de se obter adequada distribui-
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~ao de encomendas e garantir for~a contratual no acesso aos 
mercados externos; 

- fun~ao comercial completamente autcnomizada nas unidades de 
. produ~ao, quando se considerar essencial fomentar a capaci

dade de penetra~ao atrav~s de uma concorr~ncia entre essas 
unidades, justificando os inconvenientes economicos decorrs::! 
tes da exist~ncia de redes comerciais paralelas e sobrepos
tas. 

Assim, parece estar posta de parte a cria~ao de empresas pu
blicas destinadas a efectuar a comercializa~ao da produ~ao de 
outras empresas p~blicas (hipotese que esteve algum tempo de 
p~. mas sobre a qual recairam as classicas cr1ticas da buro
cratiza~ao e da falta de flexibilidade e imagina~ao de que so 
frem as empresas que nao se sensibilizam pelos problemas do 
mercado quando a ele nao tern acesso directo), pelo que a estas 
cabera o encargo da coloca~ao dos seus produtos nos mercados 
interno e externos. 

e) Unidade de comando hierarquico ao mais alto n1vel, traduzido. 
na exist~ncia de um v1nculo directo entre o Conselho de Geren 
cia (atrav~s do seu presidente) e apenas um ministro (design~ 
do ''de tutela'') em cada caso explicitamente indicado nos res
pectivos estatutos. Dada a tendencia atrai apontada de cons 
tituir apenas uma ~mpresa p~blica por sector, englobando va
rias unidades de p,rodu~ao, o conse1ho de gerencia e os seus or: 
gaos de apoio directo terao de agir tamb~m como um autentico 
organismo interm~dio (entre o ministro e as unidades de produ 
~ao), competindo-lhes importantes fun~oes de coordena~ao sec-

\ toria 1. 

f) Submissao generica aos mesmos imperatives legais a que estao 
sujeitas as empresas privadas, nomeadamente quanto as impos~ 

~oes fiscais, ao direito do trabalho, a regulamenta~ao indus 
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trial, etc. Estabelecem:se, assim, para alem da dependencia 
hier·arq.uica para com o ministro de tutela e de dependencias 

funcionais privilegiadas com o Ministerio do Planeamento eo 
~1inisterio das Finan~as, os normais v1nculos de dependencia 
admin·istrativa a que estao sujeitas todas as 

os diversos orgaos da administra~ao publica. 
empresas perante 

As rela~oes 

que decorrem desses v1nculos exercem-se directamente entre a 
empresa e os diversos departamentos publicos, sem interferen
cia do ministro de tutela, enquanto que para as dependencias 

funcionais privilegiadas essa interferencia e, ou sempre obrl 
gatoria (caso de financiamento) ou obrigatoria em caso de fal 
ta de consenso (caso do planeamento). 

Quant0 ao sector bancario, tendo sido institu1do o Ministro das 

Finani;as como ministro de tutela para. todas as instituii;Oes (Banco de Por
tugal, Banco de Fomento e Bancos Comerciais) que nele actuam regista-se: 

I . 
. I 

a) As liga~oes hierarquicas estabelecem-se directamente entre ea 
da empresa publicae o Ministro (por sua delega~ao,no Secret~ 
rio de Estado do Tesouro), embora ao Banco de Portugal caibam 
atribui~oes de coordenac:;ao funcional em dom1nios estrategicos 

que vao muito para a l em dos i nerentes a um banco emi ss or e que 
se situam especia lmente na coordenai;aO do credito e no contra 
le do mercado cambial. 

b) s,,_]vo no que respe-ita a extin~ao das empresas cambistas nacio 

nalizadas (por sua integrac:;ao como departamentos dos princi
pais bancos comerciais) e a integrac:;ao de algumas pequenas c~ 

sas bancarias de reduzida dimensao (e de um banco em situai;ao 
\de falencia) noutros bancos, nao houve quaisquer outras oper~ 

c:;oes efectuadas de reorganizac:;ao do sector, pelo que se pode 

afirmar que, grosso modo, existe uma correspondencia entre os 
bancos nacionalizados e as novas empresas publicas bancarias. 

As esperadas operac:;oes de especializa~ao nao foram ainda con
cretamente anunciadas nem se sabe em que sentido se irao dar. 
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Continuam igualmente em forma embrion~ria as necess~rias ope~ 

rac;:oes de gradual aproximac;:ao quanto ao estatuto do pessoal e 
as formas organizativa internas, de coordenac;:ao quanto ao de
senvolvimento das suas actividades e de aproveitamento da re
de para melhorar a eficiencia de execuc;:ao de ope1·ac;:oes inter
bancarias - actualmente em situac;:ao de alarmante emperramento 
burocr~tico - e apoiar o Ministerio das Financ;:as nas operac;:o2s 
fiscais e de movimentac;;ao de fundos . 

. I No sector segurador a situac;;ao ·e semelhante, observando-se sim-
1 

plesmente a criac;;ao de um Institute Nacional de Seguros a que estao comet.!_ 
das func;:oes de ap6io e coordenac;;ao das seguradoras, numa posic;:ao de ·~taff" 
do.'respectivo ministro 

/1 . 
de tutela (Financ;;as, por delegac;:ao no Se~ret~rio de 

Estado do Tesouro). A dispersao de unidades e os poucos passos avanc;:ados 
n~ dom1 ni o da i ntegrac;;ao e especial i zac;;ao(~·) (corn a excepc;;ao importante dos 
Seguros de Credi to) sao factos que nao perm item por ora perspecti var o fu-
turo do sector. 

Uma vez que nos sectores bancario e segurador existem varias em

presas publicas corn actividade sobreposta e nao se exclui que, no processo 
·de reorganizac;:ao em curso, relativamente a alguns sectores industrias, se 

venha a ter situac;:ao semelhante, poe-se o problema da oportunidade de cri~ 
c;:ao de organismo<; 1ntermedios entre a tutela ministerial e as diferentes 
empresas de cada sector. Se tais organismos couberem na logica de enqua-
dramento que o Governo conta imp1antar h~ que tomar decisoes importantes 

• quanto as diversas possibilidades que se abrem para·eles, nomeadamente qua~ 
to: 

-a pos1c;:ao que os mesmos terao na organica, particularmente.se 
lhes deverao ser atribuTdos poderes hierarquicos directos sobre. 
as empresas (caso em que haveria uma delegac;:ao parcial das co~ 
petencias atribu1das ao ministro de tutela), se deverao agir em 
simples posic;:ao de ''staff'' das entidades de tutela ou ainda se 
se deverao comportar como "unioes de empresas", apenas corn fun
c;;oes de coordenac;:ao·e dando a possibilidade de representac;:ao 
unica perante o Governo; 

(*) Foram decididas fus~es de algumas companhias de seguros que ja funcia1Q 
vam de modo relativamente integrado. 
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3.8 

- a consti t.ui~ao e nomeac;ao dos seus orgaos de direcc;ao e ao am
bite dos respectivos poderes; 

-a forma jurl"dica a adoptar (departamentos ministeriais, insti
tutes pub l i cos autonomos, empresas pub l i cas, agrupamentos com
pl ementa res de empresas, ou a 1 guma nova forma que se jul gue 

util criar?). 

0 que parece imprescindivel e que seja previamente definida uma 
orienta~ao geral, que embora comporte flexibilidade necessaria a contemplar 

I 
. particularismos eventuais de cada sector, nao permita a institui~ao, ao sa-

! . . 
bar das circunstancias, de solu~oes que pressuponham logicas de enquadrame.!2_ 
to e funcionamento contraditorias entre si. 
I' 
i 

3.3- A execu~ao directa das func;oes de tutela de empresas publicas por 
parte de alguns ministerios levanta urn problema de fundo relativamente a 2! 
g~nizaqao do aparelho de Estado. Corn efeito, muitos dos ministerios d2ixa 
rao de ter uma actividade predominantemente funcional e regulamentar para se 

-. . 
dedicarem prioritariamente a actividades de administra~ao economica; em con 

' sequencia, a sua organizac;ao interna, os seus metodos de trabalho eo per-
fil dos seus colaboradores, terao de sofrer uma profunda remodelac;ao, sem o 
que nao lhes sera possivel cumprir eficazmente as suas fun~oes tutelares. 
Essa incapacidade poria inevitavelmente em risco a viabilidade do modelo 
economi eo que se pretende adoptar na presente fa se de trans i ~ao. 

No caso de nao vir a·ser possivel reunir rapidamente condi~oes 
que permitam aos ministerios o exerc1cio eficaz da tutela(*), ter..:se-ia de 

encarar a necessidade de criar orgaos intermedios, ;fora da Administra~ao 
Central, em que fossem delegados, pelo menos parte dessas func;oes. De 
resto, para soluc;ao desse tipo se encaminharam alguns paTses como a ltalia 

e 1\ustria. 

(*)Tal coma vem definido nos art9S 129 e 199 do Dec,-Lei 260/76. 

-------
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3.4 - Considere-se agora o caso das empresas sob forma societaria em 
que o sector publico tem poderes especiais, seja pelo facto de deter uma 
parcela ou a totalidade do respective capital, seja porque os financiamen

tos consentidos (ou garantidos por aval), em ordem a pennitir a manuten~io 

d:\sua actividade eo emprego de mao de obra, atingiram volumes e propor-
~o~s verdadeiramente anormais. · 

Embora a grande maioria dessas empresas sejam participadas por 
uma ou mais empresas publicas (e, em especial, por bancos e seguradoras), 
mantendo-se ainda os v1nculos que caracterizavam a dominancia dos grupo'; ,. 

economicos privados do pre-25 de Abril, a verdade e que so em reduzidos c~ 
sos se nota a existencia de uma forte complementaridade directa que justi

fique a continua~ao de tal situa~ao, em oposi~ao a possibilidade da sua a~ 
tonomiza~ao cam a consequente busca de uma racionalidade economica que niio 
f;\que condicionada a essa anterior dependencia. ExcluTdos esses casos, 

er que se devera, naturalmente, assistir a transferencia de todas as partj_ 
cipa~oes do sector publico em cada empresa privada para a empresa publica 
em que se centram as referidas complementaridades, a resposta ao problema 
consistiu na cria~ao de empresas publicas de tipo ''holding'', destinadas a 

concentrarem os poderes de gestae que se acham disperses pelas diferentes 
entidades do sector publico (Administra~ao Central, Previdencia Social, Em 
presas Publicas, etc.) que detem as correspondentes participa~oes. 

Assinalam-se desde ja dois organismos deste tipo, o Institute das 
Participa~oes do Estado (IPE) e a Empresa Nacional de Turismo (ENATUR)(*), · 
o primeiro dos quais criado logo a seguir iis nacionaliza~oes da banca e dos 
seguros, em Abril de 1975, se bem que so multo recentemente tenha visto os 
seus estatutos aprovados pelo Governo e nem sequer tenha ainda iniciado ac 
tividade operacional. 

(*) A ENATUR nao e um "holding" puro, uma vez que nos seus estatutos estao 
previstas actividades operacionais, v.g. a explorao;oao dos estabeleci
mentos do Estado afectos a actividade turistica ou aexplorao;oao do 
jogo, 
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Segundo os referidos estatutos, serao, em princ1pio, transferi
\dos para o I PE to dos· os di rei tos de ges tao do sector pub 1 i co em emoresas 

~rivadas, independentemente do cumprimento de quaisquer formalidodes (par
iicularmente a da transfer~ncia jur1dica da propriedade das conresponden

tks parti~ipa~oes). Ficam exclu1das da sua actua~ao as empresas operando 
nb dom1nio do turismo (dada a cria~ao da ENATUR) e, como se disse, as que, 
p~incipa~mente por razoes associadas a exist~ncia de fortes complementari
d~d1es cfm o~tras empresas publ icas, o Governovenha expressamente a decidi r 
a atribui~ao a estas da respectiva supervisao. 

I . . 
. I 
I I 

delmo~o a 
Entretanto, ao IPE fica cometida a obrigatoriedade de se organizar 
que faci lmente se possam opera r progress i lios desmembramentos att'.':_ 

ves da cria~ao de "holdings" especializados, a cada um dos quais venham a 
pertence r conjuntos de empresas com acti vi dade i nterl i gad a ( fases de prod.!!_ 

~ao complementares, partilha de mercados de venda, etc.) embora nao neces
sariamente do mesmo sector econ5mico. Pode, pois, corisiderar-se que se an

te~~ para o IPE uma actua~ao organizativa do conjunto das empresas privadas 
participadas pelo Estado, procurando-se atraves dele implantar instrumentos 
de ~poio a actividade das empresas e de coordena~ao e adequa~ao dessa act.:!_ 
vidade aos objectives do planeamento, bem coma lan~ar e acompanhar ac~oes 
de fomento e reestruturac;ao; a medida que se va avanc;:ando nesse processo, 
incumbira ao pr5prio IPE patrocinar a criac;ao de novos ''Holdings'' que se 
venham a ocupar de conjuntos de empresas dele destacadas. Uma tal concep

c;ao revela a preocupac;ao dominante em aproveitar recursos organizativos e2 
cassos, nao atrasando o enquadramento das empresas e permitindo a constru
~ao de esquemas de funcionamento relativamente uniformizados. 

As atribuic;oes ao IPE no dom1nio do controlo, coordena~ao, super 
visao e fiscalizac;ao das empresas participadas sao semelhantes as que ea

\ 
bem a um "holding" privado, notanda-se aqui, 

pac;ao em nao coarctar autonomia as empresas 
por mai ori a de 

participadas e 
dentemente, nao dimi nui r a responsabi 1 i dade dos se us o1·gaos 

razao, preocu

de, correspon

de gestao. A 
reduzida dimensao de muitas dessas empresas, nao lhes permite assegurar a 

existencia permanente de servic;os especializados, principalmente no que se 

refere a opera~oes de organiza\;ao interna e reformula~ao de metodos de 
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3. 11 

trabalho, a actividades de investiga~ao viradas a inova~ao e"reconversao e 

is tarefas associadas a cria~ao, analise e execu~ao de projectos de inves-1 

\timento. 0 IPE tera,' ROis, de agir no sentido de garantir que lhes seja 

fornecido apoio nesses servi<;os; certamente que sera polltica dos seus cor 
!, 

~os gerentes estimular o aproveitamento da grande diversidade de servi~os 
~ue poden1 ser proporcionados por empresas participadas e que actuam nesses 

dom1nios/, evi tando a sobreposi~ao com servi~os proprios e correspondente 

gl;iganti/mo, mas deixando grande poder final de decisao as empresas em cau

s~ 1que ;rermita a clara atribui~ao de responsabilidades pelos resultados ob 
tl

1
· dos .1 " 

I I 
I 

Con vi ra a qui referi r que entre as empresas parti ci padas se enco~ 
I 

tra uma cuja actividade esta sendo orientada para a detec~ao e pre-analise 

consolidado de projectos de investimento, outl·as dispoem ja de prestlgio 

no ramo do estudo e implanta~ao de projectos industriais e algumas sao esp~ 

cial izadas no tratamento automatico da informai;ao (projectos e processame~ 
tos) e em problemas de organiza~ao, metodffi e contabilidade. 

Em paralelo a "estas atribui~oes, cujo ambito de exerc1cio sao as 

empresas participadas e apenas estas, encontram-se cometidas ao IPE respo~ 
sab

1

ilidades de tipo funcional, pa1·ticularmente a presta<;ao de servi~o de 

apoio ao Governo na implanta~ao de pol1ticas de interesse estrategico sa
bre a evolu~ao do sector publico. Contam-se, nesse domTnio, a interven~ao 

na cria~ao e administra~ao de uma carreira para gestores publicos, o lane;~ 

menta de ac~oes de" formac;ao e aperfei~oamento dos mesmos, a concepc;ao de 

instrumentos comuns de gestao previsional e de analise cdtica, etc. 

Destacam-se a seguir algumas disposi~oes do preambulo e corpo do 

Estatuto do IPE (Decreto-Lei 479/76 de 26 de Junho) que ·incidem sabre os 
pantos que temos vindo a tratar. 

\ 
"... A nacionaliza<;ao de sectores hasicos da eco 

riomia nacional veio transferir para o sector pUbli

co tun volume significativo de participa<;oes em em

presas com estatuto de direito privado, uma vez que 

grande parte das sociedades, actuando nesses secto-
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res, desempenharam tambem importantes fum;:iies de 

controle econiimico, que;- atraves da detenc;:ao.dires:_ 

ta de partes de capital, quer atraves da implanta

c;:ao de t@a complexa rede de participac;:iies c1~zadas. 

A nacionalizac;:ao de sociedades holding reforc;:ou es 

sa tendencia, acrescentando novas partlclpac;:iies a

quelas que o sector publico detinha. 

Essas participac;:iies acham-se dispersas por um 

nlimero muito elevado de entidades, verificando-se 

em muitos casos que cada uma delas nao dispiie iso

ladamente .de direitos suficientes para assumir po~ 

deres de orientac;:ao; e, mesmo quando tal nao acon

tece, a multiplicac;:ao dos centres de decisao torna 

quase impossivel o exercicio de urna acc;:ao coordena 

da, quer no que respeita a subordinac;:ao a plffi10S 

globais e sectoriais, quer na acc;:ao.corrente de 

compatibilizac;:ao de soluc;:iies para pn.Jblemas concr~ 

tos nos dominios do investimento, do financiamento, 

· da produc;:ao e da comercializac;:ao. 

Hantida ate agora sem alterac;:iies sens1veis a 

estrutura de relac;:iies que neste dom1nio vigorava 

antes de 25 de Abril de 1974, passou a competir as 

entidades detentoras de participac;:iies o exercicio, 

em nome do Estaclo, de poderes de supervisao de ge~ 

tao em relac;:ao a conjuntos quase estanques de em

presas interligaclas por uma logica de grupo priva

do, a maior parte clas vezes ditada por in~erativos 
. . 

· concorrenciais e de conquista de poder economico 

em relac;:ao a grupos rivais. Essa logica de grupo 

\·acha-se fortemente espelhada nas organlcas e mete

dos de trabalho, naci sendo facil destrui-la sem um 

completo reordenamento.daquela estrutura de rela

c;:oes. 

So esse reordenamento pennitira enquadrar as 

actividades de gcstao numa polltica de construc;:ao 

de uma sociedade socialista e fazer sobressair, na 

3.12 . 
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tollk'1cla de decisoes , os interesses da colecti vidade 

sabre os interesses proprios cle cada grupo, apesar 

dos esfon;:os que nesse sentido se reconhece terem 

vindo a ser desenvolvidos pelos· trabalhadores e p~ 

los representantes do Estado nos orgaos de gestao 

das empresas. 

A completa reestrutura<;:ao das dependcncias o~ 

ganicas e funcionais das entidades de direito pri'

vado em que 0 sector publico participa e, assim, 

uma das tarefas piioritarias a desenvolver pelo 

lnstituto das Participa<;:oes do Estado. Tal reestru 

.tura<;:ao deve ser descle ja predominantemente orien

tada para a implanta<;:ao de esquemas sectoriais de 

planeamento e coord8na<;:ao, tendo em aten<;:ao compl_t:_ 

mentaridades nas fases de produ<;:ao e nos mercados, 

processo mais expedito de avan<;:ar para um sistema 

de pl<meamento com resul tados em prazo curto, per

mitindo um progressivo aperfei<;:oamento dos metodos 

utilizados e dando tempo a constru<;:ao de estruturas 

adequadas a utiliza<;:ao desses metodos. 

A orgm1iza<;:ao em depart~nentos sectoriais bem 

identificados que se preve para o IPE visa nao so 

permitir um dialogo facil com os orgaos dos Minis

te'rios economicos actuando em ambitos corresponde!2_ 

tes con~ preparar a cria<;:ao de entidades sectoriais 

de supervisiio da gestao de empresas participadas a 

dotar de estatuto autonomo logo que tal for julga

do conveniente. Por outro lado, o Conselho de Mi

nistros pode decidir que, clesde ja, a supervisao 

\ da gestao de certas empresas com participa<;:ao pu

blica seja atribufda clirectamente ao ~linisterio da 

. Tutela respectivo . 

. 2. Dooonio particular em que mais urge exec!:!_ 

tar uma forte ac<;:ao coordenadora e 0 do financia

mento, tanto no que respeita a distribui<;:ao adequ~ 

3.13 
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da dos recursos existentes, como no que se refere 

a introdw;ao de esquemas de financiamento ao nfvel 

de cada empresa, minimamente equilibrados sob os 

pantos de vista economico e dos poderes e respOllS§J: 

bilidades de gestao que conferem. 

Quanta ao primeiro aspecto, ha que introduzir 

uma racionalidade distributiva que nao esteja dire_£ 

tamente relacionada, como actualmente, com a pote_r:1: 

cialidade financeira dos holdings em que as empre-

sas se inserem e que pouco tem a ver com o in teres 
~ ' social dessas se economlco e empresas. 

RelatiV<1mente ao se gun do ponto, 0 caminhar no 

sentido da gradual eliminac;ao de distorc;oes na es

trutura do fimmcia:rnento e condi c;ao necessaria pa

ra tuna coerente tomada de decisoes quanta a orien

tac;ao do investin;ento e a conduc;ao da e:qJlorac;ao 

corrente e para a lucida apreciac;ao cios resultados 

economicos obtidos. J:j tambem actuac;ao fillldamental 

para estabelecer uma correspondencia aceitavel en

tre o poder de supervisao de gestao das empresas e 

o volume de recursos que por cada entidade e posto 

a sua disposic;ao, evitando-se que interesses priv_§l: 

dos, detendo volumes mfnimos de capital proprio, 

controlem a gestiio de entidades financiadas quase 

exclusivameJite por fillldos publicos. 

3. As ftmc;oes atribu-ldas ao IPE podem enqua

drar-se em dois grandes grupos: 

F'unc;oes de tipo horizontal, nao especial_; 

mente associadas a tipos especlficos de 

unidades economicas, justificadas pela 

propria natureza de coordenac;iio de que 

se revestem ou pelo objective de se co_r:1: 

seguir tun melhor · aprovei tamento de re

curs os relativamente escassos; 

3.14 
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Func;:oes de tipo vertical, de incidencia di:_ 

recta em empresas com estatuto de d.irei

to privado em cujo capital o sector pu

blico participe. Assim, as empresas pu

hlicas e nacionalizadas continuam sob tu 

tela dos Ministerios a cuja actividade 

respeitam, sem preju.Lzo de estes poderem 

encarregar o IPE da prestac;:ao de servi

c;:os, particularrnente de aconipanhamento 

de gestao e de auditoria econonuca. Ex

cluem-se tambern da actuac;:ao do IPE as e~ 

presas corn participac;:ao do sector pUbli

co que exerc;:am a sua actividade no turi~ 

mo ou teru1am sede nas antigas colonias . 
portuguesas. 

Preconiza-se, quanta a este tipo de func;:oes 

verticais, actuac;:ao que leve a uma completa respo_l! 

sabilizac;:ao dos orgaos de gestao e controle das em 

presas pela conduc;:ao da sua actividade e pelos re

sultados obtidos, dentro dos poderes e objectives 

que em cada caso sao conferidos aos gestores publi_ 
cos por mandata eA]Jresso. Ainda neste arnbito, atri 

buFse ao IPE papel de relevo na execuc;:ao das pol£ 

ticas globais e sectoriais do Governo, particular

mente no dom.Lnio do planeamento, devendo a sua ac

tividade ser dirigida no senti.do de assegurar a s~ 

bordinac;:ao da actuac;:ao das empresas sob sua super

visao aquelas pol.Lticas; trata-se de importante 

passo para conferi'r eficacia ao planeamento, condi:_ 

c;:ao fundamental no camiill1ar para uma gestao socia~ 
lista da econornia." 

(Preiimbulo 1., 2. e 3.) 
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"1. Constituem atribuii:;oes do IPE: 

a) Gerir as participac;oes do sector publico no 

capital de sociedades, com excepi:;iio daqu~ 

las cuja gestao seja atribu:lda pelo Conse 

lho de Ministros ao Ministerio responsa

vel pelo respectivo sector de actividade, 

a empresas publicas ou a outras pessoas 

colectivas de direito pUblico; 

b) Supervisionar, orientar, coordenar e fisca

lizar a gestao das sociedades referidas 

na alinea anterior, de acordo coma pla

neamento econiimico nacional e as politi

~cas globais e sectoriais do Governo; 

c) Promover, em coordenac;ao com os Ministerios 

interessados, a criac;ao de empresas publ~ 

cas de amtito sectorial e com func;oes de 

supervisao de empresas participadas ou 

com intervenc;ao do Estado e de empresas 
pUblicas; 

d) Exercer os poderes, que lhe venham a ser ex 

pressamente confiados pelos Ministerios 

da Tutela, de supervisiio, oriental:;iio, co

ord0nac;iio e fiscalizac;ao da gestiio de em

presas com intervenc;iio do'Estado ou de em 
presas publicas; 

e) Assegurar a prestac;ao de servic;os de apoio 

a3 empresas participadas ou com interven

c;ao do Estado, bem como a empresas publi

cas e a organismos da aruninistrai:;iio publl 
ea, quando solicitada pelas entiC:ades co!l.l: 

petentes, nomeadamente nos dominios de 

formac;iio de gestores e da assistencia em 

estudos econiimicos, financeiros e contabl 

listicos, promovendo, tanto quanta possi-
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vel, a nonnalizac,:ao de instrumentos de ge::?_ 

tao e planeamento da actividade daquelas 
empresas; 

·£) Promover a reestruturac,:ao financeira das em 

presas sob a sua supervisao, namedida dos 

poderes que lhe cabem, com vista a um ade 

quado dimensionamento financeiro das em

presas e a uma equilibrada proporc,:ao en
tre capitais proprios e alheios; 

g) Intervir na regulamentac,:ao e estruturac,:ao da 

carreira do gestor publico. 

2. Para efeitos do disposto neste Estatu
to, consideram-se como participac,:oes do sector pu

blico as participac,:oes directas e indirectas do Es~ 

tado, dos fundos autonomos e institutes publicos, 

das autarquias locais, das instituic,:oes de previde~ 
cia e das empresas publicas. 

3. As atribuic,:oes referidas na al1nea b) 
do n9 1 serao exercidas, relativamente a cada empr~ 

sa, no illnbito dos poderes correspondentes, nos ter

mos legais ou estatutarios, as participac,:oes do sec 

tor publico no respective capital se>cial ou dos po

deres de interveJ}C,:ao conferidos por lei ao Estado." 

"1. Para cumprimento das atribuic,:oes a que 

se refere o artigo anterior, compete especialmente' 

ao IPE: 

a) Organizar e manter actualizado o cadastre 

das participac,:oes do sector publico; 

3.17 
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b) Adquirir, a tltulo originario 

participac;oes no capital de 
ou derivado, 

sociedades, 
bem coma alienar .ou onerar as participa

c;oe;: '-~ Je se integrem no seu patrimonio; 

c) Exercer os direitos.sociais inerentes as J:ll£ 

ticipac;:oes do sector p:iblico cuja gestao 

· lhe haja sido confiada ou que venham a in 

tegrar-se no seu patrimonio a qualquer ti 
tulo; 

d) Propor ao Govemo a nomeac;:ao de represent~ 

tes do sector publico na administrac;ao das 
empresas submetidas a sua supervisao ou 

quando tal lhe for solicitado; 

e).Estabelecer normas nos dominios da execuc;:ao 

·do planeamento, conduc;:ao e controle de 

projectos, da.apresentac;:ao e aniilise dos 

projectos de investimentos, da execuc;:ao e 

controle de orc;amentos e da apresentac;:ao 

do balm-ic;:o e da demonstrac;:ao de resu1ta:
_dos; 

f) Definir criterios gerals e padroes de ges

tao nos dom:lnios que entender convenien

tes, relativamente as empresas submetidas 
a sua supervisiio; 

g) Efectuar a apreciac;ao economica e financei

ra dos programas e orc;:amentos anuais e 

planos plurianuais das empresas supenri

sionadas, tendo particularmente em aten

c;ao a sua coordenac;:ao, compatibilizac;iio e 

adequac;ao ao prosseguimento das polfticas 

definidas pelos orgiios de planeamento,bem 

coma acompanhar e controlar a execuc;ao 

desses programas, orc;amentos e planos; 

3 .18 
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.h) Elaborar aniilises consolidadas no domi"nio 

do investimento das empresas e do respec

ti vo f inane icunen to; 

i) Efectuara coordena<;:ao das actividades das 

empresas supervisionadas e a sua hal~ni

za<;:ao corn as pollticas globais e sectori

ais, particulannente nos domi"nios do fi

nanciamento do investimento, da produ<;:ao 

e dos mercaclos, sempre que possivel atra

ves de analises consolidadas; 

j) Efectuar a auditoria contabillstica e finan 

ceira clas empresas supervisionadas, sem 

prejui"zo da.competencia legalmente atri

buida a outras entidades; 

1) Patrocinar, relativamente as empresa.s sub~ 

tidas a sua supervisao, a obten<;:iio de em

prestimos a medio e longo prazos jtmto de 

institui<;:oes de creclito nacionais e inte~ 

nacionais, poclendo, se for caso disso, 

prestar garantia; 

m) l~"omover a cria<;:ao, reorganiza<;:ao, reconver 
sao, · agrupamento, fusiio e cisao de empre

sas, mediante as forms juri"dicas adequa

das; 

n) Promover a elabora<;:iio e cxecu<;:ao de projec-

tos, particularm€nte nos dominios do inves 

timento, da inova<;:iio tecnologica, da diver 

sifica<;:iio da produ<;:iio e cla comerciali<;:iio; 

o) Apoiar envresas na solu<;:ao de problemas es

pecificos, dcsignadwnente conduz indo est!:!: 

dos-diagnostico, elaborando programas de 

ac<;:iio e colaborando na implementa<;:iio de 

solu<;:oes; 

3.19 
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p) Organizar e numter actualizado um inventa

rio de gestores; 

q) Organizar prog·>am<Js, cursos, estagios e se

minaries de forma<:;ao e aperfeic;;oamcnto na 

gestiio de empresas, designadamente atra

ves de um institute de forma<:;iio e aperfe.! 

c;;oamento de gestores; 

r) Promover a .tmiformizac;;ao gradual do estatu

to das sociedades controladas pelo sector 

publico; 

s) Promover a cxecuc;;ao de quaisquer outras ta

refas de que seja encarregado pclo Cover

no no clominio das atribuic;;oes que lhe silo 

conferidas. '' 

3.20 

A tutela do IPE esta atribuTda a urn Conselho de MinistYos restri 
to bnde tern assento todos os ministros que tern a seu cargo pastas economi
cas) presidido pelo Ministro responsavel pelo pla~eamento (e, corn a actual 
estrutura governamental I tambern pela Coordena<;aoy. A este ultimo ministro 
sao, contudo, atribuidas competencias suficientes para evitar que a activi 
dade corrente do IPE fique em perigo de bloqueio por dificuldades de reu
niao daquele Conselho. 

3.5 - Alem das estruturas ja.mencionadas, importa fazer men<;ao a alguns 
outros organismos que se podem incluir no dom1nio da actividade comercial 
e industrial do Estado, directamente ou como entidades de apoio e coordena 
<;ao. 

a) Ent~dades de distribui<;ao, especialmente corn o fim de regularizar 
o abastecimento em bens essenciais e garantir o escoamento das pr~ 

du<;oes a pre~os adequados -· caso dos Cereais, do A<;ucar e do Alco
ol, do Vinho, das Carnes, etc.. Eram considerados organismos in
termedios de coorclena<;ao econornica dentro da anterior estrutura 
corporativa, mas desenvolvendo todos eles actividades de explora-
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~ao comercial (e industrial, complementar, alguns deles) como au

tenticos intermediaries, a tendencia sera por certo em transfoma-

-1 os .em novas empresas pub l i cas ( o que ja aconteceu na 1 guns casos) (*) 

directamente dependentes do Ministro a cujo campo de actividade 

respei tam. 

b) Instituto de Desenvolvimento Industrial, organismo do Ministerio 

da Industria, comas seguintes atribui~oes: 

"a) Procurar sistematicamente novos proj"ectos 111 

dustriais e realizar estudos de viabilida 

de de novas ernpreendimentos; 

b) Prornover a realiza-;:iio de estudos e projectos 

de novas ernpreendimentos; 

c) Promover a constitui-;:ao de empresas que te

nham a seu cargo a realiza<;:ao de empreen

dimentos industriais; 

d) Colaborar com as empresas industriais do 5e£ 

tor publico na avaliza-;:ao, nomeadamente PE:. 

ra efeito de aprecia-;:ao superior, de pro

jectos que integTem os seus programas de 

desenvolvimento e assegurar o funcionamento 

de sistemas de programa<;:ao de investimentos 

e financiamentos; 

e).Estudar reestrutura<;:oes e reconversoes indus 

triais, nomeadamente com aplica-;:ao de con

tratos de desenvolvimento; 

f) Estudar e promover transferencias de tecno

logias industriais." 

(art9 159 do Dec-Lei 358/76 de 15 de Haio) 

(*) embora se dcv·a evitar a criac;:ao de empresas publicas corn func;:oes carac 
teristicaS de ·Orgaos de administra~ao central, corn o propOsito Unico 
de ultrapassar as limi tac;:.oes salariais da func;:ao publica ou de criar 
~ugares adicionais para clientelas politicas; assim, ao lado de urna 
"Empresa Publica de Abastecimento de Cereais" foi criado urn "Instituto 
dos Cereais, EP" cam atribuic;:oes que so par si nao justificam tal solu 
l;aO formal, 

,.I 
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c) Organismos industriais especializados em sectores espec1ficos, de 

cria~ao recente, coma sejam o Centra de Coordena~ao da Industria 

Metalo-Mec~nica Pesada, o Nucleo T~cnico de Interven~ao na Indus

tria Corticeira e o Gabinete de Interven~ao no Sector T~xtil. As 

suas fun~oes dirigem-se·essencialmente ~ promo~ao, fomento, rees

trutura~ao, reconversao e coordena~ao das respectivas .industrias, 

incidindo a sua actividade sobre todas as unidades do. sector sem 

ou corn participa~ao do Estado, embora a ac~ao sobre estas ultimas 

possa ser mais eficaz. 

Nao se discutindo a necessidade de executar as tarefas que os di

plomas que criam tais organismos lhes cometem, anota-se, particu

larmente em rela~ao ao Centro de Coordena~ao da Industria r~etalo

-Mec~nica Pesada (CC!f1MP), a exist~ncia de alguma sobreposi~ao de 

fun~oes em rela~ao ~s que o Instituto das Participa~oes do Estado 

tem atribu1das relativamente as empresas participadas. Isso reve 

la uma certa falta de estrat~gia global e coordenada, tanto mais 

que o diploma~ completamente omisso no esclarecimento das inten

~oes perfilhadas quanta ~ actua.~ao futura do organismo no doml'nio 

da supervisao de gestao das referi das parti ci pa~oes, nomeadamente 

se para ele se tenciona reservar fun~oes de ''holding'' sectorial e, 

caso afirmativo, a que prazo e por que etapa5.(*) 

Vejamos alguns aspectos do pre~mbulo e articulado do Decreto-Lei 

556/76 de .15 de Julho, que criou o CCIMMP: 

"A industria metalo-rnecanica pesada e consider~ 
da tun sector basico industrial e tem particular im- ·. 
portancia no panorama econornico do Pars, quer pelo 
volume de emprego altamente qualificado que repre
senta e consequente participa<;ao no produto nacional, 

quer por se tratar do sector responsavel pela prod~ 
~ao de bens de investimento, cuja fabrica<;ao no Pais 

contribui para aumentar a independencia da nossa in
di.istria. 

(*) Adicionalmente, e decidida a cria<;;a2 de um agrupament2 complementar de 
alguinas empresas d£ sector, o que poe de novo a ques tao de saber se se 
trata de uma solu~ao que se I:retenda generalizax ou apenas uma respos
ta ad-hoc para urn caso espec1fico. 
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Neste sector da indiistria nao houve nacionali

za<;;oes, nem se verificou uma interven<;;ao sistemati

zacla do Estado, pelo que as empresas que o consti

tuem silo, em certos casos, empresas cem por cento 

· privadas, noutros casos, dominadas por empresas es

trangeiras e finalmente, noutros casos, dominadas 

pelo Estado. Este facto caracteriza cle forma muito 

particular as necessidades de coordena<;;ao das acti

vidades respectivas. 

A limita<;;ao dos nossos mercados e a necessida

de de evitar tuna concorrencia desleal, bem coma uma 

multiplica<;;ao de investimentos e especializa<;;oes 

tecnologicas, aconselham ainda que se estabele<;;a uma 

eficiente coordena<;;ao do sector, que, no entanto, 

nao devera interferir corn a capacidade de iniciati

va das empresas. 

101010. ... 
0 Centra de Coordena<;;ao da Industria Metalo-lv!e 

ciinica Pesada devera, assim, exercer tuna actividade 

no ambito deste sector industrial, sendo-lhe atri

bu:ldos fun<;;oes e poderes de coord~na<;;ao que assegu

rem que da sua ac<;;ao resulte wna disciplina e wna 

expansao controlada das actividades, corn as conse-

,quentes repercussoes favoraveis noutros dom:lnios de 

interesse vital para o Pa:ls, nomeadamente o emprego, 

o equil:lbrio da balanc;a de pagamentos.e o progresso 
tecno16gico." 

(Preii:mbulo) 

"0 Centro tem por atribui<;;oes: 

a) . Coordc:nar as informa<;;oes re1ati vas aos pro

gramas de produ<;;ao e de investi~ento das 

empresas abr~1gidas, tendo em atenc;ao as 

suas capacidades tecnologicas, as necessi 

dades internas, as possibilidades de ex-

3.23 
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porta~ao, a aquisi~ao eo dominio de no

vas tecnologias e a participa~ao no pla

neamento nac:Lonal; 

b) Acompanhar os programas de investimento do 

sector publico, incluindo as empresas pu

blicas, mistas e nacionalizadas, cam vis

ta a maximizar as suas aquisi~oes a indus 

tria nacional; 

c) Promover a maxima participa~ao da industria 

nacional nos investimentos privados, ten

do em vista a substitui~ao das importa

~oes; 

d) Incentivar a articula~ao dos programas de 
' 

prodtl~ao das empresas abrangidas pelo Ce~ 

tro, em fun~ao de· wna melhor utiliza~ao 

das capacidades das empresas deste sector 

e de outros sectores (produtores de mate

rias-primas, acessiirios, pe~as, subconjw..!_ 

tos, meios de produ~ao disponiveis na cons 

tru~ao naval, etc.); 

· e) Propor ao Secretario de Estado da Industria 

Pesada asmedidas adequadas a orgariiza~ao 
da acti vidacle do sector.'' 

"No exercicio das suas atribui~oes, compete ao 

Centra: 

. a) A inventaria~ao dos recursos tecnicos, .tec

noliigicos e hwnanos do sector, incluindo 

os contratos .de licenciamento, cumplemen

tacla cam um conhecimento actualizado das 

empresas de menor dimEmsao; 

3.24 
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b) 0 estudo e a defini<;ao das qualifica<;oes das 
empresas'abrangidas; 

c) 0 acompanhamento da carga de trabalho das em 

presas, tendo em vista a optimiza<;ao da 

utiliza<;ao das capacidades existentes nas 

empresas abrangidas; 

d) A indica<;ao, para alguns tipos de equipame_!! 

to a serem definidos pelo Centro, de em

presas escolhidas em fun<;ao da sua quali~ 

fica<;ao e capacidade tecnologica, que ac

tuarao como chefes de fila, a quem compe

tira a responsabilidade total dos respec

tivos fornecimentos e correspondentes CO_!! · 

tratos de venda, para o mercado externa, 

tendo o Centro poder de interven<;ao no que 

respeita a distribui<;ao subsequente dos 

subcontratos; 

e) A indica<;ao, para os empreendimentos do mer 

cado.interno que o justifiquem, da inter

ven<;ao conjunta das empresas do sector, 

no sentido de necessariamente utilizaras 

capacidades produtivas existentes; 

f) A interven<;ao nas condi<;oes contratuais en

tre comprador e vendeclor de equipamento 

pesado, quando, havendo apenas urn forrtec~ 

dor, as partes 0 julguem necessaria, ten

do em vista a fixa<;ao dos pre<;os e condi

<;oes de venda, para o que o Centro podera 

. obter as informa<;oes necessarias das em
presas; 

g) A centraliza<;a6 da prospec<;ao sectorial, em 
-. . ~ 

complementaridacle com a prospec<;ao espec2_ 

fica 9e cada empresa, no mercado externo, 

bem como colaborar na fixa<;ao de objecti

vos de exporta<;ao de equipamentos em que 

sao especializadas; 

3.25 
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h) 0 acompanhamento do lanj;amento dos princi

pais empreendir1entos que utilizem equipa

mentos pesados, desde a fase de projecto 

conceptual, por forma a salvaguardar a 

adequada participat:;ao da industrianacio

nal; 

i) A incentivat:;ao do desenvolvimento tecnologl 

CO COrn vista a maximizat:;ao da independen

cia nacional do sector, cabendo, para o 

efeito, ao Centra sancionar os contratos 

de licenciamento referentes a novas prod::: 

tos; 

j) A cria\;ao ou a promoj;ao de acj;oes que se ve 

nham a revelar coma podendo contribuir P§: 

ra um acrescimo da eficiencia do sector, 

designadamente no campo da format:;ao tecn.c2. 

logica, representat:;ao sectorial em .feiras 

e exposij;oes nacionais e estrangciras, bem 

coma em organismos internacionais; 

k) A promo\;ao da capacidade de estudo e projes_ 

tos de engenharia, congrega.'1do meios pro

prios das empresas e de gabinetes exteri_(2, 

res, com vista ao projecto de equipamentos 

e sistemas que possam alargar o campo da 

interven\;aO da metalomeci.inica portuguesa, 

tanto em empreendimentos nacionais coma 

estrangeiros; 

1) A programat:;ao do desenvolvimento do sector 

em conjugaj;ao com as entidades interessa

das e com os orgaos adequados de planea

mento, institufdos ou a instituir; 

m) 0 exercfcio do.s denk'lis aetas Tlecess~rios a 

prossecut:;ao das suas atribui\;oes." 

3.26 
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'Refira-se, finalmente, que todos os organismos abarcados nesta al1 

nea estao integrados na estrut:ura da administra<;ao central pelo que, 

nao obstante a autonomia adr.;inistrativa e financeira que em muitos 

casos lhes e conferida, ter-se-ao de mover dentro de condicionalis 

· mos re la ti vamente apertados, especial mente no que se refere a re mu I ""'''' do "" ''""1. 

· (-6 - Outro ponto em que urge definir orienta<;oes gerais, diz respeito 

ao! exerc1cio de d·i reitos de gestao sabre empresas participadas pelo Estado 
I 

e f]ue, por terem capital estrangeiro, nao foram nacionalizadas, muito emb.2_ 
! 

ra desenvol vam acti vi dade em sec to res em que todas as restantes empresas o 

foram. A situa<;ao t'lpica, nesses sectores, ea de existir uma empresa pQ. 
'. 

blica ao lado de, e em concorrencia com, empresas privadas com capital p~-

blico e capital privado estrangeiro; ainda o facto de, em alguns casos, 

os estatutos dessas empresas reservarem. para os accionistas estrangei ros 

direitos de gestao mais dilatados dos que decorreriam do capital detido, 

em contrapartida de transferencias de tecnologias operadas, torna a ques

tao mais delicada. 

A manter-se a pol1tica de nao interferencia relativamente ao ca

pital estrangeiro e que presidiu a sua nao nacionaliza<;ao, s6 com aceita~ao 

dos accionistas ~ue detem aquele capital se deveria adc1ptar como solu~ao a 

atribui<;ao a empresa publica sectorial dos poderes de supervisao que corre£ 

pondem as participa<;oes do Estado. Caso contrario, a solUI;;ao nao pode dei 

xar de sair de uma das seguintes nip6teses: 

poderes de supervisao atribu1dos ao ministro da tutela do sec

tor, cam as participa<;oes juridicarnente atribu1das ao IPE (ou 

a outro "holding'' sectorial); 

poderes de supervisao e propriedade das participa<;oes confundi 

das no IPE ou num ''holding'' sectorial. 

3.7- 0 organigrama anexo permite visualizar algumas das rela<;oes que 

tem vi ndo a ser referidas. 
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Refira-se, finalmente,·que todos os organismos abarcados nesta ali 
nea estao integ1·ados na estrutura da administra~ao central pelo que, 

nao obstante a autonomia adr.linistrativa e financeira que em muitos 
cas os 1 hes e conferi da, ter-se-ao de mover dentro de condi cion a 1 is 

mos reladvamente apertados, especialmente no que se refere a remu 
nera~ao do seu pessoal. 

· 3.6 -Outre ponto em que urge definir orienta~oes gerais, diz respeito 

ao exercicio de direitos de gestae sobre empresas participadas pelo Estado 
e que, por terem capital estrangeiro, nao foram nacionalizadas, muito embo 

ra desenvolvam actividade em sectores em que todas as restantes empresas o 
foram. A situa~ao tipica, nesses sectores, ea de existir uma empresa P.!:!. 
blica ao lado de, e em concorr~ncia com, empresas privadas com capital pG
blico e capital privado estrangeiro; ainda o facto de, em alguns casos, 

i . 
os/estatutos dessas empresas reservarem para os accionistas estrangeiros 
di~eitos de gestao mais dilatados dos que decorreriam do capital detido, 
em contrapartida de transfer~ncias de tecnologias operadas, torna a ques

tao mais delicada. 

A manter-se a pollt"ica de nao interfer~ncia relativamente ao ca
pital estrangeiro e que presidiu a sua nao nacionaliza~ao, so com aceita~ao 
dos accionistas que detem aquele capital se deveria adoptar como solu~ao a 
atribui\;ao a empresa publica sectorial dos poderes de supervisao que corre2_ 

pondem as participa~oes do Estado. Caso contrario, a solu~ao nao pode dei 
xar de sair de uma das seguintes hipoteses: 

- poderes de supervisao atribuidos ao ministro da tutela do sec
tor, com as participa~oes juridicamente atribuidas ao !PE (ou 
a outro ''holding'' sectorial); 

- poderes de supervisao e propriedade das participa~oes confundi 

das no !PE ou num ''holding'' sectorial. 

3.7- 0 organigrama anexo permite visualizar algumas das rela~oes que 

tem vindo a ser referidas. I 

I 
I. 
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3.8 
\ 
poderes 

Veja-se .ugora, em termos sucintos, o modo como se organizam os 
' de gestao no seio das empresas publ i'c~, de acordo comas ja cita-

das ''Bases Gerais''. 
\i 

. t . ,b orgao superior de gestao, responsavel pela tomada de decisoes 
cdrrente,, ~ o Conselho de Gestao. Os seus membros, em nlimero que varia 
e~tre 3 f 7(*), consoante as empresas, sao designados administradores, um 

d~slqua)s assume a presidincia do conselho, cabendo-lhe especialmente fun-

90\es de/ represen~a~ao exter~a e de coordenac;ao geral das actividades da ef!i 
pr~sa./ Para alem das func;oes que devem ser colegi~lmente exercidas, e que 
sao as'que normalmente cabem a um conselho de administrac;ao de uma empresa 
pr~vada, os administradores deverao exercer a primeira li~ha de gestao ex§ 
cutiva (salvo quando das particularidades empresariais decorra impossibil! 
dade) - o que acentua nitidamente a preocupac;ao de lhes atribuir urn cariz 
de gestores profissionais a tempo inteiro. 0 Conselho de Gestao, nomeado 

em Conselho de l~inistros sob proposta do t~inistro de Tutela, responde peraJ~ 

te: este e dele l'ecebe instruc;oes nos termos genericos ja indicados, a ele 
dev~ra apresentar a aprovac;ao os actos que dela carec;am nos precisos termos 

I 
indicados pelos Estatutos. 

I 
. Outro orgao comum a todas as empresas publicas ea Comissao de 

Fiscalizac;ao, destinado a efectuar a auditoria jurldica, fiscal, contabil~ 
tica e financeira, se bem que explicitamente tenha sido reconhecida a tra~ 
sitoriedade da soluc;ao em favor da criac;ao de um instituto publico de aud! 
toria, gara.ntia indubitavel de maiores qualificac;ao tecnica, profissionali~ 
mo e independencia de actuac;ao. Nessa Comissao de Fiscalizac;ao tem repre 
sentac;ao os trabalhadores da empresa, o Minist~rio das Financ;as e o proprh 
Ministerio da Tutela; alem da obrigatoriedade de pelo menos um dos seus 

membros dever possuir diploma oficial que lhe confira competencia no domT
nio de verifica~ao de contas, em todos os casos se admite (com.um esplrito· 

. I 

que quase.se pode considerar uma recomendac;ao) o recurso regular a empresas 
e tecnicos exteriores especializados na func;ao. 

(*) Admitem-se excep~oes ligadas a dispersao geograficu das unidades de pr~ 
dU<>ao; por exemplo, na CIMPOR esse nume:co e de 1.2 • 

.· ,. - · ... 
· ... · .. 
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A solu~ao nao e, por si so, suficiente para garantir uma acbB~ 

geralmente eficaz, especialmente porque se nao encontram garantidas a inde 
\ ' . -
~end~ncia de aprecia~io, as qualifica~6es profissionais ea disponibilida-
dy de tempo que o trabalho exige a todos os membros da Comissio. Quase ~ ,, 
v)t~vel sera que todos estes tenham a tarefa como segunda ocupa~ao, em fa-
c~ da inexi.stencia de um estatuto permanente de auditor e da falta de gara.~ 

ti\a de e~
1

tabil idade profissional. Tal situa~io nao permitira a forma~ao 
qu,e

1
a e1igencia e especial idade de fun~io exige, nem uma independencia de 

ac~tua~id que assente na ineficacia de press6es economicas a que eventual-
/ - - -me1te possam ser sujeitos. Alguma institui~ao, publica ou para-publica, 

I 

corn tai actividade exclusiva ou nio, devera gerir um quadro de auditores 6 
I •. 

peqialistas com estatuto adequado, no qual se devera basear, pelo menos em 

parte, (porque na totalidade tamb~m nio ~arece aconselhavel -os trabalha
dores da empresa deverao sempre ter urn seu representante em tais tarefas) 
o exerclcio da auditoria. 

. .•.. 

A disciplina da interven~ao dos trabalhadores na vida das empre
sa~ e remetida para 0 diploma que ira regular 0 "controlo de gestio pelos 
traba 1 hadores n. 

i 
Parece pacTfico, pelo menos. virem a ser-lhes atribuidos, 

ale~ de prerrogativas na defesa dos seus interesses profissionais, direi-
' 

tos nos domTnios do acesso crTtico a inform~~ao referente a empresa, da ex 
pressao de opiniio quanta a maneira como a empresa e conduzida e da 
gestio das obras de caracter social privativas da empresa. 

Sem caracter de obrigatoriedade (salvo para as empresas que ex~o 
rem servi~os p~blicos) masque corn poucas excep~6es os estatutos ja publi
cados p1·eveem, ha ainda a conside1·ar o Conselho Geral, orgao consultive S!;l 

perior, destinado a formular pareceres sobre os documentos de gestae previ 
sional e de presta~io de contas, sobre propostas relativas a assuntos im

portantes a\~erem presentes ao Governo- como seja a aplica~io de resulta
dos - e sobre o modo como a gestio corrente ~ conduzida. Nele se procura 

assegurar representatividade do colectivo de trabalhadores a cuja activid~ 
de a empresa respeita, das autarquias locais em que mais directamente se 

desenvolve a sua ac~io~ dos orgios de planeamento central e regional e dos 
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orgaos superiores de direc~ao economica dos sectores a que se prende a ac
tividade da empresa e ainda, em casos especiais, dos seus clientes ou uten 

tes. Adiante se referir~ a import~ncia que est~ orgao pode ter na cons
tru~ao e defesa de uma adequada autononria para a empresa. 

Finalmente, alguns estatutos preveem ainda a cria~ao de um Conse 
I - . 

lho de Directores, com assento dos responsaveis pelas ~rimeiras linhas de '"''i mcoti", ' '""" ''' o tcibo 1 do; fooc0<' ""'" 1 ti "' obci g"Oci". 

I 
! I 

4 i 3.9_- Quanto as empresas Erivadas em que o sector publico participa, 
aperas e manifestada a inten~ao geral de se caminhar para uma progressiva 

uniformiza~ao dos seus estatutos - trabalho que e, ali~s. cometido ao Ins-
!' . - . 

titUto das Participa~oes do Estado- mantendo algumas as particulariza~6es 
I --instituidas por esses estatutos e com submissao generica ao direito priva-

do por que se regem as sociedades em Portugal. 

Assim sendo, anteve-se, contudo, a necessidade de modificar a 

curto prazo tal legisla~ao, de modo a limitar o privilegio de interesses 
privados em medida superior aos riscos efectivamente assumidos ea facili
tar o exerc1cio, pelo sector publico, dos seus direitos de gestae e fisca- · 
liza~ao, evitando desnecess~rias burocratiza~6es nos procedimentos. 

Assinalam-s'e alguns dos pontes carecidos de disciplina legal, a 
curto prazo: 

- Nomea~ao directa pelo Governo dos representantes do sector pu
blico no Conselho de Administra~~o das empresas privadas, sem 
passar pelo mecanismo das assembleias gerais, e de acordo corn 
criterios precisos que assegurem proporcionalidade tendencial 

entre a parte de capital detido e o numero de. lugares a ocupar 

nesse orgao. 

- Desnecessidade de nomea~ao de um numero de gestores igual ao 
numero de lugares a que o Estado tem direito no Conselho de Ad 
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ministra~ao, conferindo aqueles efectivarnente norneados os di~ 

tos totais de representa~ao; assim se procuraria evitar a ocu 
pa~ao de pessoas para ul~rn das estritamente necessarias ao de• 
sempenho dos cargos. 

Exercicio dos direitos de fiscalizac;ao atrav~s da nomea~ao da 

institui~ao holding para os Conselhos Fiscais, desde que se ~ 
ponha de pelo rnenos.lO%·do capital, ao contrario do que esta 
estabelecido, em que essa nomeac;ao tern de ser individualizada 
(salvo quando se tratar de uma sociedade revisora de contas). 

- Possibilidade de os trabalhadores poderem nomear seus represe~ 
tantes nos conselhos fiscais, a sernelhanc;a do que acontece nas 
empresas publicas. 

Instituic;ao de regras precisas a que deverao obedecer as even

tuais convers6es de financiamentos bancarios e publicos em ca
pitais das empresas, acabando corn a incerteza que existe peran 
te as eventuais transfer~ncias de propriedade daf resultantes 

. mas nao permit i ndo tamb~m que o contra 1 e de grandes vo 1 umes de 
recursos se fa~a atrav~s da detenc;ao de importancias mfnirnas ~ 
capitais pr6prios e a custa da manutenc;ao dos ~squemas de fi
nanciarnento bancario implantados pelos grupos econ6micos antes 
de 25 de Abril de 1974, agravado pelas necessidades a que o 
Estado teve de acorrer para evitar que muitas empresas fechas
sem as suas portas. 

- Direito a informa~ao, para efeitos de planeamento nacional, s2 

bre as empresas corn pelo menos 20% de participa~ao publica; es 
pecifica~ao das obriga~6es perante o sistema de planeamento, 

para as empresas em que a participa~ao e maioritaria.' 
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. 4i, A GFcSTAO CORRDITE'DAS EIWRESAS E SUA APRECIA~AO CRTTICA 
\ 

\i f 4.1 - C6mo j~ se afirmou, a tend~ncia quanta ~ condu~~o da gest~o cor-
re~te das empresas p~blicas consiste em conferir largos poderes de decis~o 

ao~· seus grg~os, condicionados estes por urn conjunto de documentos prev1~Q 
na~s 1 que~evem merecer_a~rova~io·pr~via.do Ministro de Tutela (~, em asp~~ 
to~ part~culares, d: m1n1stros func1ona1s) e por normas de gestao de apl1~ 
ca~l,~o g~'neralizada( l. {\queles documentos ter~o apenas o desenvolvimento 
necessi~io ~ aprecia~~o da sua compatibilidade corn as polfticas gerais do 
. : 
Gov¥rn~; havendo mesmo, em rela~~o ao or~amento de explora~~o, a preocupa-
~~o de exjgir uma apresenta<;:~o somente em grandes rubricas. 

Sendo as empresas responsaveis pela coloca~~o da respectiva pro-
du<;:~o, nao se notanda em caso algum tend~ncia para a garantia de mercados, 

~ natural que os documentos cuja aprova~~o se exige e que servem de enqua

dra~ento a gest~o corrente se debrucem essencialmerite sabre: 

- as receitas e despesas de explora~~o para o ano seguinte; 

- os programas anuais de investimento e respective financiamen~; 

- as ori~ens e aplica~6es de fundos para o ano seguinte; 

estas previs6es sao por sua vez determinadas por planos de investimento e 
financeiros a 5 anos, de car~cter m6vel, que devem respeitar as op<;:6es e 
prioridades do plsno nacional. Acresce que todos estes documentos sao e~ 
borados e propostos pela pr6pria empresa e devem merecer· parecer do Conse

lho Geral, quando exista, s6 sendo depois presentes a aprova<;:~o governamen 
tal. E, como tamb~m ja se disse, a imposi<;:~o de obriga<;:6es espec1ficas de 

' . -
vera merecer 1contrapartida adequada, o que pressup6e pr~via negocia<;:~o en-
tre o Governo e a empresa.. Essas negocia<;:6es dar~o usualmente origem a 

contratos, de que existem j~ exemplos, (v~g. Siderurgia Nacional) sendo na 

(*) No Programa do 19 Governo constitucional preve-se a emissao de normas 
nos dominios da normaliza<;ao contabilistica, da elabora<;ao dos relato
rios e contas de gerencia, da determina9~o de custos, etc. 
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tural e~perar que neles se obrigue a empresa a produzir volumes minimos deott< 
" 

certos artigos que de outro modo nao seriam fabricados no pa1s, ou a corner 
-----Cc1alizar em pontes que a mera perspectiva empresarial levaria a d2sprezar, 

e que insiram acordos quanto a polftica de pre~os, su~s1dios e meios de fi 
nanciamento de investimentos que garantam urn volume m1nimo de produ~ao e 
emprego a m~dio/longo prazo. . 

· j Assim se podera reduzir a possibil idade de a empresa colocar o 

Gove/no perante deficits consumados e levar este a uma previa reflexao so~ 
bre ~s. encargos decorrentes do prosseguimento de certas pol1ticas - evita~ 
ctd simultanea'mente a desresponsabil iza<;:ao dos gestores das empresas, uma · 

v~z que·aos mesmos cabe importante papel na defini~ao das suas pol1ticas e 
d~vera ser atribu1da grande autonomia na consequente implanta<;:ao. 

I; 

'j Vejamos, nalguns pontes essenciais, as responsabilidades conferi 
dos a empresa: 

a) No aspecto financeiro, cabe-lhe inteira autonomia: 

na obtent;:ao de emprestimos de curto/medio prazo, escolha das 
respectivas fontes, negocia<;:ao de condi<;:oes, procura de ga
rantias; 

na fixa<;:ao das condi<;:oes de venda, particularmente credito 
de venda, seguro do mesmo e garantias a exigir; 

na estrategia de pagamentos/recebimentos para regulariza<;:a6 

da tesouraria e na coloca<;:ao de excedentes transitorios de 
caixa; 

no estabelecimento da estrategia a seguir quanto ao volume 
e composi<;:ao do fundo de maneio; etc. 

Dispoe ainda de capacidade para negocia<;:ao de emprestimos in- . 

ternos a ma is de sete a nos, de emprestimos externos e para e-

missao de obri~a<;:oes devendo, contudo, submeter i 
previa do t-1inisterio das Finan<;:as as condi<;:oes 

das bem como a oportunidade da sua execu<;:ao, a 

aprova~ao 

negocia -
fim de ga-

-~ 
I_::Jl~~~-. _,~-~-,-~---.. ~~-.. ~~- --~~-~-·.,----~~--,--·---·----·~ .. ~~--~---- .. "'"~~~-·-·-·-~-·-·~"'"'"= 
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4.3 

rantir compatibilidade corn a pol~tica monet~ria e financeira 
do Governo. Naturalmente que se· est~ de novo em campo em qJe 

pode ter oportunidade a concessao de contrapartidas por encar 
gas anormais impostos a empresa. 

b) No aspecto da pl·odu~ao, e tendo em mente a ja referida subor

dinat;ao ao plana, cabe a empresa a fixat;ao dos respectivos Pl\2 
cessos, dos volumes a produzir, do calendario de produt;ao e 
da correspondente distribuit;ao de cargas, da gama de fabrico, 

da estrat~gia de exist~ncias quanta a produtos acabados e pr2 
dutos intermedios e ainda a polit·ica de obtent;ao e util izat;ao 

de novas tecnologias. 

c) Quanta ao aprovisionarnento, t~m as empresas inteira liberdade 
na escolha dos seus fornecedores e consequente discussao das 
condit;oes de venda e entrega, cabendo-lhes o direito de exigi 

rem cornpensat;oes por incumprirnento total ou parcial de contra 
tos, nos mesmos termos que qua 1 que;· empresa privada. Os prQ 

cedimentos de compra deverao ser fixados pelos proprios orgaos 
da empresa, pelo que a adopt;ao ou nao de urn regime semelhante 

ao que e imperative para a administrat;ao central (concursos 
pGblicos, consultas obrigatorias a varios fornecedores, etc.) 
pode considerar-se ser um acto de gestao, cabendo aos respec
tivos orgaos assumirem a responsabilidade pelas consequ~ncias 
decorrentes da opt;ao assumida~ 

d) A comercial izac:ao dos produtos tambem nao esta submetida a CO!J 

dicionalismos especiais que distingam a actuat;ao das empresas 
pGblicas da das empresas privadas. 

Espera-se, naturalmente, da sua parte, urn comportamento corner 

cial corn uma preocupac:ao dominantemente virada a divulgat;ao 
de produtos e servit;os em lermos positives no que respeita a 

educat;ao ~as prefer~ncias dos consumidores e consequente ori 

entat;ao de consumes, tendo em conta objectives superiores de 

l' _.·c,-'''ic_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- -- --
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pol{tica social, em detrimento de actua~6es correntes das em

presas privadas em que a formula~ao artificial de necessidades, 

muitas vezes anti-soci~is, ~ feita ·corn utiliza~ao de meios a! 
tamente deseducativos, quando nao degradantes. Isso apenas 

obrigar~ a uma imagina~ao redobrada na utiliza~ao das t~cnic~ 
de "marketing" que se oferecem as empresas publ icas, mas nao 

se v~ que esteja nas inten~Bes do Governo retirar-lhes qual
quer flexibilidade no aproveitamento das suas potencialidades. 

De igual modo, a implanta~ao da rede de vendas ~ um assunto 
que a empresa diz respeito; as suas caracter1sticas e a pos

sibilidade de subcontrata~ao ou de negocia~ao de acordos con
juntas de distribui~ao cam outras empresas, par exemplo, sao 
aspectos que se pensa virem a ser decididos ao n1vel de cada 
empresa publica, cabendo-lhe arcar corn as consequ~ntias 
decisBes tomadas. 

das 

Deve, entretanto, referir-se a circunstancia de as empresas p~ 

blicas, par for~a de actuarem em sectores completamente nacig 
nalizados, so estarem sujeitas a concorrencia das empresas pti 
vadas que, par disporem de capital estrangeiro, se mantem no 

mercado da oferta, e das empresas estrangeiras, par via da im 
porta~a6 de produtos. Par outre lado, a tendencia manifesta 
para concentrar e especializar as empre~as publicas leva a que 
seja for~osamente muito limitada a concorrencia que estas man 
terao entre si, caminhanclo~se assim para situa~6es de monopo

lio nos diversos sectores nacional izados. Nao parece, contu
do, adequado atribuir ao facto carga emocional, como j~ tern~ 
do feito, destinada sobretudo a aproveitar as conota~Bes ass2 
ciadas aos anteriores monopol ios privados, fontes d.e poder PQ 
11tico a reverter em proveito proprio pelos detentores desses. 
monopolies. Dada a falta de dimensionamento de que enferma

va a grande maioria das empresas em Portugal, retirando-lhes 

a possibilidade de utiliza~ao de tecnologias e metodologias 
avan~adas e, consequentemente, nao lhes permitindo alcan~ar 

produtividade suficiente para poderem competir nos mercados i~ 
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ternacionais, parece mesmo que tais concentra~io e especiali
za~io C?nstituem passo fundamental na reorganiza~io da activi 
dade industrial em Portugal. Por outro lado, e sob o panto 

de vista polltico, torna-se evidente a necessidade de operar 
uma r~pida dilui~io da individualiza~io das empresas naciona

lizadas, sem o que f~cil se to1·na estimular e aproveitar um 
comportamento corporativista por parte dos trabalhadores que 
no passacto·estavam ao ·servi~o das empresas mais prosperas e 

conferindo melhores condi~oes de trabalho. Nada impedira que, 
apos conclusio das opera~oes de organiia~io e consolida~io i~ 

terna, outras emp~esas p~blicas surjam em cada sector, compl~ 
tamente novas ou por desmembramento parcial de algumas outr~. 
se for julgada a conveni~ncia do estabelecimento de uma situa 

~~o concorrencial ou se a dimensio atingir panto crltico que 
dificulte a respectiva gestao(*). 

Entretanto, existe urn delicado problema_ no domlnio da fixa~io 

dos pre~os (**) procurando-se urn si s tema que nao perm ita a au

tom~tica repercussao nestes das ineficacias de gestao (o que 

seria urn forte desincentivo a ac~oes de procura de maior pro
dutividade em todos os domlnios), da exist~ncia de escalas sa 
lariais manifestamente desequilibradas (criando um ambiente de 
irresponsabilidade na discussio colectiva dos contratos de 
trabalho) ou da procura imoderada de excedentes para a empre

sa, mas nao deixando de garantir a verdade dos mesrnos, cie mcxb 
a_evitar a predominancia de pre~os artificiais, situa~io ~que 
dificilmente se sai, coma a experi~ncia largamente tern mostra:o. 

(*) Deverao scr cuidadosamerite ponderadas muitas das reservas recentemen
te feitas a uma pseudo-grande dimensao das unidades de p:roduc;ao rubli 
cas, urna vez que se detecta tendencia para, par efeito de imita~ao, se 
assum~rem atitudes em Portugal seraelhantes -as que se anotam no estra!: 
geiro,\ mas per ante condic;oes radicalmente diferentes sob o panto devis 
ta quantitative - veja-se, r>or exemplo, as ·preoCupa<;Oes de eVitar uill 
suposto gigantismo p.:.ra o IPE, quando o IRI italiano contra la um vol~ 
me de mao de obra cerea de 15 vezes superior ao que podera caber ao ' 
holding nacional. 

(*•~) Que, mesmo corn poucas €:mpresas em mercado, em regime de oligopOlio, ffio 
deixara de se por, ao contrario do que parece decorrer de algumas a£~ 
ma<;oes publicas e responsavei.s, em que o problema se supoe resolvido 
cam a eliminac;ao da situac;ao de monopolio. 
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0 Governo nio deixou de chamar a si uma palavra importante ne~ 
te dominio; arrogando-se o direito de: 

- aprovar a politica de pre~os a praticar pelas empresas 

. p0blicas e que, portanto, lhe deve ser por estas propos
ta, dispensando-se, no entanto, em geral, a fixa~io dos 
pre~os, caso por caso; 

- aprovar a tabela de pre~os (ou tarifas) das empresas que 
explorem servi~os pfiblicos. 

Toma-se,assim, imprescind1vel que o Governo estabele~a uma PQ. 
V ll'tica geral de pre~os, aproveitando o potencial que as empr~ 

sas pfiblicas constituem para a sua implementa~io. Com isso se 
evitara que as deci soes tomadas sob re os mesmos o se jam em 

termos puramente casuisticos, em que prevalece inevitavelmente 
a oportunidade pol1tica, dando origem a graves incongru~ncias 

e contradi~oes internas e a desfazamentos de ac<;:ao que tomam 
completamente inalcan<;:aveis os objectives de polltica economi 

·ea prosseguidos, sem falar na~ nefastas. consequ~ncias sobre a 
propria empresa e os sectores corn ela de alguma forma interde 
pendentes. 

Dentro da logica que temos vindo a descrever, e uma vez mais, 
e fundamental uma nltida determina~io do que e imposto corn ob 
jectivos de pol1tica economica global, retirando a empresa as 
vantagens ou inconvenientes daT decorrentes, 

e) As rela<;:oes corn o pessoal rege:n-se por acordos colectivos de 
trabalho que, a semelhan~a do que acontece nas empresas priva 
das, sio negociados entre os sindicatos e a administra<;:io(*} 

(ou associa~oes de entida"des patronais), cabendo a esta tomar 

Nas empresas que exploram servic;os publicos, as rela<;oes de trabalho s:D 
normalmente regidas por via administrativa, atraves de urn Estatuto pri: 
vativo de pessoal, rnas nem por isso os processes de negocia~~o salari
al e de outras condic;oes de trabalho sao muito dif<:rentes dos utiliz~
dos n:ts empresas privadas, dado que praticamentc nao existem restric;;oes 
sobre o conteudo e forma das negociac;oes com os sindicatos. 
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posi<;:ao sobre a materia em discussao,com plenos poderes den~ 

gocia<;:ao. Obviamente,"devem as administra<;:6es ouvir o Ministe 

rio do Trabalho e o t'1inistro de Tutela, a fim de tomarem co

nhecimento das pollticas gerais de trabalho que se pretendem 

imrlantar mas, salvo no que respeita as tabelas salariais, nao 

se imp6e qualquer homologa<;:ao superior. E, no que a estas se 

refere, pensa-se que o preceito tem como objectivo essencial 

implantar um esquema de consulta previa que permita evitar di~ 

tor<;:6es muito acentuadas entre os diferentes acordos em que 

estejam envolvidas empresas publicas, principalmente de secta 

res afins. 

Tal como no que respeita ao problema dos pre<;os, a questao dos 

salarios e das mais dif1ceis de resolver e ainda esta longe de 

at~ngir" ponto de solu<;:ao minimamente satisfat6ria, dada a au

sencia de uma polltica de rendimentos bem definida; isso leva, 

uma vez mais, a tomada de posi<;:6es e decis6es pontuais, com 

so 1 u<;:6es desencontradas, que de modo a 1 gum se pod em cons i derar 

consequencia exclusiva de diferen<;:as de produtividade, de qua

lifica<;:ao media, de for<;a de negocia<;ao relativa"d~s partes e 

muito menos de estrategia de gestao. 

A situa<;:ao e agravada pela alta politiza<;:ao que e conferida a 

negocia<;ao de contratos de traballio, sendo muito frequente que 

os acordos finais sejam quase exclusivamente resultado de ac

tua<;:6es conduzi das com o objecti vo de proporci on a rem di vi dendos 

pollticos, mais particularmente em te1·mos partidarios, em que 

sE: veem envo 1 vi dos o t1i ni stro da Tute 1 a, o Governo como um to 

do, a administra<;:ao da empresa e o sindicato ou sindicatos que 

enquadram o pessoa 1, nao s6 di rectamente mas tambem, e pri nci

pa 1 men te, a tra ves das for<;:as ou tendenci as que representam. 

Urn passo imprescind1vel para clarificar e tornar a situa<;:ao a

bordavel consiste em afastar cornpletamente o Governo {ou, pelo 

menos, tanto quanto possTvel) das negocia~6es de contratos de 

trabalho, fazendo recair sobre as administra<;:6es a prerr'Jgati

va de defesa dos interesses globais e a correspondente respon-
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sabiliza~~o pelos resultados alcan~ados. Isso obriga a uma de 
cidida delega~~o de confian~a e ao afastamento da pr~tica, 

ate aqui habitual, de atribui r aos ministros de tutela e ao 
Governo a ~ltima.palavra na defini~ao das posi~oes da ·autori

dade pGblica - a que n~o e alheio o comportamento dos ministros 
(que mui tas vezes n~o so nio as evitam como ate fazern questao 

·~m chamar a si a tomada dessas posi~oes) e das proprias admi
nistra~oe~ (receosas de assumirem as suas responsabilidades, 

facto ainda mais agravado por ternerem uma ultrapassagem derna
gogica ou pol1tica por parte dos seus superiores, que comple-

':tarnente os- desautol"iza). 

0 Governo deve, pois, centrar a sua responsabil idade polltica, 
n~o na discuss~o de particulares acordos de trabalho, mas na 

defini~ao dos condicionalismos ~erais a que entende dever suQ_ 
meter o clausulado a acordar, a fim de evitar grandes desigua.l_ 
dades relativas em profissoes e categorias similares e impla.!!_ 
tar uma polltica coerente de trabalho, .sendo natural, nessa de 

fini~ao, que tais condicionalismos sejam em rnaior n~mero, aba_c 

cando rnais areas e mais restritivos em rela~~o as empresas pG
blicas que em rela~~o as empresas privadas. Ate hoje nada se 
fez no sentido de criar tal especialidade (*), o que equivale 
dizer que se encontra por definir urna polltica de trabalho para 

o sector publico produtivo. 

Outros desenvolvimentos tern, obviamente, o tratarnento dos as
pectos ligados a gest~o do pessoal, pelo que Ulll panto autono
mo lhe sera mais adiante dedicad:J. Por ora, parece ser de reter 

que as insuficiencias estao muito mais na falta de uma pol1tica 
que permita fixar clararnente a mobilidade dos gestores na defi

ni~~o e implanta~io das suas estrategias do que em insuficien-

(*) Com excep~ao de alguns aspectos pontuais, como sejam a fixa~ao de um sa 
lario maximo apenas com eficacia no sector publico. 
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cia de autonomia atribu1da "de jut·e" a esses mesmos gestores. 
0 que· n~c quer dizer qu0 a autonomia seja ''de facto'' grande. 

A falta de a vontande corn que as administrac;:oes e os sindica
tos se movem em questoes de trabalho, det·ivC\da de pouca expe
ri~ncia propria (e dos profissionais que estes representam), 

do desconhecimento de experi~ncias alheias, da desconfianc;:a, 
natural e alimentada,nas reais intenc;:oes de uns e outros e da 

permanente politizac;:~o que e conferida aos seus actos, leva a 
que, na realidade, a margem de manobra na procura de esque
mas de remunerac;:oes, de incentives, de promoc;:oes, de catego

rias, etc. seja mTnima, estando-se num sistema dequase com-
. pleto bloqueamento na concepc;:~o de estrategias de gestao de 

pessoal. Assim, so aparentement~ e paradoxal o facto de, como 

ja se deixou transparece1·, a falta d= pollticas de enquadnd.<!_ 
mento vir a resultar numa perda de autonomia e independ~ncia 

das administrac;:Cies. 

~1as, ao fixar esse desejavel enquadramento, um consideravel 

perigo espreita que, a nao ser evitado, podera vir a burocra-
ti zar extraordi na ri amente o t1·a tamento das ques toes de pes so a 1 
e a tom a r i noperantes as ten ta ti vas para me 1 ho1·a r a efi caci a 

do sector p~blico e nele manter bom nTvel de compet~ncia. Re
ferimo-nos a tentac;:ao que consiste em fazer aproximar 0 regime 
e as condic;:oes de prestac;:~o de trabalho daqueles que vigoram 

.na func;:~o publica, 0 que determinal'ia, a prazo medio, a sangria 
dos melhores colaboradores das empresas p~biicas para o sector 

privado, a semelhanc;:a do que antes aconteceu COill a func;:~o p~blj_ 

ea. 0 peri go e real, tanto mai s que a referi da tentac;:ao pode 

ser alimentada de varies pontos,com objectivos diversos e arra2_ 
tando consideraveis for~as pol1ticas: pelo menos a dos funcio-

\ narios p~blicos que ver~o nessa acc;:~o uma reparac;:ao parcial da 

injusti~a a que t~m sido submetidos, e a das for~as conservad~ 

ras, apostadas em mostrar a ineficacia da gest~o publica. 

f) Salvo indica~oes de o1'dem muito geral, os estatutos das empre

sas publicas s~o omissos quanto a organizac;:~o interna a insti-
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tuir e quase omissos quanto aos m~todos de trabalho a Utili

zaJ', o que parece ser uma op~ao saudavel. De facto, L can do a 

compet~ncia de decisao nessas mat~rias inteiramente atribuTda 

ao orgao de gestiio de cada empresa, a capaci dade de ac~ao to!:_ 

na-se completa num domTnio que ~ verdadeira pedra de toque da 

qualidade de gestao dispon1vel e em que nao convem instituir 

um mTnimo de desresponsabiliza~ao. A resposta a novas necessf 

dades, a procura de combina~oes mais convenientes, a rapidez 

de ac~iio face· a situa~oes ·imprevistas que exijam resposta ur

gente, nao ficam assim dependentes de qualquer autoriza~ao 

previa, nem limitadas pela necessidade de modifica~oes legis

lativas, nem sujeitas a aprova~oes e crTticas "a posteriori" 

que nao sejam as decorrentes da analise dos resultados obtidos 

comas medidas tomadas (ou nao to~adas). 

Apenas para exemplificar, nos aspectos ligados a contabilida

de; exige-se: 

a submissao as regras a que estao ou venham a esta1· su~ 

jeitas todas as empresas privadas; 

- a capacidade para, a partir del a, se extrairem os docu-. 

mentes e demais informa~oes de presta~ao obrigatoria; 

-a c&pacidade para permitir controlo or~amental contTnuo 

e eficaz an~lise de gestae, em particular no dom1nio dos 

custos; 

- a capacidade para permitir adequado controlo das respon

sabilidades decorrentes das descentraliza~6es de compe

t~ncias, 

mas deixa-se completa liberdade quanto a organiza~ao, siste

mas e metodos a utilizar. 

g) Outro ponto que interessa anal isar refere-se a facilidade de 

adaptac;:ao as J'ealidades que e conferida as empresas, traduzi

da na possibi 1 idade que as rnesmas tem de efectuar alterac;:oes 

aos planos de trabalhos e aos or~amentos, anteriormente apro-
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·vadas por autoridades superiores, sem que para isso necessitem 

de autoriza~6es pr~vias, cuja obten~io poderia determinar atra 
sos de actua~ao cam consequencias irreparaveis. Espera-se que 
a pratica corrente venha a consagrar os princ1pios que clara

mente decorrem da legisla~ao ja aprovada, no sentido de atri
buir uma razoavel margem de manobra (e de responsabilidade ... ) 
aos consslhos deg2stao das empresas. 

Quando se preconiza que os or~amentos destinados a aprova~ao 
superior devem ser elaboi'ados em grandes rubri cas, tem-se o 

n1tido proposito de dar inteira liberdade as administra~6es p~ 
ra efectuarem l'edistribui~6es de verbas dentro de cada rubri

ca - tanto ma:is que imediatamente a seguir se preconiza a el~ 
bora~ao dos desdobramentos necessari os a permi ti r, i nternamen

~. um adequado controlo de gestao e de responsabilidades. E2_ 
tamos, poi s, ja a qui, l onge dos m~todos on;:arnentai s caracte

r1sticos da administra~ao central, manifestamente inadecjuados 

a actividade de unidades de produ~ao, mas em rela~ao aos quais 
se tern notado, cam demasiada frequencia, uma tenta~ao de apli

ca~ao por extensao, por parte de autori dades po 11 ti cas que CO!:!, 

fundem manifestamente os conceitos de controlo formal e contra 
lo eficaz. 

Mas,mesmo em relac;:ao aos or~arnentos de explorac;:ao elaborados 
e aprovados naquelas condic;:6es, poderao as empresas efectuar, 
em compl eta 1 i berdade, as modifi ca~oes que as no\1as perspectj_ 

vas e realiclades aconselhem, desde que tais alterac;:6es nao acar 
retem diminui~oes significativas nos resultados anteriormente 
previstos. A determinac;:ao da oportunidade dessas modificac;:6es e 
o julgamento sobre o que se considera uma altera~ao significatj_ 
va de resultados ~ deixado ao julgamento do conselho de gestao 
- o que so contribui para aumentar a sua responsabiliza~ao, ta!:!, 

to mais que tais aetas serao necessariamente objecto de apreci~ 

c;:ao por parte dos ministros de tuteia e dos conselhos gerais, 

quando os houver. Do comportamento de tais entidades, particu~ 

larmente no que respeita a obtenc;:ao de um equilfbrio razoavel 

entl'e a confianc;:a a depositar nos gestores e a defesa contra a. 

,.,..·1 
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instala~~o de urn clima de desresponsabiliza~~o e de fuga ao 
enquadramento na poiitica economica do Governo, depende em 

muito i constru~~o de rela~oes que n~o conduzam ao imobiligno 
dos gestores perante reillidades movedi~as e facilitem a libe_c 

ta~io e aproveitamento das potencialidades em cr~atividade e 
dinamismo dos gestores p~blicos. 

Cqnsidera~oes se me 1 hantes se podem fazer sob re a adapta~ao dos 
or~amentos de i nves timento, cujas a ltera~oes so necess ita m de 
aprova~~o "a prio1;i" desde que venham a ser excedidos os limi

tes globais atribuldos a cada grupo de projectos ou de activi

dades. A limita~ao decorre naturalmente da preocupa~~o em nao 
permitir distor~oes consumadas no plano nacional de investimen 

tos, corn as correspondentes implica~oes no domfnio da aplica
~aJ.dos financiamentos disponlveis e da ruptura de equilfbrios 

intersectoriais ou interempresas desejados pelo Governo. 

Finalmente, ea refor~ar a necessidade de evitar paraliza~oes 
burocr~ticas, consideram-se tacitamente aprovados os orcamen
tos sabre os quais as autoridades de tutela se nao manifestem 
durante o perlodo de tempo atribuldo para o efeito. 

Naturalmente que, em ~ltima an~lise, a autonomia real da empresa 
perante o Gove1·no e, em especial, a sua capacidade de resistencia a uma f~ 
quente instrumental izar;:ao polltica da sua actua~ao - caminho certo para una 
permanente situa~ao de ma gestae corn os consequentes deficits incontrola

veis e insuficiencias na producio e comercializa~ao- dependem fortemente 
da possibilidade que os seus gestores tenham em invocar as garantias indi
cadas e, o que e mais importante, em faze-las respeitar. Criar um tal 
h~bito de independencia so se anteve posslv~l desde que aos gestores seja 
conferida suficiente protec~ao pe1·ante os seus .superiores hier~rquicos ime 
diatos, ist'b e, os ministros a quemsao atribuldos poderes tutel'ares. 
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4.2 - Dentto da optica de conferir uma relativamente grande autonomia ce 

gestao, torna-se necessatio criat as contrapartidas que permitam uma anal~ 
se crltica ap1·ofundadil dos metodos util izados e resultados alcan~ados, e 

'·que, pelo menos, ·sa~ as seguintes: 
\ 

I 

I 
I 

a) 0 direito de ~ntidades colocadas num plano hierarquico supe

riot poderem solicitar informa~6es sobre todos os pontos que 
se prende~ com a actividade da empresa, co~ a cotrespondente 
capacidade tecnica de que essas entidades se t~m de dotar pa
ra efectuarem a sua aprecia~ao e discussao crTticas. Mais 

uma vez ~ imprescindTvel a constru~ao de um equil1brio de ac
tua~ao que exige, de parte a parte, razoavel compet~ncia tec

nica e capacidade para superar susceptibilidades pessoais· 
De facto, ~ corrente, para quem solicita informa~ao, conside
rar esta como um objective final nao dependente das reais ca

pacidades da sua utiliza~ao, caindo-se rapidamente no extrema 
·de se obrigarem as empresas a disporem de compl icados sisternas 

buroctaticos de obten~ao de dados que nao sao depois utiliza
dos; e, inversamente, ~ tamb~m usual assistir~se a praticas 
restritivas, por parte das empresas, no fornecimento de infor 

ma<;ao fundamental, no que respeita a qual idade, quantidade e 

actua·lidade da mesma, o que provem quer de uma atitude de au
todefesa destinada a ocultar eventuais inefic~cias de funcio
namento, quer de uma incapacidade administrativa interna para 
implantar· os ·procedimentos que dao origem a essa informa<;ao. 

Parece, contudo, estat do lado das 
chave para resolu~ao do problema. 

entidades de supervisao a 
Com efeito, a observa<;ao 

do que se passa em pa1ses com fortes sectores publicos prod<!· 
tivos mostra que as principais ineficacias dos esquemas de a
companhamento de gestao residem nas desigualdades gritantes 
que em m~dia se notam entre os agentes da administra~ao cen-

\ tral e os agentes empresariais, com vantagern para estes ulti

mos, pelos menos nos seguintes aspectos: 

- conhecimentos te6ricos e experi~ncia nos dom1nios da· gestao 

empresarial; 

• 
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estatuto economico e social, ern face das limitac;:oes de venci 
mentos no funcionalismo. p0blico; 

- efic~cia de actuac;:~o, dada a rigidez e falta de autonomia que 
caracterizam a administrac;:~o p0blica nos domini.os da organiz~ 

c;:~o interna e desconcentrac;:~o de responsabilidades e poderes. 

A utilizac;:~o do estatuto da requisic;:~o, que em Portugal confere 

grandes possibilidades de utilizac;:~o pela Administrac;:~o Central 

de pessoal das empresas publicas e privadas, apenas resolve pa!: 

cialmente os dois primeiros problemas (sem deixar de criar ou

tros ... ). 

De uma maneira geral, tanto em paises de economia de mercado 

como de di recc;:~o centra 1 , e embcra. as questiies se pori ham quanti 

tativa e qualitativamente de modo distinto, a tend~ncia tern si
do no sentido de criar organismos intermedios entre a Administr~ 

c;:~o Central e as empresas -as mais das vezes com semelhanc;:as, 
pelo menos formais, a holdings privados - dispondo de auto.nomia 

suficiente para lhes permitir obter boa efic~cia para representar 
o Governo no acompanhamento da gest~o corrente destas. 

b) A exist~ncia de uma auditoria independente capaz de: 

\ 

- proteger a conformidade dos procedimentos com as instruc;:oes 
impet·ativas ea legislac;:~o a que a empresa est~ sujeita; 

- garantir suficientemente a correspondencia entre os valores 

fornecidos .pelo sistema de infurmac;:~o disponivel (e, em es
pecial, pela contabilidade) e a realidade empresarial; 

- apreciar em termos tecnicos a oportunidade de criterios de 

decis~o e analise em dominios particulares (amortizac;:oes e 
• provisoes• taxas de actualizac;:~o utilizadas. no estudo de pro-

jectos, afectac;:~o de.resultados economicos, etc.), 

mas que nao constitua urn entrave burocritico i gest~o da empre 

sa e muito menos um poder paralelo de.gestao. 
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\ 4.3 - A questio j~ levantada da aprecia~io crftica dos procedimentos e 

\ resultados nao e materia padfica~ reconhece-se a sua necessidade e utili 
1dade para a permanente reformula~ao de objectives e aperfei~oamento de ac

\tua~~es, mas tambem se sabe que a sua condu~ao imprudente pode facilmente 
\subverter os verdadeiros objectives da empresa em favor da persegui~io ir-
\ l 
rac1onal de valores para Tndices e par~metros. 

Dentro da filosofia de funcionamento j~ 
vel e poss1vel implantar urn esquema de an~lise de 

descr"ita, 

gestao do 
parece desej~~ 
seguinte tipo: 

a) Aprecia<;:ao dos objectives fixados nos programas e orpmentos 

e po~terior compara~ao destes corn os resultados atingidos, tQ 
mando coma referencia um numero muito restrito de indicadores 
que permitam f~cil compara~ao com empresas estrangeiras, corn 

outras empresas nacionais ou corn outras unidades.de produ~io 
· dentro da mesma empresa, bem como uma an~l i se coris i stente da 

sua evolu~ao no tempo. Tais indicadores poderao nao ter a 
mesma constru~ao para todos os ramos da actividade econ6mica 
e nao deverao, numa primeira an~lise, considerar muito mais 

que os resultados do exerdcio e os nTveis de produ~ao e conE!: 
cial-iza~ao em termos absolutes e relatives (produtividades). 

b) Utilizar, numa fase posterior e explicat6ria, outros Tndices 
que permitam detectar as raz~es dos eventuais desvios, sem 
cair no erro de instituir tais Tndices em sistcmas de objec 
tivos a atingir, os quais poderao ser contradit6rios entre si 

e corn as metas fixadas nos domTnics fundamentais analisados 
na fase anterior. Dentro do pressuposto de que os Tndices 

sao simples instrumentos de analise, poder-se-~ entao tentar 
detectar os domTnios fracas que cal'ecerao de ac~ao, sempre de:_ 
tro de urn di~logo aberto corn a administra~ao e renunciando ab 

solutamente a fazer quaisquer imposi~oes que teriam como ine

vitavel consequencia a desresponsabi.l iza~ao dos gestores. 

Em ambas as fases adquire grande importancia a possibilidade de se 

efectuarem compara~~es internacionais, uma vez que em muitos sector~s se 
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dispora de uma unica empresa ou de empresas com poucas actividades sobre~ 

tas e, nos cases em que a empresa utiliza varias unidades fabris, nao sera 
-_::__facil implantar rapidamente um sistsma de individual iza~iio de resultados. 

r aqui, decididamente, um domfnio em que a vontade sincera de p6r em func~ 
namento um sistema de coopera~ao internacional mais resultados pode trazer. 

Com efeito, n~o ~ sem desenvolver grandes esfor~os no sentido de veneer os 
obstac,ulos quE' a cada passo se erguem que ~ poss1vel aceder a informci~ao 

I - -que u)trapasse o caracter de generalidades em rela~ao a aspectos como se-

jam i composi~ao dos custos de produ~ao, a estrutura do financiamento, a 
cobertura das necessidades em stocks, a reparti~ao dos encargos administra 

I I 
tivos e ·tantos outros. 

I 
A escolha dos indicadores a utilizar nas duas fases e a implant~ 

~ap'do sistema de analise obriga, pois, ao lan~amento de ac~6es de fundo e 

~ ~Ill processo que carecera de Ulll prazo razoaV8l de desenvolvimento e de 
persistente vontade pol1tica, porquanto: 

- A constru~ao e aperfei~oamento do sistema de informa~ao de ge~ 

tao tem de ser feita em termos experimen'.:ais, tendo em aten~ao 

as particularidades de cada sector, nao existindo em Portugal 
senao experi~ncias isoladas e pouco bem sucedidas, num ou nou
tro grupo econ5mico privado; 

A recolha e comptla~ao de dados que sirvam de ponto de partida 
para as compara~oes a efectuar, no arnbito nacional e interna
cional, e um trabalho que esta praticarnente todo por fazer, se~ 
do muito escassos os dom1nios em que alguma coisa ja esta dis
pon1vel;_ 

A extrac~ao cia informa~ao necessaria a anal ise obriga a previa 
exist~ncia de uma normaliza~ao contabillstica que conhece os 

seus primeiros passes em Portugal; de igual modo, em numero 

apreciavel de cas6s sera.necessario reforrnular todo o esquema 
contabil1stico interne, geral e de custos, quase sempre orien

tado dentro de uma perspectiva historicista, nao se devendo mf 

nimizar as energias necessarias a execu~ao das reconvers6es; 
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A aus~ncia d~ tradi~~o neste domTnio leva a uma acentuada fal
ta de t~cnicos corn experi~ncia, capazes de darem resposta r~oi ·-
da e adequada a os prob l emas que se v~o levanta r para a l ~m de, 
o que ~ bastante mais grave, se ter inevitavelmente que contar 

com s~rias resist~ncias derivadas de conserv~dorismo, dos h~bi 

tos adquiridos, do medo de incapacidade·de resposta as novas n~ 
cessidades e da preocupa~ao em evitar demasiada transparencia 

as insuficiencias de gest~o. 

N~o se deve,ainda, deixar de ter presente que a implanta~~o do 
sistema de acompanhamento e analise de gestae, para al~m da possibilidade 

de controlo que proporciona e sobre a qual n~o deve ser situada a t6nica 

da actua~ao, tern um alcance did~tico inestim~vel, podendo servir de base 
objectiva a urn di~logo construtivo, elemento fundamental da forma~~o dos 

s~us intervenientes em metodologias e pr~ticas de gestao que nao sao cor-
Portugal . 

4.4- Quanta se disse ate aqui sobre as empresas publicas tern cabime_t:l. 

to em rela~ao ao sector participado, sabido todavia que nos casos de par
ticipa~~o minorit~ria os direitos de gestae a serem exercidos pelo sector 
publico nao vao alem daqueles que correspondem a percentagem de capital!:. 
fectivamente detido, nos mesmos termos a que se submetem os accionistas 
p!'ivados, pelo que muitas vezes haver~ necessidade de uma previa concert~ 

c;ao com esses accionistas. A actua~~o das respectivas administra<;:oes em 
rela<;:~o aos esquemas propostos estar~ em elevado grau dependente da capa
cidade de persuas;o da entidade de supervisao em nome do sector p~blico , 
o que aponta decididamente para a concentra~ao da propriedade das partic.:!_ 
pacoes em cada sociedad~ numa s6 entidide, vocacionada especialmente para 
o efeito, 0ltrapassando eventuais diverg~ncias de interesses dos organis

mos participantes e constituindo um corpo de pessoal com competencia suf.:!_ 

ciente para o desempenho da sua missao. Esse o sentido em que se cami -
nha, corn a cria<;:ao de holdings p~blicos de sociedades comestatuto privado. 

4.5- Abordemos agora a questao da·d~termina<;:ao dos iesultados dOe

xercTcio das empresas p~blicas e sua posterior afectac;~o. 
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I 

\ 

A primeira constatac~o ~a de que, ~ semelhan~a ali~s do que j~ 

acontecia corn as anti gas empl·esas publ icas em Portugal, se procura fazer 

\

uma clesej~vel · assimilac~o dos prindp-ios teoricos e da pr~tica corrente de 
gest~o empresarial, em detrimento dos procedimentos caracterTsticos da Co~ 

1tabilidade Publica, salientando-se os seguintes aspectos principals: 
' 

I 

individualiza~~Q e afecta~~o ao exercTcio dos custos~ provei
tos que lhe correspondem e apenas destes; 

- lancamento da conta de exploracao das amortizac;:oes do imobil i
zado, como processo de repartic;:~o temporal dos encargos corres 

r 

'-pondentes; 

- mesmo procedimento em relac~o ~s provisoes que possam ser con
sideradas como cobertura de riscos imput~veis ~ actividade e 
situac;:~o da empresa. 
• 

I A soluc;:ao encontrada quanto a provisoes e amortizac;:oes consis -
tiu em conferir ao Ministro de Tutela poder para fixar o~ crit~rios gerais 
a que as mesmas dever~o obedecer, deixando aos gestores liberdade na de
terminacao, dentro desses crit~rios, dos valores concretos a afectar as 
respectivas contas. Ao faze-lo, os gestores ter~o que 
corn as consequ~ncias fiscais dessa decisao, uma vez que 
empresas publicas e privadas em tal domTnio (*) Quer 

bora n~o exi~tam limites absolutes ~s taxas a utilizar~ 
butado como lucros o valor das amortizac;:oes que exceder 

entrar em conta 
a lei equipara as 
isto dizer que, em 
a empresa vera tri 
o que decorre · das 

percentagens fixadas na lei fiscal. Movendo-se dentro destes par~metros, 
cabe ao Conselho de Gestao a responsabilidade pelas suas opc;:oes, que juSti 
ficura, submetendo-se, eventualmente, a crltica da Comiss~o de Fiscaliza -
c;:~o (que nao dever~ exceder o domTnio da aval iac~o da razoabil idade corn 
que foram determinados os riscos assumidos ou distribuTda a desvalorizac;:ao 
do imobil izado, renunciando a qualquer 1nterferencia nos aspectos de estr~ 
tegia de gestao) e do Conselho Geral (quando exista). Tal responsabiliz~ 

c;:ao so lhe ~ retirada se, e~ ~ltima instincia, o Ministro de Tutela negar 
a aprovac;:ao final, situac;:~o em que aquela para este se transfere. 

(*) Admitem-se excep<;oes, principalmente em relac;:ac.a empresas que explo
tem servi<;os publicos, mas que deverao ser consignadas em lei especial. 
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No caso partict!lar das amortiza~6es, os gestores terio ainda de 
entrar em linha de conta corn outra condicionante: a fixa~io da taxa m~xima 
~e autofinanciamento· brute permitic~1, em que intervem os ~linistros de Tut~ 
la, das Finan~as e do Planeamento, - uma vez que se consideram, explicita
m~nte , as amortiza~6es como parte integrante do autofinanciamento. 0 Go 
v~~no entendeu, pois, reservar essa prerrogativa, como instrumento de poll 
t~ca ecory6mica destinado a controlar um desenvolvimento equilibrad6 e con-

I ! 
f~l'me a/1 plane dos diversos sectores e, dentro destes, das empresas que ne 

. l es\ ope ram. 

1 . I Vista a flexibilidade que aos gestores e conferida na determina

~ao 1
co

1
htabilistica do lucre, surge o importante problema da sua afetta<;ao 

qu~ envolve, pelo menos, os seguintes aspectos: 

(i) atribui~ao a empresa de capacidade para resistir a depres -
s6es, crises· e outros acontecimentos que nao control a; 

~ 

(ii) atribui~io a empresa de capacidade de desenvolvimento a cus 
ta de autofinanciamento; 

(iii) ir.stitui~ao de um esquema de incentives que estabele~a de (I_ 

gum modo uma correspondencia entre os resultados alcan~ados 
e a satisfa~ao dos seus agentes; 

(iv) necessidade da empresa contribuir para o financiamento do Or 
~amento Geral do Estado, como qualquer outra entidade gerad.Q_ 
ra de rendimentos; 

(v) necessidade da empresa remunerar os capitais que a comunida
de p6e a sua disposi~ao pela vi~ da dotac~o em capitais pr6-
prios; 

(vi) capacidade da empresa para gerar excedentes necess~rios ao 
lan~amento e desenvolvimento de outras actividades produti -

\ vas, no seu ou em outros sectores . 

A concilia~ao dos interesses que se geram a volta dos seis pontes 

indicados, embora mais f~cil nuns 
que se podern tornar pol iticamente 

cas os 
muito 

do que outros, levanta problemas 
delicados se a sua solu~ao for en-
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carada ~m termos permanentemente casuisticos - ·dando ampla margem de mano
bra aos grupos .de pressao que no ass !into pl'Ocural·ao intervir e deixando 
que os resultados finais sejam fun~amentalmente consequ~ncia da for~a rel! 
tiva dos interesses em jogo. Isso quer dizer que se defende a necessida
de de, a nTvel do Governo; se definirem polTticas nesta ·mat~ria, que corn -
plementem as necessariamente pouco concretas orienta~6es que a legisla~ao 
conte~pla (*), possibilitando uma actua~ao relativamente uniforme, em cada 
perfdo de tempo, dos diversos min·ist~rios em rela~:ao as varias empresas e 
e~ ronformidade com os objectives do plana nacional. 

I · A resposta a preocupa~:ao enunciada na alTnea (i) e baseada na 
obrigatori~dade de constitui~:ao da chamada ''Reserva Geral''. A necessidade 
de entrar em conta corn o fen6meno inflacionario parece-nos,· contudo, neste 
m6·mento, a principal dominante da sua determina~:ao, pelo que o limite mTni 

! -- . - ( **) -mo a respectiva constitui~ao deveria residir tambem na preocupa~:ao em 
manter o vulor real do capital estatutario, feHas as necessarias reaval ia 
~:oes do activo. 

Relativamente a (ii), esta na sua base a ''Reserva para Investi -
( i<**) mentos'', de constitui~:ao obrigat6ria , mas para que se nao fixam 

ori enta~:6es quanta a cri tel'i os a utili zar na sua determi na~:ao. Tra ta -se, 
coma ~ natural, de urn clomTnio em que tem especial relevo a poHtica do 
Governo sobre o desenvolvimento sect6rial .e respective financiamento e a 
capacidade de negocia~:ao de que o Conselho de Gestao disponha na obten~:ao 

de mei os que 1 he permitam expansao aut6noma nao esquecendo que, pe 1 o 

(*) Nao se julga prudente que a legisla<;;ao va muito longe neste assunto, 
dado que a sua grande inercia dificulta respostas rapidas aos proble
mas. 

(**) A lei exige apenas a consignac;.ao de 10% dos lucros do exercicio, qua~ 
do os houver. 

(1"\i<) Note-se que a reserva para investimentos nao e financiada exclusiva
mente a custa dos lucros apurados, pQdendo haver certas receitas que 
lhe sejam directarnente consignadas pela lei e sendo-lhes obrigatqria -
mente atribuidos rendimentos de opera<;Oe.s feitas sobre os investimen -
tos; isto e, parte da reserva para investimentos podcra ser constitui 
da antes da determina<;;ao dos resultados do exercicio. 
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menos em rel~~~o nos gestores e quadros m~dios e superiores, a autonomia 
di sponT·;el quanto ao desenvol vimento da "sua" empresa consti tui um pod er~ 
so incenti~o (e estamos ji a entrar na alTnea (iii))i prossecuss~o de uma 
gest~o raci on a 1 capuz de gel'ar excedentes. 0 estabel ecimento, por sect~ 
re~. de limites miximos e mTnimos permitidos parece ser; pois, de grande 

'impbrtancia. Esses limites poder-se-~o baseal', eventualmente, nas prod~ 
tiv~dades alcan~adas. 

0 ''Fundo para Fins Sociais'', tamb~m obrigat5rio, pode constitu

ir um dos instrumentos fundamentais associados a preocupa~~o indicada em 
(iii) se for possTvel interessar nele, com suficiente intensidade, os tr~ 
balhadores das empresas; para isso julga-se, pelo menos, necessirio que: 

- 0 seu volume nao seja insignificante; 

- os aumentos de produtividade real influenciem o seu montante 
e os acr~scimos de lucros conduzam a contribui~5es proporci~ 
nalmente progressivas para o fundo; 

- a gestao do fundo seja entregue a os p!'5prios trabal hadores , 
embora com alguns condicionantes gerais de aplica~ao que obs 
tem i sua convers~o em consumos imediatos; 

- se evite que, de empresa para empl'esa, os mesmos benefl ci os 
estejam nuns casos dependentes da ~x·istencia de meios afec
tos ao fundo e noutros sejam direitos adquiridos independe.':!_ 
temente dos resultados da empresa . 

Mat~r~a. pois, que requere tamb~m uma cuidadosa defini~ao de 
polTticus gerais. 

A resposta a alTnea (iv) consubstancia-se na aplica~ao da lei 
fiscal comum; permitindo uma nltida separa~ao entre o que e contribui~ao 

para o Estado independentemente da propriedade do capital e o que adv~m 
dessa particular situat;:~o. o procedimento possibil ita a compara~ao facil 
com outras empresas, submete-as automaticamente e em condi~5es id~nticas 
aos objectives econ5micos da polltica fiscal e estabe'iece desde o inicio 
uma distin~ao entre a natureza de apropria~5es que deverao ser submetidas 
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a difer2ntes regras de posterior utiliza~~o e contabiliza~~o: 

\ Para al~m'dos impostos, resta estabelecer a destrin~a entre a a-
' 
propria~~o de excedentes a tTtulo de remunera~~o dos capitais pr6prios e ,, 
~aquilo que pode ser ''grosso modo'' declarado lucro puro n~o retido pela em 
I -
presa (alTneas (v) e(vi) ). Das v~rias combina~5es possTveis porque se 
,I . 
Rode opt'ar, em que o elernento fundarnental.de diferencia~~o reside na obri-

1 I 
gatot'i]dade ou nao de n::munet·a~~o efectiva dos capita is pr6prios, a segui.!!_ 
tile\ hi p0tese parece enquildrar-se coerentemente dentro do esquema que se tern 

. d I d h v\1n ot esen ar: 

/ c fixa~~o de urna taxa, ajust~vel a no a ano, ligeiramente inferi-
or a taxa de ernprestirnos a longo pt·azo, a que devet'~O ser rem!:!_ 
nerados os capitais pr6prios(*) de todas as empresas pGblicas, 
independentemente do respective sector de actividade; 

os valores dessas contribui~5es s6 seriam pagos se, apos a 
constitui~~o das .reservas obrigat5rias no~ seus limites mTni -
mos ea liquida~ao dos impostos, houvesse remanescente de re -
sultados, e apenas nessa medida; 

. •· 
a parte nao satisfeita, por nao haver excedentes, seria escri
turada por mem5ria, em contas de ordem, a fim de ser, se pos -
sTvel, liquidada em anos futures (eventualrnente corn urn perTodo 
de prescri ~ao); 

- os valores atribuTdos ao Estado, quer a Htulo de rernunera~ao 

d~ capital, quer como ''excedente puro" (mas n~o os correspon
dentes a impostos), iriam al'imentcr um fundo especial destin~ 

do a servir de suporte a todas as opera~oes financeiras entre 
o tesouro e.as empresas pGblicas(*~l,garantindo a transpar~n
cia das mesmas ea correspondente possibilidade de efectuar a 

\ n~lises globais e consolidadas; 

' (*) Excluindo o Fundo para Fins Sociais. 

(**) Esse fundo, previsto no programa do 19 Governo Constitucional corn a 
designa9~io de Fundo. Nacional de Desenvolvimento EconOmico, ter2 natu
ralmente · outras receitas e servira de redistribuidor financeiro geral. 
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- 0 "excedente pUi'O" podera serVil' de justifica<;:aO a constitui -

<;:ao de direitos especiais destinados a incentivar a cria<;:ao de 

excedentes . 

4!6- Para as empresas privadas corn participa<;:ao do sector p~blico, a 
dist/tbui<;:ilo dos excedentes e decidida em assembleia geral de accionistas, 

ond? o Governo tern voz ~traves das entidades que detem o respective capi -
tal., na maioria dos cases empresas p~blicas com caracterfsticas de holding. 

P;orl outre lado, o respeito pelos direitos dos accionistas privados impoe 
I 

~lue se nao fixem, por viaadministrativa, diferentes criterios de partici-
pa<;:ao nos excedentes por parte daqueles e do Estado. 

I 
I:' 

I 
sugeri dos 

Deste modo, a .utiliza<;:ao de criterios semelhantes aos·que foram 

para as empresas p~blicas fica condicionada a possibilidade de os 

fazer aprovar nas assembleias get'ais (por virtude do n~ml'ro de votes disp2_ 
nfveis ou de capacidade de persuasao) e ao respeito pela lei comum das so

ciedades, devendo ter-se em conta que: 
' 

-os holdings p~blicos surgem·perante as empresas coma entidades· 
intermedias de redistribui<;:ao financeira; esses holdings esta
rao. por sua vez, perante o Fundo de que fa 1 amos, na mesma posj_ 
<;:ao do que quaisquer outras empresas p~blicas, nomeadamente no 

que se refere a transferencias dos excedentes; 

-os holdings p~blicos deverao estar isentos de impostos sobre 
lucros, a fim de se evitar dupla tributa<;:ao(*); 

11~0 e posslvel a impOSl<;:aO de direitos especiais quanto a re
munera~ao dos capitais pr6prios investidos nas empresas; uma 
vez que os holdings entram na reparti<;:ao dos excedentes romo 
quai squer outros acci oni stas, so"a posteriori 11 poderao, para 

efeitos de analise, fazer a destrin~a entre essa remunera<;:ao 

e o "excedcnt.e pure"; 

(>\) Corn efeito, tal acontece no caso do Instituto das Participa<;_:oes do Es 
tado; tratando-se de holdings tambem com· actividade produtiva haveril, 
obviamente, de pensar ·em disposic;Oes especiais. 
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a fimde permitil' coe1·encia de actua~oes, e uma vez que nao ha 

ve1·a disciplina legal uniformizadora, torna-se imprescindTvel 
que os holdings estabele~am com clareza polTticas desejaveis 

de determina~ao de excedentes e de distribui~ao de dividendos 
e as comuniquem aos seus representantes para .que estes, ·na me 
dida do possTvel, as fa~am aceit~r. 
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\.S, . 0 PESSOAL, OS QU·ADROS E OS GES~ORES 

\: i .S.l - Jiuito se tern .)a dito e escrito sabre as nefastas consequencias 
~ue se fazem sentir sobl'e a economia nacional, decorrentes do modelo poli_ 
~ico, so,tial e economico que durante 50 anos foi imposto aos portugueses, 
r'rinciptlmente pelo obstaculo que agora constituem ao exito de medidas 

d~' ~tin;das a implantar u~ esq~em~ de desenvolvimento em t~r~os democrati
c s e procurando a redu~ao drast1ca das desigualdades soc1a1s. 

' 

,1 
1 I 0~ presente capltul o ocupa-se dum dos. dom1nios em que mai s tragj_ 

cJs s~o essas consequencias, quer pelas.habitua~oes, motiva~oes ~ quadros 
de referencia que se estabel~ceram, quer pela quase completa ausencia de 
forma~~o - principalmente a que deveria decorrer da experiencia quotidia
na - em dom1nios fundamentais, corn que os trabalhadores portugueses foram 

deixados quase no fi1n do seculo XX. 

A falta de forma~~o economica basica generalizada, a completa 
impossibilidade de estabelecer qualquer discuss~o pol1tica que desse opo~ 

I 

tunidade a compl'eens~o de fenomenos economicos globais atraves de uma pr~ 
tica dialetica corrente, o elitis1no e o esp1rito classista fomentado en
tre os quadros, a todos os nTveis, levando-os a sonegar informag~o em re~ 
la~~o aos subordinados, retirando-lhes o mais poss1vel autonomia de deci
sao e ocultando-lhes os aspectcis fundamentais da vida dos organismos em 
que se inseriam - empresas ou departamentos governamentais - determinou a 
existencia de uma situa~~o em que cada trabalhador so muito dificilmente 
pode ter consci~ncia, de forma clara, das consequencias das op~oes e ac
~oes em que dia a dia se envolve na medida em que se proje.ctam para fora 
do seu restrito ambiente de trabalho. 

'~ participa~~o dos trabalhadores na reparti~~o do valor acres
centado era traduzida por uma das percentagens ma:s baixas da Europa , 
o que n~o constituiu grande est1mulo nem para a inova~~o tecnol6gica 
nem para a introdu~~o de m~todos avan~ados de prganiza~~o do trabalho e 
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de gestao de pessoal. Outra consequencia foi a relativamente pouco in ten -
~ sa aq;il o de formac;ao profissional que deixou 0 pa1s corn grande percentagem 

----de m.ao de obra pouco qualificada e so muito difi cilmente conveJ'tl ve 1 • 

A acc;ao sindical foram pastas inGmeros entraves pelo poder poli
tico e, em particular, nao era legalmente possrvel recorrer a greve. 0 

manejb das armas sindicais e a aquisic;ao de experiencia de negociac;ao 
J 

so 

de 
mais 

muitf penosamente foram adquiridos e apenas pal' reduzida percentagem 
tral:jalhadores, dada uma desencorajadora repressao que encontrou os 
frabos completamente desprotegidos. A consciincia sindical que so 
L I 

vencia 
· obter, 

a vi
das lutas e a assumpc;ao respons~vel das suas consequencias permitem 
generalizou-se, par conseguinte, muito lentamente. · No lado dos em 

pres~rios, gestores e quadros, a ignor~ncia dos mais elementares problemas 
d~ ·tr~balho foi fomentada pela desnecessidade da aplicac;ao de tais conheci 

! 
mentos: 

travam"se 
tudo se joga em termos de protecc;ao politica, as soluc;oes 
fora do quadro de referencia da propria empresa (*). 

encon -

0 ambiente repressive que necessariamente se instala nas empre -
sas, i ndependentemente ate da vontade de a 1 guns quadros progress istas, e 

que tern a sua origem principalmente na consciencia de uma completa despro

tecc;ao perante eventuais arbitrariedades de ·superiores e na mitificac;ao do 
papel e importancia do "chefe", gera inumeros recalcamentos, interioriza 
injustic;as ( e pseudo-injustic;as) gritantes, coa1·cta a libertac;ao da acti
vidade inovadora e criadora dos individuos ·e grupos, desliga o trabalho di~ 
rio de qualquer possii:ilidade de realizac;ao profissional e humana, cria , 

por toda a parte, a irresponsabilidade automaticamente justificada. 

Nestas condic;oes, a descompressao politica que acompanhou o tom 
bar das velhas instituic;oes e o correspondente desfazer das hierarquias e 

{*) A muito pequena abertura sindical, que em certo periodo pre 25 de Abril 
se procurou tirnidamente fazer, veio encontrar os quadros e empres8rios 
numa situa'Sao de maior·imprepara9ao tecnica que os proprios sindicatos. 
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do podcr e sistema de valores em que as mesmas encontravam ~uporte, deu 

origem ~ todas as esperan~as e criou a ilus~o da facilidade da constru~~o 

de urn mundo novo e da possibilidade de repara~ao a curto prazo das injusti 

~as sentidas. N~o podem assim constituir surpresa as contradi~6es, os 
fa\sos passos e as incompreens6es que por toda a parte se assinalam, mui

ta~ das qua is a tri bu1 das a pes sous si ncerumente empenhadas na constru~iio 
de ~ma sociedade mais justa. 

Absorver o"hand·icap"legado nao e tarefa de poucos anos e a apre!J 

dizagem que decorre da experimenta~~o e a ~nica poss1vel e eficaz. Corn
porta, todavia, o grande perigo de ser pass1vel de graves riscos pol1tico~ 

na medida em que os adeptos dos sistemas·autorit~rios, paternalistas e eli 
tistus n~o deixar~o de apontar os erros que inevitavelmente estar~o assb

ciados a essa aprendizagem e deles tirar conseq0~ncias favoriveis para a 

conquista do poder. 
I I · Os quadros e, dentre estes os respons~veis hier~rquicos, a todos 

os n1veis, que procurem assumir uma atitude progressista, n~o poderiio dei
xar de: 

efectuar a desmontagem e den~ncia, pelos meios que corn maior 

eficacia atinjam os centros do poder polltico, das tentativas 
de ap!'oveitamento e instrumental izac;ao de en'os norma is, decor 
rentes do processo de aprendizagem e adapta~ao as novas reali
dudes; 

- expor claramente e sem ambiguidades a sua opiniao sabre as con 
sequ~ncias das atitudes tomadas pelos diversos intervenientes 

na vida da empresa, mesmo corn riscos de cairem em posi~6es pou 
eo populares; este aspecto tern r~levancia especial quando 
haja oposic;ao entre os intere~ses materials imediatos dos 
trubalhadores da empresa e aquilo que se possa presumir sejam 

os seus interesses gerais a longo prazo ou os do colettivo na

cional de crabalhadores; 

- procUl'ilr instituir, na sua areil de actua~iio, uma pr~tica de r.e: 
manente informa~~o dos principais objectives, realiza~6es e di 
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ficuldades e seu enquadramento em ~mbitos mais gerais, bem co

ma m~todos de trabalho que estimulem o di~logo, a capacidade 
criadora ea realiza~~c profissional de cada urn, mas se~pre 

corn uma n1ticla defini~~o de responsabilidades que permita evi

tar oportunismos e demagogias que, a longo prazo, sempre se vol 
tarn contra os pr5prios trabalhadores. 

[ dentro do quadro acabado de descrever que Governo e administra 

~oes ter~o de conceber e implantar pol1ticas de pessoal. 

5.2 - S~o in0meros os indices e os testemunhos que referem uma acentu~ 

d~ quebra de produtividade do trabalho, que j~ di si era extremamente bai-

' xa.quando comparada coma de outros pa1ses europeus. · A periist~hcia da 

situa<;ao leva a supor nao se tratar de simples fenomeno transitorio, explj_ 
cado pela euforia decorrente da mudant;:a de regime e consequente gasto de 
tempo em actividades de natureza sindical ou pol1tica. 

Preocupa especialmente o problema nas empresas p0blicas e parti
cipadas, objecto do presente trabalho, uma vez que as mesmas sao consider~ 
das coma imagem decisiva para a avalia<;ao p0blica da capacidade do sistema 

para resolver os problemas econ5micos nacionais, al~m de.constitujrem, efec 
ti vamente, ins trumento previl eg i ado de actua~ao econ5m·i ea do Governo. 

A solu~ao do problema passa inevitavelmente - sempre passou em 
qualquer regime ·polTtico - pela cria~ao de urn si sterna de incentivos, posi
tivos e negativos, que de algum modo fa~a corresponder o n1vel de satisfa-

9ao pessoal de cada trabalhador ~ contribui9ao dada no ~mbito da sua res!Xl.J 
sabilidade e compet~ncia para se atingirem os objectivos prosseguidos pe

la empresa. Esses sistemas sao baseados na utiliza~ao de est1mulos mate
riais e psicol5gicos, embora a t5n-ica de utiliza9ao de uns e out:ros ea es 
col ha, em concreto, dos mesmos seja muito diferente de contexto para cbntex 

to, em funt;:ao da ideologia pol1tica .dominante, das concep~6es operacionais 
dos respons~veis e do conhecimento e capacidade t~cnica para a respectiva 

implanta9ao. Isto porque os est1mulos utilizados constituem, simultanea-
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mente, •.1m podel'oso meio de ve1cula.r o s·istema de valores que se pretende 

insti~uir, desempenhando uma fun~~o did~tica importante. 

1 
0 que ~ extraordinariamente perigoso para qualquer sociedade e 

-I . -
nao'\ dispor realmente, mesmo em termos fragmentarios e com reduzida coeren-
cia interna, de qualquer instrumento neste dominio. 0 nosso pais nao se 

enc6ntra longe dessa situa~ilo, pouco mais subsist'indo do que o est1mulo que 
adv~m do sentimento de cumprimento de dever profissional, enraizado par h~ 
bites adquiridos e pela refer~ncia 5: moral tradicional, todavia com uma wn 
pleta aus~ncia de ac~6es que decorram de uma ~ontade politica neste dom1-
nio. 

Assim(*): 

- S~o poucas as empresas em que exi ste uma qual i fi ca<;~o de fun<;6cs 
e postos de trabalho com razo~vel fundamento t~cnico, nilo obs-. 

tante declara<;6es e promessas, por parte de sindicatos e admi
nistra<;6es, da sua desejabilidade e urg~ncia, coma fundamento 

do estabelecimento das carreiras profissionais, n1veis de cada 

ca1·reira, fixa<;ilo da posi~ilo relativa dos sal~rios que lhes c~ 
respondem, qualifica<;6es profi·ssionais m1nimas e desej~veis, 
etc .. 

- ~ estrutura das diferentes categorias profissionais revela a 

exist~ncia sistem~tica de um nlimero muito reduzido de n1veis 
em cada especialidade (quando nilo de um linico n1vel) e com di
fen:ncia<;6es salariais mTnimas entre si; por outro lado, esp~ 
cialidades que requerem qualifica~6es profissionais ou forma
<;io acad~mica de base muito diferentes t~m grelhas de sal;rios 
semelhantes ou pouco distanciadas; ainda, postos hierirquicos 
que exigem·compet~ncias e t~m associadas responsabilidades no

tavelmente superiores 5: dos postos executives inferiores, sao 

(1<) Hui tas das afirma<;oes fei tas ·comport am excep.;;oes; . admi te-se que, 
conjunto, tenham larga correspondencia com a realidade. 

em 

I 
.I 
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remunerados quase de modo id~ntico, nao sendo pouco usual as 
pessoas ~'ecusarem ou assu:•1irem contrafeitas postos ern n1veis 
hier~rquicos mais elevados. 

- N5o_existem sistemas de nota~~o profissional, tendo-se assist! 
do i rejei~~o pura e sirnples dos que estavam implantados, sem 
qualquer esfor~o no sentido da sua completa revis~o ou aperfe! 
~oamento. Nem sequer se executa uma avalia~~o espor~dica da 
qualidade da actividade profissional desenvolvida, corn fins me 
ramente informativos e did~ticos, e em cujo· processo tenham wz 
sJperiores e colegas de trabalho. 

- Embora, conforme se consi.dera desejavel, todos os contratos eo 
lectivos ern que est~o envolvidos trabalhadores de empresas pu
blicas prevejam a exist~ncia de ciiuturnidades para contemplar 
o factor antiguidade, as promo~6es dentro de cada carreira pr2 
fissional e o acesso aos postos hierarquitos, salvo os de mais 
alto n1vel, fazem-se de modo preponderante ou exclusiv6 (caso 
mais vu1gar) por crit~rios de antiguidade, sendo muito raros 
os casos em que ~ poss1vel premiar (e aproveitar) atrav~s da 
prorno~~o a meJhor qual ifica~ao profissional. A situa~~o e 
agravada pelo facto de, nao tendo as carreiras tecnicas muitos 
nTveis com suficiente diferencia~~o. a ~nica hip6tese de prom2 
~ao consistir na atribui~ao de urna chefia hierirquica, o que 

·quase sempre e muito diflcil (p~la inoportunidade de .criar um 
lugar na estrutura organica) ou inadequado (as qual ifica~oes 
dispon1veis n~o apontam nesse s~n~ido). 

- Nao e>:istem pollticas consistentes de forma~~o pi'Ofissional CjE 

permitam recompensar corn a aquisi~~o de novos conhecimentos e 
\a atribui~ao de postos de trabalho mais interessantes aqueles 

que potencialmente se mostrem mais capazes. 

- Nao se encontram implantados sistemas destinados a estabelece~ 
rem a 1 gurna correspond~nci a entre resultados a lcan~ados ao n1vel 
do posto de trabalho, da oficina, da divisao fabril ou da fa-
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brica (ou ~eus cbrrespondentes administrativos) e complemen
tos de remune1·a~ao, i.ndi't i dual i zados ou nao, de atribui ~ao ime 
diata ou diferida ou, sequer,traduzTveis em prioridades na COD 
cessao de benefTcios sociais. Semelhantemente, nao estao pr~ 
vistas esquemas de compensa~ao ou coac~ao moral em fun~ao de 
resultados atirigidos. 

- t·1ais em geral, e salvo a institui~ao do Fundo para Fins Soci 

ais ja referido mas cuja eficacia nao foi ainda posta a 
prova, nao existe liga~ao eficaz entre os resultados globais 
obtidos pela empresa (sejam os resultados econ6micos, o modo c2 
mo os objectives foram alcan~ados, ou qualquer outro Tndice) 
e o nTvel m~dio das remunera~6es dos seus trabalhadores, nem 
atrav~s de esquemas de comparticipa~ao em resultados nem na la 
titude de que as administra~6es 
tratos colectivos de trabalho. 

disp6em para negociar os con

As enormes desigu~ldades hoje 
existentes na remunera<;ao de trabalhadores nada tern a ver corn 

·a situa<;ao real das empresas onde se encontram ou corn a efica~ 
cia da sua actua<;ao. 

- Pelo menos nalgumas empresas, o absentTsmo ~ muito dificilmen
te controlado e a fraude na prova dos seus motivos e corrente, 
nao existindo dissuasores suficientes para combater um e ou
tra, 

- Ral·os sao os casos em que funciona uma fiscaliza~ao eficaz sa
bre a qualidade do trabalho; particularmente, e em especial 
nas empresas que produzem bens e servi~os de consumo generali-

. zado e an6nimo, deixam muito a desejar, quando existem, os prQ 
cedimentos destinados a auscultar o modo coma evolui a satisf~ 
<;ao do consumidor e os Tndices utilizados para medir a sua qu~ 
lidade. E, todavia, a divulga<;ao dessa informa~ao podia cons 
tituir urn razoavel meio.de consci2r,cializa~ao colectiva dos re-

. sultados do trabalho. 
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5.3 - Graves sao tambem os problemas que se tem de resolver em rela<;:ao 
aos _guad1·os medios e superiore?_· t·1uitos dos assuntos focados anteriormen 
te dizem-lhes tambem directamente r<cspeito ou neles se repercutem pela de~ 

~otiva<;:ao que criam. Vale a -pena abordar,ainda, alguns aspectos adicio 
na·i s. 

i\ Ass;m, considera-se tema em que deverao ser desenvolvidas actua-

coes a prazo curto, o da el imina<;:ao da extreme\ ambiguidade em que os qua-. - ' 
dros se encontram, delimitando claramente quais os nlveis que constituem a 
equipa executiva da adm·inistra<;:ao e que a J"epresentam junto dos r.estantes 

trabalhadores, tirando dai todas as consequencias - das quais se conside
ram extremam~nte importantes: 

o necess~rio comprometimentodosmesmos na execu~ao da polltica 
da administra<;:ao e que passa pela sua participa<;:ao na prepara
<;:ao das decisoes e pelo seu empenhamento na implanta<;:ao das 
mesmas, tendo como contrapartidas uma protec<;:ao eficaz que lhc> 
possibilite a denuncia dos actos a que a sua consciencia nao 

·adira ea possibilidade, sem demasiados on0s econ6micos, da 
renuncia, por esse motivo, dos cargos que ocupam; 

a sua capacidad~ de decis~o aut6noma sobre quem os represente

na negocia~ao das condi<;:oes de presta~ao de trabalho e estatu
to profissional e sobre o conte0do a negociar; 

a assump~ao das suas responsabilidactes perante os restantes 
trabalhadores. da empresa quanto aos metodos de chefia utiliza
dos e ao respeito dos direitos dnqueles; 

a necessidade de instituir uma pratica de gestao participada e 

por objectives, que ·!eve a que esses quadros assumam o papel d2 
verdadeiros gestores numa ~rea de actua<;:ao bem definida; · um 

quadro sem poder de decisao, simples correia de transmissao de 
ordens superiores, e urn quadro desmotivado, desresponsabilizc;
do e incapaz de se aperfei<;:oar pela experiencia do dia a dia. 
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\ Depois do que se disse,~ desnecess~rio insistir em aspectos coma 
\ o da forma~io profissional, envolvendo intenso contacto com experi~~cias e~ 

\

trangeiras diversificadas, aspecto, ali~s. que se ~plica inteiramente aos 
membros dos 6rgios de gestio. 

. I . 
\ 

5.4- Importa tamb~m abordar a questio da participa~io e responsabili 
za~ao do colec1:_!vo dos trabalhadores da empresa na sua gestao, assunto em 
que a t6nica doutrinaria e de estrat~gia pol~tica ~ dominante e de conse

qu~ncias decisivas no estabelecimento da 16gi~a de funcionamento da econo
mia e, portanto, na proposi~io e implanta~ao de solu~6es concretas para os 
problemas reais. 

Mais uma vez, a considera~ao do que o poder polltico consagrou em 
lei para as empresas p~blicas tem import~ncia nao s6 como interesse pr6prio 

' 
da~uele domTnio, como pelo facto de da~ decorrerem ila~6es para as empre-
sJs de economia mista. 

I 

Em termos gerais, pode dizer-se que aos trabalbadores apenas sao 

atribu~dos poderes de fiscaliza~io do modo como ~ conduzida a gestao das 
empresas e desenvolvidas as suas actividades a todos os n~veis, sendo-lhes 
conferidos os necess~rios direitos de acesso i informa~~o necess~ria para 
tal. Dentro desta 6ptica, os trabalhadores tem o poder de indicarem um dos 
elementos da Comiss~o de Fiscaliza~io e de desenvolverem, atrav~s dos 5r
gaos que para tal forem previstos, as actividades que se integrarem den
tro do conceito de ''controlo de gestao pelos trabalhadores''. Embora nao 
esteja ainda promulgada a legisla~~o que regulamenta o correspondente prin 
cTpio constitucional, pela leitura de uma primeira versao discutida em Co~ 
selho de Ministros e pelas declara~6es das autoridades polTticas, poderi 
dizer-se que tal conceito se materializara no exerdcio de uma vigil~ncia 

activa sabre as decis6es e ac~6es quotidianamente tomadas e empreendidas, 

no sentido de r~pida e eficaz;nente se denuriciarem desvios as grandes op~ces 

acordadas com os trabalhadores, aos princ~pios pol!ticos constitucionais, 

·as orienta~6es gerais a que a empresa est~ sujeita (por via dos documentos 

em que essa orienta~ao deve ser obrigatoriamente explicitada), b~m como ac 
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tua~6es 1esivas do interesse cta econo~ia naciona1 ou destinadas a propor-
1cionarem dividend~s pollticos ilegTcimos aos seus autores. · Assim,- nao 

\ . 

~enosprezando o seu interesse re1ativamente as empresas p0D1icas, ~ indis 
cbt1ve1 a importancia do seu a1cance em re1ac;ao as empresas de direHo p~ 

!' ! • - ' ~ • - -
vado e, em espec1a1, aque1as em que o Estado nao d1spoe de poderes de ges 
L . -

tbo ou contro1o, confia11do-se aT aos traba1hadores da pr6pria empresa uma 
t ~ / - - . m1ssao que nao pod~ ser devidamente cump~ida apenas pe1os orgaos pub11cos 

d I t I -e 1nspf'c~ao. 

I I . 
, / A responsabilizac;ao dos trabalhadores diz respeito po1s, exclu-

si~amente, a qualidade e efic~cia da fisca1izac;ao e controlos efectuados, 
sel1uo bastante c1aras as disposic;oes e dec1a1·ac;6es dimanadas do Governo 
no senti do de se exc 1 ui !'em i ntel·fel'enc i as dos traba 1 hadores na cunduc;ao 
da gestao das empresas (evitando-se, em particular, a existencia de pod!. 
res paralelos de gestae) e, consequentemente, de lhes nao serem atribu1-
das responsabi1idades nesse campo. Referencias adicionais a interven -
~ao dos trnba 1 hadores constam das Bases Gera is das Empresas P0b l·icas, O,!l_ 

de se imp6e a obrigatoriedade de consulta aos mesmos antes da. nomea~ao 
I . 

dos\ elementos do Conselho de Gest~o - mas libertando o Governo de q~ais-
quer obrigac;6es, que nao as decorrentes do 1ivre jogo das forc;as em pre
senc;a, em seguir o aviso daqueles - e se instituir a sua participa~ao no 
Conselho Gera1, Ol"gao apenas com atr-ibuic;6es consultivas e cuja obt·igat~ 
riedade de existencia apenas se refel~~s empresas que exploram servi~os 
pGb1icos. Estes dais aspectos nao silo, manifestamente, suficientes pa-

·ra se poder atribuir responsabi1idade conjunta de gestilo aos co1ectivos 
dos trabalhadores, podendo dizer-se que toda ela ~ dimanada do Governo , 
situac;ao que se f-il ia nitidamente no. argumento de que a ac<;ao deste . se 
exerce em l"epresEntac;ao dos inte1·esses gerais da popula<;~o, legitimada 
pelo voto; aos trabalhadores de cada empresa cabe o direito, atrav~s dos 

\ 

sindicatos,\de defenderem, perante esses interesses gerais, os seus inte~ 
resses parti cu1 a res. 

A utilizac;ao de esquemas de autogestao esta, pois,posta de par
te, pelo menos nos condicionalismos actuais, em re1ac;ao as empresas pu-
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blicas.i Todavia; tal filosofia encontra-se constitucionalmente prevista 

e ate encorajada, essencialmente asso-::iada a formula jur1dica cooperativa, 
·-sendo portanto uma solu<;:ao perfeita•.1ente admiss1vel em rela~ao a unidades 

controladas pelo Estado, se houver predisposi<;:ao por parte dos trabalhado

res para aeeitarem o esquema. 

i 

/ De igual modo se encontram afastados esquemas de eo-gestio nas 

·emprtesas publ·icas. Mas, eom condicionalismos semelhantes, nio se exclui, 
nas mpresas partieipadas, a hip6tese de transfer~ncia da parte do capital· 
pertieneente ao Estado para os traba l hado1·es da empresa, como col ectivo (*) 

oJ i
1
ndividualmerite, 0 que acabaria por levar a reparti<;:ao da responsabil i

d~de de gestio com estes. r; todavia, um easo que se nio pode qua]ificar 
de eo-gestio, uma vez que o aces so as respons.abi l i dades de comando nao s.e 
fe'z por vi a da condi <;:ao de traba 1 hador. De res to, tambem nio e eom mu ita 
ju~teza que se pode qualificar de eo-gestio, pelo menos no sentido tradic~ 
nal, esse cteesso em empresas publieas onde se deu apropria<;:io colectiva ~s 

meios de produ<;:ao, em. especial num paTs onde a percentagem de apropria~io 
das unid~des de peso significativo e bastante grande. As posi~6es das di 
versas for~as pol1ticas, particularmente dos partidos no poder e dos sindi 
catos, relativamente a c6mpatibilidade de participa<;:io dos trabalhadores na 

gestio das empresas publicas com os esquemas doutrin~rios em que se enqua
dram e com estrat~gia polTtica que adoptam, nio t~m sido objecto de amplos 
esclarecimento e debate; na pr~tica, apenas se tem revelado a hostilidade 
ou o des interesse. por parte de sindicatos confrontados ocasionalmente corn o 
problema. 

5.5 - Chegamos assim, e de novo, ao problema da determina<;:ao da parte 
do valor aerescentado que e atribuida ao factor trabalho, num contexto con 

(*) Esta hipotese necessitaria, contudo, de enquadramento jur]dico adicio- · 
nal, para ev~tar as soluc;Oes tortuosas que serimn necessarias em apro
veitamento das possibilidades juridicas existentes . 
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creta que~ o da esmagadora maioria das empresas pGblicas estarem numa 

-situa~~o economicamente dificit~ria ou em que o equilTbrio se corsegue ~ 

custa de aumentos de pre~os percentualmente equivalentes (ou at~ superi~ 

res) ~ evolu~~o do sai~rio m~dio praticado. 

' ' 
./ Do que se j~ apresentou, neste e em capTtulGs anteriores, pode 

concJuir-se ~ue, dentro do enquadramento institucional vigente, a execu

~~o~e uma polTtica econ~mica coerente que vise, entre outros pantos, o 

cpn~rolo da inflac~o. a correc~~o das fortTssimas assimetrias salariais 
' ' . ehtre empresas, entre sectores e entre regiBes e o funcionamento e desen 

. vblvimento do sector pGblico produtivo, obriga a tomar medidas que evi -

t~m transferir para a negccia~~o de cada contrato colectivo de trabalho 
a' fixa~~o de todas as regras de jogo e de todos os par~metros. Doutro 

mbdo continuar~ a cair-se, como tern vindo a acontecer, na obtenc~o de so 
lu~Bes arbitr~rias e completamente desconexas que derivam da aus~ncia 
por parte das administra~Bes, de quaisquer pontes de refer~ncia fixados 

em fun~~o de estrategias gerais, e, par parte dos sindicatos, de inform.'!. 
~~o precisa e objectiva que os responsabilize pelas consequ~ncias 

suas posi~oes em rela~~o ao ~xito ou fracasso dessas estrat~gias. 

das 

Essas polTticas globais ter~o, pais, de ser previamente nego -
ciadas corn os sindicatos. Resta saber se estes estar~o dispostos, em 

numero significativo, a entrar nessas negocia~Bes, de modo a que as mes~ 

mas conduzam a resultados positives na defini~~o do enquadramento de que 
falamos. Tudo depende da sua atitude em rela~~o ao actual sistema poll 
tico, mais em particular em relat;~o ao 

de uma 

Governo, ·e da sua ava 1 i a~~o 

eventual atitude de rejei~~o: 

das 
de consequencias que poder~o advir 

grada~~o da economia que leve a sistema institucional ma~s conforme 

as suas aspira~Bes ou que determine,.pelo contr~rio, a vitoria das. for

~as que s~o a sua nega~~o? 

novo 

5.6 - De uma maneira geral, tern tido certa perman~ncia as declara 
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~oes de inten~~o das autoridades politicas quanta ~ problem~tica dos mem
bros dos orgaos superiores de gestao de empresas publicas ou privadas, em 
nome do Estado, que passamos a clesignar por "gestores publ icos". Segue
-se uma s1ntese que abarca os aspectos fundamentais dessas inten~oes e al 

i 
gunas preocupa~6es adicionais que os complementam: 

-Os gestores publicos devem ser profissionais, trabalhando em 
tempo inteiro, eliminando-se a figura do mero representante de 
interesses publicos que, em complemento de outra actividade 
principal, assistia com grau de empenhamento minima, a reu
ni6es periodicas do conselho d2 ·administra~ao. 

- Nas empresas publicas, os gestores devem ter responsabilidades 
executivas directa~ assegurando a primeira linha de direc~~o, 
para alem das competencias que lhes cabem no regular funcion~ 
menta do org~o colegial de,administra~ao; 
clui a possibilidade da partilha do tempo 

essa situa~ao ex ~ 
de cada gestor par 

mais de uma empresa p~blica, salvo, naturalmente, os casos em 
que, par estrat~gia transitoria, se julgue conveniente atri -

buir a mais de uma empresa orgaos de administra.~ao comuns. 

- Nas empresas privadas em que o Estado participe, deve-se pro
curar, por modifica~ao dos seus Estatutos e nos casos em que 
tal fDI' poss1vel, instituir pmgressivamente o sistema, salv~ 
guardando os direitos de gestao que caibam aos eventuais ac -
cionistas privados. Quando isso nao for possivel, deve-se 
concentrar o numero de lugares a que o Estado tenha direito 
na admi ni strac;:ao no numero de gestor·es es tritamente necess.a -
rio ao desempenho das fun~6es a exercer, atribuindo-lhes, nas 
decisoes, o n~mero de votos que corresponde ~ participa~ao. 

Admite-se, ent~o, que em muitos casos seja necessaria um uni
co gestor, e nem sempre em tempo inteiro. Neste ~ltimo caso, 
haver~ que decidir da reparti~ao do seu tempo noutras tarefas, 
que deverao ser do mesmo tipo ou complementares, para garan -
tiro ji referido profissionalismo. 
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- Dado o atraso das tecnicas de gestao correntemente utilizadas 
em Portugal e a grande oscassez de gestores com ampla experie!:l_ 
cia em muitos dos domfnios em que se exerce·a actividade das 
empresas em que o Estado tern. responsabilidades, torna-se im
prescind1vel montar e mantel' um sistema de pemanente formac;ao 
e aperfeic;oan1ento de gestores pGblicos (um institute especial! 
zado em Portugal, bolsas de estudo no estrangeiro para freque!:l_ 
cia de curses e estagios, apoio directo de entidades estrange! 
rase internacionais, etc.) bem como garantir suficiente mobi
lidade aos mesmos, atraves de uma avisada constituic;ao das e
quipes de gestao, c.om rotac;ao periodica, permitindo a aquisi
c;ao de conh~cimentos aos que se encontram no princfpio da car
reira pela pratica quotidiana em contacto com os mais experie_::_ 
tes. 

- Necessidade de instituil' um esquema de remunerac;oes e deprevid~n 

cia social que evite as actuais situac;oes de gritante desigual 
dade, em circunstancias semelhantes, mesmo no se·io de cada em
Pl'esa. Esse esquema devera ter em conta a experi enci a do ge~ 
tor, o lugar ocupado e a categoria da empresa onde as func;oes 
se exercem, bem como a necessidade de sustentar uma concorr~n

cia com o sector privado na obten~~o de um recurso escasso,que 
e o g~stor competente. 

- Premencia na clara definic;~o dos deveres, direitos, garantias 
e responsabilidades dos gestores pGblicos, quer no que resp~i
ta ~s consequ~ncias dos seus actos de gestao, perante o Gover-. 
no e perante terceiros, quer no que respeita ~s suas relac;oes 
contratuais de trabalho. 

Desejabilidade em separar, em especial para as empresas priva
das ·com participac;:ao do Estado, o recebimento por parte deste 

· das importancias devidai pelos encargos de gest~o assumidos,do 
pagamento aos gestores das suas remunerac;Bes, retirando todas 
as consequencias d6 facto destes nao serem funcionarios das 
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empt·esas rnas sim representantes do sector publico nestas. Ao 

.mesmo tempo, ficam possibilitadas solu~6es para o problema das 

eventuais desigualdades de remunera~~o na gest~o de empresas ~ 

blicas e privadas e das acumula~6es de fun~6es em diferentes en 

presas. 

At~ aqu\ grande parte das dificuldades em recrutar gestores para 

o se'ctor publico tem sido rodeada atraves da utiliza~~o do estatuto dare

quisi~~o, permitindo, nomeadamente, ir buscar quadros as empresas publicas 

com o fim de cumprirem mandates nos conselhos de gest~o de outras empresas, 
sendo garantido o regresso a situa~ao de origem sem perda de direitos .. Con 

tudo, trata-se de um recurso que esta longe de ser suficiente para respon

der as preocupa~6es atras enunciadas, para alem de criar dificuldades adi-

.cionais nas empresas a que pertencem os requisitados. Com efeito, ha que 

te~ e~ conta que estao em causa largas.centenas de postos de trabalho cujo 

defguarnecim~nto se faz por tempo indeterminado (as requisi~6es s~o renov~ 
ve6s), alguns deles em verdadeiras posi~6es chave, com dificuldades de su~ 

titui~ao derivadas da preocupa~~o em garantir ao requisitado lugar equiva-

lente em caso de regresso. Por outre lado, as dificTlimas condi96es em 

que s~ processa a gest~o das empresas, corn exposi9ao a press6es polTticas 

de diversa ordem e perante uma pr~tica polTtica corrente que consiste em 

proceder a remodela96es profundas nos 5rgaos de gestae ao s~bor da evolu-

9~0 da composi~~o do Governo, leva, inevitavelmente, a uma atitude de imo

bilismo ou de extrema prud~ncia de actua~~o dos gestores, de consequ~ncias 

desastrosas num n~rnento em que o dinamismo e a criatividade s~o requisites 

fundarcentais, a menos que estes encontrem suficiente protec~ao nas leis ou 

contratos a que a sua presta9~0 de trabalho esta sujeita. 

A publica~ao de um Estatuto do Gestor P~blico, contemplando res

pastas para as quest6es postas, afigura-se, assim, de interesse fundamen

tal. 



6. 0 JNVESTJr.'IE'iTO E 0 SEU FH\ANC!At1ENTO 

6.1 -Nos pafses industrializados vivendo em regime capitalista as em
presas preocupa,,-se sobremodo em fomentar o a pa rec i menta de "novas i dei as" 

de que possam resultar projectos de investimento ou novas "neg6cios". A 
capacidade inovadora ou cdativa da empresa e considerada como recurso fUIJ 

damental para a sua expansio ou mesmo para a sua sobreviv~nci~ dada a gralJ 

de competitividade exigida pelos mercados em que normalmente actua. 

Naturalmente que num sistema econ6mico mais justo interessa mui

to menos o potencial lucrativa de uma nova ideia e muito mais a sua possi

bilidade de contribuir para a satisfar;:io de necessidades colectivas em ter 

mos mais econ6micos. No entanto o esp1rito de inovar;:io e criatividade, 

reorientado nas suas metas, tem de ser estimulado e mantido par variad1ssi 
mos motives. 

Nos pa1ses em regime de transir;:io, h~ que pensar a reconversao 

do pr6prio sistcoma produtivo e nio parece, em face das caracter1sticas pr§ 
prias de cada caso, que seja poss1vel importar solur;:6es aplicadas em con

textos muito diferentes. 

t·las, p.ora aiem disso, e necessirio gerar internamente novas ideias 
para evitar que a sociedade reconvertida se transforme numa sociedade esta 
gnada ou que tenha de desenvolver-se segundo um processo de imitar;:io asso-

, ciado a macir;:as importar;:6es tecnol6gicas com pesados reflexes na balanr;:a de 

pagamentos e a perda ou enfraquecimento dos objectives pr6prios. 

As ''novas ideias'' surgidas por acaso sio acontecimentos raros. 
Por esse facto as.empresas viradas para o futuro possuem departamentos es
pecializados para fomentar o aparecimento de ''novas ideias'', procedendo de· 

forma sistematica ao seu escrut1nio e filtragem ate chegarem, depois de urn 

longo proce§oanal1tico, a estudos preliminares de viabilidade de projectrE 
ou pre-projectos. 
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Sem d2ixar de contestar a ~nfase exclusiva no m6bil do lucro 1 
muito ha de aproveitavel na forma coma se organizam as principais empresas 
capititiistas para adapta<;ao a um meio muito dinamico. Pode mesmo dizer

-se que i:1 falta de uma tal organiza.;:ao nas empl'esas portuguesas foi respo~ 

savel no passado por uma quase comRleta passividade tecnol6gica e sera no 
futuro responsavel pela incapacidade de "nacionalizar" ideias e projectos. 

Podel'2 certamente argumentar-se que os departamentos de "novas -
-ideias" ou de investiga.;:ao aplicada sao extremamente onerosos 1 com produ
tividade de diffcil avalia~ao, o que torna problematica a sua exist~ncia 
mesmo nas grandss empresas. No entanto, quer atraves de depal'tamentos es 
peci a 1 i zados, quer por qua 1 quel' outra forma organi za ti va I a act i vi dade 
criativa das empresas do sector p~blico tem de ser fomentada e apoiada pe
lo Governo. Podem indicar-se diversas formas de proceder para concreti -
zar esse fomento e apoio. 

Desde logo, a atitude das entidades de tutela pode ter relativa 
lmportancia na c:edida em que, tendo o direito de exigir todas as informa -
.;:6es necessarias ao acompanhan1ento da actividade da empresa, dem lugar de 
relevo as ac.;:6es de inova.;:ao e desenvolvimento em estudol programadas . ou 
empreendidas, nomeadamente as que se referem a novos. produtos e a novas 
tecnicas de.produ.;:ao ou de distribui.;:ao. 

Por outro lado, dados os elevados custos associados com a activi 
dade de R & D1 traduzindo-se em investimentos de recupera.;:ao sempre muito 
contingentel im~6e-se uma polftica de subsfdiosl quer as empresas p~blicas, 
quer as empres~s participadas com controlo do Estado, acompanhada por uma 
severa fiscaliz~~ao por parte das respectivas entidades de tutela. Esses 
sucs1dios devem ser feitos de prefer~ncia em face de projectos de R & D de 
vidamente identificados e inclufdos no or~amento de investimentos, e podem 
destinar-se a cobr·i r uma dada percentagem do custo desses projectos I nao 

sendo descabido admitjr a sua concessao por parte do Fundo de Desenvolvi ~ 

menta Economico Nacional. 
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Outra forma de incentiva~ao pode ser obtida consentindo que uma 

percentage~ do custo desses projectos seja adicionada ao montante levado a 
Reserva para Investimentcs, havendo, e claro, resultados que o permitam. A 

empres01 teria na .maior retenc;ao de resultados a contra-partida para o seu 

esfor~o criativo. 

No que se refere aformas de apoio adicionaisdevem referir-se o Ins 

tituto de Desenvolvimentb .Industrial, na linha de atribui<;6es que j~ foram 
referidas, e as empresas de estudos em que o sector pGblic9 tem hoje part! 

cipa~~o relevante. A ac~ao destas entidades pode ser no duplo sentido de 
sugerir as empresas ideias de desenvolvimento ou de estudar e formular pre 
-projectos a partir de ideias originadas nas empresas. 

Evidentemente que o fomento e aroio de ac~6es de R & D passa pe
la instituic;ao de criterios de prioridade que assegurem tanto quanta pass! 
vel o aparecimento de projectos econ6mica e socialmente justific~veis no 

quadro nacional. Nomeadamente pode fazer-se aqui refer~ncia ao problema 
da adapta~io das tecnologias ao caso portugues ou ainda, 0 que e mais deli 

cado, ao da cria~io ~e tecnologias adequadas a explora~ao dos recursos pr§ 

prios. Importa ainda estudar em que medida se pode beneficiar da cooper! 

~ao internacional no importante domfnio das transfer~ncias tecnol6gicas. 

A recente amplia~ao do sector publico produtivo criou condi~6es 
para se congregarem e coordenarem os esfor~os criativos de um importante 

conjunto de grandes empresas. • Esta co 1 abora<;ao, anteriormente pouco pos
sivel devido a rivalidade entre os grupos econ6micos detentores dessas gr~ 
des empresas, parece ate decisiva para o sector publico demonstrar que a 

iniciativa que dele parte e qualitativa e quantitativamente superior a ini-
ciativa 
to pe 1 o 

pri vada. 

Instituto 

Nao e menos importante o papel 
de Desenvolvimento Industrial e 

a desempenhar neste asP'~:. 

pelos holdings pGblicos. 

A coordena~ao dos esfor~os das empresas no domlnio da investiga

<;ao ap 1 i cada nao esgota o prob lema que tem de i nseri r-se num quadro ma is a'!! 

plo incluindo as institui<;6es nao empresariais que se dedicam aquele tipo 

de investiga~ao. A questao passa pela defini~ao de uma poHtica nacional 
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de investiga~ao npli:ada de que existem agora boas possibilidades de exec~ 
~ao em face"da grande amplitude do sector p~blico produtivo e do mais f~ 
cil ccntacto entre empt·esas nacionalizadas e institutes ou faculdades. 

Diga-se, de passagem, que essa politica nacional de investiga~ao 
aplicada nao deixari de ter em larga medida influ~ncia na orienta~ao de in 
vestiga~ao pura, o que equivale a afirmar que tern de haver uma politica na 
cional de investiga~ao. 

6.2 - Tern-se progt·edido bastante entre nos no dom1nio da elaborar;:ao dos 
projectos de ir:·;estimento. Isso nao impede porem que ao n1vel do sector 
publico produtbo se devam dat· alguns passos no sentido de uniformizar a 
estrutura do estudo de projectos industrials, objectivo que facilitaria a 
avalia~ao pelos departamentos governamentais com intervenc;ao no processo, 
a cor:1parac;ao en':re projectos e ate o intercambio de informa~ao entre as un:!_ 
dades de produ~~o promotoras dos projectos. Nomeadamente, e indispensi -
vel que os estudos dos projectos contenham os elementos necess~rios a apl~ 
cac;ao dos criterios de avaliac;ao que venham a ser oficialmente reconheci -
dos coma prioritarios. 

Nem todas as empresas possuem tecnicos especializados na elabor~ 
r;:ao de projectos. Esta limita~ao pode ser grandemente atenuada atraves 
da cria~ao de estruturas de apoio nas entidades de tutela ou na ''holding'' 
do Estado, poder:do inclusivamente esse apoi~ considerar-se como uma das 
funr;:6es horizont3is a desempenhar pela ''holding''. Outr~hip6tese consi! 
teem criar empresas especializadas na sua depend~ncia e que possam apoiar 
as restantes sociedades participadas eat~ as empresas p~blicas. 

No estabelecimento de critel'ios de avalia<;ao de projei:tos h~ dLas 

opticas poss1veis. A optica empresarial atende apenas aos pre<;:os dos pr~ 
dutos e factores de pr-orlur;:J:o no mercado, enquanto a 6ptica social conside

ra a valorizar;:~o de produtos e factores do ponto de vista da colectivida
de. Esta valoriza<;~o so pode fazer-se corn inteira propriedade (pre~os -
-sombra) no ambito do planeamento macro-economico, dai que nas duas opti
cas acima se possa ver urn dos pantos de choque entre mercado e plano. 
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Mesmo que se d~ a necess~ria ~nfase i ~ptica social importa P~O 

esquecer que a optica empresarial se refere i real idade dos fluxos fin 
cei ros e poe ern destaque o impacto do projecto na s ituayao "fi nancei 1·a cl a 
empresa." Urn certo compromisso entre as duas opticas ~ sempre necess~rio. 

Nas "Bases Gerais" teve-se plena consci~ncia desta necessidade 
ao estabelecer que: 

" Na aprecia~ao de projectos de novos investimen-

tos deve procurar obter-se uma adcquada taxa de ren 

tabilidade financeira dos capitais investidos, sem 

preju:lzo de, em rela~ao a certos projectos, a detei_ 

mina~ao daquela taxa de rentabilidade peeler basear

-se numa analise de custos e benef:lcios economico"-

-sociais; '' 

(Al:i"nea d) do n9 2 
do art9 219) 

Enquanto a inexist~ncia de urn sistema de planeamento eficaz nao 
permita a fixa~eo de critel'ios sociais giobais, have1·~ que trabalhar corn 

crit~rios sociais parciais que focam aspectos limitados e exprimem aqua
lificayao do projecto unicamente em rela~ao a esses atributos. Dos cri
t~rios pa1·ciais pu:-ece ser pac1fico que na presente conjuntura e em igua.!_ 

dade de condi~oes sao fundamentals a cria(:ao de emprego e os efeitos so-" 
bre a balanya de pagamentos. t o que se depreende do coit~rio referido 
no Programa do 19 Governo Constitucional: 

"- Produ~ao cle bens ou servi~os essenciais destina -

dos a satisfazer necessiclades reais de consumo in

terne em rela~ao ao qual" se verifique carencia de 

ofeTta inten1a ou dependencia do exterior; 

i 
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-Ernprccnclimcntos clestinaclos a ampliar a capacida

cle proclutiva nacional em sector fundameritais da 

economia; 

- PTojectos que visem obteT meios de tToca em meT

ca~os cxteTnos. 

6.6 

Em particular, quanta as combinac;;oes produtivas, e atribu1da maior prior.!_ 
dade aos projectos que: 

"- Pennitam absorver o desemprego e o subemprego e

xistentes; 

- Recorram a tecnologias relativamente menos depen 

dentes do exterior; 

Contribuam para reduzir as linportac;;oes e/ou au

mentar as exportac;;oes; 

- Concorram pela sua localizac;;ao para a correcc;;ao 

dos clesequilibrios regionais;. 

Aproveitem rccursos nacionais subutilizados." 

A criac;;io de emprego leva a dar prefer~ncia aos projectos mio-de 
-obra intensivos em detrimento dos capital intensivos. A nossa situac;;io 
cronica de importadores de tecnologia tern como consequ~ncia a escassez de 
projectos mio-de-obra intensivos em comparac;;io corn os projectos capital in 
tensivos e torr:a extraordinariamente diflcil o enunciar claramente uma po-
11tica de selecc;;ao de investimentos sem par em causa os projectos em cartei 
ra ou em curso, para os quais nio se vislumbram alternativas. .A situac;;io 
e particularmente grave na pres.ente conjuntura em que ~ absolutamente nee~ 
s~rio recuperar o ritmo do investimento do baixo nivel em que se encontra. 

Por ·outro lado chama mais uma vez a atenc;;io para a necessidade de gerar 
ideias conducentes a projectos adequados a nossa estrutura socio-economica, 
uni ea forma de quebrar o c i c 1 o vi ci oso em que o .Pa 1 s se encontra. 
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Ji fol dito que os or~amentos de investimento das empresas do 

sector publico carecem da aprova~ao dos respectivos ministerios ou entida

des de tutela os quais, antes de darem a sua aprova~ao, devem apresenta-los 

ao 6rgao central de planeamento tendo em vista a necessiria harmoniza~ao e 
integra~ao no plana economico nacional. 

Poe.-se no entanto o prob 1 ema de d.ec id i r quem deve proceder a 
~valia~ao dos projectos tendo em vista evidenciar · as suas caracterTsti

cas i luz dos criterios de prioridade estabelecidos. Parece fora de duvi 
da que essa funcao deve caber as entidades de tutela mas so em rela~ao a 

projectos ·associados a investimentos acima de certo nTvel, pratica que obri 
ga a fixar para as empresas limites de autonomia adequados. Assim,quando 

da apresenta~ao do or~amento de investimentos de uma empresa esta deve fa~ 

ze-lo acompanhar do estudo detalhado (econfot'me as normas} dos "gt'andes" prQ 

jectos a aprova:,depois de criteriosa avalia~ao e analise de enquadramento 

no plano nacio~al, enquanto os "pequenos" projectos sao discutidos e apro

vados ou nao em fun~ao da sua especifica~ao e das verbas or~amentadas. 

Sem este procedimento selective as entidades de tutela sao inundadas com 

projectos, muitos ~os quais nao possuem dimensao que justifique avalia~ao 
por parte de es~ecial istas, na maioria das vezes facilmente justificaveis 

pelos responsavsis de empresa quando de discussao do or~amertto. 

r evi~ente que os limites de autonomia (de proceder a investimen 
tos sem apresen~ar o respective estudo} devem variar relativamente i impor 
t~ncia da e~presa, nio sendo difTcil propor crit~rios em fun~ao do capital, 
do active imobilizado (bruto ou lTquido), das vendas, do volume de emprego, 

etc. Seja qual for o crit~rio adoptado ha que proceder a sua defini~ao 
oportuna informo.ndo as empresas do limite que lhe ~ atribuTdo. 

6.3 - t fre~uente suceder que, um projecto de investimento, apreciado s~ 

Vet'Bmente a luz de um determinado conjuntl). de Cl'it~rios com boa classifi

ca<;ao, venha a r::ostrar-se depois de executado francamente aquem das expec

tativas. 

• 
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Assim, muitas empresas a partir do memento em que os projectos 
sao decididos, pouco ou nenhum c6ntrolo exercem nos tr~s aspectos fundamen 
tais: 

custo do investimento; 

prazos de execu~ao (consti·u~ao, montagem e arranque, por 
exemp 1 o); 

rendabilidade. 

Por outras palavras, a priori procedem a uma analise, por vezes 
rigorosa, das caracterlsticas do investimento; a posteriori poucas vezes 

vem a saber se o custo do investimento foi ou nao superior ao custo defini 
do no projecto, se foram cumpri dos os prazos e se nos primei ros perl odos de 
explora~ao se alcan~aram as vendas previstas, se os custos de produ~ao se 
situaram ao nTvel estimado e se os objectives de rendabilidade econ6mica e 
social foram atingidos,. etc. 

t certo que existe uma corrente de opiniao segundo a qual em fa
ce da natureza praticamehte irreverslvel dos investimentos o que verdadei
ramente i nteressa e o ccntro 1 o ex~ante dado que a seu tempo a anal i se con
tabillstica e economica da empresa fornecera o controlo ex-post. 

Essa tese nao parece defensavel a luz dos modernos princlpios de 
controlo de gest~o. Co~ efeito, mesmo nas mais classicas obras. sabre or-
~amento e controlo se encontram refer~ncias aos tr~s principais aspectos q 
considerar em rela~~o as despesas que 
afecto a explora~ao. Esses aspectos 

se destinam a aumEntar o imobilizado 
sao os seguintes: 

19) 0 projecto deve ser precedido de tlma a4.toriza~ao formal; 

29) 0 projecto autorizado deve ser acompanhado por uma bem org~ 

nizada contabiliza~ao de custos e pdr urn eficaz controlo do 
progresso dos trabalhos de execu~ao; 

39) 0 projecto terminado deve ser seguido, primeiro, de um rela
t6rio final, segundo, de uma post-auditoria ou "follov1-up". 
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Torna-se por isso importante levar as ~mpresas do sector p~blico, 
pe 1 o men os as ma is importantes, a adoptar urn si stema de contra 1 o i nterno da 

execu~~o de projectos. Esse sistema deve resultar de uma adapta~~o das 
tecnicas moder~amente recornendadas ao tipo da empresa e a dimensao dos seus 

'proj ectos. • . 

0 substancial alargamento do sector p~blico produtivo justifica 

talvez que se desenvolva urn esfor~o para instituir, na medida 
de proj ectos. t 

do poss1vel, 
tambem de re urn esquema uniforme de controlo de execu~ao 

ferir·o apoio que neste campo pode ser dado 
em que o sector p~blico participa. 

pelas empresas de ''engineering" 

6.4 - 0 investimento nao pode considerar-se desl igado do respective fj

nanciamento. 0 equil1brio financeiro(*) ou seja o balanceamento da cri

gem e aplica~ao de fundos pode analisar-se quer a n1vel das empresas p~bli 

cas ou participadas, quer a n1vel mais agregado ou global (sector p~blico 

produtivo, por exemplo). 

Existem disposi~6es nas ''Bases Gerais'' que visam o equil1brio fi 
nanceiro das ec'pt·esas p~blicas cujos planos financeiros devem ser aprovados 
pelas entidades de tutela corn audiencia do 6rgao central de planearnento, 

como alias ja foi referido. 

No caffipo do financiamento dos investimentos das empresas p~blica~ 
foram ja abordados o butofinanciarnento0*le a autonornia das ernpresas na ern 

. (***) 
trata~ao de emprestirnos a medio e longo prazo . 

(*) Considerando, e claro, a explora~ao e o investimento. 

(">~) Controlo das arnortiza~oes pelas entidades de tutela e cria~ao da "Re 
serv·a para Investimentos". 

(1'*'~) Co'm excep~ao da autorizac;ao previa nos emprCstimos internos a mais de 
7 anos e noS emprestimos externos. 
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As ''Bases Gerais'' sao porem omissas sabre a reparti~~o entre ca
pitais pr6prios 2 alheios, n~o referindo qua1quer re1a~io que deva verifi
car-se entre ess9s dois tipos de callitais. 

Ho ent~nto, como se diz no n9 4 do Preimbu1~ a actividade das em 
presas p~blicas ·~ regida pelo direito privado e exercida segundo os proc~ 
sos e t~cnicas ~e gestio pr6prias das empresas privadas ... •. Logo; em 
face da referida omissio, deve concluir-se que em princlpio as empresas p~ 

blicas, tal como as empresas privadas, devem apresentar uma estrutura fi
nanceira em que s~ equi1ibrem os capitals pr6prios (capital estatut~rio nat 
reservas) e os capitais a1heios. 
eo qu~ sendo as empresas p~b1icas 

Para efeitos internos parece ser paclfi 
perten~a do Estado haja por parte dos ere , -

dores da empresa (fornecedores ou bancos) uma menor exig~ncia da capacida-
de de solv~ncia em 

facto 
compa ra~ao 
pode 1 evar 

corn o que sucede em rela~io ~s empresas pri
a negligenciar urn tanto as necessidades de vadas e esse 

equillbri.o. Para efeitos de credito externa e natural que haja exig~ncias 
mais firmes por parte do erector estrangeit·o. 

No que diz respeito a princlpios de gestae financeira, convem 
atender aos efei tos da es trutura finance i ra sob re a rentabi 1 i dade da empre
sa. Assim, um peso excessive dos capitals alheios, normalmente corn custos 
elevados, pode fazer com que os encargos financeiros resultantes absorvam 
tota lmente ou qcase o resultado economi eo de exp 1 ora~ao, contri bui ndo para 
baixar drasticarr.ente a rendabil idade da empresa ou mesmo para a tornar de
ficitaria. 

Dentro desta linha h~ que prever nos planos financeiros das em~ 
sas p~blicas o ~dequado financiamento em capitais pr6prios;sendo·a fonte ex 
terna mais indinda o Fundo Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econ6mico, cuja cri~ 
~ao est~ prevista. Assim todas as entradas de capital proprio deverao ser 

canalizadas atrev~s deste Fund~ tornando o processo mais transparente.e sus. 
ceptlvel de an~lise correcta. 

No caso das empresas participadas em que seja necessaria recorrer 
a aumentos de ccpital para manuten~ao de n1veis adequados de autonomia fi
nanceira, na que distinguir dois casos. Se a empresa ~ controlad~ ~ natu 

,. 
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ral que os accionistas privados n~o acorram a subscrever qualquer aumento 
de cap·ital, a m~nos que haja uma polltica de dividendos previamente esta
belecida ou. seja aberta a possibilidade de negociarem as ac~6es. 0 mais 
provavel e que o Estado, at1·aves da entidade participante, fique cam o 
mai or encargo ID que se refere a aumentos de ,capita 1. Se a empresa paJ::_ 
ticipada n~o e controlada, a participa~~o privada nos aumentos de capital 
dependera da situa~~o econ5mico-financeira da empresa, devendo ser nego -
ciada entre o Estado e os accionistas principais em face de uma . · .clara 
perspectiva~~o dJ futuJ'O da empresa. Em qualquer dos casos o financia -
menta dos capitais pr5prios na parte que compete ao Estado devera ser fei 
to pelo Fundo t\ocional de Desenvolvimento Econ5mico mas agora atraves das 
''holdings'' participantes. 

No que se refere a6 financiamento corn capitais alheios nio pode 
naturalmente continuar por muito mais tempo a situa~io de ''salve-se quem 
puder", em que as empresas concorrem na obten~io de emprestimos, de subs] 
dios, de avales, etc., recorrendo a emp1·estimos de curto prazo para finan 
ciar investimentos em curso. Este procedimento casu1stico e contrario a 
filosofia que poe acima de tudo objectives sociais e so podera ser elimi~ 
nado quando hou•:er sistematica aprecia~ilo dos planes financeiros cilfs em -
presas por parts· das entidades de tutela (ministros e ''holdings'') cam res 
peito pelas prioridades do plana. 

6.5 - Cai-sc aqui no problema de reparti(ao dos recursos financeiros · 
nacionais, estrengeiros e internacionais, isto e, no equil1brio financei
ro global. 

0 org2o central de planeamento ao efectuar, coma lhe compete, a 
harn~niza~ao dos planes financeiros das empresas do sector p0blico, deve
r~ examinar as recessidades de financiamento dessas empresas e comparar 
essas necessidac2s corn os recursos financeiros internos e externos de que 
o pa1s pode dispr no per1odo em quest~o. Trata-se de uma tarefa extre
mamente importante em que nao deve ignorar-se que alem das ernpresas do 
sector p0blico p~odutivo havera empresas privadas ou de economia mista 
que igualmente terao necessidade de meios financeiros. G 
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A reparti~~o dos recursos financeiros pelas empresas que concor
rem na 3Ja a qui s j ~ao e uma tare fa priori tari a cuj o curnpri mento necess ita da 
defini~ao de uma polltica de financiamento e credito. A selecti.vidode de 
credito podera ser uma dus formas mais persuasivas de orientar as empresas 
privadas na sua politica de investimento. 

A estimativa dos recursos financeirds globais apresentar-se eiva 
da de grandes dificuldades, uma das quais ea falta de urn modP.lo macroecon2 
mico para a economia portuguesa dada a fase de profundas altera~6es estru

turais que se est~d processando. Mas essa estimativa tern de ser feita p~ 
lo menos para se ter uma ideia de quais os investimentos que poder~o exec~ 
tar-se m~smo que seja impossivel de momento proceder i optimiza~~o da impu 
ta~ao de recursos financeiros. 

No do~fnio dos meios internos de financiamento importa apurar em 
que medida o Banco de Portugal pode continuar na sua fun~ao de conceder c~ 
dito sem ruptura do sistema e na capacidade do sistema bancario nacionali
zado para mobilizar a poupan~a dos portugueses residentes e nao residentes, 
considerando tamb~m os efeitos das medidas de poupan~a for~ada anunciadas 
para breve. 

Inscreve-se ainda neste dominio o problema do papel que deve ca
ber1 as diferentes unidades do sistema bancario ;acional izado e ainda da foe 
ma como se estabelecera a concorrencia entre essas unidades. Na hip6tese 
de se estabelecer centralmente urn. esquema orientador da reparti~ao e 16gi-

. co inquirir ate que ponto sera esse esquema co~patlvel corn as rela~6es en
tre bancos e cli~ntes ''habituais'' ou corn a concorrencia que porventura se 
estabele~a entre os diversos bancos. Note-se que se tem neste campo mais 
urn exemplo da contradi~ao entre mercado e plano, de diHcil solw;:ao. 

No do8inio do financiamento de institui~6es internacionais, como 
o Banco Mundial, e sabido que, exceptuando os casos de financiamento a ban 
cos de fornento, esse fi nanc i amen to e em gera 1 conc.ed i do somente para certos 
projectos o que de.certo modo facilita a reparti~ao desse tipo de recurso. 
Os financiamentos estrangeiros encontram-se em regra muito ]igados ao for
necimento de equipamentos o que pode tambem facil itar a reparti~ao. 


